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PREFACE

Isotopegeology is theo¡springofgeologyononehandandof the concepts andmethodsof
nuclearphysicsontheother. Itwas initiallyknownas‘‘nucleargeology’’andthenas‘‘isotope
geochemistry’’before its currentnameof isotopegeologycame tobepreferredbecause it is
basedonthemeasurementand interpretationofthe isotopic compositionsofchemical ele-
ments making up the various natural systems.Variations in these isotope compositions
yield useful information for the geological sciences (in the broad sense). The ¢rst break-
through for isotope geology was the age determination of rocks and minerals, which at a
stroke transformedgeology intoaquantitative science.Nextcamethemeasurementofpast
temperatures and the birth of paleoclimatology.Then horizons broadened with the emer-
genceofthe conceptof isotopictracerstoencompassnotonlyquestionsoftheEarth’s struc-
tures and internal dynamics, oferosion, andofthe transportofmaterial, but alsoproblems
ofcosmochemistry, including those relating totheoriginsofthe chemical elements.Andso
isotopegeologyhasnotonlyextendedacross the entire domainofthe earthsciencesbuthas
also expandedthatdomain, openingupmanynewareas, fromastrophysics to environmen-
tal studies.
This book is designed to provide an introduction to the methods, techniques, andmain

¢ndingsof isotopegeology.Thegeneral characterofthe subject de¢nes its potential reader-
ship: ¢nal-year undergraduates andpostgraduates in the earth sciences (or environmental
sciences), geologists, geophysicists, orclimatologistswantinganoverviewofthe¢eld.
This is an educational textbook.To my mind, an educational textbook must set out its

subject matter and explain it, but it must also involve readers in the various stages in the
reasoning. One cannot understand the development and the spirit of a science passively.
The reader must be active.This book therefore makes constant use of questions, exercises,
and problems. I have sought towrite a bookon isotope geology in the vein of Turcotte and
Schubert’s Geodynamics (Cambridge University Press) or Arthur Beiser’s Concepts of
ModernPhysics (McGraw-Hill),whichtomymindare exemplary.
As it is an educational textbook, information is sometimes repeated in di¡erentplaces.As

modern research in the neurosciences shows, learning is based on repetition, and so I have
adopted this approach. This is why, for example, although numerical constants are often
given in themain text,manyofthemare listedagain in tables at the end. Inother cases, I have
deliberatelynotgivenvalues sothat readerswill have to lookthemup for themselves, because
informationonehastoseekoutisrememberedbetter than informationserveduponaplate.
Readers must therefore work through the exercises, failing which they may not fully

understandhowthe ideas followon fromoneanother. Ihavegiven solutions aswegoalong,



sometimes in detail, sometimes more summarily. At the end of each chapter, I have set a
numberofproblemswhosesolutions canbefoundatthe endofthebook.

Another message Iwant to get across to students of isotope geology is that this is not an
isolated discipline. It is immersed both in the physical sciences and in the earth sciences.
Hence the deliberate use here and there of concepts from physics, from chemistry
(Boltzmanndistribution,Arrheniusequation,etc.),or fromgeology(platetectonics,petro-
graphy, etc.) to encourage study of these essential disciplines and, where need be, to make
readers look up information in basic textbooks. Isotope geology is the outcome of an
encounter between nuclear physics and geology; this multidisciplinary outlook must be
maintained.

Thisbookdoesnotsetouttoreviewall theresultsof isotopegeologybuttobringreadersto
apointwhere theycan consult theoriginal literature directlyandwithoutdi⁄culty.Among
current literature on the same topics, this book could be placed in the same category as
Gunter Faure’s IsotopeGeology (Wiley), to be read in preparation for AlanDickin’s excel-
lentRadiogenic IsotopeGeology (CambridgeUniversityPress).

The guideline I have opted to followhas been to leave aside axiomatic exposition and to
take instead a didactic, stepwise approach.The ¢nal chapter alone takes a more synthetic
perspective,whilegivingpointers for futuredevelopments.

I have to give a warning about the references. Since this is a book primarily directed
towards teaching I have notgiven a full setof references for each topic. I have endeavored to
give due credit to the signi¢cant contributorswith theproperorderofpriority (which is not
always the case in modern scienti¢c journals). Because it iswhat I ammost familiar with, I
havemade extensive use ofworkdone in mylaboratory.This leads to excessive emphasis on
myown laboratory’s contributions in some chapters. I feel sure my colleagues will forgive
meforthis.Thereferencesattheendofeachchapteraresupplementedbyalistofsuggestions
for further readingatthe endofthebook.
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CHAPTER ONE

Isotopes and radioactivity

1.1 Reminders about the atomic nucleus

In themodel¢rstdevelopedbyNiels BohrandErnestRutherford and extendedbyArnold
Sommerfeld, the atom is composed of two entities: a central nucleus, containing most of
themass, and an arrayoforbiting electrons.1The nucleus carries a positive charge ofþZe,
which is balanced by the electron cloud’s negative charge of�Ze.The number of protons,
Z, ismatched inan electricallyneutral atomby thenumberofelectrons.Eachoftheseparti-
cles carries anegative electric chargee.
As a rough description, the nucleus of any element is made up of two types of particle,

neutrons and protons. A neutron is slightly heavier than a proton with a mass of
mn¼ 1.674 95 � 10�27 kg compared with mp¼ 1.672 65 � 10�27 kg for the proton.While of
similar masses, then, the two particles di¡er above all in their charges. The proton has a
positive charge (þ e) while the neutron is electrically neutral.The numberofprotons (Z) is
the atomic number.The sumA¼NþZ of the numberof neutrons (N) plus the numberof
protons (Z) gives themass number.This provides a measure of the mass of the nuclide in
question if we take as our unit the approximate mass of the neutron or proton.Thomson
(1914)andAston (1919)showedthat, foragivenatomicnumberZ, thatis, foragivenposition
inMendeleyev’s periodic table, there are atomswith di¡erentmass numbersA, and there-
fore nuclei which di¡er in the numberof neutrons they contain (see Plate1). Such nuclides
areknownas the isotopesofan element.
Thus there isoneformofhydrogenwhosenucleus is composedof justa singleprotonand

another form of hydrogen (deuterium) whose nucleus comprises both a proton and a neu-
tron; these are the two stable isotopes of hydrogen. Most elements have several naturally
occurring isotopes. However, some, including sodium (Na), aluminum (Al), manganese
(Mn), andniobium(Nb),have justonenatural, stable isotope.
Theexistenceof isotopeshasgivenrisetoaspecial formofnotation for nuclides.Thesym-

boloftheelement ^ H,He,Li,etc.^ iscompletedbytheatomicnumberandthemassnumber
^ 1
1H;

2
1H;

6
3Li;

7
3Li, etc.Thisnotation leaves the right-handsideofthe symbol free forchemi-

cal notations used for molecularor crystalline compounds such as 2
1H2

16
8O2:The notation

atthe lowerleftcanbeomittedas itduplicates the letter symbolofthe chemical element.

1 For the basic concepts of modern physics the exact references of original papers by prominent figures
(Einstein, Fermi, etc.) are not cited. Readers should consult a standard textbook, for example Leighton
(1959) or Beiser (1973).



The discovery of isotopes led immediately to that of isobars. These are atoms with the
same mass numbers but with slightly di¡erent numbers of protons.The isobars rubidium
87
37Rbandstrontium 87

38Sroralternatively rhenium
187
75Reandosmium 187

76Osdonotbelong in
the same slots in theperiodic table and soare chemicallydistinct. It is importanttoknowof
isobarsbecause, unless theyareseparated chemicallybeforehand, they ‘‘interfere’’withone
anotherwhen isotopeabundancesaremeasuredwithamass spectrometer.

1.2 The mass spectrometer

Justas therewouldbeno crystallographywithoutx-raysnorastronomywithouttelescopes,
so there would be no isotope geology without the invention of themass spectrometer.This
was themajor contributionofThomson (1914) andAston (1918).Astonwonthe1922Nobel
Prize for chemistry fordeveloping this instrument and for the discoveries it enabled him to
make.2 Subsequent improvements were made by Bainbridge and Jordan (1936), Nier
(1940), and Inghram and Chupka (1953). Major improvements have been made using
advances in electronics and computing. A decisive step was taken by Arriens and
Compston (1968) andWasserburg etal. (1969) in connectionwithMoon explorationwith
the development of automated machines. More recent commercial machines have
improvedquality, performance, andreliability tenfold!

1.2.1 The principle of the mass spectrometer

The principle is straightforward enough. Atoms of the chemical element whose isotopic
composition is to be measured are ionized in a vacuum chamber.The ions produced are
then accelerated by using a potential di¡erence of 3^20 kV. This produces a stream of
ions, and so an electric current, which is passed through a magnetic ¢eld. The magnetic
¢eld exerts a force perpendicular to the‘‘ionic current’’and sobends thebeamof ions.The
lighter ions are de£ected more than the heavier ones and so the ions can be sorted accord-
ing to their masses.The relative abundance ofeach isotope canbemeasured from the rela-
tive values of the electron currents produced by each stream of ions separated out in this
way.

Let us put this mathematically. Suppose atoms of the element in question have been
ionized.The ionaccelerationphase is:

eV ¼ 1

2
mv2

whereeV is the electrical energy, 12mv2 is thekinetic energy,e is the ion’s charge,v its speed,m
itsmass, andV thepotentialdi¡erence. Itcanbededucedthat:

v ¼ 2eV

m

� �1
2

:

2 The other inventor of the mass spectrometer, J. J. Thomson, had already been awarded the 1906 Nobel
Prize for physics for his discovery of the electron.
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Magnetic de£ection isgivenbyequating themagnetic forceBev to centripetal acceleration
(v2/R) multiplied bymassm, whereB is the magnetic ¢eld andR the radius of curvature of
thede£ectedpath:

Bev ¼ m
v2

R

� �
:

Itcanbededucedthat:

v ¼ BeR

m
:

Makingthetwovaluesofvequal,which istantamounttoremovingspeedfromtheequation,
gives:

m

e
¼ B2R2

2V
:

ThereforeR isproportionalto
ffiffiffiffi
m
p

, foran ionofagivencharge.Allowingforelectroncharge,
elementalmass,3 anddi¡erences inunits,we canwrite:

m ¼ B2R2

20 721V
� 1012

inwhichB is in teslas,m in atomicmassunits,R inmeters, andV involts.

Exercise

A mass spectrometer has a radius of 0.3 m and an acceleration voltage of 10 000 V. The

magnetic field is adjusted to the various masses to be measured. Calculate the atomic mass

corresponding to a field of 0.5 T.

Answer
Just apply the formula with suitable units:

m ¼ ð0:5Þ
2 � ð0:3Þ2

20 721 � ð104Þ � 1012 ¼ 108:58:

Exercise

If hydrogen ions (mass number¼ 1) are accelerated with a voltage of 10 kV, at what speed are

they emitted from the source?

Answer
Just apply the formula v ¼ ð2eV=mÞ

1
2. The electron charge is 1.60219 � 10�19 coulombs and

the atomic mass unit is 1.660 540 2 � 10�27 kg.

v ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1:9272 � 1012
p

¼ 1388 km s�1

3 Atomic mass unit: m¼ 1.660 540 2 � 10�27 kg, electron charge: e¼ 1.602 19 � 10� 19 C, therefore
e/m¼ 0.964 � 108 C kg�1 (C¼ coulomb).

3 The mass spectrometer



which is about 5 million km per hour. That is fast, admittedly, but still well below the speed of

light, which is close to 1 billion km per hour! Heavy ions travel more slowly. For example ions

of m¼ 100 would move at just a tenth of the hydrogen speed.

1.2.2 The components of a mass spectrometer

The principal components ofamass spectrometer are the source, themagnet, and the col-
lectorandmeasurementsystems, allofwhicharemaintainedunder vacuum.

The source
Thesourcehas three functions:

� Togenerate ions fromatoms.The ionsmaybepositiveor negative.
� To accelerate the ion by potential di¡erences created by plates at di¡erent potentials

(fromgroundto20KeV,and inacceleratormass spectrometers toseveralMeV).
� Toshape thebeam, through calibrated slits in thehigh-voltageplates.Thebeam fromthe

source slit isusually rectangular.

Themagnet
The magnet has two functions. It deviates the ions and this de£ection separates them by
mass. At the same time it treats the various components of the ionbeamora singlemass as
anoptical instrumentwould. It handlesboth colors (masses) and alsobeamgeometry.One
of itsproperties is to focus each ionbeam foreachmassonthe collector.The characteristics
of focusing vary with the shape of themagnet and the shape of the pole face, which maybe
curved invariousways (Figure1.1andPlates 2 and 3).A further recent improvement, using
computer simulation, hasbeentofocus thebeamnotonly inthexandydirectionsbut inthe
z direction too. Inmodern solid-sourcemass spectrometers, the angulardispersion of ions
is fully corrected and almost all the ions leaving the source end up in the collectors which
arearranged inafocalplane.

The collectors
The collectors collect and integrate the ion charges so generating an electric current. The
collectormaybeaFaradaybucket,whichcollectsthechargesandconvertsthemintoacurrent
that is conducted along awire to an electrical resistor. Bymeasuring the potential di¡erence
across the resistor terminals, the current can be calculated from Ohm’s law,V¼ IR. The
advantage is that it is easy to amplify a potential di¡erence electronically. It is convenient to
workwithvoltagesofabout1V.As the currents tobemeasured range from10�11to10�9A, by
Ohm’s law, the resistors commonly used range from1011 to 109 �. This conversion may be
made for small ion £uxes of electron multipliers or ion counters.4 In all cases the results are
obtained by collecting the ion charges and measuring them. Just ahead of the collector
system is a slit that isolates the ion beam. This is explained below.

4 Each ion pulse is either counted (ion counter) or multiplied by a technical trick of the trade to give a
measurable current (electron multiplier).
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Thevacuum
Afourth importantcomponent is thevacuum. Ions cantravel fromthe source to the collec-
tor only if they are in avacuum. Otherwise they will lose their charge by collision with air
molecules and return to the atom state.The whole system is built, then, in a tube where a
vacuum can be maintained. In general, a vacuum of 10�7 millibars is produced near the
source andanother vacuumof10�9millibars orbetter near the collector. Even so, someair

Magnet

Amplifier

ION SOURCE COLLECTOR

Filament

High voltage

Faraday
cup
In

te
n

si
ty

 (
V

 )

Strontium

STRONTIUM ISOTOPES

88878684

x33

x10

x10

Figure 1.1 A thermal-ionization mass spectrometer. Top: in the center is the electromagnet whose field
is perpendicular to the figure and directed downwards (through the page). By Fleming’s rules, the force
is directed upwards (towards the top of the page) since the stream of ions is coming from the left. An
array of Faraday cups may be used for multicollection, that is, for simultaneous measurement of the
current produced by each isotope. One important feature has been omitted: the whole arrangement is
held in a vacuum of 10� 7–10� 9 mm Hg.5 Bottom: the mass spectrum of strontium.

5 The SI unit of pressure is the pascal (Pa) but for a time it was measured by the height expressed in
centimeters (cm) of a column of mercury in reference to Torricelli’s experiment. This unit has been used
ever since for measuring extreme vacuums. ‘‘Standard’’ atmospheric pressure of 105 Pa corresponds to
76 cm of mercury.
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molecules remain inside the mass spectrometer and collide with the beams, partially
disrupting their initial rectangular section.

All of these components contribute to the quality of the data obtained. Mass spectro-
meterquality is characterizedbyanumberoffeatures.

E⁄ciency
This isgivenby the ratio

Number of ions collected

Number of atoms in source
¼ E

Number of ions ¼ intensity� duration� 6:24� 1018

Z ion charge

Number of atoms ¼ mass

atomic mass
�Avogadro’s number:

E⁄ciencyvarieswithatomicmass.
Ionization e⁄ciency of the source (I) and transmission e⁄ciency of the total ion

optics (T):

I� T ¼ E

ThevalueofT isvariable:1%for ICP-MS,25%for ionprobes.
The values of I have been greatly improved but vary with the nature of the element and

the ionizationprocess.The range is 5%00 to100%(ICP-MS)!

Powerof resolution
Thequestion is, what is the smallest di¡erence in mass that canbe separated and thenmea-
suredusingamass spectrometer?A formalde¢nition is:

Figure 1.2 (a) Incident beam in the focal plane. (b) Magnet focalization. The beam from the source has a
certain aperture. The trajectories of some ions that are not strictly perpendicular to the source are
refocused by the magnetic field. The refocusing surface for the various masses at the collector end is
curved if the magnet faces are plane, but may be plane if a curved magnet face is used. The figure shows
schematically how the magnet separates three isotopes in both configurations.

6 Isotopes and radioactivity



resolving power RP ¼ M1

�M

whereM1is themass.�M is de¢nedasM2¼M1þ�M,whereM2 is the closestmass toM1

thatdoesnotoverlapbymorethan50%inthe collector.
We canalsode¢nearesolvingpowerat1%.
Thedistance�xbetweentwobeams inthe focalplane iswritten:

�x ¼ K
�m

m
:

Dependingontheangleofthe incidentbeamtothemagnet,K¼R foranangleof incidence
of908;K¼ 2R foranangleof278.
Fromtheformulaabove:

RP ¼ C
R

�x
;

R being the radius of curvature and �x the distance between two beams of M and
Mþ�M.
This is just to show that when one wants to separate two masses more e⁄ciently, the

radius has to be increased and then the voltage adjusted accordingly. Suppose we want to
separate 87Rb and 87Sr by the di¡erence in mass of neutrons and protons alone. A‘‘mon-
ster’’ mass spectrometer would be required. However, interferences between two masses
can be avoided when separating isotopes of an element from contaminating molecules.
(Methane 12CH4 has the same mass as 16O and benzene C6H6 interferes at mass 78 with
krypton.)

Abundance sensitivity
Another importantcharacteristic is the�xdistance (inmillimeters)betweenthebeams.We
have to comeback to the slits in the collectors.The problem is easy enough to understand.
At¢rst, thebeam is rectangular. Collisionswith residual air moleculesmeans that, when it
reaches the collector slit, thebeam iswiderand trapezoid-shapedwith long tails. Collector
slits areopen so that they can receiveonemassbutno contribution from theadjacentmass.
When the abundances oftwoadjacent isotopes areverydi¡erent, the tail of themore abun-
dant isotope forms background noise for the less abundant one. Measuring the less abun-
dant isotope involves reconstructing the tail of the more abundant one mathematically.
This is possible only if the tail is not too big. Narrowing the collector slit brings about a
rapiddecline in sensitivity.
Abundance sensitivity is themeasurementof the contribution of the tail ofone isotope

to the signal of the neighboring isotope. It is given as a signal/noise ratio multiplied by
the mass ratios. Special instruments have been developed for measuring abundance
sensitivity in extreme cases, such as measuring 14C close to the massively more abundant
12C. Abundance sensitivity is related to resolving power but also to the quality of the
ionoptics.

7 The mass spectrometer



Exercise

The isotopic composition of the element rubidium (Rb) is measured, giving a current

i¼ 10�11 A for the mass of 87Rb. How many ions per second is that? If the measurement

lasts 1 hour how much Rb has been used if the ionization yield is 1%?

Answer
The intensity of an electrical current is defined by i¼ dq/dt, where dq is the quantity of electrical

charge and dt the unit of time. Electrical current is therefore the quantity of electrical charge

flowing per unit time. The ampere, the unit of electrical current, is defined as being 1 coulomb

per second, the coulomb being the unit of electrical charge. The charge of an electron is

–1.6 � 10�19 coulombs. The positive charge is identical but with the opposite sign. An

intensity of 10�11 amps therefore corresponds to 10�11 coulombs per second / 1.6 � 10�19

coulombs¼ 62.5 � 106 ions per second.

If this intensity is maintained for 1 hour: 6.25 � 107� 3600¼ 2.2464 � 1011 ions of 87Rbþ. As

the ionization is 1%, this corresponds to 2.2464 � 1013 atoms of 87Rb placed on the emitter

filament. As 85Rb/87Rb¼ 2.5933, Rbtotal (in atoms)¼ 87Rb (in atoms) (1þ 2.5933).

So a total number of 8.0719 � 1013 atoms of Rb is placed on the filament. As the atomic

mass of Rb is 85.468 g, the total weight of Rb is 11 ng.

Exercise

How much rock is needed to determine the isotopic composition of Rb by measuring a sample

for 20 minutes at 10�11 A if its concentration in Rb is 10 ppm (parts per million)?

Answer
If 11 ng of Rb are needed for 1 hour, for 20 minutes we need (11� 20)/60¼ 3.66 ng, that is

3.66 � 10�9/10�5¼ 0.36 mg of rock or mineral.

It can be seen, then, that mass spectrometry is a very sensitive technique.

1.2.3 Various developments in mass spectrometers

Mass spectrometers have come a long way since the ¢rst instruments developed by J. J.
ThomsonandF.Aston.Togive some ideaoftheadvancesmade,whenAlNierwasmeasur-
ing lead isotopes as apostdoctoral fellowatHarvard in1939 (moreaboutthis later), heused
agalvanometer projectingabeamoflightontothewall andmeasured thepeakwitharuler!
Nowadays everything takes the formofacomputeroutput.

Ionization
The ¢rst technique was to use the element to be measured as a gaseous compound.When
bombardedbyelectrons, atomsofthegas lose electrons and sobecome ionized (Nier,1935,
1938,1939). Later came the thermal-ionization technique (TIMS) (Inghram and Chupka,
1953). In the so-called solid-sourcemass spectrometer, a saltof the element is depositedon
ametal¢lament (Ta,W,Pt).The¢lamentisheatedbytheJoule e¡ectofan increasingelectric
current. At a certain temperature, the element ionizes (generally as positive ions [Sr, Rb,
Sm,Nd,U, Pb] but also as negative ions [Os]). Ionizationbecamea fundamental character-
isticofmass spectrometry.
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Nowadays, asanalternative,plasmaisusedforoptimal ionization in instrumentsnamed
ICP-MS.

Ion optics
Substantial e¡ort has been put into optics combining various geometries and assemblies.
Bainbridge and Jordan (1936) used a magnetic ¢eld to turn the beam through 1808.
Mattauch andHerzog (1934) combined electric and magnetic ¢elds to separate ions and
focusbeams.Magnetshapesweremodi¢edto improvetransmission e⁄ciency.
Computerized numerical simulation has allowed tremendous advances in ion optics

design. All of the techniques used tended to maximize ionization and transmission, to
increase resolution power and abundance sensitivity, and to minimize the high voltage
requirement and the size of themagnet, which areboth big factors in cost. However, when
the ionization process created a wide dispersion in ion energies, more sophisticated ion
optics were required to refocus the ion beam in a narrow band on the collectors. So ICP-
MS, ionprobe, andAMSinstrumentshavebecomelargeandmore expensive.
Collectorsareanother important issue.Earlymass spectrometershadasingle collector.By

scanningthemagnetic¢eld, theionbeampassedinsequencethroughthecollectorandaspec-
trum of ion abundance was recorded (Figure 1.1). Nowadays most mass spectrometers use
simultaneous ion collectionwithanarrayofcollectors sidebyside, each collectorcorrespond-
ing to a distinct mass. This seems an obvious technique to use as it eliminates £uctuations
betweentherecordingsofonemass(peak)toanother.However, itistechnicallyextremelydi⁄-
culttoachieve,bothmechanically,accurately installingseveral collectors inasmallspace,and
electronically, controlling drifting of the electronic circuits with time. These problems have
now been virtually eradicated. It is worth noting that, unlike in most areas of science, all
advancessince1980havebeenmadebyindustrialengineersratherthanbyacademicscientists.
However, because of electronic ‘‘noise’’and electrical instabilities, all isotopic measurements
are statistical. On each run, thousands of spectra are recorded and statistically processed.
Onlysincemicrocomputershavebeenavailablehavesuchtechniquesbecomefeasible.

1.2.4 Preparatory chemistry and final accuracy

In mostmass spectrometry techniques (except for ion probes) chemical separation is used
before measurement to purify the element whose isotopic composition is under study.
Since the elements tobemeasured are present as traces, theyhave tobe separated from the
major elementswhichwouldotherwiseprevent any ionization as themajor elements rather
than the trace elementswould give out their electrons. For example, an excess ofK inhibits
any Rb ionization. Chemical separation also prevents isobaric interference between, say,
87Rband87Sror187Reand187Os.
Chemicalseparation canbedoneingaseousforminpuri¢cation lines,asfor raregasesor

for oxygen or hydrogen measurement, or in liquid solution for most elements. The basic
technique in the latter case is the ion-exchange column as introduced by Aldrich et al.
(1953).All theseoperationshavetobeperformedinverycleanconditions,otherwisesample
contaminationwill ruinmeasurement.Thegreater the accuracyofmass spectrometry, the
cleaner the chemistry required.The chemistry is carried out in a clean roomwith special
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equipmentusingspecially preparedultra-clean reagents, thatare farcleaner thananycom-
mercialversions.

Whenjudgingmeasurementreliability, investigatorshavetostatethe leveloftheirblanks.
Theblank istheamountofthetargetelementsmeasuredinachemicalprocessdonewithout
anysample.Theblankhastobenegligibleorverysmall comparedwiththeamountofmater-
ial tobemeasured. So increases in accuracyare linkednotonlywith the improvementofthe
mass spectrometerbutalsooftheblanks.

Although this is nottheplace togive full technicaldetails about conditions for preparing
and measuring samples, as these can only be learned in the laboratory and not from text-
books, afewgeneral remarksmaybemade.

Moderntechniquesallow isotope ratios tobemeasuredwithadegreeofprecisionof10�5

or10�6 (a fewppm!) on samplesweighing just a fewnanograms (10�9 g) or even a fewpico-
grams (10�12 g). For example, if a rock contains10 ppm of strontium, its isotope composi-
tion canbemeasured on10�9 g with a degree ofprecision of 30 ppm.Therefore just10�4 g,
that is, 0.1mg would be needed to make the measurement. This method can be used for
studying precious rocks, such as samples of moon rock or meteorites, or minor or rare
minerals, that is,minerals that are di⁄cult to separate and concentrate.Whatdo such levels
ofprecision mean?Theymeanwe can readily tell apart two isotope ratios ofstrontium, say
0.702 21and0.702 23, that is, towithin0.000 03, evenwherelowconcentrationsare involved.
Toachieve suchprecision themeasurementmustbe‘‘internally calibrated.’’Whenmeasur-
ing the abundance ratio (A1/A2) of two isotopes, the electrical current ratio (I1/I2) detected
is slightlydi¡erent from (A1/A2).The di¡erence is engenderedby themeasurement itself.This
is termedmass discrimination.6Eitheroftwomethods isusedforcalibratingmeasurements.

The ¢rst is the internal standard method. If the element has three or more isotopes one
particular ratio is chosenas the reference ratioandcorrection ismade formass discrimina-
tion. So if the abundances are A1, A2, A3, we take (A1/A3)¼R.The measurement (I1/I2) is
writtenR(1þ ��m), where�m is the di¡erence in massbetweenA1andA3.The fractiona-
tion coe⁄cient� is calculatedandthenapplied tothemeasurementofthe ratio (A1/A2).

7

The second method is to measure a standard sample periodically and to express the
valuesmeasured intermsofthatstandard.

The extraordinary precision themass spectrometer can achievemustnotbe jeopardized
byaccidental contaminationwhen preparing samples.To this endultra-clean preparatory
chemistry is developedusingultra-pure chemical reagents in clean rooms (Plate3bottom).

1.2.5 Ionization techniques and the corresponding spectrometers

Four major ionization techniques are used dependingon the characteristics of the various
chemical elements (ionizationpotential).

Thermal-ionizationmass spectrometry (TIMS)
The element to be analyzed is ¢rst puri¢ed chemically (especially to separate any isobars)
anddepositedon arefractory¢lament.Heating the¢lament in avacuumby the Joule e¡ect

6 Such discrimination depends on the type of mass spectrometer used. It decreases with mass for any given
type.

7 In high-precision mass spectrometry an exponential law rather than a linear one is used to correct mass
fractionation.
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ionizes the elements,which either lose an electronbecomingpositive ions, as in the casesof
Rbþ, Srþ, and Pbþ, or gain an electronbecoming negative ions aswithOsO3

� andWO3
�.

Instrumental mass fractionation is of the order of1% bymass deviation for light elements
(Li) and0.1%bymass deviation forheavyelements (Pb,U).

Electronic bombardment
Lightelements suchashydrogen (H), carbon (C),nitrogen (N),andoxygen (O)or raregases
are analyzed as gases (H2, CO2, N2, O2, or atoms of He, Ne, At, or Xe) bombarded in a
vacuum by an electron beam. Positive ions are thus formed by stripping an electron from
such molecules or atoms. The ions are then accelerated and sorted magnetically as in
TIMS. Substances are prepared for analysis in gaseous formby extracting the gas from the
sample under vacuum either by fusion or by chemical reaction.The gas is then puri¢ed in
vacuum lineswhereothergases are captured eitherbyadsorption orbymanipulating their
liquefactiontemperatures.

Inductivelycoupledplasmamass spectrometry (ICPMS) inanargonplasma
The sample is ionized in an argon plasma induced by a high-frequency electrical ¢eld
(plasma torch).The high temperature of the plasma, about10 000K, means elements like
hafnium or thorium, which are di⁄cult to ionize by thermal emission, can be completely
ionized. The element to be analyzed is atomized and then ionized. It is sprayed into the
plasma from a solution as a liquid aerosol. Or it may be released from a solid sample by
laserablation.Thesolidaerosolsoformed is injected intotheplasmatorch.Mass fractiona-
tion is between a twentieth of1% for a light element like boron and1% for heavy elements.
Fractionation is corrected for by using the isotope ratios ofother similar elements as inter-
nal standards, because, atthe temperatureoftheplasma, fractionation is due tomass alone
and isnota¡ectedby the element’s chemical characteristics.

Ionic bombardment in secondary-ionmass spectrometry (SIMS)
The solid sample (rock, mineral) containing the chemical element for analysis is cut,
polished, andput into thevacuum chamber where it isbombardedbya‘‘primary’’ beamof
ions (argon, oxygen, or cesium). This bombardment creates a very-high-temperature
plasma at about 40 000K inwhich the element is atomized and ionized.The development
ofhigh resolution secondary-ionmass spectrometers (ionmicroprobes)means in-situ iso-
topemeasurements can bemade onvery small samples and, above all, on tinygrains.This
is essential for studying, say, thefewgrainsof interstellarmaterial contained inmeteorites.

Remark
All of the big fundamental advances in isotope geology have been the result of improved

sensitivity or precision in mass spectrometry or of improved chemical separation reducing con-

tamination (chromatographic separation using highly selective resins, use of high-purity materials

such as teflon). These techniques have recently become automated and automation will be more

systematic in the future.

1.3 Isotopy

Assaid,eachchemicalelementisde¢nedbythenumberofprotonsZ in itsatomicstructure.
It is the numberofprotonsZ thatde¢nes the element’s position in theperiodic table. But in
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eachposition there are several isotopeswhich di¡erby the numberofneutronsN they con-
tain, that is, by their mass.These isotopes are created during nuclear processes which are
collectively referred to as nucleosynthesis and which have been taking place in the stars
throughoutthehistoryoftheUniverse (seeChapter 4).

The isotopic composition of a chemical element is expressed either as a percentage or
more convenientlyasaratio.A reference isotope is chosen relative towhichthequantitiesof
other isotopes are expressed. Isotope ratios are expressed in terms of numbers of atoms
andnotofmass.Forexample, to study variations inthe isotopic compositionofthe element
strontium brought about by the radioactive decay of the isotope 87Rb, we choose the
87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. To study the isotopic variations of lead, we consider the
206Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb, and 208Pb/204Pbratios.

1.3.1 The chart of the nuclides

The isotopic composition of all the naturally occurring chemical elements has been deter-
mined, that is, the numberof isotopes and their proportionshavebeen identi¢ed.The¢nd-
ings havebeen plotted as a (Z,N) graph, that is, the numberofprotons against the number
ofneutrons.Figure1.3, detailsofwhicharegiven intheAppendix,promptsafewremarks.

Firstofall, thestableisotopesfall intoaclearlyde¢nedzone,knownasthevalleyofstability
because it corresponds to theminimum energy levels of nuclides. Initially this energy valley
follows the diagonalZ¼N.Then, afterN¼ 20, thevalley falls away fromthe diagonalonthe
side of a surplus of neutrons. It is as if, asZ increases, an even greater numberof neutrons is
neededtopreventthe electricallychargedprotons fromrepellingeachotherandbreaking the
nucleusapart. (Thingsareactuallymore complicatedthanthis simplistic imagesuggests!)
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Figure 1.3 The distribution of natural stable isotopes in the neutron–proton diagram. The diagram is
stippled because natural or artificial radioactive isotopes lie between the stable isotopes. After N¼ 20,
the zone of stable nuclei moves away from the diagonal for which the number of neutrons equals the
number of protons. For N> 20, the number of neutrons then exceeds the number of protons. This zone
is called the valley of stability as it corresponds to a minimum energy level of the nuclides.
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Asecond remark relates toparity. Elements for whichZ is an even numberhave farmore
isotopes than elements for which Z is an odd number. Fluorine (Z¼ 9), sodium (Z¼ 11),
phosphorus (Z¼ 15), andscandium(Z¼ 21)have justa single isotope.
Lastly, andnot least importantly, theheaviest elementwith stable isotopes is lead.8

1.3.2 Isotopic homogenization and isotopic exchange

As the isotopes ofanygiven chemical element all have the same electron suite, theyall have
prettymuch the same chemical properties. But in all chemical, physical, or biological pro-
cesses, isotopes ofanygiven elementbehave slightlydi¡erently from eachother, thusgiving
rise to isotopic fractionation. Such fractionation is very weak and is apparent above all in
lightelements. It is also exploited in isotopegeologyas shallbe seen inChapter 7.
Initially we shall ignore such fractionation, exceptwhere allowancehas tobemade for it

as with 14C or when making measurements with a mass spectrometer where, as has been
seen, correctionmustbemade formass discrimination.Thisvirtually identicalbehaviorof
chemical isotopes entails a fundamental consequence in the tendency for isotopic homogen-
ization to occur.Where two or more geochemical objects (minerals within the same rock,
rocks in solution, etc.) are in thermodynamic equilibrium, the isotope ratios of the chemical
elements present are generally equal. If theyare unequal initially, they exchange some atoms
until theyequalize them. It is important tounderstand that isotopic homogenization occurs
through isotopic exchange without chemical homogenization. Each chemical component
retains its chemical identity,ofcourse.Thispropertyof isotopichomogenization‘‘across’’che-
micaldiversity isoneofthe fundamentalsof isotopegeochemistry.Asimplewayofobserving
this phenomenon is to put calcium carbonate powder in the presence ofa solution of carbo-
nate in water in proportions corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium.Therefore no
chemical reaction occurs. Repeat the experiment but with radioactive 14C in solution in the
formofcarbonate. Ifafter10daysorsothesolid calciumcarbonate is isolated, itwillbefound
tohavebecome radioactive. It will have exchanged some of its carbon-14 with the carbonate
ofmass12and13whichwere inthesolution.

Exercise

A liter of water saturated in CaCO3 whose Ca2þ content is 1 � 10�2 moles per liter is put in the

presence of 1 g of CaCO3 in solid form. The isotopic ratio of the solid CaCO3 is 40Ca/42Ca¼ 151.

The isotopic ratio of the dissolved Ca2þ has been artificially enriched in 42Ca such that
40Ca/42Ca¼ 50. What is the common isotopic composition of the calcium when isotopic

equilibrium is achieved?

Answer
40Ca/42Ca¼ 121.2.

As said, when two or more geochemical objects with di¡erent isotopic ratios are in
each other’s presence, atom exchange (which occurs in all chemical reactions, including at

8 Until recently it was believed to be bismuth (Z¼ 83), whose only isotope is 209Bi. In 2003 it was
discovered to be radioactive with a half-life of 1.9 � 1019 years!
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equilibrium) tends tohomogenize thewhole in termsof isotopes.This is known as isotopic
exchange. It isakineticphenomenon,dependingthereforeonthetemperatureandphysical
state of the phases present. Simplifying, isotope exchange is fast at high temperatures and
slow at low temperatures like all chemical reactions which are accelerated by temperature
increase. In liquids andgases, di¡usion is fast and so isotope exchange is fast too. In solids,
di¡usion is slowandsoisotopeexchangeis slowtoo. Inmagmas(high-temperatureliquids),
then, both trends are compounded and isotope homogenization occurs quickly.The same
istrueofsupercritical£uids, thatis,£uidsdeepwithintheEarth’scrust.Conversely, insolids
atordinary temperatures, exchange occurs very slowlyand isotopeheterogeneities persist.
Two important consequences follow from these two properties.The ¢rst is that a magma
has the same isotope compositionas the solid source fromwhich ithas issuedby fusion, but
notthe same chemical composition.The second is that, conversely, a solid atordinary tem-
peratures retains its isotopic composition over timewithoutbecoming homogeneouswith
itssurroundings.This iswhy rocksare reliable isotoperecords.Thispropertyisadirectcon-
sequenceofthe di¡usionpropertiesofnatural isotopes in liquids andsolids.

The theory of di¡usion, that is, the spontaneous motion of atoms in£uenced by di¡er-
ences in concentration,provides anapproximatebutadequateformula:

x �
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

wherex is thedistancetraveledby the element, t is time in seconds, andD thedi¡usion coef-
¢cient (cm2 s�1).

Exercise

In a liquid silicate at 1200 K the diffusion coefficient for elements like Rb, Sr, or K is

D¼ 10�6 cm2 s�1. In solid silicates heated to 1200 K, D¼ 10�11 cm2 s�1.

How long does it take for two adjacent domains of 1 cm diameter to become homogeneous:

(1) within a silicate magma?

(2) between a silicate magma and a solid, which occurs during partial melting when 10% of

the magma coexists with the residual solid?

Answer
(1) In a silicate magma if D¼ 10�6 cm2 s�1, t� x2/D¼ 106 s, or about 11 days.

If it takes 11 days for the magma to homogenize on a scale of 1 cm, on a 1-km scale

(¼ 105 cm), it will take t� x2/D¼ 1010¼ 1016 s, or close to 3 � 108 years, given that

1 year� 3 � 107 s.

In fact, homogenization at this scale would not occur by diffusion but by advection or

convection, that is, a general motion of matter, and so would be much faster.

(2) In the case of a magma impregnating a residual solid with crystals of the same dimen-

sions (1 cm), t� x2/D¼ 1011 s or about 3 � 105 years, or 300 000 years, which is rather fast

in geological terms. For 1-mm crystals, which is more realistic, t� 10�2/D¼ 3 � 103 years,

or 3000 years. So isotope equilibrium is established quite quickly where a magma is in the

presence of mineral phases.

Asecond importantquestion iswhether rocks atordinary temperatures can retain their
isotope compositions without being modi¢ed and without being re-homogenized. To
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answer this, it must be remembered that the di¡usion coe⁄cient varies with temperature
by theArrhenius law:

D ¼ D0 exp
�DH
RT

� �

where�H is the activation energy, which is about 40 kcal per mole,R is the ideal gas con-
stant (1.987 calperKpermole), andT theabsolute temperature (K). IfD¼ 10�11cm2 s�1in
solids at1300 8C,what is thedi¡usion coe⁄cientDoratordinary temperatures?

Dor

D1300
¼ exp

�DH
R

I

Tor
� I

T1300

� �� �
¼ hBi

fromwhichDor ¼ Bh i D1300.
Calculate Bh i to¢ndthat itgives1.86 � 10�25, thereforeDor¼ 2 � 10�36 cm2 s�1.
Tohomogenizea1-mmgrainatordinary temperatures takes

t ¼ 10�2

2 � 10�36 ¼ 0:5 � 1034s � 1:5 � 1026 years;

which is in¢nitelylong toall intents andpurposes.

Important remark
Rocks therefore retain the memory of their history acquired at high temperatures. This is the prime

reason isotope geology is so incredibly successful and is the physical and chemical basis of isotope

memory. The phenomenon might be termed isotopic quenching, by analogy with metal which, if it is

immersed when hot in cold water, permanently retains the properties it acquired at high temperature.

1.3.3 A practical application of isotopic exchange:
isotopic dilution

Supposewewish tomeasure the rubidium contentofa rock.Rubidiumhas two isotopes, of
mass 85 and 87, in the proportion 85Rb/87Rb¼ 2.5933. (This is the value foundwhen mea-
suring theRb isotope compositionofnatural rocks.)The rock is dissolvedwithamixtureof
acids.To the solution obtained,we add a solutionwith aknownRb contentwhich hasbeen
arti¢cially enriched in 85Rb (spike), whose 85Rb/87Rb ratio in the spike is known.The two
solutionsmixandbecomeisotopicallybalanced.Onceequilibriumisreached, theabsolute
Rb contentof the rockcanbe determinedbysimplymeasuring the isotope composition of
a fractionofthemixture.
Writing

85Rb
87Rb

� �
¼ 85

87

	 

gives:

85

87

� �
mixture

¼
ð85RbÞrock þ ð85RbÞspike
ð87RbÞrock þ ð87RbÞspike

¼
85
87

	 

spike
þ 85

87

	 

rock

87Rbrock
87Rbspike

h i
1þ 87Rbrock

87Rbspike

h i :

Topandbottomare dividedby 87Rb,bringingout 85
87

	 

.

A littlemanipulationgives:

87Rbrock ¼ 87Rbspike
85

87

� �
spike

85
87

	 

spike
� 85

87

	 

mixture

85
87

	 

mixture

� 85
87

	 

rock

" #
:
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Becauseweknowthe87Rbcontentofthespike, theRbcontentoftherockcanbeobtainedby
simply measuring the isotope ratio of the mixture, without having to recover all the Rb by
chemical separation.

Suppose, say, the isotopic composition of the spike ofRb is 85Rb/87Rb¼ 0.12.The natu-
rally occurring 85Rb/87Rb ratio is 2.5933.We dissolve1g of rock and add to the solution1g
ofspike containing3 ngof 87Rbpercubic centimeter.After thoroughlymixing the solution
containing the dissolved rockand the spike solution,measurementofa fraction of themix-
tureyields a ratio of 85Rb/87Rb¼ 1.5.TheRb contentofthe rockcanbe calculated.We sim-
plyapply the formula:

87Rbrock ¼ 87Rbspike
0:12� 1:5

1:5� 2:59

� �
¼ 1:266;

or

87Rbrock ¼ 1:266� 87Rbspike ¼ 1:266 � 3 � 10�9 g ¼ 3:798 � 10�9 g:

As we took a sample of 1g of rock, C87Rb
¼ 3:798 ng g�1 ¼ 3:798 ppb. Therefore

C87total ¼ C87Rb
ð1þ 2:5933Þ ¼ 13:42 ppb.

This method can be used for all chemical elements with several stable isotopes for which
spikeshavebeenpreparedthatarearti¢ciallyenrichedinoneormoreisotopesandforelements
with a single isotope, provided it is acceptable to use a radioactive isotope (and so potentially
dangerousforwhoeverconductstheexperiment)asaspike.Themethodhasthreeadvantages.

First,aftermixingwiththespike,chemicalseparationmethodsneednotbeentirelyquanti-
tative. (The yields of the various chemical operations during analysis do not count.) Isotope
ratiosalonematter,aswell asanycontamination,whichdistorts themeasurement,ofcourse.

Then, as themass spectrometer makes very sensitive andvery precise measurements of
isotope ratios, isotopic dilution may be used to measure the amounts of trace elements,
eventhetiniesttraces,withgreatprecision.

Isotope dilutionwas invented for theneedsof laboratoryanalysisbutmaybe extended to
natural processes. As shall be seen, variable isotope ratios occur in nature. Mixes of them
canbe used to calculate proportions bymass of the geochemical elements involved just by
simplemeasurementsof isotope ratios.

As canbe seen, isotope dilution is an essential method in isotope geochemistry. But just
howprecise is it?This exercisewillallowustospecify theerror (uncertainty) in isotopedilu-
tionmeasurement.

Exercise

The isotope ratios of the spike, sample, and mixture are denoted RT, RS, and RM, respectively.

We wish to find out the quantity X of the reference isotope Cj in the sample. To do this,

quantity Y of spike has been mixed and the isotope ratios (Ci/Cj)¼ R of the spike, sample, and

mix have been measured. What is the uncertainty of the measurement?

Answer
Let us begin with the formula

X ¼ Y
R T � R M

R M � R S

����
����
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which may be written RMX – RSX¼ RTY – RMY or RM (Xþ Y)¼ RTYþ RSX, or alternatively

R M ¼ R T
Y

X þ Y
þ R S

X

X þ Y
:

We posit X
X þ Y ¼W and Y¼ 1�W. Let us calculate the logarithmic derivative and switch to �

(finite difference):

DX

X
¼ DY

Y
þ DðR T � R MÞ
ðRT � RMÞ

þ DðR M � R SÞ
ðR M � R SÞ

:

We can transform (RT – RM) and (RM – RS) as a function of (RT – RS), from which:

DX

X
¼ DY

Y
þ 2DR M

ðR T � R SÞ
1

W
þ 1

1�W

� �
¼ DY

Y
þ 2DR M

ðR T � R SÞ
1

W ð1�W Þ

� �
:

Neglecting the uncertainty on RT and RS, which are assumed to be fully known, uncertainty is

minimum when:

� RT – RS is maximum. A spike must therefore be prepared whose composition is as remote as

possible from the sample composition.

� 1/[w(1�w)] is maximum for given values of RT and RS, that is, when W¼ 0.5, in other words

when the samples and spike are in equal proportions.

By way of illustration, let us plot the curve of relative error �X/X as a function of W. It is

assumed that DR M=ðR T � R MÞ ¼ 10�4 and DY=Y ¼ 10�4:

The curve is shown in Figure 1.4.

Conversely, the formulae for isotope dilution show how contamination of a sample by
reagents used in preparatory chemistrymodi¢es the isotope composition ofa sample tobe
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Figure 1.4 Relative error due to isotope dilution. Relative error is plotted as a function of the ratio W,
which is the proportion of the isotope from the sample in the sample–spike mixture. The greatest
precision is achieved with comparable amounts of spike and sample, but with a relatively large
tolerance for this condition.
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measured.Toevaluatethisuncertainty(error)(orbetterstilltomakeitnegligible), isotopedilu-
tion isusedtogaugethequantityofthe elementtobemeasuredthathasbeen introducedacci-
dentally during preparation.To do this, a blank measurement is made with no sample.The
blank is the quantity of contamination from the preparatory chemistry. A good blank has a
negligible in£uenceonmeasurement.SeeProblem3attheendofthe chapter formoreonthis.

1.4 Radioactivity

Radioactivity was discovered and studied byHenri Becquerel and thenPierre andMarie
Curie from 1896 to 1902. In 1902 Pierre Curie (1902a) and independently Ernest
RutherfordandFrederickSoddy (1902a, b, c) proposedan extremelysimplemathematical
formalization for it.

1.4.1 Basic principles

Radioactivity is the phenomenon by which certain nuclei transform (transmute) sponta-
neously into other nuclei and in so doing give o¡ particles or radiation to satisfy the
laws of conservation of energy and mass described by Albert Einstein. The
Curie^Rutherford^Soddy (CRS) law says that the numberof nuclei that disintegrate per
unit time is a constant fraction of the number of nuclei present, regardless of the tempera-
ture, pressure, chemical form,orotherconditionsofthe environment. It iswritten:

dN

dt
¼ �lN

where N is the number of nuclei and l is a proportionality constant called the decay con-
stant. It is theprobability thatanygiven nucleuswill disintegrate in the intervaloftime dt. It
is expressed inyr�1 (reciprocaloftime).

TheexpressionlN is calledtheactivityandisthenumberofdisintegrationsperunittime.
Activity is measured in curies (1Ci¼ 3.7 � 1010 disintegrations per second, which is the
activityof1g of 226Ra). Avalue of1Ci is averyhigh level of activity, which is why themilli-
curie or microcurie are more generally used.The international unit is now the becquerel,
corresponding to1disintegrationper second.1Ci¼ 37gigabecquerels.

This law is quite strange a priori because it seems to indicate that the nuclei ‘‘communi-
cate’’with eachother todrawbylots thosetobe‘‘sacri¢ced’’ateach instantatanunchanging
rate. Andyet it hasbeen shown tobevalid for nucleiwithvery short (a few thousandths ofa
second) or very long (several billion years, or more than1020 s) lifespans. It holdswhatever
the conditions of the medium.Whether the radioactive isotope is in a liquid, solid, or gas
medium, whether heated or cooled, at high pressure or in a vacuum, the law of decay
remainsunchanged. Foragiven radioactive nucleus, l remains the sameover the course of
time. Integrating theCurie^Rutherford^Soddylawgives:

N ¼ N0 e
�lt

whereN is the numberof radioactive nuclei nowremaining,N0 the initial numberof radio-
active atoms, and t the interval of time measuring the length of the experiment.Thus the
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numberofradioactiveatomsremaining is afunctionof justthe initial numberofradioactive
atomsandoftime.
Each radioactive isotope is characterized by its decay constant l.We also speak of the

mean life � ¼ 1/l.The equation is thenwritten:

N ¼ N0e
�ðt=�Þ:

Radioactivityisthereforeastopwatch,anatural clock,which, likeanhourglass,measures
the passage of time unperturbed. The phenomenon can be displayed graphically in two
forms.
On an (N, t) graph, the negative exponential decreasesbecoming tangential to thex-axis

at in¢nity (Figure1.5a).Onasemi-log (lnN, t) graph, as lnN¼N0 ^lt, the curvedescribing
decay is astraight lineofslope ^l (Figure1.5b).
Tocharacterizethespeedwithwhichthe‘‘nuclearhourglass’’empties inalessabstractway

than by the decay constant l, the half-life (T) (also writtenT1
2
) of a radioactive element is

de¢ned by the time it takes for half the radioactive isotope to disintegrate. From the funda-
mental equationofradioactivitywehave: ln (N0/N)¼ ln 2¼ lT, fromwhich:

T1
2
¼ ln 2=l ¼ 0:693 �;

whereT1
2
is thehalf-life,l the radioactive constant, and � themean life.

Thehalf-life (likethemean life) is expressedinunitsoftime, inthousands,millions,orbil-
lionsofyears.9 It canbeused to evaluate, in a simpleway, the speedatwhichany radioactive
isotope decays. Reviewing these half-lives, it is observed that while some are very brief, a
millionth of a second (or even less), others are measured in thousands and in billions of
years.This is the caseof 238Uor 87Rbandother isotopesweshallbeusing.Thisobservation
immediately prompted Pierre Curie in 1902 and independently Ernest Rutherford and
Frank Soddy to thinkthat geological time could bemeasuredusing radioactivity.Thiswas
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Figure 1.5 Curves of the radioactive decay of radium established by Pierre and Marie Curie. The activity
curve is shown with normal coordinates (a) and semi-logarithmic coordinates (b). Both plots show the
half-life, that is, the time taken for half of the atoms to disintegrate, and the mean life, that is, the
reciprocal of l.

9 Care is required because tables may give either the half-life or the mean life.
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probably the most important discovery in geology sinceHutton in 1798 had laid down its
foundations from¢eldobservations.

Exercise

Given that the decay constant of 87Rb is l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1 and that there are 10 ppm of Rb

in a rock, how much Rb was there 2 billion years ago?

Answer
We have seen that Rb is composed of two isotopes of masses 85 and 87 in the ratio
85Rb/87Rb¼ 2.5933. The atomic mass of Rb is therefore:

85� 2:5933þ 87� 1

3:5933
¼ 85:556:

In 10 ppm, that is, 10 � 10�6 by mass, there is 10� 10�6

85:556 ¼ 0:116 � 10�6 mole of Rb. There

is therefore 0:116 � 10�6 � 1
3:5933 ¼ 0:032 282 � 10�6 mole of 87Rb and

0:116�10�6 � 2:5933
3:5933 ¼ 0:083 717 � 10�6 atom g�1 of 85Rb.

N¼N0 e�lt, therefore with l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1 and t¼ 2 � 109 yr, e�lt¼ 0.97199.

Therefore, 2 billion years ago there was 0.032 282 / 0.971 99¼ 0.033 212 2 � 10�6 mole of 87Rb.

The isotopic composition of 87Rb was 85/87¼ 2.5206, or a variation of 2.8% relative to the

current value in isotopic ratio, which is not negligible.

Exercise

The 14C method is undoubtedly the most famous method of radioactive dating. Let us look at

a few of its features that will be useful later. It is a radioactive isotope whose half-life is 5730

years. For a system where, at time t¼ 0, there are 10�11 g of 14C, how much 14C is left after

2000 years? After 1 million years? What are the corresponding activity rates?

Answer
We use the fundamental formula for radioactivity N¼N0 e�lt. Let us first, then, calculate

N0 and l. The atomic mass of 14C is 14. In 10�11 g of 14C there are therefore 10�11/

14¼ 7.1 � 10�13 atoms per gram (moles) of 14C. From the equation lT¼ ln 2 we can calculate

lC¼ 1.283 � 10�4 yr�1.10

By applying the fundamental formula, we can write:

N¼ 7.1 � 10�13 exp(–1.283 � 104� 2000)¼ 5.492 � 10�13 moles.

After 2000 years there will be 5.492 � 10�13 moles of 14C and so 7.688 � 10�12 g of 14C.

After 106 years there will remain 1.271 � 10�68 moles of 14C and so 1.7827 � 10�67 g, which

is next to nothing.

In fact there will be no atoms left because 1:271�10�68 moles
6:02�1023 � 2 � 10�44 atoms!

The number of disintegrations per unit time dN/dt is equal to lN.

The number of atoms is calculated by multiplying the number of moles by Avogadro’s number

6.023 � 1023. This gives, for 2000 years, 5.4921 � 10�13� 6.023 � 1023� 1.283 � 10�4¼ 4.24 � 107

disintegrations per year. If 1 year� 3 � 107 s, that corresponds to 1.4 disintegrations per

second (dps), which is measurable.

10 This value is not quite exact (see Chapter 4) but was the one used when the method was first introduced.
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For 106 years, 1.27 � 10�68� 6.023 � 1023� 1.283 � 10�4¼ 9.7 � 10�49 disintegrations per

year. This figure shows one would have to wait for an unimaginable length of time to observe

a single disintegration! (1048 years for a possible disintegration, which is absurd.)

This calculation shows that the geochronometer has its limits in practice! Even if the 14C

content was initially 1 g (which is a substantial amount) no decay could possibly have been

detected after 106 years!

This means that if radioactivity is to be used for dating purposes, the half-life of the chosen

form of radioactivity must be appropriate for the time to be measured.

Exercise

We wish to measure the age of the Earth with 14C, the mean life of which is 5700 years. Can it

be done? Why?

Answer
No. The surviving quantity of 14C would be too small. Calculate that quantity.

1.4.2 Types of radioactivity

Four types of radioactivity are known. Their laws of decay all obey the
Curie^Rutherford^Soddy formula.

Beta-minus radioactivity
The nucleus emits an electron spontaneously. AsEnrico Fermi suggested in1934, the neu-
tron disintegrates spontaneously into aproton and an electron.To satisfy the lawof conser-
vation of energy andmass, it is assumed that the nucleus emits an antineutrino along with
the electron.Thedecayequation iswritten:

n! pþ �� þ ��

neutron! protonþ electronþ antineutrino

Too¡setthe (þ ) charge created inthenucleus, theatomcapturesan electronandso‘‘moves
forwards’’ in theperiodic table:

A
ZA! A

Zþ1Bþ e� þ ��:

In the (Z,N) diagram, the transformation corresponds to adiagonal shiftup and to the left.
Forexample,87Rbdecays into 87Srby thismechanism(seeFigure1.6).
Wewrite, then:

87Rb! 87Srþ �� þ ��:

This long-lived radioactivity is very important in geochemistry. Its decay constant is l
¼ 1.42 � 10�11yr�1. Itshalf-life isT1

2
¼ 49 � 109years.
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Beta-plus radioactivityandelectron capture
The nucleus emits a positron (anti-electron) at the same time as a neutrino. A proton
disintegrates into a neutron. A similar but di¡erent process is electron capture by a
proton.

pþ e� ! nþ �

protonþ electron! neutronþ neutrino

Theatomemits aperipheral electronto ensurethenuclide remainsneutral.

A
ZA! A

Z�1Bþ eþ þ � �þ radioactivity

or

A
ZAþ e� ! A

Z�1Bþ � electron capture:

This is represented in the (Z, N) diagram by a diagonal shift down and to the right.
Notice that neither of these forms of radioactivity involves a change in mass number. It
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Figure 1.6 The various types of radioactivity in the neutron–proton diagram. Notice that all forms of
disintegration shift the decay products towards the valley of stability. Radioactivity seems to restore the
nuclear equilibrium of nuclides lying outside the valley of stability and so in disequilibrium.
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is said to be isobaric radioactivity. For example, potassium-40 (40K) decays into argon-
40 (40Ar):

40Kþ e� ! 40Arþ �:

This is avery important form of radioactivity for geologists and geochemists. Its radio-
active constant is l40K¼ 0.581 �10�10 yr�1 and its half-lifeT1

2
¼ 1.19 � 1010 years.11We shall

be lookingat it again.

Alpha radioactivity
The radioactive nucleus expels a helium nucleus 4

2He (in the form of Heþ ions) and heat is
giveno¡.The radiogenic isotopedoesnothavethesamemassas theparentnucleus.Bycon-
servationofmassandcharge, thedecayequation canbewritten:

A
ZA! A�4

Z�2Bþ4
2 He:

Inthe(N,Z)diagram,thepath isthediagonalofslope1shiftingdowntotheleft.Forexam-
ple, samarium-147 (147Sm)decays intoneodymium-143 (143Nd)by thedecayscheme:

147Sm! 143Ndþ 4
2He

withl¼ 6.54 � 10�12 yr�1andT1
2
¼ 1.059 � 1011years.

This formofdecayhasplayed an importanthistorical role in the developmentof isotope
geologyandweshallbeusing itonmanyoccasions.

Spontaneous ¢ssion
Fission is a chain reaction caused by neutrons when they have su⁄cient energy. The
elementary reaction splits a uranium nucleus into two unequal parts ^ for example a
krypton nucleus and a xenon nucleus, a bromine nucleus and an iodine nucleus ^ and
many neutrons.These neutrons in turn strike other uranium atoms and cause new ¢ssion
reactions, and neutron reactions on the nuclei formed by ¢ssion.This is ‘‘statistical break-
up’’of uranium atoms into two parts of unequal masses. The nucleus that splits does not
always produce the same nuclei but awhole series ofpairs. Figure1.7 shows the abundance
ofthevarious isotopesproducedbyspontaneous¢ssionof 238U.
Noticethatthelasttwotypesofradioactivity (�and¢ssion)breakupthenucleus.Theyare

calledpartition radioactivity.Rememberthatspontaneous¢ssiontooobeysthemathemati-
cal (CRS) lawofradioactivity.

E X A M P L E

The Oklo natural reactor

The isotope 238U undergoes spontaneous fission while 235U is subject to fission induced by the

impact of neutrons. Both these forms of fission occur naturally.

11 This is for disintegration of 40K into 40Ar. 40K also disintegrates giving 40Ca, as shall be seen later.
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Spontaneous fission of 238U has an extremely low decay constant l¼ 8.62 � 10�17 yr�1.

Induced fission of 235U is a reaction produced in the laboratory or in nuclear reactors by

bombarding uranium with neutrons.

In 1973, a natural nuclear reactor some 2 billion years old was discovered in the Oklo

uranium mine in Gabon. This uranium deposit worked like an atomic pile, that is, with

induced fission of 235U. Apart from a negative anomaly in the abundance of 235U, the

whole series of fission-induced products corresponding to this isotope was detected. This

fission of 235U, which was believed to be confined to laboratories or industrial nuclear

reactors, therefore occurred naturally, probably triggered by � disintegration of 235U,

which was much more abundant at the time. Nature had discovered nuclear chain

reactions and atomic piles some 2 billion years before we did! Oklo is a unique example

to date.

Exercise

Given that the 238U/235U ratio nowadays is 137.8, what was the activity level of 235U per gram

of ore 2 billion years ago for a uranium ore that today contains 30% uranium?

The decay constants are l238¼ 0.155 125 � 10�9 yr�1 and l235¼ 0.9885 � 10�9 yr�1.

Answer
The activity of 235U was 1247 disintegrations per second per gram (dsg). Today the activity of
235U is 172 dsg.
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Figure 1.7 Spontaneous fission: (a) chain reactions multiply the number of neutrons as the reaction
unfolds; (b) the curve of the distribution of fission products as a function of their mass number.
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Exercise

What types of radioactivity are involved in the following very important reactions in cosmo-

chronology and geochronology: 146Sm! 142Nd, 53Mn! 53Cr, 230Th! 226Ra?

Answer
See Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3.

1.4.3 Radioactivity and heat

Each formofradioactive decay is associatedwith the emissionofparticles or� electromag-
netic radiation. Interaction of this radiationwith thematerial surrounding the radioactive
isotope createsheat, asPierreCurie andAlbert Laborde realized in1903, just 7 years after
Becquerel’s discovery. This heat is exploited in nuclear reactors to generate electricity.
Inside theEarth, the radioactivityof 40K, 238U, 235U, and 232Th isoneofthemain sourcesof
internal energy, giving rise to plate tectonics andvolcanism and to the heat £owmeasured
atthesurface. Inthe earlystagesoftheEarth’shistory, this radioactiveheatwasgreater than
todaybecause the radioactive elements 40K, 238U, 235U,and 232Thweremoreabundant.12

A L I T T L E H I S T O R Y

The age of the Earth

In the mid nineteenth century, when Joseph Fourier had just developed the theory of heat

propagation, the great British physicist William Thomson (Lord Kelvin)13 had been studying how

the Earth cooled from measures of heat flow from its interior. He had come to the conclusion

that the Earth, which was assumed to have been hot when it first formed, could not be more

than 40–100 million years old. That seemed intuitively too short to many geologists, particularly

to Charles Lyell, one of the founders of geology, and also to an obscure naturalist by the name of

Charles Darwin. Lyell had argued for the existence of an unknown heat source inside the Earth,

which Kelvin, of course, dismissed as unscientific reasoning! It was more than 50 years before

Pierre Curie and Laborde in 1903 measured the heat given off by the recently discovered

radioactivity and Rutherford could redo Kelvin’s calculations and prove Lyell right by confirming

his intuition. See Chapter 5 for more historical information on the age of the Earth.

Exercise

Heat emissions in calories per gram and per second of some isotopes are:14

238U 235U 40K 232Th

2.24 � 10�8 1.36 � 10�7 6.68 � 10�9 6.44 � 10�9

12 At the time there were other radioactive elements such as 26Al which have now disappeared but whose
effects compounded those listed.

13 See Burchfield (1975) for an account of Kelvin’s work on the age of the Earth.
14 These values include heat given off by all isotopes of radioactive chains associated with 238U, 235U, and

232Th (see Chapter 2).
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Calculate how much heat is given off by 1 g of peridotite of the mantle and 1 g of

granite given that 40K¼ 1.16 � 10�4 Ktotal;
238U/235U¼ 137.8; Th/U¼ 4 for both materials; and

that the mantle contains 21 ppb U and 260 ppm K and that the granite contains 1.2 ppm U and

1.2 � 10�2 K.

Answer
Calculation of heat given off by 1 g of natural uranium:

0:992 79� 2:24 � 10�8 þ 0:007 20� 1:36 � 10�7 ¼ 2:32 � 10�8 cal g�1 s�1:

Calculation of the heat given off by 1 g of potassium:

6:68 � 10�9 þ 1:16 � 10�4 ¼ 7:74 � 10�13 cal g�1 s�1:

Calculation for the mantle:

2:32 � 10�8 � 21 � 10�9ð Þ
uranium

þ 6:44 � 10�9 � 84 � 10�9ð Þ
thorium

þ 7:74 � 10�13 � 2:60 � 10�4ð Þ
potassium

¼ ð48:7þ 54þ 20Þ � 10�17

¼ 0:1227 � 10�14 cal g�1s�1:

To convert this result into SI units, 1 calorie¼ 4.18 joules and 1 watt¼ 1 joule per second.

Therefore 1 g of peridotite of the mantle gives off 0.512 � 10�14 W s�1. Calculation for

granite:

½2:32 � 10�8 � 1:2 � 10�6� þ ½6:44 � 10�9 � 4:8 � 10�6�
þ½7:74 � 10�13 � 1:2 � 10�2� ¼ 2:78 � 10�14 þ 3:09 � 10�14 þ 0:928 � 10�14

¼ 6:79 � 10�14 cal g�1s�1:

1 g of granite gives off 28.38 � 10�14 W.

It can be seen that today the two big contributors are 238U and 232Th; 40K contributes less and
235U is non-existent. The granite produces 55 times more heat than the mantle peridotite.

Exercise

The decay constants of 238U, 235U, 232Th, and 40K are l238¼ 0.155 125 � 10�9 yr�1, l235

¼ 0.984 85 � 10�9 yr�1, l232¼ 0.049 47 � 10�9 yr�1, and lK¼ 0.5543 � 10�9 yr�1, respectively.

Calculate heat production 4 billion years ago for the peridotite of the mantle and the granite

of the continental crust.

Answer
Total heat production H can be written:

H ¼ 0:9927 � C U
0 � P 238 expð0:155 125 T Þ

þ 0:007 20 � C U
0 � P 235 expð0:984 85 T Þ

þ C Th
0 � P 232 expð0:049 47 T Þ

þ 1:16 � 10�4 C K
0 � P K 40ð0:5543 T Þ:
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With T¼ 4 � 109 years, the result for the mantle is: 8.68 � 10�16þ 10.56 � 10�16þ 6.59 � 10�16þ
18.4 � 10�16¼ 44.23 � 10�16 cal g�1 s�1¼ 1.84 � 10�14 W g�1 s�1.

For granite of the continental crust: 4.96 � 10�14þ 6.03 � 10�14þ 3.76 � 10�14þ 8.537 � 10�14¼
23.28 � 10�14 cal g�1 s�1 or 97.3 � 10�14 W g�1 s�1.

Notice that, at the present time, radioactive heat is supplied above all by the disintegration

of 238U and to a lesser extent 40K and 232Th. Four billion years ago heat was supplied mainly by
40K and 235U (Figure 1.8). It will be observed, above all, that 4 billion years ago the mantle

produced 3.5 times as much heat as it does today. So it may be thought that the Earth was 3.5

times more ‘‘active’’ than today.

Problems

1 Which molecules of simple hydrocarbons may interfere after ionization with the masses of

oxygen 16O, 17O, and 18O when measured with a mass spectrometer? How can we make sure

they are absent?

2 The lithium content of a rock is to be measured. A sample of 0.1 g of rock is collected. It is

dissolved and 2 cm3 of lithium spike added with a lithium concentration of 5 � 10�3 moles per

liter and whose isotope composition is 6Li/7Li¼ 100. The isotope composition of the mixture is

measured as 6Li/7Li¼ 10.

Given that the isotopic composition of natural lithium is 6Li/7Li¼ 0.081, what is the total

lithium content of the rock?

3 A sample contains 1 mg of strontium. What must be the maximum acceptable chemical blank,

that is, the quantity with which the sample is accidentally contaminated, if precision of

measurement with the mass spectrometer of 87Sr/86Sr �0.7030 bears on 	 0.0001?

The 87Sr/86Sr ratio of the blank is 0.7090. What must the blank be if precision is 10 times

better?

4 We are to construct a mass spectrometer for separating 87Rb from 87Sr. What should its

radius be?
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Figure 1.8 Heat production by various forms of radioactivity in the Earth versus geological age.
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5 Suppose that 1 mg of purified uranium has been isolated. It contains two (main) isotopes 238U

and 235U in the current proportions of 238U/235U¼ 137.8. What was the total activity of this

milligram of uranium 4.5 billion years ago and what is its activity today if l238¼
0.155 125 � 10�9 yr� 1 and l235¼ 0.9875 � 10� 9 yr� 1?

6 The Urey ratio is the ratio of heat from radioactivity to total heat which includes heat from the

accretion of the Earth and the formation of its core. The average heat flow measured at the

Earth’s surface is 4.2 � 1013 W, which is 42 terawatts.

(i) In a first hypothesis the mantle composition is assumed to be uniform, with:

U¼ 21 ppb (Th/U)mass¼ 4 and K¼ 210 ppm.

Calculate the Urey ratio today.

(ii) In a second hypothesis, it is assumed that the entire mantle is similar to the upper mantle.

The upper mantle has a uranium content of 5 ppb, and the Th/U ratio is 2. Calculate the

Urey ratio.
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CHAPTER T WO

The principles of radioactive dating

It can never be repeated enough that radioactive dating was the greatest revolution in the
geological sciences. Geology is an historical science which cannot readily be practised
withoutaprecisewayofmeasuringtime.Itis safetosaythatnomoderndiscoveryingeology
could havebeen madewithout radioactive dating: reversals of themagnetic ¢eld, plate tec-
tonics, the puzzle of the extinction of the dinosaurs, lunar exploration, the evolution of life,
humanancestry, nottomentiontheageoftheEarthoroftheUniverse!
The ages involved in the earth sciences are very varied.They are measured in years (yr),

thousandsofyears (ka),millionsofyears (Ma),andbillionsofyears (Ga).Geological clocks
mustthereforebevariedtoo,withmean lives ranging fromayear toabillionyears.

2.1 Dating by parent isotopes

Imagine we have a radioactive isotope R and N�R is the number of atoms of this isotope.
Suppose thatgeological circumstances (crystallizationofarockormineral, say) enclosean
initial quantityofR, i.e., the numberofatomsofRat time zero, writtenN�Rð0Þ, in a‘‘box.’’ If
theboxhas remained closed fromwhen it¢rst formeduntil today, thenumberofatomsofR
remaining isN�RðtÞ ¼ N�Rð0Þe�lt, where t is the time elapsed since theboxwas closed. Ifwe
know the quantityN�Rð0Þ and the decay constant l, by measuringN�RðtÞ we can calculate
the age tatwhich theboxclosedbyusing the radioactivity formula‘‘upside down’’:

t ¼ 1

l
ln

N�Rð0Þ
N�RðtÞ

� �
:

Methods where the initial quantities of radioactive isotopes are well enough known are
above all those where the radioactive isotope is produced by irradiation by cosmic rays.
This is the caseofcarbon-14 (14C)andberyllium-10 (10Be).

Exercise

The half-life of 14C is 5730 years. The 14C content of the atmosphere is 13.2 disintegrations per

minute and per gram (dpm g�1) of carbon (initial activity A0). We wish to date an Egyptian

artefact dating from approximately 2000 BC. What is the approximate activity (A) of this

artefact? If our method can measure 1 dpm, what mass of the (probably precious) sample will

have to be destroyed?



Answer
If the half-life T¼ 5730 years, the decay constant is l ¼ ln2=T ¼ 1:209 � 10�4 yr�1. 2000 BC

corresponds to a time 4000 years before the present, therefore since A0¼ 13.2 dpm g�1 and

A¼A0 e�lt, A¼ 7 dpm g�1.

Making the measurement means using at least 1/7 g, or 142 mg of the sample.

As seen in the examples, the abundance of a radioactive isotope is estimated relative to a

reference. For 14C we use total carbon. The dating formula is therefore:

t ¼ 1

l
ln
ð14C=CÞ0
ð14C=CÞt

� �

where (14C) and (C) represent the concentrations of 14C and total carbon, respectively.

In other cases, a neighboring stable isotope that is not subject to radioactive decay is taken

as the reference. So for 14C, we use stable 13C and we write:

t ¼ 1

l
ln
ð14C=13CÞ0
ð14C=13CÞt

" #
:

This formulation has the advantage of bringing out isotopic ratios, that is, the ratios mea-

sured directly by mass spectrometry.

2.2 Dating by parent–daughter isotopes

2.2.1 Principle and general equations

Thedi⁄cultywithdatingby theparent isotope isofcourseknowingN�Rð0Þ, thatis, knowing
exactlyhowmanyradioactiveatomsweretrapped intheboxatthebeginning.Thisdi⁄culty
is overcomeby involving the stable daughter isotope produced by the disintegration noted
(D) (the asteriskbeing a reminderof the radioactive origin of the isotopeR*).The parent^
daughter relation iswritten:

ðRÞ� ! ðDÞ
l

:

FromtheCurie^Rutherford^Soddylaw,we canwrite:

dN�RðtÞ
dt

¼ �l N�RðtÞ

dNDðtÞ
dt

¼ � dN�RðtÞ
dt

¼ l N�RðtÞ:

Integrating the ¢rst equation yields the decay law, N�RðtÞ ¼ N�Rð0Þ e�lt. The second is
thereforewritten:

dNDðtÞ
dt

¼ l N�Rð0Þe�lt;
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which integrates to:

NDðtÞ ¼ �N�Rð0Þe�lt þ C:

The integration constant C is determined by writing in t¼ 0, ND¼ND(0), hence:
C ¼ NDð0Þ þN�Rð0Þ.Thisgives:

NDðtÞ ¼ NDð0Þ þN�Rð0Þð1� e�ltÞ:

But this expression leaves the troublesome unknown N�Rð0Þ. This is advantageously
replacedby:

N�Rð0Þ ¼ N�RðtÞ elt:

Thisgives:

NDðtÞ ¼ NDð0Þ þN�RðtÞðelt � 1Þ:

If the box remains closed for both the radioactive isotope and the radiogenic isotope, by
measuring the present valuesND(t) andNR(t), we can calculate t, providedweknowND(0).
This canbeplottedas (ND(t), t).Theslopeofthe curveateachpointequals:

dNDðtÞ
dt

¼ � dN�RðtÞ
dt

¼ lN�RðtÞ ¼ lN�Rð0Þe�lt:

It therefore equalslNR(t), at l times the parent isotope content.As this content decays con-
stantly, theslopeofthetangentdoes likewise, andthe curve is concavedownwards.Tocalcu-
lateanage,wewritethedatingequation:

t ¼ 1

l
ln

NDðtÞ �NDð0Þ
N�RðtÞ

� �
þ 1

� �
:

Thevalues ofND(t) andN�RðtÞ canbemeasured, but t canonlybe calculated ifND(0) canbe
estimated or ignored and, of course, ifwe know the decay constant l. Figure 2.1 illustrates
all thesepoints.

E X A M P L E

Rubidium–strontium dating

Let us take rubidium–strontium dating by way of an example. As seen, 87Rb decays to
87Sr with a decay constant l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1. The parent–daughter dating equation is

written:

t ¼ 1

lRb
ln

87Srðt Þ � 87Srð0Þ
87Rbðt Þ þ 1

� �
;

where 87Sr(0) is the quantity of 87Sr present at time t¼ 0, and 87Rb(t) and 87Sr(t) the quantities

of 87Rb and 87Sr present at time t. (The term quantity must be understood here as the number

of atoms or atom–grams.) Notice that time can be reversed and the present time considered

as the starting point, which is more practical. The initial time is then in the past, age (t) such

that T¼ t.
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The equation is then written:

T ¼ 1

l
ln

87SrðpÞ � 87SrðT Þ
87RbðpÞ þ 1

� �
;

where 87Sr(p) and 87Rb(p) relate to the present-day values (p¼present), and 87Sr(T) relates to

the initial values at time (T). When dealing with minerals that are very rich in Rb such as

biotite and muscovite, the initial 87Sr is negligible relative to the 87Sr produced by decay of
87Rb. For such systems, which are said to be radiogenically rich (or just rich for short), the

dating formula is written:

T ¼ 1

l
ln

87SrðpÞ
87RbðpÞ þ 1

� �
:

This formula can be extended to rich systems in general:

T ¼ 1

l
ln

NDðpÞ
NRðpÞ

þ 1

� �
:

As seen, if l is known, the age can be calculated directly from measurements of the present-

day abundances of ND(p) and NR(p). The only assumption made, but which is crucial, is

that the box to be dated, that is, the mineral or rock, has remained closed ever since the

time it formed and that closure was short compared with the age to be measured. This

is indeed the case when a mineral crystallizes or a magma solidifies as with volcanic or

plutonic rock.
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Figure 2.1 Left: the decrease in the radioactive isotope and the increase in the radiogenic isotope. Right:
the increase in the radiogenic/radioactive isotope ratio.
N*R number of atoms of the radioactive isotope (R)
ND number of atoms of the radiogenic isotope (D)
NR(0) number of atoms of R at time t¼ 0
ND(0) number of atoms of D at time t¼ 0
l radioactive decay constant
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Remark
Where l is very small relative to the age, the exponential can be approximated by elt� 1þ l. This

is the case for the constant l of rubidium (l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1) and for many others. The dating

formula is then:

T � 1

l

87SrðpÞ
87RbðpÞ

� �
:

Exercise

Suppose we have a specimen of biotite from Quérigut granite (Pyrénées Orientales, France)

whose age is to be determined from 87Rb ! 87Sr decay. We measure the total content of

Rb¼ 500 ppm and of Sr¼ 0.6 ppm. Knowing that Rb is composed of 87Rb and 85Rb in the

proportions 85Rb/87Rb¼ 2.5, that the Sr is ‘‘pure’’ radiogenic 87Sr, and that the decay constant

is l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1, calculate the age of the biotite in Quérigut granite.

Answer
The Rb content is written Rbtotal¼ 85Rbþ 87Rb¼ (2.5þ 1) 87Rb, therefore:

87Rb ¼ Rbtotal

3:5
� 142:8 ppm:

The 87Sr content is 0.6 ppm. (There is no need to come back to atom–grams since 87Rb and 87Sr

have virtually the same atomic mass.) We can therefore write directly:

T � 1

1:42 � 10�11

0:6

142:8

� �
� 298 � 106 yr ¼ 298 million years:

If we had not adopted the linear approximation, we would have obtained:

T � 1

1:42 � 10�11
ln

0:6

142:8
þ 1

� �
� 297:36 � 106 yr:

As can be seen, the linear approximation is valid for the 87Rb/87Sr system when the age is not

too great.

2.2.2 Special case of multiple decay

Letus consider the caseofthe long-period 40K radioactive isotopewhich decays in two dif-
ferentways, either by electron capture giving 40Aror by �� decaygiving 40Ca, eachwith its
owndecayconstantleandl�� , respectively:

e–cap
40Ar

40K

β –
40Ca

What is the dating formula?Letusgetbacktobasics:

d=dt½NKðtÞ� ¼ �ðle þ l�ÞNKðtÞ
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whereNK is thenumberof 40Knuclides andNAr thenumberof 40Ar nuclides.

d=dt½NArðtÞ� ¼ leNKð0Þe�ðleþl�Þt:

Integratingusing theusual notationwith 40Kand 40Ar0gives:

40ArðtÞ ¼ 40Ar0 þ 40KðtÞ le
le þ l�

eðleþl�Þt � 1
� 	

withle¼ 0.581 �10�10 yr�1andl�¼ 4.962 � 10�10 yr�1.

l ¼ le þ l� ¼ 5:543 � 10�10 yr�1:

The initial 40Ar is usually negligible.We are therefore generally dealing with rich systems
but notwithvery young systemswherewhat is known as excess argon raises di⁄culties for
accurateage calculations.

Exercise

We analyze 1 g of biotite extracted from Quérigut granite by the 40K–40Ar method. The biotite

contains 4% K and 40K¼ 1.16 � 10� 4 of Ktotal.

The quantity of argon measured at standard temperature and pressure is 4.598 � 10�5 cm3

of 40Ar. What is the radiometric age of this biotite?

Answer
The dating formula to calculate the age is written:

T ¼ 1

le þ lb
ln

40Ar
40K
� le þ lb

le

� �
þ 1

� �
:

We must therefore calculate the 40Ar/40K ratio in atoms.

As there are 22 400 cm3 in a mole at standard temperature and pressure, the value of 40Ar

in number of moles is:

4:598 � 10�5

22 400

� �
¼ 2:053 � 10�9 moles of 40Ar:

The value of 40K is:

0:04� 1:16 � 10�4

40
¼ 1:16 � 10�7 moles of 40K:

Therefore:

T ¼ 109

0:5543
ln

2:053 � 10�9

1:16 � 10�7
� 0:1048

� �
þ 1

� �
¼ 280 million years:

Comparing this with the result obtained previously using the 87Rb–87Sr method, we find

about the same age but slightly younger.

There is another branched decay used in geology, that of 138Lawhich decays into 138Ba
and138Ce (Nakaı̈etal.,1986).
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e–cap
138Ba λCap e–  = 4.44 . 10–12 yr–1

λβ  = 2.29 . 10–12 yr–1

138La

β –
138Ce

There is also a case where even more intense multiple decay occurs, in the spontaneous
¢ssion of 238U, which yields a whole series of isotopes. Luckily, ¢ssion decay is negligible
comparedwith�decay. In the dating equationwe can consider the constant l�alone as the
decay constant, but allowancemustbemade, of course, for the¢ssion products. For exam-
ple, for136Xewewrite thedatingequation:

136Xeradio
238U

¼ Y
lfission
l�
ðel�t � 1Þ

whereY is theyieldof136Xeproducedduring¢ssion�0.0673,withl¢ssion¼ 8.47 � 10�17yr�1
andl�¼ 1.55 � 10�10 yr�1.
Wesawwhen lookingatdatingbyparentisotopesthatitwasconvenienttoexpressthedat-

ing equationby introducing isotope ratios rather than moles of radioactive and radiogenic
isotopes.This is callednormalization.Thusfor 87Rb^87Srweuseastablestrontiumisotope,
86Sr.Thedatingequation is thenwritten:

t ¼ 1

l
ln

87Sr
86Sr
ðtÞ � 87Sr

86Sr
ð0Þ

87Rb
86Sr

 !
þ1

" #
:

This is the form inwhich dating equationswill be expressed from nowon. A systemwill be
richwhen:

87Sr
86Sr
ð0Þ 	

87Sr
86Sr
ðtÞ:

2.2.3 Main geochronometers based on simple
parent–daughter ratios


 Rubidium^Strontium 87Rb ��87Sr; l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1.The normalization isotope is
86Sr.Developed in itsmodern formbyAldrich et al. (1953).

 Potassium^Argon 40K^40Ar, with the constants alreadygiven.The reference isotope is

36Ar.Developed in itsmodern formbyAldrichandNier (1948a).

 Rhenium^Osmium 187Re �� 187Os with l¼ 1.5 � 10�11 yr�1. The reference isotope is

186Os and more recently 188Os. Developed by Luck, Birck, and Alle' gre in 1980 after a
¢rstattemptbyHirtetal. in1963.

These are the three simple clocks that are commonly found as rich systems in nature.We
shall see thatother formsofdecaycanbeusedbutundermoredi⁄cultcircumstances.


 Samarium^Neodymium 147Sm�143Nd; l¼ 6.54 � 10�12 yr�1.Normalizationby144Nd.
DevelopedbyLugmairandMarti in1977afteranattemptbyNotsu etal. in1973.
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 Lutetium^Hafnium 176Lu ��176Hf; l¼ 2 � 10�11 yr�1. Normalization with 177Hf.
DevelopedbyPatchett andTatsumoto (1980a,1980b).

These methods are supplemented by others related to radioactive chains which are to be
examined next, by the extinct radioactive methods covered in Section 2.4, and by the
inducedradioactivemethods examined inChapter 4.

2.3 Radioactive chains

2.3.1 Principle and general equations

When238U,235U,and232Thdecay, theygive risetothreeother radioactive isotopeswhich, in
turn, decay into new radioactive elements, and so on.The process stops when the last iso-
topes produced are the three lead isotopes 206Pb, 207Pb, and 208Pb, which are stable. It was
radioactive chains which allowed both Pierre and Marie Curie and Rutherford and
Soddy to discover themechanismsof radioactivity.A radioactive chain canbe represented
bywriting:

ð1Þ� ! ð2Þ� ! ð3Þ� ! ð4Þ� ! . . .! ðnÞ stable:

Decayinvolves�and� radioactivity.Alpharadioactivitygiveso¡heliumnuclei.Theirpath,
in the (Z,N) plot, brings the endproduct intothevalleyofstability.

Figure 2.2 shows the precise structure of the three chains.Mathematically, as studied by
Bateman (1910), radioactive chains can be described by the Curie^Rutherford^Soddy
lawswrittenoneafter theother:

dN1ðtÞ
dt

¼ �l1N1ðtÞ
dN4ðtÞ
dt

¼ l3N3ðtÞ � l4N4ðtÞ

dN2ðtÞ
dt

¼ l1N1ðtÞ � l2N2ðtÞ ..
.

dN3ðtÞ
dt

¼ l2N2ðtÞ � l3N3ðtÞ
dNn

dt
¼ lNn�1ðtÞ

whereNi is the numberof nuclides of elements i andNn the numberof nuclides of the ¢nal
stable isotope. Successive integration of these equations presents no real di⁄culty and is
even agood revision exercise for integrating¢rst-orderdi¡erential equationswith constant
coe⁄cients. Letus leave that for nowand concentrate on a fewsimple and important limit-
ingcases.

2.3.2 Secular equilibrium: uranium–lead methods

We suppose that, in view of the length of geological time, the radioactive chain reaches a
stationarystatewhere the contentofall the intermediate radioactive isotopes remains con-
stant (this isknownas secularequilibrium):

dN2

dt
¼ dN3

dt
¼ � � � ¼ dNn�1

dt
¼ 0:
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Inthis case,wethereforehave:

l1N1 ¼ l2N2 ¼ l3N3 ¼ . . . ¼ ln�1Nn�1;

therefore:

dNn

dt
¼ l1N1:

It is as iftherewas justa single directdecayreaction (1)! (n).
Considering the fact that in the course of geological time natural radioactive chains

rapidly reach equilibrium, the initial products give the end products directly. Dating equa-
tions canthenbewritten:

206Pb ¼ 238Uðel8t � 1Þ þ 206Pb0
207Pb ¼ 235Uðel5t � 1Þ þ 207Pb0
208Pb ¼ 232Thðel2t � 1Þ þ 208Pb0

where constantsl8,l5, andl2 arethoseof
238U, 235U,and 232Th.
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Figure 2.2 Radioactive chains represented on the proton–neutron graph. Each slot contains the symbol
of the isotope and its period T1

2
. Identify the various types of radioactivity of the three chains for yourself.
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238U! 206Pb l238 ¼ l8 ¼ 1:551 25 � 10�10 yr�1
235U! 207Pb l235 ¼ l5 ¼ 9:8485 � 10�10 yr�1
232Th! 208Pb l232 ¼ l2 ¼ 4:9475 � 10�11 yr�1:

This comes downto direct parent^daughter dating.Warning!Linearapproximation can-
not be usedwith these chronometers.To be convinced of this, let us compare the values of
(elt� 1)with (lt) for time intervalsof 1 and 2 billion years for 235U and 238U.

Letus consider the quantity ½ðelt � 1Þ � lt�=½elt � 1�

 �

�100, which is the relative error
thatcanbe expressedasapercentage.

With 235U, for1billion the error is 41.2% and for 2 billion 68.2%!With 238U, for1billion
the error is 7.5% and for 2 billion14.7%.These are highly non-linear systems, then, as can
beseen fromtheshapeofthe typical curves inFigure2.3.

2.3.3 The special case of lead–lead methods

Wehave seen that on the geological timescale radioactive chains attain equilibrium and it
can be considered that 238U decays directly to 206Pb, 235U to 207Pb, and 232Th to 208Pb.
For uranium-rich minerals like zircon, uraninite, or even monazite, the initial amount of
lead can be considered negligible. Assuming the system has remained closed, we can
write:

206Pb ¼ 238Uðel8t � 1Þ
207Pb ¼ 235Uðel5t � 1Þ:

Taking the ratio, remembering thatnowadays1the ratio 238U/235U¼ 137.8,weget:

207Pb
206Pb

¼ 1

137:8

el5t � 1

el8t � 1

� �
:

It can be seen that the 207Pb/206Pb isotope ratio of lead alone gives a direct measurement
of time. This function is implicit and calculating it requires prior numerical values
(Table 2.1).

Exercise

The 206Pb/207Pb ratio of a uranium ore deposit is found to be 13.50. What is the age of the ore

supposing it has remained closed since it crystallized and that common lead can be ignored?

Answer
We shall invert the ratio so Table 2.1 can be used. 207Pb/206Pb¼ 0.074. The table shows that

the ratio measured lies between 1 and 1.2 � 109 years. The result can be improved either by

refining the table by calculating the ratio el5t � 1=el8t � 1
� 

in the interval 1 and 1.2, or by

1 The two uranium isotopes decay each at their own rate from the time that they are first formed. Their
ratio is constant as there is no isotopic fractionation between them. However, this ratio has varied over
geological time.
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using a linear approximation between 1 and 1.2 � 109 years. The value 207Pb/206Pb for 1.2

billion is 0.080 12 and for 1 billion is 0.0725. The variation is therefore:

0:080 12� 0:0725

200
¼ 3:8 � 10�5per million years:

The difference is between 0.0740 and 0.0725, that is, 1.5 � 10�3 million years.
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Figure 2.3 Non-linear decay of 235U and 238U and their end products 207Pb and 206Pb. (a) The radioactive
constants of these reactions are very different. The curve on the right shows the change in radiogenic
ratio 207Pb*/206Pb* versus time. (b) Comparison in the same figure of the principal radioactive clocks
used in geology, emphasizing the behavior of U–Pb systems compared to others.
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The approximate age is therefore 1040 Ma. Direct calculation from the 207Pb/206Pb ratio for

1040 Ma gives 0.073 98. The age is therefore 1042 Ma, but such precision is illusory because

error is far greater (see Chapter 5) than the precision displayed.

2.3.4 The helium method

Natural chains feature many instances of � decay, that is, expulsion of 4He nuclei. Thus
238Udecayultimatelyproduces eight 4He, 235Udecayproduces seven 4He, and 232Thdecay
produces six 4He.We canthereforewrite:

d 4He

dt
¼ 8l8238Uþ 7l5235Uþ 6l2232Th:

Remark
This equation underlies the first helium dating method thought up by Rutherford (1906).

Integrating the equation, assuming4He(0)¼ 0, gives:

4He ¼ 8 238Uðel8t � 1Þ þ 7 235Uðel5t � 1Þ þ 6 232Thðel2t � 1Þ:

Table 2.1 Numerical values of the radiogenic 207Pb/206Pb isotope ratio

Time (Ga) el1t� 1 el2t� 1
207Pb
206Pb

� 	
radiogenic

0 0.0000 0.0000
0.2 0.0315 0.2177 0.05012
0.4 0.0640 0.4828 0.05471
0.6 0.0975 0.8056 0.05992
0.8 0.1321 1.1987 0.06581
1.0 0.1678 1.6774 0.07250
1.2 0.2046 2.2603 0.08012
1.4 0.2426 2.9701 0.08879
1.6 0.2817 3.8344 0.09872
1.8 0.3221 4.8869 0.11000
2.0 0.3638 6.1685 0.12298
2.2 0.4067 7.7292 0.13783
2.4 0.4511 9.6296 0.15482
2.6 0.4968 11.9437 0.17436
2.8 0.5440 14.7617 0.19680
3.0 0.5926 18.1931 0.22266
3.2 0.6428 22.3716 0.25241
3.4 0.6946 27.4597 0.28672
3.6 0.7480 33.6556 0.32634
3.8 0.8030 41.2004 0.37212
4.0 0.8599 50.3878 0.42498
4.2 0.9185 61.5752 0.48623
4.4 0.9789 75.1984 0.55714
4.6 1.0413 91.7873 0.63930
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Byadmitting linearapproximations,which isvalidonly fordurations thatarenotexcessive,
elt� 1� ltandobserving that 235U/238U¼ 1/137.8andthat 232Th/238U� 4weobtain:

4He ¼ 238U 8 l8 þ
7

137:8
l5þ6�4�l2

� �
t:

BynotingL ¼ 8l8 þ 7l5
137:8þ 24l2

� 
¼ 14:889 � 10�10 yr�1,weobtain

� � 1

L

4He
238U

� �
:

This formula isvalid for youngages.

Exercise

Take 1 kg of rock containing 2 ppm of uranium. How many cubic centimeters of 4He will it

have produced in 1 billion years?

Answer
At 2 ppm 1 kg of rock represents 103 g� 2 � 10�6¼ 2 � 10�3 g of uranium, and 2 � 10�3 g of

uranium corresponds to
2 � 10�3

238
¼ 8:4 � 10�6 moles. Using the approximate formula:

4He ¼ Lt U ¼ 14:89 � 10�10 � 109 � 8:4 � 10�6

4He � 125 � 10�7moles:

If 1 mole of 4He corresponds to 22.4 liters at standard temperature and pressure, the amount

of 4He produced in 1 billion years is 0.28 cm3.

A L I T T L E H I S T O R Y

The beginnings of radioactive dating
Rutherford performed the first radioactive age determination in 1906. He calculated the

amount of helium produced by uranium and radium per year and per gram of uranium and

found 5.2 � 10�8 cm3 yr�1 g�1 of uranium.

Ramsay and Soddy had measured the helium content (long confused with nitrogen

because it is inert like the noble gases) in a uranium ore known as fergusonite. The

fergusonite contained 7% uranium and 1.81 cm3 of helium per gram. Rutherford calculated

an age of 500 million years. The following year he found uranium ores more than 1 billion

years old! At that time Lord Kelvin was claiming the Earth was less than 100 million years old!

(See previous chapter.)

2.3.5 The fission track method

Fission reactions emit heavy atoms.The atoms ejected by ¢ssion create £aws in crystals.
Suchdefects ^ knownas tracks ^ canbeshownuponmineralsurfaces throughacidetching
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whichpreferentiallyattacks damaged areas, thosewhere atomshavebeen displaced (Price
andWalker,1962) (Figure 2.4).

Thenumberof¢ssiontracks iswritten:

Fs ¼
lfission
l�

238Uðel�t � 1Þ

lfission ¼ 7 � 10�17 yr�1 t1=2 ¼ 9:9 � 1015 yr�1:

In practice, a thin section is cut and the number of surface tracks (and not in a volume) is
measured.Thevisibleproportion�s is calculated:

�s ¼ q
lfission
l�

238Uðel�t � 1Þ

whereq is ageometric factor for switching fromasurface toavolume.
To measure 238U, we take advantage of knowledge that 238U/235U¼ 137.8 and measure

235U by causing induced ¢ssion (by placing the ore under study in a reactor), which pro-
duces tracks that are revealed and counted.We then have the number of tracks before (�s)
andafter (�i) irradiation.Thegeometric factordisappears:

�s
�i
¼ lfission

l�

137:8

�G
ðel�t � 1Þ:

Wecalibratethe£ux�ofneutrons inducing235U¢ssionandthee¡ective cross-section�.2

By using a standard samplewhoseuranium content is knownandwhich is irradiated at the
same time as the study sample and by counting the ¢ssion tracks produced, we can then
calculatet.

Ionization Electrostatic
displacement

Relaxation and
elastic deformation

Figure 2.4 Creation of fission tracks in an insulating material.

2 The effective cross-section is the probability of a reaction occurring, that is, here, the probability of
producing a fission with a given flux of neutrons. The characteristics of this will be seen in Chapter 4.
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2.3.6 Isolation of a part of the chain and dating young
geological periods

The various radioactive isotopes of the radioactive chain belong to di¡erent chemical ele-
mentssothat,undercertaingeologicalconditions,oneor twoisotopes inthe chain fraction-
ate chemically and become isolated, thereby breaking the secular equilibrium. Once
isolated they create a new partial chain in turn.Two straightforward speci¢c cases are of
practical importance.

The radioactive isotopebecomes isolatedon its own
First,when a radioactive isotope in the chain (butwith a long enoughperiod) becomes iso-
lated on its own, it gives rise to a partial chain, but being isolated from the parent it decays
according tothe law:

NiðtÞ ¼ Nið0Þe�lt

whereNi(0) is the numberofnuclides of the intermediate element at time t¼ 0. If this num-
ber can be estimated, the decay scheme can be used as a chronometer.This is equivalent,
then, todatingby theparent isotope.

E X A M P L E

The ionium method and the rate of sedimentation

Thorium is virtually insoluble in sea water. Thus 230Th (still known as ionium from the

terminology of the pioneers of radioactivity), a decay product of 234U with T1
2
¼ 75 ka,

precipitates on the sea floor, is incorporated in the sediment and so gradually buried. There,

now isolated, it decays.

At any depth x of sediment from the surface (Figure 2.5) we can write:

230ThðxÞ ¼ 230Thð0Þe�l230t

where 230Th(0) is the surface content which is assumed constant over time. If the sedimenta-

tion rate is constant, time can be replaced by the ratio t¼ x/Vs where Vs is the sedimentation

rate and x the length (depth):

230ThðxÞ ¼ 230Thð0Þ exp x=V s½ �lð Þ

or in logarithms:

lnð230ThðxÞÞ ¼ ln
�

230Thð0Þ
�
� x

V s
l:

The slope of the curve (ln 230Th, x) gives a direct measure of sedimentation rate and the

ordinate at the origin gives 230Th(0). (Note its order of magnitude of a millimeter per

thousand years.)

This method only works, of course, if it is assumed that 230Th(0), that is the thorium content

at the sediment surface, is constant and if the sediment has not been disturbed by chemical,

physical, or biological phenomena.
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Exercise

The lead isotope 210Pb (as a member of the radioactive chain) is radioactive with a decay

constant l¼ 3.11 � 10�2 yr�1. This natural radioactive lead is incorporated into ice deposited

in Greenland by forming successive layers of ice which can be studied like sedimentary strata.

The activity of 210Pb is measured at four levels in disintegrations per hour per kilogram of ice

(dph kg�1). Table 2.2 shows the results.

Calculate the sedimentation rate of the ice. Assuming a constant rate and a compaction

factor of 5, how thick will the glacier be in 5000 years? Calculate the 210Pb content of fresh ice.

Answer
The dating equation is written noting activity by square brackets:

210Pb
� 

¼ 210Pb
� 

e�lt :

If the rate of deposition is V and height h, we have t¼ h/V.

The equation becomes:

210Pb
� 

¼ 210Pb
� 

exp lh=Vð Þ

or

ln 210Pb
� 

¼ ln 210Pb
� 

0
� lh

V
:

If the 210Pb content has remained constant over time, the data points must be aligned in a (ln

[activity, h]) plot. The slope is therefore �l=V . The data points are plotted on the graph and

the slope determined. This gives V¼ 45 cm yr�1.
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Figure 2.5 Decreasing 230Th content in a core from the sea floor and determination of the
sedimentation rate. Thex is the excess thorium compared with the equilibrium value counted in
disintegrations per minute per gram (dpm g�1).
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In 5000 years’ time, allowing for compaction, there will be 5000� 45=5 ¼ 450 m of ice.

The 210Pb content is calculated: surface activity is 75 dph kg�1 ice.

l210 � N 210 ¼ 75 dph kg�1

hence

N 210 ¼
75

3:1110�2 � 8760ð Þ�1 ¼
75

3:5 � 10�7
¼ 21:4 � 107atoms of210Pb nuclides

per kilogram of ice;

8760 being the number of hours in a year. As a mass that gives:

21:4 � 107 � 210

6:023 � 1023
¼ 7:5 � 10�14 kg of ice;

where Avogadro’s number is in the denominator and the previous atomic mass of 210Pb in the

numerator.

The 210Pb content is 7.5 � 10�17, which is very little! This shows the incredible sensitivity of

radioactive methods because 210Pb in Greenland’s glaciers really can be measured and used

for estimating the rate of sedimentation of ice.

Theparent isotope is isolatedandengenders its daughters
This iswhathappenswithuranium; forexample,when certainsolidphaseslike calciumcar-
bonate are precipitated uranium is entrainedwith calcium and then isolated. For the ¢rst
radioactiveproductofanynotablehalf-life,wethen have:

l2�3N2�3ðtÞ ¼ l1UðtÞ e�l1t � e�l2�3t
� �

whereN2^3 is the number of nuclides in the third intermediate product in the chain.Why?
Because the chain includes very short-lived radioactive products such as thorium-234
(234Th) or protactinium-234 (234Pa) which reach equilibrium very quickly. Thus, 238U
decays to 234Th, an element whose lifespan is 24 days, then 234Pa, whose lifespan is 1.18
minutes: it canbe considered, then, that 238Udirectlygives 234Uwhosehalf-life is 2.48 � 105
years forall typesofusual samples (corals, speleothems, travertines, etc.).
Such a method is applied, for example, to secondary mineralizations of uranium.The

soluble uranium migrates and is deposited further away, leaving the insoluble thorium
where it is. Itthen‘‘resumes’’ its decaygiving230Thandwe canwrite:

l230230Th ¼ l230238U e�l238t � e�l230t
� �

:

Thereforetheageofmigration canbedeterminedbymeasuring230Thand238U.

Table 2.2 Activity of 210Pb with depth

Depth

0m 1m� 20 cm 1.50m� 40 cm 2.50m� 50 cm

dphkg�1 75 32� 5 24� 5 10� 3
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Exercise

Uranium-238 (238U) decays to 234U which is itself radioactive with l¼ 2.794 � 10� 6 yr�1.

Sea water is not in secular equilibrium relative to uranium isotopes as 234U weathers better

than 238U from rocks of the continental crust and is enriched in the rivers flowing into the

ocean. In activity, noted in square brackets [ ], 234U=238U½ �seawater ¼ 1:15. When limestone

forms from sea water, it is isotopically balanced with the sea water and so takes the value 1.15.

A fossil mollusk has been found in a Quaternary beach formation and its activity ratio measured

as 234U=238U½ � ¼ 1:05. Work out the dating equation. What is the age of the mollusk?

Answer
The dating equation is:

234U
238U

� �
¼

234U
238U

� �
0

e�lt þ 1� e�l234t
� �

because l234� l238 and l238 t � 0 if t> 106 years.

This gives:

T ¼ 1

l
ln

234U
238U

h i
0
�1

234U
238U

� 
� 1

0
@

1
A and T¼ 393 000 years.

2.3.7 General equation and equilibration time

Weshalldoanexercise tohelpunderstandequilibrationtimeandby thesametokengivethe
theoretical answer totheprevious exercise.

Exercise

Establish the general equation for evolution of an isotope in a radioactive chain and where the

parent has a longer half-life and the daughter a markedly shorter half-life. We shall take the

example of 234U! 230Th decay to get our ideas straight.

Answer
This is a review exercise for mathematics on integrating a linear differential equation with

constant coefficients:

d 234U

dt
¼ l238

238U� l234
234U

d 230Th

dt
¼ l234

234U� l230
230Th

with 238U being considered constant.

Integrating the two previous equations in succession for the example in question gives:

l234
234U ¼ l234

234U0e�l234t þ l238
238U 1� e�l234t

� �
l230

230Th ¼ l230
230Th0e�l230t þ l234

234U e�l234t � e�l230t
� �

:

These two equations can be written with the activity notation in square brackets: lN¼ [N],

which simplifies notation and means the l constants can be dispensed with. This gives:
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234U
� 

¼ 234U0

� 
e�l234t þ 238U

� 
1� e�l234t
� �

230Th
� 

¼ 230Th0

� 
e�l230t þ 234U

� 
e�l234t � e�l230t
� �

:

This is the general equation for equilibration of a radioactive chain used for chronological

purposes.

From there, without resorting to long and tedions numerical simulation, let us try to answer

the question: at what speed does a greatly disturbed radioactive chain return to secular

equilibrium? Let us consider the preceding equation with l234	 l230. The equation becomes:

l230
230Th ¼ l230 Th0e�l230t þ l234

234U 1� e�l230t
� �

:

For the chain to achieve equilibrium, it is necessary and sufficient that:

l230
230Th � l234

234U:

For this e�l230t must be virtually zero. So t must be less than to 6–10 periods of 230Th. The

chains therefore achieve equilibrium after more than six half-lives of the daughter product

(with the smaller radioactive decay constant).

If 234U/238U isotope fractionation occurs, which is the case in surface processes, it is 234U

which is the ‘‘limiting factor’’ for the 238U chain. The time required is therefore 1.5 million

years.

If there is no 234U/238U isotope fractionation, the limiting factor is 230Th and the equilibra-

tion time is 450 000 years.

For the 235U chain the limiting factor is 231Pa and therefore a time of 194 000 years. Both

chains of the two uraniums are equilibrated at about the same time in this case.

The isotopes of radioactive series used as geochronometers are those with decay constants of

more than one year.

Uranium-238 chain


 234U, half-life 248 ka, is used in sedimentary or alteration processes because 234U/238U
varies during alteration. The radioactive recoil of 234U extracts this uranium from its
crystallographic siteandso it is easilyaltered.

 230Th, half-life 75 ka.This element, named ionium, is certainly themostwidely used for

surfaceandvolcanicprocesses.

 226Ra, half-life 1.622 ka. It is used like 230Th but for shorter-lived surface or volcanic

processes.

 210Pb, half-life 22 years. Used for studying glaciers, oceans or volcanics involving very

youngphenomena.

Uranium-235 series


 231Pa, half-life 32.48 ka. This is the sister of 230Th but slightly more di⁄cult to master
analytically.

 277Ac, half-life 22 years.This element is not much used as yet because of di⁄culties in

makingpreciseanalyses.
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Thorium-232 chain


 228Ra,half-life6.7years.This is complementary to 226Rato constrainthetimescaleofRa
fractionation.

 228Th,half-life1.9years.Averygoodcomplement for 228Raand 230Th.

These elements canbemeasuredbyalphaandgammaradioactive spectroscopyorbymass
spectrometry.The second technique is far more precisebut less sensitive than counting. In
practice, 234U, 230Th, 226Ra, and 231Pa are measured bymass spectrometry and the others
bycounting.Pb-210canbemeasuredbymass spectrometrybutthis entailsgreatdi⁄culties
andrequires specialprecautions.Forageneral reviewsee Ivanovich (1982).

A L I T T L E H I S T O R Y

The polemic that followed the discovery of radioactivity
Henri Becquerel discovered radioactivity almost by chance in 1898 while studying rays

from phosphorescent uranium salts excited by sunlight and trying to understand the

nature of x-rays discovered by Röntgen. But one day, although there was no sunlight, a

sample from the Joachimsthal mine in Bohemia spontaneously emitted radiation which

blackened a photographic plate, indicating as yet unknown properties of matter (see Barbo,

2003).

Some years later, when measuring the effect of these radioactive substances on an

electrometer (the particles ionized the air of the electrometer which then discharged)

Pierre and Marie Curie proposed calling the phenomenon radioactivity (activity created by

radiation). For them, it was the property certain substances, including uranium, had of

spontaneously emitting radiation.

They immediately came in for harsh criticism from British scientists relying on a crucial

observation: when the activity of 1 g of purified uranium was measured with an electro-

meter, the activity was less than that of 1 g of uranium contained in, say, 100 g of uranium

ore. In other words 1 g of uranium ‘‘diluted’’ in 100 g of inert rock was more ‘‘active’’ than 1 g

of pure uranium.

How could concentrated uranium be less active than diluted uranium? It smacked of

magic. It was Marie Curie who came up with the hypothesis of intermediate radioactive

products to explain this paradox. The discovery of radium must be set in this polemical

context, thus taking on its full significance. It was the second intermediate radioactive

product to be found after polonium.

The New Zealander Ernest Rutherford brought grist to the Curies’ mill and within a few

years the mechanisms of successive ‘‘cascade’’ decay was understood. Radioactive chains had

been discovered.

Shedding light on a paradox
Nowadays the paradox of diluted uranium being more active than pure uranium can be fully

explained. Suppose a radioactive chain is in equilibrium, say the 238U chain:

l1N 1 ¼ l2N 2 ¼ l3N 3 ¼ � � � ¼ lnN n

noting N1, N2, . . ., Nn the numbers of nuclides in the various isotopes of the chain. Thus in

secular equilibrium there is 14 times the l1N1 activity of 238U in the chain. (The input from

the 235U chain must be added to this although its contribution is small.)
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This is what happens in a rock several hundred million years old in which the chain has had

time to attain secular equilibrium.

Now, in purified uranium, the activity is merely l1N1.

So, if the ‘‘activity’’ of 1 g of uranium is measured, it will be 14 times less than the activity

of 100 g of 1% uranium ore. Indeed, the ore would be slightly more active because there must

also be at least 0.5 g of thorium whose chain also produces 11 times more activity than pure

thorium. However, as the thorium constant is 3.5 times less, the outcome would be an

increase in the uranium activity of about 1.5 times.

In all, the rock is about 15.5 times more active than purified uranium. This is the paradox

behind the polemic!

2.4 Dating by extinct radioactivity

2.4.1 The historical discovery

Chemical elements ^ thatis, thenucleithatmakeupmostoftheirmass ^ havebeenmanufac-
tured in stars ever since the Universe came into being.This is nucleosynthesis. Of the nuclei
formed, somearestableandothers radioactive.Amongthe radioactivenuclei somehavevery
shorthalf-lives: theydecayquicklygiving rise totheirstabledaughter isotopes.Allofthisgoes
on everywhere in interstellar space and iswhat provides the ordinarymatterof theUniverse.
These isotopesare incorporated intointerstellarmatterasgasesordust (seeChapter4).
But suppose thatnucleosynthesis ofheavyelements (explosionofa supernova) occurred

in the vicinityof the place where the Solar System formed giving rise to certain short-lived
radioactive isotopes. Suppose too that the solidbodies ofthe Solar System formwhile these
radioactive isotopes arenotyetextinct.These‘‘young’’radioactive isotopeswill be incorpo-
rated with the other interstellar material in these solid bodies (planets or meteorites) and
there they will decay and give rise to daughter isotopes.The solid objects having received
such inputswill thereforehave abnormal isotope abundances for the isotopesproducedby
decayofthe radioactive isotope.Detectingsuchanomalies is thereforethe¢rststep in show-
ing the existenceofextinctradioactivity.
In1960 JohnReynolds at Berkeleydiscovered a large excess of the isotope129 in the iso-

topic composition of xenon in the Richardton (H4) meteorite (see Reynolds, 1960)
(Figure2.6).Now, this isnotanyoldisotopebutthedecayproductof iodine-129(radioactive
iodine we know how to make in nuclear reactors) whose half-life is 17 million years and
which, if it formedbefore thebirthof the Solar System, has disappeared today.And indeed
naturallyoccurring iodinehasonlyasingle isotope,127I.
To prove that the excess 129Xe did come from the 129I, Peter Je¡rey and John Reynolds

came up with a most ingenious experiment combining neutron activation analysis, mass
spectrometry, and stepwise outgassingby temperature increments.They irradiated a sam-
pleoftheRichardtonmeteoriteusinga£uxofneutrons.The127Iwastransformedbynuclear
reaction (n, �) into radioactive128Iwhich transformedby��decay into128Xe.This reaction
iswritten

127Iðn; �Þ128I �!�
�

128Xe:
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They thenheatedthe irradiatedsampleprogressively, after placing it in thevacuumandpuri-
¢cation line of a mass spectrometer.They analyzed the isotope composition of the xenon
extracted at each temperature increment and observed that the excess 129Xe was extracted
atthesametemperatureashalfofthe128Xe,whereas‘‘ordinary’’xenonwasextractedatadif-
ferent temperature. Je¡reyandReynolds (1961) concluded that129Xe is situatedatthe same
(crystallographic) siteasnatural iodineandtherefore is indeedthedaughterof129I.

This extraordinary discovery has two important consequences. First, it shows that,
before the Solar System formed (at a time in the past 5^10 times the half-life of 129I, that is,
85^170 million years), there was a synthesis of heavy chemical elements. In addition, this
radioactive decayprovidedan exceptional andunexpecteddating tool for studying theper-
iodwhen meteorites (and also, as we shall see, the Earth) were formed (see Figure 2.7).We
shall concentrateonthis aspectnow.

2.4.2 Iodine–xenon dating

Let129I*(0)bethenumberofnuclidesformedbynucleosynthesisattimet¼ 0,de¢nedasthe
endofthenucleosyntheticprocess.The radioactive iodine decaysby the law:

129I�ðtÞ ¼ 129I�ð0Þe�lt:

Supposenowthat,attimet1, someoftheiodineis incorporatedinameteorite(A)andattime
t2 someother iodine inameteorite (B).We canwrite:

129I�Aðt1Þ ¼ KA
129I�ð0Þe�lt1

129I�Bðt2Þ ¼ KB
129I�ð0Þe�lt2 :

x 10

136 134 132 131130129 128 126 124

x 1

Xenon

Figure 2.6 Mass spectrum of xenon in the Richardton meteorite as measured by Reynolds. The bars
indicate the height of ordinary, say atmospheric, xenon.
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HereKAandKBarethefactorsof incorporationof iodinebetweenthe interstellarcloudand
meteorites A and B, which is the ratio between iodine concentration in the interstellar
cloud and in themeteorite. For twometeorites ofdi¡erent chemical compositions,KAand
KB are di¡erent. In eachmeteorite, the129Idecays completely into radiogenic129Xe,129Xe*
(withanasterisk):

129Xe�A ¼ 129 IAðt1Þ 129Xe�B ¼ 129IBðt2Þ:

Howcanthisbeused fordatingaswedonotknowthevaluesofKA,KB, and I(0)?
Iodine has a stable isotope 127I (the only one for that matter).We divide the express-

ions describing 129I decay by 127I.We can assume that the incorporation of iodine by the
meteorites obeys chemical laws, and so the same rules apply for the 129 isotope as for the
127 isotope.This means the Kvalues are the same for both isotopes.The K coe⁄cients can
thereforebe removed from the equations describing the evolution of the isotopic ratios.This
gives:

129I
127I
ðt1Þ

� �
A

¼
129I
127I
ð0Þ

� �
e�lt1

129I
127I
ðt2Þ

� �
B

¼
129I
127I
ð0Þ

� �
e�lt2 :

There remains one unknown in these equations, namely the ratio129I�=127I 0ð Þ, in other
wordsthe(129I/127I) isotoperatioattheendofnucleosynthesis. It isareasonableassumption
that it was identical throughout the Solar System (and so for all meteorites).We can then
¢ndthe ratiobetweenthetwoisotope ratiosofour twometeorites:

129I�

127I
ðt1Þ

� �
A

129I�

127I
ðt2Þ

� �
B

¼ elðt2�t1Þ:

ΔT

129Xe
accumulation

Present
day

Condensation and
planetary accretion

(around 4.55 Ga)

Nucleosynthesis of 129I 

Time (arbitrary scale) 

Figure 2.7 Evolution of 129I in the Solar System and its trapping in planetary bodies; �T is the time
between the end of nucleosynthesis and the accretion of planetary objects.
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Bymeasuring the 129I�=127IðtÞ
� 	

ratios inbothmeteorites,we can inprinciple calculatethe
time interval between the formation of the two meteorites (t2� t1).This method therefore
providesabsolute^relative dating!

The problem comes down to measuring the (129I*/127I) isotope ratio at the time the
meteorite formed.Total 129Xe is the sum of initial 129Xeþ 129I*(t).Today 129I*(t)¼ 129Xe*,
since129Ihas decayedentirely.Therefore:

129Xe� ¼ 129Xetotal �129Xeinitial:

The interesting ratio is:

129I
127I
ðtÞ ¼

129Xe�

127I
¼

129Xe�

Xetotal
� Xetotal

Itotal

� �
¼ A e�lt

withA ¼ 129I=127I 0ð Þatthe endofnucleosynthesis.
The problem comes down tomeasuring the fraction of radiogenic129Xe* in total xenon,

andthenmeasuring the chemical (Xe/I) ratio, since the iodine is all127I.
We can calculate the age to the nearest coe⁄cient and therefore, by taking the ratio

between the values for the twometeorites, determine the relative age of the twometeorites.
Thebeautyofthismethod lies in its capacity tomeasureverybrief intervalsoftimebetween
theformationofplanetaryobjectsbillionsofyearsago.

Exercise

The 129I/127I isotope composition measured on the Karoonda and Saint-Séverin meteorites is

1.3 � 10�4 and 0.8 � 10�4, respectively. Given that the half-life of iodine is 17 Ma, what is the

age difference between the two meteorites?

Answer
If T1

2
¼ 17 Ma

l ¼ ln 2

T
¼ 4 � 10�8 yr�1:

The dating formula is applied:

129I
127I

� 	
A

129I
127I

� �
B

¼ 1:3 � 10�4

0:8 � 10�4
¼ el Dt ;

hence Dt ¼ 1
l ln 1:3=0:8ð Þ ¼ 12:1 million years. This age is actually the maximum interval

measured.

Exercise

Given that the half-life of 129I is 17 Ma, what is the shortest interval of time that can be

estimated, given the uncertainty in measuring the 129Xe*/127I ratio is 2%?

Answer
Suppose we always take the same reference, say, Karoonda. There will no longer be any error

relative to Karoonda but everything will be expressed in terms of this reference. Let us take
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the previous measurement and look at the limits of uncertainty. The value 0.8 has two limits,

at 0.816 and 0.784. Let us calculate the age �t. We obtain 11.64 and 12.64, or 1 million years.

The age of Saint-Séverin (relative to Karoonda) is written 12.1� 0.5 Ma.

2.4.3 Discoveries of other forms of extinct radioactivity

Since then many forms ofextinct radioactivityhavebeen discovered, whichwe shall use as
required.Eachdiscoveryhas required the identi¢cationbyexperimentofparent^daughter
relations inmeteorites.Wereviewthemwithafewbriefcomments.


 Iodine^Xenon129I^129Xe, � ¼ 25Ma,discoveredbyReynolds (1960).

 Plutonium^Xenon 244Pu^Xe¢ssion,� ¼ 84Ma.Thisradioactivity,discoveredbyKuroda

(1960), produces ¢ssion tracks and the ¢ssion isotopes of xenon 131Xe, 132Xe, 134Xe, and
136Xe. It is an important supplement to the iodine^xenon method and was discovered
veryshortlyafter it.

 Samarium^Neodymium 146Sm^142Nd, � ¼ 146Ma.This form of radioactivity, discov-

ered at SanDiegobyLugmair et al. (1975), is interesting because it is has a long half-life
andallowsus to connect long-durationphenomenathatoccurredaround the timeof 4.5
billionyearsago.

 Aluminum^Magnesium 26Al^29Mg, � ¼ 1Ma. This form of radioactivity was ¢rst

detected in certain minerals from very ancient meteorites by the team of Gerald
Wasserburg at the California Institute of Technology (Caltech) (Lee etal.,1977). It was
ofhistorical importancebut it is probablymore important still that aluminum is a deci-
sive constituent of meteorites (2^3%). It is probable that 26Al was instrumental in the
veryearly thermalhistoryofplanetesimalsandits in£uenceshouldbeaddedtothe calcu-
lationsalreadydoneonthis topic inChapter1.

 Palladium^Silver 107Pd^107Ag, � ¼ 9.4Ma.This form of radioactivity was detected in

iron meteorites by the Caltech team (Kelly andWasserburg, 1978). It has shown how
old these meteorites are.This means that metallic iron di¡erentiation is a very ancient
phenomenon intheprocessesofformationoftheSolarSystem.

 Manganese^Chromium 53Mn^53Cr, � ¼ 5.3Ma.This formof radioactivity, discovered

in Paris by Birck and Alle' gre in 1985, is interesting because the manganese and chro-
miumfractionatebecauseoftheirdi¡erentvolatilities.

 Iron^Nickel 60Fe^60Ni, � ¼ 2.1Ma.This form of radioactivity has been found in just a

fewbasalticmeteoritesbyShukolyukovandLugmair (1993)atSanDiego.Itis important
because iron is averyabundantelement.

 Calcium^Potassium 41Ca^41K, � ¼ 0.143Ma. This form of extinct radioactivity is

importantbecauseof its shorthalf-life. ItwasdiscoveredbySrinivasan etal. (1994).

 Hafnium^Tungsten 182Hf^182W, � ¼ 13Ma.This form of extinct radioactivity, discov-

eredbyHarper andJacobsen (1994) atHarvard and thenbyLee andHalliday (1995) at
the University of Michigan, is very important because Hf and W fractionate during
metal^silicate separation, allowing this separation tobe dated, including inplanets (dif-
ferentiationofthe core).Weshalluse this schemelateron.

 Niobium^Zirconium 92Nb^92Zr, � ¼ 36Ma. This newcomer to the ‘‘club’’ of forms of

extinctradioactivity,discoveredinZurichbySchonbachleretal. (2002),isyettobeexploited.
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 Chlorine^Sulfur 36Cl^98% 36Ar / 2% 36S, � ¼ 0.43Ma was discovered recently by a
Chinese team,Lin etal. (2005).Noanomalyon 36Arwas found,onlyon 36S.

 Beryllium^Boron 10Be^10B, T¼ 15 Ma was discovered by McKeegan, Chaussidon,

andRobert (2000).

 Lead^Thallium 205Pb^205Tl, T¼ 15.1 Ma was recently discovered by Neilsen,

Rehka« mper, andHalliday (2006).

Othershavenotbeen con¢rmedandarenot listedhere.

2.5 Determining geologically useful radioactive
decay constants

Asjustseen,whatallowsus to calculateageand is theveryessenceofthe radioactive clock is
the radioactive constant l, namely theprobability that anucleuswill decay.Howcan thisbe
determined? This is di⁄cult a priori, given that the constants are generally very small
because activity is low (see Figure 2.8). To simplify there are three methods more or less
derived fromthedatingmethod:

(1) directmeasurementofradioactivitybylNactivity: ifweknowN,we candeducel;
(2) measurement of accumulation of the daughter isotope (both these series of measure-

ments aredone in the laboratory);
(3) geological ‘‘comparison’’ofagesobtainedby variousmethods.

Weshall examinethese three techniques in the caseof 87Rb.

2.5.1 Measurement of activity

Westartwiththe fundamental equationdescribingdecay

d87Rb
dt ¼ l87Rb;

that is, thenumberof�particles emittedbyunittime is equal tol 87Rb.
Let us take 1kg of 87Rb, which corresponds to 103=87� 6:023 � 1023g (6.23 � 1023 is

Avogadro’s number), or 6.92 � 1024 atoms of 87Rb. If l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1, the number of
� particles emitted in 1 year is 6.92 � 1024�1.41 �10�11, or 9.8264 � 1013 particles.

2.0

1.6

1.2

0.8
1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

147Sm half-life by year of publication

T = 1.06 ± 0.01 x 1011yr

T 
(1

011
yr

) 

Figure 2.8 Improvement in determination of decay constants over time: the example of 147Sm.
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Remembering that1year� 3 � 107 seconds, that corresponds to 3.275 � 106 disintegrations
per second,which is ameasurablevalue: even10 gofpure rubidiumwill su⁄ce.
The di⁄culty lies in measuring ��particles. Someof these particles are absorbedby the

rubidiumdeposit itself. It is fundamental then tomake layers of rubidiumofvariable thick-
nessesandtocorrectwhatisknownasauto-absorption.Thesearetrickymethodstomaster.

2.5.2 The radiogenic isotope produced

For 87Rb we try to measure the 87Sr accumulated.Take1kg of pure 87Rb. How much 87Sr
does itproduce in1year?

87Sr¼103g�1:42 � 10�11¼1:42 � 10�8g;

that is14.2 ng.As strangeas itmayseem, suchaquantitycan easilybemeasuredwithamass
spectrometerby isotopedilution.
Naturally, inpracticewetry tousebothmethodsandto comparethe results.Thequestion

is,ofcourse,howdoweobtain1kgofpureoralmostpure 87Rb?Isotopeseparation is expen-
sivesowetryrather tousenatural rubidium, inwhichthere isonlyafractionof87Rb.Thedif-
¢culty is that there must be very little 87Sr in the rubidium being measured.The rubidium
must thereforebe very carefully puri¢ed by chemical methods, which is di⁄cult for such a
largeamountofrubidium.Themeasurementuncertaintystems fromthis.

2.5.3 The method of geological comparison

If we know the age of certain rocks from methods with decay constants that are easier to
determine (such as uranium) we can then calculate the constant lRb by measuring the
87Sr/87Rbratiosonaseriesofrocksormineralswhose (U/Pb)age isknown.
Thismethodtoo is di⁄cultto implementaswemustbe surethatthevarious systemshave

remained closed, as we shall see in the next chapter. Even so, the method is essential for
ensuring the geological reliabilityof the di¡erentmethods.To avoid geological di⁄culties,
much use is made of cross-calibrations with meteorites andmoon rocks.Why so? Because
meteorites are rocks dating fromtheoriginoftheSolar System (andthereforeold) andhave
not been subjected to major ‘‘disruptive’’events.We proceed by trial and error combining
the di¡erentapproaches.An international commissionmakes regular reviewsandupdates
the constants asneedbe.
Let us give three important geological comparisons that use the constants given in the

table.

Moon rocks
WechooseRock10072,whichhascomeinforparticularlyclosescrutiny.AstheU/Pbratioislow
thisdatingmethodisnotgoodbutit isagoodwayofcomparingRb^Sr,K^Ar,andSm^Nd.

Datingmethod

Rock10072 K^Ar Rb^Sr Sm^Nd

Time (Ga) 3.52�0.4 3.57�0.05 3.57�0.03
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Eucrites (basaltic achondrites)
These are basalt meteorites, in other words ancient extraterrestrial lava £ows. Dating by
U^Pb is extremely precise because the U/Pb ratios are high. As said, the uranium decay
constants are the references.However, Rb^Sr is not very precise as Rb/Sr ratios are really
low. (We are anticipating a little on the next chapter.) TheK^Ar, Lu^Hf, and Sm^Nddat-
ingsarealsorelativelyprecise.

Datingmethod

Eucrite
meteorites

U^Pb Rb^Sr K^Ar Sm^Nd Lu^Hf

Time (Ga) 4.55�0.05 4.50�0.14 4.50�0.1 4.53�0.04 4.57�0.19

Ordinarychondrites
These are the most common meteorites characterized by the presence of chondrules.
ComparisonofPb^PbandRb^Srdatings isveryprecise. Similarly,K^ArandRe^Osare
in suitableagreement.

Datingmethod

Ordinarychondrites U^Pb Rb^Sr K^Ar Re^Os

Time (Ga) 4.55�0.05 4.55�0.08 4.52�0.05 4.54�0.02

Table 2.3 Comparison of methods for determining radioactive decay constants

Isotope Laboratorycounting Accumulation Geological comparison

238U, 235U, 232Th,
andradioactive
chains

This is the reference
methodand is (relatively)
precise

Notused This is the referencefor
othermethods

87Rb Di⁄cultbecauseofauto-
absorptionof�� raysby
thepowderbeing
counted

Di⁄culttoshowup
becauseoftracesof initial
87Sr,which ishardto
remove

Comparisonbetween
methodsand in
particularbetween
meteorites is essential

187Re Impossible: insu⁄cient
� energy (highauto-
absorption)

This is thebestmethod;
wemeasureaccumulated
187Os

Comparisonwithother
methodsandparticularly
meteorites remains
essential

176Lu Poordetermination Di⁄cultbecauseofthe
importanceof initialHf

Comparisonsbetween
methodsareuseful

147Sm Poordetermination Di⁄cultbecauseof
initialNd,which ishard
toremove

Comparisonsbetween
methodsareuseful

40K Veryprecise counting Shouldbepossible in a
well-sealed£ask

Comparison is di⁄cult
because 40Ardi¡uses
readily
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2.5.4 Conclusions

Laboratorydetermination ofuranium and thorium constants by counting is themost pre-
cisemethod.Thesedecayconstants are thentakenas references forothermeasurements.
Table 2.3 shows the pros and cons of the di¡erent techniques for determining decay con-

stants for thedi¡erentchronometers.

Problems

1 Given that the potassium content of the silicate Earth is 250 ppm,3 how much 40Ar is created in

4.5 � 109 years? 40K¼ 1.16 � 10�4 Ktotal.

Given that 40Ar cannot escape from the Earth and the quantity of 40Ar in the atmosphere

is 66 � 1018 g, what conclusion do you draw?

2 Suppose a series of zircons gives the results in the table below. Calculate the 206Pb/238U,
207Pb/235U, 207Pb/206Pb, and 208Pb/232Th ages. Which ages appear most reliable to you? If we

know that the samples must be of the same geological age, which age would you recommend?

U (ppm) Th (ppm) Radiogenic Pb (ppm) 206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/204Pb 208Pb/204Pb

415 86.4 30.5 1138 84.34 116.2

419 84.0 30.4 1984 130.7 162.5

482 85.0 32.6 2292 147.5 174.1

507 81.8 34.0 3301 206.0 229.4

3 The K–Ar ages of two volcanic rocks from the island of Santa Maria in the Azores are measured

as below.

Rock mass (g) K2O% Radiogenic 40Ar (10�12 moles g�1)

1.81 1.83 13.90

0.64 0.92 5.60

Calculate their ages. Given that the error is � 5%, what can you say about these two rocks?

4 To apply the 230Th–238U method to carbonate rocks formed in the ocean, allowance must be

made for the fact that (234U/238U)0¼ 1.15 in activity and that 230Th derives entirely from 234U

decay.

(i) Draw up the complete 234U/238U dating equation.

(ii) Draw up the 230Th, 234U, 238U dating equation assuming that (230Th)0¼ 0.

5 The isotopes231Pa and 230Th are both insoluble and isolated while uranium isotopes remain in

solution.

(i) Draw up the dating equation based on the 231Pa/230Th ratio.

(ii) What is the time-span over which it can be applied?

3 Previously we used 210 ppm. Readers should be aware of variations in values used by different authors in
such determinations.
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CHAPTER THREE

Radiometric dating methods

We have so far examined the principles of radioactive dating with simple assumptions,
namely that the initial amountofdaughter isotope is negligible and that the system (mineral
or rock)whoseage is tobedeterminedhas remainedclosedsince it¢rst formed, that is, ithas
neither lost norgainedparentordaughter isotopes in the course of its geological past.These
twoconditionsdonotusuallypertain in nature.Sohowcanthesedi⁄cultiesbeovercome?

3.1 General questions

3.1.1 Rich systems, poor systems

Thedatingequation showedthatadistinction has tobemadebetween systemswith negligi-
ble initial radiogenic isotope and systems with abundant initial radiogenic isotope. In the
¢rst instance, thatofa rich system (understoodas radiogenically rich), an age canbe calcu-
lated in theory fromdirectmeasurementoftheparent anddaughter isotopes. In the second
instance, thatofapoor system, somemethodmustbe found forestimating the initial abun-
danceofthe radiogenic isotope.

For a system tobe considered rich, the radioactive isotopemust be abundant compared
with the radiogenic element.The chemical composition of the systemunder studymustbe
such thatthe ratio ofthe radioactive isotope to the stable reference isotope1is veryhigh.The
time for which it has been decaying must be long enough for radioactive disintegration to
haveproducedenoughofthe radiogenic isotope.

Exercise

The [87Rb/86Sr] ratio in a biotite is 3000. Can a 300-million-year-old biotite be considered a
rich system?

Answer
The [87Sr/86Sr] radiogenic ratio is written [87Sr/86Sr]� [87Rb/86Sr] lt. Calculation with T¼3
� 108 years and l¼ 1.42 � 10�11 yr�1 gives:

½87Sr=86Sr� ¼ 3 � 103 � 1:42 � 10�11 � 3 � 108 ¼ 12:6:

1 The reference isotope is an isotope close to the radiogenic isotope of the same chemical element which is
stable and is not itself a product of radioactivity.



The initial [87Sr/86Sr] ratios of common strontium vary from about 0.720 to 0.705. These
variations are negligible compared with 12.6. The biotite is indeed therefore a rich system.

In practice, the initial daughter isotope ratio is not completely ignored when calcu-
lating the age of rich systems but this so-called normal ratio is estimated from meas-
urements of various minerals and a conventional value is taken to make the correction.
A catalog of rich systems for each radioactive clock has been drawn up by the system-
atic study of the commonest rocks and minerals. In each case, allowance must be made for
theageofthesystem,which isanessential feature,ofcourse.This catalog isrelativelylimited.
For the 87Rb^87Sr method, it comprises above all micas like biotite K(Mg,

Fe)3AlSi3O10(OH)2 andmuscovite KAl2Si3O10(OH)2 as well as some quite old potassium
feldspars (KAlSi3O8).
ForU^Th^Pbmethodsthereareuraniumoresproper,andthenuranium-richminerals.

The commonest is zircon (ZrSiO4) but there are also sphene (CaTiSiO5) and apatite
Ca5(PO4)3(OH).
For 40K^40Ar and U^4He methods, all systems may be considered rich since rocks

usuallyhavenegligible initial argonorheliumcontents (excepttheveryyoungones).
For the 187Re^186Os method, the current rich mineral is molybdenite (MoS2), but also

basaltic or granitic rocks (where [187Re/186Os] ratios are frequently 500^20 000) as well as
mineralsofthese rocks suchasolivineor thepyroxenes.
Rich systems are very rare for the other chronometers such as 147Sm^143Nd or

176Lu^176Hf because geochemical systems do not clearly separate samarium from neo-
dymiumorlutetium fromhafnium.

3.1.2 Closed system, open system

The fundamental assumption in radioactive dating is that the box (the rockormineral) has
remained closed, that is, it has neither lost nor gained parentor daughter nuclides through
exchangewith its environmentsince it¢rstclosed.
Now,while this assumption is accepted for parent elements nestled in suitable crystallo-

graphic sites (Rb inplaceofK,UinplaceofZr, etc.) it is lessobvious fordaughter elements.
The daughter isotopes produced by radioactivity are intruders in the crystallographic lat-
tice. They have been introduced ‘‘arti¢cially’’ by radioactive transmutation.Why should
theystay there?This is particularly true ofrich systems, since these radiogenic isotopes are
very abundant.They have been produced in a mineral which is ‘‘unfamiliar’’ to them, and
will thereforetendto escapefrom it.

E X A M P L E

The use of biotite in radiometric dating
Biotite is a black mica containing potassium (K) in its structural formula. Rubidium, which is
an alkali similar to potassium, can enter its structure and remain there. Potassium forms a
Kþ ion and rubidium a Rbþ ion. However, when it decays, 87Rb yields 87Sr.
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Strontium is an alkaline earth element similar to calcium. In ionic form it is bivalent with
formula Sr2þ. It is not structurally stable in biotite and so tends to escape by diffusion
whenever it can. The biotite system therefore has little chance of remaining closed for the
87Rb–87Sr pair, above all if, in the course of its history, it has been subjected to meta-
morphic heating or weathering, which provide conditions amenable to the diffusion of 87Sr
from biotite.

The question of whether a system is open or closed has been asked since the earliest
work in geochronology. Before trying to answer it, let us see what the e¡ects are of
any leakage from the system. Let us take the example of rich systems, where the equa-
tion is of the form:
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Figure 3.1 Opening of a radiometric dating system: R is the radiogenic/radioactive parent ratio; RM is the
measured ratio. The top two figures show continuous, constant losses over time. The bottom two figures
show a sudden episodic loss followed by a long period in a closed system. TR¼ real time, Tapp.¼ apparent
time. Where TR> Tapp. the system becomes younger and there is a loss of the radiogenic daughter isotope
(left-hand diagram). Where TR< Tapp. the system becomes older and there is a preferential loss of the
radioactive parent isotope. Where both are lost, the outcome depends on the relative values of the losses.
If they are equal, the system is equivalent to a closed system. If more daughter isotope than parent
isotope is lost, the left-hand diagram is relevant, and vice versa.
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R ¼ ID
IP
¼ ’ðtÞ

where’ is an increasing functionoftime, IDand IP the daughterandparent isotopes, andR
theparent^daughter ratio. Ifa littleofthedaughter isotope is lost, theage calculatedwillbe
falsebecause‘‘tooyoung.’’ This isby far the commonest case. If a little of the parent isotope
is lost, the age calculatedwill be falsebecause‘‘too old.’’Again in ID or IP would, of course,
havetheopposite e¡ect (Figure3.1).

3.1.3 Continuous or episodic losses

The question of the closed character of the boxes arises with two very di¡erent geological
scenarios.
In the ¢rst scenario, the system continuously loses (or more rarelygains) radiogenic iso-

topes over the course of geological time.This process has been evoked for argon, helium,
and the other rare gases, which are not chemically bondedwithin minerals and so tend to
escape constantlybydi¡usion. Itmayalsobetrueof isotopesofsoluble elements exposedto
chemical alterationattheEarth’s surface (K,Rb,Sr,U,Pb).
Thealternative scenario involves sudden events thatpunctuategeological time: tectono-

metamorphic crises, igneous intrusions, volcanic eruptions, folding, etc. Over a short per-
iod (comparedwith the durationofgeological time) the system losesorgains the isotopes in
question.
There may also be a combination of both circumstances, when the history of a rock is

divided into two episodes: one, say, at low temperature when the system is closed and the
other at high temperature where continuous loss occurs between moments of ‘‘crisis.’’
Naturally, the more complex the scenario the more di⁄cult it is to decipher and above all
themoredi⁄cult it is to comeupwithasingle interpretation.

Exercise

Suppose we have the rich 87Rb–87Sr system of muscovite (white mica). The simplified
dating equation is [87Sr*/87Rb]¼lt.

(1) Suppose that recent heating has caused the mineral to lose 30% of its 87Sr*.
If the mineral is really 1 billion years old, what will be its apparent age determined by
measuring 87Sr* and 87Rb today?

(2) Suppose the muscovite has been weathered by water which has leached 10% of

the Sr and 50% of the Rb (the Rb was more soluble than the Sr). What will its apparent

age be?

Answer
(1) The simplified expression can be written:

t apparent

t real
¼

87Srreal

87Srclosed

� �

giving

87Srreal ¼ ð1� 0:3Þ 87Srclosed ¼ 0:7 87Srclosed:
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Therefore, tapparent¼700 million years.

(2)

t apparent

t real
¼

87Srapparent

87Srclosed

� �
�

87Rbclosed

87Rbapparent

� �
¼ 0:9

0:5
¼ 1:8:

The apparent age will be 1.8 billion years.

3.1.4 Concordant and discordant ages

With this concern, how can we be sure that a geological age is reliable? The method
unanimously employed for testing whether a result is reliable is the age concordance
and discordance method. Suppose that, with the methods just described, that is, those
applicable to rich systems, we wish to test whether a geological age determination is
reliable.

Suppose we measure the ages of potassium feldspar, muscovite, and biotite minerals of
the same granitic rock by the 87Rb^87Sr method.We can hope they will be identical and
yieldanageforwhenthegranite crystallized.

If the ages are concordant, that is, if theyare close to eachother,weacceptthere is agood
chance the common age is geologically signi¢cant.This is becausewe admit that a disrup-
tive eventwill havedi¡erente¡ectsondi¡erentclocksbecauseoftheirchemicaldi¡erences.
Therewill then remain thematterofrelating this age toa speci¢cgeological event (magma-
tism, metamorphism, sedimentation, etc.). Suppose that, for the Que¤ rigut granite already
discussed, the 87Rb^87Srmethodwere toyieldagesof 296millionyears for potassium feld-
spar, 295 million years for muscovite, and 293 million years for biotite.These ages can be
considered concordant around 296million years. Given the geological setting (ages of the
terrain they cut across andofthe overlying terrains) it is reasonable to accept that this is the
age ofemplacement (intrusion) of the granite. Suppose, though, that for a rockof the same
granite sampled close to a faultwe¢nd ages of110million, 90million, and 50millionyears
for the samethreeminerals.Wewould conclude thatthe systemhadbeendisruptedbysome
secondary phenomenon, probably related to the formation of the fault, and so that proper
age determination is not possible.There are two stages in the reasoning, then. In the ¢rst,
concordance supports the idea that the age is geologically signi¢cant. In the second, the
geological context allows the age to be identi¢ed, that is, to be attributed to some speci¢c
geologicalphenomenon.

If the ages are discordant, then we accept that the basic assumptions of the model
havebeenbreachedand thatthe ages so determinedarenotgeologicallymeaningful. From
nowon, therefore, we shall speakof apparent age for a crude date measurement and shall
reserve the term‘‘age’’forgeologicallysigni¢cantdates.

Remark
Apparent age is an isotope ratio converted into time units. Validating it as a geological age is a
complex process. The apparent age is chemical and isotopic. It is of temporal and geological
significance only if certain conditions are met.
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Supposewemeasure the 40K^40Arageofa series ofpresumed cogeneticbasalts (here is
an essential word! ^ cogenetic means derived from the same genetic phenomenon).We
draw the graph (Figure 3.2) and themean indicates an age of 60millionyears.The‘‘chemi-
cal’’ statistical test is correct and indicates an age of 60� 5 million years. Havewemet the
concordance criteria?Theanswer isno.
First, the histogram is asymmetrical and is not a normal distribution. The point is

that 40Ar is a gas produced by the decay of 40K and tends to escape from minerals.
This loss is a statistical process and makes ages younger. In the case in question, an
age of 65 million years is more likely to be the real age than the mean age is, which
re£ects rather the statistic of argon losses. But this is only a hypothesis as we have no
means of calculating the age for certain. The concordance criterion must be based on
various sets of measurements:

� Severaldi¡erentsortsofboxesandasingle chronometer.
� Several chronometers andasingle typeofbox (Rb^SrandK^Aronbiotite).
� Several chronometers on several boxes (Rb^SrandK^Aronbiotite andmuscovite). In

such cases the boxes have to be closed at the same time during the same geological phe-
nomenon.Suchboxesaresaidtobe cogenetic.

Cases of perfect concordance are rare with rich systems. The question is how can we go
beyondthis disillusion.
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Figure 3.2 Graph of apparent 40K–40Ar ages. Dispersion is quite wide because ages range from 30 to
80 Ma. The most probable age is indicated by the arrow, since the most likely process is that the system
lost argon over the course of time.
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3.2 Rich systems and solutions to the problem
of the open system

3.2.1 The semi-quantitative systematic comparative approach

Thebasic idea is simple enough.Foragivenproblem in agivengeological case,wemeasure
apparent ages by various methods applied to various minerals.We compare the apparent
ages and try to establish a systematics. For example, we observe that amphibole generally
has a greater apparent age than biotite when measured by the K^Ar method.We deduce
that amphibole conserves its argon better than biotite does. Similarly, we observe that the
apparent Rb^Sr age of biotite is generally greater than its apparent K^Ar age.We deduce
thatbiotite retains the radiogenic 87Sr*better than itdoes the 40Ar. Inthis speci¢c instance,
these purely comparative studieswere¢rstbasedon¢eld studies thatwe looked tomultiply.
Laboratorystudiesofdi¡usionwere requiredtosupplementthis approach.

Laboratory studyofdi¡usionandextrapolation
Di¡usionistheprocesswherebyachemicalspeciespropagatesinarandomwalk,justlikeheat,
say,canpropagate.MathematicallyitobeysFourier’slaw,writtenhereforasingledimension:

@C

@t
¼ D

@2C

@x2

whereC is concentration, t is time,x isdistance,andD the coe⁄cientofdi¡usion.This lawis
also expressedbyasimpler-looking formula:

Q ¼ �D @C

@x

� �

where @C=@xð Þ is the concentration gradient andQ the £ux of matter which di¡uses.The
di¡usion coe⁄cient D is expressed in cm2 s�1 or in m2 s�1 (be careful as other units are
sometimes found inthe literature).

The analytical solutions of this equation areknown for simple geometrical cases: plates,
spheres, half-planes, etc. Nowadays computers can provide numerical solutions to all pro-
blems, or almost all. It is therefore easy to calculate the evolution ofa radioactive system in
a box of given shape and size by superimposing di¡usion on radioactive decay. Figure 3.3
shows the results of such calculations for aK^Ar system supposed to evolve from a sphere
inwhich eitherargonorpotassiumcandi¡use.

Solutions to the di¡usion equations are generally expressed by the approximation
x �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

wherex is distance, t time, andD the di¡usion coe⁄cient.The relevantparameter
for di¡usion is (D/a2), where a is the radius of the sphere.The di¡usion coe⁄cientD obeys
Arrhenius’equation:

D ¼ D0 exp
�E
RT

� �

whereT is temperature(indegreesKelvin),Eactivationenergy,andR the idealgasconstant.
D0 is aconstantdependentonthenatureofthemineralbut is independentoftemperature.
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In addition, as might be expected, mineral size is essential: the larger it is the better the
retention of argon. This is just what is found when we study, say, the K^Ar age versus
mineral size (WasserburgandHayden,1955).

Remark
To determine diffusion coefficients in the laboratory we take a mineral whose shape and
dimensions have been ‘‘measured’’ under the microscope and we measure the amount of
isotopes escaping from it by heating the mineral progressively at different controlled tempera-
tures. By plotting log D in these results versus (1/T), we can calculate the activation energy and
estimate D0 from the formula D ¼ D 0 exp �E=RT Þ or log D ¼ log D 0 �E=RT Þðð (Figure 3.4).

Toconductsuch laboratoryexperiments it is essential to takenatural samples containing
‘‘intrusive’’radiogenic isotopes, andthusquiteold samples,which havenotbeen exposedto
secondary phenomena (metamorphism, erosion, etc.). (These are rare and precious sam-
ples.)Howcanthe resultsbeapplied?A¢rstexercisewill helpuswith this.

Exercise

What is the diffusion coefficient of 40Ar in biotite at 50 8C and at 1000 8C if we know that
the activation energy is E¼ 21 kcal per mole and that at 600 8C D/a2¼2 �10�10 per second
(dividing by a2 removes the dimension in cm2)?

Answer
Temperatures are converted into Kelvin, giving 323 K and 1273 K. For the temperatures
considered, E/R� 104 since R¼ 1.98 cal mol�1 K�1. By using Arrhenius’ equation this gives
D323/a2¼ 1.3 � 10�16 s�1 and D1273/a2¼ 7 � 10�7 s�1.
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Figure 3.3 Calculation of the diffusion of 40Ar and 40K over geological time out of a spherical mineral
and its effect on the chronometric curve. The figures are relative to the parameter D/a2 expressed in s�1.
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Clearly, then, the di¡usion coe⁄cient is extremely sensitive to temperature. Many
rocks and minerals that are to be dated by Rb^Sr or K^Ar methods of rich systems (bio-
tites, muscovites, potassium feldspars) crystallize at high temperatures, be theymagmatic
rocksormetamorphicrocks.Emplacementisgenerally followedbycooling.Thisprompted
theideaofde¢ningatemperatureatwhichthesystembeginstoretaintheradiogenic isotope
for each mineral. As the activation energies of the various minerals are di¡erent, these
closure temperatures are di¡erent (Table 3.1). Slightdi¡erences in apparent age areused to
de¢ne cooling curves for the rock and therefore for the massif or even for the region to
whichthemineralsbelong (Figure3.5).
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Figure 3.4 Variation of the diffusion coefficient with temperature. Two sanidines (volcanic potassium
feldspar) from two different rocks yield very different results. One is very close to the coefficient
measured on a microcline crystal (granitic potassium feldspar) while the other is very different. This
shows that diffusion coefficients depend largely on mineral history and that it is difficult therefore to
use these experiments to make precise geological age determinations.

Table 3.1 Closure temperatures

Mineral
Closure
temperature (8C)

Graindimension
(10� 6m) Reference

Hornblende 685� 53 210^840 BergerandYork (1981)
Biotite 373� 21 500^1410 BergerandYork (1981)
K-feldspar 230� 18 125^840 BergerandYork (1981)
Plagioclase 176� 54 125^210 BergerandYork (1981)
Microcline (pure

K-feldspar)
132� 13 125^250 HarrisonandMcDougall (1982)
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Remark
The cases most studied by these methods are of thermal variations during orogeny (mountain
building) where estimations are made of how the crustal block cooled as it rose to the surface;
at what speed and over what temperature range, etc.

The studyofcontactmetamorphism
The decisive step in this type of semi-quantitative approach was the study by Stanley
Hart (1964) (Figure 3.6), then a student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
con¢rmed by Gil Hanson and Paul Gast (1967), then at the University of Minnesota,
who studied the ages obtained by the di¡erent methods for an instance of contact
metamorphism.
Contact metamorphism occurs when granite is intruded into a geological series.

Physically, such metamorphism corresponds to sudden heating by a body of de¢ned geo-
metry.The thermal evolution of such a problem can be readily processed mathematically.
The isotherms and their variations over time are easily obtained. Hart chose to study the
result of a Tertiary intrusion some 60Ma old (Eldora) in the Precambrian terrain of
Colorado. There is a big age di¡erence between the intrusion and the surrounding rock.
He studied the variation in Rb^Sr, K^Ar, and U^Pb ages on di¡erent rich minerals of
the Precambrian formation with distance from the point of contact. The ‘‘apparent’’ age
of all the minerals varied with distance from the contact, whichwas what he expected. At
the contact point, it is the same as the age of the intrusion and then it progressively con-
verges towards the age of the surrounding rock at a great distance from the contact.What
is interesting is that at any given distance from the contact, the order of apparent ages
determined by the various methods on the various minerals obeys a coherent logical
schema.
The reliabilityof ‘‘rich’’chronometershasbeen estimatedon thebasis ofsuch a sequence

and a few laboratory experiences.Theyare ranked here in decreasingorderof reliabilityof
theagesobtained.
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Figure 3.5 Cooling curve of an orogenic segment of Grenville Province, Canada, based on K–Ar apparent
ages and on the retentivity of the different minerals. After Berger and York (1981).
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Although there aremanyexceptions to this ranking, it allows a series ofapparent ages tobe
gauged rapidly.Thuswhen, say, 207Pb^206Pb on zircon gives the same age as 40Ar^40Kon
biotite there is agood chance the age is correct.When the di¡erencebetween the 40Ar^40K
on amphibole and 87Rb^87Sr on muscovite ages is slight, we consider we are close to the
true age, etc. While this empirical approach is useful, it does not, alas, provide a
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thoroughgoingsolutiontothe issueofreliability. Inparticular, howcananagebe calculated
whenthehypothesesofthesimplemodelarenotsatis¢ed?

Exercise

Analysis of a granite yields: U–Pb on zircon, 520 Ma; K–Ar on amphibole, 480 Ma; K–Ar on
biotite, 400 Ma; Rb–Sr on biotite, 460 Ma; Rb–Sr on muscovite, 470 Ma. What seems the
likely age of intrusion of this granite to you? How reliable is the result?

Answer
The true age is probably around 550–540 Ma. The reason being that some disruptive
phenomenon has affected the region as there is clearly a discordance in ages. The most
robust of the chronometers is U–Pb on zircons, but it is not perfect and this apparent age
may be made a little older. But this reasoning is very rough and ready as can be seen!

3.2.2 The concordia method

This method hasbeen devised for calculating a system’s true age even though the system is
an open one.This is doneby exploiting pairings of chemical behavior which maybe found
withvarious radiochronometers.

Uranium^lead systems
Uranium^lead systems using 238U! 206Pb and 235U! 207Pb decay have an interesting
feature: both parents and both daughters are of the same chemical nature but have very
di¡erent decay constants. This pairing is exploited for determining geological ages even
whenthesystem is anopenone.
Let us consider auranium-rich material. It maybe zircon (ZrSiO4), a common mineral

in granite rocks, sphene, uraninite, or apatite, minerals containing little ‘‘common’’ lead
(detectedbymeasuring the non-radiogenic isotope 204Pb).The initial lead can thereforebe
neglected in chronometric equations (richsystems)andwewrite :

206Pb	

238U
¼ el238t � 1
� �

207Pb	

235U
¼ el235t � 1
� �

:

Twoages canthereforebe calculatedbymeasuring the 206Pb, 207Pb, 238U,and235Ucontents
ofminerals. If everything compliedwith the assumptions (closed system, rich system, etc.)
these two ages should be identical, that is, concordant.The common age would therefore
indicate the time the zircon orapatite crystallized in the granitemagma.This is sometimes
the case, but generally ages are found to be di¡erent and so discordant.To bring out these
age discrepancieswe consideraplot:

x ¼
207Pb
235U

� �
; y ¼

206Pb
238U

� �
:
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Weplotthe curveoftheparametric equation:

y ¼ el238t � 1
� �

; x ¼ el235t � 1
� �

:

This curve, which canbegraduated for time, is known as the concordia curve. It is the geo-
metric locus of concordant ages. Any concordant age lies on the curve and anydiscordant
age lieso¡ the curve.

The South African Louis Ahrens noticed in 1955 that when the 206Pb*/238U and
207Pb*/235Uratios (asbefore * indicates the isotopes are radiogenic)measuredon suites of
cogeneticminerals areplotted, they tend tobealigned.Thesealignments cutthe concordia
curve at two points, corresponding to two ages (t0 and t1). In1956GeorgeWetherill of the
Carnegie Institution inWashington showed that the two ‘‘ages’’obtained by Ahrens’con-
structions couldbe interpretedas theageofuraniumore crystallizationandtheageofadis-
ruption that a¡ected the minerals and caused uranium and lead exchanges with the
environment.Here is a simpli¢eddemonstrationofWetherill’smodel.

Theuraniumdecays in a closed system from the timeatwhich themineral is crystallized
attimet¼ 0until timet1.

Uðt1Þ ¼ U0e
�l238t1 :

Suppose that at t1 some of the uraniumwas lost. Let us term the lost proportion �.There
remains (1^�).Attimet1þ�t, theuraniumbecomes:

Uðt1 þ�tÞ ¼ ð1� �ÞU0e
�lt1 :

Thisuraniumdecays inaclosedsystemuntil timetwhentheanalysis is conducted:

UðtÞ ¼ Uðtþ�tÞe�lðt�t1Þ ¼ ð1� �ÞU0 e�lt1 e�lðt�t1Þ

UðtÞ ¼ ð1� �ÞU0 e�lt:

Letus seewhatbecomesofthe corresponding lead isotope. From t0 to t1themineral system
is closed.We have Pbðt1Þ as ðt1Þ ¼ U0ð1� e�lt1Þ, as we assume there is no initial lead. At
time t1 the system loses a proportion (�) of lead so at (t1þ�t) the lead is therefore:

	Pbðt1 ��tÞ ¼ ð1� �ÞU0ð1� e�lt1Þ:

Betweent1and t, lead isproducedbydecayoftheuraniumremainingatthattime.

	PbðtÞ ¼ Pbðt1 þ�tÞ þUðt1 þ�tÞ 1� e�lðt�t1Þ
h i

:

Replacingby their valuesPb(t1þ�t) andU(t1þ�t) gives:

	PbðtÞ ¼ ð1� �ÞU0 1� e�lt1
	 


þ ð1� �ÞU0 e�lt1 1� e�lðt�t1Þ
h i

:

WereplaceU0byU(t) to returntothetraditional expression:
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U0 ¼
UðtÞelt
ð1� �Þ :

Wehave to changevariablesbecausewehave decided to take the present time as the origin.
Inthenewnotation (in capitals),T¼ t,T1¼ t ^ t1.Thisgives:

	Pb

U
¼ 1� �

1� �

� �
elT � elT1
	 


þ elT1 � 1
	 


:

But for the decay constant the expressions are identical for both 206Pb^238U and
207Pb^235Upairs, because the two lead isotopes and the two uranium isotopes must react
chemically inan identicalmanner tothe‘‘crisis’’whicha¡ectedthesystemsatT1.Wewrite:

206Pb
238U

� �
¼ r1

207Pb
235U

� �
¼ r2

r1 ¼
1� �
1� �

� �
el8T � el8T1
	 


þ el8T1 � 1
	 


r2 ¼
1� �
1� �

� �
el5T � el5T1
	 


þ el5T1 � 1
	 


:

Wecan eliminate ð1� �Þ=ð1� �Þ½ �betweenthetwoequations, sogiving:

r1 � el8T1 � 1
	 


r2 � el5T1 � 1½ � ¼
el8T � el8T1

el5T � el5T1

� �
:

For¢xedTandT1, this expression takes the form:

r1 � y0
r2 � x0

¼ constant:

This is the equation ofa straight line in an (r1, r2) plot.When�¼�¼ 0, that is, when the sys-
tem has remained closed, r1 ¼ el8T � 1

� �
and r2 ¼ el5T � 1

� �
.Theupper interceptwith

the concordiatherefore corresponds toT, which is the initial ageofthemineral population.
When �¼ 1, that is, when the minerals have lost all their lead at T1,
r1 ¼ el8T1 � 1

� �
and r2 ¼ el5T1 � 1

� �
:

The lower intercept with the concordia corresponds toT1.When � and � are between 0
and1, the data points are on the straight line joining the two points of the concordiaTand
T1.When more lead than uranium is lost the points are betweenTand T1.When more ura-
nium than lead is lost the points are ‘‘above’’ T and therefore above the concordia (see
Figure3.7).
We can then address the inverseproblemand say thatwhen the datapoints obtainedon a

series ofuranium-rich cogeneticminerals arealigned in the (206Pb/238U, 207Pb/235U) plot,
the intersections of the straight line they de¢ne with the concordia curve determine the
initial ageofthe familyofminerals andtheageofthe disruption experienced.Wegivea sim-
ple historical example, that of theMorton gneiss ofMinnesota.TheU^Pbmeasurements
beingmadeon zircons,weobtain theageoftheperturbation (Figure 3.8).
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Wetherill ’s model has been used abundantly. Generally it is borne out but it has often
been observed that the lower intercept is di⁄cult to interpret in geological terms because
the age determined corresponds to neither a known tectonic nor a metamorphic episode.
Thus, taking zircons of several continents of the same age of 2.7Ga, and plotting the
U^Pb results on the concordia diagram, they seem to de¢ne the same lower intercept,
while the geological histories of the various parts of the continents and in particular the
tectono-metamorphic episodes later than 2.7Ga are very di¡erent.To account for this, in
the 1960s George Tilton, at the Carnegie Institution, developed another model (Tilton,
1960). He assumed a continuous loss of lead throughout the rock’s history. In such a case,
the ¢rst part of the curve of evolution in the concordia diagram is a straight line starting
from the initial age. It then curves towards the origin. From this model, the lower intercept
isgeologicallymeaningless anddepends solelyon the initial age.This canbe demonstrated
mathematicallyby using kinetic equations. Ifwe considera continuous lead loss, the equa-
tions arewritten:

dPb	

dt
¼ lU� G Pb

dU
dt ¼ �lU

(

where G is a coe⁄cient of lead loss which is assumed constant to simplify matters (we
assumethere isnouranium loss).Therefore:

d Pb	

U

dt
¼ lþ ðl� GÞPb

	

U
:

BypositingPb*/U¼ randby integrating r8 and r5,weobtain:

r8 ¼
l8

l8 � G
eðl8�GÞt � 1
� �

; r5 ¼
l5

l5 � G
eðl5�GÞt � 1
� �

:

Numerically, it can be seen that in an (r8, r5) plot supposing G is identical for both
lead isotopes, the curve is a straight line in its ¢rst part and only curves towards the ori-
gin. It therefore has no signi¢cant lower intercept. Only the initial age is signi¢cant. If
a straight line is drawn through the data points, the upper intersection with the concor-
dia indeed gives the initial age but the lower intersection with the concordia is
meaningless.
Alle' gre, Albare' de,Gru« nenfelder, andKo« ppel (1974) showed that we could switch from

onemodel to theother. Ifseveral tectono-metamorphic crises are superimposed, theymay
also generate a discordiawhose lower intersectionwith the concordia is meaningless.This
is the case ofold inherited zircons in theAlps. Acomplexpolymetamorphichistorygener-
ates regularities similar toacontinuous loss.
As seen, interpreting the lower intercept is neither straightforward nor unequivocal!

Each case must be carefully examined, that is, onemust have sound geological knowledge
of the region before reaching any conclusion. However, the upper intercept, when well
de¢nedmathematically (spaceddatapoints), seemsmore robust.
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Of course, an ‘‘apparent age’’ can be determined for each discordant mineral by the
207Pb/206Pb method alone.These apparent 207P/206P ages vary from the age of the lower
intersectiontothe initial age.Wethereforehaveawhole seriesofapparentages.2

And yet the chronometric equation is misleading a priori since if we consider only the
207Pb^206Pb dating equation and suppose that lead is lostwithout isotopic fractionation, it
is easy to believe the system has remained closed for lead! This is what was thought some
50 years agowhen someworkers asserted that since the samegranitehad 207Pb/206Pb ages
ranging from say 200million to1billionyears, thatwas evidence it had formedbydi¡usion
in solid state overhundreds ofmillions ofyears! In fact, the dating equation contains ahid-
denvariable ^ uranium!Thetrue equationofthe 207Pb/206Pbratio, in the caseofaepisodic
loss, iswritten:

207Pb
206Pb

¼ 1

137:8

1� �
1� �

� �
el5T � el5T1
� �

þ el5T1�1
� �

1� �
1� �

� �
el8T � el8T1
� �

þ el8T1�1
� �

2
664

3
775:

This equation shows thatthe ratio dependson the coe⁄cientsof loss� and� (unlessT1¼ 0,
that is, if the loss is at the presentday).This also illustrates that apparent and true agesmust
notbemixedwithout care! Ofcourse, it is tempting tomeasure the 207Pb/206Pb ratio alone
because itrequiresjustan isotopemeasurementofleadwithoutmeasuring theleadandura-
nium content, but, as has been seen, its interpretation is ambiguous. It must therefore be
usedby takingcertainprecautions andbybeing familiarwith the limits.

Exercise

We assume a continuous loss with G ¼ 2l8. Calculate the apparent 206Pb/238U, 207Pb/235U,
and 207Pb/206Pb* ages for a zircon whose initial age is 2.7 Ga.

Answer
206Pb/238U¼1.8 Ga, 207Pb/235U¼2.18 Ga, and 207Pb/206Pb*¼ 2.480 Ga.

Generalizing the concordiamethod
Alle' gre (1964) and Alle' gre andMichard (1964) extended this approach to other pairs of
chronometers (Figure3.9).

� Uranium/lead^thorium/lead.Thiswas anatural extension.Thebigdi¡erencewas that
theTh/U ratio is variable and so the ‘‘magical’’conditions of the U^Pb system do not
hold.The discordia straight line cuts the concordia at the upper intercept only.There is
no lower intercept as the discordia is actually a curve (Steiger and Wasserburg, 1966;
Alle' gre,1967) (Figure 3.9).
� Rubidium/strontium^potassium/argon.Hereagainthediscordiacutsthe concordiaat

one pointonly.This generalization has con¢rmed the coherence of the two systems and
theirbehaviorwhendisrupted (Alle' greandMichard,1964).

2 Apparent ages are measured by the slope of the straight line joining the origin and the experimental point
on the (r5, r8) plots.
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� Uranium^230Th,U^231Pa.This approach hasbeen used fordating secondarymineral-
izations of uranium. It was then extended recently to other examples of dating corals.
Thesearementionedherebutnotelaboratedon (Alle' gre,1964).

Such generalization of the concordiamethod is above all of fundamental methodological
interest. It shows that the behavior of the various radiogenic isotopes, although original,
is not ‘‘autonomous’’ and that there is redundancy which explains the regularities
observedandallows simplemathematicalmodeling.

3.2.3 Stepwise thermal extraction

The ideabehindthis approach is tosupposethat,whendisruptivephenomenaoccur, radio-
genic isotopes migrate by di¡usion towards the mineral boundaries or to cracks and that
there are‘‘cores’’which have resisted andwhich canbe considered tobe closedboxes.Wego
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and get the ‘‘information’’ by causing arti¢cial di¡usion.Two chronometers have been the
subject of such an approach: that of the K^Ar method on various minerals or rocks and
thatoftheU^Pbmethodon zircon.

The 39Ar^40Armethod
This method ¢rst came to light at Berkeley in the laboratory ofJohn Reynolds (Merrihue
and Turner, 1966) but was above all the product of work by Grenville Turner (1968) at
She¡reldUniversity in England.Here iswhat it involves. First the sample under test is irra-
diated by a stream of neutrons. A nuclear reaction transforms the 39K into 39Ar.This is a
neutron^proton (n, p) reaction. Once this operation hasbeen accomplished, the test sam-
ple is heated by temperature stages and the 40Ar/39Ar ratio measured at each step
(Figure 3.10).

Naturally, at the same time as the sample, we irradiate a control sample containing a
knownquantityofKwhose 39Arcontent is tobeanalyzed.The 40Ar/39Ar ratio is equivalent
to an 40Ar/40K ratio and so the dating formula can be applied to it.We therefore obtain a
rangeof (apparent) ages dependingontheoutgassing temperature.
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Figure 3.10 The 39Ar–40Ar method. Each small rectangle represents horizontally the size of a mineral
(the center has coordinate zero and the edges þd, –d). The ordinates show the 40K and 40Ar contents.
Top: evolution over time in a closed system. Notice that 40K decreases and 40Ar increases. When the
experiment is conducted we find a simple clear plateau indicating the age. Bottom: the evolution of an
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from the rims, hence the bell-shaped distribution. Then the system remained closed and 40K decayed
producing 40Ar. When the argon is extracted stepwise, it can be seen that a certain temperature is
required to reach the plateau because the edges are degassed first. The bottom plot is analogous except
we have supposed a mineral with a complex structure with several domains separated by cracks, faults,
or grain joints. The first part of the extraction has a complex appearance.
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The idea underpinning the method is that, since 40Ar di¡uses readily, it has departed
from the most vulnerable crystallographic sites over the course ofgeological time but has
remained in themore resistant sites (Figure 3.11). By stepwise heating, we drive out succes-
sively the fractions of argon located in increasingly retentive sites, ¢nally getting it from
‘‘closed’’ sites.This method became particularly successful with lunar exploration. At the
time, the ages reported by Turner concurred so well with those obtained by the Rb^Sr
method that the model was ‘‘established’’ in spectacular fashion. Subsequently it was
re¢ned.First itwas recalled thatthevariousminerals didnotcloseatthe sametemperature,
which is unsurprising. Insteadof looking for just the‘‘true’’age, attemptsweremade to take
advantage of the di¡erences observed to determine the conditions under which the rock
had cooled by using the concept of closure age already mentioned. Later still, a laser was
usedtodegas speci¢c sitesofthevariousminerals and in stages.
An analogous methodwas proposed for U^Xe dating but it is still little used for the time

being (Figure 3.12), which is probably a shame. It maybe resurrected. It involves irradiating
thesampleandproducingvariousxenonisotopesby¢ssionof235U.Asthexenon-induced¢s-
sionspectrum isdi¡erentfromthespontaneous¢ssionspectrumof 238U,we canmeasurethe
136Xe producedby natural ¢ssion and the uranium in themineral.Then the age is calculated
(Shukolyukov et al., 1974;Teitoma et al., 1975).

Direct 206Pb^207Pbanalysis
This technique is evenmoreaudaciousalthough itstemsfromthesameprincipleas thepre-
vious one. It involves depositing themineral under analysis by the Pb^Pbmethod (zircon)
directlyon theTIMSmass spectrometer ¢lament. It is heated in stages and the Pb di¡uses
from the zircon and ionizes and the 207Pb/206Pb ratio given o¡ is measured (Figure 3.13).
Thismethod, devisedbyKoztolanyi atNancy in France in1965,was neglected for 20 years
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sensitivity to the different minerals (from Berger and York, 1981).
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before being taken up by Kober in 1986! It yields interesting and sometimes impressive
results, even ifall criteriaofconcordance ordiscordance are lost, preventing any reliability
checkas the concordiadiagramcannotbeused.

3.3 Poor systems and the radiometric isotopic
correlation diagram

Withpoor systems, themainproblem isnotjustthequestionofopennessbutalsothatofthe
initial presence, when the system closes, of a certain amount of radiogenic isotope. How
canthisbe evaluated?
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Figure 3.12 Example of a spectrum of the 133Xe–136Xe method imitated from 39Ar–40Ar for a Rapakivi
granite from Finland. After Shukolyukov et al. (1994).
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shown is of detrital zircon from Australia, among the oldest recorded (Kober, 1986).
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3.3.1 The 87Rb–87Sr system

Thismethodwasproposed, after an initial attemptbyAustraliansWilliamCompston and
Peter Je¡rey (1959), then at the University of Western Australia, by Louis Nicolaysen
(1961) of South Africa’sWitwatersrandUniversity for the 87Rb^87Sr system, but it is more
general andapplies toall parent^daughter systems.
Letus turnbacktothefundamental 87Rb^87Srdecayequation inaclosedsystem:

87SrðtÞ ¼ 87Srð0Þ þ 87RbðtÞðelt � 1Þ:

Let us divide member bymember by 86Sr, which is one of the stable Sr isotopes andwhose
abundance is notdependenton radioactivityand is therefore constantover time.The equa-
tionbecomes:

87Sr
86Sr

� �
t

¼
87Sr
86Sr

� �
0

þ
87Rb
86Sr

� �
t

ðelt � 1Þ:

The mathematical operation of 87Sr normalization by 86Sr is not just a simple algebraic
manipulation. It brings out the strontium isotope ratios in the equation.This is themagni-
tudemeasuredbythemass spectrometer.Now,wehaveseenthat isotope ratiosobeyprecise
laws,particularly thoseof isotope exchange.
Letusnowconsidera seriesofcogeneticboxes (assumedtobe in thermodynamic equili-

brium).As a resultof isotopic equilibration, theyhave the same initial 87Sr=86SrÞ0
�

isotope
ratio and the sameage. In an 87Sr=86Sr; 87Rb=86Sr

	 

plot theyarealignedon a straight line

ofslope(elt�1)andofordinateattheoriginof 87Sr=86Sr
� �

0
.This straightlineisan isochron,

which is the locus of boxes of the same age (Figure 3.14). Ifwewish to break down the way
the system evolves over time, we can say that at time t¼ 0, the points representing all the
boxes lie on a horizontal line, each boxbeing characterized by its own 87Rb/86Sr ratio but
with the same strontium isotope ratios.Then eachbox evolves along adiagonal of slope�1
with þd87Sr=dt ¼ �d87Rb=dt. The straight line rotates around the ¢xed point
87Sr=86Sr
� �

0
. Its slope is constantly (elt� 1).

Remark
The inverse problem is interesting, of course. Let us take the example of a series of minerals (or
total rocks) which are assumed to be cogenetic (minerals from the same rock, or rock from the
same massif). The 87Sr/86Sr and 87Rb/86Sr isotope ratios of each of them are measured. If the
representative points lie in a straight line, the slope of the straight line is equal to (elt� 1) and
the age of the system of boxes can be calculated.

Exercise

Annie Michard measured the Mont-Louis, granite, Milhas, and Quérigut in the Pyrénées
Orientales (France) (Table 3.2). Draw the isochron graph and calculate the age of the series
of granite rocks of the Quérigut and the initial ratio (Michard and Allègre, 1979).

Answer
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We calculate the 87Rb/86Sr ratios. The experimental points are plotted on the
87Sr=86Sr; 87Rb=86Srð Þ graphs not shown here. The straight line through the points ‘‘yields’’

an age of T¼271�10 Ma, with an 87Sr=86Srð Þinitial ratio¼0.710� 0.005.

Thismethod,oftencalledthe isochronmethod, isoneofthepillarsofradiochronology. It
both dispenseswith theassumption (accepted for rich systems) that the 87Sr(0) is negligible
or constant and so allows poor systems to be used and tests the closed system hypothesis
by alignment or non-alignment of the measurements made on the di¡erent boxes. If Rb
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Figure 3.14 Principle of the 87Rb–87Sr isochron method. At time t¼ 0 the points have the same
strontium isotope ratio and different 87Rb/87Sr ratios. They therefore all lie on a horizontal line
corresponding to (87Sr/86Sr)(0). After time T, the points are aligned on a straight line of slope
(elt� 1)� lt. In practice, in real graphs, the straight lines of evolution do not have a slope of � 1
because the 87Rb/86Sr ratio varies little and the 87Sr/86Sr ratio varies greatly, given the chosen scales.
The evolution vectors are very steep.
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and Sr havemigrated di¡erentially, then the representative points of the various boxeswill
not remain aligned. In the favorable case, thismethod canbeused tomeasure anage (t) and
to determine the initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio, whichwewill see later to be important. Measuring
an age therefore involves measuring the Sr isotopic ratio, measuringRb and Sr concentra-
tions foreachboxandthis is fora seriesofcogeneticboxes.

3.3.2 Two-stage models

Imagine we have a series of cogenetic boxes evolving in a closed system. All the systems
are therefore aligned on an isochronous straight line. Suppose that at t1 a sudden event
occurswhich re-homogenizes theboxes isotopically.This eventmaybemetamorphism, for
example. The sub-systems will exchange their atoms and become isotopically homoge-
neous.The representative points of theboxes then lie on ahorizontal linewhose ordinate at
theorigin iswritten 87Sr=86Sr

� �
m; t1

withm, t1signifying themeanvalueatt1.Thentheboxes
evolve radiogenically until the present time in a closed system. The alignment observed
between thepoints representing theboxeshas a slopeof elt1�1

� �
andanordinate at theori-

ginof 87Sr=86Sr
� �

m; t1
.

Let us explain our model a little to make it realistic.We consider the cogenetic boxes
are both whole rocks and minerals. Metamorphism occurs at time t1 which re-homo-
genizes the minerals isotopically around the value of the whole rock, but it is not
intense enough to re-homogenize the whole rocks at the scale of the entire massif
(Figure 3.15).

Table 3.2 Mont-Louis, Milhas, and Quérigut granites

[87Sr/86Sr] Rb (ppm) Sr (ppm)

Mont-Louis sample numbers:
4B1 0.721 157 181
4B2 0.719 146 200
Milhas sample numbers:
V90 0.723 150 146
V92 0.717 164 302
Que¤ rigut sample numbers:
A 0.714 105 241
B 0.719 189 214
C 0.723 161 135
A4 0.720 160 153
X 0.7205 155 170
Q1 0.742 202 88
Q2 0.743 257 90
Q3 0.746 245 74
Ap1 0.780 192 32
Ap2 0.875 257 18
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The 87Sr=86Sr; 87Rb=86Sr
� �

graph shows two types of straight line: the straight line
for whole rock of slope elt0�1

� �
and the straight lines of the minerals of slope elt1�1

� �
.

This method is illustrated with the historical example of the Baltimore gneiss of the
UnitedStates (Figure3.16.b) studiedby thegroupattheCarnegie InstitutionofWashington.
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3.3.3 Extension of the isochron graph to other radiochronometers

The method initially developed for 87Rb^87Sr was extended to other chronometers with
speci¢c features for each, particularly di¡erent sensitivities to disruptive phenomena.
Without this isochron method, the147Sm^143Nd and176Lu^176Hfmethodswould not have
cometolight, as theyhavenorichsystems.

The case of 147Sm^144Nd
This methodwas introduced byNotsu et al. (1973) and developed byLugmair andMarti
(1977).Thebasic datingequation iswritten:

143Nd
144Nd

¼
143Nd
144Nd

� �
0

þ
147Sm
143Nd

� �
l147t l147 ¼ 6:54 � 10�12yr�1:

The stable reference isotope is144Nd.Thismethodhas the advantage ofbeingapplicable
to ultrabasic and basic rocks, which cannot be readily dated by 87Rb^87Sr, and to granites
(Figure 3.17).With regard to minerals, garnet and pyroxene are useful since geochemical
fractionationbetweenSmandNd, althoughslight, is relativelyconstantacross thepetrolo-
gicalspectrum.

Exercise

Calculate the initial 143Nd/144Nd ratio of a rock of which we know the age (2 Ga), the
present-day 143Nd/144Nd ratio (0.512 556) and whose neodymium and samarium contents
are 36 and 10.4 ppm respectively. What do you think the error is if samarium and neody-
mium are measured to the nearest 3%, the isotope ratio to 1.10�5 and age to�10%?

Answer
143Nd/144Nd¼ 0.510 31 Absolute error ¼�0.000 35.
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Figure 3.17 Example of a 147Sm–143Nd isochron on rocks of the Lewisian Complex of Scotland. After
Hamilton et al. (1979).
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The case of 176Lu^176Hf
Inthis casewetakethe177Hf isotopeas thestable reference.

176Hf
177Hf

¼
176Hf
177Hf

� �
0

þ
176Lu
177Hf

� �
lt l176 ¼ 1:94 � 1011 yr�1

This method, introduced byJohn Patchett andMitsunobuTatsumoto (1980) working at
the U.S. Geological Survey in Denver was long neglected because of analytical di⁄culties
inmeasuringhafnium.Ithasbeen increasinglyusedwiththeadventofICPMS(Figure3.18).

Exercise

The question of metamorphism related to the subduction of the Himalayas is an important
one for geologists. One way of determining this age is to use eclogite (that is, basalt
metamorphosed at high pressure) whose mineral composition is sodium pyroxene termed
omphacite and pyrope garnets.

The occurrence of garnet and pyroxene makes lutetium–hafnium dating easier. Table 3.3
gives the results obtained on eclogite rock from Ladakh. Calculate the age of metamorph-
ism (formation of eclogite) (De Sigoyer et al., 2000).

Answer
55 Ma.

The case of 187Re^187Os
This methodwas introduced byHirt et al. (1963) and developed byLuck et al. (1980).The
reference isotopebeing186Osandmore recently188Os,we canwrite:

187Os
186Os

¼
187Os
186Os

� �
0

þ
187Re
186Os

� �
l187t l187 ¼ 1:62 � 10�11yr�1:

This method is potentially importantbut, although meaningful on meteorites (Luck etal.,
1980), it is di⁄cult to applybecause the systemdoesnotseem to remain closed, particularly
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Figure 3.18 The lutetium–hafnium isochron of the Amitsoq gneiss. After Blichert-Toft et al. (1999).
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for molybdenite, although containing a large amount of Re, nor for basalt, with a very
highRe/Os ratio. Even so the present authorobtained isochrons includingone forDeccan
basalt (Figure 3.19).

The case of uranium^thorium^lead
Taking204Pbas the reference isotope, thedatingequationsarewritten:

206Pb
204Pb

¼
206Pb
204Pb

� �
0

þ
238U
204Pb

� �
el8t�1
� �

207Pb
204Pb

¼
207Pb
204Pb

� �
0

þ
235U
204Pb

� �
el5t�1
� �

208Pb
204Pb

¼
208Pb
204Pb

� �
0

þ
232Th
204Pb

� �
el2t�1
� �

:

Table 3.3 Dating of eclogite rock from Ladakh

Lu(ppm) Hf (ppm) Lu/Hf 176Hf/177Hf

Whole rock 0.3630 3.5991 0.1009 0.282996� 0.014310
Garnet 0.7324 3.0907 0.2370 0.283012� 0.033630
Pyroxene 0.0302 3.0727 0.0098 0.28977� 0.001400

Source:AfterdeSigoyeretal. (2000).
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Figure 3.19 The rhenium–osmium isochron of the Deccan Traps. After Allègre et al. (1999).
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These methods have undoubtedly been insu⁄ciently used (Figure 3.20) although they
are very powerful as they have an internal concordance criterion (chemically identical
parent and daughter isotopes) guaranteeing their reliability. They should combine the
advantages of the isochron and concordia methods. Unfortunately this is not yet the
case.

Exercise

Given that the 238U/204Pb ratio of granite varies from 2 to 30 and that the Th/U ratios vary
from 1 to 10, calculate the deviation in the 206Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb, and 208Pb/204Pb ratios
for granites of 1, 2, and 3 Ga.

In calculating the 206Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb, and 208Pb/204Pb ratios of the granite, it is
assumed that this granite derives from evolution of a reservoir with ratios 238U/204Pb¼7
and Th/U¼4, having evolved for 4.5 Ga. The initial ratios of these reservoirs are
206Pb/204Pb¼ 9.30, 207Pb/204Pb¼10.29, and 208Pb/204Pb¼29.47.

Answer
�(206Pb/204Pb)¼15.534–29.998, �(207Pb/204Pb)¼ 14.44–16.18, and �(208Pb/204Pb)¼
35.14–79.69.

3.3.4 The lead–lead method

Wehave come across the 206Pb/207Pbmethodwhen the two isotopes were ofpurely radio-
genic origin. Minerals or rocks generally contain some initial lead.The speci¢c feature of
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Figure 3.20 Isochrons of lead–uranium minerals of the Essonville granite. After Tilton et al. (1958).
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the two U^Pb systems can be exploited provided correction is made for the initial lead.
Combining the¢rsttwo equationsofthepreviousparagraphsgives:

206Pb

204Pb
�

206Pb

204Pb

� �
0

207Pb

204Pb
�

207Pb

204Pb

� �
0

¼ 137:8
el8t � 1
� �
el5t � 1ð Þ ¼

206Pb	

207Pb	
;

206Pb*and 207Pb*being the radiogenic fractionsof 206Pband 207Pb.
In a 206Pb=204Pb; 207Pb=204Pb

� �
plot, if a suite of cogenetic boxes becomes isotopically

homogenized, the representative points will cluster in a point, instead of a straight line in
the simple parent^daughter case (Figure 3.21). The radioactive system will evolve
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Figure 3.21 Plot of 207Pb–204Pb and 206Pb–204Pb isotope evolution for a complex geological history.
(a) The system is assumed to have re-homogenized at T1 as a result of a secondary event; (b) the
evolution of three rocks (WR1, WR2, and WR3) whose minerals re-homogenized at t1.
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subsequently with di¡erent trajectories depending on the 238U/204Pb ratios. But if the
system remains closed, the cogeneticboxeswill remain on a straight line (Figure 3.22).The
initial age t0 of the system canbe determined bymeasuring the slope ofwhole rocks and t1
canbedeterminedbymeasuring the isochronoftheminerals.Asthismethodinvolvesmea-
suring lead isotope compositions only, with no need tomeasure Uand Pb concentrations,
it is fareasier to implementexperimentally. It isverywidelyemployed.

Exercise

The Pb isotope composition and U and Pb contents of the Muntshe Tundra massif in
Russia’s Kola Peninsula have been determined (Manhès et al., 1980) (Table 3.4).
Determine the Pb–Pb age. What can you say of the U–Pb or Th–Pb ages?

Answer
The Pb–Pb isotope age is 2.13�0.25 Ga. No age can be determined from the U–Pb isotope
plot. The Th–Pb isotope plot indicates an age of 2.09�0.28 Ga.
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Figure 3.22 Mineral isochron (Pb–Pb) of the Essonville granite. Data after Tilton et al. (1958).

Table 3.4 Lead isotope composition and uranium, thorium, and lead contents of the
Muntshe Tundra massif

Sample 206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/204Pb 208Pb/204Pb Pb (ppm) U(ppm) Th (ppm) 232Th/204Pb

1B 14.70 14.88 35.07 3.63 0.0391 0.375 6.04
2B 14.83 14.91 35.18 8.93 0.0318 0.928 6.11
3B 14.72 14.89 35.15 0.97 0.0038 0.1194 7.2
4B 15.38 14.98 35.72 1.40 0.0413 0.299 12.2
5B 15.84 15.03 36.29 1.02 0.0625 0.287 16.85
6B 15.12 14.95 35.55 9.85 ^ 1.55 9.45

Source:AfterManhe' setal. (1980).
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3.3.5 The 230Th–238U method and disequilibria of radioactive
chains

These are methods related to radioactive chains for periods younger than 300 000 years.
Radioactive equilibrium is assumed to have been destroyed as a result of some geological
phenomenonorother (volcanism, formationofa shell in theocean, erosion).As seen in the
previous chapter, the systemthentends to return to equilibrium.Letus dealwith the caseof
230Th.Thegeneral equation iswritten:

l230 230Th ¼ l230 230Th0 e
�lt þ l8 238U 1�e�l2t

� �
:

Noticing that 232Th has a very long period which may be considered constant relative to
230Th (Alle' gre,1968),we canwrite:

l0 230Th

l2 232Th
¼ l0 230Th

l2 232Th

� �
0

e�ltþ l8 238U

l2 232Th

� �
1�e�l0t
� �

:

On a l2300 Th=l2322 Th; l2388 U=l2322 Th
� �

plot that is in activity 230Th=232Th; 238U=232Th
	 


,
the cogenetic boxes lie at time zero (timewhen the radioactive equilibrium is destroyed) on
ahorizontal lineandthen evolvealongastraight linewhoseslope is 1�e�l1t

� �
.

This straight line cuts the¢rstbisector,which is the locusofpoints in secularequilibrium
(equiline); the point of intersection (equipoint) is a ¢xed point aroundwhich the isochron
pivots. It corresponds to theoriginal [230Th/232Th]0 value.Thismethod isused successfully
for youngvolcanic rocks (Figures 3.23and3.24).
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Figure 3.23 Principle of the (230Th–232Th, 238U–232Th) dating method. The sub-systems are isotopically
homogeneous in thorium at time T¼ 0. They lie on a horizontal line representing isotopic equilibrium.
The system has evolved by isotopic decay of 238U and 230Th. It evolves along an isochronous straight line
whose slope gives the age. After about 10 periods the system is once more in radioactive equilibrium
defined by the equiline. The initial isotopic ratio is given by the intersection with the equiline since this
point is fixed because it is in equilibrium. After Allègre and Condomines (1976).
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Exercise

Table 3.5 gives the concentrations and isotope ratios measured on an andesite rock of the
Irazú volcano, Costa Rica (Allègre and Condomines, 1976). Calculate the age of the lava.
What was its initial 230Th/232Th isotope ratio?

Answer
Age: 68 000 years; initial ratio in activity: 1.17.

The same method may be used for other isotopes of radioactive chains. Unfortunately
226Ra has no stable isotope and barium is used for normalization. Similarly, 231Pa has no
stable isotope, and niobium is used as the norm.These slight di⁄culties explain why the
230Th^238Umethod is themostwidelyused.

3.3.6 Extinct radioactivities

These are radioactive elements that were present when the Solar System ¢rst formed and
which havebecome extinct since.We shall speakof theirorigin in the next chapter (see also
Wasserburg,1985).
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Figure 3.24 Isochron of minerals on a volcanic rock from lrazú, Costa Rica. After Allègre and
Condomines (1976).

Table 3.5 Concentrations and isotope ratios measured on andesite rock of the Irazú volcano, Costa Rica

Activity Activity
SampleCA12 U(ppm) Th (ppm) Th/U (238U/232Th) (230Th/232Th)

Whole rock 5.83 16.4 2.80 1.07 1.13� 0.02
Magnetite 0.45 1.34 2.98 1.01 1.08� 0.04
Plagioclase 0.30 0.73 2.43 1.22 1.16� 0.05
Hypersthene 0.53 1.43 2.70 1.12 1.14� 0.04
Glass 7.15 19.4 2.71 1.11 1.15� 0.03
Apatite 14.0 53.6 3.83 0.78 0.98� 0.04

Source:AfterAlle' greandCondomines (1976).
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The case of 26Al^26Mg
The aluminum isotope 26Al is radioactive. It decays to 26Mgwith a half-life of 0.72million
years. Imagine that 26Al is incorporated in ameteorite at time t. Fromwhatwehavealready
saidofextinctradioactivity, bynoting the initialmagnesium26Mg(i) and 26Al incorporated
attimet 26Al*(t ),we canwrite:

26Mg ¼ 26MgðiÞ þ 26Al	ðtÞ:

Ifthe stableandnon-radiogenic isotopes 27Aland 24Mgare introducedas references:

26Mg
24Mg

¼
26Mg
24Mg

� �
ið Þ þ

26Al
27Al

tð Þ
27Al
24Mg

:

Ina 26Mg=24Mg, 27Al=24Mg
� �

plot, theslopeoftheisochronstraightlinegives 26Al	=27Al
� �

t

Now,weknowthat:

26Al
27Al

� �
t

¼
26Al
27Al

� �
t¼0

e�lt;

t¼ 0being the endofthenucleosyntheticprocess thatengendered 26Al.
Ifwehavetwometeorites (I) and (II)we canthereforewrite:

26Al
27Al

� �
t1

" #
I

26Al
27Al

� �
ðt2Þ

" #
II

¼ elðt2�t1Þ:

Therefore, as in the case of iodine^xenon (see below), we can date the di¡erence in age of
formationoftwometeorites (seeFigure3.25).
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Figure 3.25 Plot of the 26Mg–24Mg, 26Al–24Mg isochron obtained for the Allende meteorite. After
Wasserburg (1985).
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The case of 129I^129Xe
As said, this techniquewaspioneeredbyReynolds (1960).As shown in Section 2.4.2,129Xe
today is the sum of (129Xe)0 plus

129Xe produced by the complete decay of 129J. Ifwe chose
to refer to a non-radiogenic xenon isotope130Xe, introducing the stable iodine isotope127I,
we canwrite:

129Xe
130Xe

� �
total

¼
129Xe
130Xe

� �
0

þ
129I

130Xe
¼

129Xe
130Xe

� �
0

þ
129I
127I

� �
t1

�
127I

130Xe

� �
:

As stated above, to measure 127I, we resort to the neutron activation method of analysis hit
uponbyJe¡reyandReynolds consisting intransforming127I into128Xe.

127I ¼ k128Xe;

where k is a proportionality factor relative to the activation analysis.This ¢nally yields the
datingequation:

129Xe
130Xe

� �
total

¼
129Xe
130Xe

� �
0

þ
129I
127I

� �
k

128Xe
130Xe

� �
:

In practice, the meteorite is irradiated and then degassed in stages (in a combination
betweenthe 39Ar^40Arand isochronmethods).The isotope compositionofXeismeasured
ateachstepandaplotmadeof129Xe/130Xeas afunctionof128Xe/130Xe.

The slope of the straight line is equal to (129I/127I) at the time the meteorite formed.The
ordinate to the origin is equal to (129Xe/130Xe)0 at the time the meteorite formed
(Figure3.26).

By taking a given meteorite as a reference (the Bju« rbole meteorite) the various
‘‘ages’’ of di¡erent meteorites can be calculated step by step. This was done by the team
at Berkeley under the supervision of John Reynolds (Hohenberg et al., 1967)
(Figure 3.26).

The isochron plot thereforeworks in the samewayas for the other pairs. In just the same
way, similar plots canbe constructed:

53Cr
54Cr

;
55Mn
54Cr

� �
;

182W
184W

;
180Hf
184W

� �
; etc:;

forotherextinct radioactivities: 53Mn^53Cr,182Hf^182W, etc.

Exercise

Table 3.6 gives the 182Hf–182W experimental results for three meteorites. Plot the iso-
chrons. What are the relative ages of the three meteorites given that the reference for the
formation of the Solar System is 182Hf/180Hf¼ 2.5 � 10�4?

Answer
The relative ages in respect of the initial reference are 5 Ma, 3 Ma, and 3 Ma. Estimate the
errors for yourself.
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Figure 3.26 Dating by (I–Xe) on the Shallowater meteorite. (a) Isochron representation; (b) step
degassing. After Hohenberg et al. (1998).

Table 3.6 Studies of three meteorites

Hf (ppb) W(ppb) (180Hf/184W)atomic 182W/184W

ForestVale
M-L 3.61 647 0.00658 0.864716� 16
M-B-L 14.8 758 0.023 0 0.864690� 50
M-B-2 63.0 642 0.1157 0.864737� 17
M-R 204 588 0.4087 0.864800� 33
WR 172 178 1.14 0.864945� 43
NM 176 114 1.82 0.865049� 29
Sainte-Marguerite
M-L 156 761 0.241 0.864751� 24
M-B* 9.81 754 0.0154 0.864700� 41
M-R 77.6 1523 0.0601 0.864778� 28
WR 141 166 1.01 0.864888� 31
Richardton
M-B-1* 56.2 460 0.144 0.864681� 44
M-B-2 53.2 582 0.108 0.864680� 31
NM 87.1 41.2 2.49 0.865110� 43

Source:AfterLeeandHalliday (2000).
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3.3.7 Conditions of use of the isochron diagram

The essential criterion for using the isotopic correlation diagram and the isochron con-
struction is thatthe experimentalpoints shouldbealigned.Otherwiseoneofthe conditions
forapplyingthemodel isnolongermetandnostraightlinecanbeplottedtomakeanagecal-
culation.When the data points form a cloud, this criterion is easy enough to apply. But in
practice,where eachpoint is a¡ectedbyexperimental error, thealignment is imperfect and
it is no simplematter to decidewhetheror not there is a straight line.We shall comebackto
this issuewhendiscussinguncertainties.

When dealing with minerals, whether in rocks or in meteorites, there is a phenomenon
onemustbewaryofandwhich is related to isotopic exchange.Richminerals (typicallybio-
tite andmuscovite for 87Rb/87Sr and zircon or apatite forU^Pb systems) tend to lose their
radiogenic isotopes as those isotopes have been introduced ‘‘indirectly’’ through
radioactivity.

Butwheredothese radiogenic isotopesgowhentheymigrate?
The places where they might be accommodated are the usual crystallographic sites of

their chemical element, that is, generally in ‘‘poor minerals’’ (apatite and sphene for
87Rb/87Sr and feldspar for U^Pb).Thus 87Sr will migrate frombiotite to apatite (and even
more easily as often apatite is included inbiotite). Similarly 206Pbwill migrate from zircon
tofeldspar (andagainthereareoften zircon inclusions in feldspar).

In the isochron diagram, the data point of the recipient mineral will move vertically
sometimes greatly and somove o¡ the isochron, and sometimes little and sowill tend tobe
indistinct.

Caution is required, then, with these ‘‘poor,’’ purely radiogenic minerals close to the
y-axis. Onemight thinkthey couldbeused to determine the initial isotopic ratio (87Sr/86Sr
or 206Pb/204Pb) accurately, as often they aremore radiogenic than it is! This is the way the
donor^acceptor pair works. Failure to allow for it has led to errors, particularly when dat-
ingmeteorites.

3.4 Mixing and alternative interpretations

3.4.1 Mixing

Using the two methods just exposed (concordia and isochron) it is possible to determine
the age of the formation of a cogenetic rocky system and also to obtain some infor-
mation about its complexgeological history.These arevaluablemethods therefore for any-
onewanting to study thegeologicalhistoryofcontinents, anoften complexhistorymadeof
superpositions of geological events. But the interpretations we have developed are not
unique !

Whenweobtain a straight line in the 87Sr=86Sr; 87Rb=86Sr
	 


plot,wemayconsider itnot
as an isochron but as a straight line ofmixing (Alle' gre and Dars,1966) (Figure 3.27).The
same is trueofthe 206Pb	=238U; 207Pb=235U

	 

concordiadiagram.

Lettherebe two reservoirs,1and 2,with distinct 87Sr/86Srand 87Rb/86Sr ratios.Themix
ofthe tworeservoirs iswritten:
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87Sr
86Sr

� �
mixture

¼
87Sr
� �

1
þ 87Sr
� �

2
86Srð Þ1þ 86Srð Þ2

¼

87Sr
86Sr

� �
1

86Sr
� �

1
þ

87Sr
86Sr

� �
2

86Sr
� �

2

86Sr
� �

1
þ 86Sr
� �

2

:

Bynotingx ¼ 86Sr
� �

1
=½ 86Sr
� �

1
þ 86Sr
� �

2
�andR¼ 87Sr=86Sr,weobtain:

Rmixture ¼ R1xþ R2ð1� xÞ:

Ifasamemixingequation iswrittenwith the‘‘chemical’’ratior¼ 87Rb/86Sr,weget:

rmixture ¼ r1xþ r2ð1� xÞ:

Wecan eliminatexbetweenthetwoprecedingequations, hence:

Rmixture�R2

rmixture� r2
¼ R1�R2

r1� r2
:

In an (R, r) plot this is the equationofa straight line through the coordinates (R1, r1) and (R2,
r2) andwhose slope, equal to ðR1 � R2Þ=ðr1 � r2Þ, is unrelatedapriori tolt.Note thatthese
arethe sameequationsas for isotopedilution.

Exercise

Calculate the apparent age of an alignment on a 87Rb=86Sr; 87Sr=86Srð Þ plot which actually
results from mixing of a limestone component for which 87Rb/86Sr¼0.001 and
87Sr/86Sr¼0.708 and a schist component for which 87Rb/86Sr¼1 and 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.720.

Answer
857 Ma.
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Figure 3.27 Mixing straight lines. (a) The mixing line in the (87Sr/86Sr, 87Rb/86Sr) plot. It represents the
straight line homogenized by the mixture in variable proportions between reservoir 1 and reservoir 2.
(b) A mixing straight line in the concordia diagram between two populations of zircon of ages T1 and T2.
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E X A M P L E

The Sidobre granite
The Sidobre granite of the Montagne Noire in the south of the Massif Central (France) near
Castres is intruded in schists transformed by contact into hornfels (Figure 3.28). It contains
schist enclaves but also ‘‘basic’’ enclaves. This granite is composed of two imbricated facies:
one is light (and richer in SiO2) and the other dark. The latter has a high ‘‘basic’’ enclave
content.

Analyses of the light facies, dark facies of a ‘‘basic’’ enclave, and hornfels define a straight
line whose slope corresponds to 400 Ma. The analysis of biotites gives about 300 Ma.

A subsequent analysis of whole rock from the same massif gives 285 Ma.
The interpretation is that the straight line at 400 Ma is a straight line of mixing between the

enclosing rock and the basic magma which penetrated and cannibalized the enclosing rock.
There are more complex cases where the mixture occurs among several components. In

principle they do not give a single straight line but in some circumstances they may mimic a
pseudo-straight line.

Exercise

(1) At time t¼ 1 Ga, an ultra-basic magma mixes with the enclosing granite. The

ultrabasic magma has isotopic ratios 147Sm/144Nd¼ 0.35 and 143Nd/144Nd¼ 0.511 25.
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Figure 3.28 The Sidobre granite. The age of emplacement is 300 Ma. The apparent age due to mixing is
400 Ma (from Allègre and Dars, 1966).
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Ratios for the surrounding granite are 147Sm/144Nd¼ 0.1 and 143Nd/144Nd¼ 0.510 358,

respectively.
Calculate the equation of the straight line of mixing.

(2) Radioactive decay has occurred and today we analyze the rocks produced by the mixing.

What apparent age we will obtain? What is the initial 143Nd/144Nd ratio? Is it the same as

that of the mix?

Answer
(1) Apparent age: 1558 Ma.

(2) Initial ratio: 143Nd/144Nd¼ 0.5100. This is the same as the ratio of the mixture as its Sm/

Nd ratio is zero and so it cannot evolve over time.

Mixtures are extremely common in geological phenomena: when a magmatic rock is
emplaced, it digests the surrounding rock.When a sediment forms it is always amixture of
various detrital components andsome chemical component, etc.
Whenmixing is followedby isotopic re-homogenization it doesnota¡ect theage calcu-

lationbutmaysometimesbe detected by examining the initial isotope ratio.Themixture is
troublesome when not followed by homogenization, either at low temperature or because
thesystemcoolsveryquickly (theseare thesortofcaseswehave referredto).

3.4.2 The (1/C) test

Letus returntothemixingequation:

RM ¼ R1xþ R2 ð1� xÞ;

RM,R1, andR2being the isotopic ratiosofthemixtureandofthe twocomponents:

x ¼ m1 C1

m CM

wherem1is themassofcomponent1whose concentration isC1,m is themassofthemixture,
andCMthe concentrationofthemixture.Letusposit:

� ¼ m1

m
x ¼ C1

CM
� �:

Ifweexaminethe concentrationofthemixture,wehave:

CM ¼ C1 � þ C2ð1� �Þ or
CM � C2

C1 � C2
¼ �:

RMbecomes:

RM ¼ R1 �
C1

CM
þ R2 1� � C1

CM

� �
or

RM � R2

R1 � R2
¼ � C1

CM
:

Wecan eliminate� fromboth equations.This simpli¢es to:
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RM ¼ A
1

CM

� �
þ B:

TheplotofRM ¼ f 1=CMð Þ is a straight line.

E X A M P L E

Carbonatites of East Africa
A series of carbonatites (lava composed of CaCO3) from East Africa has been analyzed for its
Pb isotope composition (Lancelot and Allègre, 1974) (Figure 3.29). They define a straight
line in the 207Pb=204Pb ; 206Pb=204Pbð Þ plot corresponding to an apparent age of 1300 Ma.
In fact, the true age is very recent!

The 206Pb=204Pb; 1=Pbð Þ plot shows it is in fact a mixture of two components. In this
case, the isotopic composition of one component can be determined 206Pb/204Pb¼ 20.8.

For the 206Pb=238U; 207Pb=235U
� �

concordiadiagram, theproblemofthemixture is also
a fundamental issue.The mathematical demonstration is identical to the foregoing. Here
again, it can be easily understood that a population of zircons is a mixture between two
populationsofdi¡erentages.Thedi¡erencehereis thattheinformationgivenbythe concor-
diaconstruction is chronologicallycorrect. Itde¢nes theageoftwopopulations.

Anexampleis theanalysisofU^PbzirconofgneissfromtheAlpsbyMarcGru« nenfelder
of the Eidgeno« ssische Technische Hochschule of Zurich and colleagues (Ko« ppel and
Gru« nenfelder, 1971).The paragneiss was found to have avery wide spread of age distribu-
tionssuchasthatshown,whereastheorthogneissyieldedverydi¡erentandtightlyclustered
distributions (Figure3.30).

Howcanthese twotypesofdistributionbeaccounted for?TheZurichteamgavea simple
explanation.The orthogneisses have ages of crystallization of granite of 450Ma and were
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Figure 3.29 Carbonatites of Uganda. After Lancelot and Allègre (1974).
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gneissi¢ed during the Alpine orogeny between 100 and 300Ma.The ages are somewhat
younger but relatively close.The paragneiss contains veryold zircon (whose exact geologi-
cal origin is unknown) inherited from ancient rocks whose debris is found in sediments
formed450Maago.Theparagneiss discordia is thereforeamixingstraight lineof inherited
zircon and zircon formed 450Ma ago, or possibly of zircon which seeded from pieces of
inherited zirconaroundwhichtheygrew.
As can be seen, sound geological knowledge is called for when interpreting

measurements.

3.5 Towards the geochronology of the future:
in situ analysis

Over the last15 years or so, new spot geochronology measuring methods have been devel-
oped. Insteadofmechanically separatingminerals, grinding them, and dissolving them in
acids to extract the elements for analysis, the mineral matter is pulverized in one spot
and then analyzed without any preparatory chemistry. Various techniques are available.
We shall review them succinctly, describing those that arealreadyoperational, thoseunder
development, andthosethatarestillonlyatthe ideastage.

3.5.1 The ion probe

This is a method already mentioned in Chapter 1 invented by the two French physicists
Castaing and Slodzian (1962) at the University of Orsay, consisting of bombarding the
rock samplewith abeamofoxygen or cesium ions.Themineral material is thus pulverized
and ionized to form an ionized plasma.This plasma, made up of ions of di¡erent natures
and species, is analyzed using a mass spectrometer, that is, the ions are accelerated and
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Figure 3.30 Zircon measured in the Alps. The paragneiss results from a mixture of zircon
1590–1840 Ma old and of 380-Ma-old zircon. After Köppel and Grünnenfelder (1971).
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then sortedbymasswithamagnetic analyzerand¢nallycollectedbyoneofvariousmodels
ofcollector (Figure3.31).

Drawbackswiththis techniqueare that:

� the energiesofthe ions emittedarevariableandthereforetheeV termofthe fundamental
equationofthemass spectrometer (seeChapter1) isnotconstant;
� numerous ions are ionized including complex ions formed by ionized molecular

assemblages;
� ofcourse, as therehasbeen no chemical separation, thereare isobaric interferences such

asbetween 87Rband87Sr, to cite justone example.

In practice the problem has been solved with large appliances (large radii of curvature,
largemagnets) forU^Pbmethods on zircon. Ancient zircon grains havebeen analyzed in
this way, some allegedly 4.2^4.3Ga old! Credit for this goes to Bill Compston at the
Australian National University at Canberra who developed this method and to his team
whoexploited it (Compston etal.,1984).
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Figure 3.31 An ionic probe and mass spectra. Top: diagram of an ionic probe. Bottom: mass spectra
obtained at resolutions of 1000 and then 3200. The solution to the problem of isobaric interference can
be seen. Plate 3 (top) also shows an ion probe.
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It has been shown generally that zircons are assemblages with complex geological
histories, each crystal having an ancient core and younger growth zones, something
like a restored cathedral where the apse is ancient and the transepts ‘‘modern.’’ This
method opens up extraordinary perspectives. First, it is fast and many zircons can be
analyzed inashorttime.Next, itallowsthemineral tobedissected isotopically, allowingusto
gobeyondthestandardquestionsofwhether thesystem isopenorclosed,whether it ismixed
or not.Another spectacular resulthasbeenobtained in datingmeteoritesby the 26Al^26Mg
methodonmeteorites(Zinner,1996).Ithasbeenpossibletoshowtheexistenceofseveralgen-
erations of fusionwithin a single meteorite in an interval of time of less than1million years,
illustrating the complexearlyhistoryoftheSolarSystem.
Generalizationofthismethod is anopenquestiontodaybut ithas abrightfuture.

3.5.2 Laser ionization

Instead ofabeamof ions, the surface of the rockor mineral is bombarded bya laser beam.
This beam pulverizes and ionizes the elements and the isotopes extracted.They are then
analyzed with a mass spectrometer. This technique is used for the 39Ar^40Ar method
(York et al., 1981). A zone in the mineral is chosen and then progressively heated and the
40Ar^39Ar ratios are recorded stepwise.The coreoftheminerals and their rims can thusbe
analyzedwith adegassing spectrum in each case.This is an extraordinarymethod fordeci-
phering the thermal historyofa region and fordetermining trueages.The technique is now
extended to other elements by coupling laser extraction and ICPMS ionization (high-
temperature plasma). In the current state ofknowledge this method is underdevelopment,
butU^Pbanalysison zircon is alreadyoperational.
And the future? It undoubtedly lies in selective ionization using the multifrequency

laser for selectively ionizing 87Sr and not 87Rb and vice versa; this will replace chemistry.
This method is already used at the University of Manchester by Grenville Turner and his
team for analyzing xenon isotopes. I shall say no more as it is di⁄cult to foretell the
future and science is forging ahead! But the discussions about open or closed, mixed or
not will be asked in a very di¡erent context tomorrow! It is important that the theoretical
models ^ probablystatisticalmodels (as theyallowmanymeasurements tobemade) ^ should
keep pace with analytical advances! This is not the case today as the current trend is for
too-careless workers to believe that the accumulation of enormous amounts of often impre-
cisedatabyautomaticmachinescanreplacegeochemicalthinkingandquantitativemodeling!

Problems

1 Let us consider the 40K–40Ar system in a biotite which formed 1 Ga ago. Over the last 1 Ga the

biotite has been buried at depth in the Earth’s crust where it constantly lost argon by the law:

d40Ar

dt
¼ �G40Ar;

where G¼ 0.11 � 10�9. Then faulting brings the material to the surface. During friction
related to tectonism, the biotite loses 75% of its Ar. Supposing there was no initial 40Ar,
calculate the apparent age of the biotite.
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2 Argon losses during a sudden event can be written:

d 40Ar

dt
¼ �K 40Ar;

where K¼ aTþb, T being the temperature. What is the law for the loss of Ar with
temperature?

3 Canada’s Abitibi Belt contains associations of basic and ultrabasic lavas known as komatiites.

The lead isotope composition of these rocks has been measured in three locations. The results

are shown in Table 3.7.

(i) Calculate the ages.

(ii) The sulfides have been measured (Table 3.8). What do you conclude?

Table 3.7 Lead isotope composition in komatiites of Canada

206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/204Pb 208Pb/204Pb Pb (ppm)

Pyke Hill
MT1 30.716� 22 17.778�17 47.285�63 0.02
MT2 a 16.584� 11 15.059�15 35.651�46 0.08
MT2 b 15.953� 15 14.972�17 35.455�51
MT3 a 16.128� 10 14.981�15 35.595�45 0.11
MT3 b 15.894� 12 14.951�16 34.400þ47 0.13
MT3 c 16.050� 17 14.970�15 35.541�48
MT4 a 15.613� 11 14.897�17 34.933�52 0.14
MT4 b 16.474� 10 15.044�14 35.690�45
Fred’s Flow
F1 18.466� 16 15.452�18 37.939�58
F2 18.083� 13 15.388�15 37.679�52 0.36
F3 a 16.184� 11 15.074�15 35.945�49 0.35
F3 b 15.842� 11 14.999�14 35.587�45 0.45
F5 21.001� 14 15.943�16 41.554�55 0.15
F6 a 24.928� 24 16.568�20 42.688�65
F6 b 23.845� 16 16.406�16 42.741�54 0.17
F6 c 27.141� 31 16.928�23 44.556�72
Theo’s Flow
T2 a 19.479� 12 15.722�15 38.816�49 0.69
T2 b 23.605� 15 16.277�15 41.840�53
T3 a 17.567� 12 15.273�15 36.978�47 1.1
T3 b 20.152� 16 15.794�16 39.319�52
T6 a 17.378� 11 15.343�15 37.105�47 0.41
T6 b 17.540� 12 15.288�16 36.971�52

Source: Brévart et al. (1986).

Table 3.8 Lead isotope composition of sulfides (chalcopyrite)

206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/204Pb 208Pb/204Pb Pb (ppm)

F5 a 13.352 14.461 33.153
F5 b 13.268 14.444 3.082
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4 Here Table 3.9 shows the results of an analysis of two rocks (garnet pyroxenite) from the Beni-

Bossera massif of Morocco.

(i) Plot the isochrons.

(ii) Calculate the Lu–Hf and Sm–Nd ages.

(iii) What do you conclude?

5 Table 3.10 gives the results of U–Th analyses on zircon in apparent ages.

(i) Construct the (238U–206Pb, 235U–207Pb) and (235U–207Pb, 232Th–208Pb) concordia.

(ii) Calculate the ages of these three populations of zircon.

Table 3.9 Analysis of garnet pyroxenite from Morocco

Samples Lu*

(ppm)

Hf

(ppm)

176Lu/177Hf 176Hf/177Hf Sm

(ppm)

Nd

(ppm)

147Sm/144Nd 143Nd/144Nd

M 214 rt 0.469 1.69 0.0393 0.283 19� 4 2.58 5.73 0.2722 0.513 043� 14

M 214 gt 0.974 0.604 0.2289 0.283 257� 11 2.22 1.42 0.9458

0.513 023� 157

M 214 cpx 0.0631 2.42 0.0037 0.283 124� 10 3.05 8.29 0.2221 0.513 051� 10

M 101 0.498 1.04 0.0681 0.283 12� 10 1.25 3.05 0.2467 0.513 029� 9

M 101 1.61 0.268 0.8492 0.283 505� 14 0.34 0.12 1.7371 0.513 255� 37

M 101 0.0947 0.875 0.0154 0.283 107� 13 0.62 1.02 0.3686 0.513 044� 12

Source: Blichert-Toft et al. (1999).

Table 3.10 Apparent ages of zircon by U–Th analysis

Locality

Apparent ages

206Pb/238U 207Pb/235U 208Pb/232Th

Little Belt Mountains (Montana) 560 830 320

910 1210 700

810 1130 950

1140 1400 1080

1290 1540 1550

1860 1890 1790

830 1190 1260

1170 1670 1500

1570 1980 1790

Finland 2520 2660 2750

1890 2270 1790

1820 2240 1815

1820 1870 1960

1610 1720 1860

Maryland 497 511 486

357 370 308

404 422 350
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6 If one of the criteria for identifying a mixture is the (R, 1/C) plot, can it be generalized to three

dimensions?
Supposing a straight line observed in the (87Sr/86Sr, 87Rb/86Sr) isotope plot is a straight line
of mixing, and so satisfies the relation (87Sr/86Sr, 1/C), what is the geometrical locus of the
data points in a three-dimensional (87Sr/86Sr, 1/C, 87Rb/86Sr) plot? Demonstrate this by
algebra or geometry.
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CHAPTER FOUR

Cosmogenic isotopes

Nuclear reactions occur in nature.Aswell as the reactionswhich takeplace in the stars and
supernovaeandwhichmanufactureallofthe chemical elements,£uxesofchargedparticles
of cosmic or solarorigin also produce nuclear reactions on rocks, both meteoritic and ter-
restrial.These reactions generate radioactive or stable isotopeswhich can be used for geo-
logical or cosmological dating. Before examining the main types, let us recall some of the
basicprinciplesofnuclear reactions.

4.1 Nuclear reactions

4.1.1 General principles

Flows of particles, whether they occur naturally or are arti¢cial, interact with matter.
Depending on their energy levels, they may cause ionization by stripping electrons from
atoms, create crystal defects by displacing atoms, or trigger nuclear reactions if they have
enough energy. Here we shall concentrate on this ¢nal case. Nuclear reactions lead to one
nucleus being transformed into another.They are noted using a formal system similar to
thatused forchemical reactions.Hereareafewexamples:

23
11Naþ 1

0n! 24
11Naþ �

14
7Nþ 1

0n! 14
6Cþ 1

1p

12
6 Cþ 1

1p! 13
7Nþ �

wheren stands foraneutron,p foraproton, and� forgammaradiation.
The ¢rst of these equations means that a neutron acts on a 23Na nuclide to give 24Na

by emitting a gamma ray. The others are interpreted by following the same notations.
In fact, theyaresymbolized inacompact formwherewewrite in succession:

� the initial nucleus (called the targetbecause, in experiments, it is a nucleus submitted to
particle£ux,which is similar tobombardingatarget);
� the initialparticle (hereaneutronorproton);
� theparticle emitted (hereagammaray, aneutron, aproton, oraneutrino);
� thenucleusproduced.



Thus the reactionsabovearewritten:

23Na ðn; �Þ 24Na

14N ðn; pÞ 14C
12C ðp; �Þ 13N:

All of the reactions obey laws of conservation similar to the laws of conservation of
chemical equations except as concerns mass and energy. In any nuclear reaction there is
conservationof:

� mass^energy, and in this domain there is an equivalencebetween the transformation of
massandenergy inaccordancewithEinstein’s equation�E¼�mc2;
� thenumberofnucleons (protonsandneutrons);
� the electrical charge;
� nuclearspin.

Remark
It is the conservation of the number of nucleons that balances nuclear reactions.

Takethe reaction:

16
8Oþ 16

8O! 28
14Siþ 4

2�þ 9:6 MeV

(1MeV¼ 106 electronvolts. The electron volt (eV) is the energy of an electron when sub-
mitted to a potential di¡erence of1V: 1eV¼ 1.602 � 10�19 joules.) Conservation of protons
andneutronsmeans thenumberofprotons andneutrons canbebalanced:8þ 8! 14þ 2

and 16þ 16 ! 28þ 4:

Exercise

What type of nuclear reaction (write the complete reaction and its abridged form) allows us to

move from 12C to 16O, given that the particle emitted is a gamma ray; from 16O to 20Ne, where

a gamma ray is also emitted; from 13C to 14N, where once again a gamma ray is emitted?

Answer
See the end of the chapter.

4.1.2 Effective cross-sectional area

Thekinetics ofanuclear reaction
Howmany new nuclei are produced from old nuclei? Suppose we have a layer of material
with a surface areaof1unit and thickness dx. Suppose thematerial contains n target atoms
per unit volume.The number of target atoms is n dx. Suppose also that for the process in
question, each nucleus has aprobabilityof interaction noted�, termed the e¡ective cross-
sectional area (Figure 4.1).
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If _N1 is thenumberof incidentparticles crossingaunitofsurfaceareaperunittime (£ux),
N2 is the numberof new nuclei produced, then the numberof ‘‘actual’’ interactions during
thetime intervaldt iswritten:

dN2 ¼ �n dx � _N1dt ¼ �d _N1

or

dN2

dt
¼ � n dx _N1;

where _N1 is the £uxof incident particles which is oftenwritten _N1¼<N1>V1(E), inwhich
<N1> is the mean number of incident particles per unit area andV1(E) is the speed of the
particles.
Theunitofe¡ective cross-sectionalareais thebarn (1barn¼10�28m2¼ 100squarefemt-

ometers). It is as though the target nuclei had an areamultiplication factor (which explains
itsunit) relative tonuclear reactions.1

Exercise

A flux of 1012 cm�2 s�1 of slow neutrons bombards 23Na to give 24Na. The effective cross-

sectional area of this reaction is 0.53 � 10�24 cm2 per atom. How many atoms of (radioactive)
24Na are produced per gram of sodium?

Answer
For one atom of 23Na, the production of 24Na is 0.53 � 10�24� 1012¼ 0.53 � 10�12 atoms per

second per atom of 23Na.

1 gram corresponds to 6:023 � 1023=23 atoms, therefore 1.387 � 1010 atoms of 24Na are

produced per second per gram of sodium.

dx

N particles
per cm2

Velocity V

N of atoms per cm3

Figure 4.1 Effective cross-sectional area.

1 The idea of the effective cross-section dates from Rutherford’s scattering experiments on calculating the
size of the nucleus. He accepted that there was a halo around each nucleus. If the incident particle struck
the target in this halo then an interaction occurred. The halo had width b and so the interaction surface
area was pb2.
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Energydependence of the e¡ective cross-sectional area
The cross-sectional area � is speci¢c to each nuclear reaction. The cases of charged
particles, protonsor�particlesmustbe clearlydistinguished fromthe caseofneutrons.

Whenaprotonpenetratesmatter, it interactswith electronsbyelectrostatic attraction. In
a number of cases it captures an electron and changes into a hydrogen atom. In other
instances, it strikes atargetnucleus.Then, to interactwith thenucleus itmustovercome the
electrostatic repulsion (because the two nuclei are positively charged). It must therefore
have enough energy to cross the potential barrier either directly or by the tunnel e¡ect.
Then andonly then does anuclear reaction occur.Ananalogousphenomenonoccurswith
�particles,which eitherchange intoneutral heliumnucleior producenuclear reactions.

When a neutron penetratesmatter, no electromagnetic interaction occurs. It penetrates
until it strikes anucleus.There, either it is de£ectedor itcauses anuclear reaction.

Nuclear interactions depend on the energy of the incident particles. The e¡ective
cross-sectional area therefore depends also on the energy, and the quantitative relations
above must be developed for each type of reaction, and for each energy domain, after
which, toobtain a¢nal result, the sum (integral) is calculated.More speci¢cally, the energy
dependence of incident particles comprises two terms.The ¢rst is a mean trend: with pro-
tons, theprobabilityofareaction increaseswith energyaboveacertain level;withneutrons,
this probability varies with Ed, that is, the energy with an exponent�1.The second com-
prises speci¢cresonancesforcertainenergies, correspondingtofrequenciesofstablevibra-
tionsofnuclei,which favor the reaction for those energies.

Naturally all nuclear reactions are associated with subsequent readjustments in energy
andthereforewiththe emissionofvaryingnumbersofgammarays.

4.1.3 Classification of nuclear reactions

Nucleonabsorption
Nucleon absorption corresponds to a (p, �) or (n, �) reaction. The nucleus absorbs an
incident particle, vibrates, and, to return to equilibrium, emits gamma radiation. If the
incidentparticle is aproton, thenucleus formed is chemicallydi¡erent. If it is aneutron, the
nucleus formed is a new isotope of the same element.We have already come across such
reactions, forexamplewhen studying the iodine^xenonmethod:

127I ðp; �Þ 128Xe:

Anotherexample is:

23Na ðn; �Þ 24Na:

Proton^neutronor neutron^proton exchange
The target nucleus absorbs a proton (or neutron) and gives out a neutron (or proton). In
eithercasethere is achangeofchemical elementduring the reaction, forexample:

36Ar ðn; pÞ 36Cl; 14N ðn; pÞ 14C; and 48Ti ðp;nÞ 48V:

(Writeoutthe corresponding reactions in full as an exercise.)
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Reactions involving�particles
Theseare either (n,�) or (p,�) reactionsoralternatively (�, n)or (�, p) reactions.Letus cite,
for instance, the reactions that occur in rocks when the � particles emitted by radioactive
chains produce isotopes of, say, neon: 17O (�, n) 20Ne,18O (�, n) 21Ne, 24Mg (n,�) 21Ne, and
25Mg(n,�) 22Ne.Wewillbeusing these reactions lateron.

Spallation reactions
Spallation reactions aremuchmoreviolent and the targetnucleus isbrokenupproducinga
much lighter nucleus andasuiteofparticles.Forexample, the irradiationof ironbyprotons
ofcosmicrays iswritten:

56FeþHþ ! 36Clþ 3Hþ 24Heþ 3Heþ 3Hþ þ 4 neutrons:

Itcanbeseenthatthis reactionproducesadaughter nucleusandnumerousneutrons,which
inturnmayproduceother spallation reactions.

Fission reactions
Wehavealreadyspokenofspontaneous¢ssion.Fission reactionsoccuralsounder the in£u-
ence of neutrons and produce in turn a greater number of neutrons, giving rise to a chain
reaction (seeChapter 2, Section 2.3).Themost common example is, of course, thatofman-
made nuclear reactors. But as described inChapter1, the isotopic compositions ofmostof
the elements found in the Oklo uranium mine near Franceville in Gabon were so strange
that itwas concludedtherewasanatural nuclear reactor there2billionyearsago.
The result of induced ¢ssion is a distribution curve of the elements similar to that for

spontaneous¢ssionbut slightlyo¡setwith two symmetrical peaksofstatistical abundance
(seeChapter1). Such nuclear reactionsgive rise to stable or radioactive isotopes depending
onwhetheror nottheymovethenucleusproducedaway fromthevalleyof stability.

4.1.4 Absorption of particles by matter in the case
of nuclear reactions

It is very important toknowhoweasily each typeofparticle penetrates the di¡erentnatural
targets.These targetsmaybe rocks (meteorites), gases (atmosphere), or,more rarely, £uids.
Letus try to calculate thevariation in thenumberof incidentparticlesN1with the thickness
ofthetarget.Webeginwiththe equation:

� dN1

N1
¼ n� dx:

(N 1 is the integrated £ux during the time of irradiation.) This integrates immediately to:

N ¼ N0 expð�n�xÞ:

The number of surviving particles N decreases exponentially with distance. This decrease
depends, of course, on the type of particle, the target, the e¡ective cross-sectional areas, and
the energy spectrum of the incident particles. But the exponential law is very general for all
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types ofparticle.Notice thatx andalson, the numberof target atomsper unit volume, are
both involved in the exponential. Such behavior is therefore quantitatively very di¡erent
in agas and in a solid. In solids, the £uxof incident particles falls o¡ veryquicklyby inter-
actionwith matter, as there is a large numberof target particles per unit volume. In gases
absorption isweaker.

Exercise

Given that, in a rock, the secondary thermal neutrons are produced from primary protons,

establish the law giving the number of neutrons depending on thickness. Assume the number

of protons decreases in line with P0 e�kx.

Answer
If N is the integrated flux of neutrons,

dN ¼ ðproductionÞ � ðdestructionÞ

dN

dx
¼ �P � A N

but the number of protons P is: P¼ P0 e�kx.

A and k¼n� are the effective cross-sectional area for neutrons and for protons, respec-

tively. Integrating gives:

N ¼ �P 0

A � k
ðe�k x � e�A x Þ:

The curves representing the flux of protons and neutrons versus x are shown qualitatively in

Figure 4.2.

4.1.5 Galactic cosmic radiation

TheUniverse is traversedbya£owofchargedparticles re£ecting its approximate chemical
composition largely dominated by ionized hydrogen, that is, by protons.This particle £ux
traverses theUniverse at kinetic energies of the orderof1billion electronvolts (GeV).This
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Figure 4.2 Variations in the number of protons and neutrons with depth in a rock exposed to proton
radiation.
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isknownasgalactic cosmic radiation. It is thoughtthatthese ions are emittedbyexploding
supernovaeacceleratedbytheir shockwavesandbyothercomplexphenomenaofmagnetic
pulsation in ionizedenvironmentsoccurring in themagnetic¢eldsofstars.
These charged particles interact with matter whether in gaseous state as in the atmo-

sphere or in solid state as in meteorites or terrestrial rocks. In general, proton interaction
leads above all to the production of secondary neutrons and to successive nuclear reac-
tions as in the atmosphere (Figure 4.3). High-energy, secondary neutrons produce
other neutrons in a chainwhose energydecreasesuntil it is‘‘thermal.’’2 Thermal neutrons
areverye⁄cient at causing nuclear reactions. In the atmosphere, for example, this occurs
by the reaction 14N (n, p) 14C*, giving rise to 14C. When thermal neutrons react
with rock, they produce spallation reactions giving rise either to stable isotopes or to
radioactive isotopes. It is from such nuclear reactions that we calculate what are called
exposure ages.

neutrons
(or protons)

N, O, or Ar nucleus

14C

14CO2 gas

37Ar,39Ar

rare
gases

mixing mixing
adsorption

on
dust particle

fall to
surface

local
mixing

photosynthesis
of green

plants

trapped in
rain or snow

10Be

Figure 4.3 The destiny of radioactive nuclei produced by nuclear reactions in the atmosphere under the
influence of cosmic rays. Gases like argon remain in the atmosphere, some like 14C oxidize, while others
like 10Be are adsorbed onto solid particles and fall to the ground with them.

2 Thermal neutrons are neutrons which, after colliding and interacting with matter, have energy levels of
kT, where k is Boltzmann’s constant and T temperature (kT � 0.025 eV). In this energy spectrum they
have maximum probability of creating nuclear reactions.
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All of these phenomenawerebrought to light and investigated littleby little in particular
through the pioneering work of Devendra Lal of the Physical Research Laboratory of
Ahmedabad and the University of California at San Diego (see Lal [1988] and Lal and
Peters [1967] forareview).

Eachoftheotherthreesectionsofthischapterdealswithatypeofnuclearreaction.The¢rst
concentrates on 14C and concerns the radionuclides produced in the atmosphere and their
use ingeochronology.The seconddealswith exposure ages¢rst in meteorites and then in ter-
restrial rocks.Thethirdsectiongivesanoverviewofstellarprocessesofnucleosynthesis.

4.2 Carbon-14 dating

Ofall the radiometricmethods, this isundoubtedly themostfamous, theonethatis familiar
to thegeneral public and theone thatpeople (mistakenly) thinkofwhen speakingoftheage
oftheEarthorofrocks.ThismethodwasdevelopedbyWillardLibby (1946)whoeventually
receivedtheNobelPrize forchemistry forhiswork.

4.2.1 The principle of 14C dating

Carbon-14 is produced in the atmosphereby cosmic rayswhose protons engender second-
aryneutrons.Theseneutrons reactwith14N:

14Nðn; pÞ 14C�:

In this reaction, 14N is the target nucleus, n (neutron) is the projectile, and p (proton) is the
particle ejected; 14C*istheradioactive isotopeproducedwhichdisintegratesby��radioac-
tivity to give14N.As soon as it has formed, the14C combineswith oxygen to give CO2. Ifwe
noteN(14C) the numberof 14C atoms at the time ofmeasurement t and [N(14C)]0 the initial
numberofcarbonatoms, thenwemaywrite:

Nð14CÞ ¼ Nð14CÞ
h i

0
e�lt:

Libbyshowed that the proportion of14C in the atmospherewas roughly constantover time.
Whataccounts for this constancy?Letuswriteoutthebalance for14Cproduction:

d
dt

N 14C
� �� �

¼ F� lN 14C
� �

:

" "

production destruction by radioactivity

:

Ifa stationarystate is attained:

d

dt
N 14C
� �� �

¼ 0 from which N 14C
� �

¼ F

l

� �
;

where F is the product of the £ux � of neutrons by the number N(14N) of atoms of 14N
by the e¡ective cross-section�.

The£ux�varieswith latitudebecause cosmicrays,whichare composedofprotons,andso
are positively charged, are de£ected by the Earth’s magnetic ¢eld.The poles receive much
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more radiation than the equator. The £ux also varies with altitude, because the Earth’s
atmosphere ‘‘absorbs’’and transforms the incident £ux (Figure 4.4).
Forourpurposes, themainphenomenon is thattheprimaryprotonsproduce secondary

neutrons, which produce others in a snowball e¡ect. It is these neutrons that produce the
14C. As said, as soon as it has been produced, the 14C reacts with oxygen (or ozone) to give
CO2, andthisCO2mixeswith the remainderoftheatmosphere.
Sincetheatmosphereitself iswellmixedinafewweeks, the14Cishomogenizedallaround

the planet on the timescale of interest to us. It can be taken, then, that the mean amountof
14Cproduced intheatmosphere is avalid, uniformbenchmark.
Libbyand his co-workers (Libby etal.,1949) determined the quantityof14C produced in

the steady state.They expressed it as the number of disintegrations per minute (dpm) per
gramofcarbon:

lN 14C
� �

Ncarbon
¼ F

Ncarbon
¼ 13:5:

They also determined the decay constant of 14C as l¼ 1.209 � 10�4 yr�1 (the half-life is
therefore5730years).3
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increases as we move from the equator to the poles.

3 These values have been amended slightly today.
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Exercise

What is the 14C/12C isotopic composition of atmospheric carbon, given that the isotopic

composition of stable carbon is defined by 13C/12C¼ 0.011 224 or the reciprocal
12C/13C¼ 89.09, or 12C¼ 98.89% and 13C¼ 1.11%?

Answer
The atomic mass of carbon is 12.011. One gram of carbon therefore represents 1/12.011�
6.023 13 � 1023¼ 5.014 � 1022 atoms, including 5 � 1022� 0.9889¼ 4.95 � 1022 atoms of 12C. The

basic relation of radioactivity is lN¼ 13.5 dpm (where N is the number of 14C atoms).

In one year there are 5.26 � 105 minutes, therefore there are 13.5� 5.26 � 105¼ 71.48 � 105

disintegrations per year. Since l¼ 1.209 � 10�4 yr�1, we have 5.88 � 1010 atoms of 14C.

Therefore:

14C
12C
¼ 5:88 � 1010 atoms 14C

4:96 � 1022 atoms 12C
¼ 1:1849 � 10�12 � 1:18 � 10�12:

This ratio is tiny and cannot be measured by a conventional mass spectrometer, because the
12C peak is too high compared with the 14C peak. This is why it was long preferable to measure
14C with a Geiger counter.

When carbon is incorporated in a living organism (plantor animal), its isotopic composi-
tion (and so its activity) is equal to thatof the atmosphere and is determinedby phenomena
such as photosynthesis or respiration. As soon as the organism dies, such exchanges cease
and radioactive decay is the onlysource ofvariation in the14C content.The timeofdeath of
anorganism(ormoreprecisely thetimeatwhich itstoppedexchangingCO2withtheatmo-
sphere) canthereforebedatedby theformula:

ð14C=CÞ ¼ 13:5 e�lt

t ¼ 1

l
ln

13:5

ð14C=CÞmeasured

" #
:

Exercise

Let us take one of the examples that helped to make 14C dating so popular: Egyptology (see

Figure 4.5). A sample was taken from a wooden beam in the tomb of the vizier Hemaka at

Saqqara. He was an official of the First Dynasty of Egyptian pharaohs. After measuring the 14C

content of the wood, Libby announced it was 4880 years old. (Archeologists reported that the

royal seal-bearer had lived between 3200 and 2700 BC.) How did Libby manage this feat?

Answer

t ¼ 1

l
ln

14C=Cð Þatmosphere

14C=Cð Þsample

" #
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The intricate measurement of the 14C/C ratio Libby made on the wooden artefact yielded 6.68

dpm g�1. Applying the age measurement formula then gave t¼ 4880 years.4

This method was highly successful and brought about a revolution in archeology. By the
sameprinciple,apapyrus,bones,andburntorpetri¢edtreesweredated, therebyproviding
anarcheological chronometer thatwasunknownuntil then.Thismethodhas thedrawback
ofdestroying theobject that is tobe dated,whichmeans acareful choicemustbemade.This
is why recent advances in 14C analysis made with accelerator mass spectrometers, which
requireonlyone-hundredthoftheamountofmaterial, are so importantandhavemade the
methodevenmore incisive.

4.2.2 Measuring 14C

Measuring14C isadi⁄cultbusiness, aswehavejustseen.Aseriesofsimple calculationswill
provide insight into this di⁄culty, which has alreadybeen illustrated in an earlier exercise.
One gramof ‘‘young’’carbon gives o¡ 13.5 dpm, or1disintegration every 4.5 seconds. Ifwe
have just 10 mg of carbon, we will have one disintegration every 7.4 minutes, which is not
much given a laboratory radioactive environment and also given that cosmic rays emit
radiation inthe sameorderofmagnitude.
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Figure 4.5 Calibration of the reliability of 14C dating on historical data in Egyptology.

4 In fact, Libby found a constant l¼ 1.244 � 10�4 yr�1 and therefore t¼ 5568 years, which corresponds to
7.35 dpm g�1. Oddly enough, 14C specialists still use Libby’s constants and then make a correction. For
didactic reasons we shall not follow this practice.
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Butsupposewehave a sample some 55 000 yearsold. Itnowemits just1.7 � 10�2 dpm, or1
disintegration per hour (on average, of course, since radioactivity is a statistical law). Now,
over the course of the hour, other particles have been emitted in the vicinity of the gram of
carbon for many reasons: the various materials surrounding the counter (brick, cement,
etc.) probably contain uranium impurities of the order of 1 ppb (and therefore also their
derived daughters: calculate them!), and the sky showers particle £ows on the Earth from
the cosmos or the Sun, etc. How canwe eliminate these disturbances and make a reliable
measurement?

The countingmethod
Libby’s answer was tobuild aGeiger counter whose internal gas itself contained14C chan-
ged intoCO2 (Figure4.6).

With themain counter surrounded byan arrayof secondaryGeiger counters, any exter-
nal radiation could be subtracted because it ¢rst passed through the outer counters (the
anti-coincidencemethod). Lastly, it was all buried and surrounded by ‘‘old’’ lead shielding
to prevent interference radiation.Howmuchbackground noise did the counters measure?
Without shielding 1500 disintegrations per hour were detected, with shielding the ¢gure
was just 400, andwith the anti-coincidence counters it was just 8! Itwas thereforevirtually
impossible to measure an artefact 55 000 years old since it gave o¡ just one disintegration
perhour!Measurementwas intricateandnecessarilylasted fora long time.

Theacceleratormass spectrometrymethod (AMS)
Since the late 1980s mass spectrometry has been adapted for 14C by using small particle
acceleratorswith energiesofmore than1MeV(seeKieseretal.,1986); this is theaccelerator
mass spectrometry (AMS) method. The high energy imparted to the ions puri¢es the

Iron

Paraffin and boric acid

14C counters

Anti-coincidence
counters

Old
lead

Lead

Figure 4.6 Libby’s anti-coincidence counting. Geiger counters whose gas contains the 14C to be
measured are surrounded by a series of layers of shielding as protection from cosmic rays (only old
lead is used so that the uranium chains are dead and there is no decay from them). When the small
counters record a disintegration, it is due to cosmic radiation and so is subtracted from the value
recorded by the central counter.
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organic beam of any molecules and other impurities by passing them either through
thin sheets of gold or through gas streams. The carbon ions pass through these while
anymoleculesare‘‘deactivated’’andstopped. Inthiswaythemethod’s speedofanalysis, sen-
sitivity, and precision have been increased compared with counting. A measurement that
oncetookmorethanaweekcannowbemade inan hour.Butaboveall, themethodrequires
samples of one-tenth of the size and achieves levels of precision 100 times greater (see
Figure4.7).

Exercise

If the maximum that can be measured by AMS for the 14C/12C ratio in 1 mg of carbon is 1.2 �
10�17, what is the maximum age that can be measured with 14C?

Answer
10 000 years.

Exercise

If the limit of detection by counting methods is 10 disintegrations per hour, what quantity of

carbon is required to measure the same age?

Answer
2.213 kg!
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Figure 4.7 Accelerator mass spectrometer. This device is much larger and more complex than an
ordinary mass spectrometer as it operates at much higher ion acceleration energies, but the principle
is unchanged. The ions are extracted on the left by being bombarded with a beam of cesium ions and
are then deflected first by an electrostatic field E1 and then by a magnetic field M1. In the center of the
figure, a microchannel injects gas which collides with the beams and destroys any molecules (this is
known as ‘‘stripping’’). The purified ions are then deflected by two electromagnets M2 and M3 and
collected by a detector similar to an ionization chamber used in particle physics.
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4.2.3 Conditions for performing 14C dating

Applying the formula 14C ¼ 14Cð0Þ e�l14t to ¢nd an age entails meeting a number of
extremelystringentconditions.

The systemmusthave remained closed since the timethat is tobe dated.Thismeans ifwe
wish to date a parchment, it must have neither gained nor lost any 14C since the time the
lamborsheepwhosehidewasusedtomaketheparchmentdied.Weneedtoknow14C(0)pre-
cisely, that is the initial 14C content, that is theproportion of14C/C in the animal at the time
of its death.Theremust remain enough14C for ittobemeasurable.

Lastly, and this is not the least of the problems, the event whose age is to be determined
mustbede¢ned.

Canwebe certainaboutall fourconditions inpractice?

The closed system
Thegreatestdanger fromanopen system is contaminationofthe sample,whether naturalor
arti¢cial.Take the caseofatree trunkwewish to date. Ifthe trunkhasbeen lying in humus for
some time it will be impregnated, contaminated, by the carbon in the humus.Now, this car-
bon is‘‘older’’thanthe carbonofthetreethathas justdiedandsodistorts themeasurement.

Letus take the exampleofatree trunkwhose speci¢c activity, that is, the14C radioactivity
pergramofcarbon, is r1. It lies for some time in humuswhose radioactivity, in14C pergram
ofcarbon, is r2.Whatis the levelofradioactivityofthemixturesupposingthat10%ofthe car-
bon comes fromthehumus?

r1 ¼
14C

C

� �
tree

; r2 ¼
14C

C

� �
humus

rtotal ¼
14Ctree þ14Chumus

Ctree þ Chumus
¼

14C

C

� �
tree

Ctree

Ctree þ Chumus
þ

14C

C

� �
humus

Chumus

Ctree þ Chumus

rtotal ¼
14C

C

� �
tree

wþ
14C

C

� �
humus

ð1� wÞ:

Thevalue ofw¼Ctree/Ctotal variesbetween 0 and1. (This is the samemixing formula as in
the sectionon isotopic dilution.)

Assuming that (14C/C)tree¼ 12.5 dpm g�1 and that (14C/C)humus¼ 4 dpm g�1, then
rtotal¼ 12.5� 0.9þ 4� 0.1¼ 11.65dpmg�1,w¼ 0.9.

This corresponds to an error of 7% by default. The age measured is older than the real
age.Conversely, ifwesuppose the tree trunk found in the sedimenthadbeen in soilwhichwas
still involved inatmospheric exchanges, thenthe contamination, that is, themixturebetween
14C inthedeadtreeandthegroundwouldcontinuallymakethewood‘‘younger.’’

Determining the initial 14Ccontent
Libbyhadassumedthatthevalueof13.5dpmg�1ofcarbonwasthe currentvalueandvalidas
the initial value throughout time. However, several complications have arisen since then.
Not all plants absorb carbon isotopes in an identical manner. If (14C/C)present¼ r0, the
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value absorbed by living organisms is (14C/C)organism¼R r0, whereR is a partition coe⁄-
cient.This coe⁄cient has been determined and to check it wemeasure the 13C/12C ratio of
theobjecttobedated (Figure4.8) (this ismorefullyexplained inChapter 7).
Onthe left is the �13Cscale, suchthat:

d13C ¼

13C
12C

� 	
sample

� 13C
12C

� 	
standard

13C
12C

� �
standard

2
64

3
75 � 103:

The standard is a carbonate. In practice, this fractionation is converted into an age di¡er-
enceby takingareference standard.
Weassumethatfractionation isdirectlyproportionaltothedi¡erenceinmass.Therefore,

ifR3/2 is the partition coe⁄cient between some plant and the atmosphere, for the 13C/12C
ratiode¢nedby:

13C
12C

� 	
plant

13C
12C

� 	
atmosphere

¼ R3=2

thepartition coe⁄cient for the (14C/12C) ratio

14C
12C

� 	
plant

14C
12C

� 	
atmosphere

¼ R4=2

is suchthatR4/2¼ 2�R3/2.
It ispossible, then, to correct for natural fractionationof14Candexpress this correction

inage,which is doneonthe rightofFigure 4.8.
It was realized that the14C contentof the atmospherehadvaried over the course of time.

This e¡ect was shownbymeasuring the 14C of tree rings.Tree rings are evidence of annual
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growth, with each ring representing one year. By counting the rings, we can work back
through time, yearby year.This isknownas dendrochronology. Itwasnoticed thattheages
ofringsmeasuredby14Candtheagesobtainedbycounting the samerings failed tomatch.

Systematic investigation has shown that multiple phenomena are involved in this. The
burningof coal and oil, that is, materialswhose 14C is ‘‘dead,’’ has diluted the‘‘natural’’ 14C
contentof the atmosphere.The present-day content is too low comparedwithwhat itwould
be without this e¡ect. Likewise, for recent periods, nuclear testing by explosions in the
atmosphere has injected a large quantity of 14C, which has largely disrupted the natural
cycle (Figure4.9) and,ofcourse, increasedthe14Ccontentoftheatmosphere.

The £uxofcosmic particles and therefore the production of14C varies over the course of
time. This is related to solar activity, to £uctuations in the Earth’s magnetic ¢eld, etc.We
therefore need a calibration curve describing variation of the14C/C ratio over time.At¢rst
sight, this looks something like a chicken-and-egg situation becausewewish to determine
an age from the 14C/C measurement but at the same time we wish to calculate the 14C/C
ratio by using age measurement.The curve of 14C/C variation in the atmospherewas con-
structed by dating samples using a di¡erent method. For recent periods, tree rings were
used as thebenchmark, and for earlier periods dateswere ascertainedby radioactive dise-
quilibriummethods.

To calibrate the 14C/C ratio, we ¢rst seek to calculate (14C/C)initial¼ (14C/C)measured e
lt,

where t is the independentlydetermined age. In this waya correction can be applied to the
agemeasured by the conventional method (Figure 4.10). It is then possible to drawa curve
connecting14C dates tohistorical calendarages.To do this,1950was taken as the reference
date for14C. Supposewe calculate a14C dateof 3000 yearsbefore1950 (ifwemade themea-
surementintheyear2000wewouldremove50years!).ToobtaintheBCdate,wemustthere-
foresubtract1950: 3000^1950¼ 1050BC(Figure4.11).
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Exercise

We use the curve of 14C/C variation with time (Figure 4.11). Suppose we find an age of 200

years for a piece of fabric using the standard 14C formula. What date does this correspond to?

Answer
As can be seen, this ‘‘age’’ corresponds to two possible dates: 1630 or 1800. How can we

decide between the two? The answer is obtained by using other independent information

such as the nature of the fabric. This illustrates the limits of precision of 14C.
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Synthetic formula forage calculation
Whenmakingcalculations,we can converteverything totheadditionofmagnitudeswhich
themselves have age dimensions.When applying theuncorrected conventional formulawe
obtain:

tapparent ¼
1

l
ln

Ac

Am

� �

whereAc is the initial conventional activityandAm is the activityasmeasured.The true age
mustbewritten:

ttrue ¼
1

l
ln

A0;real P2;4

Am

� �

whereA0,real is the real, initial activityoftheatmosphereandP2,4 is the isotopefractionation
factor.We can also introduce in the parenthesis the referencevalueAc for the initial activity.
Dividing thetopandbottomgives:

ttrue ¼
1

l
ln

A0;real

Ac
� Ac

Am
� P2;4

� �
 �
:

Takingadvantageoftheadditivepropertyoflogarithms,wehave:

ttrue ¼
1

l
ln

Ac

Am

� �
þ 1

l
ln P2;4

� �
þ 1

l
ln

A0;real

Ac

� �
:

Fromwhich,by transformingeverything intotimeunits:

ttrue ¼ tapparent þ Dtfractionation þ Dtatmospheric correction

where:

Dtfractionation ¼
1

l
lnðP2;4Þ and Dtatmospheric correction ¼

1

l
ln

A0;real

Ac

� �
;

withalittleextracalculationtrickbecause A0;real=Ac

� �
canbeevaluatedasafunctionoftime

only.
We therefore calculate t1¼ tapparentþ�tfractionation, then we can use t1 to calculate

�tatmospheric correctionusing the£uctuation curvesofFigure4.11, andwethenobtainttrue.

Exercise

We measure the activity of a camel bone found in the tomb of the vizier Hemaka as 6.68 dpm g�1.

What is the real date of the vizier’s death? (Use the existing calculations and graphs.)

Answer
In an exercise in Section 4.2.1 we dated the death of vizier Hemaka (4880 years ago) using an

ordinary wooden beam.

t 1 ¼ t apparent þ Dt fractionation
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Using Figure 4.8 and the previous result, we get t1¼ 4800þ 100¼ 4980 years, or 3030 BC.

By using the graph in Figure 4.10, we find for a date of 3000 BC a correction of –250 years:

t real ¼ 4980� 250 ¼ 4730 years:

4.2.4 Other forms of cosmogenic radioactivity

Carbon-14 is far more important than any other spallation product created in the atmo-
sphere by interaction of cosmic rays, but some others exist as well. These can be divided
intothreegroups (seeFigure4.3):

� The rare gases, which are free gases. These are incorporated into solid material by
trapping part of the atmosphere.These are 39Ar (T1/2¼ 269 years) and 81Kr (T1/2¼ 2.1 �
105years);
� Gaseous products, which, similarly to 14C, are incorporated into reactive atmospheric

molecules.Forexample 3H(tritium;T1/2¼ 12.43years) or 36Cl (T1/2¼ 3.08 �105years);
� Productswhicharenotgaseousbutadhere immediatelyafter their formationtodustpar-

ticles and follow the history of the dust rather than the gaseous atmosphere. Examples
are10Be (T1/2¼ 1.51 �106years)or 26Al (T1/2¼ 7.16 �105years).

Beryllium-10
Beryllium-10(10Be) isproducedbyspallationofnitrogenandoxygen intheatmosphere.As
soon as it forms, it is adsorbed onto particles in the atmosphere and incorporated in rain.
Accordingly, it is more or less well mixed. Its lifetime in the atmosphere is short and as its
production varies with latitude (as with 14C), its distribution may be extremely heteroge-
neousandeven erratic (Figure4.12).
A further complication arises because 9Be, common beryllium (which has just this one

isotope), has a completelydi¡erent geochemical history to10Be. It is incorporated in rocks
andsoindustderivedfromerosionandscatteredbythewind.The10Be/9Beratiois therefore
just as erratic as the absolute10Be content.We cannotuse10Be like14C, assumingauniform
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Figure 4.12 Variations in the flux of 10Be with latitude display substantial dispersion.
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value for the entire Earth at anygiven time. Onemethod is to assume that, at a given place,
£uctuations in the 10Be/9Be ratio are low and at any rate much lower than those arising
fromthe radioactive decayof10Be. It is thenpossible touse10Beas achronometer.

Exercise

We wish to measure the rate of accretion of manganese nodules found in the ocean. How can

we set about this, knowing that the variation in the 10Be/9Be ratio with depth is
10Be/9Be¼ (10Be/9Be)0 e�lt?

Answer

t ¼ x thicknessð Þ
a accretion rateð Þ,

from which:

10Be
9Be

� �
¼

10Be
9Be

� �
0

e�
lx
a .

Switching to logarithms gives:

ln
10Be
9Be

� �
¼ ln

10Be
9Be

� �
0

� lx

a
:

The logarithm of the ratio 10Be/9Be plotted as a function of thickness is a straight line of slope

l=aÞð , which gives the rate of accretion, a.

O’Nions et al. (1998) measured the 10Be/9Be ratios in manganese crusts of the North
Atlantic. Figure 4.13 shows the results theyobtained.Thismethodyielded an accretion rate
of2.37	 0.15mmMa�1.
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Figure 4.13 Variation in the 10Be/9Be ratios in a manganese concretion from the Atlantic Ocean.
Magnitude a indicates the rate of accretion of the nodule. After O’Nions et al. (1998).
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4.2.5 Dating oceanic cycles with 14C

This is a rather unusual method ofdating, but one that is very important in oceanography.
The residence time � of a chemical element in a reservoir is the average time the element
spends in the reservoir (Figure 4.14) (see further discussion in Chapter 4). IfW is the £ux
andV the reservoir volume,wepositthat � ¼ (V/W).
Broecker and colleagues at the Lamont Observatory of Columbia University at

NewYorkcameupwith the ideaofusing14C to determine the residence timeofwater in the
deep ocean (Broecker et al., 1960; Broecker and Li, 1970). The ocean is divided into two
layers: a surface layer that is well mixed by currents andwhich is constantly exchanging its
CO2(andsoits

14C)withtheatmosphere,andadeeplayerwhichexchangeswaterandmatter
with the surface layer. LetB denote the £owofsolid carbonate particles (moles yr�1) falling
from the surface and dissolving in the deep ocean;WandW0are the £ows of descending
and ascending water which summarize the exchange between the upper layer and the
deep ocean (m3 yr�1):W¼W0; Cs and Cd are the concentrations of carbon dissolved in
the surface and deep layers (moles m�3); R is the 14C/C ratio standardized relative to
the atmosphere,Rs andRd being the ratios for the surface water and deepwater.The total
carbon conservation equation iswritten:

ðWCs þ BÞ ¼WCd:

The equation for14C is:

ðWCs þ BÞRs ¼WCdRd þ VdCdRdl:

Theresidence time inthedeepwater is:

�d ¼
Vd Cd

W Cd
¼ Vd

W
;

Atmosphere

Surface water

Deep water

RA = 1

RS = 0.95

Rp = 0.80

W'W

B

Water exchange Solid particle flux

Figure 4.14 The behavior of 14C in the ocean. The ocean is divided into two reservoirs: the upper layer,
which is well mixed, and the deep ocean. R is the 14C/C ratio. B, flow of solid carbonate particles; W, W1,
descending and ascending flows of water.
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which, giventheforegoingequations, iswritten:

�d ¼
Rs

Rd
� 1

� �
1

l
:

Now,l¼ 1.209 � 10�4 yr�1, therefore �d¼ 1550years.

4.3 Exposure ages

4.3.1 Meteorites

Meteorites are fragments ofplanetarybodies resulting from collisions andwhose primary
age is close to that of the Solar System (4.55 Ga, as an indication).They are pieces of rock
‘‘£oating’’ in interplanetary space. Most come from the asteroid belt, between Mars and
Jupiter,which isformedofrockdebris,piecesofwhichmaymeasureakilometerorsoacross
(Ceres). Somewere ripped fromMarsor theMoon.These rocks drift loose in spaceandare
continuallysubjected to cosmic radiationwhoseaverage energy is1GeV. Just ashappens in
theatmosphere,when cosmic‘‘primary’’protonspenetrate these rocks theygive rise to sec-
ondary neutrons, which produce most of the nuclear reactions.5 These particles produce
nuclear reactions at depths ranging from a few tens of centimeters up to a meter at most.
Thesurface layersofrocks exposedto cosmicraysarethereforethesiteofnuclear reactions,
usually spallation reactions.Theygive rise to isotopes of lower mass than the target, which
are known as cosmogenic isotopes (see Paneth etal.,1952; Honda andArnold,1964).The
nuclei engenderedbysuch reactions include radioactive and stable isotopes. Both types are
verynumerous.

Stable isotopes
Thenumberofcosmogenic stable isotopesNsproducedperunittime iswritten:

dNsðtÞ
dt

¼ ��s Nc!s;

where� is the particle £ux,�s is the e¡ective cross-section of the reaction, that is, the prob-
abilityofanuclear reaction occurring, andNc!s the numberoftarget atomsproducing the
stable daughter isotope, s, by nuclear reaction. If the £ux is constant in terms of intensity
andspectral energy, then:

NsðtÞ ¼ ��s Nc!s t:

Thenumberofdaughter isotopes is directlyproportional tothe irradiationtime.
Itseemsstraightforwardenoughtocalculatetheageof irradiation,providedweknow�,�s,

andNc!s. It is comparatively easy tomeasure the parameterNc!s: it is the concentration of

5 As explained, protons carry a positive charge and do not penetrate readily into matter because they are
repelled electronically. Neutrons carry no charge and so penetrate much more readily.
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the targetproductwhich, bynuclear reaction, yields the cosmogenic isotope. Sometimes it is
single. This is so in iron meteorites composed of a metallic alloy of iron and nickel.
Sometimes there are more than one, as in ordinary meteorites where krypton isotopes are
producedbyspallationonrubidium,strontium,yttrium,andzirconium.
Theprimary£uxofcosmicrays� iscomposedofprotons(andsomeHeþ ions)(andofallthe

isotopes intheUniverse intheionizedstatebutinverysmallabundances). Ithasboth intensity
(number of particles per unit of surface area and per unit time) and an energy spectrum,
because in factthere areN1,N2, . . .,N3 particles, corresponding to energylevels1, 2, . . ., n.As
said, thisprimary£uxofprotonsproducesbarelyanythingother than reactions atthemeteo-
rite’s surface, sinceas soonas itpenetratesbyafewcentimeters itgeneratesasecondary£uxof
neutrons, which penetrate more deeply.These neutrons also have an energy spectrumwhich
changes as they penetrate, diminishing, of course.The £ux and energy spectrum of cosmic
radiationmay varywith time (weknowneitherhow, nor themagnitudeofsuch £uctuations).
Whatwemeasure isthe resultof£uxaggregatedoverseveralmillionorevenbillionyears.
A further, although generally minor, complication is that in addition to cosmic

radiation there is also a £ux of particles from the Sun. Generally, this £ux is weak and
of low energy, but from time to time it may become intense and of high energy. These
bursts in £uxareknownas solar £ares.They toomayengender spallation reactions.
The e¡ective cross-sections for production of new isotopesby nuclear reactions are also

dependent on energy and therefore on penetration inside the meteorite. Figure 4.15 shows
theproductionofvarious isotopesversus depth.
As, inaddition, someisotopesresult fromspallationonseveral targetnucleiwhose e¡ects

are cumulative,we can imagine thesheercomplexityofthephenomenon ifwewishtodeter-
mine all the contributions.That would involve estimating amean £ux and its energy spec-
trum and localizing the sample to be measured inside the meteorite. For these reasons, a
simplerwayofmaking the calculation hasbeen sought.
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Radioactive isotopes
In this case, the equation in the preceding subsection must be supplemented by the decay
termlrNr,whereNr is thenumberofradioactiveatoms:

dNr

dt
¼ ��r Nc!r � lr Nr:

Let us posit � �r Nc!r¼T. It is considered to be constant to simplify things, or else it is
assumedweknow itsmeanvalue.The equationbecomes:

dNr

dt
¼ T� lr Nr:

Integratinggives:

Nr ¼
T� C e�lrt

lr
:

whereC is the integration constant. Ifatt¼ 0,Nr¼ 0,C¼T.Fromthis:

Nr ¼
T

lr
1� e�lrt
� �

¼ ��r Nc!r

lr
1� e�lrt
� �

:

Nowsupposewehave two isotopes, one stable andone radioactive, producedbyspallation
under similarconditionsofenergyand£ux.We can establishthe ratio:

NsðtÞ
NrðtÞ

¼ �s

�r

Nc!s

Nc!r

t

1� e�lrt

� 	
lr:

Ifwewait long enough for productionanddestructionofthe radioactiveproduct toachieve
asteadystate, then e�lt! 0.Thisgives:

NsðtÞ
NrðtÞ

¼ �s

�r

Nc!s

Nc!r
lr t:

Notice thatwehave eliminated the £ux factor. If, in addition, the two isotopes are products
ofthe sameelement, thenNc!s=Nc!r ¼ 1andthe equationbecomes:

NsðtÞ
NrðtÞ

¼ �s

�r
t lr;

hence:

t ¼ 1

l
Ns

Nr

�r

�s
:

In this way, we determine the time elapsed since the meteorite was subjected to cosmic
radiation without knowing anything more about the cosmic radiation but having just the
ratioofthe e¡ective cross-sections.Theexposureage is thetimesincethemeteoritewasbro-
ken intopieces, leading to its exposureto cosmic rays (Figure4.16).
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One of the conditions for successfully applying this method is that the isotopes used
should have e¡ective cross-sections that are sensitive to the same ranges ofenergyand £ux
to justify the simpli¢cation ofmathematically eliminating £ux. Accordingly, we are inter-
ested in isotopes either of the same element or of adjacent elements in the periodic table.
Thepairsmostusedare 3He^3He*, 22Ne^22Na*,38Ar^39Ar*,83Kr^81Kr*, and 41K^40K*
(* indicates thatthe isotope is radioactive).
The only point that remains undetermined if we are to be able to calculate the age

is the ratio of e¡ective cross-sections and their level of constancy depending on
particle £ux and energy. The determination of e¡ective cross-sections has, of course,
bene¢ted from the extraordinary research activity in nuclear energy and we have a
goodcatalogofe¡ective cross-sections fromwhich ithasbeenpossibletoderiveprecise laws.

Exercise

The 83Kr–81Kr method is used to calculate exposure ages (Marti, 1982). The decay constant of
81Kr is l¼ 0.32 � 10�5 yr�1. What is the minimum age we can calculate using the steady state

formula?

Answer
For this, e�lt must be negligible compared with 1. If we accept that e�lt must be less than

0.01, then t¼ 1.4 million years.

Exercise

Can we not use this method for ages of less than 1.4 Ma?

Answer
The evolution equation is

N r

N s
¼ �s N c!r

�r N c!s

�
1� e�lt

lt

�
:
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We need to just calculate the curve ð1� e�lt Þ=t and use the value of the ratio Nr/Ns. We

know that Nc!r is identical to Nc!s for krypton. Calculate the curve for the 81Kr/83Kr ratio,

given that �r/�s � 1.6612.

Exercise

The 83Kr–81Kr method can be used for calculating exposure ages in stony meteorites by the

formula:

T ¼ 1

l
�81

�83

83Kr
83Kr

� �
cosmogenic

where 1/l¼ 0.307 Ma. To be rid of any complications and given that many Kr isotopes are

produced by spallation, the ratio of effective cross-sections is calculated from the formula:

�81

�83
¼ 0:95

2

80Kr
83Kr
þ

82Kr
83Kr

� �
:

Calculate the exposure age of the Juvinas meteorite if the isotopic measurement of Kr in it

is by convention:

Answer
T¼ 10.7 �106 years.

Exercise

We use the 41K–40K method to date iron meteorites (Voshage and Hintenberger, 1960). The

only target is therefore iron and we take it that l40¼ 0.5543 � 10�9 yr�1. As the effective cross-

sections are �40¼ 9.4 millibarns and �41¼ 14.7 millibarns, what is the cosmogenic isotopic

composition of 41K/40K for two meteorites whose exposure ages are 100 Ma and 1 Ga?

Answer
For 100 Ma (41K/40K)cosmogenic¼ 1.60; for 1 Ga (41K/40K)cosmogenic¼ 2.038.

Whatarethemain conclusions tobedrawn fromthesemeasurementsofexposureages?
Exposureagesaregenerallymuchyounger thantheagesofmeteoriteformation(ormeta-

morphism).Theyrangefromafewmillionyears toafewhundredmillionyears. (Agesoffor-
mation are closer to 4.5 billion years, as we have seen.) This shows that for most of their
lifetime meteorites are inside their parent body, where they are shielded from cosmic rays,
and that the fracturingofmeteorites has occurred relatively late (but longbefore they fall to
Earth!).

84Kr 78Kr 80Kr 81Kr 82Kr 83Kr 86Kr

1 0.157 0.460 0.0166 0.767 0.968 0.182
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The distribution ofmeteorite exposure ages seems to display peaks at 5.7 and 20million
yearsforordinarystonymeteoritesandat700millionyearsfor ironmeteorites (Figure4.17).
The di¡erences in exposure ages for iron and chondritic meteorites is problematic.Why

should iron meteorites have so much older exposure ages? It was ¢rst thought that they
came from a di¡erent part of the Solar System. It is now thought that the exposure ages of
iron meteorites are older because iron withstands impacts better than the silicate assem-
blages thatmake up chondritic meteorites, which havebeen subjected to impacts resulting
in more recent fragmentation. In any event, the results show thatmeteorites have long life-
times in interplanetaryspace.

4.3.2 Terrestrial rocks

The principle for terrestrial rocks (see reviewbyOeschger,1982) is the same as for meteor-
ites.Galactic cosmic radiation causes nuclear reactions in rocks.The nuclei produced can
bemeasured,andifweknowthe£uxwecan calculatethedurationof irradiation.Thedi¡er-
ence with meteorites is that the intensity of cosmic radiation at the Earth’s surface is far
lowerbecause ithasbeenattenuatedby theabsorptionofprotonsandneutrons intheatmo-
sphere. It was not until measurement sensitivity had been improved that these methods
could be applied to terrestrial rocks. A second di⁄culty is that until now methods using
isotope ratios employed for meteorites, such as 40K/41K and 83Kr/81Kr, have not been
applicable for terrestrial rocks. For the ¢rst method, no equivalent hasbeen found for iron
meteorites, which do not contain large quantities of initial K, which dilutes the e¡ects
produced by irradiation. For the second method, sensitivity is still insu⁄cient, but that
may change. Unlike the case of meteorites, where the particle £ux � is eliminated, here it
mustbe calibrated carefully.Now, the £uxdiminishes, ofcourse, as itpenetrates intoarock.
Hence there is a furtherdi⁄culty, which hasbeen solved empirically, thatof calibrating the
£ux�, orcalibratingabsorption.
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Figure 4.17 Exposure ages of various types of meteorites.
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Exploitable chronometers
Inpractice,weuse the four radioactive isotopes14C*,10Be*, 26Al, and 36Cl and the two rare
gases 3Heand 21Ne,whichare stable isotopes. For radioactive elements,weuse the formula
established formeteorite exposureages:

Nr ¼
��Nc!r

l
1� e�lrt
� �

:

Buthere, equilibrium isnotachieved.BynotingT theproduction rate��Nc!r,weobtain:

Nr ¼
T

l
1� e�lrt
� �

:

Forexample, forberyllium,

10Be ¼ T

lBe
1� e�lBet
� �

:

The di⁄cultylies in determining the £uxandassuming it tobe constantover timeand then
estimating theabundanceoftargetnuclei.

For 3He and 21Ne, exposure ages are also calculated by the method described for stable
isotopes inmeteorites.Thisgives:

Ns ¼ ��Nc!s t:

Theproduction rate iswritten asP¼��Nc!s.Thegases
3Heand 21Neaccumulate linearly

withtime, therefore3He¼Ptor21Ne¼Pt.Heretooweneedtoknowthe£ux(andtoassume
that it is constant) andtheabsorption laws.

For the target, 3Heproduction doesnotdependmuchon its compositionwhereas 21Ne is
produced byspallation ofMg and depends greatlyon the chemical composition of the tar-
get.To make it uniform, olivine, whose Mg content is more or less constant, is separated
andmeasurements aremadeonthismineral.

Calibration of production rates, erosion rates, etc.
The particle £ux varies with both altitude and latitude,6 as we said when discussing 14C.
The £ux has therefore to be calibrated in each place where the measurement is made.
There are twoways to do this. First, general lawshavebeen established giving thevalue of
£ux by altitude and latitude. To get some idea of this, let us say that at an altitude of
5000m, the £ux is 20 times greater than at sea level. At the poles, at a constant altitude, it
is 60 timesgreater thanatthe equator.This iswhy£ux is calibrated locally,wherepossible,
bymeasuring10Be, 26Al,3He,or 21Ne contentson sampleswhoseagehasbeendetermined
byothermethods.

Let us look at two important examples that will help in understanding the thinking
behind themethodbutwhichwill show its‘‘fruitful complications’’and so suggest its future
developments.

6 The first measurements were made in the Antarctic where the flux is greatest and, in addition, the erosion
rate is low.
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Erosion ratemeasurements
Our job is to measure the exposure age of a basalt £ow from the Piton de la Fournaise
volcano on the island of Re¤ union (Staudacher and Alle' gre, 1993).This lava £ow is at an
altitude of 2300 m and there is no indication that its altitude has varied over the course
of time.
We decide to use the cosmogenic age method based on 3He applied to olivine.We

therefore separate the olivine from a rock sampled from the surface and measure the
3He content of the sample.To obtain the 3He of cosmogenic origin, we must, of course,
correct for 3He of internal origin.To do this, we measure the 3He/4He ratio of internal
origin on olivine sampled at a great distance from the surface.We can calculate the
cosmogenic 3He content by measuring the (3He/4He)total ratio and the total concentra-
tion in 3He.

Exercise

Given (3He)total, (3He/4He)internal, and (3He/4He)total, establish the formula for calculating

cosmogenic 3He.

Answer

3He
� �

cosmo
¼ 3He
� �

total

3He
4He

� 	
total
� 3He

4He

� 	
internal

3He
4He

� �
internal

2
4

3
5:

When all the calculations havebeen made, we¢nd1.3 � 10�12 cm3 g�1at standard tempera-
ture andpressureof 3Heof cosmogenic origin.The production rateP0 of

3He in the olivine
hasbeen calculated for the latitudeandaltitudeofthe sampleas 2.2 �10�17 cm3 g�1per year
atstandardtemperatureandpressure.

Table 4.1 Usable cosmogenic nuclides

Isotope Half-life (yr)
Measurement
method Di⁄culties

Production rate
(atoms/yr)Sea
level
latitude>558N Time-span

3He Stable Mass spectrometer Di¡uses easily 160 (olivine) 1ka ^3Ma
10Be 1.5 �106 AMS Atmospheric

contamination
6 (quartz) 3ka ^8Ma

26Al 7.16 �105 AMS Atmospheric
contamination

37 (quartz) 5ka ^2Ma

36Cl 3.08 �105 AMS Atmospheric
contamination

8 (basalt) 5ka ^1Ma

21Ne Stable Mass spectrometer Commonneon 45 (olivine) 7ka ^10Ma
14C 5730years AMS Contamination 20 (basalt) 1ka ^40ka
41Ca 103 �103 AMS Verydi⁄cultto

measure
^300ka
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It is easy thento calculatethe exposureage:

Tcosmo¼ 3He/P0¼ 59 090years.

In addition, the ‘‘geological’’ age of the basalt £ow has been calculated by the K^Ar
method as 65 200	 2000 years.The surface rock has been irradiated for 65 200 years and
yet its exposureage is just 6000years attheyoungest.Howcome?

After examining the various sources of error, we accept that the age di¡erence is due
to erosion.The rock sampled at the surface today was in fact located at depth for much of
itshistory. Itonlycameto the surface throughablationofthematerial above it, byerosion.

Now,weknow that the particle £uxdecreases exponentially with the thickness of rock it
haspenetrated.Weneed, then, tomodel thephenomenon.

We canwritethe rateofproductionof 3He inthe form:

P ¼ P0 exp
�XðtÞ
L

� �

whereX(t) is thethickness countingfromthesurfaceandL is theattenuation factorofradia-
tionwithdepth.

Tosimplifymatters,we canassumethatthe rateoferosion is constant.We canwrite:

X ¼ X0� 2 t

where2 is the erosion rateandX0 the initialdepthofthe sample.
We canthereforewrite:

d 3He
� �
dt

¼ P0 exp
� X0� 2 tð 


L


 �
:

We integrate this equation between 0 and t and then replace X0 by its value X0¼Xþ2t
(remembering thatX is counteddownwards).Thisgives:

3He ¼ P0L

2 exp
�X
L

� �
1� exp

� 2 t
L

� 	h i
:

ThenX is the currentdepth coordinate.
Ourobjective is todeterminethe erosion rate,2.
We know t (65 200 years) and P0 (2.2 � 10�17 cm3 g�1 yr�1 at standard temperature and

pressure), buttherearestill twounknowns:2andL.
TomeasureL, webore a small core and so take samples at various depths.We isolate the

olivineandmeasurethe cosmogenic 3Heon eachsampleof it.We cannowdraw theplot:

ln ð3HeÞcosmo

h i
¼ fðXÞ:

Ifour assumptions about the £ux and erosion rate are valid, the relation is a straight line of
the form:

ln ð3HeÞcosmo

� �
¼ �X

L
þ A

whereA is aconstant.Theslope is (̂ 1/L).
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Exercise

A core was taken from the lava of the island of Réunion discussed before. Olivine was

extracted at each level and the 3He content measured. After correcting for 3He of internal

origin, the following results were found as a function of depth X (Table 4.2).

Calculate the attenuation factor L.

Notice that depth X in this table is expressed in grams per square centimeter, which is an

unusual unit of length! The reason for this is that attenuation is, of course, dependent on the

quantity of matter penetrated and so depends on the density of that matter (attenuation per

unit length penetrated is not the same in rock, soil, or a layer of atmosphere). If attenuation

were expressed per mil length, we would have to multiply it by density, and so the effective

value would be:

length ðcmÞ mass ðgÞ
volume cm3ð Þ

which is equivalent to mass per square centimeter. Naturally enough, L too will be expressed

in g cm�2.

Answer
After calculating ln(3He) as a function of X (do it) we find for the slope:

L ¼ 165 g cm�2 	 5:

How can we now calculate the erosion rate 2?

Let us go back to the expression as a function of X but now start from where X¼ 0, that is, at

the present-day surface. The expression becomes:

3He ¼ P 0L

2 1� exp
� 2 t

L

� �
 �
:

We can develop the exponential in series limiting ourselves to the first three terms.

Remembering that 3He¼ Tcosmo� P0, we can finally write:

2¼ 2
L

t

� �
� t � T cosm

t

� �
:

If we note the relative difference between the geological age and cosmogenic age as �T/T:

2¼ 2
DT

T
� L

t

� �
:

Table 4.2 Relation of 3He content to depth in olivine
from lava on Réunion

X (gcm�2) 3He (10�13 cm�3 g�1)

10.45 13
37.86 9.12
131.95 6.9
217.42 3.58
318.41 1.74
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In the present case we find 2¼ 4.7 g cm�2 yr�1.

If we accept a density of 2 g cm�3 because the lava sampled is ‘‘bubbly’’ and contains many

cavities, then 2¼ 2.1 mm yr�1¼ 2.1 mm per 1000 yr.

Exercise

Cosmogenic 21Ne contents were measured on the same samples of olivine from the island

of Réunion (Table 4.3). Given that the production rate of 21Ne is 6.28 � 10�18 cm�3 g�1 at

the latitude and altitude in question, calculate the attenuation factor L and the erosion rate2.

How do you account for the result for L compared with that found for 3He? Which seems to

you to be the more accurate rate of erosion, that determined with 3He or that with 21Ne? To

what do you attribute the difference?

Answer

L ¼ 160 gcm�2:

It is identical to that for 3He because the particle flux at the origin of 3He and 21Ne is the

same for both. The cosmogenic age of the surface sample is Tcosmo¼ 52 388 years.

2¼ 9:6g cm�2 yr�1 ¼ 4:8 mm per 1000 yr:

The 21Ne age is greater than the 3He age probably because helium diffuses more readily

than neon and the sample has probably lost a lot of helium. This invites caution when

interpreting helium ages (Figure 4.18).

Table 4.3 Relation of 21Ne content to depth in olivine
from lava on Réunion

X (g cm�2) 21Ne (10�13 cm�3g�1)

10.45 3.29
37.86 1.73
131.95 1.59
217.42 0.96
318.41 0.52
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Figure 4.18 Attenuation curves for the creation of 3He and 21Ne in rocks of Réunion given by way of
example.
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Measuring the rate of uplift
As said, the particle £ux at 500meters altitude is 20 times higher than the £ux at sea level.
Suppose, then,wehavea lavathathas£owedatsea level. Subsequently the terrain itoverlies
hasbeen lifted toanaltitudeof500m.
Of course, the lavawould be irradiatedmuch more over the course ofuplift.This type of

model canbe calculated inthe samewayasbefore:

d3He

dt
¼ P0 exp

XðtÞ
L

� �

whereX(t) is thealtitudeforwhich zerois takenat100mandL is theattenuation factor inthe
atmosphere. Ifwe call the rateofupliftU,weget:

U ¼ 2
Tcosmo � t

t

� �
L

t
:

Ascanbeseen,Tcosmo¼ theageofexposureand isgreater thanthe‘‘geological’’age.
Naturally, erosion has notbeen allowed for in this example. Ifweaddthe erosion rate,we

will need other constraints and other chronometers to solve the problem because we will
then havetwounknowns,2andU.
Here,weareatthe frontierofcurrentresearch.

Interestand limits of thesemethods
Themethods areof interest foranumberofreasons:

� erosion rates canbedetermined(providedtheyarenottoohighbecausesensitivity is lost,
ofcourse);
� we can date the timea surface comes tobe exposed to the air, for example a fault planeor

thewallofacollapsed caldera;
� the rateofupliftofmountains canbemeasured.

There are many limitations, the main one for terrestrial rocks being that £ux is
weak (except at high altitudes near the poles). Very sensitive methods are therefore
required.
Ofcourse, the‘‘boxes’’musthave remained closedas fordatingwith natural radioactivity.

For reliable results, measurements must be made by various methods such as 21Ne or 10Be
or by combinations of methods (26Al/10Be) as proposed by Lal (Lal et al., 1958; Lal and
Peters,1967).Thevariousmethods are dependenton the chemical composition of rocks or
minerals, ¢rst because the targetmust not contain toomany non-cosmogenic natural iso-
topes, and second because reaction yields depend on the chemical composition of the
target.
Theproductionof 21Ne, for instance, canbewritten:

ð21NeÞcosmo ¼ C
1 Mgþ 0:36Alþ 0:19 Si
þ 0:04Caþ 0:01 ðFeþNiÞ

� 

inwhichC is aconstant.
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Lastly, of course, the £uxes must be calibrated in terms of altitude, latitude, and their
variationsover timeandaveragedout (see the reviewbyLal,1988).

4.4 Cosmic irradiation: from nucleosynthesis to stellar
and galactic radiation

Wespeakofcosmogenic isotopes as something special.But, in fact, all the isotopes in nat-
ure are cosmogenic.They were born of nuclear reactions in the cosmos by what is called
nucleosynthesis.Wehavementionedthisphenomenon several times. It answers theques-
tion of the alchemists ofold: how were the chemical elements created? Forour purposes,
we need to complete this question: how were the various isotopes formed and in what
proportions? In the manufacture of an atom, what is important, as we have said, is
the nucleus, because it is in the nucleus that all the mass is concentrated, the electrons
being captured subsequently to populate the surrounding orbitals. Here, then, is a ¢rst
part of the answer: the chemical elements are the outcome of nuclear reactions. Nuclear
reactions produce both isotopes and chemical elements. Such reactions are not merely
the invention of nuclear physicists, theyoccur naturally throughout the Universe, where
the same causes produce the same e¡ects, governed by the laws of nuclear reactions.
Upon examination, the table of chronometers based on cosmogenic isotopes looks very
similar to the table of extinct radioactivity.Why should the two converge like this? To
answer this, we need to broaden our ¢eld of view and raise the more general issue of
nucleosynthesis.

Nucleosynthesis and the theory explaining it are the foundation of modern astro-
physics. It is also the starting point of what is called chemistry of the cosmos or cosmo-
chemistry. This is hardly the place to develop this theory in full as it would take us to
the heart of astronomy and very far from our present subject matter. None the less, it is
worth expounding brie£y a few important concepts,7 particularly as astronomy and the
earth sciences have moved closer on these topics over the last 20 years (reread Chapter1
onthis).

The chemical elements were made in the stars by nuclear reactions. The levels of
energy involved (MeVor GeV) are so great that only the stars can be the sites of such
synthesis on so great a scale. These are the only environments in the Universe where
the ‘‘ambient energies’’are intense enough and extensive enough for nuclear reactions to
be generated creating new chemical species in such large masses.The alchemists of old
were out by a factor of a million.They wanted to transform matter with burning coals,
that is, with energies of the order of the electronvolt (eV) whereas it takes energies of the
order of MeV at least to change nuclei and so atoms.With their athanors8 they could

7 It is worth reading the few well-documented, introductory books on this, particularly D.D. Clayton
(1983), Principles of Stellar Evolution and Nucleosynthesis, Chicago University Press or C. Cowley
(1995), Introduction to Cosmochemistry, Cambridge University Press.

8 Athanors are receptacles used by alchemists to do their experiments.
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alter the atoms’ outer electron shells, whereas making an atom involves altering the
nucleus.
The idea that the nucleosynthesis of chemical elements occurred mainly in stars, ¢rst

hituponbyAtkinson andHoutermans (1929) and thenbyGamow (1946),was con¢rmed
only in 1952 by the astronomer Merrill, who observed the presence of technetium-98
around a star. Now, all the isotopes of this element are radioactive, with a period of less
than1million years. If this element is found near an isolated star in the Universe, it must
havebeen created recentlyby the starotherwise it would be‘‘dead,’’destroyed by radioac-
tive decay.
The theoryofnucleosynthesiswas developed synthetically in1957 in apioneering paper

known as B2FH by Margaret Burbidge, Je¡ Burbidge,Willy Fowler, and Fred Hoyle
(Burbidgeetal.,1957).9 Themajor stages areas follows. It all beginswith theproton, that is,
the hydrogen atom, synthesized at the time of the Big Bang. After that, it all happens by
nuclear reactions in the stars, but not just any stars. Let us look at the successive stages in
nuclear terms.

4.4.1 The transition from the proton to helium

This is no straightforward transition. It ¢rst involves the intermediate products D
and 3He. The entire process is written as a series of nuclear reactions in an
avalanche:

1Hþ 1H! 2Dþ �þþ �

2Dþ 1H! 3Heþ �

3Heþ 3He! 4Heþ 21H

where� is aneutrinoand� isgammaradiation.
These nuclear reactions occur in ordinary stars like the Sun. It is the most widespread

activity in stars. It requires temperaturesofseveralmilliondegrees.10

4.4.2 The synthesis of � elements

Helium-4 (� radiation) is an exceptionally stable building block in nuclear terms
(two protons and two neutrons). The nuclear reactions involving this nucleus are
written:

4Heþ 4He! 8Be*.

9 Al Cameron of Harvard developed a similar theory at the same time but failed to publish any summary
in a major scientific journal but just gave conferences and lectures on the subject.

10 It is these reactions we cannot manage to ‘‘calm’’ to produce ‘‘domestic’’ energy, we can only produce
them artificially in hydrogen bombs.
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Beryllium-8* is an unstable isotope which reacts quickly to give, in its turn, 12C by the
equation:

8Be*þ 4He!12C.

Therefore, all told:

3 4He!12C.

This iswhat is called helium fusion, that is, the formation of12C.This type of nuclear reac-
tion continues.Wehave:

12Cþ 4He!16Oþ �

16Oþ 4He! 20Neþ �

20Neþ 4He! 24Mgþ �.

Alongside the addition of successive ‘‘blocks’’of 4He, fusion of carbon and oxygen nuclei
occurs, thesenuclei themselvesbeing formedby theadditionofthreeandfour 4He:

12Cþ 12C! 24Mgþ �

12Cþ 12C! 23Naþ p

12Cþ 12C! 20Neþ 4He

12Cþ 12C! 23Mgþ n

12Cþ 12C!16Oþ 2 4He

or

16Oþ 16O! 32Sþ �

16Oþ 16O! 31Pþ p (1H)

16Oþ 16O! 31Sþ n

16Oþ 16O! 28Siþ 4He

16Oþ 16O! 24Mgþ 2 4He.

Triggering these nuclear reactions requires considerable energies to overcome the natural
repulsion between positively charged nuclei.The ¢rst stages begin at 100 million degrees
andend in stagesatclose to1billiondegrees.
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4.4.3 The iron peak

This phase of fusion (addition) of ever-heavier nuclei has its limits because with successive
synthesis we arrive at minimum energy per nucleon. And the element corresponding to
this minimum is iron. In other words, when there is fusion of nuclei whose mass is greater
thanthatof iron, the resulting nuclei are less stable thanthe initialones.This stabilityof iron
underlies a statistical process of nuclear reactions. Fusion reactions occur in an anarchic
fashion and are o¡set by destruction reactions, which may even go as far as releasing 4He
nuclei.We are dealing herewith temperatures of 6 billion degrees. But all of these reactions
have a natural limit: we cannot ‘‘exceed’’ the atomic number of nuclei close to iron, nickel,
and cobalt,whichareverystable too in nuclear terms.Accordingly, such nuclei accumulate
and are very abundant. Hencewe get what is known as the iron peak, corresponding to an
exceptional abundanceof ironandofthe elementson either sideof it (Figure 4.19).Buthow
canwego‘‘further’’andmake elementswith atomic numbers greater than thatof iron, hea-
vier than iron?Howcanwe cross this seemingly impassable stabilitybarrierandmakevery
heavy elements? After all, these elements do occur, be they strontium, rubidium, neody-
mium,oruranium.This ispossible throughthe relationshipofneutronaddition.

4.4.4 Neutron addition

Neutrons are electrically neutral particles. They react in nuclear terms by adding
to the nucleuswithout doing toomuch‘‘damage.’’On the (Z,N) plot the addition of neutrons
creates a new isotopewith more neutrons and shifts the nucleus towards the rightof the plot.
When neutron addition accumulates, ever-heavier isotopes of the element are created. On
the (Z, N) plot, the new nuclei move horizontally ever further to the right. There comes a
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Figure 4.19 The curve of binding energies of nuclei by nucleon (B/A) versus mass number (A).
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point, then, when the new nucleus lies outside the valley of nuclear stability. It is therefore
unstable.To return to the valley of stability it disintegrates by �� radioactivity.The neutron
changes intoaproton.By the sametoken,Z increases.Anewchemical elementhas therefore
beenmade.New isotopes andnewchemical elements canbemadebyneutronaddition.This
is a general outline. In actual fact, the neutron addition process has two variants depending
on the relative number of neutrons and the equilibrium established between the addition of
neutronsandradioactivity.

If theneutron£ux isweak, theradioactivityof isotopestotherightofthevalleyofstability
is abarrier. Such isotopes disintegrate as soon as they form andwe zigzag across the (Z,N)
plot (Figure4.20).

If the neutron £ux is veryhigh, radioactivityhasnotimetodisintegrate fully the radioac-
tive nucleiwhich are‘‘loaded’’with extra neutrons and in turn give rise to other radioactive
isotopes which move further to the right of the (Z,N) plot (Figure 4.21). Of course, decay
also occurs and a £ux of new nuclei is formed, with larger Z numbers. New chemical ele-
mentshavebeen synthesized.

The two ¢gures (Figures 4.20 and 4.21) clearly show the two processeswhich are termed
s-process (slow)and r-process (rapid), respectively.

A few simple rules can be laid down to check whether an isotope of a heavy element
has been synthesized by an s-process or an r-process or by both. A stable isotope to the
right of a radioactive isotope (short period) cannot have been formed by an s-process
since the radioactive isotope is a barrier to any further horizontal rightwards shift.
If itoccurs innature, then itmusthavebeen formedbyanr-process.However,anyadjacent
stable isotope may be the outcome of an s-process. Conversely, any stable isotope
locatedonthe samenegative diagonal as an isotopeofanotherelementof lowermass can-
not have been created by an r-process as it is ‘‘shielded,’’ protected by the other isotope
(Figure 4.21).

Averysimpleandconvenientequationwhichthe s-processobeys is:

NA�1
NA

¼ 	A
	A�1

whereN is the abundance, 	 the e¡ective cross-section of neutron absorption, and A and
A^1aretwoisotopeswith decreasingmassnumbers.

Theabundance ratiosofthetwoisotopesare in inverseproportiontotheire¡ective cross-
sectionsofneutron absorption.Letus show this simply.Thekinetic equationofproduction
of isotopeA iswritten:

d NAð Þ
dt

¼ � 	A�1 NA�1 � 	A NAð Þ

where �n is the neutron £ux,NA^1andNA are the numbers of atoms of atomic numbers A
andA^1,and	A^1and	Aarethe e¡ective cross-sections.

This is a classic destruction^production equation like the one written for 14C. If equili-
brium is attained:

d NAð Þ
dt

¼ 0:
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Therefore:

	A�1 NA�1 ¼ 	A NA:

Ourassertion hasbeendemonstrated.
Nowconsider the transitionby��decay:

d A
ZN
�� �

dt
¼ �N	A�1

A�1
Z N� l A

ZN
�:
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Figure 4.20 The s-process on the proton–neutron plot. Top: theoretical pathway of neutron reactions.
In blue, the first radioactive isotope. There is a change of elements up to the left by �� decay. Bottom:
example of s-process pathways on the proton–neutron plot allowing the creation of elements heavier
than iron. After Broecker (1986 ).
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Figure 4.21 The r-process on the proton–neutron plot. The neutron flux is intense enough for
considerable horizontal shift to the right before radioactivity becomes a barrier. But, of course, all
radioactivity plays a part before the barrier effect kicks in. After Broecker (1986).
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Productionofthebarrier radioactive isotope is notedwithan asterisk (*), andl is the decay
constant.

d A
Zþ1N
� �
dt

¼ l A
ZN
� � �N 	A A

Zþ1N
�:

If equilibrium occurs, the radioactive term between the two equations is eliminated,
giving:

	A�1
A�1

ZN ¼ 	A A
Zþ1N:

This is the samerelationasbefore.
The abundance of isotopes of type s (i.e., formed by the s-process) heavy elements is

therefore determined by the e¡ective cross-sections of absorption of neutrons. These
cross-sections canbemeasured inthe laboratory (theyare required forconstructingatomic
reactors).

Exercise

Strontium has three isotopes, of masses 88, 87, and 86. Their effective cross-sections of

neutron absorption are 4.8, 60, and 48 millibarns, respectively. The ‘‘primitive’’ isotope ratios

of strontium are: 88Sr/86Sr¼ 8.3754, 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.698, and 88Sr/87Sr¼ 11.99.

Can strontium isotopes be synthesized by the s-process?

Answer
Let us first apply the rule N1/N2¼	2/	1. We find the ratios 88Sr/86Sr¼ 10, 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.8, and
88Sr/87Sr¼ 12.5.

Let us compare this with observations. In view of the uncertainties on effective cross-

sections, the agreement is quite good. This is odd because 88Sr derives from both the s- and

the r-processes, which proves that the r-process is not important here.

Exercise

Table 4.4 gives the abundance N, the effective cross-section 	, and the product N	 for

samarium isotopes.

Calculate the proportion of the r-process involved in the formation of 147 and 149 isotopes.

Table 4.4 Data for samarium isotopes

Samarium isotope NA% Classa 	c (millibarn) N	

144 2.87 p 119	 55 342
147 14.94 rs 1173	 192 17600	 2900
148 11.24 s 258	 48 2 930	 540
149 13.85 rs 1622	 279 22500	 4000
150 7.36 s 370	 72 2770	 535
152 26.90 ror rs 411	 71 11100	 1900
154 22.84 r 325	 61 7430	 1400

aFordetailsofthep-process, seenextsubsection.
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Answer
If we take the 148 isotope, which is a pure s-process isotope, the (s) isotopes give a 	N value�
2930.

We can therefore write:

percentage (r) of 147 ¼ 17 600� 2930

17 600

� �
� 100 ¼ 83:35%

percentage (r) of 149 ¼ 22 500� 2930

22 500

� �
� 100 ¼ 86:97%:

4.4.5 The p-process

Some isotopes are depleted in neutrons (and so have ‘‘surplus’’protons). In the chart of the
nuclides they lie to the left of the valley of stability, o¡ the s-process pathway, and shielded
from the r-process.They include for example 84Sr, 92Mo, 124Xe, and 144Sm.They are called
p-process nuclides (or p-isotopes) andare said tobe formedby the p-process.The produc-
tion process is fairly obscure but we do know that the abundance of p-isotopes plotted
against (Z) forms a curvewhich roughly follows thatof the s- and r-isotopes except that the
abundance levels are much lower.To get some idea, the abundance ratios for silicon are:
s-process¼ 1, r-process¼ 0.5, andp-process¼ 0.02.

It canbe inferred, then, thatthep-process is secondaryand tracks the s- and r-processes,
thus supplementing them. Nowadays it is thought that the p-process is mainly caused by
(�,
) reactions in supernovae.

4.4.6 The light elements lithium, beryllium, and boron

When the abundance of chemical elements is plotted against their atomic number
(Figure 4.22), it can be seen that three light elements, lithium, beryllium, and boron, are
underabundant compared with their atomic numbers. The He burning nucleosynthetic
process seems to have leapfrogged them, with three 4He nuclei eventually combining to
give12C.Andyetthese elements doexist!Howdidtheycometobe?

Their formation is attributedtotwocauses:

� theBigBang for lithium inpart;
� spallation reactions in interstellar space caused bygalactic cosmic radiation and acting

on interstellarmaterial.

This explains the abundance curve of the chemical elements and isotopes (Figure 4.22).
Butwhatstructuresproducethese reactions?Wenowneedto speakaboutthe stars.

4.4.7 The stellar adventure: the life and death of stars

Letusnowlookatwhatnucleosynthesis is as theastrophysicist sees it.
The Universe is populated by stars clustered into galaxies. These stars are of di¡erent

sizes andbrightnessesbut theyare all gigantic nuclear reactors.Nuclear reactions take place
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inside the starswhichgiveo¡energy. Electromagnetic radiation, and light radiation inparti-
cular, is given o¡ from the star’s surface. Abalance is established between the two processes
anditishowlongthisbalanceismaintainedthatdeterminesthestar’slifetime.Whentheequi-
librium isdisrupted, that is,whenthefuel is exhausted, thestarchangesnature.
The characteristic feature of nuclear reactions is that they need a certain amount of

energy to‘‘ignite.’’Once triggered,mostof themproduce considerable quantities ofenergy
intheir turn,becausetheyconvertmatter into energy, inaccordancewithEinstein’s famous
formula�E¼�mc2.
What is the source of energy triggering these nuclear reactions?Gravitational energy. A

star isbornwhen an interstellar cloudofgas anddust contractunder the in£uence ofgravity,
that is the mutual attraction exerted by all components of matter. The contraction of the
cloudgenerates energyby the impactsproducedbetween‘‘portions’’ofmatter.Whenthetem-
perature reaches about10million degrees, hydrogen fusion occurs and a star isborn.This is
whathappenedforourSunsome4.57Gaago.Thebirthofordinarystars is themosteveryday,
the most commonplace phenomenon in the Universe. Most stars are of this type. Like the
Suntheycanmakeonlyhelium.The stars are classi¢edby theHertzsprung^Russell (H^R)
diagram on which we plot brightness against color, that is, the star’s temperature
(Figure 4.23).White is veryhot and red is cooler.Most stars lie on the leading diagonal of the
diagram,which is therefore calledthemainsequence.
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Remark
The Sun was born from gravitational contraction of a cloud of gas and dust already containing all

of the chemical elements we now find in the Solar System (in the planets and in the Sun itself). The

origin of these elements therefore pre-dates that of the Sun itself.

Forstarswith lowmasses (like thatofourSunorlower),whenthenuclear fuel is exhausted
the starburns out, expands slightlyand then contracts, it shrivels up togivebirth toatinystar
knownasawhitedwarf (bottomofFigure4.23).This iswhatwillbecomeoftheSun in5Ga!

For more massive ‘‘ordinary’’ stars, the stellar adventure will continue more gloriously.
The core of the star, made of helium, will contract again and its temperature rise while at
the same time the outer envelope of the star will expand (and so its temperature fall). In the
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core, fusion reactionswillbetriggeredproducingconsiderable energy.Littlebylittlethestar
will come tobemadeup ofa series of layers like an onion, with each layer corresponding to
a temperature and therefore to a type of nuclear fusion reaction (Figure 4.24).These stars
arealreadyredgiants (likeBetelgeuse). Somehavethreeor four layers, other sixor seven.
Atthe centeroftheseredgiantsreigntemperaturesof1to6billiondegrees,whiletheouter

envelopesareatonly100milliondegrees. It is in these redgiants, throughthe courseoftheir
evolution, thattheheavyelementsaremanufacturedandthatthefusion reactionsofcarbon,
oxygen, etc. occurandthe statistical equilibriumofthe ironpeak is reached.
Someofthesegiant starswill evolve furtherand reach an extremely rare stagewhere they

explodeinafractionofasecond.Theseare supernovae. Inourgalaxythereisonesupernova
explosion per century. Such events generate the enormous neutron £uxes (themselves the
outcome of nuclear reactions) required by the r-process.The s-process seems to occur as
redgiants evolvetowards the explosivezone, alongwhatastronomersknowastheasympto-
ticgiantbranch (AGBstar).
The main lines of this theory of nucleosynthesis are well understood. It unites in

a single coherentwholeastronomicobservations, theabundanceofchemical elements and
isotopes, andtheparametersmeasured in nuclearphysics in reactorsoraccelerators.
Forourownpurposes, in isotopegeology,wecandrawafewpractical conclusionsfromit.

The Sun burns hydrogen only. The heavy elements in it therefore pre-date the Sun. They
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Unburnt
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Burning hydrogen H He 1–60 x 106 K

Process Fuel Product Temperature

Burning helium He C, O 200 x 106 K
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Figure 4.24 Stages in the evolution of a massive star.
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were formed in red giants or ancient supernovae.This simple remark allows us to under-
stand that thehistoryof theUniverse is ahistoryofstellar cycles. Stars areborn, synthesize
elements, and die, and their material is scattered into interstellar space.There the various
clouds mix and mingle the material synthesized previously.They wander around the cos-
mos until the day newgravitational contraction occurs.This gives rise to a new star, which
in turnmakesmatteranddisperses it in theUniverseand soon.One supernovapercentury
is not a lot, but that still makes 10 thousand every million years, or 40 million since the
Earth¢rst formed (and inourgalaxyalone).

Thesepre-solarheavyelementswerethereforemade in redgiants andsupernovaedating
fromsolar prehistoryandthen extensivelymixed in interstellar space.

Forus earthlings, aspartsoftheSolar System, thereare twomajordates in this cosmichis-
tory: theBig Bang and the formation of the Solar System.The Big Bang was the event with
which our universebegan.Astronomers nowdate it to13 billionyears ago. For them, it is the
instant atwhich matterasweknow it came intobeing in aphenomenal process ofexpansion
and heating. In the course of thisprocess hydrogen, helium, anda little lithiumwere formed.
Then everything arranged itself into galaxies, stars, and planetary systems. It was in the
courseofthis stellarhistory thatall theotherelementsheavier than lithiumweresynthesized.

The formation of the Solar System occurred4.6^4.5 billionyears ago.Weshall go into this
datemore closelybutatthispointanorderofmagnitudeisenough.TheSolarSystemgathered
upmattermadeinpreviousstellarprocessesincludingexplosionsofsupernovaeorredgiants.
All this matter was mixed and arranged itself into a central star with orbiting planetary
bodies. But to account for the existence at the time the Solar System formedofwhat are now
extinct forms of radioactivity we must accept that red giants and supernovae existed and
explodedjustbefore its formationandthattheyarethesourceoftheseformsofradioactivity.

This scenarioof late explosivenucleosynthesis (redgiantand/orsupernovae) tosynthe-
sizeheavyelements in the Solar System has recentlybeen challenged (or supplemented) by
asecondscenario, thatofprimitive irradiation. Inthismodel it is acceptedthatas itformed
the young Sun emitted extremelyhigh-energy particles which in turn produced spallation
reactions on the solar material and that these reactions in particular produced the extinct
formsofradioactivity.This scenario is thoughtnecessary toproduce the10Be discoveredby
ateamfromNancy(France) (McKeegan etal.,2000)andthe 36Cldiscoveredmorerecently
byaChinese team (Lin etal., 2005).However, itdoesnotseemtobeable tomake 53Mn.The
twoprocesses probablyoccurred in succession, but inwhat proportions? This is averyhot
subjectatpresent.

All these eventshave left traces inmeteorites.Theseobjects, which date fromthe time the
Earth, planets, and Sun were formed, contain extraordinary information. Near their sur-
faces are cosmogenic isotopeswhich informus about cosmic radiation, but also about the
timetheyhave spent in theUniverseas smallpiecesofrock.However, someofthemcontain
grainsof interstellardustwhose isotopic composition in certain elements informsus about
the r- and s-processes of nucleosynthesis. These processes, as described, occurred well
before thebeginnings ofour Solar System.This is true for most, save one category: extinct
radioactivity,whichwehavealreadycomeacross.Meteorites arean invaluable linkbetween
cosmic and terrestrial processes. For physics, there is a continuumbetween stellar nucleo-
synthesis and nuclear reactions produced by particle £uxes from the Sun or from cosmic
radiation.
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This scenario is the one that has occurred tirelessly in the Universe over10 or14 billion
years. But in the beginning, what was there? What matter? The beginning was the Big
Bang, which synthesized the elementary particles, hydrogen, helium, and lithium and
enacted an essential event . . .which lies outside the scope of thisbook, although it impreg-
nates everypartof it!

Problems

1 Carbon-14 is produced by nuclear reactions on 14N, but it also decays to 14N. We propose to use

this decay scheme for dating purposes as is done with 87Rb–87Sr or 40K–40Ar, for example.

We consider that to make a measurement, 14N/15N must differ from the normal value (� 276)

by 1 � 10�5. What should the C/N ratio be to apply this method to objects that are, say, 15 000

years old? Do you think this would be feasible?

2 The Holy Shroud of Turin long posed a problem for believers. Was it really the shroud in which

Christ had been wrapped? It first appeared in 1350 and the monks asserted it was a genuine

relic. It could not be dated by the traditional 14C method as there was not enough material, but

with AMS it could be dated with just 150 mg of cloth. The 14C age was between 600 and 800

years old. Given the correspondence curve in Figure 4.25, what is the age of the Holy Shroud?

3 We measure the isotopic composition of K in an iron meteorite having undergone cosmic

irradiation for 500 Ma. The mass spectrum of K measured is a mixture between the cosmo-

genic mass spectrum and the normal mass spectrum. Estimating that (40K)normal is negligible,

establish the equation for determining (41K/40K)cosmogenic. (Suppose the normal K isotope

ratios are known.)
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4 Chlorine-36 is created in the atmosphere by spallation reactions on 40Ar, and T1/2¼ 3 � 105

years. From the time of its creation, the chlorine is incorporated in water masses and in the

hydrological cycle. The 36Cl/Cltotal ratio is 100	 20 � 10�5 in rainwater at the Earth’s surface.

We analyze the water sampled from a deep aquifer and find 5 � 10�15 for the 36Cl/Cltotal ratio.

How old is the groundwater?

5 Here is a series of 10Be/9Be measurements on a manganese crust.

(i) What is the rate of accretion?

(ii) What is the error?

Depth (mm) 10Be/9Be	 2 	

Surface 3.94	0.32 � 10�8

0–1.0 3.23	0.12 � 10�8

1.5–2.0 2.19	0.25 � 10�8

2.5–3.0 1.79	0.08 � 10�8

3.5–4.0 1.41	0.06 � 10�8

4.0–5.0 1.04	0.07 � 10�8

5.0–5.7 9.00	0.52 � 10�9

5.7–6.0 5.98	0.88 � 10�9

6.0–7.0 5.20	0.44 � 10�9

8.0–8.5 3.94	0.26 � 10�9

8.5–9.0 2.69	0.62 � 10�9

9.0–10.0 2.39	0.40 � 10�9

10.7–11.7 1.85	0.44 � 10�9
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CHAPTER FIVE

Uncertainties and results of
radiometric dating

5.1 Introduction

Thepurposeofthis chapter istoreviewradiometricdatingmethodsasappliedbothtoterres-
trialandtocosmicproblems.Weshallspeakofthemajorresultsthatnow¢xthechronological
frameworkoftheEarth’shistory, not forgetting thatwhattheymean is inseparable fromhow
reliable theyare.The central questionwe shall be dealingwith in this chapter is: how reliable
arethegeologicalageswedetermine?Inotherwords,whatis thelevelofuncertaintya¡ecting
anagedetermination?1Whatguaranteehavewethatthisage isgeologicallymeaningful?
Ascertaining theuncertainty�,whenweobtainavalueT, allowingustowritethattheage

is T��, is a problem that breaks down into various sub-problems, some of which are
uncommon even in books on uncertainty. Let us get our ideas straight with a simple
example.
Supposewemeasure a series ofrocksby the 87Rb^87Srmethodand theanalytical results

are just aboutalignedonthe (87Sr/86Sr,87Rb/86Sr) diagram.Howcanwemeasure the slope
of the straight line isochron to calculate the age of the rocks? Any experimental physicist
will tell you that you ¢rst need to know the uncertainty a¡ecting each individual physical
measurement: the strontium isotope ratios and the absolute values in 87Rb and 86Sr. And
thenthatyouneedtoestimatetheslopeofthestraight linebyusingtheleast-squaresmethod
where the ‘‘weight’’of each data point is measured by its individual uncertainty.We then
obtain an age and an uncertainty value re£ecting the dispersion of data points relative to
the straight line we calculated.This approach, which has been tried and tested by years of
statisticalpractice, seemsunassailableonthefaceof it.Andyet,as soonas it isputintoprac-
tice, it raises questions that are not to do with mathematical statistics but with what we
mightcallgeological understanding.
The ¢rst question is: should we attribute the analytical uncertainty measured in the

laboratory to all the datapoints?Despite the reassuring lookofthis question,which invites
us to answer ‘‘yes,’’ we need to realize that such‘‘automatic’’attribution is not as safe as we
mightthink. In fact, the rockswith thehighest 87Rb/86Sr values andtherefore 87Sr *values,
are probably those that, in the course of geological history, have been the most likely to

1 To avoid any confusion with the word ‘‘error’’ used in ordinary language it is now recommended to use the
term uncertainty in scientific work. The word error is used when we know the difference between the true

value and the measured value; uncertainty is an estimate of this error. I shall try to abide by this logical rule,
although it goes against decades of habit. Indeed, it has often been used in the first three chapters.



lose 87Sr* through exchanges with adjacent rocks. Logically, we should therefore attribute
greater uncertainty to theirages than to thoseofother rocks andmeasure the de¢cit in geo-
logical robustness.Moreover, suchuncertaintywouldbeasymmetricalbecause the lossof
87Sr* leads to a reduction in the 87Sr/86Sr ratio (Figure 5.1). Should we therefore increase
theanalyticaluncertaintyofageologicaluncertainty?

Another question arises. Given that we are working with a natural system and that the
conditionsofthebasicmodel (perfect initial isotopichomogenization, boxclosed since the
origin)haveprobablynotbeenstringentlyobserved, thedatapointsaredistributed‘‘statisti-
cally’’ (thatis,moreorlessaccurately)aroundthebeststraight-line¢t.Howmuchdispersion
is acceptable for it to be considered that we are indeedworking within the frameworkof a
theoretical model and therefore that the age determination is legitimate? This is a di⁄cult
question and evenmore so ifyou thinkthat, aswegoback in time, thevagaries ofdisruptive
geological phenomena become ever more probable and that the alignment must be less
good for Precambrian rocks than for rocks of the Secondary era, say.Therefore geological
tolerance for non-alignmentmust logically increasewithage.Byhowmuch?Towhatextent
canweacceptnon-alignment, even for veryold rocks?Wemust remember that, in addition
tomeasurementuncertainty, analyticaluncertainty too is a functionofage.There is, then, a
seriesofpriorquestions toourcentralquestion: is agedetermination reliable?

There is a second aspect to this issue of the reliability ofmeasurements, that of the geo-
logical signi¢cance ofthe age obtained. Imaginewehave an age in thousands,millions, or
billions ofyears, together with its uncertainty.What does the numberobtained correspond
togeologically?Letus return toour series of rockswhoseageshavebeen determinedby the
87Rb^87Srmethod. Is the 87Rb^87Sr straight line a‘‘mixing line’’or an isochron?Chapter 3
(Section 3.4) gave us a test for deciding between these two hypotheses. Supposewe think it

Geological
uncertainties
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87Rb/86Sr
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c

Figure 5.1 A series of Rb–Sr measurements plotted on the isochron diagram. After examining the
dispersion of data points, there seem to be three options for obtaining the ‘‘best age.’’ (a) We can
calculate the best straight-line fit using all of the data points to which analytical uncertainty has been
attributed and obtain an age determination. The uncertainty of the pattern suggests that this age is
very much influenced by samples 6 and 7. (b) We add a geological uncertainty to samples 6 and 7
because they are the most radiogenic and so liable to have lost 87Sr. We then calculate the best straight-
line fit. (c) We eliminate samples 6 and 7 and use samples 1–5 alone to calculate the best straight-line fit.
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plausible we have an isochron.What does this mean? Our basic model is of a closed box in
whichwe enclose radioactive and radiogenic isotopes at awell-de¢ned‘‘instant’’T0. But to
what does this formal theoretical model correspond in the world of nature? Suppose that,
togetour ideas straight, the series ofrocks in question is a series ofgranite rocks froma sin-
glemassif. Is theageobtainedtheagewhenthegranitewas emplacedasamagmaor theage
of the metamorphic basement whose partial melting gave rise to the granite mass?
Assuming it is the emplacement of the granite that is dated, what is the exact time of that
emplacement?When themagma¢rst intruded?When it crystallized?Or is itwhen hydro-
thermal circulation occurred, which seems to end the emplacement of granite massifs as
attestedbyquartzveinssometimescontainingmetallicminerals?Onceagain, thisquestion
is not unconnected to the age measured. And if we measure the minerals, have they not
been subjectedtosomesubsequentevent?Didtheyall crystallizeatthesame instant?
The duration of emplacement of granite being estimated at 1Ma in all (perhaps 2Ma),

whenwe date a granite that is 2 billion years old this question is irrelevant as our power of
resolution is insu⁄cient to distinguish the various episodes in its emplacement. But when
wedatethegranitesofthe islandofElba (Italy)as7or8Maold, thequestionbecomesacru-
cial one.Weare left to‘‘date’’somethingwithout reallyknowingwhat it isweare dating! The
agewillbean‘‘averageage’’ofthe emplacementofgraniteonthe islandofElba, butwemust
not read more into it than that! That is, unless we have other independent information
tohand.
This is the sortofquestionwearegoing to try to answer while exploring themajor results

obtainedby radiometric datingmethods. Eachwill be placed in the contextofhow reliable
it is.We shall see that the preceding chapters have given some pointers for some of the pro-
blems.Forothers,weshallneedtogivesubstancetoour intuitionsandattempttorationalize
them . . . or qualify them. But the ultimate test of any age determination by radiometric
methods ishowcoherent it iswithwhatwealreadyknow.
Thisknowledgeformsthe chronologicalsettingwithinwhichthenewdetermination is to

be¢tted.Theoverall framework is formedby thegeological andcosmic timescale.
The age of the Earth orof the Sun is a ¢xedpoint andour ultimate reference point in any

‘‘cosmic’’ chronology. At the same time, these general references are only known with a
degree ofuncertainty because of all the sources we have referred to and are going to study.
There is, then, constant feedbackbetweenadvancesonuncertainties and themajor results.
Themajor results are tobe looked on as numbers that are liable to vary somewhator to see
their underlying meaning change (we shall see this is the case for the age of the Earth).We
shall see there is abroad range ofuncertaintyas regards the chronologyof formation of the
elements. Itistoemphasizethefundamental connectionbetweentheuncertainties inherent
to the methods of radiochronology and its main ¢ndings that they have been brought
togetherhere inasingle chapter.

5.2 Some statistical reminders relative to the
calculation of uncertainties

WhenwemakeNmeasurements ofx, they are represented in a (N, x) plot by grouping the
values ofx into classes.This is a histogram.WhenN is large and the results are distributed
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randomly, we consider that the best estimation of the true value sought is themean of the
measuredvalues (noted �x).

�x ¼ x1 þ x2 þ � � � þ xN
N

¼

PN
i

xi

N
:

Toestimatetheuncertaintyassociatedwiththis,we consider thedispersionofthemeasure-
mentsobtainedbycalculating the deviations fromthemean foreachmeasurementandtak-
ing theiraverage. Inpractice,we calculatethesumofthe squareddeviations:2

Vx ¼
XN
i

ðxi � �xÞ2

andwedivideby thenumberofmeasurementsNminus1togetthemeanvariance:3

Vx ¼

P
i

ðxi � �xÞ2

ðN� 1Þ :

The standarddeviation is the square rootofthevariance:

�x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vx

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i

ðxi � �xÞ2

ðN� 1Þ

vuut
:

The drawbackofusing�x is that it is expressed in units ofx. Sowe cannot compare, say, the
dispersion for the isotopic measurement of lead and that of strontium.Tomake such com-
parisonswede¢nethe reduced dispersion ��bydividing�xby �x:

�� ¼ �x
�x
:

This dispersionor reduceddeviation is expressedaspercent, permil, etc.
Whenuncertainty is considered tobea random£uctuation due to factors that arepoorly

determined but which a¡ect each measurement and make it deviate around its true value,
then results oftheoretical statistics canbeapplied. It canbe shown that if therewerean in¢-
nite numberof randommeasurements, thevaluesmeasuredwouldbe distributed arounda
meanvalueinaccordancewithwhatisknownastheLaplace^Gaussornormaldistribution
(Figure5.2).The curveofthenormaldistribution iswritten:

y ¼ 1

�x
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
2p
p exp � 1

2

x� �x

�x

� �2
" #

wherey is themeasurement frequencyand isafunctionofthevariablex.

2 We use the square so that positive and negative deviations are added and do not cancel out by
subtraction.

3 Suppose we have just one measurement. If we divide by N, the uncertainty would be zero whereas if we
divide by N� 1, that is by zero, it is indeterminate, which is indeed the case!
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The curvey¼ f(x) has the famousbell shape. It is symmetrical about �x (mean).The stan-
dard deviation �x is the distance between the point of in£ection and the mean.The maxi-
mumdeviation is equal toabout�3�x or 99.7%.

Remark
The converse of this last observation is important: if a distribution is random and we know its

maximum dispersion D, we can then estimate �x¼D/6. This dispersion is known as the maximum

range.

In practice, the distributions and parameters calculated are increasingly signi¢cant as we
approach the theoretical distribution, that is, as the numberofmeasurementsN increases.
Unfortunately,N isnotalwayshigh.
When the shapeofthehistogramcanbe representedbyabell-shaped curve,weapply the

results obtained for the ideal distribution with a very large N to such histograms
(Figure 5.3). Let us say that in making this assimilation we are being optimistic about the
uncertainty. In statistics it is shown that this uncertainty is estimated by multiplying the
standard deviation of the histogram measured (�) by 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

.The more measurements we
make, the lower the riskofuncertainty, of course, but this decrease obeys the square-root
law.Uncertaintyonx,written�x, is thereforede¢nedas:

Dx ¼
�xffiffiffiffi
N
p
� �

:

As, in the absence of other information, the standard deviation is the quadratic mean of
deviations, thetotaluncertainty is therefore:

Dx ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
i

ðxi � �xÞ2

ðN� 1Þ

vuut
2
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Figure 5.2 The normal curve. The probability of a measurement occurring, or its frequency, is plotted against
the value of the measurement on a scale expressed in x–x (value corrected by the mean). The distance
between the points of inflection is the dispersion �. Note the geometrical signification of 2� and 3�.
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Naturally, relativeuncertaintymayalsobede¢nedhere:

�D ¼ Dx

�x
:

Thisuncertaintyhasnounitand is expressedaspercent,permil, etc.This formulabywhich
uncertainty varies as1=

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

is absolutely fundamental. It indicates that after estimating
dispersionbasedon thehistogramofexperimentalvalues,we estimate the reliabilityofthis
uncertainty by attributing to it a weight of 1=

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

. If we make 10, 100, 1000, and 10 000
measurements, precision improves to30%,10%,3%,and1%.

Remark
It can be shown in statistics that if, for a normal distribution, we consider an uncertainty��x, we

have a 63% chance of the real value lying within this interval. If we take � 2�x, that is a greater

uncertainty, this probability reaches 95%. In the first case we speak of high-risk uncertainty, and in

the second of low-risk uncertainty.

In practice, then, we measure uncertainties to the nearest sigma or two sigmas, by the
expressions:

� �xffiffiffiffi
N
p or � 2�xffiffiffiffi

N
p

whereN is thenumberofmeasurements.
A further procedure must be added to these: that of the elimination of aberrant values

(outliers).Somevaluesmeasuredare completelyoutoflinewiththehistogram.These‘‘aber-
rant’’ values are thought to arise from some random accident during measurement (typi-
cally a sudden £uctuation in electric current when making a measurement on the mass
spectrometer, or the sampling of an apparently sound rockwhich proves to be weathered
when analyzed more closely).The following criterion is used to eliminate these values: all

N

Concentration (ppm)

10

19.0 20.0 21.0

8
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Figure 5.3 Histogram of 100 measurements of strontium concentration in a series of rocks from a
single site. The histogram and the normal curve approximating it are shown. The mean is 20 ppm, the
dispersion �¼ 0.5 ppm. We can therefore write concentration C¼ 20� 0.5 ppm. Relative uncertainty is
written 0.5/20¼ 2.5%.
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the values beyond �3� are eliminated, and then the entire calculation is repeated. The
resulting uncertainty that has been ‘‘cleaned’’ of extreme outliers is denoted �x* or �D�
dependingonwhether it is anabsoluteor relativeuncertainty.
We now need to introduce a few useful distinctions (Figure 5.4).The accuracyof a mea-

surement is estimated from the deviation between the measured value and the true value
sought.Precision or reproducibility is the dispersion ofameasurement repeatedN times:
it is this dispersion dividedby themeanvalue.Reproducibility canbe estimated fromahis-
togram ofmeasurements. Accuracy can only be estimated if we have independent knowl-
edge (or an estimate) of the true values. The power of resolution in geochronology is the
smallest age di¡erencewe can measurewith anyguarantee of reliability. It is de¢ned as the
quantity signi¢cantly di¡erent from zero that can be estimated between two events:
R¼ t1� t2.ToestimateR,weassumethedeviationmustbegreater thanthesumofthestan-
darddeviations:R � �t1 þ �t2 .

Exercise

The 206Pb/204Pb ratio of a rock is measured six times giving: 18.35, 18.38, 18.39, 18.32, 18.33,

and 18.35. What value will we give for the isotopic composition of this rock? What is the

precision achieved? Is it worth making another six measurements given that the reproduci-

bility of each measurement is 3ø?

N

x measured
values

true
value

N

xtrue
value

a

c xtrue
value

xtrue
value

b

d

Figure 5.4 The difference between reproducibility and accuracy. (a) Good reproducibility but poor
accuracy; (b) poor reproducibility and poor accuracy; (c) poor reproducibility but good accuracy; (d)
good reproducibility and good accuracy.
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Answer
Supposing the uncertainty values of each measurement are equal, we calculate:

�x ¼ 18:353;� ¼ 0:025;Dx ¼ �x=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p
¼ 0:010; �D ¼ Dx=x ¼ 5:4 � 10�4:

We can therefore write �x ¼ 18:353� 0:010 with 63% confidence and �x ¼ 18:353� 0:02 with

95% confidence.

If we were to make another six measurements, precision would move from 0.01 to 0.0077,

which is a gain of 4 � 10�4. But the precision of a single measurement is 3 � 10�3, therefore it

is not worthwhile (except in special cases).

Remark
It is worth pondering that the numerical calculation gives more figures after the decimal point for

a much larger number of measurements (to be exact �¼ 0.024 94). Now, we have written

�¼ 0.025 because the figures 94 are not significant. This approach is in line with the answer to

the famous question: can we measure the length of a table to the nearest tenth of a millimeter

using a measuring rod graduated in centimeters? Common sense is as good a guide to the answer

as mathematics.

Exercise

Here are two histograms of measurements of 87Sr/86Sr ratios for a single sample

(Figure 5.5). The first consists of 20 measurements with a mean value of 0.709 166, with

�x¼ 2.31 � 10� 5. The second consists of 400 measurements with a mean value of 0.709 184

with �x¼ 4.34 � 10� 6.
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Figure 5.5 Histogram of 87Sr/86Sr ratios measured on a single sample. (a) 20 measurements, (b) 400
measurements. Notice that the classes become narrower as the number of measurements rises.
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(1) What is the uncertainty affecting the measurement?

(2) How many measurements need to be made to get a standard deviation of 1 ppm?

(3) In this last case, do you think the uncertainty should be taken as� �x=
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

or� 2�x=
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

?

Answer
(1) Intrinsic uncertainty is determined from the (ln �, ln

ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

) curve as 111 ppm.

(2) It would take 10 000 measurements.

(3) With ��x=
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

, the 400 ratio measurement lies outside the uncertainty limits on the 20

measurement expression. However, with �2�x=
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

it is within limits. The latter expres-

sion is therefore required.

Exercise

Two 14C ages are measured: 3230� 70 years and 3260� 60 years. Are these ages significantly

distinct? What is the power of resolution of 14C for 3000 years?

Answer
The two ages are not significantly different as their standard deviations overlap. The power

of resolution of 14C for 3000 years is 2%, or 60 years, which is a somewhat optimistic

estimate!

5.2.1 Systematic uncertainties

Randomuncertaintiesaredeviationsofmeasuredvalues fromthetruevalue causedbyvag-
aries obeying the lawsofchance.‘‘Chance is aword thathides our ignorance,’’as themathe-
matician and great scholar of probability E¤ mile Borel used to say. But some uncertainties
aresystematic, thatis, theya¡ecttheoutcomeofmeasurementsbythesamefactor,although
that factor is not necessarily a known one. These really are random ‘‘errors.’’ Here’s an
example.
As stated, radioactive constants are a¡ected by measurement uncertainty and so are

periodically ‘‘updated,’’ that is, improved.When we calculate an age with one of the dat-
ing formulae we have developed, with the given value of a constant, we invariably intro-
duce the same uncertainty (but the amplitude of the uncertainty is not always the
same). Such uncertainty is not really troublesome when the same method is used sys-
tematically.We then draw up a dating scale which can always be adjusted as required.
But whenever we wish to use ages obtained by methods based on di¡erent decay rates
and compare them, uncertainties about decay constants become very troublesome
indeed.
Another systematicuncertaintymayarise fromthe systemofphysicalmeasurements.As

described, international standards are used for calibrating any systematic uncertainties
theremaybe among laboratories. Avalue is set for these standards although one cannotbe
sure it is accurate.Hereagain, this approach,whilenecessary, isnot fullysatisfactorywhen-
ever several methods are used. And what if some of the standards were wrong? After all,
even the U.S. National Bureau of Standards, the ¢nal arbiter, makes ‘‘errors’’ too and gives
its resultswithmarginsofuncertainty!
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5.2.2 Pseudo-random uncertainties

In theproblemswe dealwith, uncertainty is often a combination ofsystematic and random
phenomena.When we spoke in Chapter 3 of the histogram of 40K^40Ar ages, which is
asymmetrical, we said it was better to take not the mean as the most likely age value but
the mode (the value most frequently measured) as the asymmetry was probably caused by
di¡usion of the radiogenic isotope 40Ar, which tends to‘‘lower’’ the age. Superimposed on
a random distribution due, say, to measurement uncertainties, we have a systematic trend
ofargon di¡usion. Evenwhen a large numberofmeasurements aremade, pseudo-random
distributions are generally asymmetrical relative to the normal distribution (Figure 5.6).
Anyofthreetypesofparametermayrepresentthetruevaluesought.

Themean is de¢nedas inthenormaldistributionby:

�x ¼
X
i

xi
N
:

Themode is the value occurring most frequently in the distribution. It is, mathematically,
themost likely value.Themedian is the value dividing the samplemeasured into two equal
halves. It iswhatwemightcall thehalfwayhouse.

Exercise

The U–He age of a series of magnetites is measured. Table 5.1a shows the distribution of

apparent ages and Table 5.1b the distribution of uranium contents.

(1) Draw the corresponding histograms.

(2) Calculate the mean age and mean U content. Calculate the modes and medians.

(3) What is your geological interpretation of these results?

Answer
Mean age¼ 26.3 Ma; median age¼ 27 Ma; modal age¼ 30 Ma.

Mean U content � 25 ppb; median U content � 25 ppb; modal U content � 25 ppb.

The most likely geological age is 30 Ma since the distribution of uranium is virtually normal,

which is evidence that it has not been disrupted subsequently. The asymmetry seems to result
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Figure 5.6 The difference between mode, median, and mean illustrated on an asymmetrical distribution.
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solely from the diffusion of helium (Figure 5.7), which tends to lower the ages. Here, then, the

mode is the preferred value, although there is nothing to show that the maximum value of

32 Ma is not closest to the truth.

There is nothing automatic, then, about the choice of parameter (mean, mode, or med-
ian) that mustbe chosen to get closest to the truth.This must be decided in each individual
case by a qualitative analysis (here geochemical or geological).This is a characteristic fea-
ture of pseudo-statistics. Letus laydown a rule ofprocedure:we shall use the parameters
employed in statisticsbuttheirmeaningwill be discussed in termsofgeologyand inparti-
cular the randomor non-randomcharacterof thephenomenaconsidered.
Uncertainty is often expressed by the varianceVx, the standard deviation �x, and the

uncertainty �x=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

¼ Dx. But here too uncertainties may be asymmetrical, as
mentioned in the introductory example.We might also write 300 Maþ15�5 . That means the
age liesbetween315and295Maanddependsonwhatultimatelycauses theuncertainty.

Table 5.1a Distribution of apparent ages

T (Ma)

32 30 28 26 24 22 20 18

Numberofsamples 3 10 7 6 5 4 3 2
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Figure 5.7 Histogram of age and uranium content measurements (see Tables 5.1a and 5.1b).

Table 5.1b Distribution of uranium content

U(ppb)

42.5 37.5 32.5 27.5 22.5 17.5 12.5 7.5

Numberofsamples 1 2 7 10 10 6 3 1
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5.2.3 Composite uncertainty

We de¢ne the possible estimated deviation between the measured value and the true
value by the absolute uncertainty �x.This uncertainty is therefore expressed in the same
units as x.We also de¢ne relative uncertainty �x/x. This has no units and is expressed
in per cent, per mil, etc. Both types of uncertainty are very important in radiometric
dating. Absolute uncertainty determines what time interval we can measure, which is
physically essential, of course, and is re£ected in the expression of the power of resolu-
tion. Relative uncertainty represents the measurement quality, which is a very useful
pointer too.

Inwhat follows, we take the standard deviation of the measurement � as the estimate of
uncertainty.

When aprocess leading to ameasurement consists in a series ofoperations, the calcula-
tionofthe¢naluncertainty involves somequite strict rules.

Addition ofoperations
Iftheprocess isanadditionofoperationsx¼ auþ bvwhereaandbmaybepositiveor nega-
tive, thenweaddvariances:

V2
x ¼ a2�2u þ b2�2v þ 2ab�2u;v

whereVu,v is the correlationbetweenvariancesu andv, that is, the covariance:

Vu;v ¼
X
i

ðxi � �xÞðyi � �yÞ
N� 1

¼ �2u;v:

If b is negative and a positive, the covariance is subtracted. But be careful, the covariance
itselfmaybe either positiveor negative.The covariance canbewritten:

�2u;v ¼ �u;v � �u � �v

andthe linearcorrelative coe⁄cent is:

�u;v ¼
�2u;v
�u � �v

:

Thevalueof�u,v liesbetween0and�1 (Figure5.8).
Ifx¼ uþ v,we canwrite:

�x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2u þ �2v þ 2�u;v �u �v

q
:

Notice thatwhen covariance ishighand is subtracted�xmaybeverylow. This lowvariance
is the resultofacompensation e¡ectand ismisleading.

Thus, for example, whenwewish to calculate the erroron the radiogenic (207Pb/206Pb)*
slope after making an isotopic measurementof lead, this error is very slightbecause of the
close correlation between the errors on 206Pb/204Pb and 207Pb/204Pb created by the high
uncertaintyon 204Pb.
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Multiplication ordivision operations
Iftheprocess involvesmultiplicationordivisionoperations:

x ¼ a � u � v

or similarly

x ¼ au

v
:

Onceagainvariances are required,butthis timetheymustbeweighted:

V2
x

x2
¼ �

2
u

u2
þ �

2
v

v2
þ
2�2u;v
uv

for multiplication

V2
x

x2
¼ �

2
u

u2
þ �

2
v

v2
�
2�2u;v
uv

for division:

(Toobtain this expression, justshiftto logsandwe comebacktoadditions.)

�x
x
¼ x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2u
u2
þ �

2
v

v2
�
2�2u;v
uv

s
¼ ��x;

thatis, reduceddispersion. Inthis case, covarianceisaddedformultiplicationandsubtracted
fordivision. In fact, thisuse of variance is essentialwhenuncertainties are correlated.
Ifthere isno correlation,we candealdirectlywithstandarddeviations, aswithdi¡erential

deviations (obeying the rulesofdi¡erentiation).
Foraddition

x ¼ au� bv

wewrite:

�x ¼ a�u þ b�v:

u

X

v

 = 0
_

 0.6

= –0.95

2 4 6 8

2

1

∼

ρ

ρ
ρ

 

Figure 5.8 Diagram showing how errors on u and v in a product u �v may be correlated and how the
factor �u,v varies (see text for definition of symbols).
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Formultiplication

x ¼ a � uv

wewrite:

�x
x
� �u

u
þ �v

v
:

Letusexaminethescopeofapproximationonasimpleexamplewherex¼ uþ v. If�u,v¼ 0it
canbe seen that�x corresponds to the lengthof the diagonal of the rectangle ofdimensions
�u and�v:

�x ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2u þ �2v

q
:

Ifwemake the approximation: �x��uþ �v it holds good if �u and �v are quite di¡erent. If
they are of the same order of magnitude, we can make a maximum error of 2=

ffiffiffi
2
p
¼ 1:4,

which is notbad for an uncertaintygiven that we gain in ease ofestimation comparedwith
the calculation involvingvariance.

Notice thatboth expressions consist in di¡erentiatingand then replacing the di¡erences
by ¢nite increases which are taken to be equal to �. This practice is generalized when the
uncertaintyofavalue stems fromamathematical formula.

Wedi¡erentiateandthen replace thedi¡erentialsby the�values.
Ifx¼ uv:

�x ¼ �ðu; vÞ ¼ u�v þ v�u QED:

Likewise ifx¼ un:

�x ¼ jnjun�1�x

andsoon.
This istheapproachweshalladoptinwhatfollows,unlessotherwisestated.Ifwehavesev-

eralmeasurements in each case, thenwemustsystematically replace�byD ¼ �=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

.
Noticethattobeabletoadduncertaintieswhentheyareofdi¡erenttypes, theymustallbe

expressed in the same units. A convenient way to do this in geochronology is to express
them all as ages (aswehave alreadydone for 14C).This makes it easier to compare di¡erent
geochronometers.

5.3 Sources of uncertainty in radiometric dating

Letus recall the stageswegothrough indeterminingageological age:

� wecollectthesamples tobeanalyzed: rocks,minerals,wood, etc.;
� weanalyze these samples inthe laboratory for their isotopic andchemical ratios;
� weusethesemeasurements to calculateanage;
� wesituate this agewithinageological scenariowhichwe construct.

Eachstage is a¡ectedbypotentialuncertainties (Figure5.9).
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5.3.1 Uncertainties introduced when collecting samples

A question arises before taking samples. Should the sample be taken at random? Such
an approach looks rigorous as it rules out any subjectivity. Unfortunately, if we set about
this ‘‘blindly’’ we would ‘‘knowingly’’ introduce systematic uncertainties. For example,
if we sample rocks from a massif of granite, a random sample may include weathered
rocks, rocks in contact with neighboring ones of di¡erent origins and ages, andwhich are
liable tobe contaminatedbysuch contact at tectonic faults, etc. In practice, we try to de¢ne
a homogeneous and representative geological whole (various units of the granite massif)
and then try to take a random sample of that. It is di⁄cult to evaluate the uncertainty of
a sample if only one sample is taken. If several are taken, the results must be treated as for
anordinarymeasurement, assumingarandomuncertaintyof1=

ffiffiffiffi
N
p

whereN is thenumber
of samples collected. Each investigator must think about this sampling question and
solve it (not forgetting any hidden structures) by combining statistics and . . . geological
commonsense!

5.3.2 Physical uncertainties on an individual measurement

Uncertainties onages obtained fromparent decaymethods (14C,10Be, etc.)
Webeginwith the dating equation, noting�¼ 14C/Ctotal or�¼ 10Be/9Be.�¼�0 e� lt from
which t¼ 1/lln (� 0/�).
Following the rulesgiven earlier, theuncertainties arewritten:

Dt ¼ D
1

l

� �
lnð�0=�Þ þ

1

l
Dð�0=�Þ
ð�0=�Þ

Dt ¼ Dl

l2
� ltþ 1

l
D�
�
þ D�0

�0

� �

Dt ¼ Dl
l

� �
tþ D�

l�
þ D�0

l�0
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Chemical and isotopic
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Geological

interpretation
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=
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Figure 5.9 Determining a geological age while allowing for uncertainties affecting each stage.
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Dt ¼ Dl
l

� �
tþ D�

e�lt
þ D�0

� �
1

l�0
:

Wesupposethat�land��0 arenegligible.Thus:

Dt � D�
�0 le�lt

:

Exercise

We wish to calculate the uncertainty associated with the determination of a 14C age. We

accept that the uncertainty on the 14C/C measurement is 2%. We ignore the uncertainty

affecting the estimate of (14C/C)0 (which is far from negligible in practice) and consider that

the uncertainty on the radioactive constant is 1/1000.

Calculate the absolute and relative uncertainties committed for ages of 500, 5000, 10 000,

and 30 000 years. Plot the relative uncertainty curve against age.

Answer
We get:

Age (yr) 500 5000 10 000 30 000

�t (yr) 176 302 554 6219

�t/t (%) 35 6 5.5 20

The curve of (�t/t) diverges towards the low and high values of t (Figure 5.10).

Overall estimation of uncertaintyon long half-life parent^daughtermethods
The chronometric equation with the usual notational conventions is written in the linear
approximation, with � being the radiogenic isotope ratio and � the parent^daughter iso-
tope ratio:

� ¼ �0 þ l�t

Δt
/t

Age (years)

Uncertainty on 14C

500 5000 10 000 30 000

30%

20%

10%

Figure 5.10 Relative uncertainty on a 14C age determination as a function of that age. Notice the scale is
logarithmic.
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fromwhich

t ¼ 1

l
�� �0

�

� �
:

Theuncertainties arethenwritten:

Dt
t
¼ Dl

l
þ Dð�� �0Þ
ð�� �0Þ

þ D�
�

but (���0)¼�lt, hence:
Dt
t
¼ Dl

l
þ 1

�

D��
lt
þ D�

� �

where�� is theuncertaintyonthemeasurementof�, and��thatonthemeasurementof�.
We note�*�¼���0. Letus leave aside the uncertaintya¡ecting the decay constant. For
agiven radiometric datingmethod:

Dt
t
¼ D�

l�t
þ D�

�
:

Wenoticeimmediatelythatuncertaintyrisesveryquicklywhenlt!0.Thereforeeachchron-
ometer based on the parent^daughter pair has a lower limit of applicationTmin. In all of the
long-period methods we have considered, � never tends towards zero. So there is no upper
limit.Allofthese chronometers candate events fromTminuntil theageoftheUniverse.4

Measurement uncertainty is related to the measurement of � and �, and again this was
considered inChapter1.Therearetwokindsofmeasurementuncertainty: chemical uncer-
tainties in thepreparation stagebecauseofpossible contaminationor poor practice in iso-
topic dilutionandphysical uncertainties relatedtotheprecisionofthemass spectrometer.
Inpractice, tominimizethe¢rstofthese, the reagents arepuri¢edsoas tomake contami-

nation negligible. For themass spectrometer, we increase the numberofmeasurements to
improvethestatistics, as alreadydescribed.

Exercise

Typically, precision on the measurement of the 87Sr/86Sr ratio is 10� 4 and does not vary much

with the ratio, which is about 0.7. The uncertainty on the decay constant is 2 � 10� 2. Precision

on measurement of the 87Rb/86Sr ratio is not as good because concentrations of elements

must be measured by isotopic dilution (we shall estimate it at 3.5 � 10� 3). By taking the

example of granite where 87Rb/86Sr¼ 3.5, calculate �t and �t/t as a function of age.

Answer

Dt

t
¼ 2 � 10�2 þ 1

3:5

10�4

1:4 � 10�11 � t þ 3:5 � 10�3

� �
:

Figure 5.11 illustrates the variation of �t/t and of �t over time.

4 This remark applies neither to radioactive chains nor to extinct radioactivity, because in both these cases
there is a Tmin and a Tmax as in dating methods based on the parent isotope.
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Exercise

Lanthanum-138 decays by electron capture to 138Ba and by �� emission to 138Ce. The decay

constants are lcap¼ 4.4 � 10� 12 yr� 1 and l�¼ 2.255 � 10� 12 yr� 1. (This is a similar situation to

the branched decay of 40K into 40Ar and 40Ca.)

(1) Establish the general chronometric equation and its linear approximation.

(2) Lanthanum-138 represents 0.089% of normal lanthanum. Barium-138 makes up 88% of

naturally occurring barium. The uncertainty on the measurement of the 138Ba/137Ba ratio

is� 10� 4 for a ratio greater than 6.3997, which is the normal value. This value is the value

of the initial ratio for all rocks and terrestrial minerals.

What must the 138La/137Ba and therefore the La/Ba ratio be for us to use this method to date

rocks 2 � 109 years old (neglecting the uncertainty on l) with an uncertainty of less than� 2%?

(Notice that if we measure a ratio with a relative precision of � 2 � 10� 4, the absolute

precision on the ratio of 6.4 is about � 1.3 � 10� 3.)

Answer

(1)
138Ba
137Ba

¼
138Ba
137Ba

� �
0

þ
138La
137Ba

� �
lcap

lcap þ l�
ðeðlcapþl�Þ � 1Þ:

The linear approximation of this formula is:

138Ba
137Ba

¼
138Ba
137Ba

þ
138La
137Ba

� �
lcapt :

(2) To solve the problem, 138La/137Ba must be roughly equal to 3.6, that is the La/Ba ratio

must be about 557. This is a substantial La/Ba ratio seldom found in nature.5 Here are a

few ratios for common rocks, to give us an idea: peridotite¼ 0.1, granite¼ 0.75,

basalt¼ 0.5. This is why this method is little used in practice.
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M
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Δt
/t

1 Ga 100 Ma 10 Ma4 Ga

relative uncertainty

absolute uncertainty

Time

Figure 5.11 Variation of absolute and relative uncertainty on the 87Rb–87Sr age of a granite as a
function of its age. For the granite 87Rb/86Sr¼ 3.5. Notice that the relative uncertainty declines with
age. Notice too that the age scale is logarithmic.

5 High ratios are found only in a few rather rare minerals such as allanite. This is the mineral used to
determine this date.
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5.3.3 Uncertainties on age calculations

After the measurement phase we have either a single measurement or a series ofmeasure-
ments. In the¢rst instance,weapply the dating formulawhichyieldswhatwehave calledan
apparent age andwemove on to the next stagewhich is the geological interpretation. Ifwe
have a series ofmeasurements, which is usually the case nowadayswith the faster methods
ofanalysis available, anyofseveral situationsmayarise.

Case 1.The series of measurements relates to various chronometers on various coge-
netic rich systems.This is the semi-quantitative problemwe have already addressed.The
age is limited at the lower bound by the age of the most retentive mineral, say, the
206Pb^207Pb age on zircon or hornblende if it is K^Ar alone.This situation is nowadays
of historical and didactic interest only, since modern studies are made on a set of
measurements.
Case 2.We have manymeasurements made byonemethod on one type ofmineral.This

case isbecomingevermoregeneralwiththedevelopmentof in-situmethodsofanalysis: ser-
ies of 206Pb^207Pb measurements on zircon using an ion probe, series of 39Ar^40Ar or
40K^40Aronmicaorbasaltglassusing laserextractiontechniques.
Case 3.Aseriesofpairedmeasurementsmaybeusedto de¢nea straight-line isochronor

adiscordia.

In the latter two instances, which are now the most common, there is a twin problem
to overcome. First, can a valid age be calculated from the values measured? In other
words, do the conditions for applying the theoretical reference models prevail? Is the
alignment acceptable? This is the issue of acceptability. After answering this ¢rst ques-
tion, how do we calculate the most reliable age mathematically, and with what uncer-
tainty? This is the age calculation proper. Obviously, the answer may involve both
geological and experimental considerations.We have adopted the following rules.We
shall introduce the geological criteria at the same time as the acceptability criterion,
but not when calculating the age proper. This means we shall not attribute geological
uncertainties to each samplemeasuredbecausewehaveno rationalmeans of ¢xing them
quantitatively.
We shall therefore calculate ages and their uncertainties from standard statistical meth-

ods on measurements that are geologically accepted.We then have an age and an uncer-
tainty. We shall then introduce geological uncertainties when making the geological
interpretation.
To return to the example given in the introduction, if we have a series of measurements

plotted in the (87Rb/86Sr, 87Sr/86Sr) diagramwe shall introduce a geological appraisal to
decide whether the alignment of experimental measurements is acceptable or not and
whether some peculiar measurements mustbe eliminated (we shall seehow to do thiswith
an objective statistical criterion). If the answer is positive, we shall calculate the age using a
weighted least-squares method.6 We then introduce geological uncertainties when inter-
preting thegeologicalageobtained (Figure5.12).

6 Thus in the theoretical example in the introduction we use option (c) in Figure 5.1.
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Individual age statistics
These individual apparent age statistics relate to measurements made on rich systems.The
problemisanalogoustothatofphysicalmeasurements.Forexample, ifwemeasuretheappar-
ent 207Pb^206Pb age onwhat we think is a cogenetic series of zircon samples, we construct
thehistogramofdata.This distributionwill be generallyasymmetrical, with the asymmetry
being established towards the younger ages because of the di¡usion of the daughter isotope
which tends to lower the age. From that point, we choose themodal value as the age and the
standard deviation of the distribution as the uncertainty. By way of example, here is a
207Pb^206Pb asymmetrical age distribution obtained by using an ion probe on zircon
(Figure 5.13). But when we analyze detrital zircons in sedimentary rocks, not only grain by
grainbutevenbyseveralmeasurementsonasinglegrain, thehistogramisextremelycomplex.
Itcanonlybe interpretedaftergeologicalandquantitativestatisticalanalyses.

Uncertainties inmeasuring straight lines of isotope evolution
Presence orabsence ofalignment
Wemust also knowhow to estimate the uncertainty on a series of measurements that do
or do not de¢ne an isochron or a straight line on the concordia diagram.This is what we

Data

Filter

Geological
acceptability

Statistical
processing

Result with
uncertainties

Geological
data

Interpretation
with

uncertainties}
Figure 5.12 The points in the procedure at which geological knowledge is introduced.

N

Age (Ma)
450 500 550 600

10

5

Figure 5.13 A series of apparent 207Pb–206Pb ages determined on zircon using ion probe spot analysis.
The proposed age is 560� 20 Ma.
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may call the alignment uncertainty, because for themethodof the straight line of isotope
evolution as for the concordia method, data points are rarely perfectly aligned and all
the less so as the precision of the experimental method increases.What causes this non-
alignment? A shortcoming in the initial natural isotopic homogenization, that is, at the
time the rock crystallized? A slight opening of the system? The choice of samples?
Admittedly, the mathematical uncertainty can be calculated with a least-squares pro-
gram,which isultimatelywhatwedo (becauseweknowofnoalternative), but is this areli-
able method? As long as we ignore what caused the uncertainty, its meaning remains
ambiguous.
The ¢rst estimate of the alignment orotherwise ofdata points must bemade visuallyon

the diagrams, making allowance, of course, for the experimental uncertainties attributed
to each measurement. Next we turn to statistical methods as theyallow the approach tobe
rationalized.
All these words of warning are intended to emphasize the fact that there is no auto-

matic process or mathematical formula to be blindly applied. Instead, each step
requires all of the physical, chemical, and geological knowledge available in each
instance.

The correlation coe⁄cient
Let there be twovariables (y, x) and a series of paired values (y1, x1), (y2, x2), . . . , (yN, xN),
that is, for us, a couple of analyses of two isotopic or chemical ratios.We can calculate the
mean forbothvariables:

�y ¼ 1

N

XN
1

yi and �x ¼ 1

N

XN
1

xi:

Wecan calculate thevariances relative tothemeanvaluesofxandy:

Vx ¼
1

N

X
ðxi � �xÞ2 and Vy ¼

1

N

X
ðyi � �yÞ2:

Thestandarddeviations,whichare thesquare rootsofthevariances, arewritten

�x ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðxi � �xÞ2

N

s
and �y ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðyi � �yÞ2

N

s
:

Wehaveanalogouslyde¢nedwhat is termedcovariance (alreadyencountered):

Vxy ¼ Vyx ¼
1

N

X
ðyi � �yÞðxi � �xÞ:

Thiscovarianceiszeroifthevaluesofyandxvaryindependentlyofoneanother.Ifthevaria-
tions are correlated, themagnitudewillbe either positiveor negative dependingonthesign
of the correlation. This covariance could re£ect the value of the correlation. However, if
itwere leftso, itwoulddependontheactualvaluesofbothxiand �xandofyiand �y.Forexam-
ple, it would be di¡erent for a pair of variables measured in ppm and another measured
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in percent where the correlation looked the same.Tomake the correlation measurement
independent of the units chosen for measuring y and x, we de¢ne the correlation coe⁄-
cient r :

r ¼
P
ðyi � �yÞðxi � �xÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðyi � �yÞ2

q ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðxi � �xÞ2

q ¼ Vxyffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vyy

p ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Vxx

p :

Whenxandyareuncorrelated, r¼ 0;whentheyarefullycorrelated jrj ¼ 1 (þ1forapositive
correlation and�1for a negative correlation).Thiswas the parameter �u, v used previously
in combiningstatistics.

Exercise

We have a series of 87Rb–86Sr analyses given in Table 5.2. These analyses are plotted on the

diagram in Figure 5.14 as stars. (The white dots are for the next exercise.)

Calculate the coefficient of correlation.

Answer
We posit 87Sr/86Sr¼ y and 87Rb/86Sr¼ x. The mean values are calculated as: �x ¼ 4 and
�y ¼ 0:769 28.

Hence �x¼ 2, �y¼ 0.0284, Vxy¼ 0.0568, and r¼ 0.9375.

Now, as can be seen (Figure 5.14), the points are not perfectly aligned. If dealing with a

very old age (>2 Ga) we would be tempted to accept this procedure for calculating ages.

For younger ages, we must bear in mind that the result is affected by substantial

uncertainty.

Exercise

We posit 87Sr/86Sr¼ y and 87Rb/86Sr¼ x. Consider the table of measurements below (Table 5.3).

Calculate the means, standard deviations, covariance, and coefficient of correlation (see

Figure 5.14).

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

x i � �x 3 2 1 0 �1 �2 � 3

y i � �y 0.0308 0.0258 0.0208 0.0058 0.0008 �0.0342 �0.0492

x i � �xð Þ y i � �y
� �

0.0924 0.0516 0.021 0.008 �0.0684 0.1476 0.3728

Table 5.2 Series of 87Rb/86Sr analyses

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

87Sr/86Sr¼ y 0.800 0.795 0.790 0.775 0.770 0.735 0.720
87Rb/86Sr¼ x 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
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Answer
�x ¼ 4:5185; �y ¼ 0:7647.

Hence �x¼ 2.5158, �y¼ 0.028 633 6, Vxy¼ 0.060 88, and r¼ 0.985.

It can be seen that r is closer to 1 than in the previous exercise. This shows us also the

sensitivity of the correlation coefficient to dispersion.

Figure 5.15 shows some examples of positive correlations with their correlation coe⁄-
cients r.

Table 5.3 Further measurements from 87Rb/86Sr analyses

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

x 7.1 6.53 6 5.5 3 2.5 1
y 0.801 0.791 0.785 0.775 0.746 0.735 0.720

87
Sr

/8
6 S

r

87Rb/86Sr

0.80

0.75

0.70
2 4 6 8

r = 0.9375
r = 0.985

Figure 5.14 Analyses of 87Rb–86Sr plotted on the (87Sr/86Sr, 87Rb/86Sr) diagram.

Sample 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

xi � �x 2.5815 2.015 1.4815 0.9815 �1.518 �2.0185 �3.5185

yi � �y 0.0363 0.0263 0.0203 0.0103 �0.0187 �0.0297 �0.0447

xi � �xð Þ yi � �yð Þ 0.0937 0.0529 0.02398 0.010 10 0.002839 0.05994 0.1572
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Remark
In practice, when the coefficient of correlation is less than 0.90 we consider the data points are

poorly aligned. We do not attempt to identify a straight line. We are outside the conditions accepted

for the various models: no initial isotopic homogeneity, complex opening of the system, etc. If

r> 0.90 we calculate the parameters of the straight line of best fit by the least-squares method.

Inclusionofexperimental uncertainties
In these calculationswehave ignored the individual experimentaluncertainties. Implicitly
wehave considered they were all equal. In practice, when these uncertainties varybetween
measurements, we must weight them and make allowance for them. Let us take the mean
value �xasan example.

Insteadofsimplycalculatingthemeanby �x ¼
P

xi=N,weweightitallowingforvariance:

�x� ¼

P
i

xi
�2
i

	 

P
i

1
�2
i

	 
 :

Let us take a simple example.We have three very di¡erent measurements of uncertainty:
3� 0.1; 4� 2, and 2.5� 0.1. If we make the usual calculation, �x ¼ 3:16. If we make the
weighted calculation �xT ¼ 551=200:25 ¼ 2:75. There is a 14% di¡erence between the
results.

The variance ofuncertainty (here it is a‘‘true error’’) committed is �2 ¼
P
�2i

� ��1, or
�¼ 0.07and �xT ¼ 2:75� 0:07.

If all the uncertainties are identical, the variance is �2�x ¼ �2i =N.We ¢nd D ¼ �i=
ffiffiffiffi
N
p

again.
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Figure 5.15 Measurements that are more or less closely correlated with various values for the
corresponding correlation coefficient.
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An analogous procedure ofweighting by uncertainties is followed to calculate variance
andcovariance:

Vx ¼
1

N�1
P
i

1
�2i
ðxi � �xÞ2

h i
1
N

P
i

1
�2
i

and Vxy ¼
1

N�1
P
i

1
�2i
ðxi � �xÞðyi � �yÞ
1
N

P
i

1
�2
i

:

In each case, themeansare calculatedby theweightedmethod:

�x ¼

P
i

1
�2
i

xi

	 

P
i

1
�2
i

	 
 :

As canbe seen, all of this gives expressionswhich are a little heavy tomanipulatebutwhich
arenotrouble forcomputer programs!

5.3.4 Calculating the equation of the straight line of correlation

We shall set out the principle of the least-squares method in a simple case. Let us look
for the equation of the straight line that statisticallydescribes the cloud of points �xi; �yið Þ.
We accept without proving it (it seems acceptable intuitively) that the straight line will
pass through the mean point of coordinates �x; �yð Þ.We are therefore looking for an equa-
tion of the type y¼ axþ b. The idea in the least-squares method is to look for the best
(least bad) straight line passing through a cloud of points by using a precise criterion.
The usual criterion is to minimize the distance between the points observed and the
straight line we are looking for, which is done by minimizing the sum of the squares of
the distance between the data points and their respective vertical projections. This is
the simple case we shall work through mathematically to make the reasoning clear. If x
and y are connected by a straight line, for the various values (x1, y1), (x2, y2), . . . ,(xN, yN)
we have y1¼ ax1þ b, y2¼ ax2þ b, . . . , yN¼ axNþ b. But this is not quite right because
the straight line does not pass exactly through each point. The square of the distances,
then, iswritten:

ðy1 � b� ax1Þ2 þ ðy2 � b� ax2Þ2 þ � � � þ ðyN � b� axNÞ2 ¼ D2:

We try to minimize the distances from our two unknown parameters a and b.We there-
fore write: @ðD2Þ=@a ¼ 0 and @ðD2Þ=@b ¼ 0, which gives two equations with two
unknowns:

@ðD2Þ
@a

¼
X
i

�2xiðyi � b� axiÞ ¼ 0

@ðD2Þ
@b

¼
X
i

�2ðyi � b� axiÞ ¼ 0:
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Itcanbeseenthenthattheproblemis soluble:wehavetosolveasystemofequationswithtwo
unknownsaand b.The solutiontothisproblemcanbewrittenverysimply:

a ¼ �y� r
�y
�x

�x

b ¼ r
�y
�x

where r is the correlation coe⁄cient.
The equationofthebeststraight-line¢tpasses through �xand �y:

y ¼ �yþ r
�y
�x
ðx� �xÞ:

Theuncertaintyonthe slope iswritten:

fpg ¼ �y
�x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2
p

ffiffiffiffi
N
p :

Theuncertaintyontheordinateattheorigin is:

fIg � �xfpg; or fIg ¼ �x
�y

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� r2
p

ffiffiffiffi
N
p :

Letus turnbacktoTable 5.2 andFigure 5.14.Wehave calculated the coe⁄cientofregression
r¼ 0.9375; it is legitimate, then, to try to calculate the equation of the best straight-line ¢t
whose slope will give us the age, andwhose intercept bwill give us the initial isotope ratio.
The calculationgives:

a ¼ r
�y
�x
¼ 0:013 25 and b ¼ 0:704 84:

By eye, taking a little care, we read a¼ 0.0128 and b¼ 0.705, which is not sobad in the end!
The uncertainties are: on the slope,0.0003476, thereforep¼ 0.01325� 0.0003476, which
corresponds inagetot¼ 939� 24Ma.

Theordinateattheorigin is I¼� 0.001567.Hence

ð87Sr=86SrÞ0 ¼ 0:704 84� 0:001 56:

In practice, to be rigorous, we must take account of the experimental uncertainties on x
and y, whichare notnecessarily related to the distance from thebest straight-line¢t.They
measure the importance attributed to each point in calculating the least squares. The
smaller the uncertainty, the more ‘‘important’’ the point is, of course. Introducing these
uncertainties leads to complications in themathematics, especiallywhere therearemany
data.

All of this is done nowadays by computer programs associated with spreadsheets. But
vigilance is called for since these least-squaresprogramsavailableonvarious computersor
inbooksareofvery variable typesandquality.Generally, theyareprogramsthatdonotpro-
vide for weighting by experimental uncertainties.Where experimental uncertainties are
taken intoaccount, theyareusually uncertainties relative toa single axisbecause theyoften
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Figure 5.16 The principle of least squares with experimental uncertainties. (a) We consider a cloud of
data points on x and y. (b) We have calculated least squares relative to y, which comes down to
accepting that uncertainty on x is negligible compared with that on y. (This is the program on good
little pocket calculators, the mathematics of which we have set out.) (c) Here the least squares are
calculated relative to x, the opposite case from that in (b): an enormous difference can be seen in the
outcome of these two techniques. (d) By a more elaborate procedure, the least squares are calculated
taking account of uncertainties on x and y and taking as the criterion the orthogonal projection whose
length is minimized. (d0) Right: the true orthogonal projection; left: the representation is distorted to give
a plot with the same look as those before and after. (e) The idea here is to take account of uncertainties
on x and y by minimizing the areas of the projection triangles. (This is what we did with our simplified
method of calculation.) Notice this method gives acceptable results. (f) We consider each point to be
affected by uncertainties of variable amplitudes on x and y, which are correlated. So each point is
surrounded by an ellipse of uncertainty. This is the most elaborate program and is the benchmark. Notice
that if we average out the results of (b) and (c), we get values close to (f) p¼ 2.76 and yi¼�10.18.
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dominate the others.More often than not, suchuncertainties are considered tobeuniform
forall datapoints.

Programs thatdo take accountof individual uncertainties onx and yaremuch rarerand
mustbe searchedout in program libraries. Lastly, there are some even more complete ones
that take account notonlyof individual uncertainties but also of any correlations between
uncertainties (covarianceagain!).

To gain some idea of these di¡erent programswehave illustrated theiroutcomes forone
example (Figure 5.16).

Again, we must remain clear-sighted.We can only make rough estimates of geological
uncertainty. It is not certain, then, that the ‘‘blind’’ least-squares method, which admits of
randomuncertaintiesonmeasurementsandwhichaccordinglymeasuresgeologicaluncer-
tainty implicitlybypointdispersion, is totallyreliable.However, forwantofanythingbetter,
we choose thismethod as a¢rst approximation, whilebearing its limits in mind. (Neverbe
blindedby themathematicsused inthenatural sciences!)Asgeneral references for this sec-
tion, see Crumpler and Yeo (1940),York (1969),Wendt (1991), Bevington and Robinson
(2003), andLudwig (2003); seealsotheprogrampackageLudwig (1999).

5.4 Geological interpretations

5.4.1 General remarks

The principle consists in integrating the age (or ages) obtained into an overall geological
scenario inwhichagebecomes fullymeaningful.This¢nal step isnotwithout itsuncertain-
ties (andrisks!).

Thismaybean uncertainty in identi¢cation, ifwemakean age correspond to thewrong
phenomenon.Thuswemayattributeanage to the emplacementofagranitemassifwhereas
the age is that of late or even subsequent isotopic re-equilibration or conversely the age of
theparentrock remobilized in thematerials tobedated, etc.

Itmaybe an uncertaintyof indetermination. An age is determinedwhich, on the face of
it, does not correspond to any phenomenon known at the time.Thus, say, we¢nd an age of
420Ma for a granite from southern France. Is it amixed agebetween the age ofHercynian
mountain-building 320Ma ago and of the Pan-African orogeny 550Ma ago? Or is it evi-
dence of some previously unreported Caledonian event in the region and so a newdiscov-
ery? In this event, the age determined itself poses a problem for geologists, who must
identify the eventbyrelative structuraldating.

Uncertainties, then, may well arise. Remember that an age is only the translation of an
isotope ratio.Wheneverwearefacedwithan interpretationthat isunclear,wehavetoreturn
to the isotopes, theirhistory, to thebasicmodelofthe closedbox, and soon.Ofcourse, ages
mustbe determinedby using variousmethods to con¢rm the results.Here again, the com-
mon expression for making comparisons between di¡erent methods is age, but whenever
wewish to interpret a particular di¡erencewemust comebackto the physical systems and
to geochemical behavior. For example, argon di¡uses more readily than neodymium, the
Rb^SrmethodismoresensitivetohydrothermalphenomenathantheU^Pbsystemon zir-
con,which in turnmaybeagedbyadjunctionof inheritedwholeor fragmented zircon, and
soon.Weshall examineafewcases to illustratethesepointswith examples.
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5.4.2 Case studies

The aim here is not to achieve systematic coveragebut to give a few examples to illustrate a
method, its di⁄culties, its limits, and its level of reliability.This approach will allow us to
test the various methods of quantitative discussion of geochronology, to compare them,
and to seehow they canbe integrated into thegeological context.After noting howwe shift
fromthequalitativeuseofapparentages to quantitativemodels (isochron, concordia, step-
wise degassing),wehavetomeasurehowreliable eachapproach is.

Contactmetamorphismof theEldora stock
We have made a qualitative study of discordances in apparent ages from this example. It
is interesting, then, to see what the result was of the various more elaborate methods in
this geologically well-de¢ned case. As these studies, conducted by StanleyHartwhen a
student at theMassachusetts Institute ofTechnology (seeHartetal.,1968), are ratherold,
we only have results for the U^Pb, Rb^Sr, and K^Ar systems (see Figure 5.17 and
Chapter 3).

TheU^Pb systemon zircon
We obtain a discordia cutting the concordia at 1600� 50Ma and 60� 5Ma, giving
apparently the ages of the Precambrian schist and the Eldora intrusion, respectively.
The points on the discordia are placed regularly with distance from the contact. The
most discordant ones are those closest to the contact.

The 87Rb^87Sr system in isochron construction
Themeasurementsweremademainlyonfeldsparsbecausetheymightprovenotverysignif-
icanton thewhole rockof the schists.Theyare aligned on an approximate straight line iso-
chron corresponding to an ageof1400� 100Ma, except for the apatites and epidotes close
to the intrusion (87Sracceptors).

The (Rb^Sr,K^Ar)measurements onmicas discussedwith the generalized
concordiadiagram
The discordia is a curve and not a straight line as in the U^Pb systems.We obtain the two
intersections corresponding to the age of the intrusion of 60Ma and the ‘‘schist age.’’
However,we cannotsaywhether the latter is1480or1600Ma. It is1480þ100�20Ma.

The 40Ar^39Armeasurements
Theseweremade lateron hornblende, biotite, and feldspar (Berger,1975).We can de¢ne
plateaus giving increasing ages with distance from the contact. The hornblende and
large biotite minerals give an age of 1450� 20Ma, that is, about the same as the
87Rb^87Srage.
We canenvisagetheageoftheschists as1450Maandtheagemeasuredby theU^Pb con-

cordia of1600Ma corresponds to a few inherited pieces of detrital zircon. But what does
the schist age mean? Is it the age of metamorphism or of earlier sedimentation? The
39Ar^40Ar ages on biotite and the (K^Ar, Rb^Sr) concordia age suggest the age ofmeta-
morphism, because it was then that the minerals crystallized. The age of 1600Ma is
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Figure 5.17 Radiometric ages of the Eldora stock examined in Chapter 3 in terms of apparent ages. (a)
The U–Pb system on zircon (Hart et al., 1968). (b) The two 87Rb–87Sr methods on biotite in the
generalized Rb–Sr, K–Ar concordia. (c) The 87Rb–87Sr method on feldspar. (d) Stepwise 40Ar–39Ar ages
(after Berger, 1975). The numbers indicate distances from the granite intrusion (Chapter 3).
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probably that of the earlier granites whose zircon was eroded and redeposited in the clays
fromwhich the schists were formed. But the questioning and the answers are themselves a
measureofuncertaintyofthe result.Whatdoes theageofformationofaschistmean?

Theveryancient rocks ofGreenland
The rocks of Greenland are the oldest in the world.7 They have been studied by various
methods: U^Pb on zircon, 206Pb^207Pb on whole-rock isochrons, 86Rb^87Sr, and
147Sm^143Nd. Steve Moorbath of the University of Oxford was both the pioneer and the
principal investigator (Moorbath and Taylor, 1981; Moorbath et al., 1986). These studies,
combinedwithprecisemappingofthe terrain, led to the identi¢cation of two separate geo-
logical formations (Figure 5.18), theAmitsoq gneiss and the IsuaGroup (the mountain of
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Figure 5.18 Results obtained by various methods for the Amitsoq and Isua gneisses. After Michard-
Vitrac et al. (1977); Moorbath et al. (1997).

7 There are older minerals (zircon) but they are detrital and separated from their parent rock in which they
crystallized.
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references includes:Michard-Vitrac etal.,1977;Moorbath etal.,1986,1997;Nutman etal.,
1996;KamberandMoorbath,1998).

The ¢rst is dated 3.65� 0.03Ga and the second 3.74 and 3.82Ga. These are the oldest
groupsofrock in theworld.As canbe seenbyexaminingTable 5.4 andFigure5.18, summar-
izing the results obtained by the various methods, the two groups are quite distinct.
However, small di¡erences can be noticed in the absolute values obtained by the various
methods and whose precise meaning is unclear.We have no explanations other than that
the rockswere subjectedto subsequentmetamorphismandthe chronological systemswere
probablydisruptedsomewhat.

The Australian group from Canberra has used ion probe point analysis methods to
measure zircongrainbygrain anddetermine theU^Pbages on theAmitsoqgneiss.A his-
togramcanbemade (Figure 5.19). It shows the twopeaks at 3.60Gaand3.80Ga, providing
wetakethemodeofthe twoasymmetricaldistributionsas thevalue.Thetwostatistical ages
seemtobe inagreementwiththeagesmeasuredbyconventionalmethods.

Letusdiscussandinterprettheseresults.ThedistributionoftheAmitsoqandIsuaforma-
tions is clear enough.The age of the Amitsoq gneiss is 3.64� 0.05Ga, with �t/t¼ 1.3%.
The Isua formation is a little older but not as well de¢ned. The age of 3.66Ga given by
87Rb^86Sr on whole rocks from Isua must be considered to be re-homogenization at the
timetheAmitsoqgneiss formed.

There seem to be rocks dating from 3.82Ga, particularly in the form of conglomerates
whosezircon‘‘survived’’thegeologicalperturbations.

Table 5.4 Results obtained by various methods for the Amitsoq gneiss and the Isua Group

Datingmethods Amitsoqgneiss (Ga) IsuaGroup (Ga)

U^Pb concordia (zircon) 3.45� 0.05 3.824� 0.05 (conglomerate)
3.77� 0.01 (massive rock)

87Rb^87Sr (whole rock) 3.64� 0.06 3.66� 0.06
147Sm^143Nd(whole rock) 3.640� 0.12 3.776� 0.05
207Pb^206Pb (whole rock) 3.56� 0.10 3.74� 0.12
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Figure 5.19 Histogram of 207Pb–206Pb ages obtained by ion microprobe methods on Amitsoq zircon.
After Nutman et al. (1996).
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But we may surmise that the Isua surface formation is rather aged 3.77� 0.08Ga (�t/
t¼ 2%).Theageof3.82Ga is the resultof inheritedprocesses.Along the same lines,we can
infer that some old zircons have been incorporated into the Amitsoq formation, either
through the erosion^sedimentation cycle or by processes of magmatic assimilation or
metamorphism yielding the old values in the statistical distribution. As can be seen not
everything is clear.But itdidall happen nearly4billionyearsago!

Archean komatiites
Komatiites are associations of basic and ultrabasic lavas found in Archean rocks alone (see,
e.g.,Hamilton etal.,1979;Zindler,1982;Bre¤ vartetal.,1986;Dupre¤ andArndt,1986).Theyare
theonlyevidenceofwhatthemantlewas likeatthattime.Theseassociationsofrockhavebeen
datedmainlyby Sm^Nd and Pb^Pb systems since the other geochronometers, particularly
Rb^Sr,Ar^Ar,andU^Pb,aregenerally verydisturbedsystems. Inaddition, theU^Pb,con-
cordiamethod is di⁄culttouseasuranium-richmineralsarevery rare inthese rocks.Theold-
estwell-identi¢edkomatiitebelt is theBarbertonGreenstoneBelt in SouthAfrica. It is dated
3.4� 0.12Ga (almost as old as Amitsoq!). Several datings havebeen obtained on these rocks
byvariousmethods,allofthemmoreorless concordant.Herearetheresults.
The whole-rock isochron method gives: 87Rb^87Sr¼ 3.35� 0.2Ga; 147Sm^143Nd¼

3.54� 0.07Ga; 40Ar^39Ar¼ 3.49� 0.01Ga; 206Pb^207Pb¼ 3.46� 0.07Ga.Thisposes the
question ofthe exact ageofemplacementofthekomatiites. Is it 3.35Gaor 3.53Ga?There is
agapofsome200Mabetween the twodates,which is as longas the time separatingus from
the Jurassic.Given the datawe currentlyhave, wehave no criterion fordecidingonewayor
another, and so choose the value of 3.45� 0.10Ga as the most likely age.The resolution of
such problems will answer the question of the duration of the emplacement episode of
komatiites.
An entirely di¡erent situation is found at Kambalda in Western Australia. Both the

147Sm^143Nd and 206Pb^207Pb methods give very handsome alignments on the isochron
diagrams.Unfortunately, these alignments donotyield the sameage.The147Sm^143Ndage
is 3.26Gawhile the 206Pb^207Pb is 2.72Ga. Both methods are reputed tobe robust.Which
shouldwe choosewhenthey fail toagree?
Dupre¤ and Arndt (1987), then working together at the Max-Planck Institute in Mainz,

showed thatthe147Sm^143Ndstraight lineswere in fact straight lines ofmixing, as shown in
the ("Nd,1/Nd) plot (Figure 5.20).Themost likelyage is therefore 2.72Ga, which is consis-
tent with the local geological context and datings of other associated terrains. Dupre¤ and
Arndt (1987)generalizedthediscussionofcomparativeSm^NdandPb^Pbagesonkoma-
tiites andmadeasystematic compilation (seeTable 5.5).
Therearethreecaseswheretheageis¢xedtowithin� 20Ma:Barberton inSouthAfrica,

theAbitibi komatiitebeltofCanada, andZimbabwe.This assertion isbasedonthe concor-
dance of ages determined by both methods and on the geological context and dating of
neighboringgranitic rocks.Notice that�t/t¼ 0.7%.
CapeSmith is aspecial casebecausethe147Sm^143Ndand207Pb^206Pbagesarenotverydif-

ferentandhaveoverlappingmarginsofuncertainty.Forwantofanyother information,wemust
putdownanageof1.73� 0.1Gawith�t/t¼ 5%,which isnotbadcomparedwiththeothers.
The case ofWest Pilbara in Australia is rather similar.The two 207Pb^206Pb measure-

ments seemweakerand incorrectbecause thegeological contextargues rather foranageof
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3.56Ga. It is the context alone that allows anyconclusion, butthe 207Pb^206Pb results indi-
cate therewasasecondary,disruptivephenomenon.

As said, Kambalda is the opposite case. The geological context indicates that it is the
207Pb^206Pb systemthatyields themore reliableage.

The results ofthese last two cases show that there is nothingautomatic about theprocess
andotherdatingsprobablyneedtobemadebyathirdmethodorconstrainedbyothergeolo-
gicaldata.

The rhyolite of LongValley,California
It isprobablyonthisveryamenable rockthattheUniversityofCalifornia^LosAngeles team
aroundMaryReid (Reidetal.,1997)madethebestuseofthevariousmethodsfordetermining
theagesofgeologicalunitsofvery recentmagmatic origin.Theageoferuptionandofempla-
cement are estimated, allowing for erosion, as 140 ka.The results obtained by the di¡erent
methods are: 257 ka (87Rb^87Sr) and 200^235 ka (isochronous 230Th^238U), and the
39Ar^40Aragesaremuchyounger, ranging from100to150 ka (Reid etal.,1997).

The discordanceshere (several thousandyears) are construed as not arising from subse-
quent disruptive phenomena but rather from complex magmatic sequences (Figure 5.21).

Table 5.5 Comparative Sm–Nd and Pb–Pb ages on komatiites (these are solely ages for which
alignments are statistically reliable)

147Sm^143Ndages 206Pb^207Pbages Most likelyage

WestPilbara� 3.5Ga 3.560Ga� 30Ma � 3.15Ga 3.5Ga?
Barberton� 3.5Ga 3.540Ga� 30Ma 3.460Ga� 70Ma 3.45Ga
AbitibiMunroe

Alexo (2.7Ga)
Newton

2.662Ga� 120Ma
2.750Ga� 90Ma
2.826Ga� 64Ma

2.724Ga� 20Ma
2.690Ga� 15Ma
� 2.65Ga� 15Ma

2.7Ga

Kambalda� 2.7Ga 3.260Ga� 40Ma
3.230Ga� 120Ma

2.720Ga� 105Ma
2.730Ga� 30Ma

2.7Ga

Zimbabwe� 2.7Ga 2.640Ga� 140Ma
2.933Ga� 147Ma

2.690Ga� 1Ma 2.7Ga

CapeSmith�1.8Ga 1.871Ga� 100Ma 1600Ga� 150Ma 1.73Ga
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Figure 5.20 Diagram of (2Nd, 1/Nd) plot on komatiites of Kambalda (Australia) showing a correlation in
agreement with the idea that the rocks are a mixture. After Dupré and Arndt (1987).
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The 87Rb^87Sr age is thought tomarkthe intrusion of themagmabeneath the volcano and
the creationofamagmachamber.The 230Th^238Uages supposedlydate the crystallization
of zircon in the samemagma chamber.The 39Ar^40Arages date the eruptions.This exam-
ple raises not the question ofuncertaintybutof identi¢cation.What age is the radiometric
phenomenonassociatedwith?Whatexactly is itthatwedate?
In theprevious exampleswebarely posed the question just raised forLongValley (except

for the Eldora gneiss). For the komatiites the answer is clear enough: we want to date the
magmaintrusion.ForGreenland, it is a little fuzzier. Is it the emplacementofgranitebefore
metamorphism? Is itthemetamorphic episode? It isnotabsolutelyclear.
Here, with the LongValley rhyolite, there is no getting round the question.The ages can

only be interpreted in the context of a geological scenario, a general model. At the same
time, itcanbeseenthatthedi¡erentchronometersarenotusedfordatingthesamephenom-
ena.The very idea of concordance of ages obtained by the various methods, so far consid-
ered as the criterion of absolute reliability, must be re¢ned. Perhaps the uncertainty that
canbe estimated by the variousmethods re£ects merelyaproblemof identi¢cation. Letus
try to extendthis typeof interpretation.
Thus,whenweobserve that 87Rb^87Srages onwhole rockmeasured ingranite aregen-

erallya littleyounger than theagesobtainedon zirconby the concordiamethod,weques-
tion what this di¡erence means. It may arise because zircon is the ¢rst mineral to
crystallize whereas 87Rb^87Sr is re-homogenized by the circulation of hydrothermal
£uid which is driven o¡ towards the end of granite crystallization and gives rise to the
aplite and pegmatite seams. This is not the only interpretation.We might also consider
that the zircon is agedbecause it has inheritedolder zircon. Ionmicroprobe examination
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Figure 5.21 Results obtained by various methods for the rhyolite of Long Valley, California. After Reid
et al. (1997).
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of zircon minerals has now provided an answer but before we were in a position of
indeterminacy!

Conclusions
There are two conclusions tobe drawn from these studies (whichwe could havemultiplied
inde¢nitely). First, it has been seen that the quantitative methods of interpreting isotope
measurements actuallygavevery coherent ages (despite the slightuncertaintieswith decay
constants).Second,wehavejustobservedthatbetterunderstandingofthesemeasurements
requires themtobe included in geological schemas of interpretation.Thegeological inter-
pretationbene¢ts on the onehand from the results of radiometric datingbut in exchange it
alone canmakethe¢guresyieldedby thevariousmethods fullymeaningful.

Let us repeat, there is nothing automatic about interpreting radiometric ages. Age
is meaningful only in a given geological context. In addition, in return, inclusion in a
geological context enlightens the geochemical behavior of the various chronometers.
Each radiochronometer may bear original information, but for it to be credible it must
be matched against other sources of information. It must be consistent with the
other things we know, with the usual behavior of the chronometer in question compared
with other chronometers, and with the speci¢c geological history under study. The
scienti¢c approach is more like detective work than the application of automatic
programming.

5.5 The geological timescale

5.5.1 History

The making of the geological timescale, which is the greatest revolution geologyhas seen,
paradoxically has a long history. It took longer for it to become accepted than for its main
lines tobe established. As stated, the ideaofusing radioactive decay tomeasure geological
ages seems to have occurred independently but at about the same time toPierre Curie in
France (see Barbo, 1999) and to Ernest Rutherford in Canada (see Eve, 1939) in the early
twentieth century.

It was Rutherford who ¢rst attempted to translate this insight into an actual measure-
ment. He had just identi¢ed � particles as helium atoms. His colleague Ramsay had just
shown how the proportions and abundances of the rare gases could be measured.
Rutherford suggested tohimmeasuring the amountofhelium contained in auraniumore.
Hedidso.Rutherfordfoundanageofmorethan1billionyears.Thiswas in1906,aboutacen-
turyago.Rutherford’s discovery was abombshell: geological terrainsweremore than1bil-
lion years old! The second stage took place in 1907 at Yale University, where Rutherford
went to deliver the prestigious Silliman Lecture. Now, at Yale there was a chemist named
Boltwood, whowas interested in chemical transformations related to radioactivity.He sus-
pected that the end product of radioactive chains, which he was analyzing by chemical
methods, was lead. Rutherford suggested he should test out his idea geologicallyby taking
whatgeologists reportedtobeyoungandolduraniumoresandanalyzingtheirleadcontent.
Theolderones should contain more lead than theyoungerones. Boltwood (1907)made the
corresponding series of measurements and con¢rmed there was a connection between
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leadanduraniumchains.Inturn,hethendecidedtousethemethodtodatetheuraniumores
by analyzing the uranium and lead content of each, and he calculated the ages by applying
the exponential law for decay. These were purely chemical measurements, not isotope
measurements.
After Boltwood’s discovery, inspired by Rutherford, the chemical dating of lead was

improvedby the discovery that thorium toowas the parentofa radioactive chain ending in
lead.Thedating formulawasmodi¢edslightly to read:

Age ¼ ðPbÞtotal
ðUÞ þ 0:38 ðThÞ 	 7400Ma

where (Pb), (U), and (Th) are the lead, uranium, and thorium contents in grams,
respectively.
However, the chemical U^Pbmethod soon ran intowhat seemed at the time an insolu-

ble technical problem. Uranium ores could be dated, but what of ordinary rocks?
Chemical methods of the day were not sensitive enough and could notbe used to measure
either uranium or lead contents in ordinary rocks. These contents are measured in parts
per million and at the time such elements could be measured only if their abundances
were of the orderof1%.
That iswhy in1908R. J.Strutt,who laterbecamethe famousLordRayleigh, undertook

tomeasure the age ofordinary rocks by using the heliummethod (Strutt,1908).To do this,
hemeasuredtheradiationproducedbytherock,whichgavehimthe instantaneousquantity
of 4He produced. He next measured the quantity of 4He contained in the rock. It was then
possible to make a simple age calculation. Although Strutt was aware from the outset that
helium di¡uses readily from minerals and rocks and so a¡ects the age measured, the
method developed quickly in various parts of the world: in Britain with Strutt himself, in
the United States with Piggot, and in Germany with Paneth, who applied it to meteorites
above all. In this race to develop a reliable geochronological method, one of Strutt’s stu-
dents, the ScotArthurHolmes, made a name for himself andwas to play an essential part
in geological age determinations for the next 40 years (see Holmes,1946). He is one of the
foundersof isotopegeology.
Althoughgeochronologicalmethodsbasedon leadandheliumare subject to limitations

and uncertainties, geologists embarked upon the adventure of constructing an absolute
geological timescale to attribute durations to thegeological eras and stagesofthe stratigra-
phers.The¢rst successfully tobuild a coherentwholewasBarrell in1917.AsHolmeswas to
do later, Barrell used radioactive datings and stratigraphic and geological observations to
correlate them. He judged some ages unrealistic, others acceptable, and by a series of
approximations and trials and errors he came upwith a genuine quantitative stratigraphic
scale in millions ofyears.Table 5.6 shows the¢guresofhis scale alongside the‘‘modern’’¢g-
ures.With hindsight, Barrell’s workwas outstanding ^ and yet no one believed it! When I
began studying geology in Paris in1958^9 wewere told therewas an absolute stratigraphic
scalebut that it was highlyapproximate and largely wrong and so should notbe learned. If
truthwillout, it sometimes takesquiteawhile todoso!
This absolute scale, and even more so the reasoning that underpinned it, that is, the age

attributions to geological phenomena in millions orbillions ofyears, and the awareness of
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the extraordinarygeological myopiaofclassical geologybasedon stratigraphic stages, did
notcometobetrulyaccepteduntil the late1960s.

This scale must be subdivided into two separate periods because the conditions for age
determinationarenotthesame (seePlate6).

� The Precambrian period extends from the formation of the Earth to the appearance
of the ¢rst ‘‘unquestioned’’ fossils 550 million years ago. This period began with the
earliest rocks, the ¢rst terrestrial rocks of Greenland, which, as we have seen, are
aged 3.82Ga.
� The ‘‘classical’’ period is that of traditional geology where fossil-based geology

applies. Within this period a special place must be made for the interval ranging
from 0 to 200Ma during which we have samples of a real oceanic crust overlain by
sediments that are well identi¢ed paleontologically thanks to microfossils. The under-
taking was to match the terrains identi¢ed on a worldwide scale and to classify
them, through their fossils, in time intervals measured in millions of years. The ¢rst
job, then, was to put numbers on the stratigraphic scale developed by stratigraphic
paleontology which divides the periods for which there is fossil evidence into eras
and stages. This scale was then extended to very ancient ages, and after that, its reso-
lution was improved for recent times.

5.5.2 The absolute scale of fossiliferous (Phanerozoic) times

The great di⁄culty in this undertaking is that the usual methods for dating long durations
such as 87Rb^87Sr, 238U^206Pb, 147Sm^143Ne, 187Re^187Os, or 40K^40Ar cannot readilybe

Table 5.6 The absolute scale of geological times in millions of yearsa

Barrell
(1917)

Holmes
(1947)

Holmes
(1960)

Lambert
(1971)

Modern
ages

Quaternary
(Noozoic)

Pleistocene 1^1.5 1 1 4

Tertiary
(Cenozoic)

Pliocene 7^9 12^15 11 7 12
Miocene 19^23 26^32 25 26 26
Oligocene 35^39 37^47 40 38 37
Paleocene
Eocene

55^65 58^68 70 65 65

Secondary
(Mesozoic)

Cretaceous 120^150 127^140 135 135 141
Jurassic 155^195 152^167 180 200 195
Triassic 190^240 182^196 225 240 235

Primary
(Paleozoic)

Permian 215^280 203^220 270 280 280
Carboniferous 300^370 255^275 350 370 345
Devonian 350^420 313^318 400 415 395
Silurian 390^460 350 440 445 435
Ordovician 480^590 430 500 515 500
Cambrian 550^700 510 600 590 570

a Single dates indicate thebeginningoftheperiod.
Source:AfterHallam(1983), inwhichthe references citedmaybefound.
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used for dating sedimentary rocks. Now, the stratigraphic scale is de¢ned by index sedi-
mentary strata containing fossil associations chosen as theboundarybeds.The reasons it
is di⁄culttodatesedimentarystrataarethateithersedimentaryrocksaremadeupof inher-
ited material (sandstone and schists) ofvaried provenance and age and, in such cases, the
criteria for initial isotopichomogeneityarenotsatis¢ed, or theyarenewly formedmaterial
(limestone), in which case the rock is sensitive to secondary phenomena (particularly
water circulation) and are not closed systems. Despite painstaking studies, which have not
been entirely unsuccessful (which are always cited, of course) no general method has
emerged.
Theabsolute chronologyofsedimentarystrata isgenerallyestablished indirectlybydating

igneous rocks whose geometric and chronological relations with the strata are known.
Interstrati¢ed volcanism is a particularly favorable case, of course. Another case directly
derived from the process of oceanic expansion is that of the ancient ocean ridges, that is,
sea-£oorspreadingwhereastill-fresh layerofbasalt (thatcanberadiometricallyandmagnet-
icallydated) is overlainbya layerof limestone that isvery rich in microfossils.Ocean drilling
has allowed such dating (although the basalt must not be overly a¡ected by hydrothermal
circulation or by exchange with sea water at low temperature). The most commonly used
method fordatingbasalt is the 39Ar^40Armethod.Butsuch dating is increasinglydi⁄cultas
we goback in timebecause ofweathering, since the older theyare, themore thebasalts have
beenalteredbyreactionwithseawater,withwhichthesediment is impregnated.
In addition, directmethods yield dates for a few reference strataonly. Other results must

be interpolated from them.The principle behind the method is simple enough. Suppose
that inwhat is considered a continuous sedimentaryseriesweknow fromoneofthe earlier
methods the ages t1 and t2 of two points in the series, separated by a thickness
D(X)¼X1�X2. As a ¢rst approximation, all of the strata in the interval may be dated by
interpolation.
Thesedimentation rateofthe series is

V ¼ X2 � X1

t1 � t2

� �
;

sotheaget3ofapoint locatedatX3 is

t3 ¼ t1 �
X3 � X1

V

� �
:

To apply the method, ¢rst the series must be continuous, in other words, there must be no
sedimentary gap or hiatus, which stratigraphers are experienced at detecting. Next, sedi-
mentationmustbeofthe sametype ifwearetoassumethe sedimentation ratehas remained
constant. All of this is doneby comparing, correlating, obtaining newdates, bymodifying
olddata, orcon¢rmingotherdata, littlebylittle and casebycase.As canbe seen, it is a long,
hard slog and there is scope for constant improvement. It is understandable, then, that the
age boundaries between stages or eras are a¡ected by uncertainty which varies with the
dateofpublication.
The stratigraphic scale is shown in Plate 6. A fewbrief remarks are called for.The eras,

which our forebears thought were about equal in length, are in fact highly unequal:
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Paleozoic (Primary) 340Ma, Mesozoic (Secondary) 145Ma, Cenozoic (Tertiary) 65Ma,
andQuaternary 5Ma. Ifwe plot the geological eras and the traditional subdivisions, it can
beseenthatthe lossof information is aboutexponentialwith time (Figure 5.22).

Remark
With scientific advances, the names of the reference terrains do not change, but the ages of these

terrains are constantly changing. Uncertainties on the limits are not symmetrical because geolo-

gical constraints are not symmetrical either.

The case of theQuaternary
In recent periods, ranging from 1 to 5Ma, which is the time in which humankind has
appeared and developed, the situation is very di¡erent for two reasons. The ¢rst is that
manydating methods canbe applied directly to sediments.This is the casewith14C, 10Be,
and methods based on radioactive disequilibrium. Direct dating can therefore be prac-
ticed.The second is that there aremany indirectmethods: £uctuations in18O/16O isotope
ratios (to whichwe shall return in Chapter 8), ¢ssion tracks, paleomagnetism, micropa-
leontology, etc. All of these methods can be used for intercalibration and re¢ned
interpolation.

In short, we can nowdraw up avery precise chronological scale for the Quaternarybut
onethat isbasedon climaticphenomena.Weshall speakofthis inChapter 6.

5.5.3 The Precambrian timescale

TheCambrian is theageatwhichthe¢rstcommon fossil faunas appeared.Thetwotypesof
characteristic fossils are trilobites and Archeocyatha. Its lower boundary is dated
540þ40�10 Ma.

As Precambrian terrains cannotbe subdivided on the basis of fossils, wework the other
way around: we set numerical limits and then map the corresponding terrains at de¢ned
time intervals.The essential boundary has been set at 2.5Ga. It divides the period before,
known as the Archean, and the period ranging from 2.6Ga to 0.4Ga, known as the
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Figure 5.22 Relationship between duration and ages of geological eras. ‘‘Classical geologists’’ thought
these durations were about equal. We are indeed dealing with a case of geological myopia.
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Proterozoicbecausewesupposethat itwasduringthisperiodthat lifedeveloped.Theques-
tion,ofcourse, ishowtodeterminethe lower limitto this scale.
We assume that the continental crust as it is today has not existed since the ¢rst age of

the Earth but that it appeared after a time T0 or that it appeared at an early date but
was destroyed by multiple phenomena (meteorite bombardment?) and subsisted from
T0 only.This ageT0 is therefore the upper limit of the Archean. Between the formation of
theEarthandT0wehavede¢nedaperiod forwhichthere is littleandoftenonly ‘‘indirect’’
evidence (meaning there are no whole rocks) and that is known as the Hadean (see
Chapter 7).
Butwhat is thevalue ofT0?Howold are the oldest terrains, in the sense ofuninterrupted

geological formations that can be mapped? The Isua and Amitsoq formations of
Greenland already mentioned and dated 3.77Ga and 3.65Ga, respectively, are the oldest
terrestrial rocks known as yet. But sedimentary rocks inAustralia havebeen found to con-
tain zirconwhoseU^Pbages concordat 4.3Ga (andafewevenat 4.37Ga).Theseare indis-
putably the oldest terrestrial minerals. But what is the meaning of that? Zircon is a typical
mineral ofgranitic rocks, and so the remains seem to testify that therewere pieces of conti-
nent at that time. Were those continents preserved, buried somewhere, or were they
destroyed by erosion, meteorite bombardment, andHadean tectonism? This is a question
geochronology raises.We therefore provisionally ¢x the Hadean^Archean boundary at
3.8Ga (see Plate 6 for the azoic (Precambrian) timescale).Herewehave anuncertaintydue
to lackof information.Wemustthereforebeprepared to change these¢gures asnewdiscov-
eries aremade.

5.6 The age of the Earth

The age of the Earthwas touched upon in Chapter 2 and could in itself be the subject of an
entire book, such is its historical and philosophical signi¢cance.We shall give abrief sum-
mary of it, emphasizing the approaches taken by those who attempted to answer the
question.

5.6.1 History

TheBible indicates thattheEarth is 4000yearsold.Around1650ArchbishopUssherestab-
lished bybibliographical studies that the Earth hadbeen created on 26October in the year
4004BCat9.00 inthemorning!
By contrast with this, in the late seventeenth century, the founder of geology, Scotsman

JamesHutton, haddismissed thevery ideaoftheEarth havinganagewe can estimate.The
Earthhadalwaysbeenhereandwastheseatofthesamephenomenadescribedbygeological
cycles and would be until the end of time.‘‘No vestige of a beginning ^ no prospect of an
end,’’asheput it.
Inthemidnineteenthcentury,while classicalgeologywasthriving, theBritishphysicist

WilliamThomson, later to becomeLord Kelvin, began to criticize the idea of an eternal
Earth and repetitive geology.His ideawas simple.Geological processes consume energy,
if only to make reliefs, power volcanoes, or generate earthquakes. Now, the energy the
Earth contains is not inexhaustible.He identi¢ed the source of terrestrial energyasbeing
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of thermal origin.The inside of the Earth is hot and the Earth is cooling because it loses
heat from its surface by radiation. He thus came upwith the ¢gure of100Ma, con¢rmed
in twoways. First, he had used the same theory to calculate an age for cooling of the Sun
(this time by calculating the energy dissipated by radiation) of 100Ma. Second, the
Irishman Joly had also calculated the age of the ocean and found 100Ma. The age of
100Mawas amust!

However, geologists, and foremost among them Charles Lyell and Charles Darwin,
rejected this age which they thought too young.8 In 1910 Rutherford and then Boltwood
determined the ¢rst radiometric ages exceeding 1 billion years. Pierre Curie and
Laborde showed that radioactivitygave o¡ heat, and so therewas an energysource inside
theEarth,which impliedLordKelvin’s calculationwas false.Andyet itwas onlyafter the
Second World War that Kelvin’s ¢gure was seriously revised (see Burch¢eld, 1975;
Dalrymple,1991).

E X A M P L E

Kelvin’s problem

Kelvin considered the cooling of the Earth, ignoring its roundness. He assumed the surface

was plane and supposed it was maintained at constant temperature as it lost its heat by

radiation into space.

For a semi-infinite solid separated by a plane surface, Fourier’s theory states that if we take

depth (z) with depth at the surface z¼ 0 and assume the solid is at a temperature T0 at the

initial time and we allow it to cool by conduction, the temperature T(z) is a function of T0 and

of z/2(kt)1/2, where t is time and k is thermal conductivity. The thermal gradient (or geothermal

gradient as we say for the Earth) is written:

T

z
¼ T0

ðkt Þ1=2
exp

�z 2

4kt

� �
:

Near the surface z¼ 0 and the exponential equals 1. The geothermal gradient G is:

G ¼ T 0ðpkt Þ�1=2:

If we take T0¼ 7000 8F, then G¼ 1/1480. With k¼ 0.0118 we get t¼ 0.93 Ma.

E X A M P L E

The age of the oceans

The Irishman Joly (who was one of the first to use radioactivity in geology) decided to calculate

the age of the ocean (but attributed to it the same age as the Earth).

His reasoning ran like this: in the beginning the sea was fresh water. It became salty

through the input of rivers and evaporation of water. So if we divide the mass of sodium in

the ocean by the mass added annually by rivers, we will get the age of the ocean. To do this,

8 Kelvin changed his calculation somewhat and at different times his age for the Earth varied between
25Ma and 400Ma, but that did not change the order of magnitude at stake!
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he used the values of his day. That of sodium in rivers was 2 � 10� 4 moles kg� 1 while the

sodium content of sea water was 0.5 moles kg� 1. And he asked: how long has it taken to make

the sea salty? Given that the mass of the ocean is 1.5 � 1024 g and the mass of inflow from

rivers is 4 � 1019 g, he found an age of

0:50

2 � 10�4
	 mass of ocean

mass of rivers
¼ 0:93 � 107years:9

5.6.2 The isotopic approach

In1938AlfredNier, thendoingpostdoctoralworkatHarvardUniversity,measuredthe iso-
topic compositionoflead ingalena (PbS) fromvariousgeological settingsandtowhichvar-
ious ‘‘geological’’ ages had been attributed. Nier undertook to calculate the 207Pb^206Pb
ages of the galena and found ages of 2.5 billion years. Now, at that time the astronomer
Edwin Hubble, working at the California Institute of Technology, had used the gradual
recession ofgalaxies to determine the age of theUniverse and had comeupwith a ¢gure of
2billionyears!
Rocks that were older than the Universe! Wasn’t that impossible? Three scientists set

about using Nier’s results to recalculate the age of the Earth: Gerling (1942), Holmes
(1946), andHoutermans (1946).Their common starting point was Nier’s isotope analyses
on galena in 1938 at Harvard. Some of the samples were from geological formations of
knownage.Asgalenadoesnot containuranium its isotopic composition is frozen fromthe
time it becomes isolated. If we write the isotopic compositions �¼ 206Pb/204Pb and
�¼ 207Pb/204Pb and assume that the isotopic composition of the galenawas‘‘constituted’’
in a closed system (mantle or crust) which has been isolated since the origins of the Earth,
we canwrite:

� ¼ �0 þ
238U
204Pb

ðelT0 � elT1Þ

� ¼ �0 þ
235U
204Pb

ðel0T0 � el
0T1Þ

whereT0 is theageoftheEarth,T1theageofthegalena,�0and�0 the initial isotopic compo-
sitions of the Earth, and where l corresponds to 238U and l0 to 235U. As we have already
done,we can rewrite these equationsas:

�� �0

� � �0
¼ 137:8

elT0 � elT1

el
0T0 � el

0T1

� �
:

Unfortunately, to calculate theageoftheEarthT0 in this equation, twounknownsaremiss-
ing, the initial isotopic compositionsofterrestrial lead (�0 and�0).
Gerling, attheInstituteofPrecambrianGeologyatLeningrad(nowSt.Petersburg), sim-

pli¢ed the problem and adopted a newassumption (Gerling,1942) (Figure 5.23). He chose

9 This age is now referred to as the residence time of sodium in the oceans. See Chapter 8.
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thegalenafromIvigtut inGreenlandfromamongthoseNierhadmeasured,whose isotopic
ratios were the lowest, and assumed those ratios corresponded almost to �0 and �0. To
remove the complication of the geological age of the galena, he considered recent galena
whoseageheassumedtobe0.The equationbecame:

�� �Ivig

� � �Ivig
¼ 137:8

el8T0 � 1

el5T0 � 1

� �
:

Hethus foundanagefor theEarthof3.1Ga.

Exercise

We take two samples of galena of recent ages, one from Joplin (United States) and the other

from Clausthal (Austria).

For the first, 206Pb/204Pb¼ 22.28 and 207Pb/204Pb¼ 16.10. For the second,
206Pb/204Pb¼ 18.46 and 207Pb/204Pb¼ 15.6. (For the Ivigtut galena 206Pb/204Pb¼ 14.54 and
207Pb/204Pb¼ 14.6.)

(1) Determine the age of the Earth by Gerling’s method.

(2) What would the ages be if we assumed �0¼ 0 and �0¼ 0?

Answer
(1) TJoplin¼ 2.83 Ga and TClausthal¼ 3.2 Ga.

(2) TJoplin¼ 4.73 Ga and TClausthal¼ 5 Ga.

Holmes used amore sophisticatedmethod (Figure 5.24) but still basedon the sameprin-
ciple of a closed system for isotopic evolution as provided by the galena measured by
Nier.We take two galena specimens of ‘‘known’’agesT1 and T2.We have two equations.
Forgalena1:

�1 � �0

�1 � �0
¼ 1

137:8

elT0 � elT1

el
0T0 � el

0T1

� �

15 16 17

Mean of 7 galenas

(T = 3.1 Ga)

Ivigtut
galenas

T = 0
(130 Ma)

18

16

15

1420
7 P

b
/2

04
Pb

206Pb/204Pb

Figure 5.23 Principle of Gerling’s method of calculating the age of the Earth.
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andforgalena2:

�2 � �0

�2 � �0
¼ 1

137:8

elT0 � elT2

el
0T0 � el

0T2

� �
;

andthreeunknownquantities�0,�0, andT0.
Holmes (1946) thenhituponthe ideaofasortofstatisticalmethodandreasonedlikethis:

suppose Igivemyself ages of the EarthT0¼ 2Ga,3Ga, and 4Ga. Ifwe replaceT0 by these
values in the equations, we can calculate the two unknowns �0 and �0 on a case-by-case
basis (Figure5.25). Sowe canplotan (�0,T0) diagram.Thisoperationmaybe repeatedwith

2.00
T = 3.33 Ga

α0 = 11.22

3.00 4.00
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20
6 P

b
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Time (Ga)

Solutions for
samples 18 and 25 Solutions for

samples 1 and 19 

Figure 5.24 Measurements giving the age of galena by Holmes’s method.
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Figure 5.25 Age statistics determined by Holmes with his two-by-two galena method.
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a secondpairofgalena specimens, givingus a second curve,with athirdpair, and soon.We
justhave to take themeanofthe intersectionsbetween the curves togetthe real pair (�0,T0)
andT0. Holmes cameupwith 3.4Ga, an astonishing convergencewith the date calculated
by Gerling.Houtermans (1946) adopted much the same method, leading him to a result
closeto3Ga.

Inthe1950s, then,wehadanestimatefor theageoftheEarthofabout3.5Ga. (Meanwhile
astronomershadrecalculatedHubble’s equationandfoundanageof4Gafor theUniverse.)

In1950, advances inmass spectrometrymeantthe isotopic composition of leadofordin-
aryrockscouldbemeasuredalthoughthis elementisonlyfoundintraces. InhisPh.D.thesis
at Chicago University, Clair Patterson (1953) ¢rst measured two meteorites, an iron
meteorite (Canyon Diablo) and a basaltic meteorite (Nuevo Laredo) by the 206Pb^207Pb
method (Figure 5.26). By joining up the two points in the (206Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb) dia-
gram, he calculated an age of 4.55Ga, which he claimed to be the age of planetaryobjects
(Patterson,1953,1956).

He then measured a present-day volcanic rock from Hawaii, which supposedly repre-
sentedwhatwas assumedtobe thehomogeneous interioroftheEarth, ¢ne sediments from
the Paci¢c, and a manganese nodule supposed to represent averages of rocks from the
Earth’s surface.These three rocks lay roughlyon the straight line at 4.55Ga. He attributed
to the Earth the same age as themeteorites and asserted thiswas the age atwhich the Solar
System formed.This is the age which now features in all the textbooks. It also determines
the initialvalues�0 and�0.

These values have since been determined more precisely as (206Pb/204Pb)0¼ 9.307,
(207Pb/204Pb)0¼ 10.294, and (208Pb/204Pb)0¼ 29.476.

Apart fromthevalueoftheageoftheEarthandthebenchmark itprovides for thehistory
ofgeological times, Patterson’sworkhas an important consequence. It canbeused to‘‘situ-
ate’’ the isotopic compositions ofgalena measured in geological formations relative to the
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Figure 5.26 The age of the Earth as determined by Clair Patterson, 1953–6.
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initial reference point (�0,�0) andby the same token to allowa series ofcalculations for the
ageoftheEarth fromeachsampleofgalena.Weshallseewhatthiswork leadstoinChapter6.

Exercise

Calculate the age of the Earth from Casapalca and Yancey galena samples given by Nier in

Figure 5.24 and Table 5.7, assuming �0 and �0 to be the values known today and assuming

their age is about zero.

Answer
TCasapalca¼ 4.39 Ga and TYancey¼ 4.45 Ga.

5.6.3 The modern approach

A¢rst,probablysomewhatdisarming,observation is thatwithmodernanalyticalmethods
(see Alle' gre et al., 1995) we cannot repeat Patterson’s measurements and ¢nd the same
result! The points that are supposed to represent the Earth donot lie on the straight line for
meteoritesbut formacloud.Moreover, thedecayconstants foruraniumhavebeen changed
since, and so we would no longer ¢nd 4.55Ga with modern values. And yet, Patterson’s
result is about right (Tatsumoto et al., 1973)! Unfortunately for him, the very concept of
theageoftheEarth has changedandhasbecomemuch lesswellde¢nedthan in his day.
First, it hasbeen realized that the Earth’s historyhasbeenvery complicated and that the

models ofevolution of lead involving just a single episode in a closed systemdonot apply to
any terrestrial reservoir.All ofthe systems ^ crust^mantle^ocean ^ areopen systems that
exchange material with each other: there is absolutely no ground for applying the closed-
box model to reservoirs like themantle or continental crust as Patterson did, even as a ¢rst
approximation (asweshall see inChapter 6).Then,with theadvances inplanetaryexplora-
tion and planetological models, it was realized that the Earth had not been formed in an
instant but by a slow process (named accretion) which probably lasted 100^150Ma.We
come back to the question we raised at the beginning of this chapter: for dating we need a
box that closes at a de¢nite given time. Ifwe date the Earthbyany particular method, what
is themeaningofthatage? Is itthetimethe coreformed,or the endofdegassingoftheatmo-
sphere? Is ittheageofthesolidmaterial that is itsmain component?
WeshallreturntothisprobleminChapter6.LetusbecontenttosaythattheEarth formed

over a period of 100 to 120Ma and that the process began 4.567Ga ago! The concept of

Table 5.7 Samples of galena used by Nier in two-by-two determinations

206Pb/204Pb 207Pb/204Pb Age (Ma) Numbera

Casapalca (Peru) 18.83 15.6 25 1
Ivigtut (Greenland) 14.54 14.70 600 19
Yancey (NorthCarolina) 18.43 15.61 220 18
GreatBearLake (Canada) 15.93 15.30 1330 25

a SeeFigure5.24.
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dating can be applied in several ways. Either we date thebeginning and end ofaccretion of
theEarth,orwedeterminean‘‘averageage’’offormationoftheEarthwith noprecisemean-
ing.We can see that analytical uncertainty is no longer an issue, but that it is ‘‘geological
uncertainty’’or even conceptual uncertainty that challenges the validity of the reference
modeloutsideofwhichanyage ismeaningless.This, then, is agood exampleofthe di¡erent
meaningswe can attribute touncertaintyofageological agemeasurement! For fun,we can
end by noticing that if we represent the age of the earth in semi-logarithmic coordinates
against the date of research into the subject (Figure 5.27), we obtain a straight line: this is
food for thought about themeaningofcorrelationswith no theoretical support. (Perhaps a
sociologistorapsychologistcoulddrawconclusions fromthis?)

5.7 The cosmic timescale

One of the great success stories of radiometric dating is that it has been able to extend its
investigativepowerbeyondtheterrestrialdomainand¢xchronologicalmarkers forcosmic
evolution.

5.7.1 Meteorite ages

Meteorites are pieces of embryonic planets dating from early times, whichwere sent hur-
tling o¡ into space after collisions and spent millions of years in interplanetary space
before falling toEarth.

Wehavesaidthat,asa¢rstapproximation,meteoritesareasoldastheformationoftheSolar
Systemandtheplanets (around4.55Ga),butwehavejustseenthatthisage ispoorlyde¢ned.

Modern U^Pb methods applied to uranium-rich phases developed in Paris byGe¤ rard
Manhe' s,Christa Go« pel, and the present author have yielded meteorite ages with a preci-
sionofabout 300 000years,while theage is close to 4.55Ga, givingarelativeuncertaintyof
3 �105/4.5 �109 (60 ppm),which corresponds toaprecisionof60years foradateof1million
years!Using theseU^Pbmethods as our reference, wehavebeen able to establish aprecise
chronology (Go« peletal.,1994) (Figure5.28).
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Figure 5.27 Changes in the age attributed to the Earth as geological sciences have developed.
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Theresultsobtainedwiththeotherchronometersbasedon87Rb^87Sr,146Sm^143Nd,and
187Re^187Os long-period radioactivity are in general agreement with U^Pb ages but they
are far less accurate. Results obtained using extinct radioactivity (129I^129Xe, 26Al^26Mg,
182Hf^182W,53Mn^53Cr)all indicateages closetothoseofthe referencemeteorite, con¢rm-
ingthegreatageofall theseobjects.However,wheneverwetry tousethe extraordinary tem-
poral powerof resolution of these extinct formsof radioactivity, their relative ages andages
relative to the U^Pb clock, substantial inconsistency is observed. The age di¡erence
between two objects (meteorites, minerals) is positive with U^Pb, negative with Mn^Cr
and Al^Mg, and positive but di¡erent with I^Xe, or the contrary. Between two other
objects, the di¡erences obey some other rationale, and so on. This raises two questions.
Where does this anarchycomefrom?Whatdothe‘‘apparentages’’obtainedmean?
Observation of meteorite structures and textures using the techniques of petrology has

revealed that most meteorites are brecciated and impacted. Chondrites, which are the
most ‘‘primitive’’ meteorites, are composed of spherical chondrules, evidence of transition
throughamolten state, surroundedbyamatrix containingmanylow-temperatureminerals.
Theoverall impression isoneofverycomplexrelationsamongminerals.
Dating using 40Ar^39Ar methods by Grenville Turner since 1968 has revealed highly

complicated outgassing patterns and ages of generally less than 4.56Ga. 87Rb^87Sr ages
obtainedontheminerals also showthe systemdidnotremain closed.Whenalignments can
beobtained fromthe isochrondiagramtheyyieldapparentagesofless than4.56Ga.
All this evidence suggests that meteorites were subjected to many complex disruptive

phenomena (metamorphism, impacts, reactions with £uids, etc.) during the evolution of
the solar nebula. Itwas long thoughtthatdi¡erentiatedmeteorites (basaltic or ironmeteor-
ites) had formedmuch later. In fact, the use of the182Hf^182Wmethod has shown that their
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Figure 5.28 The chronological scale of meteorites after Göpel et al. (1994) and Allègre et al. (1995). CAIs,
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di¡erentiation, that is their fusion in small bodies,was alsoveryold, dating from3 to 4mil-
lion years after the Allende meteorite (Lee and Halliday, 2000). It must therefore be con-
cluded that most of the ages obtained on meteorites are disrupted by secondary
phenomenathatoccurredrightatthebeginningoftheSolarSystem.

Inthecurrentstateofknowledge,wecansaythattheoldestobjectsarethecalcium-andalu-
minum-rich, white inclusions in Allende. They are aged 4.567� 0.0003Ga (Alle' gre et al.,
1995). Chondrites anddi¡erentiated ironmeteorites formed in the 2millionyears (probably
for less) that followed.Basaltic achondrites formed in the¢rst 4 (maybe¢rst 2)millionyears.
Theseobjectswerethensubjectedover50to100millionyearstoimpacts,heating,andchemi-
cal reactions with £uids. All these phenomena brought about chemical and mineralogical
changes in these objectsmaking theprimitiveness of theirdating extremelydoubtful, not just
in terms of the ¢gures obtained but also in terms ofwhat the datemeans. Here is an example
ofuncertainty that isnotanalyticaland ismathematicallydi⁄culttoquantify.

E X A M P L E

Meteorites

Meteorites are rocks that fall from the sky (see Wood, 1968; Wasson, 1984; Hutchinson,

2004). Although they have been known since ancient times, their scientific value came to be

understood less than a century ago. They are pieces of small planetary bodies gravitating for

the most part in the asteroid belt between Mars and Jupiter. They are produced by impacts

between these bodies and then move through interplanetary space before falling to Earth.

During their travels, they are irradiated by galactic cosmic rays, as we have seen. This means

they can be identified positively because they contain radioactive isotopes that are specific to

such irradiation. They are of huge interest because the material dates from the time the Solar

System and the planets formed. All meteorites are aged about 4.56 Ga. The chemical composi-

tion of some of them, the carbonaceous chondrites, is similar to that of the solar photosphere.

Meteorites are classified into two main categories: chondrites and differentiated meteorites

(Table 5.8).

Table 5.8 Summary classification of meteorites

Chondrites
They are formed by the
agglomeration of small
spheresofsilicates (chon-
drules) inamaterial com-
posedofsmallminerals

* Carbonaceous Theycontainnometal.Theirchemical
composition is similar to that of the
solarphotosphere.

* Ordinary These are the most numerous. They
are formed fromamixtureofmetallic
iron minerals and silicate minerals.
Their composition is close to a mix-
ture of peridotites and of metallic
iron.

* Enstatite All the iron is in the form of FeS or
metallicFe.

Di¡erentiatedmeteorites * Basaltic achondrites
(eucrites)

These are basalts analogous to terres-
trialbasalts.

* Mesosiderite and pal-
lasite (ironandrock)

Large pieces of metallic iron asso-
ciatedwithpiecesofsilicates.

* Ironmeteorites Alloyofmetallic ironandnickel.
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The chondrites are the more common. They contain small spheres known as chondrules and

their chemical composition is roughly similar to that of the whole Earth. They contain silicates

but also scattered metallic iron minerals. The distribution of iron forms a subdivision into

enstatite chondrites, ordinary chondrites, and carbonaceous chondrites. In enstatite chondrites

(E) all of the iron is in the form of metal or iron sulfide FeS. In ordinary chondrites, the iron is

divided between metal sulfide and silicates. Some have high (H) and others low (L) iron

contents. Carbonaceous chondrites (C) have no metallic or sulfidic iron and all their iron is in

the silicates and oxides.

A further classification is superimposed on the mineralogical–chemical one, based on the

extent of metamorphism of the chondrites. Chondrites were subjected to reheating after the

formation of the bodies from which they derived. This heating wrought more or less intense

mineralogical changes in all of the chondrites, except for the carbonaceous ones, thus causing

varying degrees of metamorphism. This metamorphism is rated on a scale from 1 to 6. So we

speak of H(3), L(5), or E(3) chondrites, etc.

Differentiated meteorites are the relicts of liquid–solid separation phenomena that

occurred within small planetary bodies upon their formation. Some of them are basalts

(eucrites), others are enormous blocks of metallic iron whose textures show they were

initially molten (iron meteorites). Yet others are made up of an assemblage of massive

metallic iron and of silicates such as olivine and pyroxene (pallasites and mesosiderites).

These structures are indicative of the differentiation of the metal cores of the small

protoplanets.

As can be seen, the distribution of iron between metal and silicate is fundamental in

meteorite classification. This must be related to the case of the Earth, where iron is mostly

present in the core in metallic form and less present in the mantle where it is scattered among

the silicates olivine and pyroxene. Most meteorites come from the asteroid belt between

Mars and Jupiter, but some have quite different origins. They are pieces of planets broken off

by impacts. Some are known to come from the Moon and it is thought others come from Mars

(Figure 5.29).

Collision

0.3 Ga4.56 Ga

Accretion Fragmentation

Figure 5.29 History of a meteorite.
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Meteorites can be studied by using radiochronometers with long half-lives, by cos-
mogenic isotopes, and by extinct radioactivity. They are prize items for radiometric
dating.

5.7.2 The history of the Moon

Moon rocks (seeTaylor,1982) broughtbackby theAmericanApollo and Soviet Lunamis-
sions have also been dated by various geochronological methods. Here verybrie£y are the
main¢ndings.

There is anultrabasic lunar rockaged 4.50Ga (the oldest evidence of theMoon) but that
apart, theMoon is composedoftwogeological entities:

(1) thehighlandswherethedominantrock is anorthosite (calciumplagioclase)withanage
rangeof4.3^4.0Ga;

(2) the maria, which are large depressions formed by gigantic impacts and are made up
of basalts ranging in age from 3.7Ga (Sea of Fecundity) to 3.2 Ga (Sea of
Tranquillity).10

Since that date it seems therehasbeen no internal geological activityon theMoon.The
most important informationderived fromthese studies isprobably thataboutthenumber
of impact craters, which varies with time, decreasing markedly between 4.3 and 3.2Ga.
As these craters result from the impactof celestial ‘‘thunderbolts,’’which after impact are
captured andaccretedby theMoon, it is inferred that the phenomenon of lunaraccretion
(and by extension accretion of the other planets) declinedvery rapidly in the earlydays of
the Solar System (Figure 5.30).This provides an indirect indication about the process of
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Figure 5.30 Density of impact craters on the Moon versus age as measured by the Apollo missions. The
reference curve indicates what the density would be if the meteorite flux were constant. The half-lives
measure the speed of decline of these meteorite straight lines.

10 A lunar rock dated to 2.8Ga was found in November 2004, but the context of its formation is not well
understood.
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formation of the Earth by the successive, progressive build-up of ever larger planetary
bodies.
ToillustratehowtheMoon is situated inthedevelopmentofplanetaryobjects,Figure5.31

shows the abundanceof rockswith theirages in three di¡erentplanetaryenvironments.No
long speeches are need to explain the value of comparative planetology for constructing a
historyofplanetary formation.

5.7.3 Pre-solar cosmochronology

The chemical elements were synthesized in the stars (seeHohenberg, 1969;Wasserburg
et al., 2006). This is the process of nucleosynthesis already discussed. The heaviest
chemical elements form in massive stars only and in particular during spectacular
explosionsknownassupernovae.The ideaaroseofdating thetimeofformationofthe che-
mical elements by explosive nucleosynthesis.This dating system11 is based on the abun-
dance of heavy radioactive elements and even more so on the abundance ratio of two
radioactive isotopes with di¡erent decay periods. Let us take the classic example of the
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Figure 5.31 Histograms of radiometric ages measured on three types of planetary object: Earth, Moon,
and meteorites. This illustrates how the dating of rock can be used for comparative planetology.

11 Two important references are Hohenberg (1969) andWasserburg et al. (2006). See also Clayton (1968).
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isotopic ratio of 238U and 235U, both of which have long decay periods (one being much
longer than the other, though).Thehistoryof these two isotopes canbebroken down into
two episodes:

(1) thetimebetweentheBigBangandtheformationoftheSolarSystemduringwhichthese
isotopesweresynthesized in supernovatypestars;

(2) the period since the formation of the Solar System during which these isotopes have
been incorporated into rockyobjects (meteorites or planets), after their nuclear synth-
esisofstellaroriginhadended,andtheyhavethendecayedover these4.55Gabynatural
radioactivity.

If we are to build a quantitative scenario of explosive nucleosynthesis, we must ¢rst go
back 4.55Ga, just before the Solar System formed, and calculate the 235U/238U isotope
ratioatthattime.

Exercise

Given that the 235U/238U ratio is now 1/137.8, calculate the ratio 4.55 � 109 years ago.

Answer
Uranium-255 decays by the law: 235U ¼ ð235UÞ4:55Ga e�l5t . Uranium-238 decays by the law:
238U ¼ ð238UÞ4:55Ga e�l8t . Therefore:

235U
238U

� �
present

¼
235U
238U

� �
4:55 Ga

e�l5t

e�l8t

with l5¼ 0.984 85 � 109 yr�1 and l8¼ 0.155 129 � 109 yr� 1. Therefore: (235U/238U)4.55 Ga¼ 0.31.

This iswhatwe shall have to reproduce in the chronological scenario ofnucleosynthesis.
Weshall examine two extremescenarios,whichwill serveas references andonthatbasiswe
shalldiscuss the constructionofamoreplausible scenario.

The di¡erent scenarios of uraniumnucleosynthesis12

In the sudden nucleosynthesis model, we assume that all the uranium in the Universe
formedshortlyafter theBigBang inaveryshortperiodoftimewhenaconsiderablenumber
ofsupernovae existed, synthesizing theheavychemical elements in their explosions. In this
scenario, the remainderofcosmic timeafter theBigBangwitnessedonly the decayofuran-
iumbyradioactivity.We can write:

235U
238U

� �
4:55Ga

¼
235U
238U

� �
e�l5Dt

e�l8Dt

where�t is the timebetweentheBigBangandtheformationoftheSolarSystem.
The question is, of course, howdowe¢nd the 235U/238Uratio at the timeofnucleosynth-

esis, just after the supernova explosion? This production ratio is not well known.

12 From D.D. Clayton (1968).
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Astrophysicists calculate it asR¼ 1.4.We shall take a ¢gurebetween1and 2 for maximum
uncertainty.
Calculations give the age of the Big Bang as 6.5Ga, with boundaries of 6Ga and 7.2Ga

(Figure 5.32). Comparisonwith the age determinedbyastronomers studying the recession
ofthegalaxies seems to indicate thatthis age is tooyoung (astronomers date theBigBang to
10^15Ga).
In the continuous nucleosynthesis scenario, we assume that uranium formed through

stellarhistoryatuniformratesofproduction.This scenario corresponds to continuousand
constant stellar activity with the frequency of supernovae always identical.The equations
forevolutionofthe twouranium isotopes canbewritten:

d 235U

dt
¼ A235 � l5 235U and

d 238U

dt
¼ A238 � l8 238U:

Byaccepting thattherewasnouraniumatt¼ 0, integrating the systemgives:

235U
238U

¼ A235

A238
� l238
l235

1� e�l5Dt

1� e�l8Dt

� �

where A235 and A238 are the rates of production of 235U and 238U. Here again the big
unknown quantity is the production ratioR¼A235 /A238.We shall take it as varying from1
to2withaprobable rangeof1.4^1.8.
Given that (235U/238U)4.55Ga¼ 0.31, we can plot the curve of the age against R

(Figure 5.32b).The age of the beginning of this process is taken as the age of the Big Bang
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Figure 5.32 The two scenarios for uranium synthesis. (a) Total initial formation; (b) continuous uniform
formation. R, ratio of 235U versus 238U production in nucleosynthetic processes.
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and varies between 8 and14Ga. Notice that as l238/l235¼ 0.157, it would only need a pro-
duction ratioRof1.96 for the age to be in¢nite.Wewould then have auniformUniverse of
in¢nite age, which shows the extreme sensitivity of the entire scenario to the uranium pro-
duction ratio.This is a¢ne exampleofthe relative reliabilityofradiochronometricmethods.
Aswith the age of theEarth, the age oftheUniverse is related to the de¢nition ofa scenario
(hereacosmic scenario).

The contribution ofextinct radioactivity
Letus consider the caseof129I.Weknowwe canwrite:

129I
127I

� �
meteorites

¼
129I
127I

� �
initial

e�lt:

Ifweknowthe isotopicratio129I/127Iatthe endofnucleosynthesis,we cancalculatethetime
between nucleosynthesis and the formation of the meteorite.The various scenarios astro-
physicistsproposefor nucleosynthesis indicate that (129I/127I)initialffi1.

As the ratios measured for meteorites are about10 � 10� 4, the age calculation�T¼ 1/l
ln(104) gives 210Ma. So there was a nucleosynthetic event less than 230Mabefore the for-
mation of the Solar System during which 129I was born. But the discovery of other extinct
formsofradioactivitysuchas 26Alandthen 41Caand36Clshowsthatnucleosynthetic events
also occurred 5Ma and1Ma before the formation of the Solar System for 26Al and 41Ca,
respectively.13 Thus all the evidence points to the occurrence of explosive nucleosynthetic
events justbeforetheSolarSystem formed.Somescientists claimthese supernovaebrought
about the collapse of the proto-Sun’s nebula by the mechanical action of the shockwaves.
Nucleosynthesis, that is, the synthesis of the chemical elements, is therefore a process that
tookplace throughoutcosmic timeand isprobablystillgoingon inthe stars.

Discussionandconclusions
It is immediatelyobvious thatanycombinationofthetwoscenarios, thatis, initialproduction
followedbycontinuousproduction,willyieldBigBangagesof 6.5 to14Ga.Sinceastrophysi-
cists thinkthattherewere supernovaexplosionswellafter theBigBangandthatextinctforms
ofradioactivityprovethattheyoccurredalso4.5Gaago (orshortlybefore that),wemustcon-
cludethatthesuddensynthesismodelofalluraniumatthebeginningoftheUniverse isunac-
ceptable.Ontheotherhand, all theastrophysicalmodels seem to show thattheUniversewas
amuchmoreactiveplace shortlyafter theBigBang than it is today. It is therefore legitimateto
givegreaterweighttotheolderepochswhen itcomestonucleosynthesis (Figure5.33).

All of that suggests amixedmodel involving initial synthesis and continuous formation.
Ifwe consider thatR¼ 1.5 is themost likelyproduction ratio, theageofthebeginningofthe
Universe canbe estimatedat10� 2Ga.

Naturally, one might ask why we do not try to con¢rm this calculation with another
chronometer. In fact, we have used 232Th and the 232Th/235Uratio.This ratio is chemically
fractionated andwe do not really know its value in the cosmos. However, taking a ratio of

13 We have taken the criterion of 6 half-lives for the element to still be ‘‘alive.’’
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232Th/235U¼ (Th/238U)present¼ 4, we can repeat the calculations for the same scenarios
andweobtain comparable results. Samething ifweuse187Re^187Os (Luck et al., 1980).
Byusingthe recessionofthegalaxies, astronomersdatetheBigBangto13^14Ga.We can

concludethatradiochronology‘‘con¢rms’’theageoftheBigBangasdeterminedbyastron-
omers and the validity of the scenario of continuous nucleosynthetic activity in the
Universe. Here we have an example of very large uncertainties because of the concepts
employedandwhich faroutweightheanalyticaluncertainties.

5.8 General remarks on geological and
cosmic timescales

5.8.1 Overall geological myopia

As we have said, the deeper we go into the past, the more our absolute uncertainties
increase. In recent times we can separate events 1000 years apart (and less) whereas this
is impossible, of course, in the Precambrian. As spectroscopists would say, for recent per-
iods we have high resolution and for earlier periods low resolution. Thus, we can make
out clearly the alternating pattern of glacial and interglacial periods in the Quaternary.
In the Secondary period we can no longer ‘‘see’’ these alternations clearly, and yet, if they
are connected with Milankovitch cycles, as we shall see, they should also have occurred
in the more remote past too. The closer we get to the present, the more clearly we can
make out events separated by shorter time-spans. This is compounded by the fact that,
in the course of their history, terrestrial rocks are subjected to the destructive events
of erosion or metamorphism. The more time passes, the more destruction occurs and
the fewer traces we ¢nd and the more the probability of sampling a rock of age t

Big Bang
(10–12 Ga)

Formation of
Solar System

(~4.5 Ga)

Present day

Stable
isotopes

Nucleosynthesis

Radioactive
isotopes

Figure 5.33 Nucleosynthesis of elements forming the Solar System before 4.5 Ga. Isotopes are
synthesized (and destroyed) in stars. From 4.5 Ga, stable isotopes maintain the same abundance
ratios and radioactive isotopes decay.
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diminishes with t. There is a dual e¡ect: the further we go back into the past, the fewer
rocks we have of any given age and the less certain their age is.This is the phenomenon of
geological myopia. Statistically, the further back into the past we travel, the lower the
power of resolution. This is an intrinsic di⁄culty of any historical science. And yet,
where radiometric dating is concerned, there is an exception!

Theextinctformsofradioactivity129I,182Hf,109Pd,146Sm,etc.canbeusedtostudytheear-
liest times oftheEarth’shistory with extraordinary precision, as if the time the Sun and the
planetary bodies formed were suddenly ‘‘lit up.’’ Resolution for these primordial times of
the Earth’s history is almost as good as for the Quaternary.This quite incredible circum-
stancearisesbecauseoneormore supernovaorAGBstarexplosionsmade radioactive iso-
topes1or 2millionyearsbefore the¢rst rocksofthe Solar System formed.Thus the curveof
the power of resolution against time is not monotonic, contrary to what might have been
expected (Figure5.34)!

5.8.2 The use of radiochronometers

Advances in analytical techniques mean that we now have an impressive array of potential
radiochronometers at hand: there are currently more than 40 of them and more are being
developed.Thus anyone wanting to use radiometric dating is confronted with a problem of
choice: which chronometer should be used for dating a particular phenomenon at such and
suchaperiod?

Withoutanyneed for longcalculations,wehaveunderstoodthat14Ccan nomorebeused
for determining the age of the Earth than 87Rb^87Sr can be used for dating limestones of
less than 1Ma. But beyond these obvious examples lies the more general question of our
powerofobservation of the past: which chronometers canbe used, for which periods, and
forwhich rocks?

Domains for usinggeochronometers basedonanalytical criteria
Ifthetime-spantobemeasuredis farlonger thanthehalf-lifeoftheradioactive isotope, then
the radioactive product will have died prematurely and so indicate nothing more. If the
time-span isverymuchshorter thanthehalf-life, then the radioactivitywillbe insigni¢cant
and its result undetectable.We are thus brought back to the calculations of uncertainty
alreadycovered (seePlate7).
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Exercise

Can we measure an age close to 2 Ga for a rock with 87Rb/86Sr ratios whose maximum

deviations from the origin are 10, 1, 0.1, 0.01? We accept that the precision of the measure-

ment on the 87Sr/86Sr ratio is � 10� 4 and on 87Rb/86Sr � 10�3.

Answer
We can determine an age in each of these cases. For �¼ 10, T¼ 2� 0.001 Ga, for �¼ 0.01,

T¼ 2� 0.5 Ga.

Exercise

Why is the use of 14C limited with counting to 6 half-lives whereas with mass spectrometry it

can reach 10 half-lives?

Can we measure the same age with the 234U–238U method, given that we have a rock

containing 10% uranium (uranium ore)? Why?

Answer
The answers are deliberately withheld here. Readers must find them for themselves to

understand what comes next.

Formethodsbasedon decayof theparent, the datingequation iswritten:

� ¼ �0 e�lt

where � is 14C/C, 10Be/Be, etc. Analysis of uncertainty (Section 3.2.1) has shown that this
method applies only ifT is neither too large nor too small. In practice, we considerTmust
complywith thedouble inequality:

10 half-lives5T510�3 half-lives:

Ofcourse, thedomainofapplicationofamethod is extendedas improvements inanalytical
techniques aremade, andprogress is continuouswith noprospectofan end.
Still, letusgiveananswer to theprevious exercise.Formodern equipment,14C/Cactivity

is 13.4 dpm g�1 of carbon. Six half-lives represents 1 disintegration per hour, whereas the
background noise is at least 5^10 disintegrations per hour.The uncertainty is intolerable.
However, with themass spectrometer wemeasure a ratiowhich at the present time is10� 12

and is advancing to 10� 15, which is not easy but can be done, especially if we increase the
amountofmatteranalyzedbyafactorof10or100!
For long-period parent^daughter systems, with the usual conventions, the dating

equation is written:

� ¼ �0 þ �ðelt � 1Þ:

There is nophysical upper limit to theuse of thesemethods.The lower limitofapplicability
arisesbecausethequantity (���0)mustbemeasurableandthereforedependsonthepreci-
sionofthe isotopicmeasurementofthedaughter product:
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� ðelt � 1Þ4D�:

Weknow that, depending on the methods and techniques used, ��maybe10� 3,10� 4, or
even of the order of 10� 6 with a wealth of precautions. There is therefore a connection
between�andtheminimumageTmin thatcanbemeasured:

� ¼ D�
elt � 1

� �
:

This calculation has been done for the main long-period chronometers and in each
case for the main rocks and most ‘‘useful’’ minerals. It is illustrated for 87Rb^87Sr in
Figure 5.35.

Exercise

Calculate the range of use of 176Lu–176Hf. What are the common minerals that give the best

results? (Look for the necessary parameters in the scientific literature!)

Answer
Up to 1 or 2 Ma. Garnet is the most effective.

In the case of methods related to radioactive chains, the calculation is a little more com-
plex.Allowancemustbemadeforboth the radioactiveparentand the radioactive daughter
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Figure 5.35 Domain of use of 87Rb–87Sr applied to whole rocks. The x-axis shows the minimum ages
that can be measured. The y-axis shows the values of the chemical ratio Rb/Sr. The diagonals indicate
three precisions on the measurement of the 87Sr/86Sr ratio: 10� 3, 10� 4, and 10� 6.
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andfor the causeofdisequilibrium(isolationoftheparentordaughter).Withoutgetting into
the calculations, where the principle is identical to the previous ones, we can say that the
ages determinable are such that: 5 half-lives>T> 10� 2 half-lives of the daughter isotope
(Figure5.36).

Exercise

We consider the isochron method applied to the 238U–230Th pair. Empirically, we calculate the

value of the slope of the isochron against age and plot it (Figure 5.37). What do you conclude

about its domain of use?

Answer
We obtain 5 � 103< T< 5 � 105.

0.06 half-lives< T< 6 half-lives.

We are within the orders of magnitude defined.
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Geological modulation of the time domains for the use of radiochronometers
Thequestion here is howdo thegeological constraints alter the conclusion about the range
of application of the various methods established based on analytical errors. As we have
repeated incessantly, a radiochronometer ismerelyan isotope ratio expressed as an ageby
the formula re£ecting radioactive decay.The conceptofage in itself is‘‘virtual’’andapurely
arithmetic one.Wemust therefore thinkabout the physical system, its history, the chemical
properties of the elements, and the initial conditions, and connect these considerations
with geological historybeforewe can attribute a signi¢cant age to ameasurement (ora ser-
iesofmeasurements).

Examination of the criteria to ensure theboxes remain closed hasbeen one of themajor
concerns ofgeochronology. How can any ‘‘untimely’’opening be detected? A form of sys-
tematic approach has arisen empirically from these studies, although it cannotbe said that
we have any absolute criteria because geological situations are so varied and complex. As
wehavealreadysaid, the reasons systemsopenare straightforward enough: radiogenic iso-
topes are intruder atoms in the crystalline structures where they are found and so tend to
escape. Can this phenomenon be quanti¢ed generally? There is no mathematical method
forestimatinggeologicalvagaries‘‘forcertain.’’Wecanmakeafewcalculationsondi¡usion
togetour ideas straightandgiveusordersofmagnitude,but littlemorethanthat.

Letus takeargonasanexample.Atordinary temperatures,di¡usion coe⁄cients for 40Ar
areoftheorderof10� 20 cm2s� 1. Ifwerecall thedistance covered isx �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dt
p

, then, in1bil-
lion years x� (3 � 107	 109	 10� 20)1/2¼ 0.005 cm.Therefore, at ordinary temperatures,
eventhe smallestminerals are closedsystems.

However, at 250 8C, which is a low-grade metamorphic situation, the di¡usion coe⁄-
cientofargon is of the orderof10� 12 cm2 s� 1.This time, for100Ma, the distance covered is
54 cm, therefore all of theminerals are open.Now, such conditions (100Maat 250 8C) cor-
respond, say, to a rock located at a depth of10 km in the Earth’s crust.This mayhappen by
chance to a granite either when caught up in tectonic folding or when covered by a thick
layer of sediment during the formation of a sedimentary basin. But each region and each
rockmassifhas itsowngeologicalhistory.

We have therefore given precedence to experience amassed through hundreds (or now
perhaps thousands) ofexamples like thosewehavementioned fromwhichwehave derived
empirical rules, the variety of which does not lend itself to quantitative systematization.
Thiswas¢rstdonefor isolatedapparentages, then for themore elaboratemethods (concor-
dia, isochrons, etc.).Hereareafewexamplesofthese results.

The most sensitive methods to di¡usion phenomena are those using the rare gases
40K^40Ar or U^He.The reason for this extreme susceptibility is simple.When a rare gas
has leftthe crystallographic sitewhere itwas createdand¢nds itselfonthe rimofthe crystal
or in a crystal defect, as it is not electrically charged, it is gaseous and lighter than the sur-
roundingrocks, itmigratesupwards.This iswhy,saveinexceptional circumstances (meteor-
ites), 40K^40Ardoes notprovide any reliable ages for rocks older than1Ga.The 39Ar^40Ar
method is farmore e¡ective.

For older ages, we adopt the opposite approach. Knowing the true age by other meth-
ods (Rb^Sr, U^Pb, or Sm^Nd), we determine the apparent K^Ar age to estimate the
more or less complex geological history of the rock. A K^Ar age close to the true age is
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indicative of a quiet geological history. This is a valuable clue. If the K^Ar age is much
lower than the ‘‘more robust’’ ages, the rock has been subjected to periods of heating. If
the K^Ar age is older (which it seldom is), aqueous weathering has dissolved the
potassium.
Adespairing case is187Re^187Os. Inprinciple thismethodshouldbealmost ideal fordat-

ing granites andbasalts ofall agesbecause theRe^Os ratios areveryhigh (ratios of1000 to
5000 are commonplace). We could hope to pin ages down to a few thousand years.
Unfortunately, whole rocks do not generally behave like closed systems and so dating by
thismethod is restrictedandagedeterminationsaredi⁄cult.

Exercise

We have measured the rhenium and osmium contents of olivine in oceanic basalt as 4112 pg

g� 1 and 3361 pg g� 1, respectively.

Supposing we know the initial ratio of the basalt 187Os/188Os¼ 0.1265 and that the
187Os/188Os ratio measured in the olivine is 0.1859, what is the age of the olivine?

If we can measure the 187Os/188Os ratio with a precision of 1% at these very low levels,

what is the age of the olivine assuming it has remained in a closed system?

Answer
565 ka.

12 300 ka.

To summarize this researchwhich is above all empirical, the geochronologist’s toolbox
is shown inPlate7.Beware, though, this isnoautomaticgearbox!
Letusrepeatonceagain,nooneradiochronometeralone canresolveaproblemandguar-

antee a result.Geochronological redundancy, in other words the con¢rmation of a result
by various other methods, is an essential concept. Now there areverymany chronometers
that canbeused, but each series ofmeasurements is di⁄cult, time-consuming, and expen-
sive. Sowe cannotapplyeverychronometer to everyproblem.Wemustchoose themostsui-
tableones . . .anddoalittle thinking.

5.9 Conclusion

This chapterhas allowedus tovalidate thevariousgeochronometers through the analysis
ofuncertainties. Overall they are reliable and yield consistent results. However, we must
never forget the concept of essential uncertainty which must always be taken into
account.
Each geochronological result is a¡ected by uncertainty. Ifwe do not know (estimate)

this uncertainty, a result is scienti¢cally meaningless.We have analyzed these uncertain-
ties to show theyareofdi¡erent types: theymaybe due to sampling, laboratorymeasure-
ments, adaptation of methods to the problem in question, or to the geological or cosmic
scenario.
In this contextwemust emphasize ad nauseam that age is simplyan isotopic or chemical

ratio that is converted into time by a mathematical formula. Such conversion is practical
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becausewe can directly compare thevariousmethods and, ofcourse, connect themethods
with thegeological history for which theyare oneofthe referencemarkers. But as soon as a
di⁄cultyarises,wemust comebackto the isotopic ratios and the chemicalproperties ofthe
elements. It isgeochemicalhistory thatcontrols theway the chronometersbehave.

This is thegeneral context inwhichwehave reviewedthemain¢ndingsofgeochronology
whichthemselves areassociatedwithuncertaintyoreven indetermination.

Problems

1 An expedition to Mars to bring back samples is under preparation and you are the Rb–Sr

specialist for dating the rocks. Preliminary missions with soil analyses by in situ techniques and

analogies with shergottite-type meteorites indicate that the rocks found will be basalts with

average Rb/Sr ratios of 0.1 and 4, respectively, and average Sr contents of 300 ppm and

30 ppm, respectively.

(i) How much rock needs be collected to make analyses with a precision of 10� 4? (We know

we will need to have 100 ng of strontium and 50 ng of rubidium.)

(ii) Given that the probable ages are between 2 Ga and 500 Ma, do you think the determi-

nation will be reliable? What sort of isotope ratios do you expect?

(iii) What will be the error you make on the age if it is 500 Ma? If it is 2 Ga?

(iv) Only 1 kg of rock can be brought back. Would you prefer to have a single compact rock or

five fragments of different rocks of 200 g each? Why?

2 Here are the results obtained by the 238U–230Th method on a volcanic rock of Costa Rica.

After calculating the age of the rock, estimate the error on this age in various ways: graphical,

least-squares method. Then state your estimate.

3 Here are results for a granite of the Montagne Noire (France).

Can you estimate the age and the error you make on the age in this situation?

4 (i) The measurement of 14C by accelerator mass spectrometry gives for modern (present-day)

carbon the ratio 14C/12C¼ 1.2 � 10� 12. For a current of 2 � 10� 6 A of 12C obtained by

238U–230Th 230Th–232Th

Whole rock 1.41� 0.05 1.21� 0.04

Magnetite 2.41� 0.02 1.92� 0.12

Plagioclase 1.37� 0.03 1.18� 0.07

Augite 0.62� 0.01 0.78� 0.04

Hypersthene 1.02� 0.08 1.01� 0.05

87Sr–86Sr 87Rb–86Sr

Whole rock 0.728� 0.002 3.62� 0.05

Biotite 2.32� 0.01 408� 4

Muscovite 0.735� 0.002 8.07� 0.05

Apatite 0.733� 0.002 0.03� 0.003

Plagioclase 0.7127� 0.001 1.44� 0.02
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bombarding 1 mg of carbon with a stream of cesium ions, the flow of 14Cþ ions is 15

ions per second.

(a) For the same intensity of current of 12C, how many 14C ions are obtained per unit

time for 1 mg of carbon aged 55 ka?

(b) If the measurement lasts 20 minutes, what is the uncertainty on the age determina-

tion? Compare it with the error on the measurement of the present-day 14C/12C ratio.

(c) What is the minimum age we can hope to measure in the same conditions if we

decide the difference to be measured with the present day must be at least five

times greater than the uncertainty?

(d) If we wanted to make the same measurement by counting � radioactivity and the

maximum counting time for a sample was 8 days, how much carbon would need to

be purified?

(ii) We wish to use the 238U–230Th method to test the 14C age of corals assumed to be about

55 000 years old. To simplify, we ignore the 234U/238U fractionation and assume that

(230Th)0¼ 0. The dating equation is written:

230Th
232Th

¼
238U

232Th

� �
ð1� el230t Þ:

Given that the uncertainty on the 230Th/232Th ratio measurement is 1% and that the uncer-

tainty on the 232Th and 238U measurements is about 5ø, what is the uncertainty on the age?

Is this a good method for checking the results obtained by 14C in this age range?

5 We are confronted with the geological situation shown in the section in Figure 5.38.

A geological formation of foliated and folded gneiss is cross-cut by a granodiorite which is

itself foliated.

(i) We wish to measure the age of the gneiss and to do so we make a series of 87Rb/86Sr

measurements on the whole-rock. The results are given in Table 5.9. The Sr concentrations

of the various facies are very similar. Calculate the 87Rb/87Sr age using a simple least-

squares method (without experimental uncertainties).

(ii) We determine the age of the granite by U–Pb methods applied to zircons from the granite.

Table 5.10 shows the results. Calculate the U–Pb age again by the simple least-squares

method and the concordia method. How would you interpret the result in geological

terms? Can you give a brief geological history of the region?

87Rb-87Sr
(Whole rock)

U-Pb
(Zircons)

Figure 5.38 Geological formation of gneiss cross-cut by granodiorite.
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6 A granite from south-eastern Canada is dated by various methods. The apparent age

results are:

Can you reconstruct the geological history of this granite and explain the ages measured?

7 We can determine the Permian–Triassic boundary at a given location. A granite cross-cutting

the Permian formation but with pebbles at the base of the Triassic is dated 243� 5 Ma. The

Triassic is dated by two basalt flows located in a section 100 m above the Permian–Triassic

boundary at 229� 8 Ma and another 200 m above the Permian–Triassic boundary at

215� 3 Ma. What is the approximate age of the Permian–Triassic boundary? What is the

error on the age determination at 218� 3 Ma?

8 You are asked to explore the possibility of using the U–He chronometer.

(i) What time-span do you think best corresponds to the potential of the method?

(ii) What types of rock or mineral do you think are interesting a priori?

9 Half a century ago the question of the origin of granite was a subject of much debate. The

American Bowen showed by laboratory experiment around 1930 that rock of granitic com-

position could be made from basaltic magma (which we know is itself the product of partial

melting of the mantle). Bowen and Winkler in Germany showed, again by experiment, that

the melting of detrital sediments (shales and sandstones) to which sodium has been added

Table 5.9 Samples from the gneiss in Figure 5.38

Sample 87Sr/86Sr 87Rb/86Sr

1 0.713�0.0005 0.1�0.0005
2 0.718�0.0005 0.35�0.0005
3 0.719�0.0005 0.45�0.0005
4 0.722�0.0005 0.6�0.0005
5 0.724�0.0005 0.8�0.0005
6 0.723�0.0005 0.9�0.0005

Table 5.10 Samples from the granite in Figure 5.38

Sample 206U*/238U 207Pb*/235U

A 0.3� 0.01 5�0.3
B 0.26� 0.01 4�0.3
C 0.24� 0.01 3.5�0.3
D 0.2� 0.01 2.5�0.3

Method U–Pb

concordia

Rb–Sr

whole

rock

Sm–Nd

whole

rock

Rb–Sr on

biotite

39Ar–40Ar Rb–Sr on

muscovite

Apparent

age (Ga)

2.8� 0.1 2.7� 0.1 2.7� 0.1 1.7� 0.2 1� 0.1 1.7� 0.2
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also gives rise to a granitic magma. Subsequently, other experiments showed that the partial

melting of ‘‘wet’’ basalts produced granitic fluids.

These experimental data were supplemented by field observations and then more recently

by 87Sr/86Sr measurements supporting the idea that almost all continental granites result

from the remelting of continental crust. The model of granites derived directly from the

mantle was abandoned. Yet, in the middle of the mid-Atlantic ridge, in Iceland, the famous

Hekla volcano has spewed out lava of granitic composition (rhyolites). The 87Sr/86Sr ratios of

about 0.7032 give no clear answer to their origin as they are similar to those of many basaltic

lavas of Iceland.

The Icelander Sigmarsson studied the (230Th/232Th, 238U/232Th) ratios of these rhyolites

with the 230Th–238U isochron diagram. The mantle beneath Iceland is in secular equilibrium,

corresponding to 238U/232Th ratios of 1.1 to 1.3 (in activity). The oldest basalt crust of Iceland

has (active) 238U/232Th ratios ranging from 0.9 to 1.1. It too is in secular equilibrium. The

rhyolites have a 230Th/232Th ratio of 0.95 and 238U/232Th of about 0.8. What do you think is

the origin of this rhyolite?

10 Calculate the range of application of the 238U–206Pb dating method for rocks and minerals

with the chemical ratios shown in the table below, given that the isotopic measurement is

affected by several relative uncertainties �x of 10�3, 10�4, and 10�5.

Draw the graphs corresponding to Figure 5.35. Calculate for the Rb/Sr ratio, and for U–Pb

applied to whole rocks and the main minerals that can be dated by this method.

Type of rock or

mineral

Granite Basalt Ultramafic Zircon Sphene

U/Pb 0.2 0.1 0.05 100–10 2
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CHAPTER SIX

Radiogenic isotope geochemistry

Our main concern in the previous chapters has been to calculate geological (or cosmo-
logical) ages and to clarify their geological meanings. In the next chapters we are going to
address isotope geochemistry, which has a markedly di¡erent viewpoint although it is
based on the same physical laws andon the same equations.We are going to look not at age
but at the isotope ratios measured and the ways in which their natural variations may be
interpreted.

This chapter, then, focuseson isotope ratioswhosevariationsarisemainly fromradioac-
tive decay.Chapter 7will be about isotopevariations causedbyphysical and chemical pro-
cesses. Examination of the variations in isotopic ratios will lead us to develop a
methodologyinwhichtheseratiosareusedas tracers formajorgeologicalandgeodynamic
phenomena. The purpose of these studies is therefore to determine the major structures
and exchanges ofmatteroccurring (or havingoccurred) among themajor terrestrial reser-
voirs (crust, mantle, core, and atmosphere).The notion of age will crop up again, but in a
muchmoregeneral context, although in complete continuitywiththe earlierchapters.

6.1 Strontium isotope geochemistry

6.1.1 Continents and oceans: granite and basalt

Thenatural isotopic compositionofstrontiumvarieswith 87Rb decay. Systematic collation
of 87Sr/86Sr isotope compositions of terrestrial basalt andgranite (basaltbeing an isotopic
‘‘messenger’’fromthemantlewhilegranite is a sampleofcontinental crust) revealsverydif-
ferent distributions. Strontium isotope ratios for granites from the various continents are
highly variable, ranging from 0.705 to 0.850 andmore. Strontium isotope ratios for basalts
aremuchmoreuniform.They range from0.7020 to 0.7070 and foroceanicbasalts fromjust
0.7022 to0.7045.

Let us get these orders of magnitude clear. ‘‘Ordinary’’ analytical precision on the
87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio is at least1.5 � 10�4 (relative) and therefore, on ratios close to 0.7, the
uncertainty isbetter than10�4 (absolute).Thismeans that 0.7022 canbe distinguished from
0.7021for certain. For granite, variations range from 0.850 to 0.705, corresponding to1500
measurementunits. Foroceanicbasalts, the range is 25measurementunits, oradispersion
ratioof60 times less than forgranites.

This di¡erence in the distributions of strontium isotope ratios between continents and
mantle can be explained by the geological historyof the two reservoirs fromwhich granite
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Magnet

Magnet

Multicollector

Multicollector

Ion
beams

Ion
beams

Electrostatic
analyzer

Multi-filament
turret

Plasma
generator

Source

Plate 2 Modern mass spectrometers. In each case, the mechanical components are shown at the top and the ion
beam pathways below. Top: TIMS (thermal-ionization mass spectrometry). At the source, a turret allows several
samples to be tested in succession; at the collector, multicollection allows the various beams from different
isotopes to be analyzed without scanning. Bottom: ICPMS (inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry). In
addition to the magnet, an electrostatic analysis sorts the ions by energy levels. The source is a plasma generator.
Multicollection is used as in TIMS.



Plate 3 Actual laboratory equipment. Top: A Cameca ion probe. Bottom: A clean room where samples
are prepared.
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0.25 - 0 Ga

0.7 - 0.25 Ga

1.7 - 0.7 Ga

2.5 - 1.7 Ga

3.8 - 2.5 Ga

3.8 - 1.7 Ga

Plate 5 Map of age provinces of continents. Top: world map. Bottom: more detailed map of North
America. After Hofmann (personal communication, modified).
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and basalt arise.Granite is the essential constituent of continental crust.The continental
crust is a permanent feature of the Earth’s surface and is very, very old, at least 4Ga and
possibly older.When granites are systematically dated on a continent and the datings
mapped, geological age provinces are de¢ned. The classical example is that of North
America, as we have seen, and the same is true of other continents. There are granites
aged 3.8Ga (Greenland), 2.7Ga (Canada, Scandinavia), and 2Ga (Ivory Coast,
Sahara), but also granites aged 50Ma (Himalayas) or even 5Ma (Himalayas, Andes,
Alps) (see Plate 5).
Asgeologicalstudieshaveshown, theseprovincescorrespondtowell-de¢nedepisodes in

geological history during which orogeny, that is, mountain building, occurred. Rockwas
folded andmetamorphosed and granite was formed bymelting of the lower crust andwas
injected into theupper partofthe crustduring theseorogenic episodes. In accordancewith
oneofthebasicprinciples ofplate tectonics, thesepiecesofcontinent£oatonthe surfaceof
the mantle, they are broken up and drift about but are not swallowed up as suchwithin the
mantle by subduction.They therefore form a mosaic of blocks of di¡erent geological ages
which have accumulated, brokenup, anddrifted togetherat theEarth’s surface throughout
geological time.
In the course of geological cycles, with the succession of erosion, sedimentation, meta-

morphism,andfoldingandformationofgranites, theisotopicgeologicalclockswehavestu-
died in the previous chapters are more or less reset and so date these episodes more or less
accurately. But a great part of the ancient continental material is preserved and recycled,
whether it is rejuvenatedor not.
Basalt is the primary constituent of oceanic crust. Unlike continental crust, oceanic

crust is very young. Oceanic crust arises from the mid-ocean ridges, spreads, and then
plunges at subduction zones to be recycled in the mantle. The oldest oceanic crust is
200Ma, theaverageagebeing80Ma.Bycontrast, the rocksofthepresent-dayocean ridges
arevirtuallyofzeroage.Oceanicbasalts aretheproductofmantle-meltingandas thatmelt-
ingoccursathightemperatures isotopic equilibrium is achieved.This iswhyoceanicbasalt
re£ects the isotopic compositions of the present-day mantle. Now, the mantle, being sub-
jected tovigorous convectivemotion, isprobablywellmixed. It is only tobe expected, then,
that the isotopic compositions of such a medium should be far less heterogeneous than
those of a medium that is segmented like a mosaic of old pieces of various ages, which is
whatthe continental crust is (Figure6.1).
Let us now try to explain the di¡erence in the strontium isotope structure of the conti-

nents and of the oceanic basalts in more quantitative terms. By the same token, we shall
bring together the reasoning already employed and which helped us in developing
geochronology.

6.1.2 Isotope evolution diagrams and multi-episode
evolution models

One simplewayof representing changes in 87Sr/86Sr ratios is to plot a diagramof 87Sr/86Sr
versus time. Ifwewrite asour reference the evolutionofan isotope ratio in a closed environ-
ment, by using the linear approximation, we obtain an equation we have already come
across:
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87Sr
86Sr

� �
t

¼
87Sr
86Sr

� �
0

þ
87Rb
86Sr

� �
lt:

This is the equation ofa straight line in the
87Sr
86Sr

; t

� �
diagramwhose slope is l

87Rb
87Sr

� �
and

so is proportional to the Rb/Sr chemical ratio.The higher �¼ 87Rb/86Sr is, the faster the
87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio grows, and the steeper the slope of the straight line of evolution
(Figure6.2).

Let us now consider a system comprising two episodes.We begin with a (87Sr/86Sr)0
isotope ratio¼�0. During the ¢rst episode fromT0 toT1 (the ages are counted from the
present day) the system has a 87Rb/86Sr ratio¼�0.Then, atT1, the chemical ratio changes
because the initial system is separated into several sub-systems, A, B, and C, whose
87Rb/86Sr ratios are noted �A, �B, and �C, respectively. The three sub-systems evolve as
closed systemsuntil thepresentday.The evolution equations foreachmediumarewritten:

Sub-system A ¼ �A
present day ¼ �0 þ l�0ðT0 � T1Þ þ l�AT1 ¼ �T1

þ l�AT1

Sub-system B ¼ �B
present day ¼ �0 þ l�0ðT0 � T1Þ þ l�BT1 ¼ �T1

þ l�BT1

Sub-system C ¼ �C
present day ¼ �0 þ l�0ðT0 � T1Þ þ l�CT1 ¼ �T1

þ l�CT1

where�T1
is the common isotope ratioat�T1

¼ �0 þ l�0ðT0 � T1Þ.
Graphically, in the (�,T) plane, these three equations are represented ¢rst by a single

straight line joining theorigin to thepointof convergence (T1,�1) and thenby three straight
lineswhichdiverge inproportiontotheirdi¡erent�values (Figure6.2).

Let us return now to the question of the di¡erence in dispersion between granites and
basalts, that is, between continental crustandmantlematerials.

The mantle has very low 87Rb/86Sr ratios, ranging from 0.01 to 0.1.The evolution of its
87Sr/86Sron the isotope evolution diagram is almost a horizontal line ifwe take dispersion

87Sr/86Sr

N
MORB

Granites
and

gneisses

0.700 0.750 0.800

Figure 6.1 Histogram of 87Sr/86Sr ratios. Ratios are measured in the mid-ocean-ridge basalts (MORBs)
and in the granulites of the lower continental crust and the granitoids of the upper continental crust.
Notice the wide dispersion of values for granite compared with MORB values.
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measured on granite as our scale.The ratios representing the continental crust are much
higher: theyrangefrom0.3 to5.Letusgettheorderofmagnitude clear inourminds.

Exercise

Suppose that granites from the continental crust derive from the mantle, which has a 87Sr=86Sr
� �

isotopic ratio �0¼ 0.701. Calculate the present-day 87Sr/86Sr ratios of the granites assuming

that their ages are 3, 2, and 1 Ga, respectively, with 87Rb/86Sr ratios of 1, 2, and 3, correspond-

ing to the time when they became granites, therefore when they were extracted from the

mantle. Plot the isotope evolution on an (�, T ) diagram.

Answer
Here is the matrix of the results for the 87Sr/86Sr ratios of these granites (Table 6.1). Assuming

the mantle has a 87Rb/86Sr ratio of 0.01, the evolution of the granites is shown in the (�, T)

diagram in Figure 6.3. It shall be seen that the Rb/Sr ratios and age dispersions assumed in the

model are enough to explain the wide dispersion of continental granites observed.
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Figure 6.2 Diagrams of the evolution of isotope systems with time. Left: the 87Rb/86Sr parent–daughter
ratio versus time. Right: the 87Sr/86Sr ratios for the same systems under the same conditions. Top:
evolution of several closed systems where the 87Rb/86Sr ratios are constant. Bottom: a two-stage
evolution. The first episode has a constant Rb/Sr ratio and evolves in a closed system. At T1 a sudden
chemical differentiation event occurs giving rise to two systems (A) and (B) with two different Rb/Sr
ratios. Afterwards, the systems evolve separately as closed systems. Right: the chemical scenario as it
translates on the isotope evolution diagram.
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E X A M P L E

The history of the granites of western Greenland

A real case is represented in the strontium isotopic evolution diagram (Figure 6.4), that of the

granites of western Greenland studied by Steve Moorbath of the University of Oxford and his

various co-workers. Notice that this real diagram (almost) matches the diagram for the

theoretical model (see Moorbath and Taylor, 1981).

Letustiethis inwithwhatwelearnedinChapter3aboutthe isochrondiagram.Inthethe-
oretical two-stage model of evolutionwith di¡erentiation at T1, we represented the system
inan (�,T) diagram.The equations for the three straight lineswere:

�A ¼ �T1
þ l�A T1

Table 6.1 Present-day (87Sr/86Sr) ratios

Age (Ga)

� 3 2 1

3 0.8288 0.7862 0.7436
2 0.7862 0.7578 0.7290
1 0.7436 0.7294 0.7152

3 2 1

0.800

0.750

0.700

87
Sr

/8
6 S

r

Time (Ga)

Figure 6.3 Theoretical (87Sr/86Sr, T) isotope evolution diagrams.
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�B ¼ �T1
þ l�B T1

�C ¼ �T1
þ l�C T1:

In these equations the common isotope composition at timeT1 is noted �T1
.The three sys-

tems couldhavebeen represented in an (�,�) diagram (Figure 6.5).This is the isochron dia-
gram, which is one of the foundations of geochronology.Why use (�, �) in geochronology
and (�,T) in isotopegeochemistry?Theanswer is importantas itde¢nesamethod.
In geochronology,what we measure directly are a and m. It is therefore normal to plot

the two types of measurement that are to de¢ne a correlation diagramwhose slope, that
is, the age, we shall calculate. In isotope geochemistry, we determine agesTand initial

0.730

4

A

D

B
C

3 2 1 0

0.720

0.710

0.700

87
Sr

/8
6 S

r

Time (Ga)

Mantle

Greenland granites

Figure 6.4 Isotope evolution diagrams for rocks of western Greenland. A, Amitsoq gneiss; B, Nuk gneiss;
C, Ketelidian gneiss; D, Quorguq granites. After Moorbath and Taylor (1981).
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Figure 6.5 Equivalent to the diagram at the bottom of Figure 6.2, but plotted differently.
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ratios �0 by isochron construction diagrams on the various sets of rock, of varied ages.
Ourdatawill thereforebe�0 andT. It is normal, once again, toplot the data forone against
the other.The unknown (provided by the slope) is the 87Rb/86Sr ratio, which is therefore a
chemical parameter.

6.1.3 Granites and granites

Inthetheoreticalmodelofevolutionofgranites inthe exercise,weassumedthatthegranites
derived from di¡erentiation of the mantle.Their initial isotope ratios were therefore those
of the mantle. This idea of granite deriving from the mantle by chemical di¡erentiation
frombasalticmagmawas¢rst proposedbyNorman Bowen. In the1920s and1930s he con-
ductedthe¢rstpetrologyexperiments inthe courseofwhichhemadeapieceofgranitearti-
¢ciallybycrystallizingameltofbasaltbystages (fractional crystallization) (Bowen,1928).

After thewar,asecondideaarose.Having¢rstbeenevokedbyBowen himself itwasactu-
allydevelopedby theGerman school andparticularlyHelmutWinkler.Hetoomadegran-
ite in the laboratory, but this time in a quite di¡erent way, by melting clastic sediments
(Winkler,1974). Inpetrology, thisprocess isknownasanatexis.Granite is thoughttobe the
endproductofextrememetamorphismwherethe increase in temperature causesmelting.

Thesetwotheoriesontheoriginofgranitehaverepercussionsfor isotopegeochemistry.If
a granite derives frombasalt, its initial 87Sr/86Sr ratio is close to that of basalt and so very
low (close to0.703).Onthe contrary, if itderives fromancientsediment,which itselfderived
from the erosion of ancient granite, its 87Sr/86Sr ratiowill be much higher (more like 0.720
to 0.780).The corollary of this observation is that, by measuring the initial isotope ratios
(that is, bycorrecting forageby the isochron construction), theoriginofgranites canbesys-
tematicallystudied.

E X A M P L E

Himalayan granites

If we measure the initial 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio of Lhasa granite (Tibet) dated 50 Ma, we find

0.705 whereas the corresponding ratio for granite of the geographically very close High

Himalayas near Mount Everest, dated 30 Ma, is 0.780. Comparing these ratios with the

histogram in Figure 6.1 reveals that the two granites have very different sources, origins

and histories. The Lhasa granite Sr initial isotope ratio is similar to 87Sr/86Sr ratios for the

mantle. It may originate directly from the mantle or indirectly from the intrusion of magma

from the mantle which has crystallized and remelted. By contrast, the High Himalayas granite

collected from the slopes of Mount Everest has a Sr isotope ratio situating it clearly among

values for the continental crust. This granite derives from remelting of older continental crust.

Himalayan granites are therefore of two separate origins (author’s unpublished results).

There, then, is a ¢rst example of an isotopic tracing technique. A straightforward mea-
surementof strontium isotope ratios has provided a solution to a problem over which gen-
erations ofpetrologists have argued, that of the origin ofgranites, and tomake a quick and
simple inventoryof them.We shall return to this issue lateron as it is central to the origin of
the continental crust.
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6.1.4 Basalt and oceanic basalt

Given thegreatdi¡erence in 87Sr/86Sr isotopic compositionbetween continental crust and
mantle, it is better, if we wish to determine the chemical and isotopic composition of the
mantle, to avoid taking samples from continental volcanoes (such as those of the Massif
Central in France, for example). In this way, we avoid contamination by continental mate-
rial, which is alwayspossible andwould skewresults.We shall therefore look¢rst atoceanic
volcanism. Since the oceanic crust isbasaltic, the 87Sr/86Sr ratiosofmagmas and theocea-
nic crustaresimilar,which reduces the riskofanydisastrous contamination.

Exercise

A basaltic magma with a 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.7025 and a Sr concentration of 300 ppm passes

through granitic crust with a 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.750 and a Sr concentration of 150 ppm. The

basalt assimilates granite in the proportions of 1%, 2%, and 5%. What are the isotope ratios of

the contaminated magmas? What precision is required on the 87Sr/86Sr ratio measurement to

detect the phenomenon?

Answer

Notice that if we measure the isotope ratio to the nearest 1%, that is,�7 on the third figure,

we cannot detect these finer points. At 1% we cannot detect anything for sure either. It can

only be seen with precision of at least 1%.

There are two types of oceanic basalt: mid-ocean-ridge basalt (MORB), which is
emplaced on the sea £oor at oceanic ridge crests and has very characteristic forms of £ow
known as pillow lavas, and ocean-island basalt (OIB) produced very largely by subaerial
volcanism and which forms island chains (Hawaii, Tahiti) or archipelagos (Azores,
Canaries, Gala¤ pagos).These two types of basalt are statisticallydi¡erent in terms of their
petrologyandchemistry.
The MORBs are said to be tholeiitic. They contain lower concentrations of alkali ele-

ments (sodium, potassium) andare slightly richer in silicon.Conversely,OIBs tend tohave
higher alkali contents. (But again this is a statistical observation, because tholeiitic basalt
is found on ocean islands and some alkali basalts are found in the vicinity of mid-ocean
ridges.) Isotope analysis of both types of basalt (removing the altered parts for submarine
basalts) indicates thatMORBshave 87Sr/86Sr ratios ranging from0.7022 to0.7034while the
corresponding rangeforOIBs is 0.7030^0.7050.
The 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios of MORBs are statistically lower than the ratios for OIBs.

To understand this, we need to turn to geological observation, that is, the geological con-
text in which samples are collected. Samples of MORBs are collected from zones where
the ocean £oor is spreading, as if the mantle were almost cropping out at the surface,
whereas OIB forms island chains ‘‘independently’’ of sea-£oor spreading. These are
plumes of magma that cross the tectonic plates and so come from reservoirs that lie

1% 2% 5%
0.702 72 0.702 96 0.703 65
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deeper than the ocean-ridge reservoirs.This is the hot spot hypothesis proposed byJason
Morgan of Princeton University (Morgan, 1971). If we accept that Sr isotope ratios are
preserved during partial melting of the mantle and transport, this suggests that the man-
tle is isotopically strati¢ed, with an upper layer as the source of MORB, with a very low
Rb content (compared with Sr) and a lower layer as the source of OIB, which is a little
richer in Rb (compared with Sr) (Figure 6.6). Let us introduce some quantitative con-
straints to make this clearer.

6.1.5 Comparative ‘‘prehistoric’’ evolution of MORB and OIB:
the concept of a model age

Supposewehave two oceanic volcanic rocks, one collected bydredging along the centerof
an oceanic ridge and the other collected from a Recent volcano of the Canary Islands.
Their 87Sr/86Sr ratios are 0.7025 and 0.7045, respectively.What canwe sayabout the prehis-
toryof the two rocks? Using just the Sr isotope ratios, we can assert that the rocks are from
di¡erent sources with di¡erent 87Sr/86Sr signatures and that those di¡erences are ancient.
But how ancient? Suppose now that we measure the 87Rb/86Sr ratios of these rocks and
¢nd0.01and0.1, respectively.Ofcourse, these ratios are notthoseofthe sources in theman-
tle.To make a volcanic rock from the solid mantle, a liquid magma has had to be created,
which implies partial melting of the mantle and associated chemical fractionation, and so
variations in the chemical Rb/Sr ratio.This is followed by the transferof themagma to the
surface with possible contamination on its way up. But laboratory experiments, observa-
tions, andmeasurementsonvolcanic serieshave taughtus that rubidiumenters themagma
muchmore readily thanstrontium.Consequently,we can infer that:

Upper mantle
source of MORB

Oceanic islands
Mid-ocean ridges

0.70350.7025

OIB source
mantle

Oceanic     l i thosphere 

Figure 6.6 The origins of mid-ocean-ridge basalt (MORB) and ocean-island basalt (OIB). The diagram
shows how the two types of oceanic basalt may have arisen on the basis of isotope analyses and
elementary geodynamics. The values are 87Sr/86Sr ratios.
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87Rb
86Sr

� �
volcanic rock

�
87Rb
86Sr

� �
mantle source

:

The chemical Rb/Sr ratios measured on the basalts are therefore the upper bounds of the
source ratiosofthesebasalts.Letusmakea furtherassumption: as these twovolcanic rocks
come from the mantle (we shall suppose that at one time theyboth belonged to the Earth’s
primitivemantlewhichwashomogeneous, identical throughout) andthen thattheir source
domains separated (orbecame individualized) throughgeodynamicandgeochemicalpro-
cessesofvaryingcomplexity.
Can this scenariobe put into quantitative terms? Letus put it graphically ¢rst.We plot a

(87Sr/86Sr,T) graph and construct vectors of evolution for the sources of the two rocks
(Figure 6.7).They pass through the present-daymeasurement points, the two isotope com-
positions.Their maximum slopes are l 87Rb=86Sr

� �
.The two vectors intersect at about1.4

billionyears. (Plotthegraphto checkthis asan exercise.)
Ifweaddress thequestionusing algebra,we canwrite the evolution equations for the two

sources by noting the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratios � and the 87Rb/86Sr ratios �. Using a linear
approximation,weget:

�t
ridge ¼ �0 þ l�ridge T1

�t
Canaries ¼ �00 þ l�Canaries T 01:

8<
:
If the twovolcanic rocks are from identicalmediawhich separated at timeT1, we can calcu-
lateT1andtheircompositionbypositing�0¼�00 andT1¼T1

0.
This thengives:

T Sr
1 ¼

1

l
�ridge � �Canaries

�ridge � �Canaries

� �
:

Withl¼ 1.42 � 10�11yr�1,wegetT1
Sr¼ 1.40billionyears.

But, one might object, we have used the 87Rb/86Sr ratios of the volcanic rocks and not
those of the mantle. Now, as we said, these are maximumvalues and not real values.This
means that the1.4 billion is aminimumvalue.The two real vectors may well intersect at an

87
Sr

/8
6 S

r

T1max

Canary
Islands

Mid-oceanic
ridge

Time

Figure 6.7 Calculation of a model age of differentiation of two basalts, one from the Canary Islands and
one from a mid-ocean ridge. The solid lines show the vectors of isotope evolution for (Rb/Sr) measured
on the rocks and the dashed lines are the more plausible vectors.
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earlier time. So the true age ofdi¡erentiationTD is greater than (or equal to) the age calcu-
latedwith strontium¼T1�T1

Sr.
To interpret the 87Sr/86Sr ratios of the two basalts, one of MORB and one of OIB, we

presume the two domains of the mantle from which the basalts were extracted were
separated more than1.4 billion years ago and evolved independently thereafter.This is a
strong constraint as to the present-day structure of the mantle and as to the way it has
evolved historically. However, one point has to be clari¢ed.This reasoning assumes, as
said, thatwhenthemagmaformsatdepth, it is isotopicallyre-equilibratedwiththesource
domain, that is, it has the same isotopic composition as the source domain (this is the
isotopic equilibration assumption) and that subsequently, during its time at the surface,
the basalt’s isotopic composition is not altered either by mixing with the crust (which is
whywe chose twooceanicbasalts), orby interactionwith surface £uids (the closed system
assumption), or by weathering.With a few precautions, these assumptions are generally
borneout.

As canbe seen, theprinciplesbehind thismodel arevery simple andyettheylead tovery
important results.

Remark
Until now, with dating, we were concerned about the history of rocks. In studying initial isotope

ratios, we are interested in their pre-history and in that of the chemical elements of which they are

composed.

Exercise

Exercise
The 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios were measured on the same basalts as before from the mid-

oceanic ridge (0.513 50) and the Canaries (0.512 95). The 147Sm/144Nd ratios are 0.25 for the

MORB and 0.20 for the OIB. Supposing the two reservoirs of these rocks first had a common

history in the same mantle reservoir before separating and differentiating at time T1, write

the evolution equations for the 147Sm/143Nd system. What is the approximate age T1 at

which the two media of origin of the two basalts separated?

Given that during genesis of basalts from the mantle, the magma is more enriched in

neodymium than in samarium, is the age calculated a minimum or a maximum? By compar-

ing it with the model age for strontium, can you improve your knowledge of T1? What do you

conclude from this?

Answer
T1

Nd¼ 1.69 Ga and T1
Nd� T1� T1

Sr, therefore T1¼ 1.55� 0.13 Ga.

6.1.6 The problem of mixtures

In the phenomenawe have considered so far, the process by which magma is generated is
straightforward enough: partial melting with isotope equilibration followed by transfer
towards the surface. In fact, actual geological phenomena aremore complexbecausemix-
ingphenomenaoccur frequently in nature.Wehavealreadycomeacross thesewhendealing
withproblemsofgeochronologyandthen inthe exercise inSection6.1.4.
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Togetour ideas straight, letusbeginwithanexample.Letus consider the caseoftwocon-
tinental basalts located in, say, La Chaı̂ne des Puys in theMassif Central (France). One of
thebasalts containsxenoliths1ofmantle rock (peridotite), showing thatthemagmadidnot
remain inamagmachamberas itwastransferredtothesurface,otherwisetheheavierxeno-
liths would have settled out. Its 87Sr/86Sr ratio is similar to that of peridotitic xenoliths at
0.7035.The second basalt contains slightly more silica and does not contain any xenoliths
ofdeep origin, but, on the contrary, xenoliths ofgranitewhichwere probably scoured from
the continental crust.The secondbasalt has a 87Sr/86Sr ratioof 0.706.Thegranitexenoliths
have 87Sr/86Sr ratiosof0.740.
Weinterpretsuchanoccurrencebyconsideringthatthesecondbasalthasbeen contami-

nated by continental crust.What is the extent of this contamination? From the mixing for-
mulaalreadystudiedatthe endofChapter 3:

87Sr
86Sr

� �
mixture

¼
87Sr
86Sr

� �
mantle magma

�xþ
87Sr
86Sr

� �
continental crust

�ð1� xÞ

where x ¼ ðmm CSr
m Þ=ðmm CSr

m þ mcc C
Sr
ccÞ is the mass of uncontaminated magma, mcc

the mass of continental crust dissolved in the magma, Cm
Sr the strontium concentration

of the uncontaminatedmagma¼ 300 ppm, andCcc
Sr the strontium concentration of conti-

nental contaminants¼ 100ppm.
With (87Sr/86Sr)mixture¼ 0.705, (87Sr/86Sr)magma¼ 0.7035,and(87Sr/86Sr)cc¼ 0.740,weget:

x ¼ 0:740 � 0:706

0:740 � 0:7035
¼ 0:931

for theproportionofstrontiumofdeeporigin (mantle).
Let us now determine the contaminated quantity. If we posit u ¼ mc=ðmc þmmÞ,

which is the proportion of the continental crust assimilated, we ¢nd u¼ 0.18 or 18%.The
magmais contaminatedbyabout 20%inmass.
Wherewehaveseveralsamples,masscontaminationphenomenamaybeshownupbythe

linear relation 87Sr=86Sr; 1=CSr
� �

whereCSr is the strontium concentration. (Lookbackat
Chapter 3.)

Exercise

Analysis of a series of rocks related to a carbonatite2 volcano yields the results shown in

Table 6.2.

Given that the granite country rock contains 100 ppm of strontium and has a 87Sr/86Sr ratio

of 0.715, can this suite of rocks be interpreted as contamination of a deep magma in a granitic

environment? How can this be demonstrated? Can the isotope composition of the deep

magma be ascertained and what is its value?

Answer
Yes, it is a mixture. This can be shown by applying the (1/C) test of Chapter 3, Section 3.4.2.

The composition of the uncontaminated magma is 0.7030.

1 Xenoliths are pieces of rock that are ‘‘foreign’’ to the magma, having been picked up during its transfer
towards the surface.

2 Look up what this and the words in the table mean in a petrology textbook.
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Table 6.2 Analysis of volcanic rocks

Rock 87Sr/86Sr CSr (ppm)

Carbonatite 0.7040 1000
Ijolite 0.7062 350
Syenite 0.7070 280
Nephelinite 0.7107 150
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Figure 6.8 Evolution over time of two systems involved in mixing at T1. (a) The 87Rb/86Sr ratios do not
change until T1, when mixing occurs. (b) The corresponding evolution of the 87Sr/86Sr ratio.
(c) Reconstructed evolution with a shift in the 87Sr/86Sr ratio at T1. The shift could also be negative!
This is the only case where the radiogenic 87Sr/86Sr ratio can decrease. Otherwise, it invariably increases
as a result of radioactivity. (d, e) Evolution of two systems which underwent isotopic exchange at T1

without changing their chemistry.
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These mixing phenomena may occur at depth or near the surface during the system’s
isotopic evolution, for example, during tectonic phenomena where rocks are mixed by
thinning and folding or by breaking and mixing, or during mantle convection processes
associatedwith stirring.Theyalso occur, of course, in the processes oferosion, sedimenta-
tion, transport, andtheformationofoceansand lakes.Theyhavesubstantial repercussions,
asweshall seeonmanyoccasions inwhat follows.Each time, they introducea hiatus in the
(87Sr/86Sr,t) isotope evolution diagram.This isotope ratio may rise or fall suddenly.The
chemical 87Sr/86Sr ratiomayalso changeabruptly.Thus, the slopeofevolutionaftermixing
changes suddenly (Figure6.8).

6.1.7 Isotopic exchange

We spoke of isotope exchange at the beginning of this bookwhen discussing the isotopic
dilution method. But the phenomenon extendswell beyond the con¢nes of the laboratory.
In nature, when two systems (rocks, minerals, water/rockmixtures) are in chemical equili-
briumbut have di¡erent isotope compositions, both systems exchange their atoms to tend
towards isotopic homogeneity (while being, it is worth repeating, chemically heteroge-
neous).The¢nal isotopic composition forheavyelements is equal,ofcourse, totheweighted
meanofthe systems involved.
As we have said, it is the di¡usion processes that control the rate at which isotopic

exchanges occur.They are faster in liquid phases than in solid phases and are activated by
temperature.
Wehavemadeuseofthisphenomenon inthe caseofthe isochrondiagram.Here,wewish

to remind readers that it plays a role in all chemical processes, but naturally this isotopic
exchangemaybepartialor totaldependingon circumstances.

6.1.8 The Schilling effect

Jean-Guy Schilling of Rhode Island University discovered an intermediate structure
between MORB and OIB, which appears to complicate matters but in fact con¢rms the
dual origins of the basalts. Hot-spot injections occur at some points on the mid-oceanic
ridges, as re£ected by the ridges being subjected to topographic bombardment (see review
inSchilling,1992) (Figure 6.9).
The ¢rst reported and most spectacular case of such hot-spot injection beneath mid-

oceanicridges is thatofIceland.An immensevolcanicstructureofdeeperorigin liesastride
the mid-Atlantic ridge creating a huge oceanic island. A less spectacular case is found
on the Atlantic ridge near the Azores.There the bombment remains submarine, because
the emerged islandsareshifted tothe east.
Now, analysis of the isotope compositions of these mixed structures reveals 87Sr/86Sr

values that are intermediatebetweenMORBandOIB values.The distribution of 87Sr/86Sr
isotope ratios along themid-ocean ridge follows the pro¢le of the topography (Figure 6.9).
It is only at some considerable distance from the hot spot that isotope values typical of
MORBrecur.
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WhentheareasoftheworldwheretheSchillinge¡ectoccursare removedfromthestatis-
tics, the dispersion of MORB values declines. The range of variation is then just
0.7022^0.7027, and so is far narrower than the variation observed for OIB, which is
0.7032^0.7050.This observation, which has been con¢rmed for manyocean ridges, shows
there is a clear statistical distinction between MORB sources with a narrow range of very
low 87Sr/86Sr ratios and thehigherandmore scattered 87Sr/86Sr ratios ofthehotspots.This
shows that samples mustbe collected fromocean ridgesusing knowledge of the geological
and geodynamic context before interpreting the isotope measurements and before distin-
guishing the MORB interacting with hot spots from the others (Hart et al., 1973)
(Figure 6.10).

6.2 Strontium–neodymium isotopic coupling

The development of neodymium isotopic geochemistry was a key moment in
isotope geology. It was brought about by three teams: the present author’s team at the
InstitutdePhysiqueduGlobe inParis (Richard etal.,1976),JerryWasserburg’s teamatthe
California Institute of Technology (DePaolo and Wasserburg, 1976a, b), and the team of
Keith O’Nions then at Columbia University, NewYork (O’Nions et al., 1977). This was a
decisive stage in the use of isotope tracers for understanding geodynamic processes and
the historical evolution of terrestrial reservoirs because, for the ¢rst time, two chemically
di¡erent isotopic tracersyieldedcoherent, complementary information.
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Figure 6.9 Study of samples collected south of Iceland. Variation in the 87Sr/86Sr ratio along the mid-
oceanic ridge southwards from Iceland along with variation in submarine topography. The parallel is
astonishing. After Hart et al. (1973).
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As said in the previous chapters, 147Sm decays by � radioactivity to 143Nd with a half-
life of1.5576 � 1011years and a decay constant lof 6.42 � 10�12 yr�1. It is possible, then, in
principle to study variations in 143Nd/144Nd isotope ratios in basalts and granites as
with 87Sr/86Sr ratios.The di⁄culty is that these Nd isotope variations are very small, of
the order of 1 per 10 000. It was therefore not until very precise mass spectro-
metry techniques were developed for the Apollo missions that this program could be
carried out.

6.2.1 Neodymium isotope variations

Itwas thereforenotuntil1975 in Paris, and then 6months later in Pasadena, that variations
in the isotope composition ofneodymiumofterrestrial originwere shown to existbydraw-
ingonthegiant leap inmass spectrometry:

� MORBshave143Nd/144Ndisotope ratiosofabout0.51320;
� OIBshave143Nd/144Nd isotope ratiosofabout 0.5128;
� the isotope ratios ofgranitic rocks rangewidely from0.508 to 0.511dependingon the age

ofthe rock.

Qualitatively, thephenomenon is the sameas for 87Sr/86Sr ratios, except that thevariations
are in the opposite direction.The most radiogenic strontium ratios are for granites, while
themost radiogenic neodymium ratios are found inMORBs.This inverse variation called
for closer study and examination of the isotope correlation between Sr and Nd measured
onthesamesamples.

6.2.2 The "Nd notation

Tomake the variations easier to read, we shall express theNdvariations as variations rela-
tive to a reference sample.This reference sample is chosen from among meteorites whose

E MORB

N
MORB

87Sr / 86Sr

N

0.702 0.703 0.704 0.705

OIB

Figure 6.10 Histogram of isotope ratios measured on various types of oceanic basalts. Hoffmann has
called the MORB subjected to the Schilling effect E-MORB. Normal N-MORB is located outside of these
peculiar areas.
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present-day isotope ratio is constant (whichever meteorite itmaybe) at 0.512 638.3 The "Nd

unit is de¢ned (seeDePaoloandWasserburg,1976a)by:

"Nd ¼

143Nd
144Nd

� �
sample

�
143Nd
144Nd

� �
chondrite

143Nd
144Nd

� �
chondrite

2
6664

3
7775�104:

Inshort,"Ndisarelativevariationexpressedper10mil,which ismore convenientforexpres-
sing variations and canbe used tomanipulate numbers like 2,10, or 20whether positive or
negative.

Exercise

Calculate the "Nd ratios for two samples: one is a MORB whose 143Nd/144Nd ratio is 0.513 10

and the other a billion year-old granite whose 143Nd/144Nd ratio is 0.509 00.

Answer
By using the isotope ratio of chondrites as a reference, we find "¼þ9.36 for the MORB and

"¼ –70.6 for the granite.

Exercise

The isotopic composition of a mixture (noted RM) of two components A and B of isotopic

composition RA and RB is

R M ¼ R Ax A þ R Bð1� x AÞ;

xA being the mass fraction of component A in the mixture. Show that if we use the " notation,

the mixture "M between two components (A) and (B) with "A and "B can be written:

"M ¼ "Ax A þ "Bð1� x AÞ:

Answer
Begin with RM¼ RAxAþ RB (1 – xA). Subtracting RS (standard) from each side gives:

RM – RS¼ (RA– RS) xAþ (RB – RS)(1 – xA).

Dividing both sides by RS and multiplying by 104 gives:

"M ¼ "A xA þ "Bð1� x AÞ

6.2.3 The Sr–Nd isotope correlation of basalts

Asmightbe expectedafter the initialmeasurements,when the SrandNd isotope composi-
tions aremeasured on a series ofoceanic basalts, they are found tobe anti-correlated.The

3 Sometimes another value is given in the literature because of the way stable Nd isotopes are normalized.
This difference is removed with the " notation.
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correlation observed is good (Figure 6.11) and is an inverse correlation (DePaolo and
Wasserburg,1976b;Richard etal.,1976;O’Nions etal.,1977).
Oceanicbasalts de¢ne a straight line ofcorrelationwith lowdispersion.This correlation

is very importantas it shows coherencebetweenNdandSr isotopevariations.Thesevaria-
tions, then, are not causedbysomeminor chemical processes speci¢c to SrorNd elements
butbygeneral grand-scale geological processes. It canbe considered, at least as aworking
hypothesis, thattheSrandNdisotope ratios togetheractas tracers for themajorgeological
phenomena,because together theykeeparecordofthesephenomena.
Firstofall, twoessentialreferenceparameterscanbeextractedfromthiscorrelation: theNd

and Sr isotope values for the Bulk Earth and the Sm/Nd and Rb/Sr ratios for the Bulk
Earth.TheBulkEarth isacomplexsystemcomprisingvarious entities: the continental crust,
oceanic crust,mantle, and core. It isnot easy toobtain a singlemeanvalue for thewhole. But,
conversely,whenwedoobtain suchavalue, itactsasa‘‘universal’’referenceforall theothers.
Letus comebackbrie£y to themeteoriteswe tookas the reference standard for calculat-

ing the � parameters of neodymium (as already speci¢ed in Chapters 4 and 5). Meteorites
have extremely varied chemical compositions. Some have chemical compositions quite
close to thatofthe Sun.These‘‘primitive’’meteorites are carbonaceous chondrites.Others,
by contrast, have chemical compositions analogous to thatofbasalt.Theyare the products
ofvolcanismandareknownasbasaltic achondrites.Yetothers aremadeup of iron^nickel
alloys: these are the iron meteorites. Other better knownbecausemore abundantones are
chemically intermediate: thesearetheordinarychondrites as seen intheprevious chapters
(seeJacobsen andWasserburg,1980). All of thesemeteorites are of the same age towithin
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Figure 6.11 Strontium–neodymium isotope correlation established by the Paris, Pasadena, and
Columbia teams (1976–7) on oceanic basalts. Thousands of measurements have been added since,
and we shall see later how the initial correlation has been altered. The correlation is used for
determining the 87Sr/86Sr ratio of the Earth from the 143Nd/144Nd value of the Earth as determined
from meteorites (and then taken as a reference for calculating ").
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a few million years: around 4.55� 0.05Ga. Now, all of them have the same present-day
143Nd/144Nd ratio of 0.512 638, but not the same 87Sr/86Sr ratio!4 It is therefore reasonable
to suppose that if these meteorites, which represent the primordial planetary material,
havethesameNdisotopecompositionandanear-constant147Sm/144Ndratio, theprimitive
material of the Earth must also have the same isotopic and chemical composition.These
ratios arethereforeprobably thoseoftheBulkEarth.

On the strength of this and of the (Sr^Nd) isotope correlation, we can determine the
strontium isotope composition of the Earth (Figure 6.11) and, assuming an age of 4.55Ga
for the Earth, we can determine its 87Rb/86Sr ratio. Note that we know the initial
(87Sr/86Sr)0 ratiowhich is the initial ratio ofmeteorites of 0.698 98 and is assumed tobe the
samefor the earlymaterialoftheEarth.

Exercise

Calculate the Rb/Sr ratio of the Earth given that the present-day 87Sr/86Sr ratio is

0.7050.

Answer
We write the equation for evolution in a closed system, which is legitimate for the Bulk Earth

since neither Rb nor Sr escapes from it. If the age of the Earth is T0, we have:

87Sr
86Sr

� �
t

¼
87Sr

86Sr0

� �
0

þ
87Rb
86Sr

� �
ðelT 0 � 1Þ:

Hence:

87Rb
86Sr

¼

87Sr
86Sr

� �
t

�
87Sr
86Sr

� �
0

ðelT 0 � 1Þ ¼ 0:705� 0:6989

0:006 674 5

87Rb
86Sr

� �
Earth

¼ 0:091� 0:004:

The second stage is more difficult than it looks. We must shift from an atomic isotope ratio to

a gravimetric chemical ratio:

Rbtotal ¼ ð87Rbþ85 RbÞ � atomic mass of Rb

Rbtotal ¼ 87Rb 1þ
85Rb
87Rb

� �� �
� atomic mass of Rb

Srtotal ¼ ð88Srþ 87Srþ 86Srþ 84SrÞ � atomic mass of Sr

4 The explanation for this is that Sm andNd are ‘‘refractory’’ elements, that is, they do not vaporize easily.
Strontium is refractory too, but Rb is volatile. When solid bodies were created in the primordial solar
nebula, fractionation between refractory and volatile elements was an essential phenomenon. However,
refractory elements behave quite coherently. Thus Sm/Nd ratios of meteorites are almost constant
whereas Rb/Sr ratios vary greatly.
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Srtotal ¼ 86Sr 1þ
88Sr
86Sr
þ

87Sr
86Sr
þ

84Sr
86Sr

� �
� atomic mass of Sr:

If we wish to make a precise calculation, we must recalculate the atomic mass of strontium

because the 87Sr/86Sr ratio is not exactly that of the standard samples, which is 0.709. This is

not an easy operation because we must calculate the atomic mass of each isotope (or look it

up in tables).5 We shall ignore this difficulty. The standard isotope ratios are:

85Rb=87Rb ¼ 2:5926; 88Sr=86Sr ¼ 8:3752; 84Sr86Sr ¼ 0:056 584:

The atomic mass of Sr is 87.613 and of Rb is 85.35.

We therefore find:

Rb

Sr

� �
mass

¼
87Rb
86Sr

� 0:341;

which gives:

Rb

Sr

� �
Earth

¼ 0:031

Exercise

Calculate the relation between the 147Sm/144Nd ratio and the Sm/Nd gravimetric chemical

ratio.

Answer
Read on!

6.2.4 Position of granites in the (Sr, Nd) diagram

Analysis ofgranites ofvarious ages initiallyby teams in Paris andCambridge (1978^80) (see
Alle' gre and Ben Othman, 1980;O’Nions et al., 1983; Ben Othman et al., 1984) showed, as
expected,muchwiderdispersionof isotoperatiosthanforthemantle.Insteadofhavingasim-
plealmost linearcorrelationas foroceanicbasalts, continentalgranites, gneisses, andgranu-
lites de¢nea fairlybroaddomain, but in a‘‘symmetrical’’position to thebasalts relative to the
reference point of the primitive mantle (Figure 6.12). This pattern of distribution of points
representing the continental crust is the outcome of two combined e¡ects: forone thing, the
continentalcrustismadeupoftectonicsegmentsofdi¡erentages¢ttedtogetherlikeamosaic;
for another, in the complex processes occurring in the continents (erosion, sedimentation,
metamorphism, hydrothermalism, anatexis, folding), fractionation betweenRb and Sr and
betweenSmandNdaredi¡erentandsothe isotopicresultsarevaried.

5 The precise atomic mass of an isotope is not just the number of neutrons� neutron massþ number of
protons� proton mass, expressed as a unit of mass (1/12 of 12C), because the bonding energy
�E¼�mc2, related to the energy of formation of the atomic nucleus, must be subtracted.
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6.2.5 Back to the isotope evolution diagrams

We can nowplot the isotope evolution diagram for the 87Sr/86Sr ratioversus time forbasalt
and granite.The novelty is that we can now plot the straight line of isotope evolution of the
Earth, that is, of the primitive mantle as the reference since none of Rb, Sr, Nd, or Sm is
incorporated in the Earth’s core.6 Figure 6.13 shows that granites, which constitutemostof
the continental crust, are situated above the primitive mantle, and oceanic basalts below,
with theMORBbeing themostextreme.

BymeasuringtheRbandSrcontentsofthe continental crust,wecanestimatetheslopeof
the straight line of evolution for the continents as equal to l 87Rb=87Sr

� �
. The 87Rb/86Sr

ratios of continental rocks range from0.5 to 3.Thevalue1is agoodaverage. Conversely, the
87Rb/86Sr ratios of MORBs are very low (�0.001). The straight line of evolution of the
MORBsourcemedium isvirtuallyhorizontal.

As said, the continents are made up of segments of tectonic provinces that are pieced
together and formed at di¡erent times. It is therefore a series of vectors of evolution that
must be considered andwhich lie behind the wide dispersion of the present-day 87Sr/86Sr
isotope ratios (Figure6.1).

Let us try to construct an analogous diagram for the 143Nd/144Nd ratio.To do this, we
mustmeasurethe compositionofgraniteswhichturnouttohaveverynegative"parameters
(theBulkEarthbeing takenas the referencewith "Earth¼ 0).Whenweplotthe results on the
Nd isotope evolution diagram, we observe a similar distribution as for Sr but in reverse.
The values of the granites are below those of the primitive mantle and the basalt values
above,withtheMORBlying furthestout,with thehighest "parameters (Figure6.13).
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Figure 6.12 Position of granites in the (Sr, Nd) isotope correlation diagram. Notice the domain is much
broader than that of basalt. The straight lines of evolution of oceanic basalts and of the Earth’s primitive
mantle are shown.

6 We shall use the terms ‘‘Earth,’’ ‘‘Bulk Earth,’’ and ‘‘primitive mantle’’ interchangeably when speaking
of Rb/Sr or Sm/Nd ratios, since the corresponding ratios are all identical.
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Topindownthequantitative evolutionsof143Nd/144Ndratios,wehave soughtto evaluate
the 147Sm/144Nd ratios of the two ‘‘symmetrical’’ reservoirs: the continental crust and the
mantle, which is the MORB source. For the crust, the 147Sm/144Nd ratios are close
(0.10^0.12). For the MORB source, the 147Sm/144Nd ratios range from 0.15 to 0.3. Unlike
with 87Sr/86Sr, the evolutionoftheMORBsources intermsof147Sm/144Ndisnotahorizon-
tal line.
On this basis, a simple geodynamic model can be developed.The continental crust has

di¡erentiated at the expense of the mantle probably through volcanism or magmatic pro-
cesses related to subduction.The continental crust is enriched (comparedwith themantle)
in elements such as potassium, rubidium, cesium, rare earths, thorium, and uranium.
According to the plate tectonics paradigm, the continents ‘‘£oat’’ on the mantle and are
never swallowedup againby it: the enriched elements ofthe continental crust are therefore
storedattheEarth’s surface.Thus theyare removed fromtheuppermantle,which is conse-
quentlydepleted in these elements.
Measurements of concentrations reveal that the continental crust is greatly enriched in

Rb and less so in Sr.Therefore, the Rb/Sr ratio of the continental crust is far higher than
that remaining in the mantle after extraction (residual mantle). Likewise, the continental
crust is much more enriched in Nd than in Sm, and so the Sm/Nd ratio of the continental
crust is lower than in the residualmantle.This explains theorigin ofthe inverse isotope cor-
relation.The di¡erences in chemicalbehaviorbetween theRb^SrandSm^Ndsystemsare
important in dispersion. As Figure 6.14 shows, the Sm/Nd ratio is just as widelydispersed
in MORBs as it is in granite, whereas the dispersion of Rb/Sr is very di¡erent in the two
media (MORB values showing little dispersion).This is because of the properties of rare
earths,whichareverysimilar to eachother.
Extraction ofelementsby the continental crust at the expense of themantle is a complex

geologicalprocess thatmustbe evaluatedbutwhichprobably involvesmagmaticprocesses.
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Figure 6.13 Isotope evolution diagrams inferred directly from the (Sr, Nd) isotope correlation. These
diagrams show how we can imagine the surface part of the Earth evolved, with continental crust having
preferentially extracted some elements and a depleted oceanic mantle (MORB source) as a result of that
extraction. Positions in the isotope evolution diagrams are ‘‘symmetrical’’ relative to the Bulk Earth.
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Geologicalmapping(seePlate5)andthe isotopicdispersionofcontinental rockssuggest
that this di¡erentiation of the continents has been going on throughout geological time in
successive episodes.Theuppermantle fromwhich the continental crusthasbeen extracted
andwhich is termed ‘‘depleted’’mantle (that is, depleted in certain elements such as potas-
sium, uranium, thorium, rubidium, etc.) is therefore the residue of this extraction process.
Buttheuppermantle is also involved in thegigantic processofplate tectonics. It is therefore
a medium in which convection processes occur, with transport of matter over great dis-
tances but also with vigorous mixing.This medium is therefore relatively homogeneous,
which explains thenarrow isotopic spreadofMORBs inFigure6.1.

It seems that MORBs are samples from the part of the mantle that is most a¡ected by
extraction of the continental crust. As MORBs crop out at the ocean £oor along oceanic
ridges, it is assumed that this reservoir is theupper partofthemantle (as con¢rmednowby
tomographic imageryobtainedbyseismology).

In contrast, OIB comes from themore primitive, deeper mantle; it is contaminated as it
crosses the upper mantle and so its isotopic compositions lie midway between those of
MORBandthoseofthemoreprimitivemantle (Figure 6.15).

6.2.6 Evolution of time in the (Nd, Sr) isotope diagram and the
question: geochemical differentiation or mixing?

Intheforegoing reasoning, to illustrate changes intheSrandNdisotope ratios,we returned
to the diagramsof isotope ratiosversus time, addingan essential component, the reference
constituted by the straight lines of evolution of the Bulk Earth (Alle' gre et al., 1979). Can
these evolutionsnotbe showndirectlyon the (Sr,Nd) isotope diagram?Ofcourse theycan,
and this presentation has the advantage of clearly situating the isotope domains observed.
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Figure 6.14 Statistical distribution of 87Rb/86Sr and 147Sm/144Nd ratios in MORB and granitoids.
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ThestraightlineofevolutionoftheEarthsystemcanbedrawn.Thetwoevolutionequations
are:

87Sr
86Sr
¼

87Sr
86Sr

� �
0

þ
87Rb
86Sr

� �
Earth

lRbt

143Nd
144Nd

¼
143Nd
144Nd

� �
0

þ
147Sm
144Nd

� �
Earth

lSmt

8>>><
>>>:
Eliminatingtgives:

143Nd
144Nd

�
143Nd
144Nd

� �
0

87Sr
86Sr
�

87Sr
86Sr

� �
0

¼

147Sm
144Nd

� �
Earth

87Rb
86Sr

� �
Earth

lSm
lRb
¼ 0:196 � 6:54 � 10�12

0:091 � 1:42 � 10�11 ¼ 0:9919:

Therefore in the 143Nd=144Nd; 87Sr=86Sr
� �

diagram, the evolution is a straight line with
a slope very close to unity. This straight line is graduated in time, of course. The two
straight lines of evolution leading to the average of the continental crust and of the resi-
dual mantle, the MORB source, can be drawn. Their slopes can be easily calculated
and are equal to:

147Sm
144Nd

� �
87Rb
86Sr

� � lSm
lRb

:

Depleted
upper mantle

Continental crustMORB
OIB

Primitive
deep mantle

T4 T3 T2 T1

Figure 6.15 The standard model of the mantle. The mantle is separated into two layers: the MORB
derived from the upper layer and the OIB from the deeper layer. The upper layer is depleted in some
elements by extraction of the continental crust. The deeper layer is more primitive (that is, closer
to the value of the Bulk Earth). The continents are made up of a series of provinces of varied ages
T1, T2, T3, T4.
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With the approximatevalues for the continental crust and theprimitivemantle, we¢nd the
slope of the straight line of evolution of the depleted mantle is very, very steep (more than
100) andthatofthe continental crust is close to0.05.

Exercise

Given that the slope of the straight line of evolution of the depleted mantle is very high and

the extreme value of MORB is 143Nd/144Nd¼ 0.513 50 and 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.7021, what is the

minimum age of differentiation of the crust–mantle?

Answer
The age is greater than 2 Ga.

On the basis of this reasoning, we can trace the curves of evolution of the depleted mantle
and the continental crust (Figure 6.16), assuming that the continental crust has been
extracted in a series of episodes.When the theoretical models are compared with experi-
mentaldata,aquestionarises.Howcanweexplainthedispersionofvalues for the continen-
tal crustandthe lesserdispersionofbasalts?

A priori, there are two hypotheses: di¡erentiation ormixing? (or a combination of the
two?).Were there multiple crust^mantle di¡erentiations giving rise to di¡erent pieces of
crust and leaving di¡erent pieces of depleted mantle? Or, on the contrary, are all the inter-
mediate points the result of mixing between two extreme components? Before discussing
these questions, we need to know how a mixture is represented in the (143Nd/144Nd,
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Figure 6.16 Diagram of (Nd–Sr) isotope evolution over geological time. (a) We have supposed that the
continental crust was extracted in a series of episodes and that the residual mantle reflected these
extractions in a continuous, gradual manner. (b) We have supposed the extraction episodes of pieces of
continents were followed by mixing phenomena both in the residual mantle to the left of the straight
line of evolution of the Earth and in the continental pieces (one case is shown, to the right of the straight
line of evolution of the Earth). After Allègre et al. (1979).
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87Sr/86Sr) diagram.We have spoken of mixing in the isochron diagrams but not yet in the
caseofpaired isotope ratios.

6.2.7 Mixing in isotope ratio correlation diagrams

Imagine we have two reservoirs characterized by their isotope ratios noted here R and �
(e.g., 87Sr/86Sr and143Nd/144Nd).How is amixture represented in the (R, �) diagram? Ifwe
write the equations of the mixtureM between two extreme reservoirs (1) and (2), where A
andBarethe twochemical elementswhose ratios areunderconsideration,weget:

RM ¼ RA x1 þ RBð1� x1Þ

�M ¼ �A y1 þ �Bð1� y1Þ

where x1 ¼ m1 C
1
A=m1 C

1
A þm2 C

2
A and y1 ¼ ðm1 C

1
BÞ=ðm1 C

1
B þm2 C

2
BÞ; CA

1 and CA
2

being the concentrations of element A in poles 1 and 2, and CB
1 and CB

2 being the concen-
trations for element B. Let us calculate the mixing equation in the (R, �) diagram.
Combining thetwoequations for thetworatiosgives:

R1 � RM

RM � R2

� �
¼ K

�1 � �M
�M � �2

� �
;

with K ¼ ðC1
A=C

1
BÞ
�
ðC2

A=C
2
BÞ. If the denominator of the two ratios is identical (as is the

case, for example, with lead isotopeswhose denominator is common lead, 204Pb), themix-
ing equation is a straight line.The same is true if the denominators are di¡erent, butK¼ 1,
that is, if the chemical ratios ofthe two elements are identical for1and2 (for example ifNd/
Sr is constant inbothsystems).
Generally, whenK is di¡erent from1, themixing curve is a hyperbolawhose shape varies

with K (Figure 6.17). However, if K is not too di¡erent from1, the mixing curve is almost a
straight line. (We shall makemuchuse of thisproperty inwhat follows.) This isgenerally the
caseformixturesbetweenmantle rocksorbetween continental rocksfor theNd^Srsystem.

Exercise

We suppose a granite has been formed from a mixture of a basalt intrusion and pre-existing

acidic rock. The characteristics of the basalt magma are "Nd¼þ 10, CNd¼ 7 ppm,
87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.7025, and CSr¼ 300 ppm; those of the pre-existing rock are: "Nd¼� 20,

CNd¼ 20 ppm, 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.725, and CSr¼ 100 ppm. Calculate the mixing curve for the various

granite facies, supposing the mcrust/mmagma ratio varies from 0.1 to 1. (See Figure 6.18.)

Answer
Table 6.3 Mixing curve

Number mcrust/mmantle "Nd
87Sr/86Sr

1 0.1 –18.98 0.719 00
2 0.25 –17.58 0.715 200
3 0.5 –15.53 0.711 50
4 0.75 –13.75 0.709 33
5 1 –12.2 0.708 12
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Di¡erentiation results in straight lines, while the mixtures in the Nd^Sr isotope dia-
grams are almost straight lines. By virtue of a powerful mathematical theorem by
which, in a linear (or near-linear) system, when there are two solutions, any combina-
tion of the two solutions are also solutions, there is no means of distinguishing by
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Figure 6.17 Theoretical mixing diagram between two poles 1 and 2 in the (Nd, Sr) isotope diagram for
various values of relative concentrations of Nd–Sr of 1 and 2. Parameters are shown in the figure: K is
the ratio of Sr/Nd chemical ratios, the ratio of Nd concentrations is taken as 0.1, and the result is
graduated in mass ratio m1/m2.
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Figure 6.18 Representation of the various granite facies resulting from the crust–mantle mixture in the
exercise above.
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analyzing the experimental data which of di¡erentiation or mixing predominate in
explaining the Sr^Nd isotope correlation diagram as a whole. Geological considera-
tions suggest that both phenomena are involved in the dispersion of the points
observed. In the mantle, magma arises from di¡erentiation which separates a magma
composition from that of a residue. Conversely, convection in the mantle results in
mechanical mixing. In the continental crust, the formation of granites as well as the
erosion cycle, chemical sedimentation, and metamorphism also correspond to chemical
di¡erentiation. Sedimentation and tectonic folding are mixing processes. These two
phenomena probably occurred in the past and in recent periods (genesis and transfer
of magma).We asked the question: di¡erentiation or mixing? The answer seems to be
di¡erentiation and mixing. There’s a simple example of a non-unique solution, or, if
you like, of quantitative uncertainty.

6.2.8 The Sr–Nd–Hf system

Wehave just explored the coherencewithin theNd^Sr isotope systems.Wearegoing toadd
to this the176Lu^176Hfsystem,whichwill strengthen the cohesionwithoutcontributingany
fundamental newinformation.
Lutetium is aheavy rare earthwhilehafniumhasgeochemical properties close to those

of light rare earths. Lutetium-176 disintegrates into 176Hf at a decay rate l¼ 1.94 � 10�11
yr�1. It was only natural, then, to try to connect the variations in 176Hf/177Hf isotope
composition with the variations observed in 143Nd/144Nd. But this endeavor was
long unsuccessful because of di⁄culties in correctly analyzing the isotope composition
of Hf in the low amounts in which it occurs in rocks. This di⁄culty was overcome in
1980 by Patchett and Tatsumoto (1980), working for the U.S. Geological Survey
in Denver. Since then, a substantial amount of rock has been measured by teams at
the University of Arizona at Tucson and the E¤ cole Normale Supe¤ rieure in Lyon and the
result is an extraordinarily coherent correlationbetween the isotope compositions ofNd
and Hf (Figure 6.19). This correlation is important because it strengthens cohesion
(Blichert-Toft and Albare' de, 1997; see alsoPatchett, 1983;Vervoort and Blichert-Toft,
1999). It shows that the isotopic variations observed for Nd are not the outcome of some
property peculiar to Nd but that they obey more general rules. As we did with Nd, we
de¢ne:

"Hfð0Þ ¼

176Hf
177Hf

�
176Hf
177Hf

� �
p

176Hf
177Hf

� �
p

6666664
7777775� 104:

The constants required for these calculationsare:

Ratio at 4:55 Ga ð176Hf=177HfÞ0 ¼ 0:279 78

Present-day Bulk Earth ð176Hf=177HfÞp ¼ 0:282 95:
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The value of (176Lu/177Hf)p canbe calculated from the growth of the (176Hf/177Hf)p ratios,
giving�Lup ¼ 0:036.

Exercise

Three rocks (1, 2, and 3) are measured with 176Hf/177Hf isotope compositions of 0.2835,

0.2832, and 0.281, respectively. Calculate "Hf(0). Can you identify the rocks from the Nd–Hf

correlation?

Answer
"1¼þ19, "2¼þ8.8, and "3¼�68.9.

1¼MORB, 2¼OIB, and 3¼ very old granitoid rock.

6.3 The continental crust–mantle system

Examination of the regularities and correlations in Sr^Nd^Hf systems sparked the idea
thatthefundamentalprocessbehindchemicaldi¡erentiationoftheupperpartoftheplanet
was the extraction of continental crust and its repercussions on the mantle.We shall try to
look more closely at this process in quantitative terms using the model developed by
Alle' gre,Hart, andMinster (1983a).
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Figure 6.19 Modern (Nd, Hf) isotope correlations after data from Patchett and Tatsumoto (1980) and
Vervoort and Blichert-Toft (1999). The correlation is excellent and extends linearly to rocks of the
continental crust for which only a few points are shown.
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6.3.1 The chronology of extraction of continental crust

We saw when examining the results of geochronology that the continents are made up of
provinces ofvariablebutwell-de¢ned ages (see Plate 5).Thisgeological distribution seems
to show thatcontinental crusthasbeenprogressivelyextracted fromthemantle throughout
geological time.But if this is so,what is the exact rate ofextractionofthematerialmaking it
up? Is it auniformrate? Is itmodulated?
In opposition to this idea of continuous extraction, it can be assumed that continental

crustwas extracted fromthemantle right at thebeginning, in early times,when di¡erentia-
tionoftheEarthoccurred,andthatsincethen ithasbeen recycledcontinuously throughout
geological time (erosion, sedimentation, orogeny) but without any new material being
created from the mantle, just ‘‘old material reworked into new.’’ Age provinces would
thenbe evidenceofthese recycling processes or internal rearrangementsof the continental
crust (reworking).
One way of addressing this issue is to calculate what is called the mean age of

continental crust materials. Let us suppose the continental crust is made up of
segments of ages t1, t2, . . . , tn of respective massesm1,m2, . . .,mn.The fractions by mass of
these segments are thereforex1¼m1/M, x2¼m2/M, . . ., xn¼mn/M, where themagnitude
M¼m1þm2þ . . .þmn is themassofthe continental crust.
Themeanageofthematerials is equal to

hTi ¼ x1t1 þ x2t2 þ � � � þ xntn;

inotherwords it is anageweightedby thefractionbymass:

Th i ¼
Pn
i¼1

xiti

(see JacobsenandWasserburg,1979).
Wecande¢nean isotopicageofthematerialsassumingthatthedi¡erentiationofthe con-

tinental crustoccurredall atonetimeatTdi¡.Letusnote:

� �cc is the
87Sr/86Sror143Nd/144Nd isotope ratioofthe continental crust;

� �p is the
87Sr/86Sror143Nd/144Nd isotope ratiooftheprimitivemantle;

� �cc is the 87Rb/86Sr or 147Sm/144Nd parent^daughter isotope ratio of the continental
crust;
� �p is the 87Rb/86Sr or 147Sm/144Nd parent^daughter isotope ratio of the primitive

mantle.

Then,�cc(present-day)¼�p(T)þ�cclTdi¡, but since the primitivemantle follows the evo-
lution�p(present-day)¼�p(T)þ�plTdi¡, fromwhich, eliminating�p(T) gives:

�cc � �p ðpresent-dayÞ ¼ lð�cc � �pÞT:

Themodelage is thereforewritten:

Tdiff ¼
1

l
�cc � �p

�cc � �p

� �
:
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Moreover, the model age of the continental material is equal to the model age of mantle
depletion,which iswritten (subscriptddenotes thedepletedmantle):

T ¼ 1

l
�d � �p

�d � �p

� �
:

We shall now demonstrate that this age is indeed the mean age de¢ned above. To do
this, we are going to exploit mathematically a geochemical property of the continental
crust, which is that its average chemical composition is almost constant whatever its
age. Let us calculate, then, the mean age of the continental crust using the constancy
of �cc (and of course of �p):

hTi ¼ 1

lð�cc � �pÞ
f½�ccðt1Þ � �p	x1 þ ½�ccðt2Þ � �p	x2 þ � � � þ ½�ccðtnÞ � �p	xng

where�cc(tn) is thepresent-dayisotoperatioofasegmentofcontinentalcrustofagetnand�p
is thepresent-dayBulkEarthvalue.

�ccðt1Þx1 þ �ccðt2Þx2 þ � � � þ �ccðtnÞxn ¼ �cc present day:

Sincex1þ x2þ . . .þ xn¼ 1,

T ¼ 1

l
�cc � �p

�cc � �p

� �
:

This is themodelage.Thereforewedohavethefundamental relationshipof:

mean age ¼ model age

hTi ¼ T:

As seen, weknow�p and�p for Rb^Sm and Sm^Nd isotope systematics.We can estimate
�d quitewell because theuppermantle corresponding to theMORBsource is fairlyhomo-
geneous. Estimating �d is more di⁄cult since, when basalt is formed, chemical fractiona-
tionoccurs andtheRb/SrorSm/Ndratiosmeasured inMORBarenotthoseofthemantle.
It is di⁄cult to evaluate�cc (average continental crust) since the continents aremade up of
provinces ofdi¡erent ages and thesemustbe averaged.This is a di⁄cultoperationbecause
di¡erent segments have di¡erent means, di¡erent isotopic compositions, and so on. It is
much easier to estimate�cc as the chemical composition ofcontinental crust is almost con-
stant and can be measured directly by sampling and analyzing surface rocks.To overcome
these di⁄culties,welooktouseafewtricksofthe trade (Figure 6.20).

FortheRb^Srsystem, itcanbeobservedthat�d¼ 0sincetheRb/SrratioofMORBisvery
low (
0.001) and the ratiomeasured inbasalts is amaximumvalue, aswehave said, because
the Rb/Sr ratio increases during basalt formation.We can therefore calculateTwith �d, �p,
and �p. Using the ratios �d

Sr¼ 0.7022, �p
Sr¼ 0.705, and �p¼ 0.0091, we getT ¼ 2:16 Ga.

Graphically, this amounts to drawing a horizontal line from the value 0.7022 and observing
theageof intersectionwiththestraight lineofevolutionoftheprimitivemantle (Figure6.20).

The second trick concerns the Sm^Nd system, in which the average isotope ratio of the
continentalcrustcanbeevaluatedbecauserareearthsareinsolubleelementsand¢neoceanic
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sedimentsprovideanaturalaverageofthe continental crustsubjecttoerosion.Withthevalues
�cc
Nd¼ 0.5116,�p

Nd¼ 0.512 638,�cc
Sm¼ 0.11,and�p

Sm¼ 0.196,we¢ndT 
 2 Ga.
Both methods therefore yield an age close to 2Ga. One concerns the mantle and

the Rb^Sr system, the other the continental crust and the Sm^Nd system. We can
therefore consider this age of 2Ga as a good approximation of the average age of
crust^mantle di¡erentiation.7 Continental crust did not therefore form by primordial
di¡erentiation, otherwise T would be somewhere around 4.5 or 4Ga, but probably
formed throughout geological time. However, the idea of an average age allows great
simpli¢cation because it reduces the problem to a two-stage story, which simpli¢es
all quantitative reasoning but, on the other hand, conceals the real processes
(Figure 6.21).

Exercise

The MORB isotope composition used in the previous calculation is 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.7022. This

value implies that the lowest value 0.7022 measured on the mid-ocean ridges is chosen.

Suppose the most representative value is 0.7025 or even, less probably, 0.7028. What would

be the model age of differentiation in this case? How can you express the uncertainty on Tdiff?
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Figure 6.20 Calculating the model age (average age) of crust–mantle differentiation. (a) The 87Rb–87Sr
system and determination of the model age of MORB using direct analysis of basalt. (b) The
147Sm–143Nd system and use of shales of mostly continental origin.

7 A more refined calculation yields an age of 2.3Ga, which is not fundamentally different.
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Answer

(87Sr/86Sr)MORB¼ 0.7025 and T¼ 1.93 Ga.

We find (87Sr/86Sr)MORB¼ 0.7028 and T¼ 1.70 Ga.

As can be seen, the first result barely changes the reasoning. Taking the first value, the result,

allowing for uncertainty, may be written T ¼ 2þ0:1
�0:3 Ga.

6.3.2 The mass of the depleted mantle and the mantle structure

Letus consider the systemmade up of three reservoirs: mantle, continental crust, and pri-
mitivemantle.Extractionofthe continental crustandthe correspondingdepletionofafrac-
tionofthemantle iswritten likeamassbalance relation:

primitive mantle ¼ continental crustþ depleted mantle:

This is the opposite of amixture, although arithmetically it is the same thing.Returning to
the formulafor isotopedilutionormixing,we canwrite:

�p ¼ �cc Wþ �dð1�WÞ

withW ¼ ðmcc CccÞ=ðmp CÞ:
Here,W is the mass fraction of continental crust, mcc is the mass of the continental

crust, whichwe know from seismology:mcc¼ 2.2 � 1022 kg,mp is the mass of the primitive
mantle that hasbeen depleted andwhichweare trying to estimate,Ccc is the concentration

Continental
crust

Depleted
mantle

670 km

D
ep

th

2 Ga (model age)T0 Today

Time

Primitive
mantle

Figure 6.21 Diagram summarizing the approach and results obtained with the simple model of
evolution of the crust–mantle system, assumed to be a two-stage process separated by a sudden
period of differentiation.
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ofthe elementin the continental crust,whileCp is the initial concentrationofthe element in
theprimitivemantle.
The idea is to calculateW fromthe¢rstequation,andthento calculatemp, themassofthe

mantlewhich hasbeen depleted. Is this the totalmass of themantle? Is itmerelya fraction?
Tobring thisout,we canwrite:

W ¼ mcc

Mp

Mp

mp

� �
� Ccc

Cp

whereMp is the totalmassofthemantle:Mp¼ 4.10 � 1024kg. Ifwenotemp/Mp¼ � thefrac-
tionofthedepletedmantle,weget:

f ¼ mcc

Mp
� Ccc

Cp
� 1
W

withmcc=mp ¼
2:2 � 1022
4:10 � 1024 ¼ 0:0054.

The di⁄culty lies in estimating the � parameters.We know �p and we can estimate �d

quitewell fromMORBmeasurements.Hereagain the di⁄culty is in estimating�ccbecause
of the segmentation of the continents. Howdoyou take the average value of a mosaic? For
Sr, it is di⁄cult to do. A statistical estimate of 0.720 byPatrick Hurley etal. (1962), then at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, is a likely value but subject to considerable
error. For Nd, we have seen that ¢ne marine sediments seem to be a good approximation
with "d¼þ 10.ThenWNd¼ 0.32. Ifwetake for theabsolute concentrationsCcc

Nd¼ 28ppm,
Cp

Nd¼ 1.1ppmwe calculate f¼ 0.43.The depletedmantle thereforemakesup about 43%of
thetotalmantle.
Seismology has shown there is a marked seismic discontinuity at a depth of 670 km,

which is interpreted as the transition from a silicate with tetrahedral structures (SiO4) to
perovskite-type octahedral structures (SiO6) and that this discontinuity is a strongbarrier
against movementofmatter.This boundary is taken as the lower limit of the upper mantle
inaconvectivemantle.
The upper mantle above 670 km represents 25% of the mantle. So the mass of the

depleted mantle is greater than the upper mantle alone.While the continental crust has
di¡erentiated from the upper mantle, the upper mantle has exchanged matter with the
lowermantle.

Exercise

Write the equation giving W in the " notation. If the extreme values of "cc are �16 and �25,

and those of "d areþ15 andþ10, what are the extreme values of the estimate of W? What

extreme values of � do they correspond to?

Answer
Results are given by the matrix. The first number is W and the second in brackets is f.

"d

þ10 þ15

"cc
�25 0.285 (0.4822) 0.375 (0.366)
�16 0.3846 (0.3617) 0.483 (0.286)
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The extreme values of W are 0.28 and 0.48, which correspond to �-values of 0.482 and

0.286. As can be seen, these results differ with the extreme values but the reasoning does not

change qualitatively, namely a part only of the mantle is depleted and that part is greater

than the upper mantle alone. This implies that exchanges have occurred between the upper

and lower mantle.

Exercise

The estimation of the Nd concentration of the primitive mantle is highly constrained:

its error is estimated at�0.1 ppm at most; that of the continental crust is estimated

at�2 ppm. Do possible errors with the absolute Nd concentrations in the continental crust

and in the primitive mantle greatly increase the estimated limits of �? What are the two

extreme values we obtain for � by combining the preceding uncertainties and uncertainties

on concentrations?

Answer
The extreme values for � are 0.567 and 0.231. Once again, quantitatively the difference is

great, but qualitatively the result is not overturned in geochemical terms and so yields

quantitative limits.

Howcanwe calculateWSrandtheparameters for theRb^Sr system fordi¡erentiationof
the crustandmantle?

The idea is to comebacktotheNdsystemandtoexploitthe reliable cross-referenceddata
we have between the Sm^Nd and Rb^Sr systems.The way to evaluateWSr is to return to
neodymium.

Wewrite:

WNd

WSr
¼ Nd NdSr= Srð Þcc

Nd NdSr= Srð Þp
;

with Ndcc¼ 28 ppm, Srcc¼ 230 ppm, Ndp¼ 1.1, and Srp¼ 20. This gives WSr¼ 0.144.
ThenWNd/WSr¼ 2.212.

Exercise

Roughly speaking, the continental crust is made up of a deep layer (lower crust) and a surface

layer (upper crust). Studies of heat flow have shown that the deep crust is depleted in certain

soluble elements (uranium, potassium, and probably rubidium too) which have been trans-

ferred to the upper crust. Accordingly, the Rb/Sr ratio measured in the upper parts of the crust

is not representative of the whole crust. Given that WSr is 0.144 and that the 87Rb/86Sr ratio of

surface continental rocks is 0.8, what is the maximum thickness of the deep crust? The Sr

content is assumed to be identical for the whole of the continental crust, which is certainly an

oversimplification.
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Answer
The value of WSr is the same for budget equations of � and � values. Since �d

Rb
 0, we have:

�Rb
cc ¼

�Rb
p

W
¼ 0:09

0:144
¼ 0:625:

Let us write the equation giving the average composition of the continental crust.

�Rb
cc ¼ �Rb

u Q þ �Rb
1 ð1� Q Þ:

where �u
Rb and �1

Rb are the � parameters for the upper and lower crust.

If we note

Q ¼ mass of upper crust=mass of whole crust

thickness is maximum when �1
Rb¼ 0, corresponding to all Rb being transferred to the upper

continental crust. In this case Q¼ 0.625/0.8¼ 0.78.

Maximum thickness of the upper crust is about 78% of that of the whole crust. Here is a

new structural constraint derived from isotope data. If we consider the upper crust is enriched

in Rb by a factor of 2 compared with the lower crust, then the lower crust represents 56% of

the continental crust.

Remark
In practice, all of the unknowns such as ages, W,�,�, etc. are calculated globally by what is termed the

generalized inverse model in mathematics, by which all the equations can be solved simultaneously.

All the equations, including the � balances, � balances, and the model ages as well as the various

relations among the elements, for example on the Sr/Nd ratio measured in the crust or the mantle

samples, are calculated with a margin of uncertainty for each, which is essential. We then calculate all

the values in one go. To do this, we introduce values estimated on an a-priori basis, optimizing the

result with their estimated uncertainties and we solve a gigantic least-squares problem. It is difficult

to solve as it is non-linear, with some unknowns multiplying each other. We shall see the spirit of it in

one of the problems proposed at the end of the chapter (see Allègre et al., 1983b).

6.3.3 Changes in the Rb–Sr and Sm–Nd systems
over geological time

In the foregoing,wehaveusedpresent-day results and haveprojected into the past. But this
techniquehasa limitedpowerofresolution.
Weknowthattheaverageageofthe continentalcrust isabout2Ga.Butwewouldalsolike

toknowexactlyhowthisgrowthcameabout:was the rateofextraction fromthemantleuni-
form,modulated, etc.?

Exercise

We consider the following eight models of continental growth (A–H). Each is represented by a

distribution of continental orogenic segments for which the table shows the contribution

from continents and the average age of each segment.
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Segments

Model A (1) (2) (3) (4)

3.5–2.5 Ga 2.5–1.5 Ga 1.5–0.5 Ga 0.5–0 Ga
Average ages 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.25 Ga
Proportions 39% 32% 18% 11%

Segments

Model B (1) (2) (3) (4)

3.5–2.5 Ga 2.5–1.5 Ga 1.5–0.5 Ga 0.5–0 Ga
Average ages 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.25 Ga
Proportions 21% 59% 19% 1%

Segments

Model C (1) (2) (3) (4)

3.5–2.5 Ga 2.5–1.5 Ga 1.5–0.5 Ga 0.5–0 Ga
Average ages 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.25 Ga
Proportions 40% 10% 10% 40%

Segments

Model D (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

4.7–3.8 Ga 3.8–2.5 Ga 2.5–1.5 Ga 1.5–0.5 Ga 0.5–0 Ga
Average ages 4 Ga 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.25 Ga
Proportions 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Segments

Model E (1) (2) (3) (4)

3.5–2.5 Ga 2.5–1.5 Ga 1.5–0.5 Ga 0.5–0 Ga
Average ages 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.25 Ga
Proportions 10% 20% 30% 40%

Segments

Model F (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

4.2–3.8 Ga 3.8–2.5 Ga 2.5–1.8 Ga 1.8–0.8 Ga 0.8–0 Ga
Average ages 4 Ga 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.5 Ga
Proportions 40% 15% 15% 15% 15%

Segments

Model G (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

4.2–3.8 Ga 3.8–2.8 Ga 2.5–1.8 Ga 1.8–0.8 Ga 0.8–0 Ga
Average ages 4 Ga 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.5 Ga
Proportions 3% 3% 85% 5% 4%

Segments

Model H (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

4.2–3.8 Ga 3.8–2.5 Ga 2.5–1.8 Ga 1.8–0.8 Ga 0.8–0 Ga
Average ages 4 Ga 3 Ga 2 Ga 1 Ga 0.5 Ga
Proportions 10% 50% 30% 10% 0%
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In each case, calculate the average age of the continent and draw the cumulative growth

curve of the continents and variations in the rate of growth (see Figure 6.22). Which

models do you think are compatible with the results for the crust–mantle system with

current data?

Answer
Four models are acceptable with an age of 2� 1 Ga: A, B, D, and G.

Comments
As the exercisehas justdemonstrated, theaverageage found for the continental crustusing
the calculation of the previous paragraph can indeed be used to eliminate some scenarios,
but still leaves scope for a range ofpossible scenarios. For example, onemight equally well
envisage either steadycontinuousgrowth (modelD)or suddengrowth (modelG).
Togetarealpictureofthekineticsofcontinental extraction (examinationoftheshapesof

the curvesofgrowth rates is extremelydemonstrative) outside themantle,wehadthe ideaof
trying to obtain isotopic information for Sr andNd for di¡erent geological epochs so as to
calculateWasafunctionoftimeW(t).
These studies, which looked as if they should be straightforward, have proved verydi⁄-

cult. The ¢rst problem was the relevance of the evidence of ancient massifs. For recent
rocks,weknow thatbasalt rocks collected fromocean ridges are evidenceofdepletedman-
tle. But in the past,whenweno longer havemid-ocean ridges, howcanwe recognizewhich
basalts can be used as evidence of ancient depleted mantle like the present-day MORB?

50%

100%

34 2 1 0
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<T> = 2.012 Ga
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100%
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Figure 6.22 The results for the various models calculated in the exercise. On each graph, the x-axis
shows time in Ga and the y-axis the percentage of continental crust formed. The integral curve is in
black, the derivative curve, that is the growth rate, in blue. At the top of each graph hTi indicates the
average age calculated. The models shaded in blue are those that are compatible with an average age of
about 2 Ga.
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Forcontinents,howcouldweestablishanaveragesampleofthe continentsatagivenperiod
in the past? Are the current mappings of various age provinces representative in relative
abundanceofwhattheywere inthepast?

� For evidence about the upper mantle, we adopt a pragmatic attitude. Up to 600Ma, we
use ophiolite massifs, which are pieces ofoceanic crust that have been obducted on the
continents. For terrains older than 2Ga, we use komatiites, which are associations of
rock put in place under the seas andwhich associate ultrabasic and basic lava (which is
peculiar to Archean times). But these are working hypotheses that have not really been
demonstrated (other thanthattheydonotseemabsurd).
� For the continental crust, the only evidence of what it was like at a given time are the

shales of the time in question.Theyare a sample ofeverything that hadbeen eroded and
thenmixed intheoceanatthetime.Theyareanaverageoftheuppercontinental crust.

Inanyevent, thefollowingprogramcanbeset.

(1) Chooseagroupofrockswhoseorigin hasbeen identi¢ed foragiventime-span.
(2) Determine its age and initial isotope ratio precisely (which takes usbackto the consid-

erationson isochrons inChapter 3).

Wethen justneed to repeattheoperation for severalgeological epochs andsoobtain Srand
Ndisotope evolution curves forour tworeservoirs (Figure 6.23).

This program has involved some 20 or so research teams worldwide over 10 years.The
results of the quest have been very disappointing.Why? Not because the teams were bad,
but because, in the past, isotope systems seldom remained strictly closed and therefore
uncertainties on initial ratios increase statistically with time.Without going into details
thatextendbeyondthescopeofthisbook,wecan remember tworelated ideas: considerable
di⁄culties andpoor and inconsistent results. However, let us summarize the all too scarce
positive¢ndings.

Strontium
Whole-rock isochronsofancientbasic andultrabasic rocksarevery rarely reliable.To resolve
the problem, we bring in analysis of pure clinopyroxene extracted from rocks containing
almost no Rb and providing a fairly accurate re£ection of initial 87Sr/86Sr ratios.We deter-
minetheageofthebasicmassifs inquestion independentlybyotherchronologicalmethods.

Thismethodhasyieldedfewreliable results.Evenso, theoverallshapeofthe curveofevo-
lution (Figure6.24) is clearenough. It is virtuallyalignedon the straight lineof isotope evo-
lution of the primitive (closed) mediumup to 3Ga and then is practically horizontal from
1Gaonwards.

It is impossibletoobtainthe curveof isotopeevolutionoftheaverage continental crustfor
Sr fromtheanalysis ofancientshales.There are two reasons for this: the¢rst is that apartof
the erosion of Sr is soluble andwas deposited in limestone; the second is that shales them-
selves areopen systems forSr.

Neodymium
Thesituation isfarmorefavorablebecausebothSmandNdaremuchmorechemically inert
(less soluble) elements than Rb and Sr. But the variations are, of course, very small: to
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express variations in the143Nd/144Nd ratio, we adopt the "notation. Instead of referring to
the present-day primitivemantle, we refer to the primitivemantle at the time for which the
143Nd/144Ndratio isbeingestimated.
Wehave:

"NdðTÞ ¼
�NdðtÞ � �Nd

p ðTÞ
�Nd
p ðtÞ

" #
� 104:

On aplot like this, the primitive mantle evolves along a horizontal line, the initial ratios of
the various massifs considered as evidence of the upper mantle are located relative to this
straight line, the equation forwhich is:

�Nd
p ðTÞ ¼ �Nd

p ðpresent dayÞ � l�pT;

Tbeing theage,with�p
Nd (presentday)¼ 0.512 638and�p¼ 0.196.

For the depletedmantle,DonDePaolo of theUniversityof California at Berkeleyman-
aged to establish aprettyacceptable curve of "(t) (seeDePaolo,1988).This curve follows the
horizontal line of the reference primitive mantle up to 2.7Ga and then curves around to
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Figure 6.23 Theoretical diagram of the approach we would like to take to determine the isotope
evolution of strontium in the mantle over geological time. Top: we sample rocks from the mantle
whose age is determined by an isochron diagram. Middle: each isochron corresponds to an initial
87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio. Bottom: the initial ratios are plotted as a function of age.
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reachþ12, the value of present-dayMORB.Notice, though, that in the 4^3Ga time-span,
uncertaintieswith lowabsolutevalues�0.2"have considerable repercussiononthededuc-
tions thatcanbedrawn, asweshall see.

For continental crust, shalesprovide agood recordofthe averageofthe landmasses fora
givenperiod.Astheir147Sm/144Ndratioofabout0.11is roughlyconstant, it is enoughtocor-
rect for the 143Nd produced in situ from sedimentation in order to obtain the 143Nd/144Nd
ratio at the time ofsedimentation.Thisworkon the isotope composition ofshaleswas con-
ducted by teams from Caltech, Cambridge, and Paris in a complementary manner
(McCulloch and Wasserburg, 1978; O’Nions et al., 1983; Alle' gre and Rousseau, 1984;
Jacobsen,1988).
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Figure 6.24 (a) Isotope growth curve of the mantle for strontium based on analysis of purified
clinopyroxenes. (b) Isotope growth curve of the mantle and continental crust (shales) for
neodymium.
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Wethereforehave two curvesof "(t) evolutionofNd, one for the depletedmantle andone
for the continental crust.We canthereforewrite epochbyepochthebalance equation:

0 ¼ "ccðtÞ �WðtÞ þ "MðtÞ½1�WðtÞ	

andtherefore calculateW(t) stepbystep.
Accepting that the volume of the upper mantle has remained constant and corresponds

to that determined on the present-daybalance (which is not proved at all), the evolution of
the continentalmass extracted fromthemantle canbe calculated.Theoutcome is shown in
Figure6.25.Naturally, this curveinvolvesconsiderableuncertaintyforveryancientperiods.

Exercise

To get this point across, let us consider the evolution between 2.8 and 2.7 Ga, between the

Isua time and the great Canadian orogeny. Now, the literature contains extremely varied
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values for ancient rocks, whose reliability is unknown, leaving considerable scope for

interpretation.

Let us assume the values from 2 Ga are well constrained and identical to the overall

calculation. We consider two extreme scenarios corresponding to the "Nd values below.

Given that the current WNd¼ 0.4 and assuming the same values of the upper mantle mass

entering into the process and the Nd concentration of continental crust, calculate the growth

curves of the continents and the average age in each case.

Answer

This result of the exercise (see Figure 6.26) shows us the possibility of an a-priori surprising

phenomenon in scenario A. Some 3.8 billion years ago, the volume of continental crust might

have been twice what it is today.

The conclusionofthis is thatthisprimitive crust,whichmaybetheresultofmajorchemical
di¡erentiationoftheprimordialEarth, disappeared,wasdestroyed, andwas swallowedup in
themantle, and that only later did the crust as we know it nowbegin to form.This is just one
extremescenario,butitraises such fundamental issues that itmustbe exploredfurther.

Letus leave this subject for the endofthe chapter whenwe shall dealwith the primordial
Earth.These examples showhowimportant it is totakeaccountofmeasurementuncertain-
tieswhich sometimes lead to considerable uncertainties in the scenarios proposed. Sohow
canwe improveourknowledge?Bygettingaway fromthenarrowscenario and introducing
otherconstraints fromother sourcesof information.

For example, we can test the models using the results of evaluation of the crust^mantle
system obtained with present-day data. The average age, it will be remembered, is
2Ga� 0.1. In this way, we can calculate the average ages of the various scenarios (see
Figure 6.26). It shall be seen that the model extracted from the two growth curves gives
hT i¼ 2.5Ga,which is a littlehigh. ScenarioA,wherethe initialpeakdisappears, ofcourse,

Average age (Ga) "M(t ) "cc(t )

Scenario A 3.8 þ1.9 �0.5
3 þ0.5 �3
2.7 þ1 �3.5

Scenario B 3.8 0 0
3 þ1 �3
2.7 þ2 �4

Age (Ga)
Percentage of
present-day continents hTi

Scenario A 3.8 200
3 24 1.82 Ga
2.7 57

Scenario B 3.8 0
3 65 2.08 Ga
2.7 82
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gives hTi¼ 1.82Ga,which is a little low. ScenarioB gives hTi¼ 2.08which is quite accepta-
ble. In fact, it is themostacceptable.
A second constraint is provided by the strontium isotope evolution curve, which shows

that not much continental crust has been extracted from the mantle over the last 1billion
years.Yet another way of constraining the most probable model is the direct simulation
method. A scenario is suggested and from that stage on it is calculated.The next exercise
provides an exampleofthis.
Notice that, even if it matches the information, direct simulation does notguarantee it is

the one and only right model.There may be others.We have illustrated this matter of the
uniqueness in exploring the scenarios explaining the current model age of the continental
crust.This is a questionwemust always ask.Wehave found a solution, fair enough. Is it the
onlysolution?Wehavenoguaranteeatall!

Exercise

Suppose continental crust has been extracted from the mantle continuously over 4 billion

years, with the growth rate A such that m¼At. We assume the volume of the depleted

mantle has remained the same and has been confined to the upper mantle above

the seismic discontinuity at a depth of 670 km. Given that the ratio of the current masses

of the continental crust and upper mantle is 0.011, that Ccc
Sr¼ 150 ppm, �cc

Rb¼ 0.35,

Cp
Sr¼ 20 ppm, and �p

Rb¼ 0.1, calculate the curves of �cc
Sr and �d

Sr over the course of

geological time.

Answer
We begin by estimating variation in WSr over time:

W Sr ¼ m cc

m p
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C p
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Figure 6.26 Growth curve of continents in scenarios A and B of the exercise.
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therefore

W Srðt Þ ¼ A t

m p
� C cc

C
¼ A �t :

The value of A*¼ 0.0205 if t is measured in Ma.

We then estimate the variation in �d
Rb from the mass balance equation:

�d ¼
�
�T � �cA �t

��
1� A �t

� :

Table6.4 shows the calculation for1,2,3, and4billionyears. It ispossible thento calculate
the isotope evolution of the depleted mantle starting from �pSr (4Ga)¼ 0.6996 and then
calculating by stages with �Rb(t) being determined.To calculate the evolution of the conti-
nental crust, weuse themassbalance equation again.Weobtain�cc

Sr from theW(t) values.A
comparison is made with the curve for the total di¡erentiation of the continental crust at
4Ga (Figure6.27).

Remark
Comparison of the �d

Sr (t ) curve of evolution of the depleted mantle from the synthetic model with

the actual curve (which requires care!) from measurements on rock shows that the theoretical

evolution of the exercise is more progressive and less sudden than the real curve. This reflects the

fact that production of continental crust is probably shifted more towards the past than the

uniform growth model indicates. Past growth was therefore greater than recent growth.

Exercise

Calculate the average age from the model in the previous problem.

Answer
The average age written as an integral is defined by

hT i ¼ 1

M

ZT

0

t m dt

where m is the fraction produced per unit time (here m¼A ). We therefore have:

hT i ¼ 1

M

ZT

0

t A dt ¼ AT 2

2M
¼ AT 2

2AT
¼ T

2
:

Table 6.4 Isotope evolution of the depleted mantle and of the continental crust

Time (Ga) �A WSr �p
Sr �d

Sr

1 0.0817 0.068 0.701 0.70074
2 0.06064 0.136 0.7024 0.70158
3 0.03592 0.204 0.7038 0.70208
4 0.00659 0.27 0.705 0.702172
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As T¼ 4 Ga, hTi¼ 2 Ga. We find the age calculated before. In a population where the rate of

accumulation is constant, the average age is half the maximum age. In the human population,

the maximum age is 80 years, the average age 40 years! (We shall be discussing this idea again.)

6.3.4 The process of development of continental crust over
geological time

Continental reworking
We have just established a growth curve for continental crust using strontium and neody-
mium (above all the latter!) isotopebalances.Now,wehave seen (see Plate 5) that theworld
hasbeenmapped in termsofageprovincesbysystematicgeochronology.HurleyandRand
(1969)oftheMassachusetts InstituteofTechnologyhavetransformedthismap intopercen-
tagesbyage (Figure6.28).

Exercise

Translate the graph (Figure 6.28) into percentages and calculate an average age using the

proportions of age provinces.

Answer
hTi¼ 0.7 Ga.
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Figure 6.27 The (87Sr/86Sr, t ) isotope evolution curves in the model of the previous exercise. Blue curves
are for continuous evolution. Black curves are for initial differentiation of continental crust at 4 Ga.
Clearly, present-day ratios do not result from simple initial differentiation.
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As shown by the exercise and by comparing the two growth curves, there is a contradic-
tion between the isotope geochemistry approach and the geochronological approach in
the plates. How can this di¡erence be accounted for? By reworking of the continental
materials (see Figure 6.29). Provinces of recent age are the result of reworking in the
geological cycle (erosion, sedimentation, metamorphism, anatexis) of ancient pieces of
continental crust. The ancient provinces have been cannibalized, that is eroded and
incorporated into younger provinces. The older they are, the more likely it is that they
will have been given a new lease of life in this way. Notice that this interpretation is
consistent with the idea of constancy of geological phenomena over time. The processes
by which continental crust is formed have operated throughout geological time in
much the same way but the type of material involved in the processes has changed. In
ancient times these materials must have been mostly mantle. In more recent times, on
the contrary, it was above all recycled material of the continental crust, making new
out of old!

Exercise

The initial Nd isotope composition of a granite dated 1 Ga is measured as 143Nd/144Nd¼
0.510 62. The local gneiss basement has a present-day isotope composition of "Nd(0)¼�28

and a 147Sm/144Nd ratio of 0.11. Assuming the mantle contribution to the granite mixture is

from the primitive mantle, calculate the percentage of this contribution if the Nd concentrations

of the mantle and recycled components are identical.

Answer
The isotope compositions of the gneiss and mantle 1 billion years ago must be calculated

first and then the proportions of the mixture. We find a 13% contribution from the

mantle.
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Figure 6.28 Continent growth rates: established by geochronology and mapping by Hurley and Rand
(1969) (blue), and also showing isotope ratio evolution models (dashed curve).
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Exercise

Geological history is divided into four periods: 4–3 Ga, 3–2 Ga, 2–1 Ga, and 1–0 Ga.

Mapping formations dated by radiometric methods converted into percentage of mater-

ials gives:

Thin plastic crust

Mantle

Geosyncline

Geosyncline Geosyncline

Folded
geosyncline

Folded
geosyncline
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geosyncline

Mountain range

Recent
mountain ranges

Ancient
massif 

Erosion

Rift and
ocean ridge

Ocean Ocean

Ocean Ocean

Ocean

Ocean

Ocean

Ocean

Subduction

SubductionSubduction

Rift and
ocean ridge

Formation of
first

continents

Formation
of

recent
continents

δT

Figure 6.29 The formation and growth of the early continents. This diagram is reworked from Dietz
(1963) and shows how the early continents might have formed and grown over geological time, with
the proportion of recycled material increasing constantly.

Period (Ga) 4–3 3–2 2–1 1–0
Percentage 5 15 20 60
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Conversely, the study of growth of continents by initial Nd ratios gives as proportions of

continental crust made from the mantle:

It is assumed that at each new period, part of the continent is made of a neoformed (from

the mantle) fraction and a fraction of material reworked from earlier periods.

(1) For each segment, calculate the proportion of material from the period in question and

from the preceding periods.

(2) The ratio (R ) of reworked mass to total mass of a segment is known as the reworking

coefficient. Calculate this coefficient for the four periods.

(3) By taking the median age for each segment (3.5 Ga, 2.5 Ga, 1.5 Ga, and 0.5 Ga, respec-

tively), calculate the mean age for each segment. Plot the mean age (or model age) on a

graph as a function of geological age.

Answer
The 20% created in the 4–3 Ga interval is divided as:

The 50% created in the 3–2 Ga interval is divided as:

The 30% created in the 2–1 Ga interval is divided as:

The reworking coefficient is given in the table below.

The mean ages are given below.

SeeFigure6.30 forasummaryofdataandresults.

Period (Ga) 4–3 3–2 2–1 1–0
Percentage 20 50 30 0

Period (Ga) 4–3 3–2 2–1 1–0
Share of 20% 5 3.5 2.87 8.6
Percentage 25 17.5 14.35 43

Period (Ga) 4–3 3–2 2–1 1–0
Share of 50% 11.5 9.62 28.9
Percentage 23 19.24 57.9

Period (Ga) 4–3 3–2 2–1 1–0
Share of 30% 7.5 22.5
Percentage 25 75

Period (Ga) 4–3 3–2 2–1 1–0
R 0 0.23 0.37 1

Period (Ga) 4–3 3–2 2–1 1–0
Mean age (Ga) 3.5 2.7 2.25 2.25
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Theneodymiummodelageand itsgeologicalapplications
The fact that Sm/Nd fractionation is almost zero in geological surface processes after
extraction fromthemantlemeans amodel age canbeattributed toanyneodymium isotope
measurement of a material belonging to the crust. In an ideal scenario, this is the age at
whichthematerial (or itsprecursors)wasextractedfromtheEarth’smantletobegin its‘‘con-
tinental geological life.’’ This is the idea hit upon by Malcolm McCulloch and Jerry
WasserburgoftheCaliforniaInstituteofTechnologyin1978.Nosuchmodelage canbecal-
culated for Rb^Sr as the Rb/Sr ratio varies considerably during the surface history
(althoughwe shall see in Chapter 7 that it can still be used for limestone). Aswill be seen, it
ispossible touseLu^Hf in a similarmannerbecause lutetiumandhafniumarealsoalmost
insoluble inwater.
To calculate this model age (whichwe have already come across in calculating present-

day balances of the crust^mantle system), let us consider the straight line of isotope
evolution of the closed mantle (Figure 6.31). Imagine that a piece of continental crust
separated from the mantle at time TM, and has evolved since with constant �cc

Sm/Nd

growth. This straight line of evolution intersects the time axis at �cc
Nd. How can we

calculate timeTM in return?
Letus call the two parameters ofevolution of the primitivemantle�pm

Nd and �pm
Nd, the two

parameters for the segmentofcontinental crust�cc
Nd and�cc

Sm/Nd, and the common isotope
ratio corresponding toTMwecall I.
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Figure 6.30 Data and results of the exercise. Top: starting data. Left: proportions of continents
determined by mapping age provinces. Right: proportions of continents as a function of extraction
from mantle. (Data corresponding to the two tables.) Bottom: what becomes of the various materials
extracted from the mantle, then the model ages as a function of geological age.
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Wethen havethe twoequations:

�Nd
pm ¼ I þ l�Sm=Nd

pm TM

�Nd
cc ¼ I þ l�Sm=Nd

cc TM:

Byeliminating I,weget:

TM ¼
1

l

�Nd
cc � �Nd

pm

�
Sm=Nd
cc � �

Sm=Nd
pm

 !
:

For the continental crust,�cc
Sm/Nd¼ 0.11and for theprimitivemantle�pm

Sm/Nd¼ 0.196.
But �cc

Sm/Nd��pmSm/Nd¼ 0.11� 0.196¼ 0.086 is constant. Recalling the de¢nition of
"(0):

"Nd 0ð Þ ¼
�Nd
cc � �Nd

pm

�Nd
pm

 !
� 104

weobtain:

TM ¼
10�4 " 0ð Þ �pm

6:54 � 10�12 � 0:086
¼ �0:091 " 0ð Þ:

Ifwewant an approximation ofTM inGa, wehave aboutTM¼ 0.09 "(0), which is handy
for switching from "(0) toTM. (It is almost "(0)dividedby10withachangeofsign!)

Naturally, if the crustalmaterial contains a little of theoriginalmantlematerial, the Sm/
Nd ratio is slightlyhigher than 0.11and�cc

Nd is also a little largerand the previous formula is
notstrictlyapplicable.But itprovides a¢rstapproximation.

Time
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mantle

Figure 6.31 Principle of model age calculation. Start from the sample. Draw a straight line of slope 0.11
cutting the straight line of mantle evolution at I, corresponding to the model age TM.
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Exercise

We have a sediment of mixed origin: 90% is from continental crust with an average

"(0)¼�25; 10% is from the ancient mantle with "(0)¼þ5. The Sm/Nd ratio of the

continental crust is 0.11 and that of the mantle is 0.21. It is taken that the two components

have the same Nd concentration.

(1) Calculate �(0) of the sediment and its conventional model age.

(2) Calculate the model age using the Sm/Nd ratio measured on the sediment itself.

(3) Compare these ages with the model age of continental crust.

Answer
(1) 2 Ga.

(2) 2.26 Ga.

(3) 2.27 Ga.

By using the effective Sm/Nd age of the sediment, the dilution effect is ‘‘corrected’’ and we

get the age of differentiation of the continental fraction.

Exercise

If a shale is found with "(0)¼�20, what is its model age?

Answer
TM¼ 1.82 Ga.

Exercise

Supposing we apply the same formalism to Lu–Hf, given that (176Lu/177Hf)cc¼ 0.02 and

(176Lu/177Hf)pm¼ 0.036, calculate the model age of a schist whose "Hf(0)¼�25.

Answer
If "Sch

Hf (0)¼�25 �Sch
Hf¼ ("(0)10�4þ 1) �pm

Hf¼ 0.282 24

T ¼ 1

l

�Hf
Sch � �Hf

pm

�Hf
Sch � �Hf

pm

 !
¼ 2:3 Ga:

Neodymiummodelagesofgranitesovergeological time
Dalila Ben Othman and the present author measured the initial isotope ratios of gran-
ites (major constituents of continental crust of varied ages) for the ¢rst time in 1979
(Alle' gre and Ben Othman, 1980; Ben Othman et al., 1984). The Nd model age is plotted
against geological age (Figure 6.32). If all the granites were derived from the mantle,
the points would lie on a straight line of slope 1. Now, this is generally so for ancient
granites (Mont d’Or granite of Zimbabwe is a spectacular exception) while for more
recent granites, their model age is much older than their ‘‘geological age.’’ This con-
¢rms the idea of recycling which increases with time. Let us try to be even more
speci¢c.
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Geneticcartographyofcontinents
We have spoken of geological maps showing the di¡erent tectonic provinces which are
assembled to form the continents andwe have given an overall explanation of these maps.
DonDePaolo (1981a,1981b)andhisgroupattheUniversityofCaliforniaatBerkeleyunder-
tookasimilarapproach (FarmerandDePaolo,1983;BennettandDePaolo,1987), consider-
ing the model ages ofNd only, that is, by trying to eliminate continental recycling. He and
his team studied two cases from thewesternUnited States: thatofColoradoand the neigh-
boring states where the age of emplacement ofgranites is1.8Ga and the west of the region
(RockyMountains)wherethegranite intrusionsare of Tertiary age (Figure 6.33).

In the Colorado province, there is a central part formed1.8Ga ago and which di¡eren-
tiated from the mantle at that time, and then bordering parts to the north andwest whose
model age is 2^2.3Ga. It can be seen that the 1.8Ga materials also extend into the pro-
vince to the south in NewMexico and Texas dated1.2^1.5Ga. Heading west, towards the
RockyMountains, the Berkeley team traced isoclines with the same "Nd(0) value showing
that when moving from the continent toward the oceanic margins, "Nd(0) becomes
increasingly positive, that is ever closer to mantle values (Figure 6.34). The percentages
of mantle material in the make-up of the granite can be calculated: they increase from
east to west.

These two examples showhow continental tectonic segments arebuilt up byaddition to
ancient sediment. Probably through subduction processes, as shown in the Rocky
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Figure 6.32 Model ages of granites of varied geological ages. After Allègre and Ben Othman (1980); Ben
Othman et al. (1984).
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Mountains, butwith reworkingandreuseofolder sediment. Ifa similar study ismade inthe
Himalayas, that is, in a collision range, the geographical distribution is markedlydi¡erent
but the divisionbetween newly formed crust and recycled crust remains.The samegoes for
allofEuropewheretheCaledonian,Hercynian, andAlpineorogenies essentially reworked
ancientpiecesofcontinental crust, someofwhichareveryold, as re£ectedby theNdmodel
ages calculatedongranitesor sediments.
Wethereforehavetwoverydi¡erentsituations:

� continents that have grown through new segments, which are very clearly mapped as in
NorthAmericaorScandinavia;
� continentswhere it is di⁄cultto identifylargeageprovincesbecause everythinghasbeen

mixedandrecycled, as inEuropeandthemiddlepartofAsia.
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Figure 6.33 Study of Colorado granites by the model age method. Top: tectonic provinces (see Plate 5).
Bottom: provinces mapped by neodymium model ages. The two distributions do not coincide. The
difference can be explained by reworking. After Bennett and DePaolo (1987).
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Remark
The main mechanisms of continental growth seem to be well understood. One question remains.

We have drawn a general map of the tectonic provinces. The Colorado study gives details of one

specific case. There is no doubt that continental crust in a given continent is extracted during

mountain-building episodes of well-defined ages. But is this true at the scale of all the continents?

Does not the combination of all orogenies lead to continuous extraction?

Australiandetritalzircons
These ideas about dual mechanisms of formation of continental crust ^ reworking of old
materialandformationofnewsegmentsofcontinentmaterial ^ arewonderfully illustrated
byworkonAustraliandetrital zirconsbyChrisHawkesworth’sBristol teamusingthelatest
insitu isotopeanalysis technology (HawkesworthandKemp,2006).
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Figure 6.34 Neodymium isotope study of the Rocky Mountains in California. The curves of the "Nd

isotope ratios are plotted. An E–W curve is shown below. The proportion of mantle decreases very
rapidly eastwards. After Farmer and DePaolo (1983).
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Thisworkbeganwith the analysis ofdetrital zircons. Zircons (ZrSiO4), which are prime
minerals for U^Pb radiometric dating, are extremely resistant to erosion.They are engen-
deredbytheformationofgraniticrocks.Theywithstandweatheringverywellandaretrans-
ported mechanically and mix with clastic sediments (sandstones and, to a lesser extent,
shales).They may undergo a second phase of erosion and be re-sedimented. At that time
they canmixwith zirconsborn in anewgeneration ofgranites.Thus, a sandstonemaycon-
tain zircons ofvarious ages.This pseudo-immortalityof zirconswas revealed in studiesby
Ledent etal. (1984), whowere attempting to determine amean age for continental crustby
analyzing a zircon population.Using grain-by-grain zircon analysis,Gaudette etal. (1981)
showedthereweremanyepisodesofgranitization recordedinasinglepopulationofdetrital
zircons. But such studies using conventional methods were time-consuming and tedious.
This approach was revolutionized by the team from the Australian National University
whenBillCompston and IanWilliams (1984) developedtheSHRIMP ionprobeforU^Pb
isotope analysis of zircons. Advances in automation mean that 500 zircons can now be
mountedon aplate and theirU^Pb analyses completed in amatterofdays. Itwaswith this
methodthattheAustralianteamdiscovered the existenceofzircons aged4.3Gaand evena
fewgrains aged 4.4Ga in Precambrian clastic sediments.Theyalsomade a further discov-
ery thathadbeensuspectedfor sometime.Zircongrainshave complex individualhistories.
Around an ancient core, which is often rounded by erosion, newgrowth zones have devel-
opedgivingthezirconcrystalstheappearanceofadoublepyramid.Thezirconcrystals con-
tainarecordofthedi¡erentperiodsoftheir individualhistories.
This is proof, if any were needed, that some granites were formed from the remelting of

earlier sediments, which themselves contained detrital zircons. These ancient zircons
acted as seed crystals for newadditions of zircon around them.A single zircon may tell the
complexgeological historyofaregion!
The Bristol teamworking in conjunctionwith the Australian National University team

tooka sandstone fromthePrimaryperiod (400Ma) as their startingpoint.Aftermechani-
callyseparating the zircons, theyanalyzed theU^Pbages ofseveral hundred zircons.They
alsoanalyzedthe coresofzircons fromagranite dated430Ma.Theyobtainedagesbetween
3.2Ga and the age of the granite. A whole series of ages, with maxima and minima, is
shown inFigure 6.35.
They thenusedthefactthat zirconsare rich in hafnium(Hf is the elementjustbelowZr in

theperiodic table) andvery poor in lutetium.They thusmanaged toanalyze theHf isotope
composition and calculate their model age for each zircon, in the same way as is done for
Nd.This yielded a model age at which the material fromwhich the zircon derives became
separated from themantle.ThehighHf content of zircon meant this analysis could be per-
formed by laser ablation followed by ICPMS analysis. But they added a further criterion.
They analyzed the 18O/16O isotope composition of zircons with an ion probe. As we shall
see in the next chapter, basic magmatic rocks have very constant 18O/16O compositions
with �varying from 5.5 to 6.5.They therefore selected zirconsgrainswith �18O< 6.5. In this
way zircons derived frommaterials extracted from themantle could be selected.This dou-
ble-sorting process yielded an extraordinary result.Themodel ageswere clustered around
twovaluesof2Gaand3.2Ga (Figure6.36).
The conclusion is that new continental crust was only formed from the mantle at these

two periods. However, continental crust (granites) has formed throughout geological
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history, as shownbyU^Pb dating, butthese episodesweremerely the reworkingofancient
crust.Newthingsweremadeoutofold!
This new method, once extended to various regions of the planet, will indicate exactly

howcontinental crust formed.Did it form continuously throughout geological time,more
or less in relationwith the activity of subduction zones, but in di¡erent geographical loca-
tions?Ordid it formworldwideduringspeci¢c episodesof intenseactivity?
When a histogram is drawn ofgeological ages measured on the various continents, peaks

arefoundat600Ma,1100Ma,1600Ma,2100Ma,2700Ma,and3200Ma.Theirdispersion is
�100Maon average.What do these peaksmean? Are they the heartbeat of the planet or the
re£ectionthatsomeregionslikeChinaorIndiaarestillunder-explored?Studiesofthewestern
United Statesby the team fromBerkeley seem to show that the formation of new continental
crust is also associated geographically with reworking processes. But is this a general result?
We can entertain high expectations of the results of this research because the method devel-
opedatBristol andattheAustralianNationalUniversitysuggests thatwenowhavethemeans
tosolvetheproblem.

6.4 Isotope geochemistry of rare gases

There are ¢ve rare gases.They form the ¢nal column of the periodic table of the elements:
helium (He), neon (Ne), argon (Ar), krypton (Kr), and xenon (Xe). Some isotopes of rare
gases are producedbylong-period radioactiveprocesses and so causevariations in isotope
abundance (Tables 6.5 and6.6).Wehavealready referred to 4Heand 40Arwhendealingwith
geochronology (Chapter 5).The decay schemes leading to rare gas isotopes are recalled in
Table 6.7.
All rare gas atoms share the common property of having their outer electron shell satu-

rated and so being chemically inert.They are transported by physical processes only and
tend to migrate upwards, towards the atmosphere where they accumulate. In the atmo-
sphere, theirbehavior varies dependingontheiratomicmass.
Helium, avery light element, is not retained by the Earth’s atmosphere as its mass is too

low. Itescapes continuously intospacelike (andwith)hydrogen.Neon is retainedby thepre-
sent-day atmosphere, but it is thought that some neon was lost in the Earth’s early history.
Argon,krypton,andxenonareretainedbytheatmosphere.Howcantheescapeoftheseele-
ments be interpreted? As a ¢rst approximation, it can be understood quite simply. For an
objectto escapefromtheEarth, itsvelocitymustexceedtheEarth’sgravitational attraction.
Since1/2mVe

2¼mgR, thevelocityVemustbegreater than
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2gR
p

.Now, acceleration due to
gravity is g
10m s�2 and the Earth’s radiusR is 6400 km, therefore the escape velocity is
Ve¼ 11.28 kms�1.
Letus supposethatescape isby thermalmeansonly.

1

2
mV2

e ¼
3

2
kT and Ve ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kT

m

r
:

Hence:

3kT

m
4ð11:2 km s�1Þ2

wherek isBoltzmann’s constant, T is absolutetemperature, andm ismass.
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Table 6.5 Composition of the atmosphere

Isotope Atomicabundance (%)

Helium
3 0.000140
4 
 100

Neon
20 90.50
21 0.268
22 9.23

Argon
36 0.3364
38 0.0632
40 99.60

Krypton
78 0.3469
80 2.2571
82 11.523
83 11.477
84 57.00
86 17.398

Xenon
124 0.951
126 0.0887
128 1.919
129 26.44
130 4.070
131 21.22
132 26.89
134 10.430
136 8.857

Majorgases
Molecular
mass Fractionby volume

Totalbalance

Bymass (kg) Byvolumeatstandard
temperatureandpressure

N2 28.0134 0.78014 3.866 � 1018 3.093 � 1024
O2 31.9988 0.20948 1.185 � 1018 8.298 � 1023
CO2 44.0099 (3.40) � 10�4 2.450 � 1015 1.248 � 1021
He 4.0026 (5.24� 0.05) � 10�6 3.707 � 1012 2.076 � 1019
Ne 20.179 (1.818� 0.004) � 10�5 6.484 � 1013 7.202 � 1019
Ar 39.948 (9.34� 0.01) � 10�3 6.594 � 1016 3.700 � 1022
Kr 83.80 (1.14� 0.01) � 10�6 1.688 � 1013 4.516 � 1018
Xe 131.30 (8.7� 0.1) � 10�8 2.019 � 1012 3.446 � 1017

Table 6.6 Rare gases in sea water

Concentration (atstandardtemperatureandpressure)

He (10�8) Ne (10�7) Ar (10�4) Xe (10�8)

Surfaceseawater (25 8C) 3.7 1.47 2.26 0.65
Deepwater (4 8C) 4.22 1.85 3.51 1.1
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Exercise

The temperature of the very high atmosphere is typically 700–900 K. Calculate the escape

velocity of atomic hydrogen and then compare it with that of the molecule H2.

Answer
The mass of an atom or molecule is the molar mass divided by Avogadro’s number,

6.023 � 1023. The mass of a hydrogen atom is 0.001/6.023 � 1023, which is 1.65 � 10�27 kg.

For H,

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3kT

m

r
¼ 3� 1:381 � 10�23 � 800

1:65� 10�27

� �1=2

therefore Ve¼ 4.48 km s�1.

For H2, Ve¼ 3.16 km s�1.

The twovelocities calculated in the exercise above are less than11.2 km s�1.Theyseem to
indicate that hydrogen does not escape from the Earth. Now, this is not so, as observations
andmeasurements prove!Where is themistake? In fact, thevelocities of thevarious atoms
or molecules do not have constant values: theyobeyBoltzmann’s statistical distribution.
And foravelocityof4.48 kms�1, some10%of 2Hparticles escape everysecond.
For 4He,Ve¼ 2.24 km s�1. Some 10�15 atoms have the necessary velocity to escape per

second.That represents a substantial quantityof atoms in geological terms, when the time
measured is multiplied bymillions ofyears. However, for the other rare gases, the number
of particles attaining escape velocity is too low to be e¡ective: they remain trapped by the
gravitational ¢eld.
Theupshot for us is that, as theatmosphere derives fromdegassingofthemantle andnot

(as for themajor planets) from retention ofaprimarygas envelope, the atmospheremaybe
considered as the complement of the mantle (as continental crust was for strontium and

Table 6.7 Decay systems leading to rare gas isotopes

Radioactivity Radioactiveproduct Isotope ratios studied

238U, 235U, 237Th radioactive
chains

!4He
!

4He
3He

� �
18O(�, n) 21Ne !21Ne

!
21Ne
20Ne

� �
40Ke�cap !40Ar

!
40Ar
36Ar

� �
129I (extinct)�� !129Xe

!
129Xe
130Xe

� �
238Uspontaneous¢ssion 131Xe,132Xe,134Xe,136Xe

!
131;132;134;136Xe

130Xe
244Puextinctspontaneous
¢ssion

131Xe,132Xe,134Xe,136Xe
!

131;132;134;136Xe
130Xe
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neodymium) for argon, krypton, and xenon, but not for helium and probably not for neon
either, ifwe consider all ofgeological time. For argon, krypton, and xenon, we canwrite a
balance equation:

atmosphereþmantle ¼ whole Earth:

The isotope composition of the rare gases of the atmosphere has been known for about
50 years. However, it was for a long time di⁄cult to obtain a measurement of the isotope
compositionsofthe raregases of themantle.Thiswasbecause itwas too easy for samples to
be contaminatedby theatmosphere,whichskewedthe results.Raregasesoccur in lowcon-
centrations in rocksfromthemantle (basalts)andanycontactwiththeatmospherecontam-
inates them.Wheremolten lava is in contact with the air, contamination is catastrophic. It
is much the same for submarine contact, as rare gases are soluble in seawater, which con-
taminates the gas itself (hence the importance of knowing the solubility of rare gases in
water).Thegeochemistryof raregasesbeganwith the discoveryofpillow lavas, whose rims
turn to glass at the contact of seawater, preventing the seawater containing dissolved rare
gases from contaminating the lava. Moreover, when pillow lavas are emplaced, the rare
gases migrate and concentrate in gaseous inclusions concentrating the rare gases 1000
times comparedwith magmas.More recently it has been possible to analyze He andNe in
gaseous inclusions inolivinephenocrysts.

Thesecondfactormaking this analysis di⁄cult is the lowabundanceofraregases,which
decreases with their mass. The atmosphere does not retain He and Ne quantitatively, as
said, so He and Ne concentrations are relatively low in the atmosphere (and in seawater).
As the concentrations of rare gases are higher in magmas, magmas are the less di⁄cult to
analyzebecause theyare less likely tobe contaminatedby theatmosphere.

Measuring rare gases with a mass spectrometer is a di⁄cult but very sensitive business.
Special equipment is required to extract gases without them being contaminated by the
atmosphereorbyprevious sampling (seeFigure6.37).

Exercise

The rare gas composition of the atmosphere is expressed in cubic centimeters at standard

temperature and pressure in Table 6.8 below.

(1) What is the composition of the atmosphere in rare gases expressed in moles?

(2) What is the composition of the atmosphere in rare gases expressed in grams?

(3) What is the composition in 3He and 40Ar in moles and grams, given that 40Ar/36Ar¼ 296.8

and that 3He/4He¼ 1.4 � 10�6?

(4) What is the concentration of these gases if related to the mass of the Earth?

Answer
Under standard conditions, 1 mole of an ideal gas occupies 22.4 liters. The table below shows

the answers to questions (1) and (2).

4He 20Ne 36Ar 84Kr 130Xe

Composition
(mole)

0.0926 � 1016 0.29098 � 1016 0.0555 � 1017 0.1149 � 1015 0.06263 � 1013

Composition (g) 0.3704 � 1016 5.8196 � 1016 1.998 � 1017 9.6516 � 1015 8.1449 � 1013
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Turbo-molecular
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Figure 6.37 Laboratory equipment for measuring the isotope composition of rare gases. The
fundamental point is that the measurement enclosure is at very low pressure of 10�9 mm Hg. It
comprises two parts: (i) the extraction line made of special glass (or metal). This is a circuit where the
much more abundant gases (H2O, O2, N2, CO2, CH4) are captured because their presence in the mass
spectrometer would lower the partial pressure of the rare gases too much for them to be measured.
(ii) The mass spectrometer. The purified gases are fed one at a time into the mass spectrometer with its
electron bombardment source and where the gases are enclosed (we speak of static measurement):
helium, neon, argon, krypton, and xenon are measured in turn. Concentrations are very low. The signal
is measured either with a Faraday cup or by an ion counter.
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(3) The results are shown in the table below.

40Ar 3He

Concentration 65.8 1018 1.647 24 � 1018

Composition (mole) 3.8892 � 109 1.296 � 108

(4) The mass of the Earth is 6.057 � 1027 kg. The results are shown in the table below.

4He 36Ar

Concentration 3.47 � 10�8 2.083 � 10�8

6.4.1 Isotope geochemistry of helium

Helium-3 was ¢rst discovered byAlvarez and Cornog (1939). After the Second World War,
AldrichandNier (1948)discoveredthevariationsinterrestrialabundances,butheliumisotope
geochemistrywas initiatedby theSovietteamunder the impetusof IgorTolstikhin (Mamyrin
etal.,1969;Tolstikhin etal.,1974) andbyBrianClarke andHarmonCraig (Clarkeetal.,1969)
attheScripps InstitutionofOceanographyandtheirstudentsand laterbyMarkKurz andBill
Jenkins (1981)attheWoodsHoleOceanographicInstitution.

The principles are as follows. Helium-4 is the product of collateral disintegration of
radioactive chains (� particles): 8� for the 238Uchain,7� for the 235Uchain, and 6� for the
232Th chain. Helium-3 is a stable isotope.The 4He/3He ratio in a closed systemvaries with
the equation:

4He
3He
¼

4He
3He

� �
0

þ
238U
3He

� �
� fðtÞ:

Thefunction�(t) is de¢nedasbelow:

Ift is small, fðtÞ ¼ 8l8 þ
7l5
137:8

þ 6
Th

U

� �
l2

� �
t 
 2:47t, ift is inGa.

Ift is large, f tð Þ ¼ 8 el8t � 1
� �

þ 7

137:8
el5t � 1
� �

þ 6
Th

U
el2t � 1
� �� �

.

In keeping with an odd practice introduced byHarmon Craig, the helium isotope ratio in
basalt rocks isoften expressed‘‘upsidedown’’:

3He
4He
¼ R �

3He
4He

� �
atmosphere

with
3He
4He

� �
atmosphere

¼ 1:4 � 10�6:

Table 6.8 Rare gas composition of the atmosphere

4He 20Ne 36Ar 84Kr 130Xe

Composition (cm3) 2.076 � 1019 6.518 � 1019 1.245 � 1020 2.245 � 1018 1.403 � 1016
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When R¼ 8, the value is 8 times that of the atmosphere. If R¼ 30, it is 30 times that of
the atmosphere, and so on. In what follows, we shall give the results in 4He/3He ratios
but we shall add the R(3He) notation for comparison with papers and books using this
notation.
Measurements of 4He/3He on ocean basalts display a very di¡erent distribution for

MORBandOIB(Figure 6.38).
TheMORBdistribution is tightly clustered around 4He/3He¼ 90 000 whereas the OIB

distribution is verydispersedwith ratios ranging from13 000 to130 000.However, looking
more closely, large islands likeHawaii or Iceland, with largevolumes ofbasalt, havevalues
between13 000and36 000 (Figure6.38).
The simplest interpretation resulting from the standard model is to say that MORB

derives from the upper-mantle reservoir with a high 238U/3He ratio and so by radioactive
decayahigh4He/3Heratio;OIBderivesfromamoreprimitivereservoirwherethe 3Hecon-
tent ishigher, andsothe 238U/3He ratio is smalleras is the 4He/3Heratio.This isbecause the
upper reservoir, which is directly involved in the tectonic plate mechanism, is highly
degassed, whereas the deep reservoir is much less degassed (Figures 6.39 and 6.40).This
dual origin is con¢rmedby the existence of the Schilling e¡ect, that is amixingofOIB and
MORB along some mid-ocean ridges. Thus, the mid-Atlantic ridge southwards from
Icelanddisplays avariation in 4He/3He ratios, which increase from Iceland (14 000) south-
wardswheretheyreach120 000.This isanalogoustowhatwesawforSr isotopecomposition
(Kurz andJenkins,1981).

Exercise

Accepting that the lower mantle is a closed system for U and He, calculate the 238U/3He

ratio¼�1
He given that 4He/3He¼ 15 000 and that (4He/3He)initial¼ 2500. If the 4He/3He

60 OIB 

40 

20 

100 000 

"High 3He" "Low 3He" 

Tristan, Gough, São Miguel 

Loihi 

60 MORB 
N 

4He/3He 

40 

200 000 300 000

20 

Figure 6.38 Distribution of 4He/3He ratios in MORB and OIB. The difference in dispersion can be
observed.
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ratio¼ 100 000 (still the hypothesis of a closed system), calculate �2
He. (We take Th/

U
 4.)

Answer
We use the dating formulae established in Chapter 2 and recalled above. We find: �1

He¼ 684

and �2
He¼ 5300.

Little degassed
lower mantle

Highly
degassed

upper mantle

AtmosphereHe
Ne Ar, Kr, Xe

Figure 6.39 The standard model developed from the results for helium isotope analysis and extended
to all rare gases. With an atmosphere that retains argon, krypton and xenon but lets helium (and neon
in the past) diffuse, the upper mantle is highly degassed but not so the lower mantle.
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Figure 6.40 Possible changes in 4He/3He ratios in the MORB (upper mantle) and OIB source reservoirs. It
is assumed they evolved in a closed system over 4.5 � 109 years in both cases, which is undoubtedly an
extreme oversimplification, but gives an order of ideas. The values of 238U/3He¼mU, He considered are
4900 for the upper mantle and 800 for the lower mantle.
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Exercise

For four basalts, we give the helium isotope composition with Craig’s 3He/4He¼NRA notation

in the table below.

(1) Calculate the 4He/3He composition of the four samples and plot the curve

NRA¼ �(4He/3He).

(2) Suppose we have measured the Sr isotope ratios in the same samples as set out below.

Draw the Sr–He isotope correlation using both notations (see Figure 6.41). What do you conclude?

Answer
(1)

(2) The three curves for the abundances of the two radiogenic isotopes 4He and 87Sr are shown

below. Craig’s RA notation destroys perfect linear correlation.

6.4.2 Isotope geochemistry of neon

Neon has three isotopes: 20Ne, 21Ne, and 22Ne.The abundance of 21Ne varies with nuclear
reactions causedby�particles emittedbyuraniumandthoriumchains18O (�, n) 21Neor, for
17%,24Mg(n,�) 21Ne.Thesevariationsaresaidtobenucleogenic,although in facttheyfollow
themathematical lawsofradiogenicproduction(Wetherill,1954).Weshowthe isotopevaria-
tions observed in nature in a plot of (20Ne/22Ne, 21Ne/22Ne) where the two ratios vary in the
basalts but for two di¡erent reasons.The 21Ne/22Ne ratios vary for nucleogenic reasons.The
20Ne/22Ne ratios vary in nature because the Earth’s atmosphere has a di¡erent value from
thatoftheEarth’smantle (which is closer tothatoftheSun) (CraigandLupton,1976).

20Ne
22Ne

� �
atmosphere

¼ 9:5
20Ne
22Ne

� �
Sun

¼ 13:5:8

Basalt

B1 B2 B3 B4

N 40 5 10 20

Basalt

B1 B2 B3 B4

N 0.7035 0.7022 0.7029 0.7033

Basalt

B1 B2 B3 B4

(4He/3He) 17 800 142 000 71 400 35 710

8 Terrestrial values can vary by only 20Ne/22Ne from the Sun’s values but may be very different from the
atmospheric value.
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This circumstance is not fully elucidated9 but is a godsend because, for each isotope ratio
measurement, the proportion contaminated by the Earth’s atmosphere can be calculated
and uncontaminated values obtained. Measurements on MORB and OIB by the Paris

87
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0.7035
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=
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c

Figure 6.41 Results. (a) 4He/3He�3He/4He in NRA. (b) 87Sr/86Sr�4He/3He linear correlation. (c) Same
relations but with 3He/4He¼NRA notation.

9 It is thought that, early in the Earth’s history, the atmosphere was very hot and neon probably escaped
by isotope fractionation by a process known as hydrodynamic escape.
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group (Sarda et al., 1988;Moreira andAlle' gre, 1998;Moreira et al., 1998) can be used to
de¢ne two clearly distinct distributions (Figure 6.42). The experimental measurements
form straight lines, connecting the pure composition tobemeasuredwith the atmospheric
value. The MORB de¢nes a ‘‘low-angle’’ straight line passing through the atmospheric
value. The OIB de¢nes steeper straight lines, close to the atmosphere^Sun straight-line
segment.
Wede¢ne (21Ne/22Ne)* ratios,whichareuncontaminatedby theatmosphereatthe inter-

sectofthehorizontal lineofthesolar ratio (orslightlylower)withthestraightlines (sample^
atmosphere). These (21Ne/22Ne)* ratios are automatically corrected for atmospheric
contamination.
Thesevalues are closeto7.5 � 10�2 forMORBandto3.8 � 10�2 forOIB. (By taking10�2 as

the unit, we dealwith ¢gures like 7.5 or 3.8, which is handier.)Moreover, it can be seen that
intermediate values occur where hot spots underlie mid-oceanic ridges (Schilling e¡ect)
(Figure6.43).
Neon isotopes therefore con¢rm the idea of the mantle being two reservoirs (an upper

highlydegassedand lowermoreprimitivemantle) described fromhelium isotopes.

Exercise

Imagine we have a measurement of the raw isotope composition of neon of an oceanic basalt:
20Ne/21Ne¼ 11.5 and 21Ne/22Ne¼ 5 � 10�2. Calculate (21Ne/22Ne)*.

Answer
(21Ne/22Ne)*¼ 7 � 10�2.

(21Ne/22Ne)*

21Ne/22Ne

20
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Figure 6.42 Correlation diagrams for (20Ne/22Ne, 21Ne/22Ne). Results for oceanic basalts are used to
define what is called [21Ne/22Ne]*.
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6.4.3 Isotope geochemistry of argon

This isundoubtedly theoldest formofraregasgeochemistry. Itwas¢rst introducedbyPaul
Damon and Larry Kulp (1958) and by Karl Turekian (1959) when they were working at
ColumbiaUniversitybut su¡ered greatly from the di⁄culty in correcting the values meas-
ured for atmospheric contamination. And yet, argon has considerable advantages com-
pared with other rare gases. It is retained by the atmosphere, meaning that a balance
equation canbewritten.There isnoinitial 40Ar,as40Ar isnotmadeinstellar nucleosynthesis
and is entirely produced by 40K decay. However, the big disadvantage is its extreme
sensitivity to atmospheric pollution.Therefore aerial basalts, for example, are unsuitable for
measurement, as aremany submarinebasalts. All of the 40Ar/36Ar isotope ratios published
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Figure 6.43 Variation of 4He/3He and [21Ne/22Ne]* ratios on the mid-Atlantic ridge between 428 and
548 S. There are two hot spots beneath the ridge in this area, with topographic effects known as the
Discovery and Shona seamounts. They are illustrations of the Schilling effect. In both cases the two hot
spots are clearly detected by helium and neon systematics. After Sarda et al. (2000).
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in the literature over a long period were heavily contaminated and so too low. In 1985, the
author’s Paris team ¢nally managed to measure reliable 40Ar/36Ar ratios for MORB by
using pillow lava glass, yielding 40Ar/36Ar¼ 30 000 (compared with the 40Ar/36Ar¼ 296
ratio of the atmosphere) (Sarda et al., 1985). From this, a mass balance for the Earth’s 40Ar
could be estimated (Alle' gre et al.,1996) (Figure 6.44).The K content of the silicate Earth is
quitewellknown(250^280ppm).10Knowingthat40Kis1.16 � 10�4oftotalK,wecancalculate
the total 40Ar produced in 4.55 � 109 years: from140 � 1018 g to156 � 1018 g, depending on the
valueusedforK.Now,thetotalquantityofargonintheatmosphereis66 � 1018g.Ifweevaluate
40Ar in the continental crust at a maximum of 4^10 � 1018 g, there remains 60^86 � 1018 g of
40Ar, which is themissing argon inside the Earth.Thismeans that for 40Ar, the Earth is only
halfdegassed.11There is little 40Ar intheuppermantle.The£owof 3Hefromtheocean ridges
is estimated at 1.1 �103 moles yr�1. Using the 4He/3He and 4He/40Ar ratios measured in
MORB,we¢nd an 40Ar £uxof 2 � 107molesyr�1. Ifwe accept that the oceanic lithosphere is
entirely degassedwhen it passes through the ocean ridgesby the fusion processes occurring
there, we can calculate the quantityof argon in the mantle if the mantle were homogeneous.
We¢nd2.4�1.8 � 1018g,whichdoesnotmatchtheamountofmissingargon.
Where is the missing argon then? Experimental measurements have shown that

neither argon nor potassium is soluble in iron even at high pressures. Therefore the
argon is not stocked in the Earth’s core. That leaves just the lower mantle. Supposing, in
the standard model, an upper layer above 670 km convecting separately from the lower

Upper 
mantle 

Atmosphere

67
0 

km

Continental 
crust 

Lower 
mantle 

M40Ar = 2.8–3.5 x 1018 g 

M40Ar = 4–10 x 1018g

M40Ar = 66 x 1018 g

M = Mass 

K = 1.7%

K = 40 ppm 

M40Ar = 60–80 x 1018 g 
K = 220 ppm 

Figure 6.44 The 40Ar mass balance of the Earth. After Allègre et al. (1996).

10 We know the terrestrial uranium value quite well as it is analogous to that of carbonaceous chondrites
(as is Nd which is also a refractory chemical element). Now, the K/U ratio, which is about constant on
Earth, is between 10 000 and 12 000. We can therefore deduce K.

11 This is not the case for 36Ar, but 40Ar was produced later by K decay.We shall see the explanation at the
end of this chapter.
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mantle: by the same calculation as before we ¢nd that the upper mantle contains 2 � 1018
g of argon. Therefore 60^86 � 1018 g of 40Ar is stored in the lower mantle. This model
therefore also supports the standard model with two layers which are degassed to di¡er-
ent extents.

In all, then, the three raregases con¢rmthe two-layer standardmodel: adegassedupper
mantle and a less-degassed (more primitive) lower mantle.This is an extremely important
con¢rmationbecausedegassingofraregaseshasnothingtodowiththegeologicalphenom-
ena associated with di¡erentiation of the continental crust and which causes Rb/Sr, Sm/
Nd, and Lu/Hf fractionation.Yet both approaches lead to the same outcome: a mantle
divided intotwolayers.

Twoimportantconsequencesfollowfromthispatternofargondistribution inthemantle.
First, given the present-daydistribution of roughlyhalfof the total 40Ar being found in the
atmosphere and half in the lower mantle but none in the upper mantle, and assuming the
initialdistributionwasuniform, theatmospheric 40Ar is derived fromcompleteoutgassing
of the upper mantle and one-third outgassing of the lower mantle. Since this calculation
concerns 40Ar, which has no primitive component, the observation relates to ‘‘geological
outgassing’’from4.4Gatothepresentday.

Second, the (primitive) 36Arconcentration is about200 timeshigher inthe lowermantle
than in theuppermantle.Therefore the outgassingof the lower mantlehas tobe such that it
travels through the upper mantle as a transient. Otherwise it would contaminate the upper
mantle.

Exercise

Just as we calculated the age of the continental crust we can calculate the mean age of the

atmosphere using argon isotopes. Given that the mass of the mantle is about 4 � 1027 g, the

potassium content is 250 ppm with 40K¼ 1.16 � 10�4 Ktotal; the mass of 40Ar in the atmo-

sphere is 66 � 1018 g and we can estimate the 40K/36Ar ratio of the Earth from

(40Ar/36Ar)atmosphere¼ 296. In addition we assume 36Ar is degassed by 90–100%. Calculate

the age of the atmosphere.

Answer
We write the equation

40Ar
36Ar

� �
atmosphere

¼
40Ar
36Ar

� �
Earth

elT 0 � elT atm
� �

:

We obtain T¼ 3.3 Ga. So the indication from argon is that the atmosphere formed much

earlier than the mean age of the continents. But this is not the end of the story!

6.4.4 Isotope geochemistry of xenon

Xenon has nine isotopes, ofmasses124,126,128,129,130,131,132,134, and136. On Earth,
variations inabundancerelatedtoradioactivedecayareoftwotypes: extinctformsofradio-
activityand spontaneous fusion of 238U.Tothesemustbeadded the exceptional ¢ssionpro-
cess induced by 235U in the Oklo nuclear reactor. Xenon-130 is taken as the reference
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isotope because it does not derive from any of these processes. Hence we can speak of
129Xe/130Xe,131Xe/130Xe,132Xe/130Xe, and136Xe/130Xe ratios.
The¢rstoftheseratiosvariesbecause129Xeisthedecayproductof129I,which isanextinct

form of radioactivity (Reynolds,1960).We saw in Chapter 3 how this form of radioactivity
was exploited for determining age di¡erences among meteorites. Now, this ratio varies on
Earthand is an essentialdatum.
The 131^136Xe/130Xe ratios vary too, but the situation here is more complex as

their variations may be attributed to extinct spontaneous ¢ssion from 244Pu or to
very-long-period spontaneous ¢ssion of 238U. These isotope ratios were measured in
primitive carbonaceous meteorites, in the atmosphere, and also in rocks from the
Earth’s mantle. That is, like helium, neon, and argon, xenon too is found in the glassy
margins of MORBs.
It has long been known that xenon isotope compositions in the Earth’s atmosphere are

di¡erent from those in carbonaceous chondrites, proving that the Earth’s atmosphere
formed after the carbonaceous chondrites did, because the isotopes in the denominators
ofthe isotoperatiosaremoreabundantintheatmospherethan in carbonaceouschondrites.
As theyareofradiogenicorigin, theyaredemonstrablyyounger.
The second important discovery, made byThomas Staudacher and the present author

(1982), is that the 129Xe/130Xe isotope ratios and the 132Xe/130Xe isotope ratios (to choose
justone¢ssiogenic ratio) ofMORBs aregreater than those of the atmosphere.They vary in
acorrelatedmanner (Figure6.45).
By contrast, the isotope ratios of what corresponds to OIBs, whether in Hawaii or in

Iceland, are only marginally greater than those of the atmosphere. For the 129Xe/130Xe
ratio, this is unambiguous. It is proofof the intense 129I activity in the upper mantle early in
theEarth’shistory.
The situation ismore complex for131^136Xe/130Xe isotope ratiosbecause their variations

stem either from extinct ¢ssion of 244Pu or from long-period 238U¢ssion (Kuroda,1980).
Theverydi⁄cultworkofdistinguishingbetween the e¡ectofeach has led to acceptance of
thefollowingapproximation:

� in MORBs, the excess of 131^136Xe compared with the atmosphere (normed to 130Xe) is
mostlydueto 244Pu;
� ingranites,onthe contrary, it is 238U¢ssionthat is responsible for the essentialvariations.

Analysis ofMORBsplottedon the (129Xe/130Xe,132Xe/130Xe) diagram (Figure 6.45) shows
there is an excellentcorrelationpassing throughtheatmosphericvalue.
To derive the most information possible from this observation we concentrate here on

129Xe from the mantle. The value observed in MORBs is 129Xe/130Xe¼ 7.65. The value
found in OIBs (Hawaii, Iceland, the Gala¤ pagos Islands) is 7 at most. The atmospheric
value is 6.5.Thesevalues con¢rmthe di¡erencebetween theMORBandOIBreservoirs.As
with neon, helium,andargon, theMORBreservoir (uppermantle) ismore radiogenic than
theOIBreservoir.
There is coherence then.Except that the di¡erencehere can onlyhavebeen established

in the early historyof the Earth, since 129Xe came from the decayof 129I, which is extinct
radioactivity.TheMORB andOIB reservoirs must have separated in the ¢rst150 million
years of the Earth’s history and not have been merged since. Exchanges of the MORB
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reservoir bothwith the atmosphere and with the OIB reservoir have been limited for 4.3
billionyears.

We shall return to other repercussions for the age of the early Earth, but it is already
apparent that the ages we are dealing with here are much older than the ‘‘age of the
atmosphere’’ calculated from a simple mass balance equation for the 40K�40Ar
system.

6.4.5 Coherence in rare gas geochemistry

We have seen that the use of four rare gases yielded coherent and complementary results
when taken independently (Alle' gre et al., 1983c). It is natural and essential to see whether
analyses on the same samples yield coherent results too.Two graphs give the correlations
obtained between all the rare gases in MORBs and in OIBs (Figure 6.46) obtained by
Moreira etal. (1998).

For all rare gases (helium is not shown herebecause it is not contaminated by the atmo-
sphere) we can distinguish two separate reservoirs with distinctive isotopic signatures.
Notice, though, that the essential thing about these correlations is the mixing that occurs
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Figure 6.45 Correlation diagram of xenon isotope ratios in MORB. The 129Xe/130Xe ratios are evidence
of extinct 129I radioactivity. The 136Xe/130Xe ratios are mostly from extinct 244Pu fission and are coupled
with spontaneous long-term 238U fission. The variations are due to mixing with atmospheric air either
in nature or in the laboratory during measurement.
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betweenthegas intheoriginalrockandtheair,which invariablycontaminatesthemeasure-
mentto somedegreeandmakes raregasgeochemistrysoverydi⁄cult. In all casesMORBs
aremore radiogenic thanOIBs.

Exercise

Isotope ratios measured in the same glassy margin of a MORB are 21Ne/22Ne¼ 0.055,
20Ne/22Ne¼ 11.8, 40Ar/36Ar¼ 18 000, and 129Xe/130Xe¼ 7.2. Can you estimate the isotopic

compositions of the source, correcting for atmospheric contamination?

Answer
Yes, assuming contamination is identical for all rare gases. We take the value of neon as

the reference: 12.5 (or 13.5) and given the values of the isotope ratio of the atmosphere,

the other ratios can be computed. The answers are dependent on the chosen reference for

neon.

Exercise

Why do we not adopt the same reasoning for helium and neon as we used for argon by

computing the budget between the atmosphere, upper mantle, and lower mantle?

Answer
Because the atmosphere is not closed for helium and so the extent of outgassing is unknown.

The situation is even worse for neon. The atmosphere has a very different 20Ne/22Ne isotopic

composition from the mantle. In other words, the present-day atmospheric content cannot be

considered as the product of mantle outgassing.

Despitethese intrinsicdi⁄cultieswiththelightraregases,wecanestimatethedi¡erences
in concentrations between the upper and lower mantle for non-radiogenic isotopes by
usingmeasured isotope ratios:
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ð4He=3HeÞum ¼ ð
4He=3HeÞinitial þ ðU0=

3HeÞumfumðtÞ

ð4He=3HeÞlm ¼ ð
4He=3HeÞinitial þ ðU=

3HeÞlmflmðtÞ

whereumandlmaretheupperandlowermantle, fum(t)and flm(t) theexpressionsofradioac-
tive decay, andUtheuraniumconcentration.

By taking the ratiosbetweenthetwoexpressions:

3Helm
3Heum

¼

4He
3He

� �
um

�
4He
3He

� �
initial

4He
3He

� �
lm

�
4He
3He

� �
initial

� Ulm

Uum
� flmðtÞ
fumðtÞ

weobtain (4He/3He)initial
 6000andUlm/Uum
 4.
Ifwe take themean age of the lower mantle tobe 4.5 � 109 years and less than1 �109 years

for theuppermantle,

flmðtÞ 
 18:58 and fumðtÞ 
 2:12:

3Helm=
3Heum 
 360:

Thisyields similar ratios toargonandneon.
The di¡erence in concentration between the lower and the upper mantle is such that a

piece ofcontaminated lower mantle can onlydisplay upper-mantle values ifmixed in min-
ute proportions.Therefore, if theOIBswere from the lower mantle exclusively, the isotopic
composition of the rare gases they contain would be uniform (except in the unlikely case
of the lower mantle being highly heterogeneous). Since OIB composition is not uniform
(see Figure 6.38 for He), it must be concluded that OIBs are a mixture of lower and upper
mantle, butwithonlysmallproportionsofmaterial fromthe lowermantle.

6.5 Isotope geology of lead

As seen when discussing geochronology, three of the isotopes of lead are produced by the
¢nal decay of radioactive chains: 206Pb by 238U, 207Pb by 235U, and 208Pb by 232Th.
Assuming the chains are in secular equilibrium (given the length of geological time), we
can suppose that Uand Th decaydirectly to the Pb isotopes (see Chapters 2 and 3). Just as
with Sr and Nd, we can try to ¢nd out whether the lead isotope ratios vary in basalts and
granites and so seek con¢rmation of the models developed with the threesome Rb^Sr,
Sm^Nd,andLu^Hfandwiththe raregases.

In fact, the advantage with lead isotopes is that the results are naturally correlated since
the two decay schemes are chemically similar and it is only the decay constant that di¡ers.
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It should also be remembered that as the Pb isotope ratios have the same denominator
(204Pb),mixtures arealways shownbystraight linesonthevariousplots.

6.5.1 The (Pb–Pb) isotope diagram or Holmes–Houtermans
diagram12

Oneoftheuniqueadvantageswithuranium^leadsystems is that it isapriori easy to calcu-
late theoretical models to act as references for the experimental data involving only iso-
tope compositions that aremore robust than theparent^daughter ratios (seeRussell and
Farquhar, 1960). Let us see how a model Earthwould behave if it di¡erentiated into two
envelopes, say, from thebeginningof the Earth’s history if the two envelopes (continental
crust andmantle) evolved ever since as closed systems. Asusual (238U/204Pb)today iswrit-
ten�U.Then�cc

U¼ 14 and�UM1
¼ 8. It is assumed that the initial value of lead isotope com-

position is given by the analysis of sul¢des from iron meteorites which, as they do not
contain any uranium, record the isotope composition of the ¢rst instants of the Solar
System.
Bynoting:

6� ¼
206Pb
204Pb

; 7� ¼
207Pb
204Pb

; l238 ¼ l8; l235 ¼ l5; � ¼
238U
204Pb

;

andgiven that 238U=235U

 �

today
¼ 137:8, the equations for the evolutionofthe four suppo-

sedlyclosedsystemsup tothepresentcanbewritten:

6�cc ¼ 6�0 þ �cc el8T0 � 1
� �

7�cc ¼ 7�0 þ
�cc

137:8
el5T0 � 1
� �

;

where the subscript (cc) stands for continental crust. Similarly, for the mantle (m) we can
write:

6�m ¼ 6�0 þ �m el8T0 � 1
� �

7�m ¼ 7�0 þ
�m

137:8
el5T0 � 1
� �

:

whereT0 is theageoftheEarth.The initial ratios�0¼ 9.307and�0¼ 10.294havebeendeter-
mined exactly by various analyses of iron meteorites and carbonaceous chondrites
(Tatsumotoetal.,1973).

Remark
Look back at Chapter 2 for how to reach these equations from the laws of radioactivity. Reread the

exercise on the Rb/Sr ratio at the beginning of this chapter to calculate � from chemical composi-

tions of uranium and lead.

12 We have already mentioned the Pb–Pb method when discussing the age of the Earth. We shall review it
more fully here. It might then be useful to reread the part of Chapter 5 about the age of the Earth.
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Theseequationsaretheparametricequationsoftwocurves, theleadingparameterbeing�,
that is the ratio (238U/204Pb)today. Notice that these are the same equations as for the Rb^Sr
orSm^Ndsystems,exceptthat, inviewofthevaluesofthedecayconstants, thelinearapprox-
imation is no longer valid. Let us represent them as a function of time (calculate them
from the formula � ¼ �0 þ � elT0 � elT

� �
. It will be observed that the form of variation

with time is very di¡erent for the 206Pb/204Pb ratio and the 207Pb/204Pb ratio. The latter
increasesveryrapidlyat¢rstandthenmuchmoreslowly. It isalmostanextinctformofradio-
activity. The 206Pb/204Pb ratio increases much more steadily, but not linearly. Once again,
this is because of the di¡erence between the decay constants.The isotope evolution referred
toincorrelationdiagramscanalsoberepresented:(206Pb/204Pb,207Pb/204Pb)(Figure6.47c).

Notice ¢rst that the three curves are concave downwardsbut to di¡erent degrees.This is
becauseofthe di¡erentdecayconstants. Letus try to de¢ne the isochrons (geometric locus
ofpoints ofthe sameage) inFigure 6.47c.We can do thisgraphicallyby taking, for example,
points for 3billion, 2billion, and1billionyears and for thepresenttime in the three systems
de¢ned above (let us take the �0 and �0 values used for calculating the age of the Earth in
Chapter 5).We observe that each de¢nes a straight line, with the whole determining an
arrayofstraight lines converging towards (� 0

6,� 0
7) (dashed inFigure 6.47).

Letustrytodemonstratethismathematically.ForagivenageT,whatis theequationofthe
geometric locus of representative points independentlyof� ? From the equationsgiving�6

and�7,we cantherefore eliminate�8 bywriting:

�7ðTÞ � �70
�6ðTÞ � �6

0

¼ 1

137:8

el5T0 � el5T

el8T0 � el8T

� �
:

HereT0 is commonat4.55 � 109years (or4.50 � 109years), andT is¢xed.The equationthere-
foretakes theform:

y� y0
x� x0

¼ C:

This is the equation of a straight line through the point (x0, y0), that is the original isotope
compositions.We ¢nd the result ofour numerical construction.This arrayof straight lines
therefore calibrates the diagram in ages. These straight lines are the geometric locus of
pointsofthesameageandareknownas isochrons.

We thereforehave an (�,�) plot formedbya series ofcurves cutbyan arrayofconverging
straight lines. The point of convergence is (�0, �0), the initial composition of the Earth
(Figure 6.47c).This isknownas theHolmes^Houtermans (H^H)diagram.13

Ifwe assume the Earth is made up of concentric envelopes isolated from each other and
having evolved as closed systems since the ‘‘beginning,’’ then the initial ratios of any
geologicalobject (mineral, rock,massif) (�i

6,�i
6) plottedonthe diagramshow theageofthe

objectandthe�ofthesystem inwhich ithasbeen since the‘‘beginning.’’
Muchusewasmadeofthis diagram in the earlydays of isotopegeochemistry for extract-

ing information fromPbisotopemeasurementsongalena.Galenacrystalswiththeformula

13 After the two scientists, the Scotsman Arthur Holmes and the Russo-Swiss Fritz Houtermans, who
developed it independently in 1946 (see Holmes, 1946; Houtermans, 1946).
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PbS contain neither uranium nor thorium and so the lead isotope measurement corre-
sponds to initial isotope ratios at the time they formed. Unfortunately it is often di⁄cult to
determine the absolute age of galena directly with precision and very often we must settle
for an age of the geological setting.Whenworking with galena, it can be seen that very few
galenacrystalslieontheisochronscorrespondingtotheirsupposedages,meaningthatgen-
erally the idea of evolution in the closed system of envelopes that have been isolated since
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Figure 6.47 Evolution of 206Pb/204Pb and 207Pb/204Pb ratios as a function of time for two � values
(�¼ 14 and �¼ 8). (a, b) Notice that the 206Pb/204Pb variation is very progressive while the 207Pb/204Pb
ratio varies very little after 2 Ga. (c) Plot of � versus �: 206Pb/204Pb¼�, 207Pb/204Pb¼� for the previous
two � values (and some other values of �). Time is present here in parametric form. We distinguish the
geometric locus of points evolving over time with the same � (growth curves) from the geometric locus
of points of the same age having evolved with different � values (isochrons) (dashed lines).
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thebeginnings of the Earth does not correspond to geological reality. Nowadays, that does
not surprise us after all that has been said about the evolution of the crust^mantle system
and its complexity.These results simply con¢rm this complexity, but in1950 this was a real
discovery.14

In practice, galena crystals have H^Hmodel ages that are either older or younger than
their geological ages. Some even have ‘‘model ages’’ in the future. Lead with H^H model
ages that are older than the actual age are known in geochemical jargon as B-type lead
(after Bleiberg mine in Austria) while those with model ages younger than the real age are
known as J-type lead (after Joplin mine in Missouri).These ages were ¢rst interpreted by
JohannesGeissofBerne in1954, byassumingatwo-stagegeological historywithachange
in 238U/204Pb¼ 8� ratios (Figure6.48).

The equationsofatwo-stagemodelarewritten:

� ¼ �0 þ �1 el8T0 � el8T1
� �

þ �2 el8T1 � 1
� �

� ¼ �0 þ
�1

137:8
el5T0 � el5T1
� �

þ �2
137:8

el5T1 � 1
� �

:

When �2>�1 the model age is younger (J-type).When �2<�1 the model age is older (B-
type). Everything then comes down to constructing a grid analogous to theH^H diagram
with a growth curve and isochron, but making the system start from a certain timeT1with
initial ratios�(T1) and�(T1) (Figure6.48).
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Figure 6.48 Diagram of (�, �) explaining how J-type or B-type lead is produced with a two-stage history
and change of �. The first stage is evolution from T0 to T1 in the same reservoir with �1. Two new
reservoirs are formed at T1. One has a � value greater than �1 and another a � value less than �1. The
first yields J-type lead, the second B-type lead.

14 Nier was already alert to this, which is probably why he did not want to calculate an ‘‘age of the Earth.’’
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Exercise

We have lead with a two-stage geological history. Stage 1: evolution in a closed system from

T0¼ 4.55 � 109 years to T1¼ 2 � 109 years with �¼ 238U/204Pb¼ 8. Stage 2: from T1 to the

present day in system A with �¼ 10 and in system B with �¼ 5.

Calculate the isotope compositions of lead given that �0¼ 0.30 and �0¼ 10.29. Show by

calculation and then analytically that A, B, and point P representing the closed system are

aligned and that the straight line cuts the primordial evolution curve at a point whose age

shall be determined.

Answer
System A: �¼ 16.28 and �¼ 14.97. System B: �¼ 18.1 and �¼ 15.41.

For the mathematical demonstration, just notice that in the equations

� ¼ �0 þ f�1 el8T 0 � el8T 1
� �

þ �2 el8T 1 � 1
� �

� ¼ �0 þ
�1

137:8
el5T 0 � el5T 1
� �

þ �2

137:8
el5T 1 � 1
� �

the episode from T0 to T1 is the same in both scenarios. We can therefore posit:

�0ðT 1Þ ¼ �0 þ � el8T 0 � el8T 1
� �

�0ðT 1Þ ¼ �0 þ
�

137:8
el5T 0 � el5T 1
� �

:

The equations are then written:

� ¼ �0ðT 1Þ þ �2 el8T 1 � 1
� �

� ¼ �0ðT 1Þ þ
�2

137:8
el5T 1 � 1
� �

:

Hence:

�� �0ðT 1Þ
� � �0ðT 1Þ

¼ el8T 1 � 1

el5T 1 � 1

� �
�137:8:

This is the equation of a straight line cutting the curve of primordial evolution at �0(T1) and

�0(T1), that is at T¼ 2 Ga.

This is the same demonstration as for the isochrons in the H–H diagram.

6.5.2 The geochron and the age of the Earth’s core

Letusnowlookatthe isochron correspondingtoT¼ 0, that is thepresentday. It isnowcom-
mon practice to call this particular isochron, corresponding to the present time, the geo-
chron. All points having evolved in a closed system since the origin of theEarthmust lie on
this straight line forwhichthe equation is:

�7 � �70
�6 � �6

0

¼ 1

137:8

el5T0 � 1

el8T0 � 1

� �
:
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The slope of this straight line depends onT0 alone, which is the age of the Earth.The older
theEarth, the steeper the geochron.Theyounger theEarth, the lower the angle of thegeo-
chron. As they all go through (�0

6, �0
7), the lower the angle of the slope, the further to the

right it is shifted (Figure6.49).

Exercise

Calculate and draw the geochrons for ages of the Earth of 4.65, 4.55, 4.50, and 4.40 Ga. Use

values �0¼ 9.307 and �0¼ 10.294.

Answer
The answer is given in Figure 6.49.

ItcanthereforebesupposedthattheBulkEarth, aswiththe references considered for the
Sr andNd isotopes, must lie on the geochron. By simple analogy withwhat we noticed for
Sr^Nd, it can be supposed that the points representing the continental crust and the
depletedmantle,which is theMORBsource,will lie on either sideofthegeochron (or if the
extraction of continental crust is avery, veryancient phenomenon, on the geochron itself).
Now,weobservethattheMORBslikegranites lie tothe rightofwhatweshall call the‘‘classi-
cal’’geochronwithanageoftheEarthof4.55Ga.Howcanweexplainthisanomalycontrary
to expectations?DoweneedtorevisetheageoftheEarth?Itseemedtohavebeenwell estab-
lishedbymeteorites, though!

To account for this anomaly, it hasbeenproposed to shift the geochron, invoking the for-
mationofthe core.TheEarth’s coreprobably formedveryearly in theEarth’shistory, at the
time the Earthwas¢rst di¡erentiating. It is essentiallyan iron and nickel alloy. But to form,
the iron was probably associated with sulfur, because the Fe^FeS eutectic has a melting
pointbelow thatofsilicates, allowing themoltenmetal topercolate throughtheporous sili-
cate lattice.The core therefore contains sulfur. (This scenario has been largely con¢rmed
byother means.) But if the core contains sulfur, it also contains lead because PbS is avery
stable compound and forms easily.The �¼ 238U/204Pb of the mantle is therefore a¡ected
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Figure 6.49 Geochrons calculated for various values of the ‘‘age of the Earth.’’ Notice that when age
declines, the geochrons shift to the right.
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byextractionbythe core. Imaginethe coretookseveralhundredmillionyearstoform: then,
the relevant geochron for our reasoning corresponds not to the age of the Earth (in
Patterson’s sense) but to the mean age of di¡erentiation of the core. Let us explore this
scenario, remembering that the smaller the ageT0, the further to the right the geochron is
shifted.
Bygoingbackto thegraphandshifting thegeochron tohaveacontinental crust-depleted

mantle arrangement comparable with Sr^Nd, we obtain an average age of the core of
4.45^4.42Ga (Gangarz and Wasserburg, 1977; Doe and Zartman, 1979; Alle' gre et al.,
1999) (Figure6.50).
If the age oftheEarth, or rather thatofthemeteorites, is 4.55Ga,we can conclude that it

tookthe core100millionyears tosegregate, relativetotheageofformationofthemeteorites.
We saw when examining the Sr^Nd isotopes that the average age of di¡erentiation of the
continental crust was about 2 billion years, with an S-shaped extraction curve.
Examination of the (�, �) Pb isotope diagram shows that the main di¡erence between the
distribution ofpoints for the continental crust and for themantle source ofMORBis in the
207Pb/204Pb ratios. The 207Pb/204Pb ratios of the continental crust (that is, granites) are
higher than those of basalts. Now, that could only have come about in the past, when 235U
was abundant enough tovary the 207Pb/204Pb ratios.This con¢rms that a good part of the
continental crustbecamedi¡erentiatedveryearly ingeologicalhistoryandthemore recent
continental crusthasbeen formedbyrecyclingofancientcrust.
Canwegobeyond such qualitative reasoning?Notice ¢rst that the di¡erence is notgreat

for the 206Pb/204Pb ratio.This suggests that for mostofgeological history�crust and�mantle

of theMORB reservoir have notbeenverydi¡erent. Now, the �values of the oceanic crust
arehigher than those of themantle: therefore, in the formation of continental crust there is
a process which compensates and enriches the crust more in Pb than in U, so that the out-
come is a lack of fractionation. (Is it island-arc volcanism and magmatism that is rich in
H2OandthatfractionatesPbmorethanU?)
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This state of a¡airs has an unfortunate and a fortunate consequence.The unfortunate
consequence is that theU^Pb systems are not very e¡ective for con¢rming theRb^Srand
Sm^Ndsystems in the crust^mantle di¡erentiationprocess.The fortunate consequence is
that we can clearly distinguish di¡erentiation of the oceanic crust from di¡erentiation of
the continental crust which, further to fractionation, is often confused for both Sm^Nd
andRb^Sr.Weshall takeadvantageofthis.

6.5.3 The (Pb, Pb) isotope diagram and the OIB source

WehavenotspokenmuchoftheoriginofOIBsincethestandardmodelwasdevelopedandwe
have continuedtoacceptthattheOIBsourcewasthe lowermantle,which is similar ifnot iden-
ticaltotheprimitivemantle.LetusplottheresultsofOIBleadisotopeanalysesonthe(�,�)dia-
gram.It isobservedthatalarge categoryofOIBslieswell tothe rightofthegeochronat4.55Ga
and even at 4.42Ga (Figure 6.51).Nomodi¢cationofthe ageoftheEarth canaccount for this.
It isparticularly trueof islandslikeSt.HelenaintheAtlanticorMangaiainthePaci¢cOcean.

Now, by de¢nition, the geochron is the geometric locus of systems that have evolved in
closed systems since the origin of the Earth.TheOIB source is therefore not the primordial
mantle.Moreover, theOIBsdonot liebetweentheMORBsandthegeochron, contrary tothe
arrangement in theNd^Sr isotope diagrams.Wemusteitherabandon the ideaofaprimitive,
closed lowermantle, which is one of the components of the standardmodel, or challenge the
idea that the OIBs come from the lower mantle. Lead isotopes therefore invite us to question
someofthe ideasacceptedsofar.Butwhichones?The standardmodel is no longer tenable!
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Figure 6.51 Diagram of (�, �) for OIBs. We shall see they are all in the J domain compared with the
4.55 Ga and 4.42 Ga geochrons. The first comprehensive modern synthesis was by Sun (1980).
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Exercise

Take a two-stage geological history of a basalt. Stage 1: from T0¼ 4.45 Ga to T1¼ 2 Ga, its

‘‘ancestor’’ evolved in a system with �U¼ 7.5. Stage 2: from T1 to the present day, it evolved in

a system with �U¼ 14. Calculate the �6, �7 values of the basalt. Do the same calculation if

T1¼ 3.5 Ga, 3 Ga, and 0.5 Ga. What do you conclude?

Answer
The equations for the evolution of a two-stage model are written:

�6 ¼ �6
0 þ �1 el8T 0 � el8T 1

� �
þ �2 el8T 1 � 1

� �
:

�7 ¼ �7
0 þ

�1

137:8
el5T 0 � el5T 1
� �

þ �2

137:8
el5T 1 � 1
� �

:

Therefore �0
6¼ 9.30 and �0

7¼ 10.29, l8¼ 0.155 512 5 � 109, and l5¼ 0.984 85 � 109.

T1 (Ga) �6 �7

3.5 21.66 16.28
3 20.72 15.66
2 19.23 15.10
0.5 17.39 14.84

Two points on the geochron can be calculated for �¼ 7.5 and �¼ 14. It is observed that the

curve joining up the points for the different ages of differentiation is neither a straight line

nor a ‘‘common’’ function. (Drawing is believing!)

In addition, if we suppose evolution in a closed system represents the evolution of the

primitive mantle and that the various two-stage models represent a theoretical continental

crust, the relative size of �(207/204) to �(206/204) increases from T1¼ 1 to T1¼ 4.

6.5.4 The (Sr, Pb) isotope diagram

Letusnowtry to connectup the (Hf,Nd,Sr) systemswiththeirown internal coherenceand
the (Pb6, Pb7, Pb8) systems which also have their own, but apparently di¡erent, internal
coherence.To do thiswe shall use the (87Sr/86Sr, 206Pb/204Pb) diagram.Letusplot the data
pointsmeasuredonbasalts inthis diagramas inSunandHanson (1975) (Figure6.52).
TheMORBs de¢ne a restricted domain.The OIBs cover much of the diagram, with no

general correlation. Itwas¢rstthoughtthatthisdispersedpatternshowedtheSrandPb iso-
tope tracers were incoherent. However, Bernard Dupre¤ , Bruno Hamelin, and the present
author were able to provide new data for deciphering this diagram.We ¢rst showed that
mostMORBswere aligned, with apositive slope, seeming to indicate covariationbetween
87Sr/86Sr and 206Pb/204Pb. Such variation seems to link many of the samples from the
NorthAtlantic andPaci¢c (Dupre¤ andAlle' gre,1980).
However, examinationofoceanic ridges in the SouthAtlantic and IndianOcean showed

that while there were alignments, their slopes were di¡erent from those of the North
Atlantic and the Paci¢c. Close study by the team of Jean Guy Schilling of Rhode Island
Universityshowedthat, in each case, thealignments endedwithanearbyOIB(Figure6.53).
Weare dealing, basically,with a series ofSchilling e¡ects, which looktobegeneralbut are
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sometimes very di⁄cult to detect depending on topographical criteria, as these are not
readily visible (seeSchilling,1992).

Counter-proof that these correlations are not of the same kind as the (Sr, Nd) or (Nd,
Hf) isotope correlations is that, if we determine the 206Pb/204Pb ratio corresponding to
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Figure 6.52 Correlation diagram for 87Sr–207Pb showing the somewhat elongated MORB domain and
the much larger and dispersed OIB domain. Modified from Sun and Hanson (1975).
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the 87Sr/86Srof about 0.7047 of the Bulk Earth, for example, the (Sr, Pb) correlation of the
North Atlantic (Figure 6.54), and if we plot this (206Pb/204Pb)* value on the equivalent
(206Pb/204Pb, 207Pb/204Pb) correlation obtained from the same samples, we get a point
lying well away from the geochron. Now, lets us repeat, the geochron is the geometric
locus of all systems having evolved as closed systems since the beginning of the Earth’s
history.
The same observation applies for the other straight lines of (Sr, Pb) correlation for

MORBofother regions.This clearly shows that (Sr, Pb) correlations are di¡erent from the
general (Sr,Nd)or (Nd,Hf) correlations.
TheOIB domain in the (87Sr, 207Pb) isotope diagram is highlydispersed, but itbegins to

make sense if we try to examine how it ties in with the geographical distribution.Bernard
Dupre¤ , Bruno Hamelin (now at the universities of Toulouse and Marseille, respectively),
and the present author identi¢ed avery characteristic province nowknownby the nameof
Dupal (Hart,1984).15Thisprovince comprisestheIndianOceanandSouthAtlantic. Its iso-
topic signature is very clear: a high 87Sr/86Sr ratio for the same 206Pb/204Pb ratio. The
importantpointis thattheIndianOceanMORBsalsoseemtobeenrichedin87Srcompared
with thoseofthePaci¢c andNorthAtlantic (Dupre¤ andAlle' gre,1983;Hamelin etal.,1984;
Hamelin andAlle' gre,1985;Hamelin etal.,1986) (Figures6.53and6.55).
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Figure 6.54 Isotope correlations for (87Sr/86Sr, 206Pb/204Pb) for the North Atlantic. The (Sr, Pb) isotope
correlation for the North Atlantic is in blue. Determining the 206Pb/204Pb ratio for the value of the Earth
(87Sr/86Sr)¼ 0.7047 gives 206Pb/204Pb¼ 21.5. The same correlation in the 207Pb–206Pb diagram shows
that the point is in the J domain.

15 Dupal is formed from the contraction of the names Dupré and Allègre.
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Whatwouldbeacoherent interpretation ofthis?The initial ideaofthe standardmodel1,
thatOIB came froma closedprimordialmantle, has alreadybeenunderminedbylead iso-
tope observations.The (Sr, Pb) isotope diagram con¢rms that OIBs do not come from a
closed system, otherwise theywouldall lie on acurve joining theMORBs and thehomoge-
neous source reservoir inquestion.

Atthispoint,weneedtointroducetheHofmann^White (H^W)hypothesis.Aftermany
quite technical geochemical comparisons,AlHofmann andBillWhite of theMax-Planck
Institute inMainz came up in1982 with the hypothesis that OIBs come from remelting of
oldoceanic crust reinjected into themantle atadepthwhich theysituatedatthe core^mantle
boundary while subsequent workers (including the present author) preferred to situate
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Figure 6.55 Geographical correspondence of the Dupal domain identified in the (87Sr/86Sr, 206Pb/207Pb)
diagram as plotted originally by Dupré and Allègre (1983). I, Iceland; A, Azores; Ca, Canaries; CV, Cape
Verde; Ho, Hoggar; Ga, Galápagos; E, Easter Island; TG, Tristan da Cunha and Gough; W, Walvis Ridge;
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this sourceat670 km.Thesetwopositionsare chosenbecause, inaconvecting reservoir, the
plumesaregeneratedbyanunstableboundarylayer. If themantle is divided intotwolayers,
there is aboundarylayerat 670 km,where there is thegreatseismic discontinuity transition
(tetrahedral silicon^octahedral silicon)or the core^mantle interface,which is the iron^si-
licateboundaryandwhere seismologistshavedetectedwhattheycall theD00 layer.
Little by little the H^W hypothesis has become more complex and it is accepted that

recycled oceanic crust might include not just basaltic ocean crust altered by reactionwith
seawaterbutalsothesediments lyingon itontheocean£oor (Figure6.56).This supplement
makes theH^Wideavery appealing. It provides averygood explanation for such OIBs as
those of St. Helena and the Canaries, orHawaii. Old oceanic crust weathered by seawater
is rich inU/Pbandpoor inRb/Sr.Marine sedimentsproducedbyweatheringofthe conti-
nentsarerich inRb/SrandinU/Pb.Afteratransittime, these chemicalvaluesaretranslated
into isotope values. However, the H^W hypothesis is not nearly as straightforward when
explaining the OIBs of the Indian Ocean (Dupal). Additional components have to be
considered.
In conclusion, OIBs do not come from some primitive reservoir. So how canwe explain

theNd,Sr, andHf isotope ratioswhichthathypothesis seemedtoaccountfor?

Exercise

Altered oceanic crust that has been reinjected into the mantle has the following character-

istics: 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.7025, 206Pb/204Pb¼ 18.5, 87Rb/87Sr¼ 0.1, and 238U/204Pb¼ 15. The Sr

content is 150 ppm, that of Pb is 1.3 ppm. The characteristics of the mid–upper mantle are:
87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.7022, 206Pb/204Pb¼ 17.5, 87Rb/87Sr¼ 0.001, and 238U/204Pb¼ 5. The Sr content

is 15 ppm, that of Pb is 0.15 ppm.

Suppose the weathered crust remained in the mantle for 1 Ga and was then mixed with the

upper mantle to give OIBs. Calculate the trajectory of the mixture in the (Sr, Pb) isotope diagram.

Lithosphere 

Accumulated oceanic crust 

Continent

Subduction
volcanism

OIB

Core

MORB

Figure 6.56 Hofmann and White (1982) diagram explaining the origin of OIBs by recycling of oceanic
crust.
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Answer
We first calculate the isotopic characteristics of the altered oceanic crust after 1 Ga:
87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.703 92, 206Pb/204Pb¼ 21.01.

We then observe that Sr/Pb is about constant. Therefore the mixtures are straight lines. All

that remains to do is to draw the straight line joining the weathered oceanic crust aged 1 Ga

and the mid–upper mantle.

Exercise

Suppose now that sediments are injected along with the oceanic crust. The characteristics of

these sediments at the time they are reinjected are: 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.712 and 87Rb/86Sr¼ 0.1

(because of the amount of limestone which is rich in Sr), 206Pb/204Pb¼ 18.5, and
238U/204Pb¼ 10. The Sr content is 400 ppm and the Pb content 3.46 ppm. These sediments

also remain for 1 Ga with the oceanic crust. Calculate the trajectories of the upper mantle–

sediment and the sediment–buried oceanic crust mixtures. If 5% of the mass of sediments is

mixed, draw the mixing trajectory.

Answer
Isotopic characteristics of sediments aged 1 Ga: 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.713 42 and 206Pb/204Pb¼ 20.17.

Once again the Pb/Sr ratios are about constant and so the mixing ‘‘curves’’ are straight

lines (Figure 6.57). The mixture of 5% mass corresponds to the mass fraction of Sr at 34%;

we can therefore obtain the point on a straight line between that of sediments and of

the oceanic crust. It can be seen we have thus roughly reproduced the OIBs which are not

Dupals.
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In conclusion,whenweobserve the (Sr, Pb) isotopediagramwhichseeks tounify the two
seriesofcorrelations (Sr^Nd^Hf)ontheonehandand (206Pb^207Pb^208Pb)ontheother,
it can ¢rst of all be seen there are not two completely separate domains for OIBs and
MORBs.On the contrary, there is no gap, even in regions inwhichplumes are injected into
ocean ridges (Schilling e¡ect),wherethetwodomainsoverlap.This topologydoesnotsug-
gestamodelwherebyOIBscomefromaseparateandrelativelyhomogeneouslowermantle.
The secondobservation,which isbroughtoutby the (Sr, Pb) isotope diagram, is that regio-
nalizationoccurs.Therearegenuine isotopicprovinces.
Themost general division, as said, is between basalts from the Indian Ocean and South

Atlantic onone sideandthoseofthePaci¢c andtheNorthAtlantic ontheother side.This is
markedbyhigher 87Sr/86Sr ratios than for theNorthAtlantic^Paci¢c province, fora same
206Pb/204Pb ratio and therefore occupies the top part of the (Sr, Pb) isotope diagram.This
distinction isparticularly true forOIBsbut is alsofoundforMORBs.
Moreover, this ‘‘Indian’’ isotope signature is veryold, as it is found inTibetan ophiolites

(135Ma pieces of oceanic crust trapped in the India^Asia collision zone inTibet) (Go« pel
etal.,1984).Howcanthisbeaccountedfor?Whatreadilydistinguishesrocksfromcontinen-
tal crust and rocks from the mantle is their much higher 87Sr/86Sr ratio while the
206Pb/204Pb ratios are similar. If apiece of continental crust is swallowedupby themantle
andmixeswith it, the 206Pb/204Pb ratio increases littlewhile the 87Sr/86Sr increasesgreatly.
The di¡erence with sediment recycling is that sediments contain a large amount of lime-
stone whose isotope ratios are close to 0.707^0.709 and are very rich in Sr (
1000 ppm).
They thereforebu¡er theSr isotope ratios.When continental crustassociatedwith its litho-
sphereisdelaminated, thereisno‘‘limestonee¡ect.’’Now,theprovincewheretheIndiansig-
nature is found is the provincewhere continents existed (Gondwana) in the past andbroke
up, probably leading to delamination.The overall conclusion from examining the (Sr, Pb)
isotope diagram is thatOIBs comefroman isotopically veryheterogeneous sourcebuthav-
inga⁄nitieswiththeMORBsourceofthe sameregion.
Thus, webeganbydrawing a clear distinctionbetweenMORBandOIB and now we are

saying there is no gap between them. How can this be explained? How can rare gases be
worked into the schema since we have seen an extremely clear distinction in their isotopic
ratiosbetweenOIBsandMORBs?This is anas-yet-unansweredquestion.

6.5.5 The 187Re�187Os system and (Os, Pb) isotope diagrams

We have already come across the 187Re�187Os system for which the decay constant is
l¼ 1.64 � 10�11yr�1.Howdoes the187Os/188Os ratio evolve in theEarth’smantle?Byexam-
iningosmiridiums, that is, osmium-rich minerals containing no rhenium, associatedwith
ultrabasic rocks,Alle' greandLuck (1980)wereable to show the isotope evolutionofmantle
osmiumcorrespondedtoachondriticmantlewith187Re/186Os
1.This isbecauseosmium
is an element that remains in themantlewhen partial melting gives rise to oceanic crust. It
is more ‘‘compatible’’ than either nickel or chromium.The Os concentration of ultrabasic
rocks is closeto6ppmand is 0.06ppm inthe continental crust. Ifwewrite the crust^mantle
balance equation:

�Os
T ¼ �Os

cc W
Os þ �Os

m 1�WOs
� �
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thevalueofWOs is:

WOs ¼ mc

md
� C

Os
cc

COs
T


 0:15 � 0:06

6
¼ 1:5 � 10�4:

Therefore:

�Os
m ¼

�Os
T � �Os

c W

ð1�WÞ 
 �Os
T :

This iswhat we actuallyobserve: extraction of continental crust has no e¡ect on the iso-
tope evolution of Os of the upper mantle. However, what we do notice is that Re is fractio-
nated a little like lutetium during magmatic processes. It concentrates in the liquid, but
weakly.Accordingly theRe/Os ratios ofbasalts are extraordinarilyhigh.Valuesof 50 or100
are commonplace for the187Re/188Osratio,whereas themantlehas ratios closeto0.1.

The continental crust has Os isotope ratios similar tobasalts.This means there is a high
level of fractionation at the mid-ocean ridges but that it is neutral at the subduction zones.
Thediagramof isotope evolutiontherefore looks like that inFigure6.58.

Perhaps the most spectacular illustration of this di¡erence in concentration between
crust and mantle is the (Nd, Os) isotope diagram for the Stillwater Complex inMontana,
which is an ultrabasic massif. The magma is known to have been contaminated by the
crust. The mixing curve is spectacular and needs no comment (Lambert et al., 1989)
(Figure 6.59).

While the187Re�187Os systemdoesnotprovidemanyresources for studying thedi¡eren-
tiation of continental crust andmantle, it is an excellent tracer for studying the reinjection
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ofoceanic crustorcontinentalmaterials intotheEarth’smantle.Withthisobjective inmind,
weshall examinethe (Os, Pb) isotope correlation diagramsobtained forbasaltsbycompar-
ing the (Pb, Sr) diagrams (Figure 6.60). Letus examine the (187Os/188Os, 206Pb/204Pb) dia-
gram for basalts.We consider only basalts whose Os content is greater than 45 ppt (the
others are suspected ofbeing either victims ofanalytical errororof secondary contamina-
tionduring theirgenesis).
This diagram brings out something very di¡erent from the corresponding (Sr, Pb) dia-

gram.There is no sample in the bottom right.This is because the mantle is very rich in Os
and the mixtures are shown by very curved paths.Mathieu Roy Barman and the present
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continental crust. After Lambert et al. (1989).
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author (1994), andalsoEricHauriandStanHart (1993)oftheWoodsHoleOceanographic
Institution, calculatedatheoreticalmixingmodelwithvarious components. Its trajectories
provide quite good explanations for the observations.The important point here is that the
recycledmaterialsmustbe in quite large proportions for them tobe detected.Nonetheless,
this model gives quite a good explanation of the Os isotope diversity in oceanic basalts in
the contextoftheH^Wmodel.

6.5.6 Conclusions

After these ¢rst ¢ve dense and often di⁄cult sections, it is probably worthwhile (or essen-
tial?) to review these matters. Our method has been to use isotope correlation diagrams
two by two, to extract the useful information from them and then to combine the results
crosswise to con¢rmthem, refutethem, clarify them,ordevelop them:

� Examination of the Sr^Nd^Hf isotope systems established that extraction of continen-
tal crust from themantle left anuppermantle thatwas‘‘depleted’’ in some elements (and
so in some isotope ratios) andwasofa lowermass thanthetotalmantle.
� This ideaofatwo-layerstructureofthemantlewascon¢rmedbyexaminationoftherare-

gas isotope composition, the upper mantle being both ‘‘depleted’’and ‘‘degassed.’’ The
upper mantle is theMORB source.The complementary reservoirs of these transfers are
the continental crust and the atmosphere where the elements expelled from the mantle
haveaccumulated.
� However, since themass of the depletedmantle is greater than that of the upper mantle,

wehavetoacceptmass exchangesbetweentheupperand lowermantle (theuppermantle
beingde¢nedas everythingabove670km).
� Thecontinental crustis structuredintotectonicsegments, representingtheepisodesdur-

ingwhich continental crust formedat the expenseofthemantle.However, the continen-
tal crust is composedof ‘‘young’’materials from themantle andalso reworkedmaterials
that are older continental materials which have been eroded, deposited as sediment,
metamorphosed, andgranitized.Thewholeprocess seems tobewellunderstoodand, of
course, to¢t inwith theschemasdevelopedbygeologists.
� Studiesoflead isotopes con¢rmedthata largepartofthe continental crustwas extracted

from the mantle before 3Ga, as best evidenced by the 207Pb/204Pb isotope signature
comparedwith ratios for themantle.
� Theatmosphere seems tohavebeen sealed forargon, krypton, andxenonbutpermeable

for helium, which escapes into space, and ‘‘semipermeable’’ for neon.The age of forma-
tionoftheatmosphere isveryancientandgreater than3Ga, and, so its seems, older than
themeanageofthe continents. Butwehave said thatthis questionwasnotsettledandwe
shall returnto it.
� Di⁄cultiesarosewhen itcametothegenesisofOIBs. Initially, itwas consideredthatthey

stemmedfromthe lowermantle,which isbothmoreprimitiveand less degassedthanthe
upper mantle.This was what was termed the standard model. Study of the lead isotope
composition overthrew this simple model. Either the OIBs do not come from the lower
mantle, or the lower mantle is not primitive.This brings in the subsidiaryquestion: why
doOIBshave rare-gas isotope signatures someofwhich seemveryprimitive?
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� At this point in the discussionwe introduced theHofmann^White hypothesis by which
OIBsare relatedto recyclingofoceanic crust.Butwhere does this recyclingoccur? In the
upper mantle? Then how can the rare-gas measurements from Hawaii or Iceland be
interpreted? Or in the lower mantle? But how can the upper mantle mechanism and its
formationbe explained?

All told, then, twomajorquestions remainunanswered: theoriginofOIBandthenatureof
the lower mantle (which questions are connected).This uncertainty notwithstanding, we
can develop an overviewof the physical and chemical processes related to the geodynamic
cycle.

6.6 Chemical geodynamics

This model, which the present author formalized ¢rst in 1980 and then in 1982 (see
Alle' gre, 1987), is the result of a long evolution of ideas.The ¢rst attempts to relate isotope
variations and major geological phenomena concerned the interpretation of variations
in the isotopic composition of galenas. For example, studies by Paul Damon at
Columbia University, New York (Damon, 1954) and Don Russell at the University of
Toronto (Russell, 1972) sought to go beyond the age of the Earth and to look at the work-
ing of the planet as a whole.The decisive steps that followed were made by Patterson and
Tatsumoto (1964) studying the formation of continental crust with lead isotopes and
Patrick Hurley’s team at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology using strontium iso-
topes (1962).
The next stage was by Paul Gast in the 1960s with two signi¢cant papers, one on the

limitation of mantle composition (1960) while the other, written withTilton and Hedge
(1964), showed for the ¢rst time that the mantle was not isotopically homogeneous
(Patterson, 1963).Wasserburg (1964) sought to tie in the development of continental
crust and the complementary evolution of the mantle using a quantitative model. Other
important contributions con¢rming the isotopicheterogeneityofthemantleweremadeby
Tatsumoto (Tatsumoto et al., 1965; Tatsumoto, 1966) for lead and Hart et al. (1973) for
strontium.
The chemicalgeodynamicapproach cameaboutafter the discoveryofNd isotopevaria-

tions, which began with the (Sr, Nd) correlation, and gave some coherence to the various
isotopic measurements.The approach involved combiningobservedvariations in isotopic
composition into a logical and coherent scheme within the framework of plate tectonics
(Alle' gre, 1982; Alle' gre et al., 1982; Hart and Zindler, 1986; Zindler and Hart, 1986; Hart,
1988;Hofmann,1988).

6.6.1 The foundations of the model

In this approach, itwasproposed to construct a coherentmodeloftheEarthbasedonthree
fundamental features:

(1) The Earth’s structure, ¢rst of all, as determined by seismology: a continental crust
and an oceanic crust, a marked p- and s-wave seismic discontinuity at 670 km, and a
mantle^corediscontinuity.
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(2) Plate tectonics, next, with cycles ofspreadingofocean£oorsbasedon the formation of
lithosphereat themid-ocean ridges and its recyclingat subduction zones.On this cycle
is superimposed the injection ofmagmas from deeper-lying hot spots.The continents
break up, drift around, and collide but remain at the Earth’s surface. The use of this
model for the entire geological timescale results from the application to geochemistry
ofafoundingprincipleofgeology,uniformitarianism.16Nocall ismadeon‘‘extraordin-
ary’’phenomenato explain the past.Yet, nothing shows it is true. Perhaps theworkings
of the Earth in the pastwere quite di¡erent fromwhatwehave reconstituted for the last
few million years.The supposition in the chemical geodynamic model is that if it was
the case, thevariations remainedwithinacontextsimilar to theonewe¢ndnowadays.

(3) The data of isotope geochemistry, lastly, and tobeginwith those for Sr andNd. In this
model, it is assumedthatthe continents are the‘‘scum’’of theEarth, and result fromdif-
ferentiationofthemantlewhichhas extractedfromthemantle elements likepotassium,
rubidium, and the rare earths as well as uranium and thorium. Geological mapping
suggests that the extraction of continental material from the mantle occurred over the
courseofgeological time, giving rise toanewtectonicprovince eachtime (seePlate4).

This convection process divided the Earth’s mantle little by little into two reservoirs: the
upper reservoir, the MORB source, depleted in some chemical elements by extraction
of the continents, and the lower mantle less depleted (but not primitive!). This division
also a¡ects the rare gases which have degassed from the (consequently depleted) upper
mantlebut remain more concentrated in the lower mantle, the escaped heavygases having
collected in theatmosphere.

The cycleofoceanic crustwhich is extracted fromthemantleandthen returnedto itafter
a timeofspreading at the surface acts as the extractorofmantle elements.Themagmaphile
elements (potassium, rubidium, cesium,uranium, thorium, etc.)were enriched for the¢rst
time in liquid during themagmatic processes offormation ofoceanic crust. (The partition
coe⁄cientD¼Csolid/Cmagmaofthese elements isverylow for solid^magmapartitionphe-
nomena.) Then, they were enriched a second time during subduction processes, which
transfer elements from the oceanic crust to the continents viamore complex fractionation,
butwhosepartition coe⁄cients aresomewhatdi¡erentfromthoseofthemid-ocean ridges.
If we term the processes occurring along the mid-ocean ridges theR-process (ridge) and
the processes occurring during subduction the S-process (subduction), the extraction of
elements from the mantle to the continental crust corresponds to the sum (Rþ S).We can
write symbolically:

continental crust ¼ SðR�mantleÞ;

withRoperatingonthemantleandSontheproductofthis¢rstoperation.17

The oceanic crust modi¢ed by the S-process plunges back into themantle and ismixed
mechanically with it by mantle convection. In this way, an increasingly ‘‘depleted’’mantle
is formed.The raregases areoutgassedby theR-processbut S-processvolcanismalso leads
tooutgassing,preventing the raregases frombeing recycled intothemantle.

16 This dates back to one of the founders of geology, Charles Lyell, and underpins the development of this
discipline on a scientific basis.

17 Not to be confused with the notation for the r- and s-processes in nucleosynthesis!
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Themantle is thereforemadeupofanuppermantle,which is‘‘depleted’’ in elements such
as potassium, uranium, thorium, and rubidium, anddegassedofmostof its raregases and
of a lower mantle, which, while not pristine, is less depleted in potassium, uranium, thor-
ium,andrubidium,and is richer in raregases.
If, as some investigators asserton thebasis ofseismic tomography, the downgoing plates

were recycled in the lowermantle throughoutgeological history, the lowermantlewouldbe
depleted because it is the downgoing plates that convey the depletion (the extraction ofele-
ments concentrated in the continental crust). It is essential, therefore, that the plates have
been reinjected for themost part intheuppermantle.Likewise, ifall themantleweretotally
outgassed, there would not be anymarked di¡erence in the isotope ratios of the rare gases
like helium and neon contained in MORB and OIB. The mantle is therefore necessarily
composedoftwoseparate (butnot isolated) reservoirs.

6.6.2 The internal geochemical cycle

Twofundamentalgeochemical processes that are an integral partofgeodynamicprocesses
occur in the upper mantle.The oceanic lithosphere is formed at the mid-ocean ridges and
separates abasaltic ocean crust enriched in certain elements (relative to themantle) suchas
potassium, rubidium, uranium, the rare earths, etc. and anunderlying, ultrabasic residual
lithosphere depleted in these elements and whose remelting cannot create much basalt
because the essential elements making up certain basalt minerals (feldspars, clinopyrox-
enes) such as calcium and aluminum havebeen extracted tomanufacture oceanic crust. It
isoften said inpetrologists’ jargonthatthedeepocean lithosphere is infertilebecause itcan
nolongerproducebasaltbyfusion.Thisoceaniclithosphere(crustandresidual lithosphere)
is reinjected into the mantle where it mixes backwith the upper mantle (McKenzie, 1979;
Alle' greetal.,1980;WhiteandHofmann,1982).
Mixing is mechanical. Pieces of the lithosphere are caught up in the convective move-

ments of the mantle. In this process, rock is stretched, folded, and pinched. Rock from the
ocean crust, generally basaltic, is transformed mineralogically by metamorphism during
subduction intorocks suchas eclogite (assemblyofgarnetandpyroxene).Theuppermantle
looks likeamarbledcake (Alle' greandTurcotte,1986)withabasicperidotite (pyroxeneand
olivine)composition interspersedwithstrandsofeclogites,drawnoutandstretchedtovary-
ing degrees.These strands are shreds of ancient oceanic crust which has been laminated,
pinched, and folded by mantle movements. After some time, these ever-thinner strands
will end up reacting mineralogically with the peridotite mantle and will disappear
(Hofmann andHart,1978; Alle' gre and Turcotte,1985), while the mantle will be fertilized
by this absorption, that is, made capable of basalt extraction by melting again. But these
slivers of continental crust are not uniform. Some have dragged layers of sediments down
with them.These sediments carried by the downgoing plate are dehydrated, compacted,
and then metamorphosed. They are also stretched, thinned, pinched, and folded
(Figure6.61).
Some of the pieces of oceanic crust reinjected into the mantle are very peculiar as they

have lost the chemical elements thatwill give rise tovolcanism in the subduction zones and
through that to continental crust.These are the materials which e¡ect the depletion of the
mantle in some elements (rubidium, uranium, etc.) andwhich is re£ected in isotope ratios,
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becauseallofthematerials swallowedupbytheuppermantlehavevariedisotoperatiosand
chemical ratios.

Is thismarbledmantleapurely theoreticalmodeldreamtupbygeochemists andgeophy-
sicists? Not a bit of it! It is real enough. It can be seen cropping out in a few special places
where tectonic processes have brought pieces of mantle to the surface.This is the case in
southern Spain near the little town of Ronda (the temple of bull¢ghting), in northern
Morocco near the village of Beni-Bousera (Figure 6.62), at Lhez (France) in the Pyrenees,
andatLanzonearTurin (Italy).

Thesemassifs areoftenmadeup ofperidotite, often depleted in aluminumand calcium,
with isotope signatures of the upper mantle.They contain strands of eclogites which have
been shown to come from ancient oceanic crust.They also contain ancient sediments and
even diamond transformed into graphite, that is, old limestones rich in organic material
that hasbeen reduced and changed into diamonds.Theuppermantle is indeedmadeup of
a thorough mixture of peridotite and eclogite. By contrast, the lower mantle contains far
fewer strandsand ismuchmoreuniform.

Atmosphere

(S) MORB
(S)(R)

melting
zone

melting
zone

melting
zone MIXING

UPPER
MANTLE

LOWER
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Figure 6.61 Fractionation of the geodynamic cycle. The internal geodynamic cycle exhibits mixing,
differentiation, and removal phenomena, mostly in the upper mantle.
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6.6.3 Statistical geochemistry

Sofarwehavespokenagreatdealofreservoirs exchangingmaterial, consideringthatconti-
nental crust is segmented intoageprovinces and thereforeheterogeneousbutthat theman-
tle is homogeneous (at least at regional scale).Theupshotof this is thatwehave considered
an average value to characterize each reservoir.Without relinquishing such modeling,
which is straightforward and extremely useful, we have to supplement it with another
description, which is statistical. Each reservoir is described not by a single average value
butbyadistributionofvalues, isotope ratios, orchemical concentrations.
When an oceanic plate dips into the mantle it is chemically and isotopically heteroge-

neous. Admittedly, when oceanic crust forms at the mid-ocean ridges it is isotopically
homogeneous (bymelting) but chemicallyheterogeneous, with the crustbeing enriched in
rubidium comparedwith strontium, the lithospherebeing depleted inRb/Sr, and the sedi-
ments rich in Rb/Sr when detrital and poor when they are limestone.These chemical het-
erogeneities are re£ected by isotopic heterogeneities during the ridge^subduction zone
journey,byradioactivedecay.Then,ofcourse, thesamehappens inthemantlewith radioac-
tivitycontinuing its inexorable decayand its creationofnewisotopes.
The upper mantle, then, is not isotopically or chemically homogeneous, but hetero-

geneous. It is not characterized by a single average isotope ratio, as in the ‘‘box’’ model
we dealt with when examining the earlier crust^mantle system, but by a spread of
isotope ratios, with an average, variance (standard deviation), and a degree of asym-
metry for each type of ratio.This statistical distribution also has, of course, a geographi-
cal distribution.
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Figure 6.62 Garnet pyroxenite (eclogite) bed structures in the peridotites of Beni-Bousera massif,
Morocco. Pyroxenite in blue, peridotite in white. (a) Series of pyroxenite beds of different sizes in the
peridotite; (b) pinching and swelling; (c, d) folding. After Allègre and Turcotte (1986).
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Forexample, the�Srand�Rbparameters are each replacedbyadistributionnotatedas:

�Sr
� 

¼ �Sr m; �; dð Þ
� �

and �Rb
� 

¼ �Rb m; �; dð Þ
� �

wherem is themeanof�Sror�Rb,� the standarddeviation, andd theasymmetry.
Naturallyenough, themorethesystem is subjectedto convectionthemore it ismixedand

themorehomogeneous it is, andthesmaller� is.Twoantagonisticphenomenaaretherefore
inaction: chemical fractionation near theEarth’s surface,whichtends to increase chemical
(and so isotopic) heterogeneity, and convective mixing phenomena within the mantle,
whichtendtoreducethem. It is acontestofchemical di¡erentiationversusmixing.

Partial melting andvolcanism (at the ridges and hot spots) of the heterogeneous mantle
yield samplesofthemantle,whicharemoreor less random, fromwhichwe canmeasure the
87Sr/86Sr, 143Nd/144Nd, 87Rb/86Sr, and 147Sm/144Nd ratios, etc., for which we can also
de¢ne distributions andwith them a mean, a standard deviation, and an asymmetry. (We
notate these distributions by { }: �Sr

� �
¼ �Sr m; �; dð Þ
� �

and similarly for
�Rb
� �

¼ �Rb m; �; dð Þ
� �

.)
An importantstep inourproject is,ofcourse, todeterminetheactualdistributionsof iso-

tope ratios in the mantle from the distributions sampled and measured at the surface. A
priori, it mightbe thought that the larger the sample, the closer �f g is to �h i.We take as a
workinghypothesis that �h i¼K �f g, that is, the distributionmeasured from surface sam-
ples is proportional to the distribution of themantle atdepth.Whenthedistributionsmea-
sured onvarious samples ofa same type ofbasalt aremore dispersed than thosemeasured
on another type, it is legitimate to suppose thatthe sources of the formeraremoreheteroge-
neous than the sources of the latteror that the phenomenagiving rise to thebasalts did not
homogenize them asmuch (becausewe aremindful, of course, that the phenomenaofpar-
tialmeltingofthemantle, thenofpoolingoftheliquidsgivingrisetomagmas, tendtohomo-
genize the isotope ratios).They therefore e¡ect a sort of natural average of the zone where
partial melting occurred (statistical sampling). As it is accepted that isotope homogeniza-
tion occurs at such temperatures, basalt sampling provides a representative average of the
sample space. Studyofthebasaltpopulation is thereforea sampleofthemantleonthe scale
of a fewkilometers. But at the same time, these phenomena ofmagmatogenesis erase any
smaller local heterogeneities, as themagmaaverages themout.Now,whenwe speakofhet-
erogeneityofthemantle,wemustbe clearwhatwemeanby it.Therearevarious typesofhet-
erogeneity, asFigure6.63 shows.

6.6.4 Geochemical fractionation

Since thebeginningof this chapter, wehave spoken of chemical fractionationwhich modi-
¢es theRb/Sr,Sm/Nd,U/Pb chemical ratios, etc.,modi¢cations thatare re£ectedby isoto-
pic changes.The variations in isotope ratios are the re£ection, with a time lag, of chemical
fractionation. It is customary to say that radiogenic isotope ratios are chemical fossils.We
should therefore lookalittlemore closelyatgeochemical fractionation.

The essential fractionations in chemical geodynamics are those related to the formation
ofmagma, at themid-ocean ridges tomanufacture oceanic crust, at the subduction zones
toproducearcvolcanismandextractcontinental crust, and in the deep continental crustto
yieldgranites.All are relatedtothepartialmeltingprocess (Gast,1968).
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Whenapolycrystallineassemblage is in conditionsoftemperatureandpressureatwhich
itmelts,melting ispartial melting prettywellobeying the thermodynamic rulesofeutectic
equilibrium. Melting is characterized by a degree of partial melting F and a chemical
compositionofthe liquidwhich is di¡erent fromthatofthe solid.
Trace elementsarepartitionedbetween liquidandsolidstates.Thispartition is character-

ized by the partition coe⁄cient Di¼ concentration in solid/concentration in liquid of
element i.

a

b

c

Figure 6.63 The types of heterogeneity the mantle may conceal. (a) Different domains scattered in a
whole. Sampling a small part brings out the heterogeneities, while more extensive sampling makes them
disappear. (b) Large-scale heterogeneities with several domains, each of which is homogeneous.
Heterogeneity is observed geographically. (c) Types (a) and (b) combined. (Of course, other types may exist.)
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Itobeysasimplebalance equation:

Ci
0 ¼ Ci

l F þ Ci
s 1� Fð Þ

where C0
i is the initial concentration of the solid for element i, C1

i is the concentration of
element i in the magma, Cs

i the concentration of element i in the residual solid, and F the
degree ofpartial melting. If the overall partial melting coe⁄cient of element i is de¢ned in
the process considered by Cs

i/C1¼Di, without worrying whether the process is in equili-
brium or not, whether it is complex or simple, but such thatDi is about constant, then the
partialmelting equation canbewritten:

Ci
1 ¼

Ci
0

FþDið1� FÞ :

The concentration in the residualsolid is therefore:

Ci
s ¼ Di Ci

0

FþDið1� FÞ :

Afundamental resultoftheseformulaefor thegeodynamic cycle isTreuil’s approximation.
Michel Treuil of the Institut de Physique du Globe in Paris noticed in 1973 (Treuil, 1973;
Treuil and Joron, 1975) that for some elements with low D, Di (1�F) becomes negligible
comparedwith1; therefore he named those elements ‘‘magmaphile’’ but some others have
namedthem‘‘incompatible.’’

C1 ’
C0

F
:

For these elements the concentration depends directly on F (the smaller F is the more
concentrated the liquid) and, yetmore importantly, if the ratioofthe two elements is taken,
F is eliminated:

Ci
l

Cj
l

¼ Ci
0

Cj
0

;

that is, the ratios are conserved across partial melting, which is true for isotope ratios of
heavy elements and for ratios of a numberof trace elements whose partition coe⁄cientsD
arevery, verysmall and sonegligible comparedwith1, suchasTh,U,Rb,Nd, andPbunder
certain circumstances. This is fundamental because not only can we obtain the isotope
ratios of the mantle such as 87Sr/86Sr, 143Nd/144Nd, etc. but we can also obtain the Rb/Sr
andSm/Ndchemical ratiosofthemantle (oratanyrategoodestimatesofthem).

Exercise

Exercise
Is Treuil’s approximation by which (for low values of D) we can write:

C i
l

C j
l

¼ C i
0

C j
0
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still valid in the two instances below?

� DTh¼ 0.01 and DU¼ 0.02. Study the Th/U ratio as a function of the degree of partial melting

F, taking the values of 0.11, 0.05, and 0.01.

� DTh¼ 0.02 and DU¼ 0.1.

In both cases, plot the curve (Th/U)liquid/(Th/U)source¼ f(F)¼ R.

Answer
We write:

C 1
l

C 2
l

� �,
C 1

0

C 2
0

� �
¼ D 2 þ Fð1� D 2Þ

D 1 þ Fð1� D 1Þ
¼ R:

In the first case, we find R¼ 1.08 (0.1), 1.159 (0.05), 1.4897 (0.01). In the second case, we

find R¼ 1.61 (0.1), 2.10 (0.05), 3.65 (0.01). This shows the limits of Treuil’s approximation.

Exercise

At the ocean ridges, U/Pb fractionation is such that �¼ 238U/204Pb shifts from 5 in the upper

mantle to 10 and more in the oceanic crust. If D ðRÞU ¼ 0:03 and if F¼ 0.08, what is the value

of D ðRÞPb ?

This oceanic crust is melted in the S-process. In the andesite lava �¼ 8.5. Supposing that

D ðSÞU ¼ 0:03 and F¼ 0.10, what is the value of D ðSÞPb ?

Answer
First we find D ðRÞPb ¼ 0:135 and then D ðSÞPb ¼ 0:01. Lead is less compatible than uranium during

subduction.

Wehave the answer to an earlier question: whydoes leaddistinguish themantle from the
continental crust so poorly? Because the U/Pb R and S chemical fractionation processes
partially o¡set one another in this case. There are two results from these investigations.
First, if the melting rates are high, the ratios between the elements that interest us (Rb/Sr,
Sm/Nd,U/Th, andU/Pb)are justaboutpreserved.
Accordingly, themixing lines in the isotope correlation diagrams (see thebeginningof

this chapter) aremore or less straight.This iswhy roughly correct correlationswere found
between many isotope ratios. Because everything is almost linear : fractionation, mixing,
and radioactive decay. (For lead isotope ratios, where growth of radioactive origin is non-
linear, the parent^daughter identity preserves linearity; when such linearity is lost, the iso-
topediagramsbecomemore complex.)
Bycontrast,whendealingwith elements that fractionatedduringdi¡erentprocesses, lin-

earity is not preserved.This is the case, for example, of isotopes of lithophile elements (Sr,
Nd,Hf) andof the raregases, because theyobey two di¡erent rationales. Fractionation for
one is related to extraction from the continental crust, and forothers tomantle outgassing.
The former are sensitive to processes of reinjection of oceanic or continental crust, the
others are not reinjected. An example of this is the (Sr, He) non-correlation established by
Mark Kurz of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (Kurz et al., 1982). Another
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example is the case that impliesosmium,because itsgeochemicalbehavior is atypical com-
paredwith thatofotherelements (Lambertetal.,1989).

Forelementswhoseonly isotopefractionsare createdbyextractionofcontinental crust,a
double chemical fractionationprocessoccurs: oneatthemid-ocean ridges, theother in the
subduction zones.Wehave just seenwith the example of lead that the twoprocesses are not
identical (in the case of Pb/U, fractionation is reversed).We shall look more closely at this
questionusingother isotopetracers, thosefromradioactive disequilibria.

6.6.5 Consequences for the Earth’s energy regime

Uranium, thorium, andpotassium,whichareall elementswhose radioactivity is an impor-
tantsourceofheatfor theinternalactivityofourplanet,aregreatlyenrichedinthe continen-
tal crust and therefore depleted in the upper mantle. The lower mantle is much richer in
these elements.It is therefore the lowermantle that supplies the uppermantle’s convective
heat.Theuppermantle isheatedfrombelowandcooledfromaboveby theocean. It is there-
fore in an almost ideal situation for convecting, by an admittedly complex process but
which is akin towhat isknown inphysics asRayleigh^Be¤ nard convection (seeTurcotteand
Schubert, 2002), which can be observed when a pan of water is put on the cooker to boil.
The lower mantle too convects, because it is veryhot and is of large dimensions, but it con-
vects in a di¡erent manner, by internal heating particularly by the radioactive elements it
contains (itmightbeworth lookingbackat the endofChapter1, where the calculations set
outwerepreparation forcurrentreasoning).

Exercise

We wish to test the two-layer convective model in respect of heat flow (see Chapter 1). The

measurements on MORB give the results: U¼ 50 ppb, Th/U¼ 2.2, and K/U¼ 104. Accepting

that the three elements are wholly incompatible, that is, that Cliquid¼Csolid/F where F is the

degree of partial melting estimated at 10%, calculate the heat flow of radioactive origin

produced by the upper mantle. Calculate the heat flow produced by the lower mantle if we

assume that for the mantle U¼ 21 ppb, K/U¼ 104, and Th/U¼ 4.2. Calculate the heat flow of

the continental crust given that K¼ 1.2%, K/U¼ 104, and Th/U¼ 5. Given that the total flow is

41 � 1012 W, what proportion is produced by radioactivity? What makes up the difference?

Answer
The heat flows from radioactivity are: upper mantle: 0.95 � 1012 W (terawatts), lower mantle

15.3 � 1012 W, continental crust: 6.25 � 1012 W, making a total of 22.5 � 1012 W. The proportion

created by radioactivity (Urey ratio) is 0.5. The difference comes from energy stored when

the Earth formed and from differentiation of the core. It is stored in the lower mantle and

core (gravitational energy transformed into heat). The lower mantle therefore transmits

36.8 � 1012 W whereas the upper mantle produces just 1 � 1012 W.

6.6.6 Radioactive disequilibria and the difference between
R- and S-processes

Wehavejusttouchedupon itwithregardtoU/Pbfractionation,butweshallseeindetailwith
theexampleof230Th/238Usystems,whichwehavealreadydealtwith intermsofchronology,
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there is a considerable di¡erencebetween the S- andR-processes, asMichel Condomines
and the present author established in developing this method in 1982 (Alle' gre and
Condomines,1976; 1982). It was extremely well explored and explained later on by a large
amountofoutstandingwork.18

Let us plot the results on the graph (of activity)19 230Th=232Th; 238U=232Th
� �

(Figure6.64), inwhich (a) is areminderofhow it is read.
Let us pick up on what was developed in Chapter 3 about dating based on

238U�230Th radioactive disequilibrium using the isochron construction. We take the
(230Th/232Th, 238U/232Th) diagram in the form of activities. Any system in secular
equilibrium has its data point on the equiline. This can be assumed to be the case of
mantle rock.
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Figure 6.64 General principles of the reasoning in this section. (a) The two types of fractionation are
shown in the (230Th/232Th, 238U/232Th) diagram. Left: fractionation where Th is enriched in the fluid
compared with U; right: enrichment of U compared with Th. (b) The two types of observations and
explanations. Left: genesis of MORB and OIB; right: genesis of island arc volcanoes. After Allègre and
Condomines (1982).

18 See the excellent book by B. Bourdon, G.M. Henderson, C. C. Lundstrom, and S. P. Turner (2003)
Introduction to U-Series Geochemistry, Reviews inMineralogy and Geochemistry Vol. 52. Washington,
DC: Mineralogical Society of America.

19 See Chapter 3. Remember that the activity of a radioactive element R* is written [R]¼ lR R*, where R*
is the number of atoms and lR the decay constant.
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� If the partial melting process involves enrichment of the liquid in (Th) compared
with (U), the point representing the magma will shift horizontally to the left. The sys-
tem will return to equilibrium through decay of its excess 230Th (excess relative to
the 238U value). The 230Th/232Th isotope ratio of the magma will decrease over time
with the data point shifting vertically downwards.When it returns to equilibrium, it
will lie on the equiline again but in a lower position (with a lower 230Th/232Th ratio
in U/Th).
� If, on the contrary, the partial melting process involves enrichment of the melt in (U)

compared with (Th), the data point will shift horizontally to the right.The systemwill
return to equilibrium by recreating 230Th through 238U decay.The point will therefore
rise vertically.When it reaches equilibrium, the 230Th/232Th ratio will have increased.
TheU/Th ratiowill thenbefargreater thanthatofthe initial solid.

The evolution equation is, it will be recalled (with ratios in square brackets in the form of
activities):

230Th
232Th

� �
¼

230Th
232Th

� �
0

e�l230t þ
238U
232Th

� �
1� e�l230t
� �

:

If we measure the composition of a magma, the age since it underwent partial melting is
written:

t ¼ 1

l
ln

230Th
232Th

� �
0

�
238U
232Th

� �
230Th
232Th

� �
�

238U
232Th

� �
0
BBB@

1
CCCA:

Calculatingan age like this involvesmeasuring the isotopic composition ofthoriumand
the 238U/232Th (chemical) ratio. But one datum is missing: the initial isotope ratio of the
thorium. One can also reason backwards and calculate the initial isotope ratio of the thor-
iumiftheageisknown.Letusleaveasidethis issueofcalculatingtheageandtheinitial ratios
for themomentandturntothe resultsofanalysesonpresent-daylavas fromvarious typesof
volcanic rocks.

Ofcourse, therocksmustbefromthepresentdaysosigni¢cantcomparisonscanbemade.
Otherwise radioactive decay since eruptionwill have shifted the position of the data point
vertically inthe(230Th/232Th,238U/232Th)diagram.Wemustbewaryofcontaminationpro-
cesses, too.As for rare gases, seawater is apowerful contaminant for the 230Th/232Th ratio
because it has extremely high 230Th/232Th ratios (values of 50 or 100 are commonplace
while the values of basalt lavas are close to unity). Even slight contamination by seawater
shifts thedatapointupwards.

Having takenthe requisiteprecautions,whatdoweobserve?MORBandOIBare located
to the left of the equiline.They therefore correspond to cases of magmabeing enriched in
Th relative toUsince theU/Th ratiohas fallen.

It isobservedthatstatistically theOIBliesbelowtheMORB.Anenrichmentcoe⁄cientis
de¢ned k¼ (U/Th)magma/(U/Th)source. From the exercises in the previous section, the
lower the degree of partial melting, the smaller k is. Petrologists tell us that the extent of
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partial melting of OIB is much less than that ofMORB (1% versus10%). Now, the relative
position on the (230Th/232Th, 238U/232Th) diagram is not so clear.This canbe explainedby
accepting that the genesis of OIB is often complex, involving phenomena ofmixing, con-
tamination by ancient oceanic crust, and multiple transfer times (Figure 6.65).When the
datapoints for islandarcvolcanoes are plottedon the same diagram, theyare found, on the
contrary, to lie to the rightof the equiline.Their genesis involved processeswhich enriched
themagmainUmorethan inTh. It is alsoobservedthatmanypoints representingthesevol-
canoes havemuch greater thorium isotope ratios than are found forMORB andOIB.This
is interpreted in the frameworkofmodelswhich havebeendevelopedby thegenesisofmag-
mas in subduction zones. It is accepted that the downgoing plate begins tomelt, but that it
passes on to the overlying mantle wedge a silica-rich £uid with a very highwater content.
This £uid has probably also derived some of its material from the subducted sediments.
The £uid inducesmeltingof thematerial in themantlewedge overlying the plunging plate.
The initial material is therefore amixture ofuppermantle similar to thatwhichgave rise to
theMORB, ofa subducted sedimentwhose 238U/232Th ratiosmaybe as lowas 0.4, andofa
water-rich£uidwhich is enrichedmore inUthan inThasUismoresoluble inwater thanTh.
There is abig di¡erence, then, between magmaswhich result frompartial meltingof the

mantle, like MORB, and island arc magmas whose genetic processes are more complex.
Thegenesis ofOIBbelongs to the family wheremelting processes dominate, but in detail it
isobservedthattheTh isotope ratiosofoneandthe same islandarevariable.
Detailed studies have shown complex phenomena to be involved. First of all, there are

variable types of source, as seenwith lead isotopes.Then there are processes of interaction
with the oceanic crust through which the OIB makes its way. So there are three types of
magma-producingprocesses. Simplepartialmelting (MORB), partialmelting followedby
mixing (OIB),andpartialmelting inthepresenceofwaterandamixtureofmultiple compo-
nents (island arcs). But the diagrams showa continuous spreadofdatapoints among these
di¡erenttypes, indicating the existenceofcertaina⁄nities.

Exercise

A domain of the mantle is considered whose [230Th/232Th] ratio in terms of activity is 1.4.

Suppose this domain undergoes 8% partial melting to form oceanic crust. This oceanic crust

returns to radioactive equilibrium. Then it undergoes 5% partial melting in a subduction zone.

The transfer time of the magma to the surface is 40 000 years. What are the [230Th/232Th] and

[238U/232Th] ratios of magma in terms of activity? It is assumed the solid/melt global

fractionation coefficients are DU¼ 0.015, DTh¼ 0.0034.

Answer
[230Th/232Th]¼ 1.15. [238U/232Th]¼ 1.

Letusmoveon now totransit timesbetween the sourceandthe surface.Despite complex
theoretical models that predicted a quite long and complex transfer from themelting zone
to the surface (McKenzie,1989) the transfer rate forMORB is quite high. ForMORB, the
issuehasbeenaddressed in twoways.The¢rst is to calculate the initialvalueof [238U/232Th]
of the source mantle by estimating the degree of partial melting using the fractionation
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coe⁄cientsdeterminedinthelaboratory forUandTh.Thesecondisbasedonthefollowing
remark. A radioactive pair has returned to equilibriumwhen the time since the disequili-
briumwas created is six times the shorter half-life. As many 230Th/232Th ratios ofMORB
are far from equilibrium, it can be estimated that the transit times are very much less than
300 000years.
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Figure 6.66 (a) Diagram of current understanding of the formation of island arc volcanoes; (b) the
various stages of genesis explaining the observations. The example of the Marianas Islands, studied by
Elliot et al. (1997).
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But there is a more interesting observation.The 226Ra/230Th and 210Pb/226Ra ratios are
not in equilibrium.The transit time is less than 6 times the half-lives of 226Ra and 210Pb of
1.622 � 103 years and 22.26 years, respectively.This corresponds to a date for 226Ra of less
than10 000 years, but for 210Pb of less than135 years. If it is accepted thatmid-ocean ridge
magmas formatdepthsof30 km, this corresponds totransitspeedsof200myr�1.The con-
straintofradium corresponds to 3myr�1.Therefore, the speed is instantaneous forMORB
and it should be considered that the 230Th/232Th ratios measured on present-day rocks
yield the U/Thvalue of their source mantle directly and better than the directly measured
chemical ratiobecause it is fractionated.

Calculating transfer times for OIB is much more complicated because of the complex
processes involved, such as magma chamber processes, lithosphere interaction, and so on
(seeHawkesworth,1979;Elliotetal.,1997;Turneretal., 2003).

Island arcs have very long andvariable transit times. Some aremore than 300 000 years
because the data points are very high on the equiline, far above the MORB points. In the
case of theMarianas Island arc,Tim Elliott of the University of Bristol and his colleagues
have managed to put a ¢gure on the ¢nal stages and to show that there were two stages of
input fromthe downgoingplate.A¢rst stage involving sedimentshavingoccurred 300 000
yearsbeforea secondmelting stage,which itselfoccurred150 000yearsbefore the eruption
(seeFigure 6.66a).Allofthis clearlyshows the di¡erence inbehaviorof islandarcvolcanoes
comparedtoMORBandOIB.

Exercise

The radioactive disequilibrium of an OIB is measured giving [230Th/232Th]¼ 1.08 and

[238U/232Th]¼ 0.8. In addition, [238U/230Th]source¼ 1.1. Calculate the fractionation coeffic-

ients D¼ (U/Th)source/(U/Th)magma, the transit time between fractionation and reaching the

surface, as well as the rate of ascent, if it is assumed the process began 20 km beneath the

ocean ridge.

Answer
D¼ 1.43, T¼ 1380 years, v¼ 15 m yr�1.

6.6.7 The major elements

Themajorelementsarethosethatmakeupmineralsandthereforerocks.Theirabundanceis
measured in percent by mass.They are oxygen, silicon, magnesium, aluminum, calcium,
iron, and sodium.Theydetermine the physical properties of the Earth’s interior and so are
responsible for the properties measured in geophysics (velocity of seismic waves, density,
magnetism).Now,what is important is that thesemajor elements are practically una¡ected
by themajor processesgoverning chemical geodynamics.To show this, letus take an extre-
melysimple calculation.

Let us consider theweight analyses of peridotite (an essential constituent of themantle)
andofgranite (an essential constituentofthe continental crust) (Table 6.9).

The proportions by mass between continental crust and upper mantle are 0.01 (for the
upper mantle above the seismic discontinuity at 670 km). Let us suppose the peridotite
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comes from the depleted upper mantle, and let us calculate the composition of the‘‘recon-
structed’’primitivemantle (Table 6.10) before extraction of the continental crustbymixing
ofcontinental crustwithdepletedmantle:

½A	primitive ¼ ½peridotite	 � 0:99þ ½granite	 � 0:01:

This composition is almost identical to thatoftheperidotite analyzed.Theonlyelement for
whichadi¡erence canbe clearlyseen ispotassium,which isnotamajorelement!Thosedif-
ferencein composition cannotbedistinguishedbyanygeophysical, seismological,orgravi-
metricmeasurements.

Remark
Remember this warning in chemical geodynamics: minor elements mean major problems. Whereas

in petrology, major elements mean key problems!

Wehave translated this in Figure 6.67, remembering wehave calculated factorsW. It will
be recalled that:

Wi ¼ mi
cc C

i
cc

mi
p Ci

p

where mcc
i is the mass of continental crust, and mp

i is the mass of the primary mantle
before depletion; we can take it to be equal to the upper mantle, such thatmcc/mp¼ 0.015;

Table 6.9 Composition of granite and of peridotite of the mantle

Oxide Element Peridotite Granite

percentweightof
oxide

percentweight
ofmajor
element

percentweight
ofoxide

percentweight
ofmajor
element

O 43.36 50.38
SiO2 Si 41.82� 0.80 19.51 72.30� 0.50 33.13
Al2O3 Al 3.50� 0.10 1.26 14.15� 0.10 5.094
Fe2O3 Fe 9.06� 0.15 6.33 1.91� 0.02 1.33
MgO Mg 37.99� 0.5 22.86 0.040� 0.008 0.03
MnO Mn 0.17� 0.01 0.14 0.370� 0.001 0.22
CaO Ca 3.02� 0.06 2.15 1.33� 0.01 0.949
Na2O Na 0.82� 0.1 0.6 3.49� 0.03 2.589
K2O K 0.03� 0.006 0.0250 2.55� 0.06 2.12

Table 6.10 Composition of the primitive mantle

O Si Al Fe Mg Mn Ca Na K

‘‘Reconstructed’’primitive
mantle (%)

43.42 19.64 1.298 6.28 22.603 0.1389 2.137 0.6198 0.4595

Depletedmantle 43.36 19.51 1.26 6.33 22.86 0.14 2.15 0.6 0.025
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Ccc
i is the concentration of element i in the continental crust, Cp

i is the concentration of
element i in the primitive mantle, and W is the proportion of the element concentrated
in the continental crust.20

It ispossible to calculateW fora fewmajorandminorelements.The scale (in log10) is sepa-
rated in twoby the values�¼ 0.015; an element that does not fractionate between crust and
mantle has this value. Above this value the element is enriched in continental crust; below, it
is depleted. It shall be seen that while silicon and manganese are not very di¡erent from it,
below� the elements are enriched in themantle, while above they are enriched in the crust.
Table 6.11gives thevaluesof thevarious isotope ratios that canbeused for studying the conti-
nental crust^mantle system.

Hofmann’s two-stagemodel
Hofmann (1988) developeda simplemodel thatgives aprettygoodaccountofthe chemical
composition of the continental crust, the oceanic crust, and the upper mantle. Although
unsophisticated, it does allow us to getour thinking straight. It assumes, as already estab-
lished, that the continental crust became di¡erentiated from the primitivemantle through
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Figure 6.67 The W scale for some elements. W is the fraction of an element contained in the
continental crust relative to the sum total (crustþupper mantle), and � is the proportion by mass of
the lower mantle–upper mantle. It separates the elements enriched in the crust from those enriched in
the mantle.

20 We know it is an approximation because the mass of the depleted mantle is greater than that of the
upper mantle. However, it helps to get our ideas straight.
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partialmeltingwithadegreeofmeltingF1andthatthis extraction leftadepletedmantle.The
depleted mantle then underwent a second stage of partial melting in much more recent
times with a degree ofmelting F2. For example, the di¡erentiation of the continental crust
may have a mean age of about 2Ga.The di¡erentiation of ocean crust is far more recent,
less than100Ma.
Theequationswithwhichtocomputesuchamodelarestraightforward.Webeginwiththe

formulafor the creationofmeltbypartialmeltingatequilibrium,assumingthatthe compo-
sitionofthismeltrepresents theaverage compositionofthe continental crust:

Ci
e ¼

Ci
0:s

Di
s=1
þ F 1�Di

s=1


 �
where Ce

i is the concentration of element (i) in the melt, Ci
0:s is the concentration in the

initial solid, Di
s=1

is the fractionation factor between the magmatic melt and the residual
solid, and F is the degree of partial melting.
After the ¢rst melting episode producing the continental crust with a degree ofmelting

(F1), the concentration foran element (i) ofthe residualmantle is:

Ci
s ¼

Di
s=1
� Ci

0:s

Di
s=1
þ F1 1�Di

s=1


 � :
If the residual solid is subjected to a new melting episode, the concentration of the melt
(magma) foran element (i) iswritten:

Ci
12
¼

Di
s=1
� Ci

0:s

Di
s=1
þ F1 1�Di

s=1


 �
�Di

s=1
þ F2 1�Di

s=1


 � :

Table 6.11 Average isotope ratios of the three reservoirs of the silicate
Earth

Continental crust Depletedmantle Primitivemantle

87Rb/86Sr 0.35 0.0014 0.087
87Sr/86Sr 0.7123 0.7021 0.70475
147Sm/144Nd 0.11 0.252 0.1975
143Nd/144Nd 0.51155 0.51330 0.51265
176Lu/177Hf 0.0073 0.0459 0.0333
176Hf/177Hf 0.28169 0.28343 0.28287
187Re/188Os 37.54 0.3622 0.3850
187Re/186Os 312 3.01 3.20
187Os/188Os 1.40 0.1251 0.1254
187Os/186Os 11.7 1.040 1.0422
238U/204Pb 9.58 5.77 8.78
232Th/238U 4.55 2.54 4.27
206Pb/204Pb 18.59 17.43 18.34
207Pb/204Pb 15.586 15.42 15.55
208Pb/204Pb 39.56 37.13 39.05
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The degree of melting needed to produce the continental crust may be estimated
from the concentration of the most highly magmaphile elements (rubidium, barium,
thorium) in the crust. For such elements, the coe⁄cient Ds=1 is close to zero so that the
equation

Ci
1 ¼

Ci
0=s

Di
s=1
þ F 1�Di

s=1


 �

reduces to

Ci
1 


Ci
0=s

F
:

Since the average concentration of these elements in the continental crust is
approximately

Ci
1

Ci
0=s


 100

weobtainamelt fractionof

F1 
 0:01:

We can then calculate empirical partition (fractionation) coe⁄cients for all the other ele-
ments from their estimated mean concentrations in the continental crust, Cl, the value of
F1¼ 0.01, and the initial bulkmantle compositionC0, using the equilibriummelting equa-
tion. Finally, we can calculate the composition of the second melting event producing the
oceanic crust using these formulaewith the same partition coe⁄cients and letting F2 vary
around0.1.

This is the approach Al Hofmann took in 1988. Hofmann assumed, and this is his big
hypothesis, that fractionation coe⁄cients are identical for the creation ofboth continental
crust andoceanic crust.Themodel thereforegives an exclusive role topartialmeltingofthe
mantle. Again, this hypothesis is debatable and even simplistic, but it does have the advan-
tageofbeingclearandofsetting limits andprovidingabenchmark forothermore elaborate
models.

Because there are good reasons to thinkthat the processes forming the continental crust
aremore complex than just simple, equilibriumpartial melting,Hofmann etal. (1986) also
used an alternative method for determining solid^liquid fractionation factors. This
method isbasedentirelyonobservations fromnaturallyoccurringoceanicbasalts.

For thispurpose, heusedamethodoriginallyproposedbyMichelTreuil foranotheruse.
Suppose thatthepartialmelting formulamightbeapproximatedby:

Ci
1 ¼

Ci
0

Di
s=1
þ F

where C1
i is the concentration of element (i) in the liquid, and C0

i the concentration of ele-
ment (i) in the initialsolid.
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ThismeansconsideringthatDs=1 is small relativetotheunitinthegeneral formula.Wecan
then write the ratio between two elements for which this approximation can be made,
whichwenote (i) and (j):

C
ðiÞ
1

C
ðjÞ
1

¼ C
ðjÞ
0

C
ðiÞ
0

þ
D
ðiÞ
s=1
�D

ðjÞ
s=1

C
ðiÞ
0

C
ðjÞ
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Figure 6.68 Illustration of Hofmann’s second method for determining the fractionation factors of the
various magmaphile elements. The slope defines the relative value of the solid/magma fractionation
factors. It is seen here that DZr>DSm, DSm>DHf, and DHf>DEu.
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This equation, fromwhich themelt fractionF hasbeen eliminated, gives the concentration
ratios of two elements in themelt as a function of their respective ratio in the source and of
their partition coe⁄cients.
Ina Ci

1=C
i
1;C

j
1

� �
diagram, that is aratioofelementsasafunctionofthe concentrationof

one element in the liquid (magma), the process is represented by a straight line whose
slope is proportional toDj

s=1
�Di

s=1
. IfDj

s=1
4Di

s=1
, the slope is positive andvice versa. It can

be seen then that by plotting the ratiosbetween two elements as a function of the concen-
tration of one of them, it can be determined whetherDj

s=1
is greater than or less thanDi

s=1
(Figure 6.68).
This approach of estimating the relative magnitudes of the partition coe⁄cients can

be used to test the above crust^mantle di¡erentiation model: if we plot abundances
on the y-axis and the sequence of chemical elements on the x-axis, ordered according
to their decreasing solid^ liquid fractionation factors, there should be no major dis-
continuities for MORBs. Hofmann et al. (1986) also calculated theoretical models
(Figure 6.69).
When the calculations are compared with actual observations, it can be seen that the

model does not re£ect the observations exactly although the di¡erence is not great
(Figure6.70).

(1) Elements with very low fractionation factors are more abundant in the real world
than in the model. Hofmann et al. (1986) overcame this di⁄culty by assuming that a
small partof themelt is retained in themantle.This is an adhochypothesisbutthere is
no reason to rule it out since, through erosion and subduction, this process certainly
occurred.

(2) The second di⁄culty concerns the elements Nb and Ta, Ce and Pb, Sr and Ti, which
‘‘cause’’ peaks or valleys in the abundance diagram. Hofmann et al. (1986) ascribed
these‘‘anomalies’’ to the fact that the actual fractionation factors involved in the di¡er-
entiation of continental crust and those involved in the di¡erentiation ofoceanic crust
arenot identical.This relatesbackto the di¡erencebetween theR- and the S-processes,
onewithoutwater, theotherwithwater.

Accordingly,Hofmann’sapproach is interesting for teachingpurposes. Itshowsthatwith
avery simple model, the general relationships between continental and oceanic crust can
be reasonably wellmodeled, butthat aprecise description involves distinguishingbetween
di¡erentiation of continental crust and partial melting occurring at themid-ocean ridges.
It is agoodexampleofmodeling tomeditateon.

6.6.8 The origin of MORB and OIB and the mantle structure

Letus turnbacknowtothequestionoftheoriginofoceanicbasalts.Letus examinethepro-
blemof the origin of the twomain types ofoceanic basalt,MORBandOIB, on thebasis of
the statistical distribution of their isotope composition. Both types of basalt are the result
of a threefold process: partial melting of the mantle, collection of magma, and transfer to
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the surface.These three processes apply to a mantle source made up of the mixing of thin
folded layers of a basaltic component (eclogite) in an ultrabasic matrix (peridotite).We
know frompetrological experiments (partial melting experiments in the laboratory invar-
iedconditionsofpressureandtemperature) thattheMORBscorrespondtoagreaterdegree
ofpartialmelting(5^10%)thantheOIBswhicharecloser to0.1^1%.ThereforeOIBssample
a larger volume of mantle per cubic meter of magma than MORBs do. But on the other
hand, thevolumegivenoutby theocean ridges (MORB) is somuchgreater thanthevolume
fromplumes (OIB) that amuch greater volumetric proportion of themantle is sampled by
theMORBs thanby theOIBs.

Exercise

Calculate the volume of mantle sampled in 5 million years by the MORB. What proportion

does that correspond to for the upper mantle?

Answer
4 � 107 m (ridge length) � 4 � 10�2 (spreading) � 6 � 104 (thickness) � 3.2 � 103 (density) �
5 � 106 (duration) � 10¼ 1.5 � 1022 kg. Now, the mass of the mantle is 1 � 1024 kg, there-

fore more than 100% is sampled in 500 Ma. If the sampling were random, all of it would

be sampled! (But in practice some domains are sampled several times because of

recycling.)

That said, the statistical distribution of 87Sr/86Sr, 4He/3He, or 206Pb/204Pb isotope ratios
for MORB and OIB exhibits much greater dispersion for OIB than for MORB (White,
1985;Alle' gre,1987).

This is particularly obvious if all the zones where the Schilling e¡ect is observed are
removedfromthestatistics.

Measurementsofleadisotope compositionshaveshownthatthesignaturesofthevarious
OIBs are very varied (Figure 6.51).The accumulation of Sr and Nd isotope data have also
revealed the same phenomenon.The SrandNd isotope correlation is not a simple straight
lineas earlystudieshadsuggested (Figure6.71).

TheMORBs, then, have veryhomogeneous isotopic compositions.This corresponds to
whatweknowabouttheir source (theuppermantle),which iswellmixedbymantle convec-
tionprocesses.

In contrast, OIBs come from a much less well mixed zone of the mantle.The idea that
has developed, and which combines this last observation and the physical conditions
for manufacturing plumes, as in £uid mechanics experiments, is, as said, that OIBs
are generated in the boundary layers at the base of the convective systems (Figure 6.72).
Plumes arise from the instability of the boundary layers, like those that give rise to hot
spots. These boundary layers are relatively stagnant zones located at the frontier
between convecting systems. They are stagnant layers which receive surface material
(oceanic crust, oceanic crust and sediment, continental lithosphere).They are therefore
poorly mixed and so heterogeneous. The dispersion observed in the various isotopic
diagrams is interpreted as the result of mixing between a mantle that is analogous to
that which generated the MORBs (depleted mantle) and various extraneous compon-
ents (e.g., sediments, recycled oceanic crust, or delaminated lithosphere). In the
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Figure 6.71 With the increased number of measurements, multiple correlations, which were simple
when chemical geodynamics began, have become more complicated. This diagram (after Allègre and
Turcotte, 1985) shows the comparative dispersion of MORB and OIB measurements in various
correlation diagrams but also the continuity between their domains.
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Figure 6.72 Diagram showing how one can think of the upper mantle convecting separately from the
lower mantle but exchanging matter with the lower mantle. After Allègre and Turcotte (1985).
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Dupal zone, these zones receive pieces of continents delaminated by continental colli-
sion phenomena. Elsewhere, they receive recycled oceanic crust with or without
sediments.

Thequestion is:whereis (are) theboundarylayer(s) fromwhichtheOIBtaketheirsource?
Twozonesofthemantle are tobe considered: the 670-kmboundarylayerabove the seismic
discontinuityandthe core^mantle interfaceboundarylayer.

The present author still believes mostobservations canbe explainedbyOIB originating
at a depth of 670 km (mesosphere boundary layer) as proposed by Alle' gre and Turcotte
(1985).

(1) In the contextofatwo-reservoir mantle as requiredby the isotopegeochemistryof rare
gases and as is consistentwith the isotopicmassbalances of Sr,Nd, andHf, the ideaof
OIB rising from the 670-kmboundary provides anatural explanation of the continuity
observed betweenMORB and OIB in the various isotope diagrams if they come from
the same reservoirs.This includes the fact that theDupal signature exists for bothOIB
andMORB(Figure6.71).

(2) The duality observed in the isotopic composition of rare gases and not in the isotopic
composition ofthe elements Sr,Nd,Hf, or Pb canbeaccounted forby the entrainment
phenomenon proposedbyO’Nions andOxburgh (1983).When an instabilitygives rise
to a plume in aboundary layer, the process entrains a fraction of the lower layerof less
than2^5%.

The concentration ratioofraregasesbetweenthe lowermantleandtheuppermantle
is 100 to 500, as can be extracted from the mass balance of various rare gases.When
plumes form, the mixture so created is dominated by the signature of the lower layer,
but to variable degrees depending on the proportion of entrainment. Large plumes
entrain a greater proportion of the lower layers compared with small plumes.This is
indeedwhat is observed: thebig hot spots (Hawaii, Iceland) havemore‘‘primitive’’He
or Ne signatures than small hot spots. However, such entrainment phenomena do not
leave traces in the Sr and Nd isotope signatures because, for these elements the di¡er-
ence in concentrationbetween lower andupper mantle is a factorof 2 or 3 and not100
or500 (Alle' gre,1987;Alle' greandMoreiva, 2004).

Exercise

Imagine a plume starting from the boundary layer and entraining 5% by mass of material

from the lower mantle. Suppose that "Nd
plume source ¼þ5, "Nd

lm ¼ þ2, and the concentration ratio

C Nd
lm

Nd
lm C Nd

um

�
¼ 2. Calculate the plume’s "Nd value.

Answer
"plume¼þ4.7, which is difficult to distinguish from values like þ5 or þ6, which are usual for

OIB.

The outcome is that we have no direct information about Sr, Nd, Hf, or Pb for the
lower mantle. It is a hidden reservoir and its properties can only be determined
di¡erentially.
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The opposing model by whichOIB stems from the core^mantle boundaryat a depth of
2900 km is based primarily on seismic tomography. The method yields two essential
results:

(1) In various locations corresponding to subduction zones, slabs can be ‘‘seen’’ plunging
intothemantlebeyondthe670-kmboundary (seeVanderHilstetal.,1991;Grand etal.,
1997).

(2) Fine-scale imageryseems to showsomeplumes arise from the core^mantleboundary
whileothers seemtooriginateat670 km(Montelli etal., 2004).

This model is not supported by any clear and direct geochemical arguments.There are
manycounterarguments to the interpretationsoftheseobservations:

(1) Ifdowngoing plateshadplunged into the lowermantle completely throughoutgeologi-
cal time, we would have a global mantle convection regime. But, as we have seen, the
rare gases require a two-layer mantle. As these slabs are chemically ‘‘depleted struc-
tures’’ because of the extraction of continental crust, it is the lower mantle that would
havean isotopic signature depleted in SrandNd.Conversely it is themid-ocean ridges,
whose surface origin is attested by the most reliable part of seismic tomography, that
havesuchasignature.
There are severalways ofovercoming this contradiction between seismic tomogra-

phyand isotope geology.
The¢rst is toacceptthatthegeophysicalobservationsrelatetothepresentperiodalone.The
situation must havebeen di¡erent in the past.Theremust havebeen a two-layer mantle for
most of geological time, and this layering must have been destroyed only recently. In the
past,onlya small fractionofthe slabsmighthaveplunged intothe lowermantle.Thiswould
easilyexplainthe isotopicmassbalancesofNdandSr.
The second is to accept that what the seismic tomography images show is not a down-

going plate but a cold current in the lower mantle convection pattern. A combination of
both interpretations is alsopossible.
Thethird is to consider thatonlyapart, aboutone-third,oftheplate is subducted intothe

lowermantlewhilemostof the slabspile up in theuppermantle as observedbyFukao etal.
(1992).
(2) How, then, can the seismic images of plumes be interpreted? By accepting that the

regimesbetweenupperand lowermantle are thermallyandnotmechanically coupled.
Lower mantle plumes provide heat, which triggers certain instabilities in the 670-km
boundarylayer.Andthis isprobably thegeneral explanation.The lowermantle^upper
mantle coupling is largely thermal. This in no way means there are no exchanges of
mass between the upper mantle and the lower mantle. Such exchanges have been sub-
stantial and about one-third of the lower mantle is reinjected material from the upper
mantle according to the Sr and about Nd isotopic mass balance calculation.This pro-
vides a picture, then, of the mantle and of exchanges which have taken place between
thevarious reservoirs throughoutgeological time (Figure6.73).

But we have to distinguish between structure and texture. The structure consists of
two layers convecting independently but exchanging mass and energy continuously. The
texture is the intimate mixture of pyroxenite strips which are elongated, folded, and
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embedded into peridotite in the upper mantle or ringwoodite (garnet plus spinel) in the
transition zone.

Since pyroxenite melts more readily than peridotite, the proportion of pyroxenites con-
tributing to thebasalticmelt ishigher thantheiractual presence in themantle.Thispropor-
tion depends on the degree of partial melting and also the proportion of pyroxenite in the
source. Recent work by Sobolev et al. (2007) estimates those proportions in various types
ofbasalt at10% inMORBand 70% inOIB.Remember thatMORBcorresponds to10%of
partialmeltingandOIB to2%.

The MORB source is a well-stirred reservoir where pyroxenite has been partially
destroyed.OIBscamefromasourcewherepyroxenitemakesup10^15%ofthemassbecause
theyareformedwhen subducted slabspileup.

6.6.9 Comparison and limits of the model

We now have a coherent model of mantle structure and dynamics.While it should not
be taken as an eternal truth, it should not be abandoned either, until we have something
better.

Upper
mantle

Upper mantle

Atmosphere

Continent

Continent

OIBRidge

Ridge

Lower mantle

Lower mantle

OIB

Figure 6.73 Two diagrams of geodynamic mechanisms. Top: using strontium, neodymium, and
hafnium isotopic tracers. Bottom: using rare gases.
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Direct comparison of geochemical models and geophysical observations21 is a delicate
business, because, as pointed out, the fundamental processes do not involve themajor ele-
ments much.Yet it is themajor elements that, through mineralogyand the physical proper-
ties of minerals, condition geophysics observations. A second reason is that geophysical
observations are made on the Earth as it is today, whereas isotopic geochemical observa-
tions cover the 4.5 billionyears of its history.Andasweknow, theEarth has evolvedduring
itshistory.
Onevery importantpointtomake is thatthere isnoguarantee thatthis cyclicprocesshas

been constantthroughoutgeological times, either in termsofspeedor in termsofthe‘‘qual-
ity’’oftheprocess.Assaid,oneofthesourcesoftheEarth’s energypoweringmantle convec-
tion is the radioactivity of uranium, potassium, and to a lesser extent thorium. This
radioactivityhasdeclinedovergeological time.Itmaybe, then, thatconvectionwasstronger
inthepast,oreventhat itsoverall structurewasdi¡erentfromwhatweknowtoday.
Theformationofoceanic crustandthe extractionofcontinental crustmayhavebeendif-

ferent in the past.What suggests this is that we ¢nd in the Archean submarine ultrabasic
lavas (komatiites), which are unknown nowadays and the continental crust contains acid
rocks that are unknown today such as the TTG association (tonalite, trondhjemite,
granodiorite).
Themodelwehavedeveloped,basedontheparadigmofplatetectonics,coversthe4.4bil-

lion years of the Earth’s history, provided the phenomena are qualitatively similar.
However, studies ofancient rocks have not shown anymajor contradiction.The agreement
obtained between avision by extrapolation into the past of present-day Sr and Nd isotope
data and the studyofpast variations of these isotopes in shales orkomatiites shows theyare
consistent.We thereforehave nohard facts that currently require us to radically change our
model, but there is no guarantee this positionwill not change in the future if newstudies so
require. Meanwhile, let us work with it, without being dogmatic, but without qualms.
Science is neitheran unchangeable dogmanoradomainwhere‘‘anythinggoes.’’

6.7 The early history of the Earth

Isotopegeologyhasachievedresultsofconsiderablescope concerningtheEarth’s structure
and evolution.Whynotapply the samemethodsofreasoning to extinct formsofradioactiv-
ity, whichwould allow us a more precise vision of our planet’s early history? Why deprive
ourselvesofaclose-upofthe¢rstdaysoftheEarth’shistory?
The initial idea is very straightforward, then. Before setting it out in a few examples ^

becausehereas throughoutthis textbook, thefocus isonmethod ^ it isuseful torecall a little
vocabulary. It is generally considered that the solidmaterial making up the telluric planets
condensed fromamostlygaseousprimordial nebula to form solid dust particles.This solid
material then accreted to form ever larger bodies: grains formed beads, then balls, and
thenbodiesof1km,10 km,100 km indiameter, andsoon.Thiswas theprocessofaccretion
duringwhich a fraction of the nebula’sgaseswere trapped inside the solids. In this context,
thereare two extremescenarios forexplaining theformationoftheEarth (Figure6.74).

21 Especially the wonderful pictures produced by seismic tomography.
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Inthehomogeneous accretion scenario, theaccretedmaterialswereallofthesame com-
position.The primordial Earthwas therefore a large sphere ofuniform compositionwhich
then di¡erentiated through a large melting phenomena to make the core, the mantle, and
the atmosphere and perhaps even an embryonic crust as on the Moon.The energy of this
generalmelting episode came fromaccretion (transformation ofpotential energy intoheat
above all through impacts at the end of accretion), extinct radioactivity and above all 235U
and 40Kradioactivity,whichweremore‘‘active’’atthe time (seeChapter1).

Theotherscenariois thatofheterogeneousaccretion,whichassumesthattheEarth¢rst
accreted its iron core, then subsequently the silicatemantle, and¢nally theatmosphereand
ocean.This raises many questions.What was the relative timing of these processes? What
are the mutual relations between them? In an extreme scenario, condensation, accretion,
anddi¡erentiation occurred in succession. Inmore complex scenarios all three operations
are consideredasmoreor less simultaneousorcombined.

We have already answered three essential questions using radiogenic isotopes with long
half-lives.Firstofall, thedi¡erentiationofthe continental crustoccurredthroughoutgeolo-
gical time but was more active in the past and has an average age of 2^2.3Ga (this was
derived from Sr^Nd isotope pairs).The core di¡erentiated very early on, with a mean age
of 4.4Ga (this information was obtained from lead isotopes).The atmosphere outgassed

Core differentiation and
final bombardment

HOMOGENEOUS ACCRETION

HETEROGENEOUS ACCRETION

4.55 4.50 4.454.60

Final
bombardment

Mantle
accretion

Core
accretion

Age (Ga)

Figure 6.74 The two types of accretion.
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relativelyearlyonwithanaverageageof3.3Ga(thiswasobtainedfrom40Ar).Wearegoingto
testor re¢netheseassertionsusingextinct radioactivities.

6.7.1 The age of the atmosphere and the way it formed

From the 40Arbalance, it hasbeen established that 50%of the 40Ar was in the atmosphere
and50% in themantle.Fromthis, and fromthe 40Ar/36Ar isotope compositionsmeasured
in the atmosphere and mantle, we have calculated a ‘‘model age’’ for the atmosphere of
3.3Ga. Is thismodelage reliable?
Letuslook¢rstatthebalanceof 36Ar, thenon-radiogenic isotope.Weknowthattheman-

tle is made up of two layers convecting separately: the upper one is largely degassed, the
lowerone little degassed.The 40Ar/36Ar ratiosofthese two reservoirs havebeenmeasured.
In the upper mantle, 40Ar/36Ar¼ 40 000 while the ratio in the lower mantle is 4000.The
ratio intheatmosphere is 40Ar/36Ar¼ 296.8.

Exercise

What is the extent of degassing of 36Ar?

Answer
From the quantities of 40Ar in the atmosphere and mantle, it can be estimated that the

quantity of 36Ar in the atmosphere is 2.3 � 1017 g and the quantity of 36Ar in the lower mantle

is 1.7 � 1016 g (the quantity of 36Ar in the upper mantle
 5 � 1013 g is negligible). Therefore, in

total 36Ar¼ 2.3 � 1017þ 1.7 � 1016¼ 2.47 � 1017g. Therefore the extent of degassing is 93%.

How can we explain the enormous di¡erence highlighted in the preceding exercise
between the extent of degassing of 40Ar (50%) and of 36Ar (93%)? It is because 40Ar is
purely radiogenic.Therewasno 40AratthebeginningoftheEarth, only 36Arand 38Ar.The
extentofdegassingof 40Armeasures aboveall outgassing throughoutgeological historyby
volcanism and particularly along ocean ridges.The extent of degassing of 36Ar measures
boththatrelatedtotheprimordial historyandthatrelatedtosubsequentgeological history.
TheEarth’shistory falls into twoepisodes:

Geological historyPrimordial history

Ifwe call the extentofprimordial degassingPand the extentof subsequentdegassingG, the
36Ar content of the mantle is equal to (1�P)� (1�G).We can estimate 1�G¼ 0.5 and
1�P¼ 0.07, hence P¼ 86%.The extent of primordial degassing of the Earth is enormous
and dominant.Most of the atmosphere formed therefore at thebeginning of the Earth’s his-
tory (Figure 6.75).This is not the impressionwe gained from the 40Ar balance! Remember,
though, that 40Ar was not present initially. It has built up progressively over time. It is
notagoodrecordingsystemforearlytime,butitisagoodrecordingsystemforgeologicaltime.
We are going to re-examine the problem addressedwith the argon isotopesbut this time

using extinct radioactive 129I, which, as we know, decays to give 129Xe. Xenon-130 is the
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stable reference isotope.Todothis,wetakeabalanceofradiogenic129Xe.SupposetheEarth
is degassed tox%.The quantity of 130Xe in the atmosphere is 130Xetotal � x.The quantity of
129Xe* (129Xe* is the excessof129Xe relative to theusual abundance inmeteorites relative to
other isotopes) of the atmosphere is estimated at 3.63 � 1013g. If x% degassing is high, the
quantity of 129Xe* in the atmosphere is equal to that of 129I at the time the Earth began to
retain its atmospherequantitatively, that is, the timetheEarthwasbigenough for xenon not
to escape.

For primordial gas, we take a rate analogous to that of 36Ar of 90%. If
130Xeatmosphere¼ 8 � 1013 g and the extentofdegassing is 90%, we therefore have abalance:
130Xetotal¼ 8.8 � 1013g.

Therefore129Xe/130Xe¼ (129I/130Xe)accretion¼ 0.4125.
But129Xe/130Xe¼ (129I/127I)� (127I/130Xe).
This expression is intended to bring out the isotope ratio of iodine which does not frac-

tionate at the time ofaccretionbut varieswith the radioactive decayof129I. Iodine-127may
be estimated at 25 ppb of iodine in 4 � 1027 g, which is the mass of the mantle, making
1 �1020 g inall.Wethereforeobtain127I/130Xe¼ 1.13 � 106, hence
129I=127I ¼ 0:36 � 10�6:

Wecanthen calculateamodelagerelativetoameteoritewhose initial iodine isotoperatio
has been determined. The carbonaceous meteorite taken as the reference has a
(129I/127I)initial ratio¼ 1.1 �10�4.
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Figure 6.75 Scenario of primordial degassing of the Earth’s atmosphere. After Sarda et al. (1985).
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DT ¼ 1

l
ln

129I
127I

� �
initial

129I
127I

� �
Earth

6666664
7777775;

therefore�T=148Ma.TheEarththerefore retaineditsatmosphere150Maafter theforma-
tionofthe carbonaceous chondrites, orasanabsolutevalue,

Tacc ¼ Tch � 0:148 ¼ 4:565� 0:148 ¼ 4:41 Ga;

an average age, which, it should be noted, corresponds almost to the mean age of the core
determinedusing leadisotopes.
Wehavejustseenthenthatmostoftheatmospherewasdegassedveryearlyon,but10%or

so comes from subsequent degassing, probably from the upper mantle and in conjunction
with the plate tectonics cycle.We accordinglyhave a picture of the primordial Earthwith a
veryhigh extentofdegassing, intensebombardmentbylargeobjects, volcanism, anddi¡er-
entiationofthe core.

6.7.2 The age of the Earth’s core and the mode of terrestrial
accretion

Wehavealreadydeterminedanage for theEarth’s corewith lead isotopesusing the factthat
lead has a great a⁄nity for lead sul¢de (PbS). We can test this result using extinct
182Hf^182Wradioactivity, for whichT1/2¼ 9Ma.This isotope pair has a peculiar chemical
property which is that tungsten is a siderophile element: it enters metallic ironwhenever it
can, whereas hafnium is lithophile.The iron^silicate division therefore corresponds to a
very important W^Hf chemical fractionation. This is how it has been possible to date
meteoritesandstudy the evolutionofthis formofradioactivity inthe solar nebula.
Weshall examinethisaspect¢rstbefore concerningourselveswiththeageoftheEarth. It

is possible, as we saw when studying chronological methods, to make precise datings of
eventswhichtookplacewhen182Hfradioactivitywasnotyet‘‘dead.’’
To study these events, we have isochron diagrams of ancient objects (182Hf/184W,

182W/184W) (see Chapter 4). The slope of the isochron gives the 182Hf/184W ratio. This
182Hf/180Hf isotope ratio doesnot fractionate during the chemical fractionationprocesses.
Itdecaysby the law

182Hf=180Hf ¼ ð182Hf=180HfÞ0e�lHft;

which allows us to determine a relative age as soon as a reference has been ¢xed for the
(182Hf/180Hf)initial ratio. Inthisway time canbemeasured inabsoluteterms.
We also have the (182W/184Winitial) ratios of isochrons constructed for meteorites

(Figure6.76).This ratio increases asage increases (thereforeas182Hfdecreases).
If it is supposed that meteorites derive from the condensation of the primordial solar

nebulaandsupposing thatthisnebula evolves in a closed system, the (182W/184W)initial ratio
varieswiththe equation:
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182W
184W

� �
initial

tð Þ ¼
182W
184W

� �
present

�
180Hf
184W

� �
�

182Hf
180Hf

� �
:

Ifwe draw a graph, positingY ¼ 182W=184W
� �

and x ¼ e�lt ¼ 182Hf=180Hf, the evolu-
tion of the primordial nebula is therefore a straight line whose (negative) slope
is ^(180Hf/184W), and therefore proportional to the Hf/Wchemical ratio.Whenwe plot on
the graph the values extracted from the chondrite isochrons and the current 182W/184W
ratio ofcarbonaceous chondritesCI, we do indeedde¢ne a straight linewhose slope corre-
sponds to the chemical Hf/Wratio of CI:

180Hf/184W¼ 1.55, which value corresponds to
Hf/W¼ 1.31.

This graph is the equivalent of the (87Sr/86Sr, t) isotope evolution diagram, except that
time isgraduated exponentiallyby the182Hf/180Hfratio.

It is interesting to situate two types of di¡erentiated meteorite on this diagram: iron
meteorites and basaltic achondrites. For iron meteorites, the straight line of evolution in
the isotope evolution diagram is horizontal since Hf¼ 0. Now, the 182W/184W ratios are
very low, among the lowest measured for meteorites. These ratios correspond to very
ancient, primordial ratios.This shows that iron di¡erentiatedveryearlyon in the small par-
ent bodies known as planetesimals. Basaltic achondrites have very high 182W/184Wratios
and their initial ratios lie far above the straight line of evolution of the nebula.The Hf/W
ratio of silicates of the parent body, which can be estimated, set the di¡erentiation at 3 to
8Ma after that of the iron meteorites, but at the same time as di¡erentiation ofmeteorites
composedofthe iron^metalmixture.

AndtheEarth?TheEarthhasa182W/184Wvaluethatstandsapart fromthatofthe carbo-
naceous chondrites.This shows that Hf/W di¡erentiation, that is, segregation of the core
from the mantle, occurred when 182Hfwas not yet extinct (Figure 6.77). But what, then, is
themodelageofthis di¡erentiation?

Exercise

We are given 182W=184W
� �Earth

present
¼ 0:8650. The 182W=184W

� �carbonaceous
chondrites
present

ratio is equal to that of

the nebula, 0.864 83. The Hf/W ratio of the nebula is 1.31 and the Hf/W ratio of the Earth’s

mantle is 20. We suppose that:
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Figure 6.76 Graphs of 186Hf–186W isochrons of two chondrites. After Kleine et al. (2004).
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180Hf
184W

¼ Hf

W

� �
chemical

� 0:845:

Calculate the model age of core–mantle differentiation estimated by 182Hf–182W chronology.

Answer
We wish to calculate the initial (182Hf/180Hf)initial ratio of the Earth’s mantle. The time at

which it acquired its current chemical ratio is written Tdiff. The equation for evolution of the

solar nebula is:

182W
184W

� �
present

¼
182W
184W

� �
T diff

�
180Hf
184W

� �
nebula

182Hf
180Hf

� �
initial

:

Likewise:

182W
184W

� �
Earth

¼
182W
184W

� �
T diff

�
180Hf
184W

� �
mantle

182Hf
180Hf

� �
:

The solution to this system of two equations with one unknown gives:

ð182Hf=180HfÞinitial ¼ 1:1 � 10�5:

0.8650

0.8649
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Figure 6.77 Isotope evolution diagram for W–Hf. M, St. Marguerite; CC, carbonaceous chondrites; TLA,
Tlacotepec (an iron meteorite); FV, Forest Vale; carbonaceous chondrites.
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If we consider the initial reference ratio for the Solar System is 182Hf/180Hf¼ 2.4 � 10�4, then:

DT ¼ 1

l
ln

2:4 � 10�4

1:1 � 10�5

� �

and 1/l¼ 13 Ma. Hence �T¼ 40 Ma after the formation of the chondrites.

The Hf^Wage of 40Ma calculated in the previous exercise is very di¡erent from the
150Ma estimated from Pb isotopes. How canwe overcome this contradiction? By coming
back to meteorites and remembering that in their small parent bodies, iron became di¡er-
entiated very early on.The bodies that accreted to form the Earthwere therefore probably
already di¡erentiated bodies where the iron was already separated from the silicates.The
age of 40Ma is a mixed age between these primordial ‘‘meteorite’’ ages and the average
age of di¡erentiation of the core indicated by lead isotopes. It is therefore an indication
that accretion of the Earth involved solid bodies that were already di¡erentiated. This is
an intermediate scenario between homogeneous and heterogeneous accretion. It is
homogeneous accretion of a heterogeneous product! The core di¡erentiated 150Ma
after primitive condensation but its di¡erentiation occurred on solid bodies in which sili-
cate^iron had already di¡erentiated.The Hf^W 40Ma age is a mixture between the two
events.

Exercise

The isotope ratios of the Earth and carbonaceous chondrites are known with a precision of 15

ppm. The initial ratio is known with precision of 20%. Uncertainties on Hf/W ratios are

assumed negligible. What are the uncertainties on the estimation of �T of Earth–core

differentiation calculated by Hf–W?

Answer
DT ¼ 40þ44

�35 Ma, or 10 Ma, which does not alter the reasoning.

6.7.3 The primitive crust and 146Sm–142Nd

Samarium-146 decays to 142Nd by �decay with a decay constant l¼ 6.849 � 10�9 (nearly a
thousandtimeslessthan147Sm!). It isanextinctradioactivity.Wehaveseenthatthe continen-
tal crust has a lower Sm/Nd ratio than the mantle. Accordingly 143Nd/144Nd ratios of
MORB are positive when expressed in "Nd, whereas values for the continental crust are
negative.The idea thenwas to try to determinewhetheraprimitive crust had separatedout
during the early di¡erentiation of the Earth and if such segregation had left traces in the
142Nd/144Ndratio suchasare foundfor the129Xe/130Xe ratio.

This ideawas put forward by Stein Jacobsen ofHarvardUniversity. He and his student
ChrisHarper (HarperandJacobsen,1992) claimedtohavefoundapositive142Ndanomaly
inveryancientrocksofGreenland.Thiswasnot �Ndmeasured in104butdi¡erences inppm
10�6 (100 ")�1.They reported enrichments of 30 ppmof142Nd comparedwithuniformand
identical values of MORB, OIB, and recent and ancient rocks. The measurements were
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repeatedby the teamsofBernard Bourdon in the Paris laboratory (Caro etal., 2003) yield-
ing an excess of 142Nd in the Isua rocks of Greenland dated 3.8Ga, but ofonlyþ10 toþ15
ppm (Figure 6.78). Notice that the precision reported in themeasurementof isotopic com-
positions is the extremelimitofwhatcurrenttechniques canachieve.
Datingofthe same rocksby the conventional147Sm^143Ndmethod con¢rmed the ageof

3.8Ma and yielded the initial 143Nd/144Nd ratio expressed in "CHUR¼þ2. It is possible,
then, to reason in terms of a two-stage model.The ¢rst stage involves meteoritic material
from 4.576Ga toT1.Then, fromT1 to 3.8Ga, the primitive crust (or the primitive residual
mantle),T1being theageofterrestrialdi¡erentiation.
Todothe calculation,wetake4.576Gaas theorigin,which ismore convenient forextinct

radioactivities.Letus call the twoisotopic ratiosofNd�and�.

�143Nd=144Nd; � ¼142 Nd=144Nd:

Wenote "143 in10
�4 and f142 in10

�6 as relativevalues againsta standard:

�143ND
¼ 143=144 Ndsample

143=144 Ndstandard
� 1

� �
� 104

f143ND
¼ 143=144 Ndsample

143=144 Ndstandard
� 1

� �
� 106

�0 ¼
147Sm
144Nd

;

ε142Nd (ppm) x 100  

Metasediments

Orthogneisses

Metabasalts

Amphibolite
enclaveAcasta

Barberton

Pitcairn (EM I)

Societys. (EM II)

MORBs

-5 0 5 10 15 20 25

Figure 6.78 Measurements of 142Nd anomaly in the Isua rocks of Greenland. After Caro et al. (2005).
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but is calculatedat 4.576Gaandnotatthepresenttime.

a ¼
146Sm
147Sm

at 4:576 Ga:

The two evolution equations arewritten asmulti-stagemodelwith	as the fractionation
factorbetweenthe chondritic episodeandtheprimitiveEarth episode.

� ¼ �0 þ �0 1 � e�l7T1
� �

þ 	�0 e�l7T1 � e�l7T2
� �

� ¼ �0 þ �0 a 1 � e�l6T1
� �

þ 	�a
0 e�l6T1 � e�l6T2
� �

;

�0 and � being the initial isotopic ratios, l7 and l6 the two radioactive constants, and T2

being thetime3.8Gacalculatedsince4.576, that is,T2¼ 0.776Ga.
This non-linear systemof two equationswith twounknowns 	 andT1canbe solved gra-

phicallybyconstructing the two curves corresponding to the two equationswith thevalues
measured for�,�0,�,�0,a, and�0.

A fewvalues areneededfor the calculation.

ð143Nd=144NdÞt¼0 ¼ 0:506 677 48

�present day ¼ ð147Sm=144NdÞBulkEarth ¼ 0:1966; or�0 ¼ 0:201 942 for 4:567 Ga

ð147Sm=144SmÞpresent day ¼ 4:888 99; or 5:037 316 6 for 4:567 Ga

142Nd=144Nd ¼ 1:141 838 2; or 1:141 478 8 for 4:567 Ga

ð146Sm=144SmÞ0 ¼ 0:008:

From this it canbe deduced that146Sm/147Sm¼ a¼ 0.001588178 and therefore the param-
eter�0a¼ 0.000320719.

The curves 	¼ f(T1) are therefore drawn for the pairs 147Sm^143Nd and 146Sm^142Nd
taking twovalues forobservationsat3.8Ga.

"143 ¼ þ 1:5 and þ 2 f142 ¼ 15 and 10 ppm:

It can be seen that the two curves intersect between 4.46 and 4.35Ga for (T1) (Figure 6.79).
This is about the age determined for the di¡erentiation of the core and the atmosphere,
with � for the present day of 0.216.

The question is what does this age mean? The rocks analyzed by Caro et al. (2003)
were mostly metamorphic and metasedimentary rocks. They interpreted the results
as being the value of a primitive depleted mantle which was the complement of di¡eren-
tiation of the ¢rst continental crust. Given the nature of the rocks, it is not obvious that
this was their origin. An alternative interpretation would be that these values are those
of a lunar-type primitive crust, that is, one rich in plagioclase. The residual mantle (not
found) would have a negative "142 value. As things stand, both interpretations are possi-
ble. In addition Harrison et al. (2005) using hafnium isotopes in old zircons claim the
existence of a very early crust. The precise age of this crust and its nature are still sub-
jects of debate.
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Figure 6.79 (a) Age determination of differentiation of the primitive crust using the two Sm–Nd
systems. (b) Isua anomalies represented on the isochron diagram.
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Remark
More recently Boyet and Carlson (2005) have asserted that ordinary chondrites have a f142 value of

–20 ppm compared with the Earth. Unfortunately, there are few C1 and C2 carbonaceous chon-

drites in their measurement sets and the dispersion is quite wide. What are the values for Bulk

Earth? It is best to wait a while, then, before incorporating these results into this textbook although

readers need to know of their existence and should follow the development of this chapter.

6.7.4 The 187Re–187Os system and accretion–differentiation
chronology

Examination of the evolution of the 187Os/186Os ratio of the Earth’s mantle showedus that
theRe/OschemicalratioofthemantlewasveryclosetotheRe/Osratioofthecarbonaceous
chondrites.Now, this is a surprising result given thatbothRe andOs arehighly siderophile
elements, that is, theyenter liquid iron inpreference tosilicates.

Laboratory experiments for these elements give a partition coe⁄cient D¼CFe/
Csilicate
104^105.MostReandOs thereforepasses into the iron core, as theyare in the iron
phase ofordinary chondrites and in themetallic iron of iron meteorites. But Re andOs do
nothave exactly the samea⁄nity for iron:Os ismore siderophile thanRe.Wespeakofa fac-
torof10 to100betweenthem.

Letus lookatthiswithasimplemodel.Fromthepartition equationoftrace elements:

Cmantle ¼ C0=FþDð1� FÞ

whereF is theproportionofthemantle (between0and1).
In the caseofReandOs,becauseD isverylarge,F<<D (1�F), therefore:

Cmantle ¼ C0=Dð1� FÞ:

Accordingly, the ratiobetweenthetwoelementsReandOs iswritten:

CRe

COs

� �
mantle

¼ CRe

COs

� �
0

DOs

DRe
:

Therefore:

ðRe=OsÞmantle
410ðRe=OsÞ:

Now,observationshows that (Re/Os)mantle¼ (Re/Os)initial.
How can this apparent contradiction be accounted for? By admitting that the accretion

process continued after di¡erentiation of the core and so contributed enough Re and Os,
incorporated in themantle (probablyby primary subduction processes) for them to domi-
nate the Re and Os balance of the present-day mantle. Let us try to put this in somewhat
morequantitativeterms.Letuswriteabalance equation:

COs
mantle ¼

COs
meteorite m

Mmantle

where COs is the concentration in osmium, Mmantle the mass of the mantle, and m the
added mass. Now, Cmantle

Os ¼ 3 ppb and Cchondrites
Os ¼ 490 ppb. Hence m/M¼ 0.6%. Less
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than 1% of the mass of the mantle was added after 4.4Ga by the accretion processes.
This indicates that accretion probably decreased very rapidly after 4Ga, as the curve
of lunar craters also indicates.

Exercise

(1) Given that Cmantle
Re ¼ 0.26 ppb and Cchondrites

Re ¼ 37 ppb, calculate the ratio (m/M).

(2) If we underestimate the abundance in the mantle by 100%, how is the result altered?

Answer
(1) 0.7%.

(2) The ratio changes to 1.4%, which does not alter the conclusion in qualitative terms.

Ifweattempttomakea(provisional) reviewofthesestudiesoftheprimordialEarth,what
can we say today? First of all, a methodological point we shall return to in quantitative
terms in the ¢nal chapter: extinct forms of radioactivity do not record primordial pheno-
mena in the same way as long-period forms of radioactivity. The former are sensitive to
short-term £uctuations, the latter on the contrary average variations out more over the
long term.
Together they give complementary views of primordial phenomena, each of which is

insu⁄cient in itself.This is the case for 40Ar and 129Xe for the atmosphere and for 206Pb,
207Pb, and 182Hf for the core, andwill be the case for any new form of extinct radioactivity
thatmightbeused in the future.
Accretion is a process that lasted for quite some time after 4.4Ga.The formation of the

core isaphenomenonthatwaspreparedbydi¡erentiationof iron inplanetesimalsanditself
occurred rather suddenly (perhaps in less than 100 or 1000 years) sometime between 4.4
and4.35Ga.Theatmospherewasproducedbyoutgassingofthemantle. It¢rst formedvery
suddenly at 4.4Ga and has been enriched throughout geological time through volcanic
eruptions.
And the continents? The interpretation of the 142Nd anomalies is still a matter of debate,

but workers agree that if there was a primordial crust dating from the great di¡erentiation
of 4.4Ga, that crust was destroyed and digested by the mantle, because we have no record
of that 142Nd in rocks as old as 3.4Ga.The existence of detrital zircons dated 4.3 to 4.4Ga
seemtocarryasimilarmessage.Nocontinental rocks.Onlydetritalminerals.Allofthis sug-
gests that the primordial continental crust was ephemeral. Apart from this possible occur-
rence of a very primordial continental crust (perhaps a plagioclast crust like that on the
Moon) thegrowth curvesofcontinents inthegeological andgeochemical senseofthe term is
whatwehave established.Allof this is roundedup in a summary¢gure.ThePAT (Patterson)
age is themythical ageof4.55GadeterminedbyPatterson (Figure6.80) (seeChapter5).

6.8 Conclusion

Like the remainderof this textbook, this chapter placesmore emphasis on methods of rea-
soning than on any would-be ¢rm and ¢nal results. However, it exposes results that seem
either tobe robustorwhichprobably forma¢rstapproximationofreality.
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Thegeneralmethoddeveloped in this chapter isbasedon the ideaofusing radiogenic iso-
topesas tracers ofphenomena.Biologists injectradioactivetracerstounderstandthephysio-
logyofananimalbodyora cell; hydrologists orchemistsuse coloringagents tomonitor £uid
movement. Like them, we too use tracers to study geological phenomena.This method has
provedextraordinarilye¡ectivefordeciphering thestructureandphysiologyoftheplanet.
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PAT age Age (Ga)
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Differentiation
of iron

Figure 6.80 Timescale of the different phenomena that occurred in the early Solar System and the different
phases of early formation and differentiation of the Earth from the isotope results. PAT age, Patterson age.
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Geological tracers have an original feature comparedwith other tracers in that they are
chronometers too.They move aroundwith the motion ofmatter but keep a record of their
history, which iswhatmakes them sovaluable. In addition, they canbeused for exploring a
widetimerange:notonly the12billionyearsofthehistoryoftheUniverseandthe4.5billion
years of the Earth’s historybut also the details ofplanetogenesis some 4.5 billionyears ago
or recentphenomenaofthe lastmillennia.
A second original feature is that the isotopic variations explored here are tiny, ranging

from10�3 to10�5. Inotherwords,none of thiswouldbe feasiblewithoutthe incredibly pre-
ciseand sensitive technique ofmass spectrometry.
Lastly, andthis isnotthe leastadvantage,wehaveahighnumberof isotopic tracers (more

than 40).Thus extremely varied problems can be addressed with the same techniques and
the samemethods.There is no doubtthatthe futurewill seemore detailed studiesofthevar-
ious fundamental phenomena (ocean ridges, subduction) and of the primordial Earth
using the samemethodology.

Problems

1 We consider the following geological history of a granite. Some 1500 Ma ago a volcanic–

detrital sediment formed by mixing in the proportions of 1/3 and 2/3. The volcanic

sediment has a 87Sr/86Sr ratio of 0.703, and the Sr and Rb concentrations are 300 ppm and

10 ppm, respectively. For the detrital sediment, the 87Sr/86Sr ratio¼ 0.720 and the Sr and

Rb concentrations are 100 ppm and 100 ppm, respectively. The sediment is changed into

rock and sinks progressively over 500 Ma. At that time, caught up in orogenic convulsions,

it undergoes anatexis, which gives rise to a granite by partial melting. The Rb/Sr ratio of

the melt is (Rb/Sr)melt¼ 3(Rb/Sr)sediment. The granite then evolves over 1 Ga.

(i) Show the isotope history of the granite on a graph.

(ii) Calculate the initial and present-day 87Sr/86Sr ratios of the granite.

2 In some cases, workers ascribe an important role to the metal core to modify classical

conclusions about the mantle.

(i) We assume the core contains potassium in a concentration of about 100 ppm. How does

that affect the 40Ar balance as it has been envisaged? Calculate the mass of 40Ar in the

core and the lower mantle.

(ii) Core–mantle reactions are also evoked to explain the lead isotope compositions of OIB. Take

the 238U/204Pb ratios for the current � value of the Earth of 1; the ratio of the primordial

mantle is 7 and that of the core is 0. Calculate the lead concentration in the core, given that

the total lead concentration of the core–lower mantle system is Cm
Pb¼ 0.696 ppm and that

in the lower mantle, after initial differentiation of the core, Cm
Pb¼ 0.1611.

(iii) Suppose that after initial differentiation, the core continues to deplete the lower mantle

of lead. Schematically, let us accept that 20% of the lead disappears (increasing the

�mantle value) and that the phenomenon can be modeled by a two-stage process involving

an extraction episode followed by an episode with no extraction, the age of the change in

regime being 3 Ga. Calculate the 206Pb/204Pb and 207Pb/204Pb ratios of the lower mantle.

Locate them relative to the 4.5 Ga geochron.

(iv) Do the same calculation with Tdiff¼ 4 Ga.

(v) Can you draw any geochemical conclusions from these calculations?
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3 The Canadian Dick Armstrong (1981) proposed a new model of continent growth. This problem

looks more closely at his idea. Armstrong supposed that all of the continental crust differentiated

say 4.5 Ga ago (like the core and most of the atmosphere) but that since then, during each

mountain-building episode, part of the continent is reinjected into the mantle (as sediment or as

detachment from the lithosphere) and that symmetrically an identical piece of continent is

formed at the expense of the mantle.

In this model, the � of the mantle and continental crust remain constant. It is supposed there

were four periods of exchange: at 3.5 Ga, 2.5 Ga, 1.5 Ga, and at the present day. It is assumed

that at present a quarter of the continental crust is swallowed up and regenerated.

(i) Calculate and draw the two (�, t) curves of evolution for average continental crust and for

the supposedly isolated upper mantle.

(ii) Calculate and draw the statistical age diagrams for 143Nd/144Nd represented in 
 (t ),
87Sr/86Sr, 147Sm/144Nd¼�Sm, 87Rb/86Sr¼�Rb. The subscripts c, m, and 0 represent the

continent, mantle, and Earth, respectively. We note 143Nd/144Nd¼�Nd, 87Sr/86Sr¼�Sr at

4.4 Ga, the starting point of the calculation.

So:

�Nd
0 ¼ 0:506 677; �Sr

0 ¼ 0:6989

�Sm
c ¼ 0:11;�Sm

m ¼ 0:25

�Rb
c ¼ 1;�Rb

m ¼ 0:05:

(iii) What do you conclude?

4 The residence time of oceanic lithosphere in the primitive upper mantle is 
 1 Ga. It can be

assumed that when it goes through the mid-ocean ridge, the corresponding 70 km of mantle is

entirely degassed. The 4He in the upper mantle is the sum of two terms. The radiogenic part,

formed in situ over 1 Ga, and the part from the lower mantle at the same time as 3He during

the same period. This second part will be ignored.

(i) Calculate the quantity of 4He accumulated in 1 Ga in the upper mantle, knowing that

U¼ 5 ppb and Th/U¼ 2.5.

(ii) Given that degassing of 3He from the ocean ridges is 1 � 103 moles yr�1 and that

(4He/3He)¼ 105, calculate the residence time of 4He in the upper mantle. What do you

conclude about the processes involved?

5 We consider the continental crust–depleted mantle system, as in Section 6.3.

(i) We wish to calculate the best 143Nd/144Nd and 147Sm/144Nd ratios for the continental

crust ( )cc, primitive mantle ( )pm, and residual mantle ( )dm.

We note the isotope ratios �Nd and the 147Sm/144Nd ratio¼�Sm/Nd.

We give:

�Nd
pm ¼ 0:512 62� 0:000 01

�Nd
dm ¼ 0:513 15� 0:000 01:

From which �cc
Nd is between 0.511 and 0.5120.

�Sm=Nd
pm ¼ 0:197� 0:01

�Sm=Nd
cc ¼ 0:11� 0:01:

From which �dm
Sm/Nd is between 0.227 and 0.280.
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Calculate the factor W Nd ¼ M CC C Nd
CC

m T C Nd
T

where mcc is the mass of the continental crust and mT the mass of the primitive mantle, which

differentiated by extraction of the continental crust.

Calculate the model age of differentiation of the continental crust.

(ii) We also give the values for the 87Sr/86Sr ratio noted �Sr and �Rb/Sr for 87Rb/86Sr:

�Sr
pm ¼ 0:7047; �Sr

dm ¼ 0:7020; �Sr
cc ¼ variable

�Sr
cc ¼ 0:3� 0:5; �Rb=Sr

pm ¼ 0:09; �
Rb=Sr
dm �

Rb=Sr
dm ¼ 0:

Given that WNd/WSr¼ 1.5, calculate WSr, �cc
Sr, the strontium model age, and �cc

Rb/Sr.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

Stable isotope geochemistry

When de¢ning the properties of isotopes we invariably say that the isotopes of an element
have the same chemical properties, because theyhave the same electron shell, but di¡erent
physicalproperties,becausetheyhavedi¡erentmasses.However, ifthebehaviorof isotopes
of any chemical element is scrutinized very closely, small di¡erences are noticeable: in the
course of a chemical reaction as in the course of a physical process, isotope ratios varyand
isotopic fractionation occurs. Such fractionation is very small, a few tenths or hundredths
of1%, and is only well marked for the light elements, let us say thosewhose atomic mass is
lessthan40.However, thankstotheextremeprecisionofmodernmeasurementtechniques,
values can be measured for almost all of the chemical elements, even if they are extremely
small for theheavyones.

When we spoke of isotope geochemistry in the ¢rst part of this book, we voluntarily
omitted suchphenomena and concentratedon isotopevariations related to radioactivity,
which are preponderant.We now need to look into the subtle physical and chemical
fractionation of stable isotopes, the use of which is extremely important in the earth
sciences.

7.1 Identifying natural isotopic fractionation
of light elements

The systematic studyof the isotopic composition of light elements in the various naturally
occurring compoundsbrings out variationswhich seem to comply with apurely naturalis-
tic logic. These variations in isotope composition are extremely slight, and are generally
expressed inaspeci¢cunit,the dunit.

d ¼ sample isotope ratio� standard isotope ratio

standard isotope ratio

� �
� 103:

Ultimately,d isarelativedeviation fromastandard,expressedasthenumberofpartspermil
(ø). Isotope ratios are expressedwiththeheavier isotope inthenumerator.

Ifd ispositivethenthesample is richer intheheavy isotopethanthestandard. Ifd isnega-
tive then the sample is poorer in the heavy isotope than the standard.The terms‘‘rich’’and
‘‘poor’’are understood as relative to the isotope in the numeratorof the isotope ratio in the
formula above: by convention it is always the heavy isotope.Thus we speakof the 18O/16O,
D/H, 13C/12C ratio, etc. The standard is chosen for convenience and may be naturally



abundant such as seawater for 18O/16O and D/H, a given carbonate for 13C/12C, or even a
commercial chemical (Craig,1965).

Exercise

Oxygen has three stable isotopes, 16O, 17O, and 18O, with average abundances of 99.756%,

0.039%, and 0.205%, respectively. The 16O/18O ratio in a Jurassic limestone is 472.4335. In

average sea water, this same ratio is 16O/18O¼ 486.594. If average sea water is taken as the

standard, what is the d of the limestone in question?

Answer
By convention, d is always expressed relative to the heavy isotope. We must therefore invert

the ratios stated in the question, giving 0.002 116 7 and 0.002 055 1, respectively. Applying

the formula defining d18O gives d18O¼þ30.

Exercise

The four naturally occurring, stable isotopes of sulfur are 32S, 33S, 34S, and 36S. Their average

abundances are 95.02%, 0.75%, 4.21%, and 0.017%, respectively. Generally, we are interested

in the ratio of the two most abundant isotopes, 34S and 32S. The standard for sulfur is the

sulfide of the famous Canyon Diablo meteorite1 with a 32S/34S value of 22.22. We express d
relative to the heavy isotope, therefore:

d ¼
ð34S=32SÞsample

ð34S=32SÞstandard

� 1

 !
� 103:

If we have a sample of sulfur from a natural sulfide, for example, with 32S/34S¼ 23.20, what is

its d34S?

Answer
Given that the standard has a 34S/32S ratio of 0.0450 and the sample a ratio of 0.0431,

d34S¼� 42.22. Notice here that the sign is negative, which is important. By definition, the

standard has a value d ¼ 0.

7.1.1 The double-collection mass spectrometer

Variations in the isotope compositionoflightelements are small, evenverysmall.Aprecise
instrument is required to detect them (and a fastone, ifwewant enough results to represent
natural situations).We have already seen the principle of how a mass spectrometer works.
Remember that in a scanning spectrometer, themagnetic ¢eld is varied and the ionbeams
correspondingtothedi¡erentmasses (ordi¡erentisotopes)arepickedupinturn inacollec-
tor.The collector picks up the ions and provides an electric current which is fed through a
resistor togiveavoltage read-out.
As we have already said, in multicollector mass spectrometers, the collectors are ¢xed

andthebeamsofthevarious isotopesarereceivedsimultaneously. Inthiswaywegetaround

1 Canyon Diablo is the meteorite that dug Meteor Crater in the Arizona desert.
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the temporary £uctuations that may occur during ionization. However, the recording cir-
cuits for thevarious collectorsmustbe identical.

Since1948, the double-collectionmass spectrometer inventedbyNier hasbeenused for
measuring slight isotopic di¡erences for elements which can be measured in the gaseous
state and which are ionized by electron bombardment (Nier, 1947; Nier et al., 1947).2 The
two electrical currents, picked up by two Faraday cups, are computed using aWheatstone
bridge arrangement, whichwe balance (we measure the resistance values required to bal-
ancethebridge).Theratioofelectrical currentsIa/b is thereforedirectlyrelatedtotheisotope
ratioRa/bby the equation:

Ia=b ¼ KRa=b

whereK is a fractionation factorand re£ectsbias thatmayoccurduringmeasurement. It is
evaluatedwith an instantaneous calibration systemusing a standard.The standard sample
ismeasured immediatelyafter theunknownsamplex.Thisgives:

Is ¼ KRs:

EliminatingK fromthetwoequationsgives:

Ix

Is
¼ Rx

Rs
:

Themeasurementofthe relative deviation is then introducedquitenaturally:

Dx ¼
Rx � Rs

Rs
¼ Rx

Rs
� 1

� �
Ix
Is
� 1

� �
:

Aswearehandlingsmallnumbers, thisnumber ismultipliedby1000forthesakeofconveni-
ence. This is where the de¢nition of the d unit comes from, which is therefore provided
directlyby themass spectrometermeasurement, sinced¼�x � 103.

This gas-source, double-collection mass spectrometer automatically corrects two types
of e¡ect. First, it eliminates time £uctuations which mean that whenwe‘‘scan’’ by varying
themagnetic ¢eld (see Chapter1), the emission at time twhen isotope1is recordedmaybe
di¡erentfromemissionattime(tþ�t)when isotope2isrecorded.Second, itcorrectserrors
generatedby theapplianceby thesample^standardswitching technique.

The measurement sequence is straightforward: sample measurement, standard meas-
urement, samplemeasurement, etc.Theoperation is repeatedseveral times to ensuremeas-
urement reproducibility. Fortunately, many light elements can enter gas compounds.This
is the case of hydrogen in the form H2 (or H2O), of carbon and oxygen as CO2, of sulfur
(SO2) or (SF6), of nitrogen (N2), of chlorine (Cl2), and so on. For other elements such as
boron, lithium, magnesium, calcium, and iron, it was not until advances were made in
solid-source mass spectrometry or the emergence of inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry (ICPMS), originally developed for radiogenic isotope studies, that an

2 Multicollector mass spectrometers for thermo-ionization or plasma sources have been routinely used
only since the year 2000 because of electronic calibration difficulties.
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e¡ective multicollection technique could be used.This domain is booming today and we
shall touchupon itatthe endofthis chapter.3

7.1.2 Some isotope variations and identifying coherence

Oxygen
This is the most abundant chemical element on Earth, not only in the ocean but also
in the silicate Earth (Figure 7.1). Its isotope composition varies clearly, which is a
godsend!
Oxygen has three isotopes: 18O,17O, and16O (themost abundant).Wegenerallystudy var-

iations in the18O/16O ratio expressed, of course, in � units, takingordinary seawater as the
benchmark (with d¼ 0byde¢nition).4 Systematicmeasurementofvariousnaturallyoccur-
ring compounds (molecules, minerals, rocks, water vapor, etc.) reveals that theyhave char-
acteristic isotope compositions that are peculiar to their chemical natures and their
geochemical origins, whatever their geological ages or their geographical origins. For
igneous or metamorphic silicate rocks d is positive, ranging from þ5 to þ13. Such rocks
are therefore enriched in 18O (relative to sea water). Limestones are even more enriched
since their d valuesvary fromþ25 toþ34.Ofcourse,wemayaskwhat ‘‘o¡sets’’such enrich-
ment in18O.
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Figure 7.1 Distribution of oxygen isotope compositions in the main terrestrial reservoirs expressed in
d18O. The isotope fractionation factors are shown for various important reservoirs. The smaller
numbers indicate extreme values. Values are of d18O expressed relative to standard mean ocean
water (SMOW). After Craig and Boato (1955).

3 The technique of alternating sample and standard used with electron bombardment of gas sources is
difficult to implement whether with sources working by thermo-ionic emission or by ICPMS because of
the possible memory effects or cross-contamination.

4 It is called standard mean ocean water (SMOW).
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Which compoundshavenegative d values?Weobserve thatthoseoffreshwaterarenega-
tive, ranging from �10 to �50. A few useful but merely empirical observations can be
inferred from this. As we know that limestones precipitate from seawater, enrichment in
18O suggests that limestone precipitateswith enrichment in the heavy isotope. Conversely,
we know that fresh water comes from evaporation and then condensation of a universal
source, theocean. Itcanthereforebededucedthatthereisdepletion in18Oduringthehydro-
logical cycle (evaporation^condensation).Theseobservationssuggestthere isaconnection
between certain natural phenomena, their physical and chemical mechanisms, the origin
oftheproducts, and isotopefractionation.

Hydrogen
Letusnowlookatthenatural isotopicvariationsofhydrogen, thatis,variations inthe(D/H)
ratio (D is the symbol for deuterium). Taking mean ocean water as the standard, it is
observed thatorganic products, trees, petroleum, etc. and rocks are enriched in deuterium
whereas freshwatercontains lessof it (Figure7.2).

We¢nd similar behavior to that observed foroxygen, namelydepletion of the heavy iso-
tope in fresh water and enrichment in rocks and organic products.The product in which
hydrogen and oxygen are associated is water (H2O). It is important therefore to know
whether the variations observed for D/H and 18O/16O in natural water are ‘‘coherent’’or
not. Coherence in geochemistry is ¢rst re£ected by correlation. Epstein and Mayeda
(1953) from Chicago and then Harmon Craig (1961) of the Scripps Institution of
Oceanographyat theUniversityof California observed excellent correlation for rainwater
between D/Hand18O/16O, which shows that there is ‘‘coherence’’ in isotopic fractionation
related to the water cycle (Figure 7.3).This invites us therefore to look more closely at any
quantitative relationsbetween isotopefractionationandthemajor naturalphenomena.
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Figure 7.2 Distribution of isotope compositions of hydrogen expressed in dD in the main terrestrial
reservoirs. After Craig and Boato (1955).
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7.1.3 Characterization of isotope variations

Between two geological products A and B, related bya natural process, andwhose isotope
ratiosarenotatedRAandRB,we canwrite:

�AB ¼
RA

RB

where �AB is the overall fractionation factor between A and B.With dA and dB being
de¢ned as previously, we canwrite:

�AB ¼
1þ �A

1000

1þ �B
1000

� 1þ ðdA � dBÞ
1000

following theapproximation 1þ "ð Þ= 1þ "0ð Þ � 1þ "� "0ð Þ.
We note �AB¼ dA� dB. This yields a fundamental formula for all stable isotope

geochemistry:

1000ð�AB�1Þ � DAB:

Exercise

Given that the d18O value of a limestone is þ24 and that the limestone formed by precipita-

tion from sea water, calculate the overall limestone–sea water fractionation factor �.

Answer
DLim�H2O ¼ dCa � dH2O ¼ 24� 0. We deduce that �¼ 1.024.
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It is possible, then, to calculate the overall fractionation factors for various geological
processes: the transition from granite to clay by weathering, the evaporation of water
between ocean and clouds, the exchange of CO2 in the atmosphere with that dissolved in
theoceanorwith carbonofplants, andsoon.

This is a descriptive approach, not an explanatory one.Various chemical reactions
and physical processes have been studied in the laboratory to determine the variations
in theirassociated isotope compositions.Thus, for instance, ithasbeenobserved thatwhen
water evaporates, the vapor is enriched in light isotopes for both hydrogen and oxygen.
Fractionation factors havebeen de¢ned for eachprocess from carefulmeasurementsmade
in the laboratory.These elementary fractionation factorswillbe denoted�.

Geochemists have endeavored to synthesize these two types of information, that is,
to connect q and a, in other words, to break down natural phenomena into a series of
elementary physical and chemical processes whose isotope fractionations are measured
experimentally. This approach involves making models of natural processes. We then
calculate � frommeasurements of�made in the laboratory.When the agreementbetween �
so calculated and � observed in nature is ‘‘good,’’ the model proposed can be considered a
‘‘satisfactory’’ imageofreality.Thus,while the studyof the isotopic compositions ofnatural
compounds is interesting in itself, it also provides insight into the underlying mechanisms
ofnatural phenomena.Hence the role oftracers ofphysical^chemicalmechanisms ingeo-
logicalprocesses thatareassociatedwithstudiesoflight-isotopefractionation.

In attempting to exposematters logically, we shall not trace its historical development.We
shall endeavor ¢rst to present isotope fractionation associatedwithvarious types ofphysical
andchemicalphenomenaandthentolookatsomeexamplesofnatural isotopefractionation.

7.2 Modes of isotope fractionation

7.2.1 Equilibrium fractionation

As a consequence of elements having several isotopes, combinations between chemical ele-
ments, that is molecules and crystals, have many isotopic varieties. Let us take the molecule
H2Obywayof illustration.Thereare di¡erent isotopicvarieties:H2

18O,H2
17O,H2

16O,D2
18O,

D2
17O,D2

16O,DH18O,DH17O,DH16O (omitting combinationswith tritium,T).These di¡er-
entmolecules are known as isotopologs. Of these,H2

16Oaccounts for 97%,H2
18O for 2.2%,

H2
17O for about 0.5%, and DH16O for about 0.3%.When the molecule H2O is involved in a

chemical process, all of its varieties contribute andwe shouldwrite the various equilibrium
equationsnotjustforH2Oalonebutforall the corresponding isotopicmolecules.

Chemical equilibria
Letus consider, forexample, the reaction

Si18O2 þ 2H16
2 O! Si16O2 þ 2H18O;

which corresponds toamassaction law:

ðH2
18OÞ2ðSi16O2Þ

ðH2
16OÞ2ðSi18O2Þ

¼ KðTÞ:
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HaroldUrey (1947),andindependentlyBigeleisenandMayer (1947),showedusingstatisti-
cal quantummechanics that this kindofequilibrium constant, although close to1, is di¡er-
entfrom1.
Moregenerally, foran isotope exchange reaction aA1þ bB2! aA2þ bB1,whereB andA

are compounds and the subscripts1and 2 indicate the existence of two isotopes of an ele-
ment common toboth compounds, we canwrite in statistical thermodynamics, following
Urey (1947) andBigeleisenandMayer (1947):

K ¼ QðA2Þ
QðA1Þ

� �a
� QðB1Þ
QðB2Þ

� �b
:

FunctionsQaretermedpartition functionsofthemoleculeandaresuchthatforagiven sin-
gle chemical specieswe canwrite:

Q2

Q1
¼ �1
�2

M2

M1

� �3=2 P exp �E2i

kT

� �
P

exp �E1i

kT

� � � I1
I2
:

Inthis equation�1and�2 arethesymmetrynumbersofmolecules1and2,E2iandE1iarethe
di¡erent rotational or vibrational energy levels of the molecules, M1 and M2 are their
masses, and I1and I2 aretheirmomentsof inertia.
Thegreater theratioM1/M2 thegreater thefractionationbetween isotopespecies,all else

beingequal. It canalsobe shownthat lnK, as foranyequilibriumconstant, canbeput in the
form a0 + b0/T+c0/T2, which induces the principle of the isotopic thermometer. It can be
deduced from the formulathat asT increasesK tends towards1.At veryhigh temperatures,
isotope fractionation tends tobecome zeroandat low temperature it ismuchgreater.5 Ifwe
de¢ne the isotope fractionation factor � associated with a process by the ratio
A2=A1ð Þ= B2=B1ð Þ ¼ �AB, � and K are related by the equation � ¼ K1=n, where n is the
numberofexchangeableatoms.Thus, intheprevious example,n¼ 2as therearetwooxygen
atomstobe exchanged, butusually�¼K.
Letus nowwrite the fractionation factor�AB in d notation, noting each isotope ratioRA

andRB:

dA ¼
RA

RS
� 1

� �
103 dB ¼

RB

RS
� 1

� �
103;

RSbeing the standard.

� ¼
1þ �A

1000

1þ �B
1000

 !
� 1þ ðdA � dBÞ

1000
;

sincedAanddBaresmall.

5 Remember that isotope geology studies phenomena from �80 8C (polar ice caps) to 1500 8C (magmas)
and in the cosmic domain the differences are even higher.
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We come back to the equation (�AB� 1) 1000¼ dA� dB¼�AB, which we met for the
factor�.

Exercise

We measure the d 18O of calcite and water with which we have tried to establish equilibrium.

We find dcal¼ 18.9 and dH2O ¼ �5. What is the calcite–water partition coefficient at 50 8C?

Calculate it without and with the approximation ð1þ d1Þ=ð1þ d2Þ � 1þ ðd1 � d2Þ.

Answer
(1) Without approximation: �cal�H2O ¼ 1:024 02.

(2) With approximation: �cal�H2O ¼ 1:0239.

Physical equilibria
Such equilibrium fractionation is not reserved for the sole casewhere chemical species are
di¡erent, but also applies when a phase change is observed, for instance.The partial pres-
sure of a gas is Pg¼Ptotal � Xg, where Xg is the molar fraction. Moreover, the gas^liquid
equilibrium obeys Henry’s law.Thus, when water evaporates, the vapor is enriched in the
light isotope. If the mixture H2

18O andH2
16O is considered perfect, and if thewater vapor

is aperfectgas,we canwrite:

PðH2
16OÞ ¼ Xe

H2
16

O
� P0ðH2

16OÞ

PðH2
18OÞ ¼ Xe

H2
18

O
� P0ðH2

18OÞ

whereP is thetotalpressure,Xdesignatesthemolar fractions intheliquid,andP0 (H2O)the
saturatedvapor pressure.Then (prove it as an exercise):

�ðvapor�liquidÞ ¼ P0ðH2
18OÞ

P0ðH2
16OÞ ;

thedenser liquidbeing thelessvolatileP0 (H2
18O)<P0 (H2

16O)and�< 1.Likeall fractiona-
tion factors,� isdependentontemperature.UsingClapeyron’s equation, itcanbeshownthat
ln� canbewritten in the form ln � ¼ ða=TÞ þ b. Forwaterat 20 8C(this is thevapor^liquid
coe⁄cient,nottheopposite!),�18O ¼ 0:991 and �D ¼ 0:918.At208Cfractionationisthere-
foreabouteighttimesgreater fordeuteriumthan for18O. (Remember this factorof8 forlater.)

Exercise

What is the law of variation of � with temperature in a process of gas–liquid phase change?

We are given that �¼ P0 (X1)/P0 (X2), where X1 and X2 are the two isotopes.

Answer
Let us begin from Clapeyron’s equation:

dP

dT
¼ L vapor

TV vapor
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where T is the temperature, V the volume, and Lvapor the latent heat of vaporization.

1

P

dP

dT
¼ L

T V P
:

Since PV¼nRT (Mariotte’s law):

1

P

dP

dT
¼ L

R T 2 hence
dP

P
¼ L

R T 2 dT :

Integrating both terms gives ln P ¼ L
RT þ C .

Since � ¼ P 0ðX1Þ=P 0ðX2Þ, we have:

ln� ¼ ln P 0ðX1Þ � ln P 0ðX2Þ ¼
L X1
� L X2

R T
þ C :

Exercise

The liquid–vapor isotope fractionation is measured for oxygen and hydrogen of water at three

temperatures (see table below):

Temperature (8C) �D �18O

þ 20 1.0850 1.0098

0 1.1123 1.0117

� 20 1.1492 1.0141

(1) Draw the curve of variation of � with temperature in (�, T), [ln(�), 1/T], and [ln(�), 1/T2].

(2) What is the d value of water vapor in deuterium and 18O at 20 8C and at 0 8C, given that

water has d¼ 0 for (H) and (O)?

(3) Let us imagine a simple process whereby water evaporates at 20 8C in the temperate zone and

then precipitates anew at 0 8C. What is the slope of the precipitation diagram (d D, d 18O)?

Answer
(1) The answer is left for readers to find (it will be given in the main text).

(2) At þ 20 8C, d D¼�85 and d 18O¼�9.8, and at 0 8C, d D¼�112.3 and d 18O¼�11.7.

(3) The slope is 14.3. In nature it is 8, proving that we need to refine the model somewhat (the

liquids have as starting values at 20 8C, d D¼ 0 and d 18O¼ 0 and at 0 8C, d D¼�27.3 and

d 18O¼�1.9).

7.2.2 Kinetic fractionation

Forageneral accountofkinetic fractionation seeBigeleisen (1965).

Transport phenomena
During transport, as isotopic species have di¡erent masses, they move at di¡erent speeds.
The fastest isotopes are the lightest ones. Isotopic fractionation may result from these
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di¡erences in speed. Suppose we have molecules or atoms with the same kinetic energy
E¼ 1

2mv2. For two isotopicmolecules1and 2 ofmassesm1andm2, we canwritev1, v2 being
thevelocities:

v1
v2
¼ m2

m1

� �1=2

:

The ratio of the speed of two‘‘isotopic molecules’’ is proportional to the square root of the
inverse ratio of their mass.This law corresponds, for example, to the isotopic fractionation
that occurs during gaseous di¡usion for which the fractionation factor between two iso-
topesof16Oand18Ofor themoleculeO2 iswritten:

� ¼ 32

34

� �1=2

¼ 1:030:

Note in passing that such fractionation is ofthe sameorderas the fractionationwe encoun-
tered during equilibrium processes! Such fractionation is commonplace during physical
transportphenomena.Forexample,whenwaterevaporates, vapor is enriched inmolecules
containing light isotopes (H rather than D, 16O rather than 18O). In the temperate zone
(T¼ 20 8C), for water vapor over the ocean �18O¼�13, whereas for vapor in equilibrium
thevalue is closer to �18O¼�9, as seen.

Chemical reactions
Isotopically di¡erent molecules react chemically at di¡erent rates. Generally, the lighter
molecules react more quickly. Lighter molecules are therefore at a kinetic advantage.This
is due to two combined causes. First, aswehave just seen, lightmolecules move faster than
heavymolecules.Therefore lightmoleculeswill collidemore. Second, heavymolecules are
more stable than lightones.Duringcollisions, theywillbe dissociated lessoftenandwillbe
less chemically reactive.Thedetailsofthemechanismsaremore complex.Duringachemi-
cal reaction, there is avariation in isotopic compositionbetween the initialproduct andthe
endproduct.Letus consider, forexample, the reaction:

CþO2 ! CO2:

Intermsofoxygen isotopes, thereare twomain reactions:

Cþ16 O18O! C16O18O

Cþ16 O16O! C16O2:

Remark
The other possible reactions are not important. The reaction Cþ 18O16O!C16O18O is identical to

the first in terms of its result. The reaction Cþ 18O18O!C18O2 yields a molecule of very low

abundance as 18O is much rarer than 16O.

Thesetworeactionsoccuratdi¡erentspeeds,withtwokinetic constants,K18andK16.Letus
note the initial concentrations of the product containing the isotopes18 and16 asU18 and
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U16, giving
16O16O,andnoteasY18andY16 the concentrationsofC

18O16OandC16O2.We can
write:

� dU18

dt
¼ K18 U18 ¼

dY18

dt

and

� dU16

dt
¼ K16 U16 ¼

dY16

dt
:

Ifthe concentrationof initialproducts iskeptconstant

Y18

Y16
¼ K18

K16

U18

U16
:

Therefore

18O
16O

� �
CO2

¼ �
18O
16O

� �
O2

;

or:

� ¼ K18

K16
:

The isotopic fractionation factor is equal to the ratio of the kinetic constants for each
isotope.
A fuller expressionofthis ratiomaybeobtainedbystatisticalmechanicsby using the fact

that the kinetic process consists of two transitions, one towards the activated complex and
theother towardsthestable compound.Naturally,weusuallyhavevery fewdataonthisacti-
vated complex which is very short-lived. Two reactions with two di¡erent isotopes (see
Lasaga,1997)arewritten:

Aþ BC�!K1
ABþ C and Aþ BC0�!K2

ABþ C0:

Itcanbeshownthat

K1

K2
¼ QABC0 QBC

QABC QBC0
;

Q being partition functions corresponding to theactivated complexandto themolecules.
It should be possible to determine the parameters by spectrometry and so check the
precision of this theory but in fact the problem is so complex that we are far from having
resolved the theoretical approach and having determined the necessary spectroscopic
parameters. But we do understand the general sense of the mechanisms, which is the
most important thing. Experimental data are therefore used to model natural
phenomena.
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The temperature e¡ect
During transport, isotopic fractionation is insensitive to temperature as it is in (m1/m2)

1/2.
However, collisions and molecular recombinations are a function of energy and therefore
oftemperatureandaretheoreticallyactivated. It isunderstandable, then, that isotopic frac-
tionationvarieswith temperature duringkineticprocesses.

Roughlyspeaking, temperature shouldpromotekinetic fractionation.Havingmade this
simple observation, things become more complicated. Isotopic exchange, the process by
which equilibrium is attained, is itself a kinetic process and is therefore activated by tem-
perature, so much so that the increased fractionation because of kinetic e¡ects is progres-
sively cancelled because the equilibrium processes become dominant and therefore
fractionationwill diminishwiththe increase intemperature.

This doublegeneral processwill thus leadtoa lawofkinetic fractionation representedby
abell-shaped curve: fractionation increasing with temperature at ¢rst, and then declining
beyond a certain temperature.This rule is modulated byspeci¢ckinetic mechanisms.This
is why, despite many attempts, we have never managed to give a general expression for
kinetic isotopic fractionationbasedon statisticalmechanics.

Biological e¡ects
Many (if not all) biochemical reactions involve isotopic fractionation. A number of these
fractionation phenomena have been studied in vitro and in vivo, elucidating the intimate
mechanisms of certain important biochemical reactions. It is understandable, then, that
somebiologicalmechanisms, formedby the combinationor the successionofbiochemical
reactions, produce isotopic e¡ects someofwhichare particularly important in geochemis-
try and so deserve our attention. Let us discuss two of them: sulfate^sul¢de reduction by
Desulfovibrio desulfuricans bacteria and chlorophyll photosynthesis (Harrison and
Thode,1957,1958).

Sulfate^sul¢de reduction byDesulfovibriodesulfuricansbacteria The reaction for the
reduction of sulfate to sul¢de is written SO2�

4 ) S2�. It involves a big change in the
degreeofoxidation ofsulfur (þ6) to (�2),which ismadepossible at low temperature only
by the intervention of the bacteria in question (conversely, the reaction S2� ! SO2�

4 is
easy). This bacterial reduction goes along with isotopic fractionation favoring the light
isotope of sulfur but whose amplitude is well below that of the sul¢de, sulfate equili-
brium process, governed by the mass action law (�¼ 1.025 at 25 8C versus �¼ 1.075 for
the equilibrium process). This means the sulfate is enriched in the heavy isotope (34S)
when there is fractionation with the sul¢de.This fractionation plays a role in nature and
helps to¢x the isotopic composition of low-temperature naturallyoccurring sul¢des (see
the endofthis chapter).

Chlorophyll photosynthesis During this process atmospheric CO2 is ¢xed and
the reduced carbon is incorporated into organic molecules. An enrichment in 12C com-
pared with 13C is observed.The d13C value of atmospheric CO2 is �8ø. For carbonate
sediments, d13C varies from þ5 to �5ø. However, plants have d13C values ranging,
depending on varieties, from �15 to �35ø. Park and Epstein (1960) of the California
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Institute of Technology showed that an important step in 12C enrichment occurred in
the process of photosynthesis. They were even able to attribute partition coe⁄cients to
the di¡erent photosynthetic mechanisms (this is outside our ¢eld but is important in
biochemistry).
In short, letus say thatthebiochemical e¡ects are important.Theyare even fundamental

in some instances in geochemistry for understanding awhole series ofphenomena such as
those related to the CO2 cycle or the sulfur cycle. But need they be considered as speci¢c
e¡ects of living organisms that are not bound by ordinary physical and chemical laws?
Various studies have shown on the contrary that biological processes involving enzymes
are in fact a series of chemical reactions.These reactions are associatedwith isotopic frac-
tionation,generallyofthekinetic type.Theredonotseemtobe certainspeci¢cmechanisms
(such as the spin e¡ect) for biological reactions.Thesebiological fractionations of isotopes
havebeendiscussed indetailbyEricGalimov (1985).

7.2.3 The effects of molecular symmetry: mass-independent
fractionation

All the e¡ects we have examined so far fractionate isotopes according to laws propor-
tional to the di¡erence in mass of the isotopes.Thus, in carbonate precipitation, 18O/16O
fractionation is twice17O/16O fractionation. Inbacterial reduction ofsulfate, 34S/32S frac-
tionation is half 36S/32S fractionation. However, kinetic fractionation has been discov-
ered where di¡erences do not depend on the mass di¡erence but on the symmetry of
the molecule. Thus, 18O/16O and 17O/16O fractionation is the same. Mark Thiemens of
the University of California at San Diego has referred to these phenomena explaining
some fractionation observed byRobert Clayton in meteorites (Figure 7.4). Hehas proved
the reality of this phenomenon in the laboratory (Thiemens and Heidenreich, 1983).
These e¡ects also occur in nature, for instance, with ozone (O3) in the atmosphere and
for sul¢des in meteorites and also in Precambrian rocks. Although their theoretical
explanation is complex,6 it does seem that the decisive parameter in such fractionation is
molecular symmetry.
In this sense, two molecules 16O�18O or 16O�17O, both equally asymmetrical, should

have similardegreesoffractionation.During theozone-forming reaction in thehighatmo-
sphere (at an altitude of 50 km),which reaction is extremely important as ozone not only
absorbsultraviolet radiationandprotects theEarth,

OþO2 ! O�3

andthen

O�3 þM! O3 þM

in which O�3 is the excited molecule, and M is the molecule with which O�3 collides and
becomesde-excited.

6 This explanation was given by Rudy Marcus’s team at the California Institute of Technology chemistry
department, but is quite complicated. See Gao and Marcus (2001) for an example.
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Ithasbeen shownthatozoneofmass 54 (18O18O18O) is notenriched relative to16O16O16O
ozone ofmass 48, whereas the asymmetrical molecule 16O17O18Oofmass 51is enriched by
200%. It has also been shown that symmetrical ozone molecules 17O17O17O or 18O18O18O
are depleted, whereas all the asymmetrical molecules 16O17O17O or 17O18O18O, etc. are
enriched.This e¡ect, which is calledmass-independent fractionation andmightbe more
appropriately termed the molecular symmetry e¡ect, seems to act with reactions such as
OþCO!CO2,Oþ SiO!SiO2, etc.
This is an important process in the atmosphere and seems to have played a role in the

presolar primitive nebula as a linear relation of slope1is found in carbonaceous meteor-
ites between �17O and �18O (Figure 7.5).This is an important e¡ect but highly speci¢c to
certain processes. It is just beginning to be exploited but already very successfully (see
below).

7.3 The modalities of isotope fractionation

7.3.1 Kinetic effects or equilibrium effects? Isotopic exchange

Wehave already spoken of this in the earlier chapters. Letus recall a few facts here, as it is a
very important but often neglected phenomenon. Let us bring into contact two chemical
compounds, AO and BO, with at least one element in common, for example, both having
oxygen in their formulas. One of these species has been prepared with 18O exclusively, the
otherwith16O.Aftera certain time in contact it canbe seen thatthe18O/16O compositionof
thetwocompounds is suchthat:

ð18O=16OÞAO

ð18O=16OÞBO
¼ KðTÞ

where K (T) is the equilibrium constant. In other words, the isotopes 18O and 16O have
exchanged suchthatequilibriumhasbeenattained.The rateofthis isotope exchange canbe
measuredandseveralphenomenaobserved:

(1) It is fasterathigher temperatures.
(2) It is faster in gases or liquids than solids. If one of the compounds is a solid it

becomes very slow (in this case the rate of di¡usion in the solid limits the kinetics
of the process).

(3) It depends largely on the position oxygen occupies in the steric con¢guration of
compounds AO and BO,7 that is, the nearer oxygen is to the outside of the
molecular structure, the faster the kinetics8 ^ this isotope exchange is essential in
geochemistry as it provides understanding of various fundamental observations
(Figure7.6).

7 Which relates to the spatial arrangement of the atoms composing the molecule.
8 For example, in the complex ion SO4, oxygen exchanges much faster than sulfur. This is why in sulfate
water S retains the memory of its source but O does not.
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Letus supposewehave a reactionA!B together with kinetic isotope fractionation. If
A and B are left in contact for long enough, the isotopes of A and B swap over, and even-
tually the fractionation between A and B is of the equilibrium fractionation type. To
maintain kinetic fractionation, the initial product and the end product must not be left
in contact. An example of this is the reduction of the sulfate ion SO2�

4 to the sul¢de S2�

(bybacteria) which goes along with an out-of-equilibrium isotope e¡ect. If, after partial
reduction, the sulfate ion remains in contact with the sul¢de ion, the system tends to
establish sulfate^sul¢de isotopic equilibrium. Conversely, if the sul¢de ion S2� is in the
presence of a ferrous ion Fe2þ, the following reaction occurs: 2S2�þFe2þ!FeS2.This
iron sul¢de crystallizes and ‘‘isolates’’ the sul¢de from any further isotopic exchange which
would cancel out the kinetic e¡ect. This is why a number of naturally occurring sul¢des
have isotope compositions re£ecting the kinetic e¡ect (bacterial) related to sulfate
reduction.

Isotope exchange is activated by temperature; therefore, at high temperatures,
only swift and complete isolation of the resulting product can prevent equilibrium
fractionation from taking over. In practice, except for the case of gases that escape and
become isolated, such as gases fromvolcanoes, it is generally di⁄cult to observe kinetic
e¡ects at high temperatures. In these circumstances, equilibrium e¡ects are mostly
preponderant.
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Figure 7.6 Kinetic curve showing the speed of equilibration by water–quartz exchange. The quartz has
a d18O value of 10. Three types of water with different compositions are brought into contact with the
quartz at 500 8C. The initial isotope compositions of the waters are expressed in d: A (�5), B (þ5), and C
(þ15). The equilibrium value is 3. It can be seen that the three equilibration curves converge towards
the equilibrium value in a matter of days. After O’Neil (1986).
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7.3.2 A consequence: isotopic memory

As we have already said when discussing radiogenic isotopes, it is fundamental to under-
stand that all isotope geochemistry, including that of stable light isotopes, is based on the
fact that isotope exchange in the solidphase at low temperatures is veryslowandthe system
isnotconstantlyre-equilibrated,otherwisetherewouldbenoisotopicmemory.Thisderives
fromthe issuesofdi¡usion coveredpreviously.
Let us take the example of calcareous fossil shells. A shell records the 18O/16O isotope

composition of the sea water it was formed in and also the ambient temperature. Once
formed, the shellmoves aroundwith the animal that carries it andwhen the animal dies the
shell falls tothesea£oor.Thereit is incorporated intosedimentsandwiththemwillbepetri-
¢ed in a certain proportion and possibly, much later, will be brought to the surface on the
continentsby tectonicprocesses. Itwill remain there formillionsofyearsbeforeageologist
comes along and collects it for analysis. During this time, the fossil shell is in contact with
the groundwater that circulates in the outer layerof the Earth.Howdoes the shell behave in
contactwith this newwater? If it is isotopically re-equilibratedwith the freshwater whose d
value isverydi¡erentfrom zero, it loses its former isotopic compositionandsoitspaleother-
mal memory. Its isotopic composition no longer re£ects the conditions of the old ocean
but the conditions of recent aqueous circulation. In fact, in most (but not all!) cases, the
shell remains compact and no isotope exchange occurs.The low rate ofdi¡usion ofoxygen
in calciteat lowormoderatetemperatures limits themechanism.Andall thebetter forgeol-
ogists! Theycan determine thepast temperatureoftheoceanwhere the animalwhose shell
itwas lived.
An important phenomenon is cooling. Isotopic equilibrium among minerals is

established at high temperature.The mineral assemblage cools and so follows a decreas-
ing thermal trajectory. The isotope equilibrium constant is dependent on temperature,
and isotope reactions should continue to take place constantly matching temperature
and isotope composition. If this were so, the system would lose all memory of its past
at high temperature and isotope analysis would merely re£ect the low-temperature
equilibrium. In fact, as isotope exchange at low temperatures occurs very slowly, if
cooling is rapid, theminerals often retain the composition acquired at high temperature.
But this is not always so. Cooling is not always rapid. In metamorphism especially,
exchanges are sometimes accelerated by certain factors and ‘‘initial’’ isotope composi-
tions are not alwaysmaintained. But as the oxygen di¡usion constants of the various sili-
cateminerals are di¡erent, the temperatures indicatedby thevariousminerals also di¡er.
There is a sort of disequilibrium allowing us to detect the occurrence of any secondary
e¡ect.
All of this means that when measuring a compound’s isotopic composition we

must question the meaning of the message it carries and the time it was encoded.
Does it correspond to the period when the object formed? Is it the outcome of second-
ary phenomena? If so, what phenomena? Once again, everything is dominated by iso-
tope exchange mechanisms. The importance of these e¡ects is attested by the answer
to the following general observation. Why is sulfur isotope geochemistry not used
more often, since it has substantial natural variations (from þ60 to �40)? Because in
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many compounds, and particularly in sul¢des, secondary isotope exchange occurs
very rapidly. Through this exchange, the compounds lose much of the isotope memory
of their origins. Another reason is the fact that sulfur geochemistry is highly complex
with many degrees of oxidation, etc. However, interesting results have been obtained
with sulfur isotopes.

7.3.3 Open system or closed system

The open systemor in¢nite reservoir
Whenoneofthe reservoirspresent is of in¢nite size (or is in direct contactwithaboundless
reservoir) the modalities of isotope fractionation are governed by the initial fractionation
conditions and by conditions related to subsequent isotope exchange. No mass balance
e¡ectdisturbs the relationbetween�and�:

� ¼ �equilibrium; � ¼ �kinetic; or � ¼ �mixed;

dependingonthenatureofthe initial fractionation and the subsequent isotope exchange. If
the isotope composition of the in¢nite reservoir isR0, the‘‘large’’reservoir imposes its iso-
tope compositionthroughthefractionation factor:

R ¼ �R0 and � � �0 þ ð�� 1Þ 1000:

Exercise

Sea water has a d18O value of 0. Liquid–vapor fractionation at equilibrium at 20 8C is

�¼ 1.0098. What is the composition of the water vapor evaporating if it is in equilibrium

with the water?

Answer
The fractionation factor 18O=16Oð Þvapor=

18O=16O
� 	

liquid
¼ 1=� ¼ 0:990 29: Therefore (�� 1)¼

�0.0097, or d18O¼�9.7ø.

The closed system
Where the system is closed, a balance e¡ect is superimposed on the modalities described.
We note the isotope composition of the initial system R0 and assume that from there two
compounds,AandB, areproducedwith isotopic ratiosRAandRB.We canwrite an isotope
fractionation law (without specifyingwhether it is for equilibriumor not) characterized by
�AB, and an atom conservation equation.This gives:R0¼RAxþRB (1� x), wherex is the
molar fractionofthe element. In � notation, thisgives:

d0 ¼ dAxþ dBð1� xÞ or d0 ¼ ðdA � dBÞxþ dB or d0 ¼ DABxþ dB:

Exercise

Let us consider bacterial reduction SO2�
4 ! S2� by Desulfovibrio desulfuricans. The kinetic

fractionation factor 34S/32S between sulfate and sulfide at 25 8C is 1.025 (Harrison and
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Thode, 1958). Let us suppose that bacterial reduction occurred in oceanic sediment that was

continually supplied with sulfate ions. The sulfate stock can therefore be considered infinite.

What is the composition of the S2� on the ocean floor if the d34S of the sulfate is þ24?

Answer
Applying the equation �AB¼ 103 ln � gives �¼þ24.6.

dsulfate� dsulfide¼þ24.6 hence it can be deduced that dsulfide¼�0.6.

Exercise

Let us suppose now that the sediment becomes isolated from the ocean and is no longer

supplied with sulfate ions and that the same phenomenon occurs. The quantity of organic

matter is such that the proportion of sulfur in the state of sulfate is 1/3. Suppose that, in the

initial state, all of the sulfur was in the sulfate state at d34S¼þ24. What is the isotope

composition of S2�? What is the isotope composition of the sulfate?

Answer
We apply the equation:

d0 ¼ DABx þ dB; or dB ¼ d0 � DABx :

From this we obtain dS2� ¼ 15:8; dSO4 ¼ 40:4.

As seen in the previous exercise, the result ismarkedlydi¡erent foranopen system, as the d
value is thenpositive.The e¡ectofthe closed systemhas shifted the isotopevaluesofthe sul-
fate and sul¢de, but not the fractionation factor, of course! (The limiting caseswherex¼ 0
andx¼ 1shouldbe examined.)
However, a £aw can be found in the foregoing reasoning. If the sul¢des remained in a

closed system as ions long enough, it might be that there was some isotopic exchange and
that the sulfate and sul¢de attained thermodynamic equilibrium. In this case �¼ 1.075 at
25 8C (Tudge and Thode, 1950). Repeating the calculation with this value gives
d34

sul¢de¼ 0.14and d34
sulfate¼ 72.4.

Intermediatescenarios canbe imaginedandtherefore, in nature, thevalueswillprobably
be intermediateones.
As just seen, then, widely di¡erent isotope values are obtained for the same phenom-

enon but di¡erent modalities. It is probably the diversity of modalities that accounts for
thegreat isotopicvariation in sul¢desofsedimentaryorigin (Figure 7.7).

Distillation
Herewe lookat a rather special (butwidelyapplicable!) casewhere the system is closedbut
where theproduct is isolatedas it forms.LetX2 andX1representthenumberofatomsofthe
twoisotopes.Ateachmoment in time,wehave:

dX2=dX1

X2=X1ð ÞA
¼ �
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where�maybeanequilibriumorkineticvalue, dX2 is thequantityof isotope2ofAwhich is
transformed intoB, anddX1is thequantityof isotope1ofAwhich is transformed intoB.By
separating thevariables and integrating,weget:

XA
2 ¼ cX�

1

therefore:

X2=X1ð ÞA¼ cX��1
1 :

Attimet¼ 0 X2=X1ð ÞA ¼ X2=X1ð Þ0 andX1¼X1,0, therefore: c ¼ X2=X1ð Þ 1
X��1

1;0

.
Hence:

X2=X1ð ÞA¼ X2=X1ð Þ0 X1=X1;0

� ���1
:

If the transformed remaining fraction of X1 is called f, we get the famousRayleigh distil-
lation law:

RA ¼ R0f
��1:
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Figure 7.7 Analysis of 34S/32S isotope composition in the main terrestrial reservoirs. Notice that the
domains are very extensive for all reservoirs. This corresponds to highly variable reducing conditions to
which sulfur is subjected.
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Figure 7.8 shows the Rayleigh lawas a function of fwhere�> 1and�< 1.We shall see that
the e¡ects are oppositebut are only extremewhen f is very small.We seehowAevolves, and
alsoB, forwhich, ofcourse,wehave

RB ¼ �R0f
��1:

Themean compositionofA iswritten:

RA ¼ RA;0
f � � 1

f� 1

� �
:

Itcanbeseenthatwhenf is small, the compositionsofthetwocompoundsseemtoconverge.
Andyet their partition coe⁄cient remains constant! But it is clear that as small variations
in f lead to large variations in d, the optical illusion gives the impression of convergence.
Notice too that when f¼ 0, R¼RA,0, because of course ‘‘matter is neither created or
destroyed’’asLavoisier said (except in nuclear reactionsathigh energy!).

Exercise

Find the Rayleigh formula expressed in d.

Answer
d ¼ d0þ 103 (�� 1) ln f. See the next exercise.

Exercise

Let us go back to our example of the formation of sedimentary sulfides. For the time being, we

assume that as soon as the sulfide is formed, it reacts with iron dissolved in solution and

a
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Figure 7.8 Changes in the instantaneous isotopic composition of a reservoir (dR) and an extract (dE)
during a Rayleigh distillation process as a function of the partition coefficient (1.01 and 0.99
respectively). We have �ext-res> 1, �ext-res¼ 1, and �ext-res< 1 and an initial isotopic composition of
the reservoir d0R¼ 0; f is the remaining fraction of the reservoir and (1� f) the extent to which the
reaction has progressed. After Fourcade (1998).
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forms FeS2, without isotope fractionation (in fact, things are more complex than this). Being

heavy in its solid state, the iron sulfide settles out and is removed from contact with the

sulfates. This is a distillation effect. Given that in the end sulfates make up only one-third,

what are the sulfide compositions?

Answer
The initial d 34S is still þ24. The kinetic coefficient � is 1.025. Let us first apply the Rayleigh

equation, which we can use in a handier form with d. Its mathematical form invites us to shift

to logarithms. The formula becomes:

ln R ¼ ln R 0 þ ð�� 1Þ ln f :

Given that R¼ RS (1þ d/1000) with the logarithmic approximations ln(1þ ")� ", and approx-

imating the two terms ln RS, we get:

d ¼ d0 þ 103 ð�� 1Þ ln f :

This is the form we shall use. The final composition of the sulfates is d¼ 24þ 25 ln(1/3)¼
24þ 27.7¼ 51.7.

The sulfides precipitating in the end have a d value of þ27.1. The average sulfide is

obtained by the balance equation dS average¼þ10.4.

Exercise

In the first quantitative studies to estimate the degassing rate of magmas, Franc� oise

Pineau and Marc Javoy (1983) of the Institut de Physique du Globe in Paris measured the
13C/12C partition coefficient of CO2 in a magma at 1200 8C and found 4.5ø (CO2 being

enriched in 13C). Let us take a basalt with an initial d13C value of �7. After degassing we find

d13C¼�26ø, with a carbon content of 100–150 ppm. If we assume a Rayleigh distillation,

what is the extent of degassing of the magma? What was the initial carbon content of the

magma?

Answer
We apply the Rayleigh law in d:

d � d0 ¼ 1000 ð�� 1Þ ln f :

Hence: �20¼ 4.5 ln f and f¼ 0.011, therefore the magma was degassed to 98.8%. Its initial

carbon content was therefore 9000–13 000 ppm.

E X A M P L E

Isotopic evolution of a cloud shedding rain

A cloud forms over the sea. It then migrates over a landmass or migrates to higher latitudes

and loses rain. It is assumed that the cloud formed by the evaporation of sea water and that

the fractionation factor for the oxygen isotopes remains constant at �¼ 1.008. Figure 7.9

summarizes the isotope evolution of the cloud and of the rain that falls as it evolves. It is

described by a simple Rayleigh distillation.
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7.3.4 Mixing

Aswehavealreadyseen several times,mixingoftwosources is an extremely importantphe-
nomenon ingeochemistry.Forexample,seawater isamixtureofthevarious inputsofrivers,
submarine volcanoes, rain, and atmospheric dust.We have a mixture of two components
A1andA2with isotopic compositions:

xA
yA

� �
1

and
xB
yB

� �
2

:

The isotope compositionofthemixture is:

xA
yA

� �
m

¼
xA1 þ xA2

yA1 þ yA2
¼

xA
yA

� �
1
yA1 þ

yA
yA

� �
2
yA2

yA1 þ yA2
:

Ifweposit:

yA1

yA1 þ yA2
¼ x1 and

yA2

yA1 þ yA2
¼ 1 � x1;

and ifwewrite the ratios

x=yR :x=y Rm ¼x=y R1x1 þx=yR2ð1� x1Þ;

then replacingRby the d notationgives:
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Figure 7.9 Rayleigh distillation between a cloud and rain for d18O. The liquid (rain) is continuously
removed. The vapor fraction is 1� f. After Dansgaard (1953).
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dm ¼ d1x1 þ d2ð1� x1Þ:

We¢ndafamiliarold formula!

Exercise

Carbonates have a 13C/12C isotope composition expressed in d13C of 0ø. Organic products

precipitating on the sea floor have a d13C value of �25ø. What is the mean value of d13C of

the sediments, given that 80% of the sedimentary carbon is in the carbonates and 20% in the

organic products?

Answer
The main isotopic component of carbon is 12C. Therefore x and (1� x) are 0.2 and 0.8,

respectively. This gives 0.2� (�25ø)þ 0.8� 0ø¼�5ø. The average composition of the

sediments is therefore �5ø.

Mixing inacorrelationdiagramoftwoisotoperatiosobeystheequationsalreadydevelopedfor
radiogenic isotopes. Let the two elements whose isotopes are under study be A and B.
Remember that ifthe (CA/CB) ratio is constant for thetwocomponentsofthemixture, themix-
ture is representedbyastraight line. Ifthe tworatios are di¡erent, themixture is representedby
ahyperbolawhosedirectionofconcavity isdeterminedbythe concentrationratiosofAandB.

7.4 The paleothermometer

In some sense, paleothermometry is to stable isotopes what geochronometry is to radio-
genic isotopes, bothan exampleandasymbol.

7.4.1 The carbonate thermometer

Anexampleofthis¢eldofresearchhasbecomealegendofsorts. In1947,HaroldUrey (1934
Nobel Prize winner for his discovery of deuterium, the hydrogen isotope 2H) and
Bigeleisen andMayer published two theoretical papers in which they calculated isotope
fractionation occurring in a series of chemical equilibria. In 1951, while professor at
ChicagoUniversity, Urey and his co-workers used his method of calculation to determine
the isotope equilibriumofcarbonate ionsCO2�

3 andwater (H2O) and calculated the isoto-
pic fractionation that must a¡ect the 18O and 16O oxygen isotopes whose common natural
abundances are 0.205% and 99.756%, respectively. The (18O/16O)carbonate/(

18O/16O)water
ratiomustbe a function ofthe temperature atwhich the two species are in equilibrium.The
variations Urey predicted were small but could be measured, after converting the CO2�

3

into CO2 gas, on the double-collection mass spectrometer already developed byAlfred
NierandhisstudentsattheUniversityofMinnesotaatthetime.Thisfractionationwasmea-
sured experimentallybyUrey’s teamwith the special involvementofSamuel Epstein, who
was to become one of the big names in the speciality.Together, they developed the simple
thermometric equation (in fact, theoriginal coe⁄cientswereslightlydi¡erent):

T 8C ¼ 16:5� 4:3 d18
CO3
� d18

H2O

� 	
þ 0:13 d18

CO3
� d18

H2O

� 	2
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whereT8C is the temperature in degrees centigrade, and d18
CO3

the isotope composition of
theCO2 extracted from the carbonate,which is expressedbyadeviation fromthe reference
carbonatesample:9

d18
CO3
¼

18O=16O
� 	

CO2; carbonateX
� 18O=16O
� 	

CO2; standard

18O=16O
� 	

CO2; standard

2
64

3
75 � 103:

The standard chosen is a reference limestoneknownas PDB.TheChicago teamdecided to
use its carbonate thermometer tomeasuregeological temperatures.To dothis, theychosea
common, robust fossil, the rostrum (the front spike on the shell) ofa cephalopodknown as
a belemnite that lived in the Jurassic (�150Ma) and was similar to present-day squids.
Suppose that in the course of geological time, the isotopic composition of oxygen in sea
waterhadremained constantatd18O¼ 0.Thenthe18O/16Ooxygen isotopic compositionof
the carbonate of the fossils re£ects the temperature of the sea water in which the shell
formed.This isotope composition became ¢xed when the carbonate was incorporated as
calcite crystals in the fossil shells (as solid-phase reactions at low temperatureareveryslow,
there is little chance that the compositionwas altered bysecondary processes). Bymeasur-
ing the isotope composition of fossils, it is possible to determine the temperature of the
ancient seas.To con¢rm this idea, the Chicago team thereforemeasured a series of belem-
nite rostrafromvariousgeographicareasandofdi¡erentstratigraphic ages (Figure 7.10).
The results, ¢rst announced in preliminary form at the 1950 annual meeting of the

Geological SocietyofAmericawere spectacular and immediately claimed the attention of
the entiregeological community.Letus summarize them.
At the scale of the planet, for the Jurassic, when belemnites lived, isotope temperature

obtained varied from12 to 18 8C.These are likely and coherent temperatures; likely because
otherpaleoecological indicatorsare inagreementwiththem,coherentbecausevariationsover
time in various measurements in various parts of the world concord.Thus it has been deter-
minedthatthemaximumtemperaturewas intheLateCretaceous,usingsamples fromasingle
area(Sweden,Britain)orsamples includingfossils collectedfromNorthAmericaandEurope.
Encouragedby theseworldwide results, theChicago scientists set about dissecting indi-

vidual rostra.Each rostrum ismadeupofconcentric layerswhichareevidenceofbelemnite
annual growth. Layer-by-layer analysis revealed regularly alternating temperatures.There
werethereforesummersandwintersatthetime!Theyevenmanagedtoshowthatoneparti-
cular individualwasborn inthe fall anddied in springtime!

Exercise

The standard chosen for oxygen is SMOW (d18O¼ 0). McCrea and Epstein’s simplified thermo-

metric equation is:

T 8C ¼ 16:5� 4:3 d
18O
CO3
:

9 This is an important detail. It is not the isotopic composition of the CO2�
3 that is measured but that of the

CO2 in equilibrium with the carbonate!
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The precision of measurement of oxygen isotope composition is 0.1 in d units. What is the

power of resolution in temperature of the isotope method defined by Urey?

Answer
Differentiating the formula above gives �T¼ 4.3 �d. So the precision is 0.43 8C. One

might envisage further increasing the precision when making measurements with the

mass spectrometer to attain 0.01%, but this raises a geochemical problem: what do

the tiny differences revealed signify? We shall get some inkling of an answer in what

follows.
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Figure 7.10 Study of a Jurassic belemnite rostrum. (a) A famous figure of a cross-section through a
Jurassic belemnite rostrum. Samples were taken a different radial distances (S, summer; W, winter;
numbers of rings are counted from the outside). (b) Values of d13C and below d18O converted directly
into temperature. The curve shows that the belemnite was born in the fall and died in spring! After Urey
et al. (1951).
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This exceptional scienti¢c success story opened the way to a new geological discipline,
paleothermometry, or the studyofpast temperatures on aprecise scienti¢cbasis, which gave
tremendous impetus to paleoclimatology. It also encouraged researchers to forge ahead. If
stable isotopes ofoxygen hadyielded such signi¢cant results in their ¢rst application in geol-
ogy, itcouldbehopedthatthe examinationofotherproblems,otherproperties, andotherele-
mentswouldbe equallysuccessful.Thishopegave rise totheworkthat founded stable isotope
geochemistry.However, theChicagoteam’spaleothermometerwasbasedontheassumption
that �seawater¼ 0hasbeen constantthroughoutgeological times.Aswe shall see, thishypoth-
esis probablyholds over the average for millions ofyears but not on the scale of thousands of
yearswhich is thetimescaleoftheQuaternaryera (Epsteinetal.,1953;Epstein,1959).

7.4.2 The 18O/16O isotope composition of silicates
and high-temperature thermometry

It is relativelyeasy tomeasure the isotopic compositionofoxygen in carbonates sinceCO2�
3

reacts with phosphoric acid to transform into CO2, which can be measured directly in
double-collector mass spectrometers. It is far more di⁄cult to extractoxygen from silicate
minerals. This means using £uorine gas or even the gas BrF5 and then transforming the
oxygen into CO2 by burning. Of course, all such processes should be performed with no
isotopic fractionation or well-controlled fractionation! These techniques were developed
at theCalifornia Institute ofTechnologybyHughTaylor andSamEpstein in the late1960s
(EpsteinandTaylor,1967).
Measuring the oxygen isotope composition of silicate minerals reveals systematic

variations with the type of mineral and the type of rock to which the mineral belongs.
These compositions can be characterized by measuring isotope fractionation between
minerals.Now,oneofthegreatfeaturesof isotopes is thatisotopefractionation isverylargely
independent of pressure and dependent mainlyon temperature.Variations in volume asso-
ciated with exchange reactions are virtually zero.Therefore isotope equilibrium reactions
are very useful for determining the temperatures at which natural mineral associations
formed. Indeed�varieswithtemperatureandtendstowardsunityatveryhightemperatures.
Aswehavesaid, thevariationof�withT takes theform:

ln � ¼ Bþ C

T
þ A

T2
:

The form of this equation is preserved for � and �. Between two minerals m1 and m2 in
equilibrium:10

Dm1m2
¼ �m1

� �m2
� A 106 T�2

� �
þ B ¼ 1000 ln �:

The term1/T is generally negligible. Oxygen isotopes are especially useful here. Oxygen
is the most abundant element in silicates and the 18O and 16O isotopes fractionate in
nature in proportions that can be easily measured by mass spectrometry. Experimental
studies conducted mostly by the Chicago University group under Robert Clayton and

10 Tables usually give absolute temperatures so degrees must be converted from Celsius to Kelvin.
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Jim O’Neil and supplemented by theoretical workof Yan Bottinga andMarc Javoy at the
InstitutdePhysique duGlobe inParishaveprovideda seriesofreliablevalues forcoe⁄cients
AandB (seeO’Neil andClayton,1964;BottingaandJavoy,1975; Javoy,1977).

In the experimental procedure, the isotope fractionation between minerals and
water ismeasured¢rst.This is a convenientmethodas isotope equilibration is attainedquite
rapidlyatabout80^100 8C.Thefractionationbetweenminerals is thencalculated.

Tables7.1and7.2showthevaluesofcoe⁄cientsAandB forvariousmineral^waterequili-
bria (we shall see the intrinsic importance of such fractionation later) and then for fractio-
nationbetweenpairsofminerals.

Exercise

What is the d18O composition of a muscovite in equilibrium with water at 600 8C whose d ¼�10?

Answer
The � is written:

1:9 106 � 1

ð873Þ2

 !
�3:1 ¼ �0:6

where �¼ dmusc� dwater.

From this we obtain dmusc¼�10.6.

Table 7.1 Isotope fractionation for mineral–water pairs

Mineral Temperature (8C) A B

Calcite (CO3Ca) 0^500 2.78 � 2.89
Dolomite 300^500 3.20 � 1.5
Quartz 200^500 3.38 � 2.90
Quartz 500^800 4.10 � 3.7
Alkali feldspar 350^800 3.13 � 3.7
Plagioclase 500^800 3.13 � 3.7
Anorthite 500^800 2.09 � 3.7
Muscovite 500^800 1.9 � 3.10
Magnetite (reversedslope) 0^500 � 1.47 � 3.70

Table 7.2 Results of 18O isotope thermometry based on 18O/16O
fractionation of mineral pairs

Pair A B

Quartz^albite 0.97 0
Quartz^anorthite 2.01 0
Quartz^diopside 2.08 0
Quartz^magnetite 5.57 0
Quartz^muscovite 2.20 � 0.6
Diopside^magnetite 5.57 0

Source:AfterO’Neil (1986)modi¢edbyBottingaandJavoy (1975).
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Theseareshown inFigure7.11intwoways:asafunctionoftemperature (8C)andasafunction
of106/T2 because the fractionations are linear.We plot1000 ln�, that is�, on the ordinates,
which means we can calculate �water¼ dmineral ^ dwater directly. Notice that fractionation
cancels itselfout at high temperatures. On the experimental curves, this convergence seems
to occur at less than�¼ 0, but this e¡ect is probablydue to experimental errors.Thatwould
meanthatmineralsandwaterwereofthesame compositionathightemperatures.

Exercise

Water with dwater¼�10 and rock (composed of several minerals) with an initial d value of

d(0)rock¼þ6 are put together. If we mix 100 g of rock and 110 g of water and heat them to

high temperature (500 8C in an autoclave) for which we take a zero overall � value, what will

be the composition of the rock and water after the experiment, given that the rock contains

50% oxygen and 90% water?

Answer
dwater¼ drock¼�4.29.

So having the valuesA and B for several minerals, we can calculate fractionation between
mineralpairs foreachtemperature:
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Figure 7.11 Isotope fractionation curves for water and some minerals as a function of temperature
(T, or 106/T2). Notice that the curve should theoretically converge to zero. The error is the result
of experimental uncertainty. After O’Neil (1986).
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Dm1�m2
¼ Dm1�water � Dm2�water:

Letus takethe caseofquartz^muscovitebetween500and800 8C:

Dquartz�musc ¼ 2:20 � 106=T2 � 0:6:

We can set about geological thermometry using these various pairs ofminerals. Having
measured�m1�m2

,we returntothe established formulaandcalculateT.
In thisway, the temperatures ofvariousmetamorphic zones havebeen determined. But,

ofcourse,muchaswithconcordanceofagesbyvariousmethods,wemustmakesurethevar-
iouspairsofmineralsyieldthe sametemperature.

MarcJavoy,SergeFourcade,andthepresentauthor,attheInstitutdePhysiqueduGlobe
in Paris, came upwith a graphical discussion method: after choosing a reference mineral,
wewrite foreachmineral:

D quartz�mineral � B ¼ A=T2:

Inaplotof��BagainstA, thevariousmineralsofarock in isotopic equilibriumarealigned
on a straight line through the origin whose slope (1/T2) gives the temperature at which they
formed (Figure 7.12). If thepoints are not aligned, the rock is not in equilibriumand the tem-
perature cannotbedetermined. Itwasthuspossibletodrawupatableofthethermaldomains
where the main rocks were formed (Figure 7.13).These ¢ndings are consistent with indirect
evidencefrommineralsynthesis experimentsandmetamorphiczoneography.

Exercise

The d18O values of the minerals of a metamorphic rock are: quartz þ14.8, magnetite þ5.

(1) Calculate the equilibrium temperature of quartz–magnetite.

(2) Calculate the d18O of an aqueous fluid in equilibrium with the rock.

Answer
(1) 481 8C.

(2) þ11.3.
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Figure 7.12 Javoy’s method of determining paleotemperatures, used here for San Marcos gabbro. P,
plagioclase; Hb, hornblende; Px, pyroxene; Mg, magnetite; A and B are defined in the text.
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7.4.3 Paleothermometry of intracrystalline isotopic
order/disorder

After the paleothermometry of silicate rocks, one might legitimately ask with hindsight
why the same approach was not adopted for low-temperature paleothermometry and
why several minerals were not used instead of calcite alone to break free of the hypothesis
of a constant � value for seawater? In fact, researchwas conducted along these lines and,
for this, the isotopic fractionation between water and calcium phosphate and water and
silica was measured since these minerals are commonplace in marine sediments and in
particular in ¢sh teeth for phosphates and diatoms for silica. Unfortunately, as
Figure 7.14 shows, while the fractionations are di¡erent for the three minerals (CaCO3,
CaPO4, and SiO2), their variations with temperature are parallel.They may therefore not
be used two-by-two to eliminate the unknown factor which is the isotopic composition
of seawater!
Anewmethodhasvery recentlyemergedto eliminate theunknownquantityofthe isoto-

pic composition of ancient water. It was developed by the new team around John Eiler at
theCalifornia Institute ofTechnology. It isbasedon isotopic fractionations existingwithin
a single molecular species among the di¡erent varieties of isotope (see Ghosh et al.,
2006b). Let us take the carbonate ion CO2�

3 as an example. This ion comprises num-
erous isotopic varieties: 12C16O16O16O, 12C16O16O18O, 12C16O18O18O, . . ., 13C16O16O16O,
13C16O16O18O, . . ., etc. These are what are called isotopologs (see Section 7.2.1). Table 7.3
provides an inventory and gives their mean proportions in the ‘‘ordinary’’carbonate ion.
Each is characterizedbyadi¡erentmolecularmass.
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In a calcium carbonate crystal, thermodynamic equilibria in the sense of Urey occur
among the various isotopic species. Keeping to the most abundant varieties, we canwrite
the equilibrium:

13C16O2�
3 þ 12C18O16O2�

2 , 13C18O16O2�
2 þ 12C16O2�

2 :

masses: ð61Þ ð62Þ ð63Þ ð60Þ:

Theequilibriumconstantdependsontemperature.Thelower thetemperature, themorethe
reaction favors the right-handmembers, that is thememberswith theheavy isotopesofcar-
bon and oxygen (the most advantaged would be 13C18O18O18O, but as its abundance is
94 ppt, itcanbarelybemeasured). In fact, thisreactionmaybeconsideredanorder/disorder
reaction. The lower the temperature, the greater the ordering (light species with light,
heavy species with heavy).The higher the temperature, the more disordered the assembly
andthe equilibriumconstanttends towardsunity.

It is a smart ideatouse these equilibriawithin the calcite crystal, butthere is amajordif-
¢culty inpractice.Calciumcarbonate isotopic compositions cannotbemeasureddirectly
inthelaboratory (theymaybemeasurableonedaywith instrumentsfor insitu isotopeana-
lysis, but for the time being they are not precise enough). To measure the isotopic
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Figure 7.14 Fractionation for 18O/16O for various minerals with water. The curve shows clearly that
they are parallel. After Longinelli and Nutti (1973); Labeyrie (1974).
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compositionofCO2�
3 radicals theyare transformed intoCO2moleculesbyareactionwith

phosphoric acid.
Thebreakthroughby the Caltech teamwas to have developed a technique for extracting

carbonate isotopevarieties and transforming them into clearly identi¢able CO2molecules
and in particular for distinguishing 13C18O16O (mass¼ 47), 12C16O16O (mass¼ 44),
12C18O16O (mass¼ 46), and 13C16O16O (mass¼ 45) and showing they re£ect the propor-
tions of CO2�

3 molecules (by adding 16O to each). To do this, they de¢ned the unit �47

betweenthe ratiosmeasured formasses 47and44:

D47 ¼ ð47=44Þsample � ð47=44Þreference
h i

� 103:

Table 7.3 Isotopologs

Mass Abundance

CO2
16O12C16O 44 98.40%
16O13C16O 45 1.10%
17O12C16O 45 730 ppm
18O12C16O 46 0.40%
17O13C16O 46 8.19 ppm
17O12C17O 46 135 ppm
18O13C16O 47 45 ppm
17O12C18O 47 1.5 ppm
17O13C17O 47 1.5 ppm
18O12C18O 48 4.1ppm
17O13C18O 48 16.7 ppm
18O13C18O 49 46 ppb
CO3
12C16O16O16O 60 98.20%
13C16O16O16O 61 1.10%
12C17O16O16O 61 0.11%
12C18O16O16O 62 0.60%
13C17O16O16O 62 12 ppm
12C17O17O16O 62 405 ppb
13C18O16O16O 63 67 ppm
12C17O18O16O 63 4.4 ppm
13C17O17O16O 63 4.54 ppb
12C17O17O17O 63 50 ppt
12C18O18O16O 64 12 ppm
13C17O18O16O 64 50 ppb
12C17O17O18O 64 828 ppt
13C17O17O17O 64 0.5 ppt
13C18O18O16O 65 138 ppb
12C17O18O18O 65 4.5 ppb
13C17O17O18O 65 9 ppt
12C18O18O18O 66 8 ppb
13C17O18O18O 66 51ppt
13C18O18O18O 67 94 ppt
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Figure 7.15 (a) Calibration of the isotopic order/disorder thermometer with the corresponding
formula. (b) Uplift of the Andes reconstructed by the isotopic order/disorder chemometer. After
Ghosh et al. (2006).
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The reference (47/44) is the ratio that would pertain if the isotopic distribution among the
varietiesof isotopeswerepurely random.Theyestablishedthefractionation curve (�47, as a
functionoftemperature).
The temperature can therefore be determined from a measurement of �47. The exact

formula (between0and50 8C) is:

D47 ¼ 0:0592 � 106T�2 � 0:02:

Precision is estimatedtobe�2 8C.
An interesting application of this method has been to determine the rate of uplift of

the Bolivian Altiplano. Samples of carbonates contained in soil were taken from the
plateau but of di¡erent ages and dated by other methods.The temperature at which these
carbonates formedwas then calculated.As the curveoftemperaturevariationwithaltitude
intheAndes isknown, the curveofaltitudeversus time couldbedetermined (Figure 7.15).

Exercise

Do you think this isotopic order/disorder method could apply to SiO2 at low temperature

(diatoms)? Write the equivalent equation to that written for carbonate. What would the

isotopic parameter be? Do you see any practical difficulty in this?

Answer
Yes, in principle. The order/disorder equilibrium equation would be:

30Si16O2 þ28 Si18O16O,30 Si18O16Oþ28 Si16O2

mass : ð62Þ ð62Þ ð64Þ ð60Þ

D64 ¼ ð64=60Þsample � ð64=60Þreference

h i
� 103 (or 104 as necessary):

The difficulty is that with the present-day method, Si is measured in the form of SiF4 on the

one hand, oxygen being extracted on the other hand. To apply the method, direct measure-

ment by an in situ method in the form of SiO2 would be required. This will probably be feasible

in the future with ion probes or laser beam ionization.

7.5 The isotope cycle of water

Let us return to the water cycle mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. On Earth, it is
dominatedby thefollowing factors.

(1) The existence of four reservoirs. A series of exchanges among the ocean, the ice caps,
freshwater, and the atmospheremakeup thewater cycle. It is anotherdynamic system.
The reservoirs are of very di¡erent dimensions: the ocean (1370 million km3), the ice
caps (29million km3), river water and lakes (0.00212million km3).The transit time of
water in each reservoir varies roughly inversely with its size, each reservoir playing an
importantgeochemical role.Thus thequantityofwater thatevaporates andprecipitates
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is 500million km3 per thousand years, or more than one-quarter of the volume of
theoceans.11

(2) The ocean^atmosphere hydrological cycle. Water evaporates from the ocean and
atmospheric water vapor forms clouds that migrate and may occasionally produce
rain.Thus salt water is changed into freshwater and transferred from tropical to polar
regions and from the ocean to the landmasses. The hydrological cycle has a double
e¡ect.Cloudsmovefromlowtohigh latitudesandalsofromtheoceantothe continents.
The freshwater that falls as rain over the landmasses re-evaporates in part, runs o¡or
seeps in, thusformingthefreshwater reservoirwhichultimately£owsbacktotheocean.

(3) Thepolarregions.Whenprecipitation fromcloudsoccurs inpolar regions,wenolonger
have rain but snow.The snow accumulates and changes into ice forming the polar ice
caps. These ice caps £ow (like mountain glaciers, but more slowly) and eventually
breakup intheoceanas icebergsandmixwiththeocean.

Thewholeofwatercirculationontheplanetandthevariousstagesofthe cyclehavebeenstu-
died in terms of isotopes.We have seen, when examining theoretical aspects, that when
water and water vapor are in equilibrium, oxygen and hydrogen isotope fractionation are
associated.This double pairof isotopes has allowedus to construct quantitative models of
watercirculation.However, theproblemsraisedbythesestudiesarenotas simpleas thethe-
oretical studysuggested.

7.5.1 Isotope fractionation of clouds and precipitation

Acloudis composedofwaterdroplets inequilibriumwithwatervapor.Watervaporanddro-
plets are in isotopic equilibrium. All of this comes, of course, from water which initially
evaporated.

Letus takeacloudnear the equatorand follow itas itmoves tohigherlatitudes.The cloud
is enriched as awhole in 16O relative to seawater, as we have seen, and so has a negative �
value.As itmoves itdischarges someof itswateras rainfall.The rainwater is enriched in the
heavy isotope, and sothe cloudbecomes increasinglyenriched in the light isotope.Thepre-
cipitation is increasingly rich in light isotopes, which e¡ect is o¡set in part by the fact that
thefractionation factorvarieswith1/T.Aswemoveawayfromtheequator, itcanbeseensta-
tistically thattheprecipitation has increasinglynegatived18Ovalues (Figure7.16).

As clouds undergo genuine distillation, by progressively losing their substance, their iso-
tope composition obeys a Rayleigh law, but a‘‘super law’’ because as they move polewards,
thetemperaturefalls, thefractionation factoralsoincreasesanddistillationbecomes increas-
inglye¡ective (Figure7.17), somuchsothatatthepolesthed18Ovaluesare extremelynegative.

Weobservegeographical zoning for which the d18Ovalueandmeanair temperature can
be related (Epstein etal.,1965;DansgaardandTauber,1969) (Figure7.18).

The general cycle of clouds is repeated at local scale, when clouds move over landmasses
andprogressivelyshed theirwater.Thus, freshwaterhasnegative d values.Thisphenomenon
has been studied using the paired tracers 18O/16O and D/H.Harmon Craig of the Scripps
Institution of the University of California showed that rain and snow precipitation and the

11 1 km3� 1012 kg.
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composition ofglaciers lie onwhat is known as themeteoricwater line: dD¼ 8� d18Oþ 10
in the (dD, d18O) diagram (Figure 7.3).The slope of value 8 corresponds to an equilibrium
fractionation between the water and its vapor at around 20 8C. We have good grounds
to think, then, that precipitation occurs in conditions of equilibrium. It was thought in early
studies ofthewater cycle that evaporationwasalso statisticallyan equilibriumphenomenon.
In fact, this is not so. Evaporation,which is akinetic phenomenon in isotopic terms, leads to
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Figure 7.16 Fractionation of �18O in a cloud as a function of Rayleigh distillation. The cloud forms at the
equator and moves to higher latitudes, losing water. The fractionation factor varies with temperature.
Modified after Dansgaard (1964).
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18Ocontentsofvapor thataremuch lower than theywouldbe in equilibrium.Butdepend-
ing on the climate, kinetic evaporation may or may not be followed by partial isotope
re-equilibration which means the vapor composition does not lie on the straight line
of precipitation.The same is true, of course, of surface seawater, which forms the residue
of evaporation. Its 18O composition is variable and depends on the relative extent of
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function of temperature. Notice that the scales are different. After Jouzel (1986).
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evaporation and ofprecipitation (which are substantial over the ocean) and of the input of
fresh water.These variations are particularly sensitive in the North Atlantic (Epstein and
Mayeda,1953).Wevisualize thevariations and the in£uence ofthevariousphenomenathat
causes them in a (d18O, Sø) plot, where Søis the salinityof seawater (Figure 7.19). As can
be seen, there is avery close correlationbetween the two.All ofthis shows thatthis is awell-
understood¢eldofresearch.

E X A M P L E

Precipitation in North America

This is a map of dD and d18O for precipitation in North America (Figure 7.20). From what has

just been said about the effect of isotope distillation of clouds, the pattern of rainfall over

North America is described. The main source of rainfall comes from the Gulf of Mexico with

clouds moving northwards and becoming distilled. This distribution is modified by several

factors. First, the relief, which means the clouds penetrate further up the Mississippi valley

but discharge sooner over the Appalachian Mountains in the east and the Rocky Mountains in

the west. Other rain comes in from the Atlantic, of course, so the distribution is asymmetrical.

Conversely rain from the Pacific is confined to the coast and moves inland little, so the lines

are more tightly packed to the west.

Exercise

From the information given since the beginning of this chapter, use theoretical considerations

to establish Craig’s equation:

d18O ¼ þ8; dD þ10:
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Figure 7.19 Relations between d18O and salinity. (a) Theoretical relation. P, precipitation; E, evaporation.
(b) Various measurements for the North Atlantic. NADW, North Atlantic Deep Water. After Craig (1965).
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Answer
Clouds obey a Rayleigh law:

dD � dD;O þ 103ð�D � 1Þ ln f

dO � d18O;O
þ 103ð�O � 1Þ ln f :

This simplifies to:

dD � dD;O

d18O � d18O;O

� �D � 1

�O � 1

� �
:

At 20 8C, as seen in the previous problem, �D¼ 1.0850 and �18O � 1:0098, hence:

�D � 1

�18O � 1
� 8:

We therefore have the slope. The ordinate at the origin seems more difficult to model because

for vapor formed at 20 8C, dD;O � 8d18O;O ¼ �6:8 whereas we should find 10. We shall not go

into the explanation of this difference, which is a highly complex problem, as shown by Jean

Jouzel of the French Atomic Energy Commission. The different aspects of the hydrological

cycle, including kinetic effects during evaporation, play a part.

7.5.2 Juvenile water

It iswellknownthat inthewatercycle, there isan inputfromhotwater fromthedepthsofthe
Earth. Itwas long thoughtthat thishotwater was thegradual degassingofwater trappedby
the Earthwhen it ¢rst formed, aswith the primitive ocean. If thiswere so, thiswater would
progressively increase the volume of thehydrosphere.Water fromdeepbeneath the surface
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Figure 7.20 Distribution of 18O/16O and D/H in rainfall in North America. The 18O/16O ratios are in
brackets. After Taylor (1974).
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is still referred to as juvenile water.Harmon Craig (he again) studied geothermal water to
determine the isotope composition of any juvenile water. He showed that the d values of
geothermalwaters fromthesamesource canbeplottedona (dD,d18O)diagramon straight
lines pretty well parallel to the d18Oaxis andwhich cut the straight line ofprecipitation cor-
responding to the composition of rainwater for the region. And so the composition of
geothermalwater canbe explainedby the evolutionofmeteoricwater via isotope exchange
ofoxygenwith the country rock.There is no need to invoke juvenile water from the mantle
to explainthese isotope compositions (Figure7.21).
As these relations are systematic forall thegeothermal regions studied,Craig concluded

thatthe inputof juvenilewater into the currentwatercycle isnegligibleandthatgeothermal
waters are only recycled surface water. The same goes for water from volcanoes. This
hypothesis hasbeen con¢rmedbymore elaborate studies ofvariations in the isotope com-
position of geothermal water over time. In many cases, it has been shown that variations
trackedthoseobserved in the sameplace for rainwater,withatime lag corresponding to the
transittimewhichvaried frommonths toyears.12

E X A M P L E

Iceland’s geysers

In some instances, such as the geysers of Iceland, the straight line of (dD, d18O) correlation is

not horizontal but has a positive slope (Figure 7.22).
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Figure 7.21 Correlation diagram for (18O/16O, D/H) in geothermal waters. They form horizontal lines
cutting the meteoric straight line at the point corresponding to local rainwater. This is interpreted by
saying that water has exchanged its oxygen isotopically with the rock but the hydrogen of water does
not change because it is an infinite hydrogen isotope reservoir compared with rocks that are relatively
poor in hydrogen. After Craig (1963).

12 A spa water company signed a research contract with a Parisian professor to study the isotopic
composition of the water it sold to prove it was ‘‘juvenile’’ water, a name whose advertising value can
be well imagined. As the studies showed the water was not juvenile, the company terminated the
contract and demanded that the results should not be published!
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Suppose we begin with rainwater of local composition and that this water undergoes

distillation by evaporating. Then:

dD � dO;D þ 103ð�D � 1Þ ln f :

d18O � d18O;Oþ 103ð�18O� 1Þ ln f :

Eliminating ln f gives:

dD � dO;D

d18O� d18O;O
� �D � 1

�O � 1

� �
:

We know that at 100 8C, for water–vapor fractionation, �D¼ 1.028 and d18O¼ 1.005. The

slope corresponds to 5.6, a lower value than that of equilibrium fractionation (8). The effect is

therefore a combination between exchange and distillation.

In fact, in nature, isotopic compositions of geothermal water or vapor are combinations

between Rayleigh distillation and the water–rock oxygen isotope exchange, between kinetic

fractionation and equilibrium fractionation. A horizontal slope indicates that isotope

exchange has been possible and so the transit time is long. When the slope is identical to

that of the Rayleigh law, the transit time has been short.

7.6 Oxygen isotopes in igneous processes

Examination shows that the18O/16O isotope composition ofunaltered rockofdeep origin,
whether ocean basalts or ultrabasic rocks, is extraordinarily constant at d18O¼þ5.5
(Figure 7.23).This value is analogous to themeanvalue ofmeteorites. It has thereforebeen
agreed that this value is the reference value for the mantle.When taking stockofmeasure-
ments on basic or acid, volcanic or plutonic igneous rocks, the results are found to divide
between:
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Figure 7.22 Correlation diagram for (18O/16O, D/H) in acidic geothermal waters and geysers. The diagram
is identical to the previous one except that these are acidic geothermal waters with a high sulfate content
whose pH is close to 3 and for which the correlated enrichment in D and 18O results mostly from more
rapid evaporation of light molecules with kinetic fractionation into the bargain. After Craig (1963).
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� igneous rockswithad18Ovaluegreater than5.5;
� igneous rockswithad18Ovalue less than5.5, andsomewith negativevalues.

These two trends correspond to two typesofphenomenaa¡ecting igneous rocks: contami-
nationbycrustal rocksandpostsolidus exchangeswith hydrothermal£uids.

7.6.1 Contamination phenomena

These phenomena are classi¢ed under two types: those involving mixing at the magma
source where melting a¡ected both acidic and basic metamorphic rocks, and those
where contamination occurred when the magma was emplaced. The latter process,
known as assimilation, obeys a mechanism already accounted for by Bowen (1928).
Mineral crystallization in a magma chamber releases latent heat of crystallization.
This latent heat melts rock around the edges of the magma chamber leading to their
assimilation.
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Figure 7.23 Values of d18O in rocks and minerals. After Taylor (1974).
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m # L ¼ m " CP DT;

whereL is the latentheat,m# themassofcrystalsprecipitatingperunittime,m" themassof
rockassimilated,CP thespeci¢cheatofthesurroundingrocks,and�T thetemperaturedif-
ference between the wall rock and the magma. If we can writem#¼ kM, then kML¼m#
CP�T, therefore:

m"
M

� �
¼ kL

CP DT

� �
:

Themagmais contaminated isotopically tooby themixing law:

ðd18OÞHy ¼ ðd
18OÞmagmað1� xÞ þ ðd18OÞcountry rockðxÞ

with x¼ m #=Mð Þ, because the oxygen contents of the country rock and the magma are
almost identical. This was shown by Hugh Taylor (1968) of the California Institute of
Technology (see also Taylor, 1979).

Exercise

What is the d18O value of a basaltic magma whose d18O¼ 0 and which assimilates 1%, 5%,

and 10% of the country rock whose d18O¼þ20?

Answer

The contamination effect therefore increases the d18O value because sedimentary and

metamorphic rocks have positive d18O values. An interesting approach to studying the

contamination of magmas by continental crust is to cross the studies of oxygen isotopes

with those of strontium isotopes. The (O–Sr) isotope diagram can be calculated quite simply

because it is assumed that the oxygen content is analogous in the different rocks. The mixing

diagram depends only on the Sr contents of the two components of the mixture. Figure 7.24 is

the theoretical mixing diagram.

Such combined studies have been made of volcanic rocks of the Japan arcs and the

Peninsular Range batholith in California (Figure 7.25).

Exercise

A basaltic magma is emplaced and assimilates 1%, 5%, and 10% of the country rock. The d18O

values are those of the previous exercise. The 87Sr/86Sr values are 0.703 for the magma and

0.730 for the country rock. The Sr content of the magma is 350 ppm and that of the country

rock is 100 ppm. Calculate the isotopic compositions of the mixture and plot the (d18O,
87Sr/86Sr) diagram.

Assimilation

1% 5% 10%

d18O 5.64 6.22 6.95
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Answer
The d18O values have already been given.

It is left to the reader to plot the diagram.
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Figure 7.24 Theoretical O–Sr isotope mixing plots. The x values show the proportion of country rock
relative to the magma. The Srmagma/Srcountry rock parameter varies from 5 to 0.1. M, magma; C, crust.
After James (1981).
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7.6.2 Water–rock interaction

As we have said, isotope memory is retained if no exchange occurs after crystallization.
When this is not the case, secondary isotopic disturbances canbe turned to account.Hugh
Taylorandhis studentsobservedwhen examining variousgranitemassifs orhydrothermal
mineral deposits that the 18O/16O isotope compositions had been disrupted after their
initial crystallization by water^rock exchanges. The calibration made on water^mineral
fractionationwas thereforeturneddirectly toaccount.

Whereas the d18O values of minerals and rocks of deep origin are generally positive
(betweenþ5 andþ8), these rocks had negative d18O values of�6 to�7. In the same cases,
relative fractionation as can be observed between minerals, such as quartz^potassium
feldspar fractionation, was reversed.Taylor remembered Craig’s results on thermal waters
and postulated that, rather than observing the waters, he was observing rockwith which
the waters had swapped isotopes. From that point, he was able to show that the emplace-
mentofgranite plutons, especially thosewith associatedmineral deposits, involves intense
£uid circulation in the surrounding rock.Ofcourse, the existenceofsuch£uidswas already
knownbecause theygive rise toveins ofaplite andquartz pegmatite and theyengender cer-
tain forms of mineralization around granites, but their full importance was not
understood.

Inaclosedsystem,we canwrite themassbalance equation:

Wgw d0;W þ Rgr d0;R ¼Wgw dW þ Rgr dR

whereW is the mass of water and R the mass of rock, gw is the proportion of oxygen in
the water and gr the proportion of oxygen in the rock, d0,W and d0,R are the initial
compositions of water and rock, and dW and dR are the ¢nal compositions thereof.

W

R
¼ gr

gw

� �
dR � d0;R

d0;W � dW

� �
;

since dW and dR are related by fractionation reactions dW¼ dR��. This gives:

W

R
¼ gr

gw

� �
dR � d0;R

d0;W � ðdR � DÞ

� �
gr
gw
� 0:5:

Indeed,gr¼ 0.45andgw¼ 0.89.Weestimated0,R fromthenatureofthe rockandthe catalog
of sound rock (close toþ5), andwe estimate � by calibrating and estimating temperature
by fractionation amongminerals.This temperature canbe comparedwith the temperature
obtainedby theheatbudget.

Acalculationmaybemade, for example, fora feldsparwithd18O¼þ8and dW;18O ¼ �16
at various temperatures (Figure 7.26a). It shows that in a closed system, theW/R ratiosmay
be extremely variable.
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Exercise

What is the W/R ratio of a hydrothermal system supposedly working in a closed system at

400 8C?

The initial d18O value of feldspar is þ8, that of the water determined by the meteoric

straight line is d0,W¼�20. The �feldspar–water fractionation factor is 3.13� 106 T�2� 3.7. The

d18O of feldspar is measured as dR¼�2.

Answer
The fractionation factor D ¼ 3:13 � 106=ð673Þ2 � 3:7 ¼ 3:21 ¼ dR � dW ðW=R Þ ¼ 0:34:
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Figure 7.26 Variation in d18O composition and (dD, d18O) correlation diagram. (a) The variation in the d18O
composition of a feldspar with an initial composition d ¼þ18 is calculated as a function of (W/R) for
various temperatures, with the initial composition of water being d¼�16. (b) It is assumed the altered
rocks are represented by the blue area in the (dD, d18O) diagram. We can try to determine the initial
composition of the fluid by assuming, as a first approximation, that the dD values of the rock and water
are almost identical. The intersection between the horizontal and the (dD, d18O) correlation diagram of
rainwater gives the value of water involved in alteration. Reconstructed from several of Taylor’s papers.
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Exercise

Let us now suppose the W/R ratio¼ 5, that is, there is much more water. All else being equal,

what will be the d18O value of the feldspar measured?

Answer
d18O¼�14.54.

Theprocessdescribed intheprevious exercise involvesadouble exchangeand it is either the
water or the rock that in£uences the isotopic composition of the other depending on the
W/R ratio.

Allowing for the point that�varieswith temperature, awhole range of scenarios canbe
generated.

Exercise

Let us pick up from where we left off in the previous exercise. Imagine an exchange between

sea water and oceanic crust whose d0,R¼þ5.5. The exchange occurs at W/R¼ 0.2. What will

the isotope composition of the water and rock be?

Answer
At high temperature �¼ 0; maintaining gr/gw¼ 0.5 gives drock¼þ3.64 and dwater¼þ3.64.

Exercise

Let us imagine now that the water is driven out of the deep rock and rises to the surface and

cools to, say, 200 8C. It attains equilibrium with the country rock and its minerals. If the rock

contains feldspar, what will the isotope composition of the feldspar be?

Answer
At 100 8C, �feldspar–water¼ 10. Therefore the feldspar of the rock will have a d value of

13.92�þ14.

It canbe seen from thewater cycle in the previous exercise that hydrothermal circulation
reduces the d value ofdeep rocks and increases the d value of surface rocks. (This iswhat is
observed inophiolitemassifs.)

7.7 Paleothermometry and the water cycle:
paleoclimatology

We have just seen how hydrothermalism can be studied by combining information on the
isotope cycle ofwater and that of isotope fractionation.We are going to see how these two
e¡ects combine to give fundamental information on the evolution ofour planet and its cli-
mate. After the initial impetus from Cesare Emiliani at Miami University and Sam
EpsteinattheCaliforniaInstituteofTechnology,Europeanteamshavebeenthemoreactive
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ones in this ¢eld: for sedimentpaleothermometry, the teams fromCambridge andGif-sur-
Yvette; forglacial records, those fromCopenhagen,Berne,Grenoble, andSaclay.

7.7.1 The two paleoclimatic records: sediments and polar ice

Carbonate paleoclimatology
In order to use oxygen isotopes as a thermometer, wemust, strictly, know the d18O values of
two compounds in equilibrium: water and carbonate.The formula established byUrey and
his team for the carbonate thermometer draws on d

18O
CaCO3

and d
18O
H2O

. In a ¢rst approach, the
ChicagoteamhadconsideredthatdH2O, that is the �ofseawater,was constantovergeologi-
cal timeandtherefore thatthed

18O
CaCO3

measurementgavepaleotemperatures directly.Thedis-
covery of extreme d18O values for Antarctic ice challenged this postulate. If the amount of
Antarctic ice lost every year into the ocean varies, the d18O value of the ocean must vary
too, since this icemayhave d18O values as lowas�50. In this case, thehypothesis of constant
dH2O is untenable and it seems that temperatures cannotbe calculated simply. On the other
hand, if the dissolutionofAntarctic ice in theoceanvaries involume, thisphenomenonmust
berelatedtoclimateandtherefore,tosomeextent,mustre£ecttheaverageglobaltemperature.
The ¢rst idea developed byEmiliani in1955 was therefore tomeasure the d18O values of

carbonate foraminifera in Quaternary sediment cores for which (glacial and interglacial)
climatic£uctuationshavelongbeenknown.Variations in isotope compositionareobserved
(Figure 7.27) and seem to be modulated by glacial and interglacial cycles and more
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Figure 7.27 The first isotope determination using �18O of Quaternary paleotemperatures by Emiliani
(1955) compared with glacial–interglacial divisions by Ericson. (Globorotalia menardi is a foraminifer.)
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speci¢cally to follow the theoretical predictionsoftheYugoslavastronomerMilankovitch.
Are these variations a direct e¡ect of temperature on (carbonate^water) fractionation or
are they the e¡ectof18Odilutionbypolar ice?Thequestion remainedunanswered.
Theformula:

T	C ¼ 16:9� 4:2 d
18O
CaCO3

� d
18O
H2O

� 	
þ 0:13 d

18O
CaCO3

� d
18O
H2O

� 	2
shows us that that two e¡ects work in the same direction. When T increases,
dCaCO3�dH2Oð Þ fractionation decreases and so dCaCO3 decreases if dH2O remains
constant. If, with constant local� fractionation, d

18O
H2O

decreases for wantofpolar ice then
d

18O
CaCO3

also declines.Nick Shackleton of the University of Cambridge suggested that the
18O/16O variations measured in forams were the result of £uctuations in the volume of
polar ice, aclimate-relatedphenomenon.

Jean-Claude Duplessy and his colleagues in the Centre National de la Recherche
Scienti¢que (CNRS) at Gif-sur-Yvette had the idea of comparing d18O £uctuations of
surface-living (pelagic) foraminifera and bottom-dwelling (benthic) foraminifera. It is
knownthatthe temperatureofthedeepoceanvaries littlearoundþ4 8C.

In conducting their study they realized thatd18O£uctuationsofpelagic andbenthic spe-
cieswerevery similar (Figure 7.28). Atmost, extremely close scrutiny reveals an additional
£uctuationof 2øinthed18Oofpelagic species,whereasnogreatdi¡erenceappears for the
same comparison with d13C. This means, then, that the d18O variations in foraminifera
re£ect just as muchvariation in the d value of seawater as variations in local temperature.
Thesignal recorded is thereforemeaningful for theglobal climate (Emiliani,1972).

In fact,morerecentstudieshave con¢rmedthat, forpelagic species, some50%ofthesig-
nal re£ects a Urey-type local temperature e¡ect (remember that when temperature rises
d18O falls), above all in the temperate zones, and 50% the e¡ect of melting of the polar ice
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Figure 7.28 Variation in d18O in samples of two species of foraminifer. Top: a pelagic (ocean surface)
species. Bottom: a benthic (ocean floor) species. Modified after Duplessy et al. (1970).
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caps. For benthic species, the dominant factor is the isotopic £uctuation of the ocean as
Shackleton (1967b) had surmised. In addition, Duplessy’s group and Shackleton estab-
lished that an additional isotope fractionation occurred which was characteristic of each
species of foraminifera studied. But those ‘‘vital e¡ects’’ were calibrated and so isotopic
measurementsondi¡erentspecies couldbemade consistentwith eachother.

Exercise

We have just seen that the d18O variation of foraminifera was mostly due to d16O variation

because of melting ice. Let us look more closely at the quantitative influence of melting polar

ice on d18O. Imagine an intense glacial period when the sea level falls by 120 m. What would

be the volume of polar ice and the d18O value of sea water?

Answer
The ocean surface area is 3.61 � 108 km2. The volume of the ocean is 1370 � 106 km3. The

volume of present-day polar ice is 29 � 106 km3. If the sea level is 120 m lower, 46 � 106 km3

has been stored in the ice caps, corresponding to a mass fraction of the hydrosphere of 3.3%.

The polar ice caps were 1.6–2 times larger than today.

If we take the d18O value of ice as�50ø, then�50ø� 0.033¼�1.65ø. There is indeed a

difference in d18O of this order of magnitude between glacial and interglacial periods. Notice

that, as with radiogenic isotopes, these effects could not be detected if we did not have a very

precise method for measuring d18O.

Glaciers
Another interesting application of this fractionationwasbegun on glaciers independently
by Samuel Epstein of theCalifornia Institute of Technologyand (more systematicallyand
continuously) byWilli Dansgaard ofCopenhagenUniversity.When a core ofpolar glacier
ice is taken, it has layers of strati¢ed icewhich canbe datedby patient stratigraphyandvar-
ious radiochronological methods. Now, the study of these ice strata reveals variations in
d18O and dD (Dansgaard, 1964; Epstein et al., 1965; Dansgaard and Tanber, 1969)
(Figures7.29and7.30).
For a single region such variations are analogous and mean the sequence ofone glacier

can be matched with the sequence of a neighboring glacier. An isotope stratigraphy of
glaciers can be de¢ned. We can venture an interpretation of these facts in two ways.
Either we accept that the origin of precipitation has varied over recent geological time
and we then have a way of determining variations in the meteorological cycle of the past.
Or we consider that the fractionation factor has varied and therefore the temperature has
varied.
Research by Dansgaard and his team on the ice ¢rst of Greenland and then of

Antarctica showed that the temperature e¡ect is predominant. By simultaneously
measuring isotope composition and temperature, he showed that the d18O and dD
correlation did indeed correspond to this e¡ect. Moreover, the qualitative rule is the
reverse of the carbonate rule: when the temperature rises, both d18O and dD increase,
because fractionation diminishes with temperature; but the d values are negative and so
move closer tozero (Figure7.31).Asimple empirical rule is thatwhenever thetemperature
risesby18C,d18O increasesby 0.7ø.
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We can investigate why d
18O
H2O

£uctuation is very important for foraminifera andwhy it is
the local temperature e¡ect that dominates with ice. Because isotope fractionation at very
low temperatures becomes very large and dominates isotope £uctuation related to the
watercycle.Butweshall see thatthis assertionmustbequali¢ed.Modern studiesof isotope
£uctuations of glaciers use a combination of both e¡ects, local temperatures and isotopic
changes in thewatercycle, as for foraminifera, butwithdi¡erentrelativeweightings.

7.7.2 Systematic isotope paleoclimatology of the Quaternary

Wehave justseentherearetwowaysofrecordingpasttemperatures.

(1) Oneisbasedon�18Oanalysisoffossilshells insedimentaryseries (marineandcontinen-
tal cores).

(2) Theotheruses �18Oanalysisofaccumulated layersof ice in the ice caps.

Both these methods have progressively converged to allow very precise studies of climatic
£uctuations in the Quaternary and more especially for the last million years. Nick
ShackletonandWilliDansgaard sharedtheCrafoordPrize in recognitionoftheircomple-
mentaryachievement. Eachmethodhas its limits, and it is onlygradually thatwehavebeen
able to compareandusebothtypesofrecords in a complementaryway to decipherclimatic
variations thathavea¡ectedourplanetover the lastmillionyearsandwhich consist inalter-
natingglacial andwarmer interglacialperiods.
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Core sampling (sequential records)
Coresofmarine sediments canbe taken fromall latitudes and longitudes (in theocean and
from continents and lakes); however, two conditions restrict their use. First, sedimentation
must have occurred above the‘‘carbonate compensation depth’’ for there tobe anymeasur-
able fossil tests left. And second, sedimentation must have been very rapid to provide a
recordwithgoodtime resolution. Sedimentarycoreshavenotime limitsother thanthe life-
span of the ocean £oor. Quaternary,Tertiary, and Secondary cores can be studied up to
120Ma, which is the age of the oldest remnants of oceanic crust that have not been swal-
lowedupbysubduction (ancient cores are compactedand transformed intohard rocks and
sotime resolution isnotasgood).

For ice caps, the¢rstproblem is, ofcourse, their limitedgeographical andtemporal extent.
Geographically, records are primarily from the glaciers of Antarctica and Greenland.
Mountainglaciershavealsorecordedclimatic eventsbutovermuchshorter time-spans.13

Ice caps are limited in time. For a long time, the longest core was one from Vostok
in Antarctica covering 420 000 years. A new core of EPICA has been drilled and covers
700 000 years. Cores from the big mountain glaciers go back a mere 2000 years or so. For
both types of record ^ sediments and ice ^ precise, absolute dating is essential, but here
again many di⁄culties arise. Especially because as research advances and as studies
becomeevermorere¢nedforeversmaller time-spans, theneedforprecision increases con-
stantly.There is scope for 14C dating and radioactive disequilibriummethods on sedimen-
tarycores, but their precision leaves something tobe desired.Useful cross-checking canbe
donewithpaleomagnetism andwell-calibratedpaleontological methods. In turn, the oxy-
gen isotopesofawell-datedcore canbeusedtodatethelevelsofothercores.Thus,gradually,
amoreor less reliable chronology is established,whichmustbe constantly improved.Dating
is di⁄culton ice caps except for themostrecentperiodswhereannual layers canbe counted.
Methods based on radioactive isotopes such as 14C, 10Be, 36Cl, 87Kr, and 37Ar are used, but
theyare extremelydi⁄cultto implementbothanalytically (ice is averypurematerial!) and in
termsof reliability. Switzerland’sHansOeschger (and his team) is associatedwith the devel-
opment of these intricate techniques for dating ice, which, despite their limitations, have
broughtaboutdecisiveadvances indeciphering the ice record (Oeschger,1982).

These clari¢cations should make it understandable that establishing time sequences of
records is adi⁄cultand lengthy jobthat is constantlybeing improved.All reasoningshould
makeallowancefor this.

Deciphering sedimentaryseries and the triumphofMilankovitch’s theory
Between 1920 and 1930, the Yugoslav mathematician and astronomer Milutin
Milankovitch developed a theory to account for the ice ages that had alreadybeen identi-
¢ed by Quaternary geologists (see Milankovitch, 1941). These periods were thought to
be colder.The polar ice extended far to the south andmountain glaciers were more exten-
sive too (Figure 7.32). Alpine glaciers stretched down as far as Lyon in France. These
glacial traces can be identi¢ed from striated rock blocks forming what are known as
moraines.

13 They have been used by Lony Thompson of Ohio State University for careful study of recent tempera-
ture fluctuations (see his 1991 review paper).
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Milankovitch’s theory gave rise to vehement controversy (as vehement as that over
Wegener’s theoryofcontinental drift14).Andyetthis vision ofthepioneers ofthe1920swas
largelyaccurate.This isnottheplacetosetoutthis theory in full. Itcanbefoundintextbooks
onpaleoclimatology, for example, Bradley (1999).However,we shalloutline themainprin-
ciples andtheterms to clarifywhatwehavetosayabout it.
TheEarth’s axisofrotation isnotperpendicular to itsplaneofrotationaroundtheSun. It

deviates from it by 238 on average. But the axis of this deviation rotates around the vertical
over a period of 23 000 years. A further movement is superimposed on these, which is the
£uctuation of the angle ofdeviationbetween 21.88 and 24.48.The period of this £uctuation
is 41000 years.The ¢rst of these phenomena is termed precession, the second is obliquity.
A third phenomenon is the variation in the ellipiticity of the Earth’s orbit, with a period
of 95 000 years. These three phenomena arise from the in£uence on the Earth of the
Sun, Jupiter, and the other planets and the tides. They not only combine but are

Today

18 000 years ago

Figure 7.32 Worldwide distribution of ice in glacial and interglacial times.

14 Wegener had been the first, with his father-in-law Köppen, to suggest an astronomical explanation for
the ice ages before becoming an ardent defender of Milankovitch.
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Figure 7.33 The principle of Milankovitch’s theory. (a) The three parameters that change: eccentricity of
the orbit, obliquity, and precession. (b) Variations in the three parameters calculated by astronomical
methods with their Fourier spectrum on the right. (c) Variation in the sunlight curves in June and
December with latitude, calculated by the theory.
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superimposed, leading to complexphenomena.Thus, at present, the Earth is closest to the
Sun on 21December, but the Earth’s axis is aligned away from the Sun, and so, in all, the
northern hemisphere receives little sunlight. It is winter there, but other conjunctions
also occur. Thus we can calculate the sunshine received during the year at various lati-
tudes. Celestial mechanicsmean such calculations canbemade precisely (see Figure 7.33
for a simpli¢ed summary). As Milankovitch understood, if little sunshine reaches the
Earth at high latitudes in summer thewinter icewill remain, thewhite surfacewill re£ect
solar radiation,andthe coolinge¡ectwillbeampli¢ed.This isagoodstartingpointforcli-
matic cooling.
What should be remembered is that whenwebreakdown the complex signal of sunlight

received by the Earth using Fourier analysis methods (that is, when we identify the sine-
wave frequencies that are superimposed to make up the signal) we ¢nd peaks at 21 000,
41000,and95000years.WhenweconductasimilarFourierdecomposition ford18Ovalues
recorded by foraminifera in sedimentary series, we ¢nd the same three frequencies
(Figure7.34).
The d18O variations re£ect those of the Earth’s temperatures. This ¢nding con¢rms

Milankovitch’s theory (at least as a ¢rst approximation) and so fully bears out the early
studies of Emiliani. In complete agreement with the theory, the sedimentary series also
showed that climatic variations were very marked at the poles (several tens of degrees),
very low in the intertropical zone, and intermediate in the temperate zones (of the order
of�5 8C).
Figures7.35and7.36giveafairlycompletesummaryoftheessential isotopicobservations

madefromsedimentarycores.
Thesedimentarycore record(Figure7.35)alsoshows indetailhowthetemperaturevar-

iations evolved. Cooling is slow, followed by sudden warming. Finer £uctuations are
superimposed on these trends but their frequencies match those of the Milankovitch
cycles.

Con¢rmation ofMilankovitch cycles byAntarctic isotope records
ItwassomeconsiderabletimebeforeMilankovitchcycleswerecon¢rmedintheicerecords,
for two reasons.Therewere no ice cores long enough and so covering a long enough time-
spanandthedatingmethodsweretoo imprecise.
It was only after the famous Vostok core from Antarctica was studied by the Franco-

Russian teamthatevidenceofMilankovitch cycleswas found in the ice record.Butthe core
yieldedmuchmore thanthat: it allowed climatic variations tobe correlatedwithvariations
ofotherparameters:

� dust content: itwas realized thatduring ice ages therewasmuchmore dust and therefore
morewindthanduring interglacialperiods.
� greenhousegas (CO2andCH4) content in airbubbles trapped in the ice ^ when the tem-

perature increases there is an increase inCO2 (in theabsenceofhumanactivity!).

This last question on the debate about the in£uence of human activity on the greenhouse
e¡ect and so on climate is a fundamental one.Which increased ¢rst, temperature or CO2

levels? It is a di⁄cult problem to solve because temperature is measured by dD in ice
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Figure 7.34 Fourier spectrum of paleotemperatures using oxygen isotopes.
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whereas CO2 is measured from its inclusion in ice. Now, gaseous inclusions are formed
by the compacting of ice and continue to equilibrate with the atmosphere, that is, the air
samples areyounger thanthe ice thatentraps them(Figure7.37).
We need, then, to be able to measure the temperature of inclusions directly and com-

pare it with the temperature measured from the �D value of the ice. A method has been
developed by Severinghaus etal. (2003) for measuring the temperature of £uid inclusions
using 40Ar/36Ar and 15N/14N isotope fractionation. After stringent calibration, the teams
at the Institut Simon-Laplace at Versailles University and at the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography (La Jolla, California) managed to show that the increase in CO2 lags
behind the increase in temperature by 800 years (Figure 7.38) and not the other way
round as asserted by the traditional greenhouse-e¡ect model (Severinghaus et al., 1999;
Caillon et al., 2003). Now, we know that CO2 solubility in sea water declines as tempera-
ture rises and that the characteristic time for renewal of the ocean water is 1000 years.
The ¢rst phase of temperature increase followed by the increase in CO2, with a lag of
800 years, can be readily understood, then, if we invoke the lag because of the thermal
inertia of the ocean.There may also be some feedbackof the CO2 e¡ect on temperature.
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Exercise

Argon and nitrogen isotope fractionations are caused by gravitational fractionation in the ice

over the poles. Using what has been shown for liquid–vapor isotope fractionation, find the

formula explaining this new isotope thermometer.

Answer
If we write the fractionation:
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Figure 7.38 Records of �40Ar and CO2 from the Vostok core after shifting the CO2 curve 800 years
backwards. After Caillon et al. (2003).
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� ¼ C m1
P ð1Þ

C m2
P ð2Þ

ln� ¼ ln P m1 � ln P m2 ¼ Dm
gz

RT
:

From the approximation formulae we have already met:

Dd
1000

� Dm
gz

RT

� 	
with g¼ 10 m s�1, T¼ 200 K, for z¼ 10 m, and R¼ 2.

This gives �d ¼ 0.25 for nitrogen and �d ¼ 1.1 for argon. Once again, extremely precise

methods for measuring isotope ratios had to be developed.

GreenlandandAntarctica records comparedand the complexityofclimatic
determinants
Althoughstudies ofGreenland ice corespre-dated thatoftheVostokcoreby far, itwasonly
after theVostokcorehadbeen deciphered that the signi¢cation of theGreenland coreswas
fully understoodbycontrast (Figure7.39). Itwasobservedthatthe recordoftheoxygenand
hydrogen isotopes at Vostok was much simpler than in Greenland and that the
Milankovitch cycleswere clearly recorded.
Things are more complex in Greenland because sudden climatic events are superim-

posed on theMilankovitch cycles.The ¢rst well-documented event is a recurrent cold per-
iod at the time of transition from the last ice age to the Holocene reported byDansgaard’s
team in 1989.While some 12 800 years ago a climate comparable to that of today set in, it
was interrupted 11 000 years ago by a cold episode that was to last about 1000 years and
which isknownas theYoungerDryas.This eventwas foundsomeyears later inthesedimen-
tary recordoftheNorthAtlantic.
Generalizingon this discovery,Dansgaardusedoxygen isotopes to show that the glacial

period was interrupted by warm periods that began suddenly and ended more gradually.
These events, oftheorderofa few thousandyears, correspond toa 4^5øchange in the �18O
value of the ice and so to a temperaturevariation ofabout 7 8C.Dansgaard’s team reported
24 instancesofthis typeofD^Oepisode, as theyare called (D is forDansgaardandO is for
Oeschger), between12000and110 000yearsago.Theyhavebeendetected inthesedimentary
records of the North Atlantic and as far south as the intertropical zone. Cross-referencing
between sedimentary cores andpolar ice cores has proved so instructive thatboth types of
recordcontinuetobeusedtoanalyzeoneandthe same event.
A second series of events was read this time from the sedimentary records.These were

brief events characterized by the discharge of glaciers as far as the Azores.There are 34 of
these H events (see Heinrich,1988) during the last glacial period and nothing comparable
hasbeen identi¢ed in the ice ofGreenland.The relationshipbetweenD^OandHevents is
unclear, butwhat is clear is thattheyarenot identicalhappenings.
What compounds the mystery is that these brief events are recorded very faintly in

Antarctica,withatime lag.Thereare thereforeoneormoremechanismsgoverning climate
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thataresuperimposedontheMilankovitchcycles.Whyarethese eventsmorereadilydetect-
able in thenorthern hemisphere?Oneofthebigdi¡erencesbetween the twohemispheres is
the asymmetrical distribution of landmasses and oceans (Figure 7.40).This is probably an
important factor, but how does it operate? We don’t know.This qualitative asymmetry is
compoundedbyafurtherasymmetry. Itseemsthatthetransitionsbetweenglacialandinter-
glacial periods occur 400^500 years earlier in the Antarctic. Once again, there is as yet no
clearandde¢nite explanation for this.

Exercise

When the d 18O values of foraminiferan shells are analyzed for glacial and interglacial periods,

variations are of 1.5ø for cores from the intertropical zone but of 3ø for cores from the

temperate zones. How can you account for this phenomenon?
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Answer
Temperature variations between glacial and interglacial periods are very large at the poles,

very low in the intertropical zone, and intermediate in the temperate zones. The variation of

1.5ø for the intertropical zone is caused by the melting of ice. It must therefore be considered

that the additional variation of 1.5ø of the temperate zones is due to a local temperature

effect. Applying the Urey–Epstein formula of the carbonate thermometer

T 8C ¼ 16:3�4:3ð�dÞ=0:13ð�dÞ2

gives �T� 4.3 �d. This corresponds to 5–6 8C, the type of temperature difference one would

expect in the temperate zone between a glacial and interglacial period.

Veryrecently, the ice recordhasbeen extendedto700 000years thanks tothe coredrilled
byan international consortium in Antarctica at the EPICA site. As Figure 7.41shows, this
facilitates comparison between sedimentary and ice records. New data can be expected
shortly.

7.8 The combined use of stable isotopes and radiogenic
isotopes and the construction of a global geodynamic
system

Climate isacomplexphenomenonwithmultipleparameters.Temperature,ofcourse, isacar-
dinal parameter, but the distribution of rainfall, vegetation, mountain glaciers, and winds
areessential factorstoo.Oxygenanddeuteriumisotopesprovidevital informationabouttem-
peratures and the volume of the polar ice caps. The 13C/12C isotopes are more di⁄cult to
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interpretbutyieldusefulpointers, forexample,aboutthetypeofvegetation(C3/C4plants)and
its extent. But such information, which should in principle enable us to construct a biogeo-
chemicalpicture, is stillverydi⁄culttodecipherandhasbeenoversimpli¢edinthepast.

The use of long-lived radiogenic isotopes has a similar objective, namely to determine
how climatic £uctuations are re£ected in the planet’s erosional system. Erosion is a funda-
mental surface process. It is what changes volcanoes or mountain ranges into plains and
peneplains.The end products oferosion are of two types. Some chemical elements are dis-
solved as simple or complex ions, while others remain in the solid state. The former are
transported in solution, the latter as particles.Whichever state they are in, they are carried
by rivers down to the oceans where they form sea water in one case and sediments in the
other.The radiogenic isotope ratios are preserved throughout these erosion and transport
processes.They are then mixed in the ocean, either as solutions in seawateror as particles
in sediments.The erosion sites have characteristic radiogenic isotope signatureswhich dis-
tinguishold landmasses,youngcontinents,andvolcanicproductsofmantleorigin.Theiso-
topic compositionsofthemixture thatmakesup seawater thus re£ecttheproportionofthe
various sources involved in the erosionprocesses.
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7.8.1 Strontium in the ocean

A¢rstexample is the 87Sr/86Sr isotopic compositionofpresent-dayseawater.The 87Sr/86Sr
ratio is 0.70917 and is identical whichever ocean is considered.Where does the Sr come
from?Obviously fromtheerosionoflandmassesandsubaerialorsubmarinevolcanicactiv-
ity.Measurementofthe isotopic composition of Srdissolved in riversyields ameanvalueof
0.712� 0.001.The mean isotopic composition of the various volcanic sources (mid-ocean
ridges, islandvolcanoes, and subduction zones) liesbetween 0.7030 and 0.7035 (depending
on the relative importance attributed to the various sources). From the mass balance
equation:

87Sr
86Sr

� �
sea water

¼
87Sr
86Sr

� �
continental rivers

xþ
87Sr
86Sr

� �
volcanic input

ð1� xÞ:

The fraction from continental rivers corresponds to 66%� 2% of the Sr in sea water.
(Notice this fraction x re£ects the mass of chemically eroded continent modulated by the
correspondingabsolute concentrationofSr.)

x ¼ _mc Cc

_mc Cc þ _mv Cv

where _mc is themass of continent eroded chemically per unit time, _mv is themass ofvolca-
noes eroded chemically per unit time, and Cc and Cv are the Sr contents of rivers £owing
fromcontinents andof volcanoes, respectively.
We can go a little further in this breakdown.The isotopic composition of Sr in rivers is

itself a mixture of the erosion of silicates of the continental crust, whose mean isotopic
composition we have seen is 87Sr/86Sr� 0.724� 0.003,15 and the erosion of limestones,
which are very rich in Sr and are the isotopic record of the Sr of ancient oceans. For rea-
sons we shall be in a better position to understand a little later on, the mean composition
of these ancient limestones is 87Sr/86Sr¼ 0.708� 0.001. The mass balance can be
written:

87Sr
86Sr

� �
rivers

¼
87Sr
86Sr

� �
limestones

yþ
87Sr
86Sr

� �
silicates

ð1� yÞ;

whichmeans thatlimestonesmakeup71%oftheSrcarriedtotheocean insolution fromthe
continents.Therefore, all told, the Srof seawater is madeup of 49.5% from reworked lime-
stone, of16.5% from the silicate fraction of landmasses, and of 34% fromvolcanic rockof
mantle origin. Of course, these ¢gures must not be taken too strictly.The true values may
varya little fromthese, butnotthe relativeordersofmagnitude.
The 87Sr/86Sr isotopic composition ofpresent-daymarine carbonates is identical to that

of seawater in all the oceans. It is assumed, then, that the 87Sr/86Sr isotopic compositions
measuredonmoreancient limestoneswere identical to thoseoftheoceans fromwhich they
precipitated (Figure7.42).

15 Corresponding to the mean value of detrital particles transported by rivers.
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These isotopic compositions havebeen studied and are found to have varied in the past.
The curve ofvariation of strontium in the course of the Cenozoic has been drawn up with
particularcare (Figure7.43).

Itshowsthatthe87Sr/86Sr ratiowaslower65Maagothan itis todayandremainedroughly
constant from 65Ma to 40Ma, fromwhich date it began to rise, at varying rates, up to the
present-day value.Whydidthesevariationsoccur?

Returning toour fundamentalmassbalance equation,wemustconcludethatthegrowth
in the ocean’s 87Sr/86Sr ratio since 40Ma can be attributed to a variation in the relative
inputoferosion fromthe landmassesor the input fromthemantle, orboth. Initially, a¢erce
con£ict opposed proponents of the growth of continental input with mantle input suppo-
sedly remaining constant and their adversaries who thought that it was the mantle input
that had varied along with the intensity of erosion. For the former, the predominant phe-
nomenonwas theupliftoftheHimalayas after India collidedwithAsia 40Maago (Raymo
andRuddiman,1992). For the latter, the essentialvariationwas in theactivityofmid-ocean
ridges in the form of the hydrothermal circulation occurring there (Berner et al., 1983).
Now, itwasonce thoughtthatthe total activityofthemid-ocean ridgeshadvariedovergeo-
logical time and in particular had declined since 40Ma ago.We no longer think this.The
ideatoday is thatboth changesare concomitant.The increasederosionbecauseoftheuplift
of the Himalayas is consistent with reduced input from the mantle, which derives mostly
from erosion of subduction zone volcanoes. Such erosion has been partially slowed by the
disappearance of a signi¢cant sourcewhichwas swallowed up in theHimalayan collision.
All in all, then, it is the formation of the Himalayas that explains the 87Sr/86Sr curve as

Silicates Carbonates
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water

Marine
carbonates

Mid-ocean
ridge

hydrothermalism

Continental
rivers

Mantle

Volcanic
islands

Figure 7.42 The determining factors of the isotope composition of strontium in sea water. The strontium
in the ocean comes from alteration of the continents and volcanic arcs. Hydrothermal circulation along
the ridges also injects strontium into sea water. Limestones reflect the isotopic composition of the ocean
at the time they formed. They are recycled either by erosion or by inclusion in the mantle.
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suggestedby the formerColumbia team (RaymoandRuddiman,1992) and JohnEdmond
(1992) fromMITindependently.
Regardlessofanycausal explanations, the curve isnowadaysusedtodateCenozoic lime-

stones.This is known as Sr stratigraphic dating.The idea is straightforward enough. Since
the curve is identical for all the oceans, it is an absolute marker. As the variation in the
87Sr/86Sr curve is all one way, the measurement of an 87Sr/86Sr ratio for any limestone can
be used to determine its age from the curve. As can be seen, this clock is e¡ective from 0 to
40Ma, butbarelybeyond that as the curve £attens out.The precision achieved for an age is
�1Ma.This is auseful couplingwithmicropaleontological techniques.
But,ofcourse,whateveryonewants toknowiswhythe 87Sr/86Sr ratio curve in limestones

is identicalwhichever the ocean? The answer is that the residence time of Sr in the ocean is
very much greater than its mixing time and so it has time to homogenize on a global scale.
Thiswillbe explained in thenextchapter.
The second question relates to climate. As it is observed that d18O increased through-

out the Cenozoic, corresponding to a general cooling, what relation is there between
tectonic activity and climate? This is a fundamental question to which there is as yet no
clear answer.

Exercise

There are two inputs to the isotope composition of continental rivers: one from silicates and one

from carbonates, in the proportions of 75% from carbonates and 25% from silicates, with average

isotope ratios of (87Sr/86Sr)silicates¼ 0.708 for carbonates and (87Sr/86Sr)limestone¼ 0.724 for
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silicates. Suppose that carbonate recycling falls to 70%. How much will the Sr content of sea

water vary assuming that the Sr content of rivers remains the same (which is unrealistic, of

course)?

Answer
In the current situation, the Sr isotope ratio of rivers is 0.712 with 75% carbonate and 25%

silicate. Recycled limestone has a Sr isotope composition of about 0.708 while that of silicates

is 0.724. The composition for rivers with the new proportions becomes 0.7128, which gives a

value of 0.709 52 for sea water. The recycling of limestone is clearly an important parameter,

then.

Exercise

Assuming the isotope different compositions and inputs remain constant and the flow from

volcanic sources remains the same, by how much does the Sr flow from rivers have to vary to

change the ocean values from 0.708 to 0.709?

Answer
The calculation is the same as before:

�R

R
¼ �x

ð1� xÞx :

Therefore �F/F¼þ0.49. So the flow from rivers must increase by 50%.

7.8.2 Isotopic variations of neodymium in the course
of glacial–interglacial cycles

As with Sr, the isotopic variations of Nd are related to long-period radioactivity.When
isotopic variations aremeasured inQuaternarysedimentary cores, thesevariations canbe
attributed to di¡erences in origin alone.The in situ decayof 147Sm in the core has virtually
no in£uence.The fundamentaldi¡erencebetweenthebehaviorof SrandofNd intheocean
is that Sr, havinga long residence time (1or 2Ma), is isotopicallyhomogeneouson the scale
of the world’s oceans whereas Nd, having a shorter residence time (500^2000 years),
varies isotopically between oceans and even within oceans. For example, the "Nd

value todayaverages�12 for the Atlantic Ocean,�3 for the Paci¢c, and�7 for the Indian
Ocean.These variations are interpreted by admitting that the Nd of seawater is a mixture
between avolcanic source coming from subduction zones ("� 0 toþ 6) and a continental
source ("�^12� 2).The "Ndvaluevaries dependingonthe degreeofvolcanic activity in the
region relative to continental input (seeGoldsteinandHemming,2003).

StudyofaQuaternary core from the IndianOcean, southof theHimalayas, has allowed
the Paris laboratory (Gourlan et al., 2007) to highlight an interesting phenomenon. The
sedimentarycore ismostly carbonated (more than 70%carbonate). Byappropriate chemi-
cal treatment, it is possible to extract theNdof ancient seawater trapped in the small coat-
ings of Mn surrounding foraminifers. Isotopic analysis of the Nd shows that "Nd varies
from �7.5 to �10.5 and that the variations follow the pattern of 18O/16O £uctuation
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correspondingtotheglacial^ interglacialpattern.There isanexcellent (inverse)correlation
betweend18Oand "Nd (Figure7.44).
SouthoftheBayofBengal, themixtureofout£ow fromIndonesiaandthe input fromthe

RiversGanga^Brahmaputra (butalsotheIrrawaddyandtheSalween rivers)homogenizes
thevaluesofseawaterofabout "��6� 1.
Sowe can suppose that in the Bay of Bengal the £uctuation during glacial^ interglacial

alternation corresponds to the £uctuation in the impact from the Ganga^Brahmaputra
Rivers from the Himalayas.Those variations are linked with variations in intensity of the
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Figure 7.44 Variation in the isotopic composition of neodymium in sea water expressed as "Nd in a
predominantly calcareous marine sedimentary core from the Ninety East Ridge in the Indian Ocean,
representing the last 800 ka. Top: the curve of d18O variations allowing comparison of climatic
fluctuations. Bottom: isotopic composition of the detrital fraction. (a) Oxygen isotopes compared
with "Nd variations. (b) Enlargement before 2 Ma. (c) Oxygen-neodymium maxima and minima
correlations.
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monsoon and the existence of large glaciers during glacial periods in the highHimalayas.
Monsoons areweakerduring glacial times andglaciers accumulate snowand then stop (or
strongly reduce) the river runo¡.

Exercise

Calculate the relative input of the Ganges–Brahmaputra (GB) Rivers between interglacial and

glacial if we suppose that "GB
ND ¼ �12 and "ocean

Nd ¼ �6. The measured ratios of concentration

are "Nd¼�10 during interglacials and "Nd¼�7.5 during glacials, the concentration of Nd in

river and ocean staying the same during all periods.

Answer
We applied the mixing formula. Notating concentration as CNd and the masses as m, we have:

"measured
Nd ¼ "GB

Ndx þ "ocean
Nd 1� xð Þ

x ¼ mass of fresh water � C river
Nd

mass ocean � C ocean
Nd þmass of fresh water � C river

Nd

:

With a little manipulation

m river

m ocean
¼ C ocean

Nd

C river
Nd

1

x�1 � 1

� �
:

So for the ratios between interglacial (i) and glacial (g):

m i
river

m g
river

¼
x�1

g � 1

x�1
i � 1

 !
¼ 3

0:5
¼ 6:

The river £ux from the Himalayas was 6 times higher in interglacial than in glacial
times.

This is a simple example in a work in progress in author’s laboratory to illustrate the
powerof investigationofcombiningOandNdisotopes.

7.9 Sulfur, carbon, and nitrogen isotopes and
biological fractionation

We give two examples of how stable isotope geochemistry can be used in various types
ofstudy.

7.9.1 A few ideas on sulfur isotope fractionation

When we examine the 34S/32S composition of naturally occurring sulfur isotopes as a
function of their geological characteristics, several features stand out. All sul¢des asso-
ciated with basic or ultrabasic rocks have extremely constant compositions close to
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34S/32S¼ 0.045 (�¼ 0), that is, largely analogous to that of sulfur in meteorites (Nielsen,
1979).
Sulfur mineralization in veins crossing geological structures, with a gangue of quartz,

£uorite, or barite, have � values of about 0 which are very constant. It is therefore legiti-
mate to attribute a deep origin to them or at least an origin related to deep-lying rocks.
Cluster mineralization exhibits much morevariable compositions, particularlyminerali-
zation related to sedimentary strata. Its composition may range from �¼þ22 to �¼�52.
This observation is tied in with the point that oxidation^reduction reactions
S2� , SO

2�
4 are accompanied by equilibrium isotope fractionation which, at low tem-

peratures, is substantial (1.075 at 25 8C) (Tudge and Thode, 1950). Moreover,
S2� ! SO

2�
4 is an easy reaction at low temperature. However, reduction can only occur

through Desulfovibrio desulfuricans bacteria. This bacterial reduction is accompanied
by an isotopic e¡ect that is weaker than the equilibrium reaction (�¼ 1.025 at 25 8C)
(Harrison and Thode,1958). Remembering that sulfates of seawater and freshwater have
d34S values that range fromþ26 toþ4, we can explain the dispersion observed byassum-
ing that the sul¢des related to strata derive from bacterial reduction of sulfates, but that
such reduction exhibits a number of variations. Sometimes reduction may involve sea
water, sometimes groundwater circulation. Sometimes it occurs in replenished systems,
sometimes in bounded reservoirs (Rayleigh distillation). Sometimes it is followed by iso-
tope exchange leading to equilibrium fractionation, sometimes not. Here we ¢nd, but in
a di¡erent context, variations in scenarios similar to what was calculated for bacterial
reduction in sediments.
In any event, case by case, the sulfur isotope composition, associatedwith metallogenic

and geological observations, allows distinctions to be drawn between the various types of
deposits (Figure7.45)andthenallowsthepotentialmechanismfor theoriginofmineraliza-
tiontobelimited.Generally, thesedatahavemade itpossible toasserttheoccurrenceofsul-
fur mineralization of exogenous origin, which many workers had contested before,
claiming thatallmineralizationderived fromthedepthsoftheplanetthroughmineralizing
£uids (OhmotoandRye,1979).
One particularly fascinating observation with sulfur isotope geochemistry relates to

mass-independent fractionation (MIF). Such fractionation has been mentioned for
oxygen,butitexists forsulfur too.Sulfurhas four isotopes: 32S,33S,34S,and36S. Interrestrial
sulfur compounds variations in 33S/32S ratios account for about half of 34S/32S fractiona-
tions (0.515 tobeprecise). Ifwede¢ne�33S¼ (�33S)^0.515 (�34S), thisdi¡erence isgenerally
zero.Whenmeasuring the isotopic composition ofsul¢des and sulfates ofgeologically var-
ied ages, we obtain an unusual result. Between 2.30Ga and the present day, �33S¼ 0. For
samplesof2.30^2.60Ga,�33Svarieswithanamplitudeof12ø.Forolder samples, £uctua-
tions are smaller but around 4ø. Samples of barium sulfate are depleted in 33S (compared
with ‘‘normal’’ fractionation, their �33S is negative). Sul¢de samples are enriched in 33S
(their�33S is positive).This observation cannotbe easily interpreted.James Farquhar and
his team thinkthat therewas little oxygen in the atmosphere in ancient periods.The ozone
layer surrounding theEarthatanaltitudeof30kmandwhich now¢lters theSun’sultravio-
let rays did not exist. Sulfur reduction phenomena shifted sulfur from the degree ofoxida-
tion �2 (sul¢de) to þ6 (sulfate) via a cycle of photochemical reactions involving these
ultraviolet rays. Now, laboratory experiments show that photochemical reactions (that
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is, reactions taking place under the in£uence of light) produce important non-mass-
dependent fractionations (Farquhar et al., 2007).

This idea of oxygen being absent from the ancient atmosphere is consistent with many
geochemical observations: the presence of detrital uranium in the form of UO2 in ancient
sedimentaryseries andparticularly in the famousWitwatersranddeposits of SouthAfrica.
Uranium in its degree ofoxidationþ4 is insolublewhereas in theþ6 form, it forms soluble
complex ions.Today uranium is mostly in the þ6 state (in solution), but in the Archean it
was in the þ4 state (as detrital minerals) . Until 2 Ga, very special rich iron deposits are
found, known as banded hematite quartzite or banded iron formation (BIF). These are
evidence that at that time rivers carried soluble iron in the þ2 oxidation state and that it
precipitated in theþ3 oxidation state on reaching the ocean. Nowadays, surface iron is in
theþ3oxidation stateand forms insoluble compounds in soils.These iron compoundsgive
tropical soils theircharacteristic redcoloring.

Dick Holland (1984) has long used these observations to argue that the ancient
atmosphere was rich in CO2 and N2 (as are the atmospheres of Mars and Venus
today) and that oxygen, which makes up 20% of our atmosphere today, appeared only
2Ga ago as a consequence of the superactivity of bacteria or of photosynthetic algae.
The appearance of oxygen meant the end of both detrital uranium and chemical iron
deposits, which, in fact, are not found after that period. Observations of sulfur isotope
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fractionations by Thiemens’s team re¢ne this model. They seem to indicate that the
growth of oxygen in the atmosphere occurred very quickly, almost suddenly, between
2.5 and 2.1 Ga and that this growth was accompanied by the progressive formation of
the ozone layer protecting the Earth’s surface from excessive solar ultraviolet radiation
(Figure 7.46).

7.9.2 Carbon–nitrogen fractionation and the diet
of early humans

Biochemical operators fractionate carbon and nitrogen isotopes. Gradually the mechan-
ismsandthepracticalrulessuch fractionationobeyshavebeendetermined.Thus, itwascor-
rectlypredictedthatC3plants (the¢rstproductofphotosynthesiswith three carbonatoms)
(trees, wheat, and rice) fractionate di¡erently from C4 plants (corn, grass, sugar cane). It
has also been shown that marine plants are di¡erent again. From these observations
MichaelDeNirooftheUniversityofCaliforniaatLosAngeles studiedthe isotope compo-
sition ofherbivores (eating the various types ofplant) andof carnivores eating those herbi-
vores. Oddly enough, a numberof regularitieswere preserved and turnedup in the isotope
composition of bone (in the mineral matter and also in collagen which withstood decay
quitewell).Hewas thus able to determinewhat earlyhumans ate (Figure 7.47).Those of the
Neolithic ateC3 plant leaves and thenpeople later certainlybegan to eat corn (C4).Wheat
does not seem to have been grown until much later.This is an example of isotope tracing
which is developing in biology and archeology. Stable isotopes measured on bone and
tooth remains of extinct animals canbe used to answer questions about the type ofmeta-
bolismof certain dinosaurs (hotor coldblooded), the dietofextinct animals, or the e¡ect
of paleoclimate on the cellulose of tree rings. Once again this discipline o¡ers consider-
ableprospects.
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Figure 7.46 �33S¼ (d33S)� 0.515 (d34S). The figure shows 33S variation in �33S of sulfides and sulfates
of various ages.
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7.10 The current state of stable isotope geochemistry
and its future prospects

As has been repeated incessantly throughout this book, developments in isotope geology
have always tracked advances in measurement methods, which themselves are often the
consequence of technological progress. The development of the double-collection mass
spectrometerbyNierandhis collaborators (Nier,1947;Nieretal.,1947)made it possible to
study the e¡ects ofvery weak isotopic fractionation (oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and sulfur)
in carbonates,water, rock, and livingmatter.

Since then technical advances havemoved in three directions.The¢rstwas thatof sensi-
tivity. It has become possible to analyze isotopic fractionation on small quantities ofmate-
rial. Hugh Taylor managed to analyze D/H in rocks while Franc� oise Pineau and Marc
Javoyhaveanalyzed13C/12Cand15N/14Ninbasalts.

The second directionwas that of precision. In1950, ratios could be measured to 0.5ø.
Nowthe¢gure is0.05ø.Thishasmade itpossibletoanalyzesedimentarycoreswithpreci-
sion and to highlight Milankovitch cycles. Robert Clayton was able to discover paired
17O/16O and 18O/16O fractionations of meteorites, which had many consequences for
the study of meteorites even if the initial interpretations have been modi¢ed. Mark
Thiemens hasbeen able tomove on from there to openup the studyofmass-independent
fractionation.

The third advance has been the automation of analytical procedures which has enabled
large numbers ofsamples tobe studiedboth in sedimentary carbonates and in polar ice for
O,C, andHisotopes.Climatologyhasgainedenormously fromthis.

Today twonewtechnical advanceshaveoccurred:multicollectionICPMSandthedevel-
opment of in situ probes, ion probes, or ICPMS laser ionization. In addition, advances
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in computing and electronics have brought progressive gains in precision, sensitivity, and
measurement time for all conventional techniques, TIMS, or double-collection gas
spectrometry.
What will come of all this? It is probably too early to answer this question but the

trends as perceived can be set out. The most spectacular trend is probably the rush to
study isotopic fractionation of ‘‘non-classical’’elements that are often present in terres-
trial materials.These include some major elements (Si, Mg, Fe, or Ca) for which physi-
cochemical fractionations have been identi¢ed and then minor light elements like B
and Li and minor heavy elements like Cr, Cu, Zn, Cd, Se, Mo, or Tl (the list is not
exhaustive) (see the review edited by Johnson et al., 2004). It is undeniable that some
interesting results have been obtained for the major elements Mg, Fe, Ca, and Si as well
as for B, Li, Cu, Mo,Tl, and Cl. For trace elements, no result has as yet allowed new tra-
cers of geological phenomena to be introduced, as is the case for the isotopes of the
major elements H, O, C, and S. Analyses are di⁄cult, the results are often uncertain,
and approaches are not systematic enough.These attempts have not achieved the results
expected.The present author thinks, but this is open to question, that the most interest-
ing processes are:

� ¢rst in biogeochemistry. It seems that living organisms fractionate some isotopes: Ca
for the food chain ending with shells, Si for the food chain ending with diatoms, Cu
for cephalopods. This, combined with C, N, and S geochemistry, may be the advent
of the famous biogeochemistry we have been waiting for since Vernadsky’s 1929
book!
� then, for pH conditionsboron is ahope, provided thehypothesis of constant d11B for the

ocean over geological time is eliminated. The degree of oxidation^reduction with the
useof iron isotopes andmolybdenum isotopes is also relevant.We shall review this if this
bookruns toanewedition!

The other trend is illustrated by John Eiler’s program at the California Institute of
Technology. He is trying to take advantage of the improvement in techniques ofanalysis of
traditional elements to develop newandoriginalmethods, themost spectacularofwhich is
intercrystalline order^disorder fractionation, which we have spoken of, but also for
18O/16OorD/Hfractionations in high-temperaturephenomena.
The study of non-mass-dependent fractionation by Mark Thiemens’s team has

probably still not yielded all its results but perhaps requires a more structured
approach.

Problems

1 Take a cloud that evaporates at the equator with a mass M0 dH2O ¼ 0 for D and 18O (to

simplify). It moves polewards and when the temperature is þ10 8C loses one-third of its

mass as rain and continues in the same direction. In the cold zone, where the temperature is

0 8C, it loses one-third of its remaining mass. It moves on and loses another one-third of its

remaining mass at �20 8C. When it reaches temperatures of �30 8C it loses a further one-

third of its mass. The fractionation factors at three temperatures are given in Table 7.4

below.
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(i) Calculate the dD and d18O composition of the rain and snow.

(ii) Plot the (dD, d18O) curve and calculate its slope.

(iii) Plot the dD and d18O curves as a function of the remaining fraction of the cloud.

2 Take a magma chamber whose magma has an initial d18O isotope composition ofþ5.5. Some

30% of olivine Mg2SiO4 precipitates in the chamber. Then we precipitate a eutectic mixture

with equal proportions of olivine–pyroxene. We precipitate 30% of the remaining melt and

then the olivine, orthopyroxene, and plagioclase mixture in equal proportions for 20% of the

remaining melt. Given the melt–silicate partition coefficients in Table 7.5 below, calculate the

isotope evolution of the melt and the minerals.

3 Consider rainwater with dD¼�70ø. This water penetrates into the ground and finally reaches

a metamorphic zone where it meets a schist whose proportion relative to water is 15% and

whose composition is O¼ 53.8%, Si¼ 33.2%, Al¼ 7.8%, Fe¼ 2.8%, Ca¼ 7.1%, Na¼ 0.6%,

K¼ 1.5%, and C¼ 1.8%. This schist contains the following minerals which equilibrate with

water at 550 8C in a closed system. The composition of the rock is: 40% quartz, 4% magnetite,

16% plagioclase, 15% muscovite, 20% alkali feldspar, and 5% calcite. Calculate the oxygen

isotope compositions of the minerals and the water in the end.

4 The CO2 content of the recent atmosphere is 320 ppm, its d13C value is �7. As a result of

burning of coal and oil the d13C value has shifted from �7 to �10 in 20 years.

(i) Given that d13Coil¼�30, what quantity of carbon has been burned?

(ii) However, a problem arises. The CO2 content of the atmosphere is 330 ppm. How can you

explain this?

(iii) Suppose the �calcite–CO2
fractionation at 20% is 1.0102. What is the variation observed in

the d value in the calcites precipitating in sea water?

(iv) Does the d13C isotope analysis of limestone seem to you a good way of testing CO2

degassing in the atmosphere by human activity? Mass of the atmosphere: 5.1 � 1021 g.

5 Basalt magma contains sulfur in the form S2� (sulfide) and SO2�
4 (sulfate), whose proportions

vary with oxygen fugacity.

S2� þ 2 O2 , SO2�
4

S2�
 �
O2½ 
2

SO2½ 
 ¼ K ðT Þ:

Table 7.5 Partition coefficients

Plagioclase–melt Olivine–melt Pyroxene–melt

� 0.6ø � 0.2ø � 0.3ø
�¼ 0.9994 �¼ 0.9998 �¼ 0.9997

Table 7.4 Fractionation factors

T (8C) �D �18O

þ20 1.085 1.0098

0 1.1123 1.0117

�20 1.1492 1.0411
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Therefore:

S2�

SO2�
4

¼ K ðT Þ
½O2
2

:

When the magma degasses, it loses almost exclusively its SO2 and the H2S content is usually

negligible (even if it smells). Determine the partition �gas–magma¼ (d34S)g – (d34S)m.

Given that the magma contains S2� and SO2�
4 , show that degassing of the magma leads to an

increase in the d13S value of the solidified magma or to a decrease depending on oxygen

fugacity (after Sakaı̈ et al., 1982). (We know that DSO2

S2� ¼ þ3 and DSO2�
4

S2� ¼ þ7.)

6 Various scenarios are imagined in which the temperature of the Earth reaches extremes. The

first scenario, known as the snowball scenario, says that all the landmasses are covered by a

layer of ice 100 m thick in addition to the present-day polar ice which has doubled in volume.

The second, reverse, scenario says that the Earth has heated and the polar ice caps melted. In

the first scenario the d18O of continental ice is supposed to reach �30, with the polar ice caps

being like today at �50. The ocean is at d¼ 0.

(i) What is the d value of sea water in the snowball scenario?

(ii) In the scorching Earth scenario, what is the d value of sea water?

(iii) Examine each scenario. Calculate the rate of increase (or decrease) of d18O in meters

above sea level.

(iv) Does this figure vary with the speed of the process?
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CHAPTER EIGHT

Isotope geology and dynamic
systems analysis

WehaveseenthattheEarth canbesubdivided into¢vemain reservoirs:

(1) the continental crust, where elements extracted from the mantle are stored (K, Rb,
U,Th, rare earths, etc.) andwhich ismadeupofageprovinces assembled likeamosaic;

(2) the upper mantle, theMORB source, which is mainly a residue of extraction of conti-
nental crustandtheplacewhereoceanic crust is formedanddestroyed;

(3) the lower mantle, ofwhich little is knownbydirect information other than that it is the
sourceofthe raregas isotope signature inOIB;

(4) the atmosphere, which is the recipient of rare gases given out by the mantle and is not
sealed for somegases (He,Ne); and

(5) the hydrosphere, which is the driving force and the potential vector of all transfers of
material atthesurface, throughthe cycleoferosion, transfer, andsedimentation.

These reservoirs exchange material with each other. Material is extracted from the
upper mantle to form the continental crust, probably during subduction processes.
Material fromthe landmasses is reinjected into theuppermantle, eitherduring subduction
or during episodes when the continental crust is delaminated and falls into the mantle
(Dupal province).

Exchanges probably occur between the lower and upper mantle, as shown by mass bal-
ance calculations for the depleted mantle and the results for rare gases, implying the exis-
tence of two reservoirs in the mantle, with injection of the lower mantle into the upper
mantle. But the exact processes are unknown even if it is obvious that mantle plumes and
subductionare related in somewaywiththese exchanges.

Exchanges with the atmosphere are by volcanic outgassing and, for the continental
crust, erosion (which destroys rock and releases some of the rare gases in rock) or hydro-
thermal processes. It seems that gases are reinjected into the mantle through subduction
phenomena as shown by Marc Javoy and colleagues of the Institut de Physique du
Globe in Paris for CO2 and N2 (Javoy et al., 1982) when these gases are transformed into
chemical compounds. This does not seem to be so for rare gases, for which subduction
is apparently a barrier, and which return to the atmosphere through volcanism in sub-
duction zones.

There remain major questions that are the subject of ¢erce debate. Do subduction
processes a¡ect the lower mantle?Are plumes created in theuppermantle, the lowerman-
tle, or both, and by what processes? Does the lower mantle exchange material with the
upper mantle? All of these questions are suggested by the ¢ndings of seismic tomography



whichprovides spectacularcolor imagesbutwhich cannotreadilybe interpretedbecause it
is di⁄cult to distinguish between heat and mass transfers. This is a reality that relates to
the present day for geophysicists while isotope geochemistry includes thewhole historyof
theEarth.
These exchanges ofmaterial between reservoirs havebeen modulated by the vagaries of

geological historyand, for the external reservoirs, by thevagariesofclimate.Allofthis cre-
ateswhat is nowadays termedadynamic system, or several interlockingdynamic systems if
youprefer (Figure8.1).
Wehave looked at the Earth’s external systemwhere the ocean exchangeswith the atmo-

sphere, is fed water charged with ions by the landmasses, precipitates some compounds,
and stores water in ice and releases it under the in£uence of dynamic £uctuations
(Figure8.2).Onceagain, this isahugedynamicsystem.Thewayinwhichthesystemreceives
energy from the Sun, distributes it, and modulates it triggers the water cycle, modi¢es the
surfacetemperatureanddetermines the climate.
Quite what the relative in£uence is of the greenhouse e¡ect, caused by CO2 or CH4,

and of the hydrological cycle, an extraordinary thermal machine, remains an unre-
solved issue. Geographical distribution is essential in this dynamic system and, as
has been seen, the very di¡erent e¡ects between the northern hemisphere with many
landmasses and the southern hemisphere, which is largely ocean, are still poorly
understood.
The evolution and determining factors of the chemical workings of the oceans and the

questionofthe relative in£uenceofchemical elements extracted fromthemantle compared
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Figure 8.1 The structure and dynamics of the mantle–landmass–atmosphere system. The Earth system
is made up of reservoirs exchanging matter and energy with each other.
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with those from the landmasses on the recordof the past chemical or isotopic composition
of the oceans depend largely on closely interconnected parameters.This is the example of
vast dynamic systemswith complex interactionswhose determining factorswe still do not
understandproperly.

Future developments of paleo-oceanography or paleoclimatology, like those of
chemical geodynamics, are related to our understanding of such complex systems.
Accordingly, at the end of this book, it has been thought useful to address, in an admit-
tedly very elementary and succinct way, but prospectively, what is now a huge ¢eld of
study in the earth sciences but whose formal features exceed our present framework
and apply equally to biology and the chemical industry as well as to ecology or to phy-
sics. It is this methodology that we call dynamic systems analysis.When we say that
the Earth is a ‘‘chemical plant’’ it is not just for the pleasure of a new image. The same
methods of systems analysis apply to chemical plants as to the Earth and its component
parts.

We shall give a few very elementarybases of thesemethods thatwe shall apply, of course,
to the system that the Earth constitutes, looking at the questions speci¢c to it, but, more
than that, opening up future prospects. In this context, isotopes appear as tracers, indica-
tors, like radioactive tracers inbiologyor industrial chemistry, but they contain awealth of
information as we shall see (for general references see: Jacobsen and Wasserburg, 1981;
Beltrani, 1987; Jacobsen, 1988; Albare' de, 1995; Haberman, 1997; Lasaga and Berner,
1998;Rodhe,2000).
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Figure 8.2 The hydrological cycle considered as a system. The masses of the reservoirs are shown
in brackets. Flows are marked by arrows. Units are km3, corresponding to 1012 kg, and km3 yr�1

for flows.
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8.1 Basic reservoir analysis: steady states, residence
time, and mean ages

8.1.1 Well-mixed, simple reservoirs

Letus considera¢rst simple example.A reservoirofmassM, in a steadystate, intowhich a
£owofmatter _M# enters (and fromwhich a quantityofmatter _M" exits).The reservoir itself
is well mixed and is assumed to be statistically homogeneous.1The reservoir might be the
Earth’s mantle, the ocean or the mass of sediments, etc. For the steady state _M# ¼ _M", we
de¢ne the residence time as the average timematter spends in the reservoir.The residence
timeR is de¢nedby

R ¼ M

_M"
¼ M

_M#
:

The dynamic equation is written dM/dt¼ _M# ^ _M", with _M# ¼ _M" in the steady state.
Whatgoes intothe reservoirequalswhatcomesoutof it, andsoresidencetime canbe calcu-
latedbyconsideringeither the inputtermor theoutputterm.
Toreason in termsofage,wemustspeakofthemeanage ofmaterial leaving the reservoir

andwhich enteredattimet¼ 0.What is themeanageofmaterial in the reservoir?
The output £ow _M"maybewritten in the form: _M" ¼ kM, where k is the fraction of the

reservoir exiting per unit time. Then dM¼ kM dt, which may be written dM/dt¼ kM.
Thus kmay be considered as the probability that an element of the reservoir will exit at a
time t. As it is notated, k¼ 1/R is the inverse of residence time.We can thereforewrite that
thequantityofparticles exiting the reservoir is:

dM=dt ¼ �kM;

henceM ¼M0e
�kt.

This equation translates the evolution attime tofthenumberofparticles that entered the
reservoirattime t¼ 0. It is also theage distributionofthe‘‘particles’’ofmatter present in the
reservoir.
Theproportionofparticlesofaget still in the reservoir iswritten:

MðtÞ=M0 ¼ e�kt:

Themeanageofparticles inthe reservoir iswritten:

Th i ¼
Z1
0

te�kt dt ¼ 1

k

Z1
0

kt e�kt dt:

Integratingbyparts,
R1
0

kt e�kt dt ¼ 1, therefore Th i ¼ 1=k ¼ R.

In thiswell-mixed reservoir, themeanageofparticles is equal to the residence time.This
is a fundamental result.

1 We often refer to such reservoirs as boxes (a single box or multiple boxes).
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Exercise

The mantle may be thought of as a reservoir from which mantle escapes at the ocean ridges

and which it enters at the subduction zones. Accepting that it operates in a steady state, what

is the residence time of a lithospheric plate in the upper mantle? We ask the same question

for the whole mantle.

It is taken that the rate of formation of ocean floor is 3 km2 yr�1, the thickness of a plate is

8 km, and its mean density 3.5.

Answer
The area subducted (swallowed up by the mantle) equals the area created, therefore the mass

of the lithosphere subducted is 8.4 � 1014 kg yr�1.

The mass of the upper mantle is 1.05 � 1024 kg, therefore the corresponding residence time

is R¼ 1.25 Ga. The mass of the total mantle is 4.02 � 1424 kg, therefore for the whole mantle

R¼ 4.78 Ga.

Exercise

Suppose we wish to calculate the residence time of the ocean crust alone, which would tend

to suggest the ocean lithosphere is made up of oceanic crust and a piece of average mantle

attached to it. What is the residence time of such an ocean crust in the upper mantle?

Answer
Oceanic crust is 6 km thick, the mass of oceanic crust subducted is therefore 8.4 � 1013 kg yr�1.

Hence R¼ 12.4 Ga for the upper mantle alone.

Exercise

The quantity of 3He in the atmosphere is 1.26 � 109 moles. The degassing rate of 3He at the mid-

ocean ridges is 1100 moles yr�1. Atmospheric 3He is lost to space. Accepting that the atmo-

sphere is in a steady state for helium, what is the residence time of 3He in the atmosphere?

Answer
R is about 1 million years, 1.18 Ma to be precise.

Let us now try to calculate the residence time of a chemical element i in a well-mixed

reservoir (Galer and O’Nions, 1985). We reason as before. Let Ci
# be the chemical concentra-

tion of the element entering the reservoir and Ci
M that present in the reservoir:

Ri ¼ M Ci
M

_M # C i
#
¼ R

Ci
M

C i
#

where M and _M # are the overall mass and the mass of the flow entering the reservoir,

respectively, and R is the residence time of the material.

Exercise

Suppose the ocean is a system in a steady state. The mass of the ocean is M¼ 1.39 � 1021 kg,

and the mass of water entering from rivers _M # ¼ 4:24 � 1016 kg yr�1.
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Given the Sr and Nd concentrations in sea water and rivers in the table below, what is the

residence time of these elements in sea water?

Answer
For Sr, R¼ 4 � 106 yr. For Nd, R¼ 2500 yr.

Exercise

It is considered that most of the chemical elements in sea water disappear into pelagic

sediments by various processes (absorption, precipitation, biochemical reaction, etc.), that

the sedimentation rate for such sediments is 3�10�3 kg m�2, that the ocean area, excluding

continental margins is 3.1 �1014 m2, and that the average concentrations of Sr and Nd of these

sediments are CSr¼ 2000 ppm and CNd¼ 40 ppm. Calculate the residence time of Sr and Nd in

sea water and compare this result with the previous one.

Answer
For Sr, R¼ 5.5 �106 yr. For Nd, R¼ 1162 yr.

The figures are similar to the previous ones, which confirms the hypothesis that the ocean is

in a steady state. (These values are controversial and not hard and fast, but they do give a

good order of magnitude.)

Exercise

What is the residence time of U and Ni in the upper mantle if we consider the ocean crust is

‘‘independent’’ of its underlying lithosphere? The enrichment of U in the oceanic crust is given

as 10 and that of Ni as 0.1.

Answer
RU¼ 12.4/10¼ 1.24 Ga and RNi¼ 12.4/0.1¼ 124 Ga. They differ by a factor of 100.

The average age is calculated using exactly the same process and leads to the various

elements being differentiated by their geochemical properties. The ocean lithosphere struc-

ture is probably intermediate between the two extremes evoked. It is composed of an oceanic

crust, a part of the depleted mantle, the residue of partial melting, and perhaps also a

thermally added part which is just accreted averaged mantle.

8.1.2 Segmented reservoirs

Letus now look at averydi¡erent kind of reservoir formed by the juxtaposition of cells (or
boxes)whichdonotmixbutareadjacentandpassedthrough inturn.
This reservoir is segmented. It takes a timeT to go from the ¢rst to the last segment.

The maximum age of the reservoir is the exit age from the reservoir, which is the

Sr (ppm) Nd (ppt)

Sea water 7.65 3.1
Rivers 0.06 40
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residence time R¼T. The mean age of the reservoir, supposing it is created in a uni-
form way, is:

Th i ¼ 1

M"T

ZT
0

t _M" dt ¼ T

2
:

An example is that of the human population. The residence time is 80 years, the mean
age 40 years. Of course, if _M" is not constant, Th i is di¡erent fromT/2 and varies between
0andT.

Reasoning like this can be applied to the continental crust, supposing the survival of a
portion of the continent depends on its age and therefore that the pieces of continents are
destroyed by the geodynamic processes (erosion, metamorphic recycling, etc.) and that
their maximum age is 4.2Ga and their mean age 2.2Ga, as calculated for the (Sr, Nd)
isotopebalances.The relation between residence time andmean age of a reservoir re£ects
the internaldynamicsofthis reservoirand its internal structure.

Exercise

Calculate the mean age of a continental reservoir made up of four segments aged 3.5, 2.5, 1.5,

and 0.5 Ga whose masses in arbitrary units are in a first instance 10, 6, 3, and 1 and in a second

instance 1, 3, 6, and 10.

Answer
The proportions of the four segments are 0.5, 0.3, 0.15, and 0.05 respectively, and the inverse for

the second case. The mean ages areT ¼ 2.75 Ga in the first case andT ¼ 1.25 Ga in the second.

Exercise

Let us suppose regular mantle convection (without mixing with the environment) with,

for example, subduction, a loop, and partial melting at a mid-ocean ridge (Figure 8.3).

Suppose the subduction rate is 4 cm yr�1, that the ridge is 20 000 km from the subduction

zone (Pacific), and the depth is 400 km. What is the residence time of this portion of the

mantle?

Melting

Subduction

T1

T2
T3

T11

Figure 8.3 Regular mantle convection. T1, T2, . . ., T11 are a set of subduction dates with T11 the earliest.
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Answer
The length of time spent in the mantle is written:

T ¼ distance

speed
¼ 400� 2þ 20 000 � 105

4
¼ 502 Ma:

This is just under half the residence time measured in the upper mantle. But such a process is

very similar to that of a segmented reservoir!

8.2 Assemblages of reservoirs having reached the
steady state

Awhole series of complex (multi-box) systems can be imagined by combining the two
types (well mixed or segmented) of simple system.We shall give a few examples which
could apply to the upper mantle but also to the ocean, considered as a series of separate
reservoirs (Atlantic, Indian,Paci¢c, surfacewater, deepwater, etc.).

8.2.1 Model 1

Letus consideramantlemadeupoftwolayerswhich exchangematerial (Figure 8.4). Itmay
be the upper mantle^lower mantle system or even the upper mantle separated into two
layersby the400-kmseismic discontinuity.
LetM1andM2 be themasses of the twomantles. Let _S and _Dbe the £owofmatter in the

subduction zone and at the mid-ocean ridge.We have _S ¼ _D. In addition, let _M1�2 be the
£ow of material from mantle 1 to mantle 2 and _M2�1 the £ow from mantle 2 to mantle 1.
Supposing a steady state (therefore _M1�2 ¼ _M2�1), what are the residence times (and
thereforethemeanages)?

S

M1–2

D
••

•

•

Subduction Ridge

M2–1

M1

M2

Figure 8.4 Model of mantle with two layers exchanging matter (and energy). M1 and M2 are the
reservoir masses; M

�
1–2 and M

�
2–1 are the mass fluxes.
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R1 ¼
M1

_S
and R2 ¼

M2

_M1�2
:

Thetotal residencetime � is suchthat:

R ¼M1 þ M2

_S
¼M1

_S
þ M2

_S
¼M1

_S
þ M2

_M1�2
� M1�2

_S
:

PositingM1�2= _S¼ f,weget:

R ¼ R1 þ R2 f:

Themeanagesare equal to the residence times.

Exercise

Calculate R, R1, and R2 assuming a division between upper and lower mantle with f¼ 0.1.

Answer
R¼ 4.75 Ga; R1¼ 1.28 Ga; R2¼ 34.7 Ga.

Exercise

Let us now suppose the upper mantle is divided in two by the 400-km discontinuity. Assuming

f¼ 0.3, calculate R, R1, and R2.

Answer
Rounding the figures, the mass of the mantle above 400 km is 0.60 �1024 kg and from 400 to

670 km it is 0.4 �1024 kg.

R¼ 1.28 Ga; R1¼ 0.769 Ga; R2¼ 1.7 Ga.

8.2.2 Model 2

The upper mantle is assumed to be divided into two reservoirs: an upper layer (astheno-
sphere) and a lower layer (transition zone) of massesM1andM2 (Figure 8.5). Subduction
injects 50% into theupper layerand 50% into the lower layer.Theupper layer is assumed to
be well mixed, while the lower layer is segmented and matter advances horizontally in
sequenceand is then¢nally injected intotheupperlayer.

Wehave:

R1 ¼
M1

_S

becausethe input isbothdirectand indirect, and

R2 ¼
M2

_M1!2

;

and T1h i ¼ �1 and T2h i ¼
�2
2
:
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With M1¼ 0.6 � 1024 kg and M2¼ 0.4 � 1024 kg, we get: R1¼ 0.714Ga, R2¼ 0.952Ga,
T1h i ¼ 0:714Ga, and T2h i ¼ 0:47Ga.
Itcanbeseenthatthemeanageofthedeepreservoir is lessthanthatoftheupper reservoir,

while theoppositeapplies for residence time.
In these examples, information can be deduced about the convective structure of the

reservoirs by juggling with residence times and mean ages. Such a model can be con-
structed for ocean dynamics with di¡erent time constants. The upper layer is the well-
mixed surface layer, and the lower layer is traversedbyslowmoving, deep currents, similar
toasegmentedreservoir.

8.3 Non-steady states

8.3.1 Simple reservoirs

General equations
Letusgobackto the simple caseofa reservoir fedbyan in£uxJ, withanout£owconsidered
proportional to the quantity of materialM in the reservoir. Let k be the kinetic constant.
Thedynamic equation iswritten:

dM

dt
¼ J� kM;

with at t ¼ 0;M ¼M0 ¼ 0:

Integratinggives:

M ¼ J

k
1� e�kt
� �

:

It is con¢rmed that when t! 0, M! 0.When t!1, M tends towards J/k, that is, the
steady state, since J/k is the solution to the di¡erential equation at equilibriumwhen dM/
dt¼ 0.

Figure 8.5 Model 2 of the mantle (left) and ocean (right) showing the two layers that exchange material.
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Butwhat is the signi¢canceofk?Atequilibrium, the residence time isR¼M/kM¼ 1/k,
thereforeR¼ 1/k. Sok is the inverseofresidencetime, asalreadysaid.

Letus rewritethe solutiontothe equation:

M ¼ JR 1� et=R
� �

:

The equilibrium solution for the full reservoir is therefore:M¼ £ow� residence time.The
‘‘speed’’toattain equilibrium isproportional to1/R¼ k.

Suppose now that the reservoir is full, and so its mass isM¼ JR.We decide to empty it.
What is thedrainage law?

dM

dt
¼ �kM

henceM ¼ JR et=R:

The constantofthe drainage time is the residence time. Likewise,R controls the time the
systemtakes toattain the stateofequilibrium.

Exercise

How long does the system take to attain 99% of its equilibrium mass?

Answer
t¼ 4R.

Exercise

What is the mean age of the reservoir in this case? Remember that

T ¼ 1

m

Z1
0

t
dm

dt
dt :

Answer
d M

dt
¼ J� k

J

k
1� e�kT Þ:
�

Hence, as with the simple case of the well-mixed reservoir, T¼ R.

Such a model could apply to the growth of the continents where it is considered that at

each period the same amount of material is formed and that the material is destroyed over

time and reinjected into the mantle. As we shall see, this is a very general equation.

The case ofchemical elements
The problemof the evolution of concentrations ofa chemical element in a reservoir is trea-
ted analogously following Galer and O’Nions (1985). Let us consider the evolution of the
massofan element i:
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d CiMð Þ
dt

¼ Ci
ex J� k iC iM

where Ci is the concentration in the reservoir, Ci
ex the concentration in the £ow of

material entering from outside, J the £ux of incoming material, and M the mass of the
reservoir.
If the mass is constant, we can divide by M. This gives:

dCi

dt
¼ Ci

ex

J

M

� �
� kCi:

Theresidencetimeofthe chemical element iswritten:

R ¼MCi

JCi
ex

¼ RM
Ci

Ci
ex

¼ 1

k
;

where RM is the residence time of the mass making up the reservoir, a formula we have
alreadyestablished inthe steadystate.

The case ofa radioactive isotope
Letuswrite the equation for the evolutionofthe radioactive isotope:

dC�

dt
¼ Q� � kC� � lC�

withQ� ¼ C�ex (J/M) (l is the radioactive constant).The constantk is replaced in this equa-
tionby (kþ l)¼ k*.The residence time isR*¼ 1/k*.
As canbe seen, radioactivity is involved in residence time. Ifl is very large, it reduces the

residence time.

Exercise

The residence time of carbon in the ocean is 350 years. What is the residence time of 14C?

Answer
About the same since for 14C, l¼ 1.209 � 10�4 yr�1.

k*¼ 1.2 � 10�4þ 2.8 � 10�3¼ 2.92 � 10�3.

R14C
¼ 342 years.

8.3.2 Creation–destruction processes

The Earth is a living planet; all terrestrial structures are created by some processes and
destroyed by others.What we observe is merely the outcome of antagonistic processes:
birth and death.Thus, magmatic volcanic and metamorphic processes create portions of
continents.These landmasses are then destroyedbyerosion orby recyclingof their materi-
als in a newmetamorphic cycle.The oceanic crust is formed at the mid-ocean ridges. It is
swallowed up in the mantle in the subduction zones.There it is destroyed either by being
thoroughly mixed with the middle mantle or by being fed back through an ocean ridge
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where it is again melted and reformed. These problems are analogous to those of birth
anddeath indemography, as canbeseenbyconsultingbooksonthesubject.

Letus¢rstconsider thequestionofthegeodynamic cycle.LetDbethequantityofmantle
di¡erentiatedatthemid-ocean ridges.Wehave:

d Dð Þ
dt
¼ J� k Dð Þ

where J is the rate offormation at the ocean ridge, and k(D) is the destruction ofquantityD
which is fed back through an ocean ridge. But J¼ kV, ifV is the total volume of themantle
and ifthe residence timeR is suchthatR¼ 1/k.

dD

dt
¼ k V�Dð Þ:

Thesolutionofthis di¡erential equationwhereV is constant is:

D ¼ V 1� e�kt
� �

:

Timeis settot¼ 0,4.55Gaago.SoD/V¼ (1^ e^kt) tends towards1whent is large, andD¼ 0
whent¼ 0.Thequestion is, ofcourse,whatvaluetotakefork.

Letus takethevaluefor the residencetimeoftheuppermantle recycledbyplatetectonics
and assumed tobe in a steady state:R¼ 1.2 � 109 yr and k¼ 0.83 � 10�9 yr�1 (Figure 8.6). It
may also be that there was more recycling in the past because more heat was produced in
themantleandthetimemayhavebeen0.7Ga, that is,k¼ 1.4 � 10�9 yr�1.

Onthisbasis then, letus lookattwoissues.The¢rst is to determinethequantityofvirgin
upper mantle, that is, mantle that has not been melted at a mid-ocean ridge.This part of
the virgin mantle is the complement of the mantle that has been recycled through ocean
ridges:

1 ¼ V 1� e�kt
� �

þ virginmantle ðV0Þ

V0

V
¼ e�kt:

It can be seen therefore that the mass of the virgin mantle decreases with time, of course.
What of the upper mantle? For k¼ 0.83 � 10�9 yr�1, it is 2.3ø. For k¼ 1.4 � 10�9 yr�1 it is
1.8ø(thesearepermilvalues!).

Exercise

What proportion of virgin mantle would be preserved if the flow at the ocean ridges were

identical but the system were the entire mantle?

Answer
Let us now try to calculate the age spectrum of this recycled mantle. It is the age distribution

at the time the mantle went through the ridge-subduction cycle. It follows the law:

NðtnÞ ¼ kV e�kt :

As can be seen, the mathematical equations are analogous to those of the previous example,

but their physical meaning is very different. It is an example to remember.
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8.3.3 Time-dependent formation

Letus nowconsidera slightlymore complex casewhere the formation termdecreaseswith
time.This is geologically fairly logical as we know that the creation of radioactive energy
has decreasedwith time.The equationbecomes:

dM

dt
¼ J0 e

�qt � kM:

This is averygeneral equation found in many cases (Alle' gre and Jaupart,1985). For exam-
ple, forcontinentalgrowth,where the equations foundcanbemodi¢edasaconsequenceor
alsofordegassingofthemantle,whichwehave lookedat.
Integratinggives:

M ¼ J0
k� q

e�qt � e�kt
� �

:

ThereforeMdependsonthetwoconstantskandq.
Togetour ideas straight, letus take the caseofdegassingof 40Ar fromtheuppermantle,

andstudy the 40Arcontentoftheuppermantle:

d 40Ar

dt
¼ le 40K0 e

�lt � G 40Ar
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4 3 2

k = 0.5 10–9 yr–1
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1 0

Figure 8.6 Spectrum calculation for k¼ 0.83 � 10� 9 yr� 1 and 0.5 � 10� 9 yr� 1. Notice the very rapid
growth towards recent times. This is because the probability of double or triple recycling increases very
rapidly with time.
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where le is the fraction of 40K giving 40Ar; l is the total decay constant of 40K; G is the
constantofoutgassing (Figure8.7).The equation canbe easily integrated:

40Ar ¼ le 40K0

G� l
e�lt � e�Gt
� �

:

We are going to study the behavior of 40Ar for the di¡erent values of G, arbitrarily setting
G0¼ 1.

The qualitative behavior is understandable.When G is quite large, the quantity of 40Ar
reaches a maximum and then declines. So let us try to apply this information to the actual
uppermantle.

The present-day potassium level in the non-depleted mantle is K¼ 250 ppm, and
40K¼ 1.16 � 10�4 or 116 ppm.The decay constant is l¼ 0.554 � 10�9 yr�1. Some 4.55 � 109
yearsago, the 40K levelwas12 timeshigherandso equal to0.35 ppm.

Given that the mass of the upper mantle is 1 �1027 g, 4.55Ga ago, there was therefore
0.35 �1021g of 40K.Fromthepreviouscalculationweobtainthefollowingvaluesof 40Artoday:

Time (Ga)

with K extraction by landmass
G = 0

G = 0.25 10–9 yr–1

5×108G = 0.75 10–9  yr–1

0.05 20×1018

0.02

0.01

0.04

0.03

44.5 3 2 1 0
2×1018

Time (Ga)

40
A

r
40

A
r

0.05

0.1

4 3 2 1 0

1.5×1019

3.2×1019

1.1×1019

5×1018

4.5

G = 0

G = 0.25 10–9 yr–1

G = 0.375 10–9 yr–1

G = 0.75 10–9 yr–1

without K extraction 
a

b

Figure 8.7 Mantle degassing model. (a) Evolution of 40Ar in the mantle over time, assuming that 40K
varies by radioactive decay alone. The scale on the right is drawn assuming 40K0¼ 1. The scale on the left
is in 1019 g of 40Ar and corresponds to the total mass of 40Ar on the hypotheses made in the main text.
(b) Evolution of 40Ar in the mantle assuming 40K decreases both by extraction from the continental
crust and by radioactive decay. The scale on the left is in 1018 g of 40Ar. On the right, it is assumed
that 40K0¼ 1.
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Thepresent-daymass is estimatedat2^3 � 1018g,which isnotbad!
Thereisoneassumption inthemodelthatisnotverysatisfactorybecauseitwasconsidered

that 40Kdecreased in theuppermantleby radioactive decayalone.Now,weknow thatKhas
alsodecreasedintheuppermantlebecauseithasbeenextractedatthesametimeascontinen-
tal crust inwhich it is enriched.Letus therefore consider that 40Kdecreasesby the law:

40K ¼ 40K0 e
�ðlþ�Þt

where � is the constant for extraction of K from the mantle to the continental crust. (Such
extractiondoesnotobeyan exponential lawexactly, but it is a¢rstapproximation.)
We take �¼ 0.35 � 10�9 yr�1 because, with this constant, total K evolves from 250 ppm

to 50 ppm in 4.5 � 109 years, which is about the value estimated for the degree of depletion
of the upper mantle in K.The change in 40Ar contentof themantle can thereforebe calcu-
latedbyreplacing thevalueofl¼ 0.5 � 10�9 yr�1by (lþ�)¼ 0.85 � 10�9 yr�1.

40Ar ¼ le
G� lþ �ð Þ e� lþ�ð Þt � e�Gt

� �
:

As can be seen from the curves, we obtain an acceptable value: 2.77 � 1018 g of 40Ar in the
upper mantle for G¼ 0.75 � 10�9 yr�1. Now, what does 0.75 � 10�9 yr�1 represent? The
value1/G¼ 1.3 � 109 is about the residence time ofplates subducting into themantle. If it is
taken that the oceanic lithosphere degasses entirely by being fed through the mid-ocean
ridges, a plausible scenario canbe reconstructed for degassing the upper mantle.Which is
noguaranteeatall thatthemodel is aproper re£ectionofreality!

8.3.4 Effects of cyclic fluctuations

General equations
We saw when examining climatic variations that the Earth’s temperature varied cyclically
(Milankovitch cycles).We can readily imagine that theEarth’s tectonic activity varies cycli-
cally (Wilson’s plate tectonic cycles). How will such variations a¡ect a dynamic system, a
reservoirwhich receives andexchangesmatter?2

Let us consider the equation for the dynamic evolution ofa reservoir as wehave already
examined it:

dM=dt ¼ J� kM;

but inwhichwewrite that the input £ux varies periodically with the formula J¼ J0þ b sin
!t,where!¼ 2p/T,Tbeing theoscillationperiodand k¼ 1/R,Rbeing the residence time.

G (10�9yr�1)

0.25 0.375 0.75 0
40Ar (g) 1.5 � 1019 1.1 �1019 0.49 � 1019 3.2 � 1019

2 This problem has been addressed by Richter and Turekian (1993) and then by Lasaga and Berner (1998).
The latter presentation has inspired the one given here.
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The equation formass evolutionM (orconcentration inan element) is therefore:

dM

dt
¼ J0 þ b sin !t� kM:

The equation canbewritten inthe form:

kM þ dM

dt
¼ J0 þ b sin !t:

The ¢rst term of this equation depends on M alone, the second term being the forcing
imposedon the system fromoutside (we shall also call this the source term).The question
is, of course, how does the system react and what is its response to external stimulus
(Figure 8.8).

We integrate this ¢rst-order di¡erential equation with constant coe⁄cients in the
standard manner: integrate the equation without the second member dependent on t,
then calculate the ¢rst integration ‘‘constant.’’ In the course of calculation, we get on the
integral:Z

ekt sin!t dt:

This is theonlyminormathematicaldi⁄culty.Z
ex sin x dx

is integratedbyparts, integrating twice.This leads to:Z
ex sin x dx ¼ ex sin x� ex cos x�

Z
ex sin x dx;

hencethe calculationof
Ð
ex sinxdx. Integrating thisgeneral equationthereforegives:

M ¼M0 e
�kt þ J0

k
1� e�kt
� �

þ b!

k2 þ !2
e�kt þ bk

k2 þ !2
sin !t

� �

� b!

k2 þ !2
cos !t

� �
:

Source Response

Forcing

System

Figure 8.8 Model of response of a system subjected to external action.
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Itcanbeseenthat ifM0¼ 0and b¼ 0,we¢ndthe equation inSection8.3.1:

M ¼ J0
k

1� e�kt
� �

:

Whenevert is quite large (saymorethan3/k), the equation is simpli¢edandcanbewritten:

M ¼ J0
k
þ bk

k2 þ !2
sin !t� b!

k2 þ !2
cos !t:

If ! << k, that is, if R << T (the residence time is very much less than the oscillation
period), the cosineterm isnegligible.The equation canthenbewritten:

M ¼ J0
k
þ b

k
sin !t

whereJ0/k is the equilibriumvaluearoundwhichoscillationoccurs.
The system response is in phasewith the sourceoscillation.Theamplitudeof£uctuation

aroundequilibriumdependsonthe ratioJ0/b, that is, onthe relativevaluebetweenthe equi-
librium value and the pulse value, but if this ratio is not too large, the amplitude remains
large.
Conversely, if !>> k, that is,R>>T (the residence time is verymuch greater than oscil-

lationperiod), the equationbecomes:

M ¼ J0
k
� b

w
cos !t:

But we have the trigonometric equality cos !t¼ ^ sin(!t ^ p/2). Therefore the system
oscillation is delayedby (p/2), that is, bya quarterofa period relative to the source oscilla-
tion.Moreover, the amplitude is subtracted from a term J0/k, which is very large since k is
verysmall, whichgreatlydamps the signal. Between the two extremeswe¢nd intermediate
behavior.
Let us examine the consequences of this mathematical result. Suppose ¢rst that the

source oscillation period is set, say at100 ka. Chemical elements whose residence time in
the oceans is much less than100 ka, for example neodymium (R¼ 1000 years), will be sub-
jected to £uctuations (if the geochemical processes governing them are involved) in
phase with the source oscillations andwhich maybe of large amplitude depending on the
correspondingJ0/b ratio (Figure8.9).
The chemical elementswithvery long residence times like strontium (R¼ 2^4Ma)) will

be subjected to £uctuations with a time lag of half a period comparedwith the source, but
thataregreatlydampedtoo. If, forexample, thedisturbancere£ects theglacial^ interglacial
cycles, the strontium£uctuationswillbeo¡setanddamped.
Let us examine the e¡ect of the oscillation period.We stay with strontiumwith its resi-

dence time of 2^4Ma. If the £uctuations are of the order of 100 or 1000 ka (climate, for
example) the resultswill be as alreadydescribed. If the £uctuations are from somegeologi-
cal source of the order of 20^30Ma (tectonic), the strontium £uctuations will follow the
source £uctuations, in phase and without any attenuation. Of course intermediate cases
arisebetweenthese twoextremes.
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The relative importance of the sine and cosine terms depends on the ratio k/!.We shall
see thattheseproperties extendtothe£uctuationsof isotopic compositions.

Exercise

We consider sea water and the disturbance to its chemical composition as a result of climatic

disruptions introducing different concentrations in rivers. We consider a sinusoidal distur-

bance with a period of 10 000 years.

We assume the disturbance follows the law: J¼ aþb sin !t.

For four chemical elements Pb, Nd, Os, and Sr whose residence times in sea water are

RPb¼ 103 years, RNd¼ 3 � 103 years, ROs¼ 3 � 104 years, and RSr¼ 2 � 106 years, respectively, we

represent the fluctuations by changing the values of a and b so that a/R¼ 1 and b¼ 1 (this

greatly amplifies the Os and Sr fluctuations).

Draw the response curves for the different elements and estimate the phase-shift values.

Try to identify any quantitative relationship between residence time and phase shifts. Next

try to evaluate damping, taking a¼ 1 and b¼ 1 for all of the elements.

Answer
The equation describing the response curve is written:

dC

dt
¼ aþ b sin !t � kC :

Integrating gives:

C ¼ a

k
þ bk

k2þ !2
sin !t � b!

k2þ !2
cos !t :

Short residence time

C
 /

 C
E

C
 /

 C
E

Time

Long residence time

Artificially amplified
response curve 

Forcing
curve

Forcing
curve

Response
curve

Figure 8.9 Relationship between residence time and lag in the response curve. The response curve at
the top has been greatly amplified vertically so the effect can be seen. C, concentration; CE, equilibrium
concentration.
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We take 103 years as the time unit and !¼ 2p/T¼ 0.628.

For Pb, k¼ 1; for Nd, k¼ 0.033; for Os, k¼ 0.033; and for Sr, k¼ 5 � 10�4.

The curves are illustrated in Figure 8.10 ignoring damping. They show the offset in terms of

residence time. When the logarithm of R (residence time) is plotted against the phase shift,

we get a curve similar to a hyperbola3 with two asymptotes corresponding to the two limiting

cases where k/! is very large and k/! is very small (Figure 8.11).

To evaluate damping we take a¼ 1 for all the elements, therefore a/k is 1, 3, 30, and 2000

for Pb, Nd, Os, and Sr, respectively. We evaluate the percentage variation:
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RPb = 1000 yr

RNd = 3000 yr

ROs = 3 x 104 yr
RSr = 2 x 106 yr

0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.1 1.2

ΔtPb

Figure 8.10 Response curves of Pb, Nd, Os, and Sr concentrations in the ocean, if the sources vary
sinusoidally with the characteristics given in the main text. �C¼ concentration – equilibrium concentration.

3 In fact, it is the curve tg !.�t¼!R.
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DC
�C
¼ DC=

a

k

� �
:

We find 90%, 65%, 0.2%, and 0.15% for the fluctuations of Pb, Nd, Os, and Sr, respectively.

We shall see that these properties extend to fluctuations in isotope composition.

Generalization
Extension toall forcing functions
The great interest of this study of response to a sinusoidal source is that a response can be
obtained for anysource functionbydecomposing it into its Fourier sine functions and then
¢nding the responseforeachsinefunctionandsumming them.

A L I T T L E H I S T O R Y

Joseph Fourier

When he was prefect of France’s Isère department under Napoleon, Joseph Fourier (after

whom Grenoble’s science university is named) proposed one of the most important theorems

in mathematics. He showed that any periodic function could be represented by the sum of the

sine and cosine functions with appropriate amplitudes and phases. He then showed that

when a function was not periodic ‘‘by nature,’’ it could be made periodic by truncating it and

then repeating the sampled portion. On this basis, any function can be separated into its

Fourier components and so represented as a spectrum (frequency, amplitude). Milankovitch

cycles are an example that we have already mentioned.

6

10

14

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3

Ln
 R

Phase shift500 years

Figure 8.11 Relationship between residence time as a logarithm and phase shift, expressed in intervals
of 10 000 years.
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Exercise

We take a system (borrowed from Lasaga and Berner) obeying the previous equations with

an imposed fluctuation of F(t)¼ 4þ sin(5t)þ sin(t/2). The residence time constant is

taken as 1 in the arbitrary time units (t). Calculate and represent the function at the reservoir

outlet.

Answer
See Figure 8.12. Notice the phase shift, the damping of high frequencies, and the slight

alteration of low frequencies.

The case of radioactive isotopes
We have said that for radioactive systems, the residence time should take account of the
mean lifeofthe radioactive element,which isasortof intrinsic residencetime.Thedynamic
equations we have seen are identical, except for this modi¢cation of residence time. In
some cases, when the residence time of the reservoir is very large, it is the isotope’s lifetime
thatdetermines theoverall residence time.
The same reasoning applies depending on the value of the l/!ratio, where ! is the fre-

quencyof the periodic disturbance and l is the decay constant.The £uctuations imposed
by the source shall be taken into account di¡erentially with or without a phase shift and
withorwithoutamplitudedamping.
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Figure 8.12 Quantity in the reservoir as a function of time. After Lasaga and Berner (1998).
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E X A M P L E

Cosmogenic isotopes in the atmosphere

There are three types of cosmogenic isotope in the atmosphere we can look at: 10Be, 3H, and 14C.

For 3H, l¼ 5.57 � 10�2 yr�1, for 10Be, l¼ 4.62 � 10�7 yr�1, and for 14C, l¼ 1.209 � 10�4 yr�1.

When we observe fluctuations in the abundance of these isotopes, 3H reflects rapid

fluctuations in the atmosphere whereas 14C largely damps these variations. However, 10Be,

with a much smaller decay constant, should damp them even more than 14C. In fact, it reflects

rapid oscillations. Why? Because its residence time in the atmosphere of 1–3 years is very

short and it is this constant that prevails.

For similar reasons when it comes to deciphering the Earth’s early history, the information

provided by extinct forms of radioactivity is not the same as that provided by long-lived forms,

as we have seen.

8.3.5 Non-linear processes

In all the examples examined so far, thebasic di¡erential equation hasbeen linear, even if the
forcing termwasnon-linearover time,as inthepreviousexample.Letusnowconsideramodel
ofgrowthoftheEarth’s core.LetthevariableNrepresentthequantityof iron inthe core.Then:

dN

dt
¼ K 1 � Nð Þ

where (1 ^ N) is themass fractionof iron in the core, the totalquantityof ironbeing normal-
ized to unity. It can be considered that the attraction of this iron dispersed in the form of
smallminerals isproportionallystrongerwhenthequantityof iron inthe core ishigh (gravi-
tational attraction).To characterize thequantityN,we canthereforetakeK¼QN.

Thisgives the equation:

dN

dt
¼ QN 1 � Nð Þ:

This is awell-knownequation, especially inpopulationdynamics. It is the logistic equation
(seeHaberman,1997):

dN

N 1 � Nð Þ ¼ Q dt:

Byseparatingoutthe simple elements,we canwrite:

1

N
þ 1

1 � Nð Þ

� 	
dN ¼ Q dt:

Integratinggives:

ln Nj j � ln 1 � Nj j ¼ Qt þ C;

hence:
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N ¼ N0

N0 þ 1 � N0ð Þ e�Qt

whereN0 is themassof iron in the corethatmaybe consideredas themassof iron locatedat
the centeroftheEarthandpooledbymelting.This canbeshowngraphicallyasanS-shaped
curvebeginning slowly then accelerating suddenlyand ending as an asymptote, withvalue
1,which is the totalquantityof iron (Figure8.13).
An attempt can then be made to connect time and the constant Q. Assuming that

N0¼ 0.1, the timetakentoform95%ofthe core iswritten:

t ¼ 5=Q:

If this time is estimated at 50Ma, we get Q¼ 1 �10�7. (These calculations are to give an
orderofmagnitudeofplausibleprocesses.4)
This logistic law is probably as general in naturally occurring processes as the expo-

nential law is in fundamental physical processes.

8.4 The laws of evolution of isotope systems

Thevarious exampleswehave developed canbeused tomodel theEarth’sgeodynamic sys-
temsusing isotope systemsas tracers, just as radioactive isotopes canbeused to seehow the
humanbodyor a complex hydrological systembehave.This model is mademuch easier by
using general equations describing the evolution of isotope systems in complex dynamic
systems.These equations can be used to solve problems directly. But, of course, one of the
aims is to obtain a formulation for calculating the system parameters from direct
observations.

Time

Core
formation

(Fe)0

Ir
o

n
 (

%
) 

Figure 8.13 Model curve of core growth. To simplify, it is taken that all the iron is in the core although a
fraction (approx. 6%) is in the mantle.

4 In actual processes, allowance must be made for oxidation of iron, which allows a fraction of the iron to
remain in the mantle.
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8.4.1 Equation for the evolution of radiogenic systems:
Wasserburg’s equations

Let us begin with a straightforward case. A reservoir exchanges radioactive and reference
isotopes 87Rb, 87Sr, 86Sr, notated r, i, j, with the outside.Wenotatewhat enters the reservoir
( )# andwhat exits ( )".The decay constant is notated l.The £uxes are notated r

�
; i
�

; j
�

. We can
thenwrite the equations:

dr

dt
¼ �lr � Hrð Þ" þ r

�ð Þ#:

di

dt
¼ lr � Gið Þ" þ i

�� �
#:

dj

dt
¼ � Gjð Þ" þ j

�� �
#:

Wehavewrittenwhat leaves the reservoirasproportional towhat is in the system, assum-
ing thefactor is the samefor (i) and (j), that is, assumingnoisotopefractionationoccurs.Let
us combine these equations to bring out the ratios (r/j) and (i/j), that is, by our notations
(87Rb/86Sr) and (87Sr/86Sr):

d
r

j

� �
dt
¼ r

j

� �
dr

r dt
� dj

j dt

� 	
¼ r

j

� �
�l � H þ

r
�ð Þ#
r
þ G

j
�� �
#

j

" #
:

Wehavenotateddr/dtanddj/dtas r�and j
�

respectively,as isoftendone.Bybringingout(r/j)#,
that iswhat leaves the system,andbywriting:

_rð Þ#
r
¼

_rð Þ#
j
�� �
#

j
�� �
#

rð Þ ;

then bymultiplying the bracketed termby (r/j), and noting r/j¼�, as is our standard prac-
tice,weget:

d�

dt
¼ G � Hð Þ � l½ �� þ �ex � �ð Þ

j
�� �
#

j
:

Doing the same calculations for (i/j)¼�gives:

d�

dt
¼ l� þ �ex � �ð Þ

j
�� �
#

j
:

Bynoting _j
� �
#=j¼L(t) andG�H¼F,we¢nallyobtain:

d�

dt
¼ F � l½ � � þ �ex � �ð Þ L tð Þ

d�

dt
¼ l� þ �ex � �ð Þ L tð Þ:

2
664
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TheseareWasserburg’s equations (seeWasserburg,1964) (Figure 8.14).
Let us make a few remarks about them. Notice that parameter Fmaybe either positive

or negative depending on whether the daughter element ‘‘leaks’’ from the reservoir faster
(G>H) or more slowly (G<H) than the parent element.These are two concatenated (and
not paired) equations. One (�) describes the system’s chemical evolution. It therefore
involves achemical fractionation factor for thematerial leaving the reservoir.Theother (�)
involves twoterms, one for radioactive decayl�and theother formixing (�ex��). Solving
the problem entails integrating the ¢rst and then the second.These are very general equa-
tions applying to all systems ^ minerals, rocks, atmosphere,mantle ^ and thus canbeused
inbothgeochronologyand isotope geology.Notice that L(t) is the inverse of residence time
1=R tð Þð Þ.

8.4.2 The steady-state box model

Thismodel is developedhere throughtwo examples.

dμ
dt

= – λ + F( ) μ + μ ex –μ( ) L
dα
dt

= λ μ + α ex –μ( ) L

L =

Closed
environment

Mixing and
fractionation

Mixing

Open environment
with loss

and
fractionation

General
equation

0 L= 0F = 0

dμ = –λ μ
dα
dt

= λ μ

dμ
dt

= – λ + F( ) μ

dα
dt

= λ μ

λ  small
F

λ  small
F = 0 dμ

dt
= – F μ + μ ex –μ( ) L

dα
dt

= α ex –α( ) L

dμ
dt

= μ ex –μ( ) L         

dα
dt

= α ex – α( ) L

Figure 8.14 Schema explaining the generality of Wasserburg’s equations. Most of the basic equations
we have used for radioactive–radiogenic systems can be found in his figure.
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Exercise

Take a reservoir into which flows material from a single external source with a constant

chemical and isotopic composition over time (�ex and �ex) and a constant flow rate. Let us

assume that the reservoir attains a steady state.

What is the residence time if we suppose the reservoir is well mixed (that is, having a

homogeneous isotope composition �)?

Answer
We find:�l� þ �ex � �ð Þ 1=R ¼ 0 and l� þ �ex � �ð Þ 1=R ¼ 0.

This gives:

R ¼ 1

l
�ex

�
� 1

� �
:

We find quite simply the residence time calculated for the 14C/C ratio of the deep ocean if

�¼ 14C/C and �ex is the 14C/C ratio of the surface water in equilibrium with the atmosphere.

The time can be computed from the simple radioactive decay �¼�ex e–lt or �ex¼� elt. If we

develop the Taylor series and keep the first two terms:

�ex ¼ �ðlþ lt Þt ¼ 1

l
�ex

�
� 1

� �
:

As for the isotope ratio:

R ¼ 1

l
� � �ex

�

� �
¼ �:

This is the expression of the model age of the reservoir, so we are back to the equality:

residence time¼model age.

(This is not so for 14C because the product 14N is drowned in normal 14N.)

Exercise

The 87Sr/86Sr isotope composition of sea water is the result of erosion of the continents and of

exchange at the mid-ocean ridges where Sr from the mantle is injected into sea water, but

also of alteration by volcanoes in subduction zones and oceanic islands. We denote the

isotope ratios of the continental crust ( )cc and of the mantle ( )m: (�Sr)cc¼ 0.712,

(�Sr)m¼ 0.703, (�Sr)sea water¼ 0.709.

What are the relative flows Lcc and Lm, given that the residence time of Sr is RSr¼ 4 � 106

years and that a steady state is attained in the ocean? If we know the ratio of the mass of river

water inflow to the mass of the ocean is 3 � 10�5, calculate the river/ocean Sr concentration

ratio.

Answer
We write the simplified Wasserburg equations, as there is no radioactive decay or growth

term:

�Sr
cc � �Sr

water

� �
L cc þ �Sr

m � �Sr
water

� �
L m ¼ 0:

We obtain:
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L m

L cc
¼ �Sr

cc � �Sr
water

�Sr
water � �Sr

m

� �
¼ 0:5:

We also have:

L m þ L cc ¼ 1=R ¼ 2:5 � 10�7 yr�1;

hence Lcc¼ 1.66 � 10�7 yr�1 and Lm¼ 0.83 � 10�7 yr�1.

We then have:

L cc ¼
river water flow� Sr concentration in rivers

ocean mass� Sr concentration in ocean
;

hence

Sr concentration in rivers

Sr concentration in sea water
¼ 0:005:

Exercise

Suppose the variation in continental Sr input into sea water follows the tectonic cycle with a

period of 100 Ma. Suppose also that this fluctuation occurs with constant isotope composi-

tion for the continental crust and mantle. By how much would the 87Sr/86Sr isotope ratio of

sea water as indicated by limestone be offset?

Answer
It would not be offset. See Section 8.4.

8.4.3 The non-steady state

Naturally enough, in the general case, all of the parameters are a function of time: F(t),�ex(t),
and L(t). It is not generally very easy to integrate these equations when we are unaware a
priori of the formofvariation of the various parameters. It can easilybe seen that ifwewrite
L(t)¼ 0, that is, ifwe are in the case of evolutionwith no input fromoutside, withoutmixing,
we come back to the equations developed in Chapter 3 for open geochronological systems
withF(t) taking the formofan episodic orcontinuous loss.Conversely, ifwe cancel the terms
ofradioactivedecay,wearedealingwithpuremixing.Themixingequationweareusedtois:

�M ¼ �1xþ �2ð1� xÞ:

Letus assume that�M¼� (tþ 1) and�¼� (t) are the twovalues ofthe reservoir at (tþ 1)
and (t). Ifwemodify the value � of the reservoir by adding a corresponding quantity to �x
fromtheoutside, then:

�2ðtþ 1Þ ¼ ð�1 � �ðtÞÞ�xþ �ðtÞ;

therefore
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�ðtþ 1Þ � �ðtÞ ¼ �� ¼ ð�1 � �Þ�x:

This is the expression fordi¡erentialmixingalreadyestablished.
Wasserburg’s equations maybe extended to several reservoirs exchanging material and

with di¡erent isotope ratios.Foreach reservoir,wewrite:

d�

dt
¼

Xi¼n
i¼1

Fi � l

" #
� þ

Xi¼n
i¼1

�i � �ð Þ Li

d�

dt
¼ l� þ

Xi¼n
i¼1

�i � �ð Þ Li

8>>>><
>>>>:
whereFi is the totaloffractionation factors.

There are as many pairs of equations as there are reservoirs and we switch therefore
to amatrix systemwhose solution is complex and generally di⁄cult to solve because there
are many unknown, time-dependent parameters. However, in some cases it can be
approximated.

Exercise

A simplified three-reservoir system is considered: the lower mantle (lm), upper mantle (um),

and atmosphere (a) with transfers of radiogenic rare gases described by the transfer coeffi-

cients shown in Figure 8.15, plus a chemical fractionation (F ) during the transition from the

upper mantle to the atmosphere.

Write the matrix equation describing the dynamic evolution of the system. It is assumed

there is no reverse transfer either from the atmosphere to the upper mantle or from the upper

Atmosphere

Upper
mantle

Lower
mantle Mlm

Mum

a
Lum    a

Llm um

•

•

Figure 8.15 The simplified three-reservoir system.
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to the lower mantle and that transfer from the lower to upper mantle does not involve

chemical fractionation.

Keep the � and � notations as used in this book.

Answer
The subscripts to denote the reservoirs are a¼ atmosphere, um¼upper mantle, lm¼ lower

mantle.

� ¼
�a

�um

�lm

2
4

3
5 and � ¼

�a

�um

�lm

2
4

3
5:

d�

dt
¼ T �


 �
�

where T �


 �
is the transfer matrix of �.

d�

dt
¼ T�½ � � þ l�

where T �½ � is the transfer matrix of �.

T �


 �
¼

0 0 0
0 � l � F þ L lm!umð Þ þL lm!um

0 0 �l

������
������ and T�½ � ¼

�L um!a þL um!a 0
0 �L lm!um þL lm!um

0 0 0

������
������:

This exercise is designed to show how complex the problems are, but also to prepare

readers for the mathematical processing used in research work.

The cases of stable isotopes may also be covered by generalizing from these equations

somewhat, but in this case, we must consider a combined formula because while there is no

radioactive decay to be considered there is isotope fractionation.

By positing �s = stable isotope ratio, we can write:

d�s

dt
¼ F i �s þ

X
i

Fex �
i
s � �s

� �
L i tð Þ

where Fi is fractionation internal to the system and Fex is fractionation for elements entering

the system. This equation shows how worthwhile but how difficult it is to use stable isotopes

in balance processes, because it involves an extra parameter – fractionation.

E X A M P L E

The crust–mantle system

Consider the continental crust-mantle system. Let us take the example of exchange between

the continental crust and the mantle. Let us keep our conventional use of � and �; let us take

the 87Rb/86Sr system to clarify things. To simplify, we shall assume that the � values for the

mantle are much lower than those for the continental crust.

The evolution of the crust is written:

d�cc

dt
¼ �l�cc þ �#m � �cc

� �
L
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d�cc

dt
¼ þl�cc þ �#m � �cc

� �
L

where �#m and �#m indicate the transfer from the mantle to the continental crust.

It is assumed, to simplify matters, that L is constant over time. Integrating the equation in �

gives:

�cc ¼
�m# L

l þ L
1� e� lþLð Þt
h i

þ �0cc e� lþLð Þt ;

�0cc being the initial value for continental crust. Notice straight away that since

1 – eðlþL Þt eðlþL Þt ¼ 1, this is a mixing-type equation whose proportions are time dependent.

If x(t)¼ eðlþL Þt , we get:

�cc ¼
�m# L

l þ L
1� x tð Þð Þ þ �0cc x tð Þ;

from which L is of the order of 0.3 � 10�9 yr�1 and l¼ 0.0142 � 10�9 yr�1. Therefore
�m#L

l þ L
� �m#, which is much less than �cc and is ignored.

d�cc

dt
¼ l �0cc e� lþLð Þt þ �m# � �cc

� �
L :

Integrating gives:

�cc ¼ �cc þ l�0cc t½ � e� lþLð Þt þ �m# 1 � e� lþLð Þt
h i

:

Notice that this is a mixing equation between the evolution of isolated continental crust

(whose evolution is written �0ccþ l�0cc t) and the �m# coming from the mantle, which we

have taken to be constant, the terms of the mix being weighted by e–Lt (Figure 8.16).
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Figure 8.16 Results of the exercise above with �cc¼ 0.1.
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Exercise

Write the Wasserburg equation for stable isotopes (e.g., 18O/16O) in d notation.

Answer

dd
dt
¼ d � Ds"
� �

þ
X

d i � Di#
� �

Li tð Þ:

The �i# are isotopic fractionations during transfer from sources to the exterior, and �s" is

the isotopic fractionation towards the reservoir, the Li(t) are identical to those already

defined.

Exercise

Consider the sea water reservoir. The concentration of elements is determined by the influx of

products of erosion from rocks of continental and mantle origin.

We assume the equation governing this composition is written for element i:

dC i

dt
¼ J i tð Þ � ki Ci

and that 1/ki¼ Ri is the residence time of element i. It is assumed that:

Ji (t)¼ J0iþbi sin !t

where ! ¼ 2p=104 yr�1.

For all elements we take J0¼Gi¼ 1.

Calculate the curves of variation of Ci for the elements Nd: Ri¼ 1000 years, Os: Ri¼ 30 000

years, and Sr: Ri¼ 2 � 106 years.

Answer
See Figure 8.10.

8.4.4 Statistical evolution of radiogenic systems: mixing times

Here, we shall again take the example of the upper mantle, butour approach is more gen-
eral and could apply to other convective geochemical reservoirs like the ocean, the atmo-
sphere, or a river.We are nowgoing to lookat not just the averagevalues although theyare
essential, but also the statistical distributions that can be described summarily by their
di¡erent statistical parameters: a mean, a dispersion, an asymmetry, etc. (Alle' gre and
Lewin,1995).
As said, the upper mantle is subjected to two types of antagonistic processes. First,

chemical fractionation (extraction of oceanic crust, extraction of continental crust, rein-
jection of material via subduction phenomena). These processes result in chemical and
isotopicheterogeneitywiththehelpoftime.Second, it is alsosubjectedtomixingprocesses
related to mantle convection, which stretch the rocks, break them, fold them, and mix
them.There are alsomelting processeswhich also tend tohomogenize the isotope ratios of
thesourcezone.
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Thus two types ofphenomena are opposed: those producing chemical and isotopic dis-
persion and those which mix, homogenize, and tend to destroy the heterogeneities (see
McKenzie,1979;Alle' greetal.,1980;Alle' greandTurcotte,1986).

Exercise

Suppose that unaltered oceanic crust, altered oceanic crust, and fine sediments plunge

into the mantle in a subduction zone. The extreme compositions for the 87Rb–86Sr

system for unaltered oceanic crust are �Sr
0 ¼ 0.7025 and �Rb/Sr¼ 0.1 and for the sediments

�Sr
S ¼ 0.712 and �Rb/Sr¼ 0.4. The altered crust has intermediate values: �Sr

0A¼ 0.705 and

�Rb/Sr¼ 0.2.

What will be the dispersion of the � isotope ratios if this subducted oceanic crust is in the

mantle without mixing for 1 billion years?

Answer
Dispersion can be evaluated by calculating the two extreme values. We obtain 0.703 92 and

0.717 68 respectively for the pieces of unaltered oceanic crust and for the sediments. The

difference �� is 0.0137, while the difference in �Sr values during subduction was 0.0095.

We can also calculate it directly:

D� ¼ ðD�Þinitial þ lðD�ÞT :

Hence � indicates the dispersion: ��¼ 0.0095þ 0.004 26¼ 0.0137. (Notice that given the

value of l, the term –l� is negligible in the evolution of �.)

Suppose now that these subduction products are subjected to multiple mixing processes in

the mantle. Suppose the result is that ��i, which was 0.3 initially, becomes ��¼ 0.1, and that

�� becomes 0.003.

The effectiveness of this isotopic mixing can be measured by the ratio 30/137¼ 0.21

whereas chemical mixing, measured by 0.1/0.3¼ 0.33, is not quite as effective. (This reason-

ing probably fails to allow for isotope exchange, but it is a first approximation.)

Letustrytogeneralizethesesimple examples.Wearelookingtowriteanequationderived
fromWasserburg’s, but dealing with distributions. So we take as variables not the average
values, which has already been done, but the dispersions. Dispersion can be measured by
the standard deviation (or by the standard deviation of two extreme values, which, as we
know,areaboutthreetimes the standarddeviation) (Alle' greandLewin,1995).

Thefollowingequation canbederivedfromWasserburg’s equationsbynotingdispersion
hi.Thus we note the dispersion of isotope ratios �h i and the dispersion of chemical ratios
�h iwith subscripts�ex (external),�i (internal),�ex (external), and�i (internal).

d �ih i
dt
¼ �exh i � �ih i½ � L�M �ih i

where the term ^l �ih i is ignored (Figure8.17).
Thenew term thathasbeen introduced isM �ih i, the termofhomogenizationofthemix-

ture;Mhas the dimensionofthe inverseofatimeweshall callmixing time (�). It is the time
it takes to reduce the dispersion �h i by a factor (e) exponential. Suppose a steady state is
attained, then:
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�ih i ¼ �exh i L

M þ L
:

ReplacingLby its expression1/residence time¼ 1/RandM¼ 1/� , gives:

�ih i ¼ �exh i �

R þ �
:

If � <<R,mixing isveryrapidand �ih i ! 0when �!0.This is intuitive enough. Ifmixing
time is short, homogenization is vigorous and therefore the standard deviation is zero. If,
conversely, � >>R, homogenization is poor and �ih i ¼ �exh i: dispersion in the reservoir is
thesameas that introduced.
For isotope ratios, the equation for standarddeviation iswritten:

d �ih i
dt
¼ �exh i � �h i

2R
þ l

2
�h i � �h i

2�
:

Letusmaketworemarks.The¢rst, apurelyarithmeticalone, is thatthe factor1/2 is found
everywhere because the calculation made rigorously with variance is d �h i2=
dt ¼ 2 �h i d �h i=dt.The second andmore important remark is that in the terms of creation
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Figure 8.17 Diagram explaining how the histograms for parameters � and � evolve during the
geodynamic cycle. Values of � and � are represented by histograms. We start on the left with a
dispersed histogram for � and �. In the mantle the spread is reduced by mixing but supplementary � is
heated by radioactivity (white in histogram). Then melting reduces the spread of� but not so much as for�.
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ofheterogeneity, there is the termofexternal inputs in �exh ibut also aterm from the disper-
sionof �h ivalues.

Ifl is small enough forus tospeakofasteadystate,weget:

�ih i ¼ l �ih i
R�

R þ �

� �
þ �exh i �

R þ �

� �
:

If � is small comparedwithR (veryactivemixing):

�ih i � l �ih i � þ �exh i �

R

� �
:

If � is very small, �ih i in themixture is also very small.Themantle is therefore isotopically
veryhomogeneous (small standarddeviation).

If � ismuch larger thanR,mixing ispoor, and the standarddeviation is equal to the stan-
darddeviationof�multipliedbyresidence time,plus the deviationof input fromoutside.

Letus examinethe relationship theremaybebetweenthedispersionof �h iandthatofthe
�h i values.We saw when calculating the least squares that in an (�, �) plot, the statistical
slope equals �h i/ �h i (the ratio of standard deviations multiplied by the correlation coe⁄-
cientofapproximately1).

Ifwe plot the points representing mantle rockon an (�, �) diagram, e.g., (143Nd/144Nd,
147Sm/144Nd) or (87Sr/86Sr, 87Rb/86Sr), the slope of the straight line yielding an apparent
age is equal to the ratiosofthestandarddeviationsofthe (�) and (�) values.

If it canbe considered that �exh i is about constant (this is notthe absolutevalueof�exbut
its dispersion!), the slope is equal toR�=ðRþ �Þ(Figure 8.18).

If � is small compared with R, the slope is about equal to (�), the mixing time.
Unfortunately it is not easy to estimate �h i, the‘‘chemical’’dispersion ratio, because chemi-
cal fractionation in basalt formation greatly increases �h i dispersion even if it can be
assumedthat �h iremains thesame.

Theslopeofthe correlationdiagramobtained forbasalts is thenwritten:

D
R�

R þ �

� �

α

μ~ 6<μ>~

~
 6
<α

>
~

slope = λ Rτ
R+τ

Figure 8.18 Mantle isochrons constructed from dispersion of (�) and (�). The slope gives a pseudo-age
(Rþ � ).
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whereD is acoe⁄cientgreater thanunityandratherdi⁄cultto estimate.
This di⁄cultymakes the exercise somewhat hazardous. Letus attempt it none the less to

get an orderof ideas. An isochron hasbeen obtainedon oceanicbasalt by the147Sm/144Nd
methodwithanageof350Ma.
Letus admitavalue forDbetween2and1.5andavalueofR¼ 1Gafor the residence time

oftheuppermantle.Thisgives amixing time � of530Ma.
Another wayofaddressing the issue is touse the 4He/3He ratios (Alle' greetal.,1995).The

ratios measured in MORB are the outcome of mixing of OIB ratios which represent an
unmixedmantle.AsFigure6.18 shows, the 4He/3HeratiosofMORBseemtobeslightlydis-
persedaroundtheaverageforOIB.
Suppose, as a ¢rst approximation, that the dispersion caused by the decayofuranium is

faithfully re£ectedby theOIB.We canthenwrite:

�MORBh i
�OIBh i ¼

�

R þ �
:

With �OIBh i¼ 45 � 103 and �MORBh i¼ 9, and still takingR¼ 1Ga,we¢nd � ¼ 0.25Ga.We
are still dealing with the same order ofmagnitude but this time it is for the mantleMORB
sourcealone.
There are two important points to remember from this section. If we have an (�, �) rela-

tion for present-day rocks from the mantle, therefore from a convecting reservoir, the
slope does not measure the age of some sudden past event but is related to the physical
characteristics of the reservoir: mixing time and residence time.Wemust henceforth set
about describing geochemical reservoirs not by average parameters but by distributions
andevenbyregionalizeddistributions.Work isunderway inthis direction.
Notice too that anumberofconclusions aboutthe casewhere externaldispersion £uctu-

ates with sin !t can be applied to the dispersion equation.The decisive parameter in this
caseisL=ðM þ LÞ, thatis:�=ðR þ �Þ.Dispersionwillbeinphaseoroutofphase,damped
orundamped,dependingonthevalueofthisparameter.Weleavethismatter to readerswho
wish to investigate this area further and who, for this purpose, may transpose the calcula-
tionsalreadysetout.

Exercise

It is supposed that the 4He/3He ratios of the upper mantle vary as a result of dis-

persion introduced by variable ratios of the OIBs and of mantle convection (see Allègre

et al., 1995). The values measured on OIB by 4He/3He ratios are: mean 93 390, dispersion

45 330.

The values measured for MORB of the North Atlantic ridges are: mean 8938, dispersion

9330.

Calculate the upper mantle mixing time in the North Atlantic, given that the residence time

for the Atlantic lithosphere is 1.3 Ga.

The residence time of the North Pacific upper mantle is 582 Ma and the dispersion 3000.

Calculate the mixing time of these two zones of the upper mantle.

Answer
The mixing times for the two upper mantle zones are 300 Ma for the North Atlantic and 40 Ma

for the North Pacific.
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Problems

1 Consider a reservoir whose concentrations evolve in accordance with the equation with

standard notation: dC/dt¼ J – kC2, which is therefore a non-linear evolution equation. What

is the residence time of the element in question? Can you imagine a geochemical process

for which such a formula might apply? What is the system’s response law if a flux J0 is

suddenly injected and then left to evolve by itself?

2 It is assumed that erosion fluctuates with glacial cycles. These cycles are supposedly modeled

by the superimposition of three frequencies: 100 ka, 40 ka, and 20 ka, with relative amplitudes

of 2, 1, and 1, respectively. Uranium has a residence time in the ocean of 3 Ma. Supposing

that the 234U/238U ratios injected into rivers vary with climate, draw the 234U/238U response

curve of the ocean (without calculating).

3 The residence time of oceanic lithosphere in the primitive upper mantle is 1 Ga. It can be

supposed that the corresponding 70 km of mantle are fully degassed when they go through

the mid-ocean ridge. The 4He in the upper mantle is the sum of two terms: the radiogenic part

formed in situ over 1 Ga and the part coming from the lower mantle at the same time as

the 3He.

(i) Calculate how much 4He accumulated in 1 Ga in the upper mantle with U¼ 5 ppm and

Th/U¼ 2.5.

(ii) Given that the degassing of 3He from the mid-ocean ridge is 1�103 moles yr�1 and that
4He/3He¼ 105, calculate the residence time of 4He in the upper mantle.

(iii) What do you conclude about the melting process at the mid-ocean ridges?

4 Suppose that the dispersion of 4He/3He ratios in the upper mantle is due to the incorporation

of a dispersion through the OIB counterbalanced by mantle convection. Dispersion measured

in the MORB of various oceans is given in the table below.

Ocean expansion rates are also given in the table along with the residence time of oceanic

lithosphere in the corresponding mantle province. Calculate the mixing time of the various

portions of the upper mantle, given that the OIB dispersion is 45 000. Is there a relation with

the expansion rate? What is the relation? Draw it.

5 Consider Figure 8.2 showing the hydrological cycle. Construct a system of boxed reservoirs,

with four boxes: atmosphere/ocean, atmosphere/landmass, groundwater/runoff, and

oceans. Draw the input and output and the corresponding flows for each box. What is the

residence time of water in each box? What is the proportion of ocean going through the

groundwater/runoff box and that has flowed into the sea as rivers over 1 million years?

Dispersion Expansion rate (cm yr�1) Residence time (Ma)

North Atlantic 9 000 2.3 1400
South Atlantic 6 000 3.5 900
South-west Indian Ocean 11 000 1.7 1600
North Pacific 3 000 8.0 580
Central Indian Ocean 4 700 3.6 700
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APPENDIX

Table A.1 Symbols and orders of magnitude

Pre¢x Factor

exa (E) 1018

peta (P) 1015

tera (T) 1012

giga (G) 109

mega(M) 106

kilo (k) 103

hecto (h) 102

deca (da) 101

deci (d) 10�1

centi (c) 10�2

milli (m) 10�3

micro (�) 10�6

nano (n) 10�9

pico (p) 10�12

femto (f) 10�15

atto (a) 10�18

Table A.2 Constants

Symbol Value

Speedof light c 2.997 924 58 � 108ms�1

Electron charge e �1.60217733 � 10�19C
Planckconstant h 6.620 60755 � 10�34 J s
Boltzmann constant k 1.380 658 � 10�23 JK�1
Gravitational constant G 6.6726 � 10� 11Nm2 kg�2

Electron restmass me 0.910 938 97 � 10�30 kg
Atomicmassunit u 1.660 540 2 � 10�27 kg
Avogadro constant NA 6.0221367 � 1023mole�1

Idealgas constant R 8.314 510 Jmole�1K�1

1.989calmole�1K�1



Table A.3 Geological data

MassoftheEarth 5.9737 � 1024 kg
Volume 1.08320 � 1021m3

Mean radiusassumingsphericalEarth 6371000m
MeandensityofEarth 5515 kgm�3

Massofatmosphere 5.1 �1018 kg
Massofoceans 1.37 � 1021kg
Massof ice caps 2.9 � 1019 kg
Massoffreshwater (rivers and lakes) 3 � 1016 kg
Massofcontinental crust 2.36 � 1022 kg
Massofwholemantle 4 � 1024 kg
Massofuppermantle (above670 km) 1 �1024 kg
Massofcore 1.950 � 1024 kg
Massofoutercore 1.85 � 1024 kg
Massof innercore 9.7 � 1022 kg
AreaofEarth 5.100 655 � 108 km2

Areaofoceans 3.62 � 108 km2

Areaofcontinents (andcontinentalmargins) 2 � 108 km2

Areaofexposedcontinents 1.48 � 108 km2

AreaofAtlanticOcean 9.8 � 107 km2

Areaof IndianOcean 7.7 � 107 km2

AreaofPaci¢cOcean 1.7 � 108 km2

Hydrothermal£uxatoceanridges 1�2.3 � 1014 kgyr�1
Fluxofrivers toocean 4.24 � 104 km3yr�1¼ 4.24 � 1016 kgyr�1
Fluxofriver sediment load 1.56 � 1013 kgyr�1
Fluxofoceanic crust formed 8.4 � 1013 kgyr�1
Fluxofoceanic lithosphere created 8.4 � 1014 kgyr�1
Lengthofoceanridges 50 000 km
Flux fromhotspots 2.5 � 1014 kgyr�1
Average sea-£oor spreading rate 3 cmyr�1

Fluxoflithospheric subduction 8.4 � 1014 kgyr�1
Averagealtitudeof landmasses 875m
Averagedepthofoceans 3794m
Averagethicknessofcontinents 35 km
Averagethicknessofoceanic crust 6.0 km
Averageheat£ow 87mWm�2

Totalgeothermal£ow 44.3TW
Average continentalheat£ow 65mWm�2

Averageoceanicheat£ow 101mWm�2

Solar £ux 1373Wm�2
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Table A.4 Long-lived radioactivity

Percentageofelement Decayconstant,l (yr�1) Mean life,T (yr) Half-life,T1=2 (yr) Product

40K
1.167 � 10�4Ktotal

��4.962 � 10�10
e�cap0.581 �10�10
Total5.543 � 10�10

2.015 � 109
17.21 �109
1.80 � 109

1.397 � 109
11.93 � 109
1.25 � 109

40Ca
40Ar

87Rb��0.25 1.42 �10� 11 70.42 � 109 48.8 � 109 87Sr

138La
��

0:089
e�cap

2
4 ��2.25.10� 12 4.44 � 1011 3.08 � 1011

138Ce
138Ba

�

Latotal e�cap4.4 � 10�12
Total6.65 � 10�12

2.2 � 1011
1.5 � 1011

1.57 � 1011
1.04 � 1011

147Sm�(15.07) 6.54 � 10�12 152.88 � 109 1.06 � 1011 143Nd
176Lu��(2.6) 2 � 10�11 50 � 109 3.5 � 1010 176Hf
187Re�� (63.93) 1.5 � 10�11 66.66 � 109 4.6 � 1010 187Os
190Pt� (0.0127) 1.16 � 10�12 862 � 109 6 � 1011 186Os
232Th (100) (6�,4��) 4.9475 � 10�11 20.21 �109 1.4010 � 1010 208Pb
235U(0.73) (7�,5��) 9.8485 � 10�10 1.01538 � 109 0.703 809 9 � 109 207Pb
238U(99.27) (8�,6��) 1.55125 � 10�10 6.44 � 109 4.4683 � 109 206Pb

Table A.5 Extinct radioactivity

Percentageof
element

Decayconstant,l
(yr� 1)

Mean life,T
(Ma)

Half-life,T1=2

(Ma)
Product

26Al�þ 9.7 � 10�7 1.03 0.714 58 26Mg
10Be�� 4.6 �10�8 2.16 �107 1.5 �107 10B
36Cl�þ
36Cl��

2.25 � 106 0.44 0.308 36Ar (98.1%)
36S (1.9%)

41Ca�þ 6.7 � 10�6 0.15 0.1 41K
53Mn�þ 1.886 � 10�7 5.3 3.3867 53Cr
60Fe2�� 4.761 �10�7 2.2 1.456 60Ni
92Nb�þ 2.777 � 10�8 36 25.67 92Zr
107Pd�� 1.063 � 10�7 9.4 6.538 107Ag
129I�� 4 � 10�8 25 17.327 129Xe
146Sm� 6.849 � 10�9 146 101.19 142Nd
182Hf2�� 7.692 � 10�8 13 9.01 182W
205Pb�þ 4.62 � 10�8 21.64 15 205Tl
244Pu¢ssion 8.264 � 10�9 121 83.91 Xe¢ssion
247Cm2�,3�þ 4.4 � 10�8 22.5 15.6 235U
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Table A.6 Half-lives of radium isotopes used in geology

Parent Raisotope Half-life

238U 226Ra 1622years
235U 223Ra 11.435days
232Th 228Ra 6.7years
232Th 224Ra 3.64days

Table A.7 Half-lives and decay constants of disintegration
reactions for radioactive chains used in geology

Nuclide Half-life (years) Decayconstantl (yr�1)

234
92 U 2.48 �105 2.794 �10� 6

230
90 Th 7.52 �104 9.217 �10� 6

226
88 Ra 1.622 �103 4.272 �10� 4

210
82 Pb 22.26 3.11 �10� 2

231
91 Pa 3.248 �104 2.134 �10� 5

Table A.8 Mass ratios of selected elements

Chemicalmass ratio Isotope ratio

(Rb/Sr) 0.341 (87Rb/86Sr)
(Sm/Nd) 1.645 (147Sm/144Nd)
(Lu/Hf) 1.992 (176Lu/177Hf)
(Re/Os) 0.212 (187Re/188Os)
(Re/Os) 0.0252(187Re/186Os)
(U/Pb) �70 (238U/204Pb)a

aThis is indicativeonlybecause the¢gurevarieswiththe lead isotope composition.Caremust
betakenwithchemicalvalues intheliteraturefor rockswhencomparedwith, say,carbonaceous
meteorites,which haveprimitive isotopic compositions.

Table A.9 Values of selected isotope ratios

Bulksilicate earth Initialvalues

143Nd/144Nd 0.512 638 0.505 83
147Sm/144Nd 0.1966
176Hf/177Hf 0.282 95 0.27978
176Lu/177Hf 0.036
87Sr/86Sr 0.7047 0.698 998
87Rb/86Sr 0.031
187Os/186Os 1.06 0.805
187Os/188Os 0.130 0.0987
187Re/186Os 3.3
187Re/188Os 0.412
206Pb/204Pb 18.426 9.307
207Pb/204Pb 15.518 10.294
208Pb/204Pb 39.081 29.476
238U/204Pb 9.2
232Th/238U 4.25
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Table A.10 Atomic number (Z), chemical symbol, and atomic mass
(A) of the natural elements

Atomicnumber Element Atomicmass

1 Hydrogen (H) 1.0079
2 Helium(He) 4.002 60
3 Lithium(Li) 6.941
4 Beryllium(Be) 9.01218
5 Boron (B) 10.81
6 Carbon (C) 12.011
7 Nitrogen (N) 14.0067
8 Oxygen (O) 15.9994
9 Fluorine (F) 18.998 40
10 Neon (Ne) 20.179
11 Sodium(Na) 22.9898
12 Magnesium(Mg) 24.305
13 Aluminum(Al) 26.98154
14 Silicon (Si) 28.086
15 Phosphorus (P) 30.97376
16 Sulfur (S) 32.06
17 Chlorine (Cl) 35.453
18 Argon (Ar) 39.948
19 Potassium(K) 39.098
20 Calcium(Ca) 40.08
21 Scandium(Sc) 44.9559
22 Titanium(Ti) 47.90
23 Vanadium(V) 50.9414
24 Chromium(Cr) 51.996
25 Manganese (Mn) 54.9380
26 Iron (Fe) 55.847
27 Cobalt (Co) 58.9332
28 Nickel (Ni) 58.71
29 Copper (Cu) 63.545
30 Zinc (Zn) 65.38
31 Gallium(Ga) 69.72
32 Germanium(Ge) 72.59
33 Arsenic (As) 74.9216
34 Selenium(Se) 78.96
35 Bromine (Br) 79.904
36 Krypton (Kr) 83.80
37 Rubidium(Rb) 85.468
38 Strontium(Sr) 87.63
39 Yttrium(Y) 88.9059
40 Zirconium(Zr) 91.22
41 Niobium(Nb) 92.9064
42 Molybdenum(Mo) 95.94
43 Technetium(Tc) (97)
44 Ruthenium(Ru) 101.07
45 Rhodium(Rh) 102.9055
46 Palladium(Pd) 106.4
47 Silver (Ag) 107.868
48 Cadmium(Cd) 112.40
49 Indium(In) 114.82
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Table A.10 (cont.)

Atomicnumber Element Atomicmass

50 Tin (Sn) 118.69
51 Antimony (Sb) 121.75
52 Tellurium(Te) 127.60
53 Iodine (I) 126.9045
54 Xenon (Xe) 131.30
55 Cesium(Cs) 132.9054
56 Barium(Ba) 137.34
57 Lanthanum(La) 138.9055
58 Cerium(Ce) 140.12
59 Praseodymium(Pr) 140.9077
60 Neodymium(Nd) 144.24
61 Promethium(Pm) (145)
62 Samarium(Sm) 150.4
63 Europium(Eu) 151.96
64 Gadolinium(Gd) 157.25
65 Terbium(Tb) 158.9524
66 Dysprosium(Dy) 162.50
67 Holmium(Ho) 164.9304
68 Erbium(Er) 167.26
69 Thulium(Tm) 168.9342
70 Ytterbium(Yb) 173.04
71 Lutetium(Lu) 174.97
72 Hafnium(Hf) 178.49
73 Tantalum(Ta) 180.9479
74 Tungsten (W) 183.85
75 Rhenium(Re) 186.2
76 Osmium(Os) 190.2
77 Iridium(Ir) 192.2
78 Platinum(Pt) 195.09
79 Gold (Au) 196.9665
80 Mercury (Hg) 200.61
81 Thallium(Tl) 204.37
82 Lead(Pb) 207.2 (variable)
83 Bismuth (Bi) 208.9804
84 Polonium(Po) (209)
85 Astatine (At) (210)
86 Radon(Rn) (222)
87 Francium(Fr) (223)
88 Radium(Ra) 226.0254
89 Actinium(Ac) 227.0278
90 Thorium(Th) 232.0381
91 Protactinium(Pa) 231.0359
92 Uranium(U) 238.029
93 Neptunium(Np) 237.048
94 Plutonium(Pu) (244)
95 Americium(Am) (243)
96 Curium(Cm) (247)
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SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS

Chapter 1

(1) The mass of one atom of 17O is 28:455 75 � 10�27 kg. Since the atomic mass unit is
1:660 540 2 � 10�27 kg, themassof 17O inmassunit is17.136 4415.

The mass of each of the two molecules 12CDH3 and
13CH4 is17.133367132 in mass

units. The di¡erence is 0.002 77, which in relative mass is about 1.610�4 which corre-
sponds toaresolutionpowerof6100 for the interferenceofseparation.

(2) Thereare 31.7ppmoflithium inthe rock
(3) The measured isotopic ration

87Sr
86Sr
¼ Rmes is equal to the real ratios þ the pollution

(estimatedbytheblank).Thesupposedisotopicratiooftheblank isRbl.Thereal isotopic
ratioofthe sample isRs. So:

Rmes ¼ Rsð1� xÞ þ RblðXÞ;

where (X) is the mass fraction of the blank in the mixture (this is the same formula
as isotope dilution).
If the precision is measured at 1.10�4, Rmes ^ Rs should be greater than 10 times this
value:

Rmes � Rs51:10�5

which translates to

ðRbl � RsÞX510�5;

sinceRbl ^ Rs�0.006and

x51:6 10�3 x ’ blank

sample
:

So if the sample is10�6g of Sr, x< 1.610�9g. Ifwe increase the accuracyby10 times
theblankshouldbe0.1610�9g.

(4) The radius must be 63 meters if the angle of incidence is at 908 to the electromagnet’s
input faces,31meters iftheangle is 27%.

(5) Presentday:13.59dps; 4.5 �109yearsago:77.15dps.



(6) Productionofradioactiveheatforamantleofprimitive composition:19.9 �1012W.Fora
mantleanalogous totheuppermantle: 2.6 �1012W.

Urey ratios: (i) 47%, (ii) 6%.The second ratio makes the production of radioactive
heat virtually negligible. All the internal heat would thereforebe related to the Earth’s
earlyhistory.

Chapter 2

(1) Answersonpp.288and following.
(2) Apparent ages in Ma

206Pb/238U 207Pb/235U 207Pb/206Pb 208Pb/232Th

473 510 677 502
472 489 572 469
442 460 548 471
439 457 547 492

(3) 5.14Ma;4.2Ma.Theycorrespondto lavafromdi¡erenteruptions.
(4) Inactivity:

234U
238U

� �
¼

234U
238U

� �
0

e�l4t þ ð1� �l4t Þ

230Th
238U

� �
¼ l230

l230 � l234

234U
238U

� 1

� �
ð1� e�ðl230�l234ÞtÞ þ ½1� el230t �:

(5) (i)
230Th
231Pa

� �
excess

¼
230Th
231Pa

� �
initial
excess

e�ðl230�l231Þt

(ii) About300 000years.

Chapter 3

(1) 0.75Ga.
(2) WithTbeing thetemperature,wehave:

40Ar ¼ ð40ARÞ0 exp �
aT2

2
þ GT

� �� �

(3) (i) Theagesare:PykeHill: 2.75Ga;Fred’sFlow: 2.58Ga;Theo’sFlow: 2.46Ga.
(ii) Thesul¢desnotcontaininguraniumlieontheisochronsandgiveroughlytheinitial

valuesofthe lead isotope compositions.

(4) Lu^Hfages:M101¼ 24.7� 1.2Ma,M214¼ 30.6� 2Ma.
Sm^Ndages:M101¼ 23.6� 4.3Ma,M214¼ 20.0� 7Ma.
TheSm^Ndages seemyounger thantheLu^Hfages, butthepyroxenitebedsareprob-
ably24Mayearsold.
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(5) Agesofthreepopulationsofzircons

LittleBeltMountains 1935^2000Ma and 2630^2650Ma
Finland 2700^2800Ma and 2000Ma
Maryland 600� 60Ma

Itcanbeseenthattwoofthezirconpopulationsaredouble.
(6) Astraight line.

Chapter 4

(1) C/N¼ 14.4million!PlantshaveC/Nratiosof100^200.Drawyourown conclusions!
(2) About1350years! It is thereforenottheshroud inwhichChristwaswrapped.

(3)
41K
40K

� �
cosm

¼
41K
39K

� �
cosm

�
39K
40K

� �
measured

41K
39K

� �
measured

� 41K
39K

� �
normal

41K
39K

� �
cosm
� 41K

39K

� �
normal

2
64

3
75:

(4) 8.9 � 105years.
(5) a¼ 1.62� 0.1mmMa�1.

Chapter 5

(1) (i) Basalt>1.6mg,granite>3mg.
(ii) Yes: basalt (2 Ga)¼ 0.7072; basalt (0.5 Ga)¼ 0.700 98; granite (2 Ga)¼ 0.7829;

granite (0.5Ga)¼ 0.7197.
(iii) 3øforSr,2%for theRb/Sr ratio.
(iv) Five 200-g pieces arebetter than one1-kg piece.The result is cross-referenced and

there is ahopeofconstructingan isochron.
(2) 110� 16ka.
(3) 277� 5Ma.
(4) (i) (a) 1.12 ionsperminute.

(b) Theuncertainty is�11540years, or 20%, comparedwith 0.7%uncertaintyon
thepresent-daymeasurement.

(c) Minimumage: 311� 50years.
(d) Counting for 8days,300mgofcarbonwouldhavetobe extracted.

(ii) The error by the 230Th^234Umethod is 420 years for an age of 55 000 years, which
corresponds to 0.76%. It is therefore an excellent method for this half-life, far
superior to 14C in theory. Geochemical conditions must hold for it to apply, that is:
closedsystemandsu⁄cientabundance levels.

(5) (i) The 87Rb/87Srageofthegneisses is1.05Ga.
(ii) Theageofthegranite determinedby the concordiadiagram is 2.11Gawithan inter-

cept less thanabout1Ga (see¢gure).Theapparent ages and thegeometric relations
establishedbygeologyaretherefore contradictory.Agranitethatcross-cutsagneiss
cannotbe older than the gneiss! Eitherof twohypotheses mayhold.The ¢rst (A) is
that both gneiss and granite are about 1Ga old (given by the concordia intercept
and theRb^Sr isochron).The second (B) is to accept that thegneiss is 2Gaoldand
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thegranitealittleyounger,butthatthewholewassubjectedtoalargetectonic crisis1
Ga ago, making the zircons discordant and partially re-homogenizing the
87Rb^87Sr system.
How do we choose between A and B? Hypothesis B is the more likely for two

reasons. First, it is the concordia diagram that gives two ages of 2 Ga and about
1Ga.Now, the1Gacorresponds tothe 87Rb^87Srageofthegneisswhich hasapoor
alignment and above all a (87Sr/86Sr)initial ratio of about 0.713, which is very clear
and indicates isotope re-homogenization. If we take the average of the 87Sr/86Sr
and 87Rb/86Sr ratios, we get an average point. Taking an initial ratio of 0.705, we
¢nd an age of 1.95 Ga. Everything seems to be coherent therefore. However, of
course,aseriesofU^Pbmeasurementsonthezirconofthegranitewouldbeneeded
to con¢rmthis.

(6) Initialage: 2.7Ga,Grenvilleorogeny1.1Ga.Thezirconagesof2.8Gashowthatsomeof
thezircon is inherited.

(7) 235� 5Ma.
(8) (i) All the time intervals are mathematically possible. Allowing for di¡usion

T< 30 Ma.
(ii) Rockof interestwould contain zircon, apatite, andsphene.
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(9) The rhyolite is the resultofpartialmelting (whether followedbydi¡erentiationor not)
oftheancientbasaltcrust.Thisburiedhydrated crust isheatedandmelts a little togive
rise tothe rhyolite.

(10) SeeFigure5.11forhowto constructthediagram.

Chapter 6

(1) (i) The initial two proportions in the twovolcanogenic sediments are 0.576 and 0.423,
respectively, giving:

ð87Sr=86SrÞJ:Sedian ¼ 0:709 46 and ð87Rb=86SrÞSedian ¼ 0:1239:

(ii) Initial ratios: (87Sr/86Sr)granite¼ 0.718 65, (87Rb/86Sr)granite¼ 3.885.
Final ratio: (87Sr/86Sr)granite¼ 0.7738.

(2) (i) Mass of 40Arassumed tobe contained in the core approx. 20 � 1018 g,mass of 40Ar
in the lower mantle 60 � 1018 g.This putative evaluation does not alter the general
ideabehind the 40Ar balance, a missing part ofwhich must be in the mantle.

(ii) Concentrationofnon-radiogenic lead in the coreCPb
N ¼ 1:81 ppm.

(iii) For T¼ 3 Ga, (206Pb/204Pb)lower mantle¼ 17.40, (207Pb/204Pb)lower mantle¼ 14.74.
Thevalues for the closedsystemare17.35and14.53, respectively.Thepointis slightly
tothe rightofthegeochronat4.5Ga.

(iv) TakingT¼ 4 Ga, we have (206Pb/204Pb)lower mantle¼ 17.90 and (207Pb/204Pb)lower
mantle¼ 16.10.

(v) This phenomenon places the representative points in the J domain but is insu⁄-
cient to give leadvalues with an isotope signature like the island of St. Helena. For
this,50%ofthe lead in themantlewouldhavehadtopass into the coreafter 4.4Ga,
which seems a lot.The idea ofexplainingOIBswith high �values by this mechan-
ismdoesnotseemtobe corroboratedby thedata.

(3) (i) For themantle, the reinjection of continental crust plays virtually nopart.This is
becauseofthemass di¡erence.Only the initial di¡erentiation is seen.

U/Pb 
Whole 
rock 

Age Age 
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10

–3
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For the continental crust, itdoesplayarole, but its evolution doesnotcorrespond
to observation. The concavity observed with time is the opposite of what is
observed, which seems on the contrary to involve increasing recycling of conti-
nental crust.

(ii) Neither the Nd nor Sr curves of mantle evolution show the evolution really
observed,which seeaprogressiveonsetofprimitivemantle evolution.

(iii) Overall, with the simplifyingassumptionsmadehere, thismodeldoesnotaccount
for theobservationsverywell (see¢gure).

(4) (i) The upper mantle has a mass of 1 � 1027g with 5 ppb uranium, corresponding to
2 �1016moles.

(ii) Productionof 4He in1Ga is 2.12 times thatofuranium inmoles, therefore4.45 �1016
moles.The quantity of 4He outgassed is about 108 moles yr�1.Therefore, the resi-
dence time 4He¼ 440 Ma is equal to half the residence time of the lithosphere,
which means that when the oceanic lithosphere forms at the mid-ocean ridges,
there is enrichment in 4Hetowards themelting zone.

(5) (i) Values of WNd are calculated in both hypotheses �Nd
cc ¼ 0:5110 and

�Nd
cc ¼ 0:5120, which are the extremes using the balance equation �. Next the

TNd model ages are calculated using the two extreme data by the age formula
deduced from continental crust data. This gives a pair of values (WNd, TNd)
which are (0.2465; 2.84 Ga) and (0.4608; 1.08 Ga).Values ofWNd are calculated
with the �balance equation under both extreme conditions �Sm=Nd

dm ¼ 0:227 and
�
Sm=Nd
dm ¼ 0:28.
ThenTNd is calculatedusing the formula for the depletedmantle.Weget apairof

values (WNd,TNd)of (0.256; 2.6Ga) and (0.4882; 0.964Ga).Wethen takea (WNd,T)
plane and draw the two straight lines corresponding to the pair of values (W, T)

(I)
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taken two by two (see ¢gure). Their point of intersection gives WNd¼ 0.335,
TNd¼ 2.05 �109years.

Returning then to the balance equations, we get: �Nd
cc ¼ 0:511 567 and

�
Sm=Nd
dm ¼ 0:241.

(ii) UsingWNd,WSr is calculated as 0.22. From the balance equation for � values we
deduce �cc¼ 0.409. From the balance equation for the � values, we deduce
�Sr
cc ¼ 0:713 28.We check by calculating theTSr model age on the depleted mantle

valuesTSr¼ 2.1Ga; with continental crust valuesTSr¼ 1.90 Ga, for an average of
2Ga.Theoverallpicture is fairlycoherent.

Chapter 7

(1) The¢rst job is to estimate the fractionation factors at themissing temperaturesþ10 8C
and�30 8C.
(i) We plot the two curves �D, d18O against temperature and interpolate and extrapo-

late linearly, which is warranted because they seem to vary linearly.The complete
table isgivenbelow.

�D �18O

þ20 1.085 1.0098
þ10 1.10 1.0106
0 1.1123 1.0117
^20 1.1492 1.0141
^30 1.175 1.0155

Time (Ga)

 W
 N

d

1 2 3

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2
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(ii) The results areasgivenbelow.

dD
vapor dD

rain d18Ovap d18Orain

1 ^133 ^33 ^16.3 ^6.5
2 ^208 ^96 ^24.13 ^12.4
3 ^307 ^158 ^33.57 ^19.47
4 ^424 ^249 ^43.95 ^28.38

(iii) See¢gure.

(2) The equation is:

d ¼ d0 þ 103ð�� 1Þ ln f:

For the ¢rst phase, f varies from1 to 0.7. The results are given in the table and ¢gure
below.

As canbeseen, greatprecision is requiredtobringoutthesevariations.

0

–100

–200

–300

0

–100

–200

–300

–40 –30 –20 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.6
F

Rain

Vapor

0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2–10

P = 8

δ18Ο

δD δD

0

��1¼ 0.0002 ��1¼ 0.00025 ��1¼ 0.00035

f¼ 0.9 f¼ 0.7 f¼ 59,�f¼ 0.84 f¼ 0.49,�f¼ 0.7 f¼ 0.388,�f¼ 0.79

Melt 5.52 5.571 5.614 5.66 5.74
Olivine 5.32 5.37 5.414 5.46 5.54
Pyroxene 5.31 5.36 5.44
Plagioclase 5.14
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(3) With dD¼ 70%andCraig’s straight lineofprecipitation,wededuce dO ¼ 10%.We cal-
culate thepartition coe⁄cientat 550 8C.
�A�B¼A �106T� 2þB

A B �mineral^water

Quartz 4.10 �3.7 2.35
Magnetite �1.47 �3.7 �5.8
Muscovite 1.9 �3.10 �0.41
Feldspar 3.13 �3.41 1.20
Calcite 2.78 �2.89 1.21
Plagioclase 2.15 �2.0 1.149

Thebalance equation iswritten:

dQ � dH2O

� 	
x1 þ dMg � dH2O

� 	
x2 þ dMg � dH2O

� 	
� x3þ

dfeld � dH2Oð Þx4 þ dcal � dH2Oð Þx5 þ dplag � dH2O

� 	
x6 ¼ Q:

Fromthisweget:

dsilicate � dH2O ¼ 0:99 ð2Þ;

butwealsoknowthe initialbalance:

d initial silicate � y1 þ d initial watery2 ¼ d initial

wherey1andy2 are calculatedallowing for the factthatbymass:

H2O ¼ 15%and silicate ¼ 85%:

In the silicates, oxygen¼ 54%; in thewater, oxygen¼ 88.8%.Therefore the initial over-
allvalueofthe system, ifassumedclosed, is:

d initial ¼ 7� 0:77� ð�10Þ � 0:23 ¼ 5:39� 2:3 ¼ 3:09:
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This ispreserved, sowehave:

dsilicate þ dH2O ¼ 3:09 ð2Þ:

WethendeducedH2Obyeliminatingdsilicatebetween (1)and (2):

dH2O ¼ 1:05

All that is left is to calculate theminerald values:

dquartz ¼ þ3:4

dmagnetite ¼ �4:7

dmuscovite ¼ 0:68

dfeldspar ¼ þ2:29

dcalcite ¼ þ2:28
dplagioclase ¼ þ2:39:

(4) (i) Thequantityofcarbonburnt is 5.9 � 1016g,which corresponds to410ppmofCO2.
(ii) Now, the content is 330 ppm.The remainder has been dissolved in the ocean after

homogenization.
(iii) Thed13Ccalcitehasgonefromþ3 to0.
(iv) Ifd canbemeasuredwithaprecisionof0.1dor0.05d, this criterion canbeusedasa

pollution control.
(5) Dg�m ¼ dg � dmaj ¼ dSO2

� xdS2� þ 1� xð ÞdSO2�
4

h i

x ¼ S2�

S2� þ SO2�
4

x ¼ K Tð Þ
�2 þ K Tð Þð Þ

Dg�m ¼ 7:5x� 4:5:

Therefore ifx< 0.6�g^m it isnegative, otherwise it ispositive.
(6) (i) d¼ 0.344and1.386, respectively.

(ii) d¼ ^1.05.
(iii) 0.0081 d m�1 and 0.01108 d m�1 for the two snowball scenarios and for the

scorchedEarthscenario0.0148d m�1.
(iv) No.

Chapter 8

(1) We¢nd:

R ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffi
Jk
p

:
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Adecay reaction, for example, decay of organic matter, obeys a second-order kinetic
equation:

x ¼ J0
J0 ktþ 1

:

(2) Thefrequency100kawillbe continuedunchanged.The40kaand20kafrequencieswill
bephase-shiftedanddampedandthereforethe100kafrequencywillpredominate.

(3) (i) The upper mantle 1 � 1027 g with 5 ppm of U, corresponding to 2 � 1016 moles.
Productionof 4He in1Ga is 2.2 times thatofuranium inmoles, therefore 4.4 � 108 yr.
Thequantityof 4Hedegassed is about108molesper year.

(ii) Therefore the residence time of 4He of 440 Ma is twice the residence time in the
lithosphere.

(iii) This means that when the oceanic lithosphere forms at the ocean ridges, there is
enrichmentof 4Hetowards themelting zones.

(4) Mixing times in the upper mantle

Mixing time (Ma)

NorthAtlantic 350
SouthAtlantic 138
South-west IndianOcean 533
NorthPaci¢c 42
Central IndianOcean 77

Yes, there is arelationwith the expansion rate (see¢gure).
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